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Tuesday, January 5, 2010
I can feel it coming...
To our Socialist money changers:
Well, if you told me you were drowning,
I would not lend a hand,
I've seen your face before, my friend,
but I don't know if you know who I am.
Well I was there and I saw what you did,
I saw it with my own two eyes.
So you can wipe off that grin, I know where you've been,
it's all been a pack of lies.
And I can feel it comin' in the air tonight, oh Lord,
I've been waiting for this moment all my life, oh Lord.
And I can feel it comin' in the air tonight, oh Lord,
and I've been waiting for this moment all my life, oh Lord,
Oh Lord...
Yeah, I saw what you did, Ben.
And you too, Tim.
Glenn Beck talks about the Sprott report on TV today!

Friend of Another
FOA (08/09/01): "Clearly, the coming drastic constriction in dollar financial trade will trigger a super "print press" response
from the Fed. They will not be pushing on a string; rather picking up the ball of twine and throwing it! All the while using
the old 1980s "monetary control act" that opens their use of monetizing almost anything and everything. They won't be
adding reserves to the banking system in the future; rather buying any and all debts from anyone that needs fresh cash.
Believe it!"
Costata: FOFOA, isn't this exactly what is happening now? I ask myself, should a simpleton like me bet against someone
capable of extrapolating so insightfully?
FOFOA: Yes Costata, it is jaw-dropping to read some of the things he wrote a decade ago. From which mountain top was he
viewing the world with such clarity?...
FOA (10/5/01; 10:55:19 MT - usagold.com msg#112)
Discussing the World with Michael Kosares
Hello MK
I wanted to come back to your last stop here on the GoldTrail to address your points and expose myself to the world. (smile)
I bet you and many hikers think I am tagging all Americans and gold thinkers with this "Hard Money Socialist" label. Ha,,,,,
let me slowly turn around so everyone can take a good look what a HMS looks like. Yes, that's right,,,,, I fit the definition
completely.
[Me: Hard Money Socialist was a term FOA used for those he viewed as typical Western "gold bugs". It referred to
people who both promoted the return of gold into the transactional currency realm and also supported the status
quo by investing in "leveraged" paper gold and mining stock.]
Most of my life I thought gold should be locked into any official currency system to act as a gauge and controlling factor
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against socialist tendencies in governments. I studied and in some cases talked to all the prominent thinkers on the subject.
In the late 60s, when Harry Browne was living in LA, his pre-book views took on quite a following. Me included! Oh, it all
seemed so natural then; the eventual breakdown of our misguided economic policies had to, one day, kill the whole dollar
printing game! We all thought that "the coming big failure" would drive every government back to using gold as money; or
at least in some version of another gold exchange standard.
However, even then, I had some serious people pointing me in a different direction. You mentioned how people saw Harry's
thoughts ----"considered him the lunatic fringe back then simply because most people never heard of such a thing"---! Ho
ho, you should have seen my reaction to these other radical, foreign views I was hearing!
Truly, Harry's stuff seemed so much more real, so much more "The American Way", that it just had to work. Well, it did and
we have whole libraries full of historical scrip and economic writer's papers to chronicle his correctness. But you know, I
also looked back at these other guys explanation of things and they were every bit correct too,,,,, the effects were the same.
Then as the 70s ended and the 80s ran on, their much more longer-term understanding really took hold and left all other
gold / currency explanations in the dirt. True, all the rest of the hard money crowd gained a little with each gold cycle high,
but were also shot down with each cycle drop. The trouble is that historic process is a time consuming affair (smile) and
most of the younger boys and girls that come here don't have a full hands-on perspective of how we got here. Current
dogma has a way of leaving out important turning points that are really needed to be factored in. Hell, a few decades of
cycles became so regular in our mind-set that a whole industry was born, explaining why cycle investing works (smile). In
time I came to understand that there really was a long term, singular move, evolving along as a political play at work here.
The last decade only served to underscore it all.
The early 90s Gulf war spike in gold should have been the final revenge for us bugs. Can you imagine?,,,,,, war in the
middle eastern oil fields,,,,,,, hundreds of oil wells burning and gold gets shot down?? I was already 80% in my associates
camp of thinking by then and that spike down pulled my other 20% right in. I knew then that the whole story was changing
on political grounds and was not going to follow the Mises path.
My typical hard money long-held belief, back then, was always:
----"Gold is the only official money of the world and will return to these roots one day"-------- and -----" some world wide
financial dislocation will drive all governments back to this position"-----!!!!
It wasn't going to happen, no matter what, short of nuclear war. All we had to do was look around and see how people the
world over were attached to using fiat currencies. The economic system itself was morphing into new ground as world trade
learned to function very efficiently with fiat digital settlement. And that's something the 70s crowd said could never happen.
That was how many years ago?
A lot of the Mises crowd tried to point out that ---- "hey, this is all very good but if you were on a gold system this economic
game would be all the more better" ----! Ha, no one cared,,,,,, why risk what was already in process. Even the third world
didn't want to hear it. They figured that any return to a hard money system would harken back to a time they remembered all
too well. These guys suffered during the early century and no one was going to tell them that the gold standard wasn't to
blame. The US is today, and was then, robbing them blind but the situation seemed, to them, that this new dollar standard
was building them up. Looking at it all,,,,, we robbed the Japan life style standards the most. All to buy us an almost free
standard of living, and they loved it!
When it came to using fiat money in our modern era, it made little difference what various inflation rates were in countries
around the world; 50%, 100% 1,000%,,,,,, they went right on playing with the same pesos. There have been countless third
world examples of this dynamic, if only we look around. Mike, look at what happened in Russia after they fell,,,, the Ruble
stayed in use and function with 6,000% inflation. My god they still use it now.
No,,,,,,, my guys are dead-on-the-money with respect to the political dynamic that's playing out. The world is heading
towards a huge financial/currency crack up, but it won't work out with gold coming back into the money game. This very
long term transition is playing on a move away from dollar domination with Europe preparing to suffer less than us by
pulling in as many other political trading blocks as they can.
When you look at who they are reaching out to; every one of these blocks wants gold moving higher to shelter their dollar
trading losses. None of them expects to unload dollar reserves because our end time trade deficit won't permit it. They can't
just send the dollars to each other, buying their own goods... that would never exhaust the external dollar float. Hell they
now have their own money to do trade with, the Euro.
The game is to let the US economy suffer from its own bloated expansion by moving slowly away from supporting foreign
dollar settlement with CB storage (of dollars). This is more than enough to end the dollars timeline as we are already
stretched to the leverage limit. They know that Greenspan has but one policy to use and that will be super printing. He is
doing it now, right on que!
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The ensuing domestic price inflation will waste away all buying power of dollars overseas. This is where they must install a
free market in gold that ends international confidence in the current gold fractional reserve game. This is the "what for" of
Britain moving itself and its gold operation into the Euro arena. Once safely there, or there in initiative, the ECB and BIS
could cash out England's gold liabilities without crashing London's banks.
Mind you, this is all happening while Western style "Hard Money Socialists" are defending their stance by saying the Euro
is just another fiat. Ha! These are the same guys that, throughout the 90s, put every dime in expensive gold stocks and
watched dollar currency inflation drive the Dow up a trillion points while political actions killed their leveraged gold plays.
Now they will refuse to buy physical when political will is about to impact this sector and they will most likely stand by
while a Euro-based dynamic starts another economic surge later.
Truly, reasoning and logic is all about your point below: "it is", Mike.
MK, you mentioned:
------ Europe will be no more aggressive than it needs to be. As a casual political observer, I believe that this policy is a
mistake that forces Europe to play the inflation game along with the United States, and that is not the way I would have
played the game given the opportunity. However, I'm not the one calling the shots in Europe. I am an American
businessman and investor and in that capacity I am not so much interested in the world as "I'd like it to be" but as "it is." I'm
sure my European counterparts feel the same way.
-----Right Mike, your last part is like Another said about the forest growing anyway. The fact that it worked with fiat is the way
it happened,,,,, "it is"!
To address your point: well, they are awfully doggone aggressive now. Note that they didn't make any attempt to match our
post crash rates with a larger drop of their own. That has placed them in a very pro-active dollar warring position now. I'm
sure Greenspan is steaming over this break away. It's built a major carry proposition against the dollar and the Euro has to
gain on this. Here is an item from your News feed:
------------------------------------------------Currency Europe
10/05 13:06 Dollar May Fall vs Euro, Yen; U.S. Unemployment Seen Rising
By Chris Gothard
London, Oct. 5 (Bloomberg) -- The dollar, little changed, may decline against the euro and the yen on expectations a report
will show U.S. unemployment climbed to the highest level in more than four years, more evidence the nation is headed for a
recession...
``We expect unemployment to rise,'' said Rod Davidson, who helps oversee about $1 billion as head of fixed-income
securities at Murray Johnstone Asset Management in Glasgow. ``Everyone is watching for the slowdown in consumer
spending.'' He expects the dollar to decline to 96 cents per
euro by year-end, and recently sold U.S. Treasury bonds in favor of European government debt...
Since Sept. 11, U.S. Treasuries maturing in one year and more returned 2.05 percent in local currency terms, according to
Bloomberg indexes that take into account reinvested interest. For a European investor, those returns are reduced to 1.79
percent because of the dollar's drop against the euro in that period.
------------------------------------------------Add a,,,,,,, solid rate difference on top of these figures,,,,,,,,, factor in a "beggar thy neighbor" who is going to survive this
economic war between Japan and US ,,,,,,,,; and europe's thrust is major! I fully well expect Europe to sell [gold] into any
dollar gold market spikes,,,, now,,,,, so as to hold the level steady,,,,,,, in an effort to inflate paper and discredit our gold
market. Eventually they will move to create a rift between physical dollar gold prices and dollar derivatives prices. The call
will go out that American gold does not reflect what's happening to our Greenspan dollar policy,,,,, real US inflation,,,,,,, and
is a fraud.
You know, the US wants and needs a higher gold asset price now and I bet they are confounded to find a way to achieve it.
We are stuck in a situation where we will ship a good portion at cheap prices first. We spent a decade or so playing this gold
game for better oil pricing and economic dominance; now a higher dollar price of gold would hand our banks a trillion
dollar derivatives loss if gold rises. It just kills them because the Euro banking establishment would simply cash out all their
dollar based gold derivatives into euro settlement and gain as gold spikes and builds an ever larger asset base for all the
ECBMBs.
[Me: ECBMB refers to the member banks of the ECB. He is saying that as the paper gold market implodes, they
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would settle all paper gold with fiat currency... THEIR euro fiat currency even though it was previously priced in
dollars. They could simply PRINT the currency to settle the contracts. This would, of course, send gold to the moon
and in the process send each ECBMB's asset base to the moon. See: Your Own, Personal, Freegold]
I have to laugh at all these jokers that keep trying to understand the ECB gold policy as some sort of currency backing
similar to years past. It just flies right past them that the ECB wants gold as a dollar replacing asset, not local money
backing. For your European clients, they would be in the best of all worlds if they buy gold now. Their system is almost
making rising gold a law so as to buffer domestic dollar exchange rate loses.
MK, you also wrote:
-------- Of course, this is precisely what happened in the 1970s. Harry Browne made the same argument back then -- that the
$35 gold price was both an institutional fixture and institutional fiction. Europe took advantage of that situation by
reclaiming a substantial gold reserve. When the London gold pool (both de jure and overt) broke down at the $35 price, the
devaluation (both de jure and and overt) quickly followed. Additional formal gold sales proceeded from there from both the
International Monetary Fund and the U.S. Treasury.
Since today the gold price is both an institutional fixture and institutional fiction much the same process is in motion at
present -- only de facto and covert. Are you suggesting a similar result? And with the euro present and accounted for, will it
lead to a new world order? ----------The difference today is that the whole global financial, economic and currency structure evolved to service a much more
fast-paced dynamic. Simply put, we cannot go back to not using digital settlement again. If we are to use our trading
efficiencies we must embrace fiat currency use,,,,,,,,, and all its evils. This is what was recognized as we were placed on the
road to high priced gold. Kind of like high priced oil has been factored into our equation,,,,,, so too will a rising gold price
be seen as the price we pay for modern operation. Of course, just as those that don't have oil must pay to play, and gladly do
so,,,,,, those that don't have real gold when the tables turn will have to pay to keep up.
Back when Harry wrote his early views, gold was largely a physical market. Let's see, were there futures in the late 60s?
Nope, didn't think so (smile). Gold was largely a government transfer thing with private players outside the US moving a
relatively tiny amount of gold around. The real story in the 70s was in how much gold the truly big operators couldn't get,
even at those oh-so-high prices. The little American bought his Krugerrands, gold stocks and post-1975 futures and thought
he was doing something big. In retrospect, gold was dead in the water compared to where it should have gone. The dollar
faction never really stopped controlling it.
Today, it's not the government pricing policy that is in jeopardy, it's the very market itself and this change will break not
only the price fiction but the institution also.
Ok, guess I went on enough here. I sure hope everyone can overlook my english mistakes in those last two posts? More so
in all my posts? (smile) Talk later my friend
TrailGuide
Sir Topaz of ye olde time-currency.blogspot.com
I'm not too clear whether THIS is the "last" year of the decade ('01 thru '10) ...or the "first" Year of the next one ('00 - '09)
What I AM unequivocally sure about is that 2010 will be the LAST Year "we the people" tolerate this unholy contrivance
that is the monetary status-quo.
...either way ...Happy New Year!!
MY timeline on a strong Dollar would be (say) until the Ides of March.
One might declare then - 2010 - The WINTER of the Dollar. ...and in that manner being Right ...whatever transpires eh?
At least until March anyways!
Actually, for mine, el-Bucko is coming into 2010 in excellent shape.
All her guns that matter are firing in the right direction and she should keep this momentum going ...right until she runs off
the Cliff ...(hopefully on or before mid-March)
Re: Bonds last year - I think the "reversal" ...and consequent run into the 140's, caught Mr Market off-guard to a large
extent ...and they tended to accept it as a "normal" reaction.
It "wasn't" then ...and "isn't" NOW FOFOA...
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The evidence is in, the Gun has been found ...and the Corpse IS Dead ...so why not call it as such ...eh?
I think if what we were discussing re: Negative Yield is to transpire, a BIG failure (maybe plural?) in the Banking sector
will emerge EARLY in the New Year.
Not necessarily in the US either ...but sufficient to herd 'em into the short end of the curve ...at, or above PAR"...and
comfortable about being there whatsmore!
The Long end is GONE for all money I think FOFOA!
This is NOT late '08 - early '09 I'm afraid.
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Tuesday, January 19, 2010
Gold: The Ultimate Hedge Fund

For the FOFOA noobs, I'm talking about a >>personal "hedge fund"<<, as in physical gold in your own physical
possession. Not a monthly paper statement that comes in the mail saying "John Doe owns x shares in the Acme Gold Hedge
Fund in New Haven, Ct." I just wanted to clarify this right at the top because this is a long post and I know some of you will
give up once you realize there aren't any more cool pictures. Also for the uninitiated, length and repetition on this blog are
completely intentional.
Onward...
hedge vb hedged; hedging vt (14c) 1: to enclose or protect : encircle 2: to protect oneself from losing by a counterbalancing
transaction (a bet) 3: to evade the risk of commitment esp. by leaving open a way of retreat 4: to protect oneself financially:
as - a: to buy or sell commodity futures as a protection against loss due to price fluctuation - b: to minimize the risk of a bet
hedge fund n (1967) : an investing group usu. in the form of a limited partnership that employs speculative techniques in the
hope of obtaining large capital gains
hedge hog n (15c) : an Old World, spiny, well fortified mammal
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The dollar is the most fundamental of all markets because of the size and desire for a means of diversification.
All you need to do is to keep a weekly record of what China is spending on energy and materials to know dollar
diversification is a simple business tactic for nations lacking debt.
-Jim Sinclair (today)
Our whole paradigm is about to change. It will feel like a tidal wave when it finally hits, and it will not be slow and
measured. Literally everything today is completely unsustainable and one day soon, just when you least expect it, the
marketplace will rise up and suddenly sieze reality. Prepare now because when the wave rises it will be too late for
preparations.
The Dying Dollar
Today's dying dollar, in all of its incarnations, is a mind boggling web of contradictions. Massively inconsistent demands
push and pull on an aged and crippled debt system. Inside versus outside the US are vastly different in their needs from the
dollar. Wall Street versus Main Street require opposing strategies. Even the needs of the US Treasury and the Fed are not
aligned. Push pull, tug of war, this is the life of a dying currency.
In its younger years the dollar had a wide berth in which to find its place, plenty of wiggle-room, a large margin for error.
And yes, many errors occured, testing the limits of that margin several times along the way. This dollar is not a senior
citizen that lived an easy life.
But today there is no more wiggle-room. Every error has the potential for instant death. And every crisis today requires the
most extreme measures imaginable, both overt and covert, just to keep blood circulating in the patient for one more round of
chemotherapy.
Debt
Truly, debt is the very essence of the dollar. The whole game has become "we must hold every debtor to his debts, in real
terms, denominated in a dollar that can be expanded with ease." What a contradiction. What a hipocrisy. Every debtor but
the biggest of them all, the dollar's own creator.
The dollar desperately needs a much higher gold price, denominated in dollars. It needs this so that the debt of the world
CAN be serviced in real terms. It needs a very high priced gold so that it can service its own debts, with credibility.
Shipping large weights of gold at low prices is not a sustainable activity for anyone. And these days, everyone seems to
want the physical stuff rather than empty promises.
But for the financial industry that has sold forward into the low price of gold this would be catastrophic. And the dollar must
save Wall Street in order to save the debt which is its very essence. So there will ultimately be a break between the Wall
Street pricing of gold and the price paid for the physical stuff that everyone seems to want. This is inevitable, unavoidable.
Pretend and Extend
The how and why of gold suppression over the past 22-30 years is only one small piece of the pie that makes up the
endgame of the dollar's timeline. One very small piece, albeit a key one for those who hope to sail through shifting
paradigms, and of course a very important one to us physical gold advocates. But just like today's web of contradictions, the
dollar's long path to its own end was a hodgepodge of contradictory missteps, fraud and false signals, some done for
personal gain and other's with sincere intentions.
Here is another piece of the pie, presented only to add scope and perspective to our limited focus on gold:
...as far back as 1993, Fannie and Freddie were buying risky subprime and Alt-A loans, but routinely misrepresenting them
as prime... I warned in the 1980s that government involvement in the housing market would inevitably produce catastrophe.
Even Republicans attacked me as an enemy of home ownership.
-Fannie, Freddie, Fraud
The point is, that the dollar has been going to one extraordinary length after another, for decades now, in order to extent its
timeline just a little bit farther. Talk about near-death experiences; there was 1970, 1980, 1990, 2000 and then today. And
trust me when I say the dollar does not have nine lives.
But don't be too impressed with the dollar's talent for survival. None of these sequences of events requires a mastermind
theory to explain it in the simplest way. It was a structural advantage that was built into the Bretton Woods system that gave
the dollar its advantage that has carried it all the way to the present. An advantage that was plundered for profit along the
way, but one that has always had a definite timeline, an inevitable end.
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Hard Currency
The dollar's secret during the Bretton Woods years was that internationally it was considered to be as good as gold. Foreign
businessmen, bankers and even central bankers held dollars as a hedge against their own currency. Holding dollars was just
like holding gold, since the price of gold in dollars was fixed at $35. So as their own local currency devalued against a
basket of consumer goods, their hedge, the dollar, took up the slack.
This international demand for dollars in turn kept the dollar strong and kept price inflation on the home turf of the dollar in
check. As long as foreign economies were experiencing price inflation faster than the US, their products would be relatively
cheap inside the US, masking the massive monetary inflation of the dollar.
And then, surprisingly, this masking effect accelerated after 1971, after gold backing was removed from the dollar. The
world was now on a floating exchange rate system whereby every central banker in the world had to inflate just to keep up
with the dollar if they wanted to seem economically competitive in international trade. This local inflation kept international
goods ever competitive within the dollar's own currency zone and continued to conceal the dollar currency inflation that was
underway, at least in the US it did.
Of course there was price inflation for everyone during the 1970's. But as the reserve currency of the world and the
transactional currency for international gold and oil, the dollar's true printing volume was hidden well within a volatile
global supply and demand dynamic.
And ever since the 1970's the US has enjoyed relatively falling prices on foreign-made goods. From French wine to German
cars, to Italian leather, to Asian pianos, Korean TV's and cell phones, Chinese furniture, Japanese personal computers, even
Arabian oil... the list goes on and on. Goods made overseas for American consumption have been relatively falling in price
for Americans for decades due to the masking effect of true US monetary inflation. Meanwhile these laboring currency
zones experienced higher price inflation than the US! What an illusion! What a contradiction!
The amount of dollars and dollar denominated paper assets that exist today has no correlation to the real US economy or its
ability to trade goods in exchange for those dollars at current prices. This reality will soon wash over the world like a tidal
wave.
Hedging
According to Wikipedia the first hedge fund was created in 1949 when Alfred W. Jones formulated a method for going long
certain securities while shorting others in order to neutralize the risk of movements in the overall market. He was balancing
his exposure to uncontrollable but inevitable cycles.
Today, the big money is all hedged. Almost no one with a sizable account holds only long position bets. The market isn't
balanced by 50% betting on one side and 50% betting on the other. It is balanced within each portfolio through leveraged
hedges. And it is the evolution of these hedging instruments that has both extended the life of the dollar like a steroid
injection and at the same time, sealed its fate.
During Bretton Woods, foreigners held "good as gold" dollars, "the hard currency", as a hedge against their local currency
risks. But once those paper gold derivatives we like to call FRNs grew too numerous, all bets were canceled, conversion
denied, and those who still held the paper lost out in the immediate devaluation. The same thing happened 38 years earlier...
and the same thing is happening 38 years later!
In the 1970's the liberated physical gold market proved to be an excellent hedge against both currency and default risk. Then
in the 1980's we were treated to an amazing growth spurt in electronic exchange traded futures and new global exchanges
trading these derivative hedges, ultimately netting more than 90 different futures and futures options exchanges worldwide.
In the early 90's, the dollar saw its match as the Euro was taking shape. To counter this threat it promoted derivative hedges
as a way of insuring dollar dominance. These hedges, including gold derivatives, only served to leverage the entire dollar
system beyond its ability to serve as a real fiat money system. The whole dollar landscape become just a trading asset arena,
evolving away from any meaningful currency use to trade for real goods. It can head in no other direction now because our
local economy, the US economic base, cannot possibly service even a tiny fraction of the purchasing power currently held in
dollars worldwide.
We are now at the "end time run" in fiat dollar production that will soon crush all hedging vehicles. One item alone, physical
gold, because it is the main wealth asset behind the next currency system (see: Central Banks), will outrun everything by a
wide margin. No matter the derivative's hold on it! Just like gold to the pre-'71 dollar, paper and physical will soon blast off
in opposite directions.
Paper Promise Hedges
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The purpose of modern paper hedging instruments is no longer to simply balance a portfolio with opposing bets, but it has
instead evolved into a risk dispersion game. Like an insurance company, the writers of these instruments issue highly
leveraged promises of protection from the risks inherent (and inevitable) in an unstable and unsustainable system.
The two main risks that are hedged today are default and currency risk. The primary instruments for hedging these risks are
credit default swaps (CDS) for the former and interest rate swaps (IRS) for the latter. But the sheer number of promises that
have been issued (for a fee) has become so large that it has now become the market driving force.
Think about this. The hedges are now guiding the markets. What do you think will happen when they all of a sudden fail to
function? The financial world today turns on dollar assets that are all hedged, not just pure bare holdings! Block the hedge
markets from performing and the dollar itself is unseated.
Today's Fed policy of saving Wall Street at all costs is in direct opposition to the risk transferring dynamic of derivatives
that has kept the dollar alive. Contradictory forces! Of course the alternative would have been almost as devastating, but
that's the problem with Catch-22's.
The dollar's structural support system, its very skeleton, its integrated hedging operation has failed. It is no longer a matter
of time, it is only a matter of recognition.
Please read the following story about Harvard University's experience with derivatives, and note the key players who were
true believers in this structural system as they led their own institution down this poisoned path. I realize it is long, but I
have provided an excerpted, abbreviated version.
Harvard Swaps Are So Toxic Even Summers Won't Explain
Excerpts:
Harvard was so strapped for cash that it asked Massachusetts for fast-track approval to borrow $2.5 billion. Almost $500
million was used within days to exit agreements known as interest-rate swaps.
Harvard panicked, paying a penalty to get out of the swaps at the worst possible time. While the university’s misfortunes
were repeated across the country last year, with nonprofits, municipalities and school districts spending billions of dollars on
money-losing swaps, Harvard’s losses dwarfed those of other borrowers.
Borrowers use swaps to match the type of interest rates on their debt with the rates on their income, which can help reduce
borrowing costs. Lenders and speculators use swaps to profit from changes in the direction of interest rates. A bet on higher
rates, for example, means paying fixed rates and receiving variable. At Harvard, nobody anticipated some interest rates
going to zero, making the university’s financing a speculative disaster. [Note that they were "betting" on something
controlled by Central Bankers, not by market forces]
Harvard’s failed bet helped plunge the school into a liquidity crisis in late 2008. Concerned that its losses might worsen, the
school borrowed money to terminate the swaps at the nadir of their value, only to see the market for such agreements begin
to recover weeks later.
Harvard would have avoided paying the costs of its swap obligations by waiting. Its banks, including JPMorgan Chase &
Co., headed by James Dimon, were demanding cash collateral payments -- ultimately totaling almost $1 billion -- that
Harvard in 2004 had agreed to pay if the value of the swaps fell. At least $1.8 billion of the swaps the school held were with
JPMorgan, said a person familiar with the agreements. Dimon, a 1982 Harvard Business School alumnus, declined to
comment.
Summers became [Harvard] president in July 2001, after serving as U.S. Treasury Secretary. He earned a Ph.D. in
economics from Harvard, and became a tenured professor there at age 28. He served from 1991 to 1993 as chief economist
at the World Bank, which initiated the first interest-rate swap with IBM in 1981. As president and as a member of the
Harvard Corp., Summers approved the decision to use the swaps. Summers, who left Harvard in 2006, declined to
comment.
When the plan was made public in 2005, Harvard’s financial team had been busy for more than a year behind the scenes,
devising a financing strategy for the project using interest-rate swaps. These derivatives enable borrowers to exchange their
periodic interest payments. They typically involve the exchange of variable-rate payments on a set amount of money for
another borrower’s fixed-rate payments.
The agreements were so-called forward swaps, providing a fixed rate before the bonds were actually sold. Harvard was
betting in 2004 that interest rates would rise by the time it needed to borrow.
While the university could have paid banks for options on the borrowing rates, the swaps required no money up front.
“There have been lots of forward swaps, but out longer than three years is relatively rare,” Shapiro said in a telephone
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interview. That duration increases the risk, because the longer the term of the contract, the more volatile the value of the
swap, he said.
Corporations might use derivatives to lower their borrowing costs as many as four years before a bond sale, according to
bankers who sell derivatives. Anadarko Petroleum Corp. used the swap market in December 2008 and January 2009 to
secure rates for $3 billion it plans to refinance in October 2011 and October 2012
Other members of Harvard Corp. in 2004 and 2005, who served with Summers and Rothenberg, were former U.S. Treasury
Secretary Robert Rubin, Summers’s previous boss and predecessor at the U.S. Treasury, who was an instrumental supporter
of his bid for the Harvard presidency
All except Rothenberg declined to comment or didn't return telephone calls.
Harvard University’s finance staff worked with JPMorgan to develop the size and the length of the forward-swap
agreements.
For more than 20 years, investment banks such as Goldman Sachs Group Inc., JPMorgan, and Citigroup Inc., all based in
New York, have been selling swaps as a way for schools, towns and nonprofits to reduce interest costs and protect against
rising interest payments on variable-rate debt. The swap agreements can be terminated if either the bank or the issuer is
willing to pay a fee, which varies with interest rates.
“Swaps have become widely accepted by the rating agencies [Think of them as an "FDIC sticker"] as an appropriate
financial tool,” according to a slide entitled “Swaps Can Be Beneficial” that was used in a 2007 Citigroup presentation to the
Florida Government Finance Officers Association. Debt issuers can “easily unwind the swap for a market-based termination
payment/receipt,” the slide said.
‘Rapid Meltdown’
The problem resulted from the rapid meltdown in the markets, which culminated in November when short-term interest
rates and swaps rates collapsed.”
After credit markets seized up in 2007, central banks worldwide pushed some bank lending rates to zero in their effort to
rescue the financial system.
‘Structural Problem’
Harvard not only lost money on the swaps last year. The value of its endowment tumbled a record 30 percent to $26 billion
from its peak of $36.9 billion in June 2008, and its cash account lost $1.8 billion, according to Harvard’s most recent annual
report. [They lost $11 billion in a year... that's some fancy Ivy League PhD hedging, eh?]
“They have a structural problem,” [Is he talking about the entire dollar financial system?] Lewis said in a telephone
interview. “There’s something systemically wrong with [the dollar?] Harvard Corp. It’s too small, too secretive, too closed
and not supported by enough eyeballs looking at the risks they are taking.” [Who's that? The Fed you say?]
By June 2005, the value of the swaps tied to Harvard’s debt was negative $460.8 million, meaning that’s how much it would
have to pay the banks to terminate the agreements, according to the school’s annual report that year. [This was one freakin'
year after the swaps were created!]
By 2008, Harvard had 19 swap contracts on $3.5 billion of debt with JPMorgan, Goldman Sachs, New York-based Morgan
Stanley, and Charlotte, North Carolina-based Bank of America Corp., including the swaps for Allston, according to a bondratings report by Standard & Poor’s released on Jan. 18, 2008.
Financial Burden
The swaps became a financial burden [That is, the dollar's support structure became a burden...] last year as their value fell
and collateral postings rose. In a contract with Goldman Sachs, the school agreed to post cash if the swaps’ value fell below
$5 million, according to a copy obtained by Bloomberg News. The collateral postings with the banks approached $1 billion
late last year as central banks slashed their target rates, according to people familiar with the situation.
The value of Harvard’s swaps plunged and its need for cash soared. Under contracts signed in 2004, Harvard had to post
larger and larger amounts of collateral to cover the negative value of the swaps; the total amount would approach $1 billion.
Tumbling Index
On Nov. 13, the index used to value the agreements, the U.S. dollar 30-year swap rate, closed at 4.247 percent. By the time
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Harvard held its bond sale Dec. 8, the swap index had tumbled to 2.7575 percent. Harvard exited three of its swaps tied to
$431 million debt on Dec. 9, when the benchmark fell again to 2.6885 percent. The interest-rate swap market reached a
record low of 2.363 percent on Dec. 18.
Harvard’s decision to borrow money came at a time when the difference, or spread, between yields on corporate and U.S.
Treasury securities was the widest since at least 1990, according to data from Barclays Plc. That meant AAA-rated Harvard
was selling bonds when the market was demanding the biggest premium in at least 18 years.
Unwinding Swap
The school on Dec. 12 paid JPMorgan $34.5 million from the tax-exempt bond proceeds to unwind a swap tied to $205.9
million of variable-rate bonds it sold for capital projects, according to documents obtained from the Massachusetts financing
authority. It also paid Goldman Sachs $41.6 million on Dec. 9 and $23.2 million on Dec. 11 to end agreements on another
$226.8 million of existing debt. Harvard didn't disclose recipients of the other termination payments because it paid them
from the taxable bonds.
Stability, Safety
“In evaluating our liquidity position, we wanted to get ourselves some stability and some safety,” he said in an Oct. 16
interview this year at Harvard. “It was to take the losses now rather than run the risk of having further losses if we continued
to hold on to the positions.”
Opposing Regulation
Summers, along with Rubin and Greenspan opposed the U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commission’s attempt in 1998 to
regulate so-called over-the-counter derivatives, which included agreements like interest rate swaps. At the time, Summers
was Rubin’s deputy secretary.
Now Summers is leading the Obama administration’s effort to write stricter rules for the derivatives market “to protect the
American people,” he said in October at a conference in New York sponsored by The Economist magazine.
Harvard might have considered it a conservative step to lock in rates when they were low, said Shapiro, the New Jerseybased swap adviser.
“You can be very big and very rich and very smart and still get things wrong,” Shapiro said.
Please don't miss the point here. Harvard's story is not part of the cause of the ongoing systemic collapse, but it is a visible
symptom of the rot which has permeated the dollar's structural skeleton. Today's dollar is so brittle that it requires a hedging
mega-structure so leveraged, so large, and so unstable that it must... MUST collapse under its own weight. Some of it will
be replaced with titanium implants (monetized) in an effort to save the banks, much like AIG was "rescued". Other parts
will be dumped into a market that wants nothing to do with them in an effort to extract pennies on the dollar. Net effect -dollar disintegration.
A fiat system cannot exist without a functioning counterweight, and today's mountain of derivatives is failing at this task.
So where does gold fit into all of this?
Well, the gold market is part of this massive derivative complex that is currently counterbalancing and supporting the dollar.
Today, countless gold analysts around the world acknowledge that gold is a manipulated item. While being on the right
track, they are still using the wrong perception to grasp the dynamics of these markets. This lack of perception is what keeps
them from positioning themselves and other gold people correctly: positioned to gain wealth when a stake is finally driven
through the heart of this paper beast.
The efforts of most goldbugs are focused in one direction; to once again make our paper gold markets reflect the true rarity
and actual fundamental value of physical gold bullion. I borrow a line from Mr. Moldbug to describe this position: "They
are aware that this system does not work at all, but this does not lead them to question the entire tradition. Indeed, since
their mind exists inside that tradition, they interpret it as mere reality." In other words, the chances of "gold to the moon" on
the COMEX are the same as the US government returning to a gold standard: exactly zero!
FOA: Lost in all the confusion is the distinction between investing in the price of gold and investing in gold itself. Perhaps
90% of all the investing in today's worldwide, dollar settled, gold market is done in this first way mentioned. Yes, the market
is structured contractually, to settle in gold. However, in practice, in norm, and in past legal precedent, it is accepted that
paper gold trading is meant to only capture the price movements in gold while ceding, what could be, controlling physical
trades and their price setting function to other market areas.
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Obviously, this is the way it all started years ago, with the physical trading and its fundamentals dominating the lesser paper
trading. But the market evolved with the paper contractual trading becoming 100 or more times the size of the physical side.
But everyone already knows all this, right?
What doesn't seem to be obvious is the "why for" the paper market grew so large. It grew to dominate because world wide
dollar expansion reached its "non hedged" peak. In other words, the dollar's timeline was ending as its ability to produce
non price inflationary economic gains came into sight.
In order to push dollar holdings further, international players needed and purchased "paper financial hedges" to balance their
risk. Within their total mix of derivative hedges were found "paper gold price hedges"; modern gold derivatives. The
important thing to remember is that these positions are not and never will be used to demand physical gold. They are held to
buffer financial and currency risk associated with holding any form of dollar based asset. To work, these items don't need to
really perform "dollar price movements" in the holders favor as much as they need to be present in the portfolio to act as
insurance stickers. In that truth, these paper gold positions act like FDIC insurance at our banks.
While so many of our gold bulls salivate at the prospects of some player calling for delivery and driving the gold derivatives
market to the moon; it ain't gonna happen! Our world of dollar based gold derivatives has grown so large and become so
integrated into supporting (hedging) international dollar assets, the central banks will band together to crush any delivery
drive.
This is in the ECBs interest as I will explain in a moment.
If some big player said he was going to take 100 million ozs out of the paper gold market, the Central Bank systems would
just order him to trade out for liquidation only and go to the cash market to buy his gold. Don't think I'm confusing Comex
positions and their rules as being different from the rest of the world gold market. What works on comex works everywhere
when the system is at risk. The controlling governments, who's domain Bullion Banks reside in, would, could and will force
those holders of bank busting positions to simply cash out for the good of their system.
How many postulated, even just a few years ago, that with the fed expanding the money supply by a year to date "one
trillion"; that paper gold could not reflect this inflation? This only further confirms that this form of market "hedge" is
failing to function for its owners.
Paper gold derivatives became a major force in allowing this last, end time demand for dollars and subsequent surge in its
value. This is why Another said it would run way up, even while being inflated, before the end would come.
The leverage today will be in a physical gold position, not any other form of gold ownership. By accumulating physical
gold today, we are truly walking in the footsteps of giants; advancing with them as they work thru this singular, long term
political move.
You know, modern financial engineering incorporates all the physical factors of "just in time delivery" management, and
labels it "just in time dispersion of risk". In other words: they try to take all the perfect workings of a mechanical operation
and replicate it into financial dealings. But, financial instruments, while understood by us as being paper bonds, stocks and
bank accounts, are actually completely organic! They are, like money, really just concepts of value we hold in our head; not
oil filters or fuel pumps we hold in our hands. The "worth" of things is a "value" we mentally create thru countless
interactions with each other as we go thru the day: interactions we call "the markets".
It's no accident of nature that our world monetary structure embraced derivative expansion as it has over the last ten or
twelve years. I think we can say that this modern creation of risk management began around 1988 or so. (It's funny, but I
remember living in San Diego and reading a paper about a gold company called Barrick that just started only a few years
earlier?)
The record of derivative evolution meshes seamlessly with the recent need for supportive dollar currency measures; a
strategy of maintaining a failing system that was ending earlier than expected. Truly, in 1990 no one was going to carry the
dollar any further, waiting on the endless delays of Euro creation, without some way to hedge risk. We had hit the end of the
dollar's timeline too early; we had missed the mark.
The US could not physically save the dollar then, neither with gold backing nor the production and sale of real goods. The
only answer was to let the dollar kill itself while you create an illusion of risk dispersion in the form of derivative
protection; a form of backing if you will. With this "illusion of risk dispersion" in hand, called a derivative hedge, the world
currency system and its denominated assets, continued on. This "just in time risk management" was and is adopted into
every present day currency that carried the dollar as reserve backing.
It's no wonder that Alan Greenspan has commented so often on the need to control derivatives yet has no workable plan to
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counter their function. Truly this dynamic was created to counter his function and few can understand this! In effect, the
dollar was placed on a one way street that required it to be inflated into infinity. All as a means of protecting dollar
originators; the US banking system. Dollar leverage, that is actually US liabilities, is now built up endlessly. This all
points to a nonstop, end time need for an uncontrollable inflationary expansion by our fed.
In our first real test of "just in time risk management" our Fed is and will provide buying power to gobble up any and all
risk, "just in time" and without end. It seems that when our "free market" created assets are threatened to be exposed as an
illusion of value, Americans embrace any and every form of government socialistic bailout known to man. Perhaps, our
much exampled form of a "free market driven economy" was little more than "free as long as derivative risk is covered with
social money"... "just in time".
Now, we will follow this trend in an accelerated fashion, until all derivative process is exposed as nonfunctional outside a
massive hyperinflationary policy. Our wealth is and was nothing but an illusion of safety and created in our own minds.
Within this mix is contained all the various gold derivatives we have come to love so well. The future failure of a gold
contract does not mean that the long holder gets his price or his underlying good; it means his derivative fails to shelter his
exposure by matching his other loses. In terms closer to a gold bug's heart; paper gold in any form will not match up
anywhere near the price of free traded physical gold.
We are on the road to high priced gold and under priced derivatives. The same thrust will be apparent in all financial
derivatives. Further, we are on the road to a fully "cash settled" contract market for gold; here in the US and abroad. In the
time ahead, just before serious real price inflation rears its head, look for most all dollar based contract commodities markets
to be restructured into pure "undeliverable" cash settlement markets. Markets that, also, many gold producers will be forced
to use. The day of big premiums on gold coins and bullion is coming and coming fast.
Implore your minds to hearken back to what is real and alive in our world. While standing here among the mountains and
trees, our financial perceptions begin a change; recasting our thoughts of accounts and credits into hazy feelings of virtual
wealth we never really knew. Suddenly, bonds, stocks and paper investments descend to lower levels of importance.
It was as true yesterday as it is today, and will again be so tomorrow; that the touchable things in life are what make us
whole as much as they make us wealthy. Our bodies are real, so too is the earth and all upon it: is it such an unreason that
our wealth should not be real also?
For myself and many others that hear our message, the answer is no. No, it is not unreasonable to clearly own and touch
what our efforts in life have brought us. I suspect that during this era, within this moment in time, events will eventually
define such logic more clearly and prove it to be sound beyond any doubt.
Times change, my friends, history moves on and so too will mankind's perception of wealth. Our perceptions will evolve,
not in a forward matter, but rather in an ages old oscillation that returns us back to saving wealth itself; instead of a paper
promise of wealth. With a regularity of seasons, as sure as the phases of moons, a changing of "political will" is once again
about to redefine what our virtual written worth really is. In response to these changes, often made with little more than the
stroke of a pen, mankind will seek a secure position. A position that will more so value an ancient wealth: a golden savings
that no politicians could ever write the value of.
What "IS" firmly grasped by every major player in this market is: -- If at any time a majority in the market were to attempt
to use these paper markets to extract a gross amount of physical product, the rules would not be changed! Rather, the rules
would be enforced and the players would be cashed out and sent into the real physical markets to do their deals. Only then
would fundamental supply and demand, based on gross dollar liquidity, create a "non virtual" real price for the product.
We wanted a free market and a free market is what we got: -- but it doesn't move the virtual price toward the gold bull's
favor. Now they are mad because their bets are countered while physical gold advocates scoop up an almost free metal: -using the liquidity that dollar inflation is producing. Truly, if ever there was a way to profit from gold mining, today, it's by
buying this almost free physical gold the mines are producing; while mine players and paper gamblers pound their wealth
into the dirt. This is what PGAs call benefiting from the leverage in mining (smile).
In a convoluted stretch of reason, "virtual" gold bulls wanted these markets to be regulated so the supply side of these paper
creations would pay off on their bets. The bulls wanted to be able to create all the buying leverage they wanted while the
bears would be locked into delivering a metal who's total world amounts are fixed. The bulls wanted free leverage without
the using full amounts of real cash but wanted the bears to mark to the market with real gold buying power for every wager
they made. If there is manipulation in our paper gold arena, it's in this area of investor understanding. What these markets
"truly represent" is the misconception about gold in our time.
Western paper gold bulls fueled the creation of these markets by supplying the demand for such gold vehicles and
governments helped their currencies by using these same as FDIC-like "insurance stickers" on their reserve positions. They
all wanted a place where they could bet on gold, using maximum leverage, and not have to fully fund the physical delivery
of bullion if it came to that.
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Somehow in the process, everyone was thinking they were doing an end run around the slow thinking, stupid gold advocates
the world over. Hoping that coin and bullion buyers, who were creating the physical demand, would one day feed the
leveraged paper profits of paper players. Hoping that the rules would be changed just enough so gold could be kept in a nice
tight range.
We are seeing the results today of this fraud of a paper game as it comes to an end. It's not nice to watch. Busting not only
the dollar factions that played this sector for their best interest, but also denying any profits to the whole gold industry that
chose to ignore the long term best interest of gold's market value. The same industry that decided to cater to the singular
greed of a small group by sacrificing high gold prices so that leveraged plays would work. In the process they played a
political game to limit gold prices from getting too high and will now suffer on the altar of a "gold price without a range".
They can call the outcome anything they want: "bullion at a premium to comex" or "comex at a discount to bullion". Either
way the whole system is destined to split and leave the paper players holding an incredible bag as bullion runs away with
the help of fundamental gold factions in Europe.
Many of you are just now having that "a-ha" moment, when the light bulb goes off and you finally realize just how the
dollar is doomed and gold will be set free. But then many of you "newly enlightened" ones say "ahh, but this could take
decades to unfold." What you don't understand is that it isn't beginning now simply because your understanding is. No, it
began 40 years ago and more, and we are right now knee-deep in the final end game.
More from Wikipedia: "As the name implies, hedge funds often seek to hedge some of the risks inherent in their investments
using a variety of methods, most notably short selling and derivatives. However, the term "hedge fund" has also come to be
applied to certain funds that do not hedge their investments, and in particular to funds using "hedging" methods to increase
rather than reduce risk, with the expectation of increasing the return on their investment.
Hedge funds are typically open only to a limited range of professional or wealthy investors."
But right now, for perhaps the first time in history, individuals can join central bankers and the true Giants of the world by
participating in the ultimate hedge fund. One that, like modern hedge funds, focuses on the hedge itself as the key
investment with the most leverage, with the expectation of life-changing returns. And the main differences between this and
traditional hedge funds are 1) much less risk, and 2) it is open to ALL individuals, including you!
I'll leave you now with this poignant message from the Tower...
[article] ...Even in light of all of this shifting by central banks into other currencies, the dollar still comprises 2/3 of global
reserves and attempts to shift away from the dollar would destroy the value of central banks’ portfolios.
Randy's Comment: Although I should be well used to it by now, it still amazes me every time I see comments like the final
remark here regarding any significant shift from dollars will lead to the destruction of central banks’ portfolios. It’s almost
as if the commentator is trying to help indoctrinate a paralyzing fear as a means to prevent any such attempt on the part of
the CBs, and to also create enough grass-roots doubt against such an attempt ever being made that we the people won’t
perceive any benefit in trying to front-run with our own flight out of dollars and into gold...
It is an error in thought or judgement, however, to believe that a “destruction” of the dollar portion of the portfolio would
therefore proportionately destroy the portfolio as a whole. That would only be the case if all other things remained
unchanged, but life seldom works out so neatly as that. Sometimes an action can set forth an immediate chain reaction that
literally changes EVERYTHING you thought you knew about the situation!...
In the world of the “new normal,” it is indeed possible (and someday soon desirable) to let the fuse be lit and allow the CB
store of dollars be consumed. And to be sure, it is singularly the latent potential energy of the gold component that allows us
to make this analogy with gunpowder. The natural chain reaction in the tiny open market for physical gold would
immediately bring to bear massive “heat” and “pressure” upon its price… **POW** thus swelling the “volume” of its value
relative to all other things. So even without radical changes to the quantity of physical holdings, a simple expansion in
golden value will more than compensate the average portfolio of the central banks against the destruction of the dollar
component.
Still can’t wrap your head around it? Bear in mind that the gold price is not a simple one-to-one inverse relationship with
the dollar. There is a great leverage lurking in there, but it has been largely masked by the artificial abundance of paper
gold which weighs down upon the equilibrium price. And even so, since 2002 the dollar value has decline by just 20% on a
trade-weighted basis, whereas the gold price has responded with a 300% gain. And the moreso that the public and private
parties of the world rightly gravitate toward physical gold instead of the illusion of paper derivative gold as the solid
foundation of their savings and diversifications, the moreso you will see this price leverage grow in favor of larger
multiples of gold price gains against modest dollar losses....
Central bankers will increasingly prefer gold reserves over the paper reserves created by other countries. Not only for the
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reasons of reliability/trust as cited in this article, but moreso because in choosing predominantly gold over foreign paper for
central banking reserves will give those various national monetary officials an improved degree of latitude in their pursuit of
an independent monetary policy.
WITH gold reserves, a central banker in a vibrant national economy can choose to enjoy a strong currency relative to gold,
but, importantly, it can still alternatively choose to exercise loose monetary policy (for economic or political reasons) in
which its currency is made weak as measured relative to gold. But regardless of choice for the relative strength or weakness
of the national currency, the abiding benefit of choosing gold reserves is the superior stability — the systemic strength
against procyclicality — that gold offers to the asset side central banking balance sheet.
WITHOUT gold reserves, pursuit of a national currency policy that is (according to their preference) generally strong OR
generally weak is made less expedient either way because the health of the central bank’s balance sheet is subordinated to
the quality of its foreign paper reserves which are themselves subordinated to the particular monetary policies being pursued
by those foreign governments. Generally this structure of foreign paper reserves offers only the option for national monetary
weakness built upon other international weaknesses, and worst of all it exposes the national monetary balance sheet to
procyclical systemic failure — a domino whose fate is written largely in the hand of its neighbors.
When you understand how it is that it is economically (and therefore politically) undesirable for other major currencies to
appreciate against their peer currencies (which is exactly what would happen to any currency replacing the dollar’s reserve
status), you will subsequently know why gold shall continue to emerge as the de facto solution to the international reserve
question.
And here I emphasize de facto rather than de jure because this has become a global phenomenon driven by a natural
evolution (survival and ascent of the fittest) and does not require any additional international treaty or enabling legislation as
a prerequisite or for motivation.
The breeze is fair and the road ahead is clear for the ascent of gold.
Sincerely,
FOFOA
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Saturday, January 30, 2010
Living in a Powder Keg and Giving Off Sparks

Well, we had quite a week! Obama's State of the Arrogant speech confirmed that we will continue on with more of the same.
More big projects, cool new bullet trains, and more big, expensive government. Helicopter Ben was confirmed for another
four-year term, sure to be chock full of QE, both overt and covert. And Congress cleared the way for another $1.9tn in
deficit spending. Quite a week indeed!

It almost seems like there is nothing at all that could stop these guys in Washington. With all the green lights, rainbows and
good news, what could possibly go wrong?
It is this question that is most important to us savers and investors. What could go wrong?
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Sometimes history repeats. The rest of the time it just rhymes.
Flashback: 1967

London: Nov. 19, 1967 - The new Labour government had inherited an £800m deficit from the Conservatives when it was
elected just three years earlier.
Labour Prime Minister Harold Wilson proudly said the party had managed to reduce the deficit over the past three years.
Nevertheless, the cost of hostilities in the Middle East, the closure of the Suez Canal and the disruption to exports through
the dock strikes had put a tremendous strain on the pound sterling.
Harold Wilson
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After weeks of evil speculators pounding the pound, the Bank of England had to, in one day, spend £200m worth of its gold
and US dollar reserves buying back sterling in a futile effort to shore up its [f]ailing currency.
It was from this backdrop that Prime Minister Wilson announced the surprise devaluation of the pound.
"Our decision to devalue attacks our problem at the root and that is why the international monetary community have rallied
round", said Mr. Wilson in a radio and television broadcast.
"From now the pound abroad is worth 14% or so less in terms of other currencies. It does not mean, of course, that the
pound here in Britain, in your pocket or purse or in your bank, has been devalued.
"What it does mean is that we shall now be able to sell more goods abroad on a competitive basis."
The Conservative leader Edward Heath also appeared on television to reply to Mr Wilson's broadcast. He accused the
Labour Government of failing in one of its foremost duties - to safeguard the value of the country's money.
Heath said, "Having denied 20 times in 37 months that they [Labour] would ever devalue the pound, they have devalued
against all their own arguments."
But the only alternative, said the Prime Minister, was to borrow heavily from governments abroad. And the problem with
this option was that the only loans being offered were short-term loans.
Prime Minister Wilson defended his decision to devalue the pound saying it would tackle the "root cause" of Britain's
economic problems. He went on to say that he hoped a boost to British exports would lead to increased production and more
jobs at home.
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He said there would be cuts in defense spending and in some other capital expenditure programs.
Finally, he said that although there would likely be increases in the cost of some imported goods, such as food, he hoped this
would not feed into excessive wage demands. [1]
A Banquet of Consequences

This relatively small (14%) devaluation of one single national, non-reserve currency in November of 1967 turned out to be
quite a spark in the monetary powder keg of the Bretton Woods gold exchange system and the London Gold Pool. Within
weeks of the devaluation the group of central bankers known as the London Gold Pool had to sell 1,000 tonnes of their own
gold into the public market, 20 times the normal amount!
Then France under Charles de Gaulle withdrew from the gold pool and demanded US gold rather than Treasury debt in
exchange for France's surplus dollars.
And less than four months after the British devaluation the outflow of official gold was so severe that Buckingham Palace
had to declare a bank holiday, the London gold market closed for two weeks, and the London Gold Pool disbanded officially
and permanently.
Three and a half years later the Bretton Woods system was done.

In 12 short years following the 14% surprise devaluation of the pound, the world saw the end of the London Gold Pool, the
end of the gold standard, and a 2,400% rise in the price of gold. If gold rose 2,400% from "Brown's Bottom" like it did in
the 70's we would see a price of $6,300 per ounce in 2011. If it went up 2,400% from today the price would be $26,000 per
ounce, just to give you some perspective.
Of course my view is that we are not living a repeat of the 70's. My view is that something much more dramatic and
fundamental is happening today. Even still, the London Gold Pool is a pretty good case study for understanding today's gold
market.
The London Gold Pool
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The London Gold Pool was a covert consortium of Western central banks, a 'gentleman's club' of sorts, that agreed to pool
its physical gold resources at predetermined ratios in order to manipulate the London gold market. Their goal was to keep
the London price of gold in a tight range between $35.00 and $35.20US.
London had become the world's marketplace for gold. For more than a half century nearly 80% of the world's gold
production flowed through London. The "London Gold Fix" daily price fixing began in 1919 and only happened once a day
until the London Gold Pool collapsed in 1968 and an "afternoon fix" was added to coincide with opening of the New York
markets.
In 1944 the Bretton Woods accord pegged foreign currencies to the US dollar and the dollar to gold at the exchange rate of
$35.20 per ounce. At that time gold was not traded inside the US, but in London it continued to trade between $35 and
$35.20, rarely moving more than a penny or two in a day.
Through the first decade of the Bretton Woods system there was generally a shortage of US dollars overseas which lent
automatic support to the fixed gold peg. But the US was running a large trade deficit with the rest of the world and by the
late 1950's there was a glut of dollars on the international market which began draining the US Treasury of its gold.
Then, in one day in October 1960, the London gold price, which would normally have made headlines with only a 2 cent
rise, rose from $35 to over $40 per ounce! The Kennedy election was just around the corner and in Europe it was believed
that Kennedy would likely increase the US trade deficit and dollar printing.
That October night, in an emergency phone call between the Fed and the Bank of England, it was agreed that England
would use its official gold to satiate the markets and bring the price back under control. Then, during Kennedy's first year in
office the US Treasury Secretary, the Fed and the BOE organized the London Gold Pool consisting of the above plus
Germany, France, Switzerland, Italy, Belgium, the Netherlands, and Luxembourg.
The goal of the pool was to hold the price of gold in the range of $35 - $35.20 per ounce so that it would be cheaper for the
world to purchase gold through London from non-official sources than to take it out of the US Treasury. At an exchange rate
of $35.20, it would cost around $35.40 per ounce to ship it from the US to Europe. So the target range on the London
markets acted as a shield against the US official gold which had dwindled substantially over several years.
The way the pool was to work was that the Bank of England would supply physical gold as needed into the public
marketplace whenever the price started to rise. The BOE would then be reimbursed its gold from the pool according to each
countries agreed percentage. If the price of gold fell below $35 an ounce, the pool would buy gold, increasing the size of the
pool and each member's stake accordingly. The stakes and contributions were:
50% - United States of America with $135 million, or 120 metric tons
11% - Germany with $30 million, or 27 metric tons
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9% - England with $25 million, or 22 metric tons
9% - Italy with $25 million, or 22 metric tons
9% - France with $25 million, or 22 metric tons
4% - Switzerland with $10 million, or 9 metric tons
4% - Netherlands with $10 million, or 9 metric tons
4% - Belgium with $10 million, or 9 metric tons
And since they, as a group, were doing this in secret, it turned out that they were able to make a substantial profit in the first
few years of the pool. Since they were buying low and selling high within a fixed trading range that only they knew was
fixed, they reaped substantial profits and even increased their reserves as much as FIVE-FOLD by 1965!
But with the cost of US involvement in Vietnam rising substantially from 1965 through 1968, this trend reversed and the
dollar came under extreme pressure. From 1965 through late 1967 the gold pool was expending more and more of its own
gold just to keep the price in its range. Seeing this, France (who was one of the insiders and knew of the price fixing
operation) began demanding more and more gold from the US Treasury for its dollars.
And as this trend progressed, the world was flooded with more and more dollars that were backed by less and less gold,
creating an extremely volatile situation. Public demand for gold was rising, the war was escalating, the pound was devalued,
France backed out of the gold pool, and in one day, Friday March 8, 1968, 100 tonnes of gold were sold in London, twenty
times the normal 5 tonne day.
The following Sunday the US Fed chairman announced that the US would defend the $35 per ounce gold price "down to the
last ingot"! Immediately, the US airlifted several planeloads of its gold to London to meet demand. On Wednesday of that
week London sold 175 tonnes of gold. Then on Thursday, public demand reached 225 tonnes! That night they declared
Friday a "bank holiday" and closed the gold market for two weeks, "upon the request of the United States". (So much for
"the last ingot", eh?)
That was the end of the London Gold Pool. The public price of gold quickly rose to $44 an ounce and a new "two tiered"
gold price was unveiled; one price for central banks, and a different price for the rest of us. Even today official US gold is
still marked to only $42.22 per ounce, $2 LESS than the market price in 1968! [2] [3]
A highly recommended read is the Fed minutes from its December 12, 1967 FOMC meeting, one month after the
devaluation of the pound sterling. It can be found on the Fed's own website, and is an amazing, priceless window into the
final days of the London Gold Pool. Here is a small excerpt:
...the announcement on Thursday, December 7, of a $475 million drop in the Treasury's gold stock seemed to have been
accepted by the markets as about in line with prior expectations of the costs of the gold rush following sterling's
devaluation. What the market did not know, of course, was that only a $250 million purchase of gold from the United
Kingdom saved the United States from a still larger loss in the face of some foreign central bank buying, notably the $150
million purchase by Algeria. The actual pool settlement for November took place last Thursday and Friday, December 7 and
8; the U.S. share of the $836 million total was $495 million. The logistical acrobatics of providing sufficient gold in London
were performed with a minimum of mishaps, although the accounting niceties were still being ironed out.
Of greater concern, however, was the fact that the drain on the pool was accelerating again, Mr. MacLaury observed. Last
week there was a small net surplus, but yesterday the loss was $56 million and today $95 million; for December to date, the
pool was in deficit by $183 million. Some of the demand shortly after devaluation apparently represented large individual
purchases by Eastern European countries, Communist China, and possibly Middle Eastern countries, although demand was
more general in the last two days.
On the whole, it was Mr. MacLaury's impression that the measures taken by the Swiss commercial banks and by some other
continental banks to impede private demand for gold worked quite well, although it was clear from the start that such
measures could serve only as a stop-gap until some fundamental change was agreed upon. Persistent newspaper leaks-mainly from Paris--about current discussions on this subject and their reflection in gold market activity Monday and today
pointed up the need for speed in reaching a decision. Mr. Hayes was in Basle this past weekend and might want to say a few
words about recent developments. So far as the prospect for further declines in the gold stock were concerned, the
Stabilization Fund now had on hand about $100 million. He knew of no firm purchase orders at the moment, although there
was a distinct possibility that Italy might want to buy $100 million before the end of the year to recoup its losses through the
pool. No one could say, of course, how many orders might be received from other quarters, but it would be surprising if
there were not some. [4]
Of course the London Gold Pool was just one in a long chain of wars declared on the gold price by our modern central
banks. [5] The current war on gold, led by the US Fed and Treasury, that we have been living under for at least 15 years
now, is being documented - with sweeping precision - by no one other than GATA. Go GATA! [6]
Repeat of the 70's?
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As I said earlier we are not reliving the 1970's. In the 70's we lost the gold standard but not the reserve currency. Today we
are not only going to lose the reserve currency, but perhaps (and I say most certainly) the very idea of a reserve currency.
Can you imagine a reserve that is not a currency? Can you imagine a transactional currency that is not a reserve? How about
on a global scale? A global reserve? A global currency? How about a global reserve and a bunch of local or regional
currencies? So many options to consider!
In the 1970's the gold market was a lot more "physical" than it is today. So while the flow of funds that went into gold was
more directly reflected in gold's price, there also was not a paper gold derivative market like there is today that could swell
along with demand and then rupture all at once.
Another difference was that in the 1970's the Dow was cheap compared to the decades of "passive" monetary inflation that
preceded it. The Dow was the "virtual wealth" (as FOA says) of the 70's that had the great potential to explode upwards as
wayward global dollars finally found their footing. Please read carefully FOA's description of this important distinction
between then and now...
FOA (2001): Back in the mid to late 70s Sir John Templeton always drove his point home for investors watching Luis
Rukiser's show. (how does one spell his name,,,,, we always called him Lou Baby (smile))
Sir John, living here on Layford Cay, kept saying that the Dow of the 70s was very under priced and would soar. He was the
most absolutely correct person stating that then! But more into the mechanics of his perception: he knew that anyone buying
the Dow and waiting a decade or more, would gain way beyond mere price inflation. Monetary inflation would eventually
drive the perceived virtual wealth of US stocks ever higher. So high, in fact, that their percentage gains over price
inflationary gains would be incredible. They were!
Truly, what John was referring to was the effects that simple "passive inflation" has on paper assets; especially in a "reserve
currency's" domestic market. In this; real price inflation is mostly exported by importing "real goods". This happens as we
export excess credit dollars to buy things. It also has another effect; some of that same exported printed money flows in a
circle and joins native investor's buying of local paper assets. When this process first starts, "passive inflation", in the
form of massive money creation that's far beyond real price inflation, allows one to gain "virtual paper wealth" even
before the markets price out the gains. That is; the Dow stays cheap at first then eventually rises to absorb the money
inflation! As long as [CPI] prices don't rise too much.
People that followed his advice, accumulated the Dow over a decade or more; buying "virtual wealth" before the fact! Stock
investors made a killing by positioning their assets where this created "passive monetary inflation" would eventually end up.
Even though hard money players laughed at them all thru out the 70s, 80s and early 90s! Look who is laughing now? Stocks
tromped hard money plays hands down for over 20+ years! Even considering the latest fall on wall street.
My friends:
Today, this same "virtual wealth" effect has been created again and is located in physical gold bullion. I believe Sir John has
already made part of my point but I will repeat it.
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When a currency system comes to the end of its reserve use -- I'm speaking politically here -- its domestic market will come
to a point where it can no longer export "real price inflation" in the form of; "shipping its excess currency outside its
borders". This happens because internal money inflation, that is super currency printing, is increased so much that it
overwhelms even its export flow. Worse, even that export flow later tumbles as the fiat falls on exchange markets.
The effect is that local "passive inflation", built up over decades and fully reflected in "Sir John's" paper assets, spreads out
as "aggressive inflation" and hyper price rises begin. In this action, the very same wealth effect that was eventually priced
into "John's" Dow stocks and other assets, begins a long march of being priced into real gold.
Anyone that has accumulated physical gold over this past long period was doing the exact same thing Dow buyers of the
late 60s and early 70s were doing: ------ saving "wealth" as unpriced "virtual wealth" stored up over that "passive inflation"
period. ----------------As "political will" begins to impact the economies of the US,
our old "virtual wealth" that is no longer in the form of "passive inflation" nor limited only to the currency, and is openly
displayed in our vast sea of paper assets values including stocks & bonds-------must now be defended in the open with official printed money flow.
--------------The "virtual wealth" in gold, saved over years by patient investors, will also be priced to market in this process.
Never mind that during the Dow years the paper gold market could not work in parallel with all the other asset gains; it
couldn't. Hard money players, trying to somehow play the Dow's game, never caught on to what was happening. Instead of
buying "virtual wealth" by saving real gold; they brought leveraged bets that gold would be priced correctly during the
"paper asset" years.
Obviously, this "trade" failed our hard money investors as the waves of profits from other paper gains and derivatives
leverage were employed against every long bet on gold. Not only that; the "virtual wealth" in gold was never opened for
them with the super price inflation they all thought was coming during that era!
Now that the paper game is about to stop for the Dow, it will also cut off the leverage of gold bets. Just as the real game
begins.
The reason for this is that our massive, decades-long gains in our stock markets did not bankrupt the leverage in the money
system. Where as any massive rise in physical gold values cannot be priced into "derivative gold" without crashing the
system.
Remember; in political inflations, money is printed to save the assets as they are currently priced; not to create new
loses by saving the leverage that's countering their play!
This paper gold market will be cashed out at prices far below real bullion trading so as to inflate further the books of the
Bullion Banks,,,,,, not destroy them. At least this is how the US side will proceed.
-----Michael Kosares-In this perception USAGOLD has been guiding its clients, and now the world, in much the same way Sir John did decades
ago.
"Buy what has value at the greatest discount and waits for the politics of money to price your new savings correctly"!
The politics of wealth today is centered around gold bullion and only gold bullion: that is where the wealth and power will
be manifested: this is where the gains will be! To bet on the rest of the hard market, is to bet against the coming inflation
making your asset whole!
Place as much of your wealth in physical gold as your understanding allows and save this "virtual wealth" of the ages today:
waiting for it to become real wealth, priced correctly in the market place, tomorrow.
Make no mistake, the wealth is there "but only there in bullion"! Because a free bullion market cannot be denied or
controlled
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--- when it stands between the opposite goals of political powers! --In this: it will separate from the politically crushing reality the current dollar based paper gold markets represents. The
premium on bullion will soar!
The "Political will" of old world Europe is about to help make our investment real. For myself, a large percentage of my
wealth is being saved by going with the evolution of paper moneys: not against!
This trend is visible now and based on the forward flow of human affairs, not the backward rules of money theory!
Our future is today; if not just around the trail!
Sir Douglas; aka FOA
your: Gold - Trail - Guide
What could go wrong?

What could go wrong is that the producers and savers of the world, those with the most to lose, might just decide that the
US dollar under the governance of Obama, Geithner and Bernanke is no longer a safe store of wealth for any length of time.
This includes both physical dollars and digital "electron" dollars as well as ALL non-physical "dreams" denominated in
this symbolic unit of account, both debt and equity, stocks and bonds. If the dollar is deemed unsafe in the time
dimension, then so is anything and everything else denominated in dollars that does not include the built-in safety hedge of
also occupying the three physical dimensions!
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The key here is time. The difference between the two primary functions of money (transactional medium and store of value)
is time. It is the amount of time one is willing to hold onto a currency, or any paper proxy for physical goods denominated in
that currency.
Of course time is a relative dimension. So the differentiation between a purely transactional currency and a wealth reserve is
up for valid debate here in the theoretical realm. But in the real world we would expect to see a sign if the trend was heading
in this direction.
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I suppose you could say that a preference would emerge for shorter terms of holding versus the longer ones. As FOA said
in 2001, "Are you worried that our 10 year bond, the new bench mark, will soar and squeeze off any recovery? Don't! We
will just remove it from use and move to the 5 year,,,,,,,, to be replaced later by the 2 year,,,,,,,, to be replaced later by the 6
month,,,,,, 1 month,,,,,, 1 week,,,,, 1 day,,,,,, then,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, CASH!"
What FOA was talking about eight years ago was the government's "statistical efforts" to mask the market's evolving
preference for shorter terms of holding dollars. In the ensuing eight years it has not played out exactly that way. But one
would still expect to see some visible indication if global dollar preferences were heading to the short term. Or to put it
another way, "to the here and now"!
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For the really big money, "here and now" cash accounts in insolvent banks that are only guaranteed up to $250,000 are a
poor option. But there is no such guarantee limitation on Treasury bills. So for the really big money we might expect to see
a rush of funds into the shortest end of the yield curve, the 1 month Tbill. And with such a rush, we should expect to see the
value of these bills soar as the yield falls to zero, or even possibly less than zero!
You see, for the really big money, it might be better to receive ALMOST all of your cash in 30 days if the system were to
implode during that time, than to only receive $250,000 back from the FDIC. Of course you can always just keep rolling
over your 1 month Tbills as long as the system doesn't implode. But as long as you, Mr. Really Big Money, see implosion as
a possibility, it's best to keep your funds as close to the here and now as possible!

So what might we expect to see at the very end of this? How might it all end? As the pictures so graphically illustrate, it
can't end well.
My friend and fellow blogger Sir Topaz has a few ideas...
The Stock Markets ...as expected, will be (are) the first skittle to fall here IMO. At approx 10% the size of the Bond arena,
you'd expect this segment of the Market-place to be jettisoned first.
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As the days (and weeks perhaps) wear on, we're likely to see the intensity of this "flight to the Here 'n Now" increase in
magnitude.
The Precious Metals (price) will capitulate along with the rest of the general Market ...and this price capitulation will
ultimately lead to a point where there's NO METAL on offer at the price.
An acquisition opportunity par excellence ...for those amongst us who fancy themselves as being uber-astute and ...."not one
minute too late"
You see, when all this is done ...and the dust has settled, it WILL BE - all about the Metal!
Sincerely,
FOFOA
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Friday, February 12, 2010
Greece is the Word

We take the pressure and we throw away
Conventionality belongs to yesterday
There is a chance that we can make it so far
We start believing now that we can be who we are
Greece is the word
Greece is the word, is the word that you heard
It's got groove it's got meaning
Greece is the time, is the place is the motion
Greece is the way we are feeling
This is the life of illusion
Wrapped up in trouble laced with confusion
What are we doing here?
We take the pressure and we throw away
Conventionality belongs to yesterday
There is a chance that we can make it so far
We start believing now that we can be who we are
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Greece is the word
The situation with Greece and the euro presents us with a fresh opportunity to explore what is really wrong within the
system from a macro perspective. And I am not talking about the euro system. I am talking about our global system of
savings that are value-fixed directly to a transactional currency unit whose value doesn't even matter in the context of its
primary function.
This problem is what we call a Catch-22, or a no-win situation for the system as a whole. This means that because of its
fatal flaw and current precarious position, the global financial system faces threats from too many fronts, any one of which
can bring it down like a house of cards. And attempts to shore up the system on one side are kneecapping the legs
supporting it on the other. Our global monetary/financial/economic system today lies in a "critical state", barely surviving on
a "knife-edge of instability".
In order to understand the greater systemic problem that is presenting today as a boiling pustule in Greece, we must first
understand the flow of capital and the growth of debt. With debt growth as the deadly tumor in the cycle, it is easiest to
visualize the flow of money as a circular feedback loop, where the debt cycle feeds back on itself in a sustained growth
pattern.

The denouement or final shakeout of this systemic crisis will include two separate events, no matter what decisions are
made along the way. In this statement I have full confidence. For semantic simplicity I call these two events freegold and
hyperinflation. But these terms seem to cause consternation and confusion in many readers, so you can think of them simply
as the dramatic devaluation of paper gold and the catastrophic devaluation of the dollar. Two inevitable devaluations. Two
unavoidable outcomes.
In order to understand how we get there, we must think about the three main forces at work in today's systemic crisis. The
three forces are nature (you can call it "math" or "physics"), politics (call it socialism or "the collective will"), and self
preservation (of the giants and the savers). These three forces are interacting in ways that appear chaotic here on Earth, but
that form a clear, emergent pattern when viewed from outer space.
Further, we must understand the dynamics that brought us to where we are today. And those are the dynamics of debt, the
global dollar system and the roles of money in the collective mind. Imagine that I am the debtor in the above diagram and
you are the saver. I am going to keep living off credit as long as you keep buying my debt repackaged by the banks as a
bond. The more you buy, the more the banks are going to offer me credit cheaper and on easier terms. Can you really blame
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me? Who should know better? Little ol' negative-net-worth me or super-producer giant you?
You see, by buying my debt from the banks you have become my enabler. You are feeding the dynamic that will bury me in
debt until I hit the mathematical limit of my ability to pay. Eventually it will become clear that life is simply not long
enough for me to pay back the principle I have borrowed. And ultimately it will be impossible for me to even pay the
monthly interest. But can you really blame me? I have always had an out. Have you? I have always had the option to default
and declare bankruptcy! I know this, and even though I am not the sharpest tool in the drawer, at least I know where my
escape route lies. Do you know where yours is?
Credit Money
The first thing we must understand is that almost no one holds actual dollars as their savings. When I talk about the problem
of transactional currency being used as a wealth reserve, I am talking about the paper assets that are denominated in dollars,
fixed to a specific number/flow of dollars, and therefore whose value is directly fixed to the value of an actual dollar.
And when I talk about dollars, I am talking about the actual physical bills, cash, monetary base and bank reserves (which
are all basically the same thing). So the only people who hold actual dollars as savings are those who employ a shoe box or
a mattress at home. Even if you keep your entire savings in a checking account earning no interest, I am not calling those
dollars. Those are credits to you from a corporate counterparty authorized to call its units dollars.
So all the money circulating through the economy without physical Federal Reserve notes passing from hand to hand I am
going to call "credit money", not dollars. We do think of them as dollars when they come from special institutions that are
authorized to call them dollars (banks). But they are really just credits from an institution.
Think of it this way: You have two credit cards, one from Citibank and one from Macy's. Citibank is an authorized
institution so its credits can be called dollars and spent anywhere just like dollars. They can even be used to pay the IRS.
Macy's is not an authorized institution so its credits can only be spent at Macy's. They are truly just credits. Try paying your
taxes with your Macy's card if you don't believe me.
Now think about the cash you just deposited at the bank. Did the bank put that stack of cash in a safety deposit box with
your name on it? Nope, it went right into the general reserve pool with all the other cash at the bank and they issued you an
equal number of their institutional credits! Got it?
Now, think about money circulation in terms of the above diagram. Imagine the rotation as a small hurricane inside of a
large hurricane, each spinning in opposite directions. 99% of the flow of money never moves a single dollar. It is just the
balancing and shuffling of institutional credits. Bank A credits 100 to bank B and vice versa. At the end of the day they just
cancel out for the most part.
Furthermore, we think of new credit money as being created out of thin air every time a loan is originated. It is true, but that
new credit money is offset within the system as a whole by two things. The first is the sale of a new financial product by the
bank to the savers, a financial product that represents the claim on that new debt. And the second is that inner circle on the
diagram above. Investment, income and debt service all work against credit creation in the systematic accumulation of
credit money.
That's not to say there is no growth within the system. On the contrary, there is constant and infinite growth and almost
never any contraction in the aggregation of debt-related assets. This pile on the right side of the diagram grows uncontrolled
like an undiagnosed tumor until it ultimately kills the host. But for "the money supply" that generally affects our inflation
expectations, there is very little real movement. And likewise, there is very little visible inflation within the dollar's spending
zone.
The base money or cash around which this system swirls is rarely needed or even touched. Yet it is each unit of that base
which determines the ultimate value of that mountain of savings growing to the right, a mountain that is more than two
orders of magnitude larger than the unit on which its value is fixed.
I realize this is new and probably contradictory to what you have learned about money and the banking system, but this is
the way it really works. 99% of the economic activity that swirls in these circles has no effect on the number of actual
dollars in existence. But what it does have an effect on is the growth of paper assets held as savings by the entire world,
paper tied directly to the value of a single physical dollar. With each rotation the pile of "paper wealth" on the right side
grows larger and the hole of debt on the left side is dug deeper. There is no balancing mechanism in this system of debt,
only an ever-increasing imbalance.
Religious tradition teaches of a Jubilee, or a debt-forgiveness cycle. Such a theoretical policy would periodically reset the
balance between the left and right back to its starting point. And what the awareness and anticipation of an event like this
would cause is that debt would be structured in a way to be paid off by the time Jubilee rolls around. If it wasn't paid off,
then the savers would lose their savings. So the debt would grow for roughly half the cycle and then shrink for the
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remaining half and at Jubilee, any debt that remained would have to be forgiven. An imperfect system to be sure, because it
does not have a dynamic balancing function, but one that would at least be sustainable through periodic resets.
But considering this hypothetical solution begs the question of where the savings would flow during the debt contraction
period of the Jubilee cycle. They would have to flow into either physical goods or reinvestments into the economy, equity
positions similar to our stock market today. As the debtors paid down their debt during this latter portion of the cycle the
savers would have to choose between equity reinvestment or physical wealth storage. And it would be the collective's job to
encourage the former as that would grow the economy and create a larger tax base to feed the collective hunger. But for the
latter, the physical wealth storage vehicle par excellence has always been gold.
What we are about to experience today is a natural Jubilee of sorts, a hundred-year reset, only this one will happen at the
point when the debt mountain is at its all-time peak, and right when nobody expects it to happen. A grand surprise. An
ultimate shock. This will be catastrophic for the savers of debt and will be so traumatic to the system that total systemic
entropy will be achieved. And a new system will have no choice but to emerge naturally from an absolute void of
confidence.
But I am getting ahead of myself. Let's go back to Greece and my diagram.
If you have been following the news lately you have seen plenty of criticism directed at Greece, "the PIIGS", the euro and
the ECB. But what you probably haven't seen in the news is what you get here, and what you get in the archives of Another
and FOA, a more historic and proper perspective on the euro and what it means, why it was formed, and how it was
designed like an iron bunker to weather just this sort of a systemic collapse. How, in fact, the architects saw this coming
decades ago and planned accordingly.
Many pundits and analysts have been speculating that this "Greek debt crisis" could mean the end of the euro, the end of a
broad-based euro, the break-up of the Eurozone, or something along those lines. But this analysis flows from the shallow
and short-sighted thinking that has become the very hallmark of Wall Street and Washington. The euro was and is a political
movement (remember I said that politics is one of the three key forces to watch) that spans decades if not centuries, and
encompasses much more than just a transactional currency. It is comical to watch some of these Wall Street hot shots
criticizing what is really quite an impressive accomplishment in the euro.
Jim Rickards explains some of the history behind the euro and its relation to the Greek debt crisis in a recent interview on
King World News:
Eric King: I want to ask you about Greece. Because the Greek situation seems over-hyped as a way to talk down the euro.
What are your thoughts on that, Jim? Because I know in another interview you pointed out that the Greeks have a lot of gold
and could just sell some if they had to.
Jim Rickards: Yeah, the Greek gold position is not the whole story and it's not the whole answer, but it is significant.
What's interesting is that people talk about the PIIGS, you know, with two I's. And of course that stands for Portugal,
Ireland, Italy, Greece and Spain. And these are considered to be the weak members, if you will, of the euro system... of the
Eurozone. And they all have different fiscal problems in various ways. But the amount of gold they have varies widely from
a high which is Italy which has over 2,000 tonnes. Actually about 2,400 tonnes according to the World Gold Council.
Greece is less than that but still has a significant amount at over 100 tonnes, and then you have Ireland which only has 5
tonnes. So the amount of gold they have to back up their reserve positions, to, in effect, back up their central banks varies
widely. And I've actually read the S&P and the Moody's, the ratings agency reports on these countries and they don't even
mention gold!
[FOFOA: The PIIGS combined gold hoard is 3,233.8 tonnes, more than three times that of China. And their combined
population is only 133 million. So the PIIGS actually have about the same amount of gold per capita as the US. And they
have 34 times as much gold per citizen as China. In fact, Greece alone has 14 times as much gold per capita as China. China
has 0.7 tonnes per million citizens. Greece has 10 tonnes per million and the PIIGS as a whole have 24 tonnes per million!]
I'm not saying it's the whole story. It isn't. And they don't have enough gold [at today's price] to retire their national debt.
And I'm not saying that. I'm just saying that it's more dry powder. And it's another foundation for your monetary system.
And to completely ignore it or disregard it, which the rating agencies do, is a little bit of a mistake.
So Greece does have a little backstop there and what you could do, for example, is that the Greek central bank could, with a
phone call and a couple book entries, swap out their gold for euros and again, it wouldn't be enough to retire their debt, but
it would be 3 or 4 billion euros at current market rates and that's not an insignificant amount of money. So it does give them
a little bit of a lifeline.
But it's impossible to think about Greece without thinking about the euro system as a whole, because, of course, Greece is a
member of that. I mean, does it have its fiscal house in order? No, not completely, but its debt to GDP ratio is only about one
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half of Japan's. Its deficit to GDP ratio is not that much worse than the United States. So they look bad compared to
Germany, but they don't look that bad compared to other members of the G7 for that matter! So it's not as if they've been
reckless, or it's not as if they're that different from all these other countries, but they have become the eye of the storm. For a
while the Greek stock market was going down. Their interest rates were going up. Credit default swaps spreads were
widening out. You know, maybe that was a good opportunity for day traders, but I wasn't really worried about Greece
defaulting. I'm quite sure Greece will not default at the end of the day. They seem to be moving in the right direction.
But because their debts are denominated in euro, and because they're a member of the euro system, at the end of the day
they are going to be backstopped by the ECB which ultimately is controlled by Germany. And the reason I say that is if
you're Germany, and you're the ECB, and you're Trichet, and you start throwing members under the bus, where does that
end? I mean if you allow Greece to default and, in effect, impugn the value of sovereign bonds denominated in euros, who's
next? I mean it probably will be Ireland, and it will be Spain, and then it will be Portugal. And if you start losing four or five
members, there goes the whole euro system. The whole thing falls apart and there's a flight from that currency.
Now the history of this is very significant. The euro system, and Greece in particular, those are not Wall Street piñata. I
know traders like to bang them around, you know the spreads widen and then the spreads come in. There are trading
opportunities there. But this is taken much more seriously by the Europeans. I mean you go all the way back to the CounterReformation in the late 16th century which was extremely bloody. And then the Thirty Years' War which was devastating.
And then the Seven Years' War and the Napoleonic Wars, the Franco-Prussian War, World War One, World War Two... this
is one catastrophe after another! And Europe literally destroyed itself and exhausted itself in fighting all these wars. And
finally after WWII they said enough! We're going to pursue unification. It's the only way to keep from fighting each other.
Now, political unification has had modest success. Military and foreign policy unification has really had no success at all.
But the crown jewel of European unification is their monetary system, the euro and the European Central Bank. So that's the
pinnacle of their world historical efforts to unify the continent. They're not going to give that away lightly. I mean, they
view it in a much broader historical context than Wall Street and Americans. And so it's of the utmost importance to them.
And they're going to do everything they can to preserve it. And that's one reason, along with the gold, why I have
confidence that Greece will not default.
And then following WWII and joining with the dollar in the new Bretton Woods system for stability, Europe stumbled
through the shock of the London Gold Pool in 1968 and the end of Bretton Woods in 1971. And then in 1979, at the height
of the dollar crisis, they formed the European Currency Unit (ECU) with an eye toward eventually introducing a unified
currency. The ECU ultimately became the EMU with the introduction of the euro.
As I said in my Dead End post, "They came to the realization that the path the dollar (and the entire international monetary
and financial system) was on was essentially a DEAD END. It was not sustainable! At some point in the future this system,
and its MONETARY FOUNDATION, would (MUST) collapse. This was not a plot to collapse the dollar. It was, instead, a
RECOGNITION of the inevitable!"
But I'm getting ahead of myself again. Let's get back to the money...
The current system of infinite debt accumulation is unsustainable and has been destined for collapse from the very
beginning. There is no device in place for a periodic reset, and there is no automatic counterweight to balance ongoing trade
deficits, correct imbalances and hold profligacy accountable. If it weren't for the hard fixed currency zone of the euro,
Greece would be headed toward currency collapse and hyperinflation right now, just like in 1944, and just like Iceland,
Argentina, Brazil, Zimbabwe, Weimar Germany, Bulgaria, Hungary, Peru, Bolivia, Ukraine, Yugoslavia and so many more.
The euro did not cause Greece's troubles. It has actually spared Greece the worst of it. The problem is the dollar system of
debt accumulation that simply continues unabated until finally someone can no longer pay.
Jumping around a bit, what do you think gold, the stock market, fine art and houses all have in common? Their value is
inversely related to the value of a dollar. If the dollar tumbles in value all of the above rise in their dollar price in response.
This is the opposite of the relation between debt/bond instruments and the dollar. And this **THIS** is the concept we must
all assimilate into the core of our being. On one side there is the transactional currency and the debt markets, and on the
other side is everything else. And the transactional currency does not depend on a high valuation to perform its primary
function. It can do its job as a medium of exchange with literally ANY valuation. So why is the global debt market, which is
tied inseparably to this symbolic unit so damn big?
Why? Because of this...
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Unfortunately ^_THIS_^ is about to collapse. The mountain has grown too large and the debt hole has been dug too deep.
The ability to pay has come to its mathematical limit and now threatens the value of an entire planet-full of savings. First the
US consumer and homeowner dropped off from the left side. Then Iceland and now Greece. Here is roughly what it looks
like right now...
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It is now a broken system where credit money is not circulating with sufficient steam to keep it viable. It is now reliant on
A) the one debtor that can print its own debt service and B) the expansion of the monetary base at the center in order to
replace the outlying losses.
Notice the growing concentric circles around the central bank and the cash. Here is what that looks like in an official
graph...

All the other monetary aggregates contain credit money and debt assets that are generally very liquid and directly tied to the
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value of a physical dollar. These assets that we are taught are the same as dollars are the direct debt of certain approved
corporate institutions. They are mere credits while the institutions engage in a murky game of financial smoke and mirrors
with your real money. These credits may be the most dangerous of all during a systemic collapse as they are cloaked in a
morass of legalese small print.
And as I have shown to some degree in this post, and in greater depth in past writings, these wider aggregates have little
effect on the consumer price index we all watch so closely. The big secret of the central bankers is that it is the monetary
base, the cash, that has the most effect from a quantity theory perspective. And it is systemic confidence (YOUR confidence
in the system) that has an equal effect from a velocity perspective.
To demonstrate my point, I have adapted the above diagram to show what it looked like in Zimbabwe last year...

The important thing to remember is that the pile of debt on the right side of the diagram is fixed to the value of each
individual physical dollar. So as the physical stuff is diluted to fill the void left by the failing credit/debt system, it directly
impacts the real value of the debt market.
This is exactly where we are heading. So you have to ask yourself: With a whole planet-full of paper debt wealth, how long
are the savers going to sit there waiting for their value to disappear? But the fact is that it doesn't matter how long they sit
there. The only difference that will make is how much value they are going to lose. You see the system can no longer
support their value on its own. This is clear from the housing crisis, Iceland and now Greece. But the system must go on so
the very unit their value is fixed to must be diluted to infinity just to keep the circle spinning.
And infinity is truly the limit. Don't expect austerity or a deflationary collapse. Don't expect them "to do the right thing" and
let the bad debt fail. There is simply too much of it out there. It is our entire global monetary system, not just the bond
investors. There is no political will anywhere in the world to let the people's wealth simply vanish in order to maintain the
value of a silly little physical dollar. This **THIS** is the big Catch-22!
In order to save the people's "money" it will be destroyed!
And the first thing to go will be the low price of gold. The depressed price of gold did many things for this failing debt
system. It kept the savers, that didn't feel like braving the equity markets, going to the debt markets instead of physical
items... "for a yield". It kept the heat on the debtors of the world, forcing them to pay off their debt in real, difficult terms,
even though the same system made it ironically easy to get into debt. It made the dollar appear strong, as the numéraire of
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the debt markets. And it allowed the central banks a certain ease in shuffling reality around while maintaining a myth.
But most importantly, it provided an escape route for those savers who noticed the finite timeline of this system and sought
safety. We can see that this group now includes the Saudis, the Chinese, the Russians, the Indians and the euro architects,
among many others.
Probably the biggest and most visible (and visibility is one of the keys to collapse) problem with our system, reliant as it is
on infinite debt accumulation, is that with the majority of the world at its mathematical limit, only one entity remains that is
both willing and able to dig itself the infinite debt hole required to keep the system churning.
The problem is that this entity also controls the printing press of the numéraire of its own debt, so no one, or certainly not
enough people with real credit money on the periphery, are willing to feed this black hole of moral hazard. So the only one
left to fund this debt hole to the extent that is required is the Fed itself. And that means that the fuel needed to churn the
credit money system is now fresh base money. And as this fuel flows out from the center of our diagram into the formerly
credit-driven periphery, the center base swells like a red giant about to consume its own solar system.

This dilution of the base diminishes the real value of each unit with each unit of fuel that flows. And like an advanced alien
civilization fleeing its dying sun, the savers will flee as they see this visible threat swell. Either that or their savings will be
swallowed whole by that which was meant to protect them from the default of the "deadbeat" borrowers.
Default or devaluation. Only two ways to go. Catch-22. Math. Inevitable. Unavoidable.
Politics will force devaluation over default, inevitably, presently.
Self preservation will choose the only escape route not subject to economic health nor subject to credit-driven bubble
deflation.
Freegold, then hyperinflation.
You see, the system, because it is made up of billions of humans, is like a living organism itself. It will seek out and find
what it needs, which is an automatic mechanism to deal with imbalances and bring them back into sustainable equilibrium.
That mechanism is extremely high-value gold. And the only way that can be achieved is the destruction of the paper gold-
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promise market.
The Nuclear Option
The ECB and the BIS have a secret weapon. They don't want to have to use it because they don't want to be seen as the
instigators of the dollar's collapse. They would prefer the market to take care of it for them. But don't doubt for a second that
they won't use it before sitting back and watching permanent damage come to the euro system.
Just imagine how Greece could deal with its problems if its gold were valued at $55,000 usd per ounce. In terms of current
exchange rates that would raise Greece's liquid assets to 50% of its public debt. In other words, instead of being a "subprime" borrower, Greece would instantly become a PRIME borrower.
Let's say you owe $200,000 on your home which has fallen in value to $200,000. You aren't exactly underwater yet but your
loan to value is 100% now, a precarious situation for someone with income and asset problems. Now let's say you also have
$100,000 worth of gold. You could still walk away from your home if you chose to, but you are certainly not a foreclosure
candidate anymore. And your future needs would be backed by your new asset base. Of course this would also give you a
newfound incentive to get your fiscal house in order, lest you have to part with your gold!
This is freegold. And this is the secret weapon. Although it is not so much of a weapon as it is a defense... against the
inevitable.
Rumors have been circulating for a few months now about some large physical buyers on the public LBMA being cashed
out with a 25% premium and being sent to the private cash market to get their gold where such a purchase at a premium
would not move the official price. This rumor suggests a relative shortage to demand for physical on the official pricesetting markets. And this tightness is confirmed by the low GOFO or Gold Forward Offered rate reported by the LBMA
which is currently languishing at lows only seen twice before. Both times in close proximity to backwardation events that
both times signaled that the system was teetering on the edge of collapse, only to be rescued by some entity supplying
physical gold to market at an intentional loss.
COMEX being in the US and the LBMA being in London leaves the ECB and the BIS with "the nuclear option" if things
ever get desperate enough to use it. This nuclear option is A) for the BIS to begin operation of a public "physical only"
market for gold to be used by the really giant participants, primarily sovereign entities and billionaires, and B) for the ECB
to use the price discovered by the BIS in its quarterly reserve asset "marked to market" adjustments.
Such a move would put Greece, and all the PIIGS for that matter, in a much better position almost overnight. Of course it
would have devastating effects on the value of the dollar and the rest of the paper gold market. You see, in order for the BIS
to supply actual physical gold to each and every giant that was ready to buy, the price would have to rise high enough that
someone else with an equally huge amount of gold was willing to become a seller. And right now, at today's prices, we
know that the central banks of the world have become net buyers! So the question is, just how high would the price have to
rise in order to balance out the demand of the world with the supply, in a physical-only official price discovery market?
Chances are that what would be revealed by such a market would have an eye-opening and breathtaking effect on the rest of
the world and demand would skyrocket. What passes today for enough demand to almost break the paper markets would
quickly shift all players from paper to physical and add new savers that hadn't even considered gold before. Literally, the
entire world would shift its view to gold.
And because this would be a physical-only market in the presence of a credit money contraction it would have no way to
bubble in price beyond actual demand. Instead it will finally plateau once the Thoughts of all the giants and savers of the
world reach their Nash equilibrium. And the price will be high enough that it becomes a coin toss as to whether you'd rather
be in cash or gold. What it will come down to is your own time preference and your appetite for investing back into an
economy that must be rebuilt.
The euro architects knew the difference between the monetary functions. They knew that the infinite growth, store of value
function was the dollar's Achilles' heel. So they designed the euro to be a stable transactional and accounting currency even
if the world chose non-euro physical assets as a store of value. The dollar does not have this design.
This is not to say that the euro will not devalue against gold right along with the dollar. All infinite, symbolic, transactional
currencies will, which is to say all currencies will. And to a lesser extent, all currencies will have to devalue against the rest
of the finite real world as well. But they will not all hyperinflate to infinity in the aftermath as the dollar will be forced to.
Some will. Others will not. The euro probably will not.
This is freegold. It is coming whether or not the euro uses its secret weapon. Like I said, they would prefer not to be seen
destroying the paper gold market proactively. They would rather just wait until it destroy itself (which, by the way, it is
doing pretty well).
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But the unfortunate effect of this transition will be the panic that will ensue within the dollar camp. What has already started
through QE, bailouts, stimulus and liquidity operations (base money creators all) will have no option but to accelerate to
infinity. When I say no option, I mean that there will be absolutely no political will to do anything else.
So as we can see, we have math, political will and self preservation all coming together in a perfect storm as our entire
system of infinite debt accumulation teeters on a knife-edge of instability. What could possibly go wrong?
Well, there's Greece I suppose. It usually only takes one little shock to bring down a house of cards. And this is why I say
you cannot be prepared too early. There is no such thing when the stakes are so high. Preparation must happen early and
completely. Because once this thing starts to unravel it will be too late to prepare and to even prosper from the foresight of
an inevitable event. Once it all starts unraveling you will be completely preoccupied just trying to limit your losses.
Gold
This is where physical gold comes in. I have shown you what is wrong with the system when viewed from outer space. And
I have shown you what is missing, and what will be found. And I have shown you how the really big money with really big
foresight has prepared.
Notice that Greece and the ECB do not have palladium in their reserves. Just sayin'.
Of course you should also make other preparations to ensure that your bare necessities of food, clothing and shelter are
taken care of. Some silver and even some dollar currency makes sense in this regard. This whole "gold thing" is really just
for those people that have more money than they will need to live on for about a year. And it is for those that would like to
store that excess wealth in the most universally liquid vehicle since they don't know exactly what they will be needing a
year from now.
Perhaps they will need a generator. Or maybe a cow. Or maybe a gun. Maybe a new Ford F150. This is where gold comes in
handy. You can store your wealth securely now in a universal package that should be convertible into the most needed
things later. It can cost a pretty penny to be totally prepared now for every possible eventuality. Instead, it is best to prepare
for the most probable events and keep a universal reserve for the unexpected!
But as a practical matter, because of the explosive potential in gold and because of the proximity of a likely event, many
smaller investors are now piling in with their "six-months-out" money and then some. And to be honest, I can't really argue
with their reasoning.
But what about the stock market? Someone emailed me saying,
"During a currency crisis in the western world, we may see a very powerful stock market rally as equities are a form of real
asset. Better to own a piece of Procter and Gamble than a unit of currency that can devalue quickly. Look to the Argentina
general equity market MERVAL index during the peso crisis. It shot up – although not as much as the 3:1 currency
devaluation."
The writer answered his own point. The stock market shot up LESS than the currency devalued. So while the stock market
in Argentina performed MUCH better than debt fixed to the value of the currency, it only chased - and lagged - actual
inflation. (Actually, short term hyperinflation.)This is partly because the economy is usually in shambles at the time of a
currency devaluation. So while you would expect real things like real companies to compensate for a falling currency, you
must also weigh in any previous bubbling that might deflate and any economic factors that might reduce company profits.
But Argentina is still a good example for us to look at. In January of 2002 the currency devalued 3:1. At the same time the
stock market rose in response to the devaluation and then stayed up (because the currency stayed down). But what is
interesting about Argentina is that just prior to the devaluation, in December of 2001, inflation dipped into negative territory
(deflation?) and the stock market dipped as well. Then they almost immediately exploded out of this head-fake in an
unexpected devaluation. See the charts. The first is the MERVAL and the second is CPI:
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Hmm... look familiar?
Bottom line: The stock market, because it represents equity not debt, will fare much better than the rest of the paper world.
But the stock market does suffer from dilution, manipulation and bubbles. Expect the stock market to languish in economic
chaos as it chases real inflation only to fall a little short.
But gold is different. The system desperately needs a counterweight, and gold is it. The counter is already in place, only the
weight is yet to come. And once we have seen the reset in gold as it performs its phase transition from commodity to wealth
reserve, it will then chase (hyper)inflation along with the rest of the "non-dollar" world, only it will be the ONE AND
ONLY THING that will be immune to the economic mess that will still need to be worked out.
Got any gold yet?
Greece does.
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Sincerely,
FOFOA
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Monday, March 1, 2010
Of Currency Wars
I think, the currency of a country does no longer hold "backing". This term, it is used often, but is not correct. Today, all
modern money does have "reserves", and such is used only for "the dirty float" in currency warfare. As in war, the larger
and better equipped army in "reserve" does rule over the lesser force. Perhaps we should think in this way: in a "cold war"
of modern exchange rates, "digital currencies from reserves are used", however, when a "hot war" of major default does
begin, "nuclear weapons of GOLD" are deployed!
As in real war defense, of today, some countries hold a much lesser army, and depend on "the alliance" with other stronger
nations to defend them. Such it is with the currencies! Many states hold but a few "digital currencies" as reserves for
currency wars and see no need for "gold nuclear weapons". They sell off these weapons and do join "the currency alliance"
of stronger nations. We see this in Europe, yes?
- 5/21/98 ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!)

Is the Euro a child of the forces of the New World Order, or the forces of regionalism/nationalism/tribalism? **
Sir,
I would say, "Old World Order" to return. To understand/explain better: "A very easy way to view this "order", would be to
simply say that the American Experience is reaching the end! As we know, world war two left Europe and the world
economy destroyed. Many thinkers of that period thought that the world was about to enter a decades-long depression as it
worked to rebuild real assets lost in the conflict. It was this war that so impacted the idea of looking positively toward the
future. The past ideals of building solid, enduring, long term wealth were lost in the conception of a whole generation
possibly doing without! In these fertile grounds people escaped reality with the New Idea of long term debt, being held as a
money asset. Yes, here was born the American Experience that comes to maturity today.
New world order, regionalism and tribalism are but modern phrases that denote "group retreat to avoid paying up". The
worldwide currency system is truly a reflection of an economy built from war, using the American Experience, the US$ and
the debt that it represents. But, for the American dollar to continue as the representative of the global financial system, in the
form of being the reserve currency, maturing generations of all countries must accept it, and the tax on real production it
clearly imposes! In the very same mind set, that people buy the best value for the lowest price (Japan cars in the late 70s),
and leave an established producer to die, so will they escape the American currency and accept any competitor that offers a
better deal. Because we are speaking of currencies here, the transition will be brutal!
- 5/5/98 ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!)
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Currency Wars, by Song Hongbing, is a bestselling book in China, reportedly selling over 200,000 copies and is reportedly
being read by many senior level government and business leaders in China. Originally published in 2007 the book gained a
resurgence in 2009 and is seen as a prominent exponent of a recently emerged genre labeled "economic nationalist"
literature. Another bestselling book within this genre is Unhappy China, however, unlike this and other books within this
genre, Currency Wars has been received more positively by the Chinese leadership as its recommendations are seen as less
aggressive towards the US. The premise of this book is that Western countries are ultimately controlled by a group of
private banks, which according to the book runs their central banks. This book cites the fact that the Federal Reserve is a
private body to support its role.
According to the book, the western countries in general and the US in particular are controlled by this clique of international
bankers, who uses currency manipulation (hence the title) to gain wealth by first loaning money in USD to these developing
nations and then shorting their currency. The Japanese Lost decade, the 1997 Asian Financial Crisis, the Latin American
financial crisis and others are attributed to this cause.
The book's author predicted a banking crisis in the US in 2008.
- Wikipedia

In China, which is in the midst of a lengthy debate about opening its financial system under US pressure, the book has
become a surprise hit and is being read at senior levels of government and business.
"Some senior heads of companies have been asking me if this is all true," says Ha Jiming, chief economist of China
International Capital Corp, the largest local investment bank.
The book also gives ammunition, however haywire, to many in China who argue that Beijing should resist pressure from the
US and other countries to allow the yuan to appreciate.
The book's publisher, a unit of the state-owned CITIC group, says Currency Wars had sold almost 200,000 copies, with an
estimated 400,000 extra pirated copies in circulation as well...
Chinese officials remain deeply suspicious of advice from Western countries to open up the financial system and float the
currency. "They think it is just a new way of looting developing countries," Ha says.
Song himself has been commissioned to write a number of new books to capitalise on his success: on the yen, the euro and
also on China's financial system.
- The Australian
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...After all, the root of the world's problems for nearly a century - from the Great Depression to the Asian financial crisis - is
Wall Street's manipulation of the global financial system, he says. China should be prepared to fight 'bloodless wars' waged
by 'evil forces' like the US Federal Reserve aimed at destroying the Chinese economy, Mr Song's book concludes.
If that does not send chills across the developed world, another book, China Is Unhappy - which just hit No. 3 in the
bestseller's chart - laid bare Chinese unhappiness with the current set-up where the West holds major influence.
- The Straits Times
Kinda makes you wonder how many of those laughing students read Currency Wars, huh?
Geithner tells China its dollar assets are safe (Reuters)
Mon Jun 1, 2009 8:03am
"Chinese assets are very safe," Geithner said in response to a question after a speech at Peking University, where he studied
Chinese as a student in the 1980s.
His answer drew loud laughter from his student audience.
And don't forget that Geithner also offered China some of Europe's stake in the IMF!
Geithner offered U.S. backing for a higher-profile role for China in running global institutions including the IMF -- a
controversial proposition since it raises the sensitive issue of reducing Europe's voting share in the global lender.
"The United States will fully support having China play a role in the principal cooperative arrangements that help shape the
international system, a role that is commensurate with China's importance in the global economy," he said.
Who out there thinks the ECB is feeling some pressure right now?
Trichet leaves early to attend crisis meeting (ABC News)
Tue Feb 9, 2010 10:25am
There were rumours last week that the European Central Bank would hold an extraordinary meeting to discuss sovereign
debt problems in some euro zone countries.
But it is not known whether the meeting Mr Trichet is leaving for is a scheduled meeting or an extraordinary event.
Mr Trichet was scheduled to be in Sydney until Wednesday for a seminar of central banks in the Euro Area and East Asia
Pacific.
I'd say so. But don't be too quick to assume the euro will simply buckle under the pressure.
Devaluation today - a policy so often used to rescue the short-term political and economic fortunes of what City analysts
cannot now call the PIIGS - also remains shut to the Greeks, but for another reason entirely: Revaluation within the Euro is
impossible.
Joining the European single currency, and consigning sovereign notes and coins to history, meant swapping those notes and
coins for a certain, agreed quantity of Euros. Once set and enacted, that exchange rate could never again be revised. Because
the exchange... once you were holding Euros ...could never again be replayed.
"There is no wiggle room here," as two English academics - both smirking and gasping at the Eurozone strait jacket - wrote
in a 2004 tome.
"Greece has to live with this conversion rate no matter what happens to its level of productivity or inflation relative to its
Euroland partners, or its level of internal unemployment.
"If it becomes politically unacceptable to live with this rate, Greece has only one realistic option, and that is abandoning the
Euro."...
Quitting Euroland, on the other hand, would leave Greece - or Spain, Ireland or Portugal, or all of them together - horribly
alone. Gold Standard historian and former IMF advisor Barry Eichengreen posited an Italian exit back in late-2007. Only
the names have been changed:
"The very motivation for leaving would be to change the parity [between Greece's new domestic currency and the nowneighboring Euro]...Market participants would be aware of this fact. Households and firms would shift their deposits to
other Euro-area banks. A system-wide bank run would follow. Investors anticipating that their claims on the [Greek]
government would be redenominated into [the Euro's devalued replacement] would shift into claims on other Euro-area
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governments, leading to a bond-market crisis...
"It would be unlikely that the ECB would provide extensive lender-of-last-resort support. And if the government was
already in a weak fiscal position, it would not be able to borrow to bail out the banks and buy back its debt."
In short, "This would be the mother of all financial crises," guesses Eichengreen. But no matter, he says; it can't happen.
"The decision to join...is effectively irreversible. Exit is effectively impossible."
How come? "The insurmountable obstacle to exit is neither economic nor political, but procedural," says the professor.
Short of a coup, revolution or state failure, you have to agree.
First, all contracts - both domestic and cross-border - would either be void (which again means revolution, state failure,
coup or all three), or they'd be subject to a sweeping redenomination law. That would require long, detailed, co-operative
discussion, both internally and with governments, business and private individuals across the European Union and beyond.
So no dice there, then.
Then there's the logistical nightmare of re-pricing all goods and services, replacing all those vending machines, and
reprogramming all Greece's bank and till systems - a fun project when Euro accession approached, but hardly a laugh as
hyperinflation looms. So again, we're back to revolution... if not a coup or failed state ...and you don't need to be Helmut
Kohl or Jacques Chirac to wince at the irony of Europe's greatest unifying dream (to date) ending with chaos and bloodshed
west of the Balkans.
Greece's problem, therefore, really is "a Eurozone problem" as finance minister George Papaconstantinou has repeated
throughout this crisis. Since it cannot devalue or exit, something else has to give.
Excerpts from 1931 For The Euro Part II
by Adrian Ash
23 February 2010
So if Greece can't devalue, can't just quit the euro, the ECB can't just bail everyone out like the Fed, and Germany is not
willing to float the Greeks, what options are left? Where is the give?
It's simple really. Adrian doesn't mention the ECB's Marked to Market policy for gold bullion reserves, but that is exactly
where I am looking. When your finances are insolvent you must part with some of your REAL treasure in order to keep the
bare necessity wheels turning while you restructure your productive efforts and economy. This is how Freegold works. And
this is what the EU now faces.
Robert Mundell and the late Milton Friedman explained in their 2001 debate, "One World, One Money?", there is a full
spectrum of currency relationships which have been tried. From hard fixed, unified or common currency areas, to
"dollarized" areas, to a "monetary union", a currency board system, fixed rates, pegged rates, or a floating exchange system,
"the dirty float" as Another calls it.
This "dirty float" is the relationship between the US, Canada, Britain, Japan and the Euro. But Greece is in a common
currency area with the rest of Europe, just like California is to New York, or Ontario to Quebec:
1. A common currency area. This is the apotheosis of fixed exchange rates. The BC dollar, the Ontario dollar and the
Quebec dollar are the same currencies, the Canadian dollar. Settlement between regions, provinces and municipalities is
automatic. If there is an excess supply of money in one province combined with a corresponding excess demand for goods,
the excess money leaves that province (a balance of payments deficit) and that completes the adjustment process. The same
adjustment process applies between New York and California or between different Federal Reserve districts. This fits
Friedman’s category of “unified.” -Mundell
ANOTHER: Today every digital money is a product of the US DOLLAR by nature of "it being the book keeping reserve".
To this extent, the US DOLLAR is the only world currency! To this end, no one can see the true size of the "mismatch" in
gold as money in US DOLLARS.
Time does record, that many young persons do mature without a history of "currency defeat" in money wars. These same
persons do attain positions of authority with respect to handling the currency "reserves" of a nation. It is in their "education"
that the private citizens do lose much wealth. We proceed to such a time today, as gold loans hold only paper collateral! The
motives of all Central Banks be not the same, with respect to "gold loans". A small number do travel the road of "monetary
union" and sell gold as a commodity for funds to reduce debt. These officials that sell for this purpose alone will be viewed
as "much the fool" by voters, as gold does become a "great value" in the future. Some CBs also "lend" gold for a small
return, as they see little difference in this metal to holding the Yen reserves and also receiving perhaps 2%! These Central
Banks place the gold with a private Bullion Bank. The gold is sold and the proceeds wait in this BB and draw market
interest. The CB does have a "letter" claim to these "proceeds" and views it as "the same" as other "lent out currency
reserves". The BB uses these "proceeds" as collateral to create a contract with a gold mine for future purchase of "new
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mined gold". The CB does also "attach" this "future gold" and views it as "lent out bullion reserves". With this "attachment",
it could claim the entire assets of a mine in default, yes? Perhaps, we can see that "default" can also occur from other than a
"low gold price"? In currency wars of the future, workers walk from doing jobs, as in Indonesia? A mine of few workers has
little value, but often we see banks do claim "things of little value".
The key for this "new gold market" is found not in the process of gold loans and sales, but in the "who is the new owner of
this metal"? No one did see clearly, "the other side of this". Always the view was, "see how the fools sell the gold and drive
price low", not "who is buying all of this new supply at such cheap prices and giving up interest on currency also"? One
should consider, "how much currency has flowed thru gold" over these past years! It is a great deal of wealth! -1998
And all this "wealth that flowed through gold" did so with the promise of a future revaluation. An unavoidable end to a finite
timeline.
A prize!
Which brings us to...
FOA (09/03/00; 16:27:20MD - usagold.com msg#34)
Of Currency Wars
Gold will reset itself in value compared to all world fiat currencies. But, that percentage reset will be viewed in a different
context than when gold money was ordained by governments. Gresham's understanding applied more to gold as a bankable
currency, not an asset holding "in and of itself". This is the future of "freegold" in our time. It will be much like comparing
an advancing stock to the currency it's denominated in, a rising asset,,,, not a competing money!
Now look northeast, into the valley:
What will make this "modern gold market evaporate"? Well, value in a paper contract is a funny thing,,,,,,, it can change
radically when no market bid exists for it to trade in. Like paper dollars, contracts have no value without a trading market
demand. Walk into any store,,,,, if everything is suddenly priced in a physical barter format, our dollars suddenly become
worthless, no?
If the gold market was to shift to say, 5 day hard delivery, how could one trade their contracts for gold? Yes, you guessed it,
paper would trade all right,,,,, at a huge discount. But in short order, as a spiking price lunges upward into the thousands,,,,
and doesn't come back to earth,,,,,, what counter party on the other side of your contract could deliver? Further, how could
the bullion banking system match liabilities and make good on a cascading default?
Stop here and see how it could happen two ways (or a combination of both):
You see, all it takes is for one or two government and/or private entities to pull the cord. Most all of you long ago came to
the same conclusion; a Dollar / Euro currency dispute could set this off. Outside parties begin buying gold with dollar
reserves,,,,, on the barrel head for 5 day placement. It begins with twenty or thirty 100 ton orders ,,,,,, a billion$$ or so each!
Not derivative orders, mind you,,,, hard delivery orders that aggravate and outline the soft nature of modern gold banking.
They keep coming,,, days on end! Then, suddenly the paper markets "are no more".
Yes, the name Freegold refers to an emergent system. But its ultra-high valuation of gold is also an anticipated prize. A
prize that has been paid for through the support necessary to keep the dollar system alive for decades beyond its natural
timeline, and to keep the price of gold metal low while it found its way to where it was wanted. With the tight supply of
physical today we can assume that most of the metal has now found its home. And that those entities that have been waiting
patiently for the prize and faithfully supporting a system at end of its life can now be expected to withdraw their support.
"To pull the plug" so to speak.
This is what we are seeing today. From the central banks' gradual shift from sellers into buyers, through the Central Bank
Gold Agreement, five years at a time, to India, China and Russia now showing an open interest in physical gold, the signs
are everywhere. In the past, large entities like central banks would never openly express a desire for physical gold because it
would move the markets. The last time we saw such a move Charles de Gaulle demanded official gold at its fixed price of
$35/ounce, and such was all it took to end the entire global gold standard. Talk about moving markets! So it is no small
thing for central banks to openly want gold.
But don't be too upset. This whole gradual shift bought us much time to prepare. And the "prize" is available to ANYONE!
Yes, even you! This was ANOTHER and FOA's whole purpose through four years of postings. To get the word out that gold
would be revalued by the Giants once the dollar reached its inevitable dead end.
In my last post, Greece is the Word, I wrote that the euro has a secret "nuclear" weapon. This is what I was talking about.
What Another said at the top:
As in war, the larger and better equipped army in "reserve" does rule over the lesser force. Perhaps we should think in this
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way: in a "cold war" of modern exchange rates, "digital currencies from reserves are used", however, when a "hot war" of
major default does begin, "nuclear weapons of GOLD" are deployed!
And yes, the euro is the better equipped army in this regard. The main point I made in Your Own, Personal, Freegold and
Freegold was that the Eurosystem's gold is very much in play!
The Eurosystem holds 10,800 metric tons of gold, roughly one third of world gold reserves.
And in Confiscation Anatomy - A Different View, I argued that whatever gold the US Treasury and the Fed still own is most
definitely not in play:
The US gold hoard is now off the table. Think of a poker cheat who pockets his winnings yet still wants to play. When he
loses he writes paper IOU's to the other players. Can he ever pull his money back out of his pocket without having it taken
away? Think of an individual who declares his own insolvency and defaults on his obligations to pay, only to resurface later
with a windfall inheritance. What problems will he face?
This is not about Greece paying off its debt in high priced gold. It is a systemic shift to meritocracy where if you don't earn
it, then you must part with some REAL treasure. Sure, Greece could theoretically sell the Parthenon.

But this is precisely "where the rubber hits the road". When a symbolic currency system starts to affect reality in dire ways it
will be abandoned. This is why the gold is there. Gold is a REAL treasure that can be surrendered OR hoarded without
affecting anyone's daily life. It is not consumed in any of the basic necessities of life. It is simply the 6,000 year old score
keeper. And to this role it will return.
Did you get yours yet? Time appears to be running out on "the prize".
Sincerely,
FOFOA
See also:
Another Record For Euro-Denominated Gold
European currencies were again under attack
Financial Firms Receiving Subpoenas For Euro Shorting Collusion
Greek Roadmap Update From Goldman's Erik Nielsen
S&P Rating Agency Delegation Vists Greeks Bearing Gifts
China PLA officer urges challenging U.S. dominance
Head of IMF Proposes New Reserve Currency
EMF - European Monetary Fund?
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Wednesday, March 10, 2010
"The Gold Man" (not Goldman) at the BIS
This Global Financial Crisis is not so much about the dollar as it is about the dollar system, the $IMFS. The dollar system is
a system of selling debt as a wealth reserve. This system went global in July of 1944 at a meeting in Bretton Woods, New
Hampshire. All 44 Allied nations participated in the meeting that took place a year before the end of the war.
Here is an important Q&A with Another that I used in part in my last post, now presented in its entirety.
5/5/98 ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!)
Mr. Kosares,
A few thoughts for you, as the questions are asked.
Q: ** It seems that both you and your friend believe that the world is splitting up into currency/trading blocks -- much as the
world did for both World Wars. There has been much discussion around the world about the imposition of a NEW WORLD
ORDER and international one world government. Simultaneously, we see another, opposing force at work -- regionalism,
nationalism, even tribalism. What do you make of this? Is the Euro a child of the forces of the New World Order, or the
forces of regionalism/nationalism/tribalism? **
A: Sir,
I would say, "Old World Order" to return. To understand/explain better: "A very easy way to view this "order", would be to
simply say that the American Experience is reaching the end! As we know, world war two left Europe and the world
economy destroyed. Many thinkers of that period thought that the world was about to enter a decades-long depression as it
worked to rebuild real assets lost in the conflict. It was this war that so impacted the idea of looking positively toward the
future. The past ideals of building solid, enduring, long term wealth were lost in the conception of a whole generation
possibly doing without! In these fertile grounds people escaped reality with the New Idea of long term debt, being held as a
money asset. Yes, here was born the American Experience that comes to maturity today.
New world order, regionalism and tribalism are but modern phrases that denote "group retreat to avoid paying up". The
worldwide currency system is truly a reflection of an economy built from war, using the American Experience, the US$ and
the debt that it represents. But, for the American dollar to continue as the representative of the global financial system, in the
form of being the reserve currency, maturing generations of all countries must accept it, and the tax on real production it
clearly imposes! In the very same mindset that people buy the best value for the lowest price (Japanese cars in the late 70s),
and leave an established producer to die, so will they escape the American currency and accept any competitor that offers a
better deal. And because we are speaking of currencies here, the transition will be brutal!
As you ponder these thoughts, consider that; all economies today are truly equal in production as the exchange rates are the
manufactures of profit!
Q: ** Is Europe (led behind the scenes by the BIS) an opponent to the United States?**
A: Sir, Yes, but not in the ways of war, as it is in the feelings of "pride" and "we go our own way". The downfall of the
Russia, did allow for the Euro and all that it will build. They now see the debt of the US$, as a reserve money, can be
escaped! As even the US citizen will leave its own workers to die as products are purchased "overseas", how much easier
will the world also flee the dollar! Opponents? No, I would say they are learners of the "American Way" as they embrace the
"American Idea" of a "free world market economy".
Q: *** If so which countries are in which camp? Your associate seems to feel that Asia is split between the United States
which has Japan as an ally, and Europe which has China as an ally (a notion I found particularly intriguing). Where is
Britain in this? Japan? And most importantly, the Gulf States, particularly Saudi Arabia? **
A: Sir, I feel he is correct in this thought. Europe does grasp for a relationship with Asia as the US did have with Japan. It
would build a mighty economy on a foundation of oil and gold as backing for new money. As China and Arabia were once a
part of the Europe economy, in a small way, they may now return with no fear of Russia. Britain? A lost nation. Japan? This
one is "of the American Economy" and is to live and die by it! They will seek your Alaska oil before loss of face with gold.
A dead Yen be a dead Japan.
Q: **Along these lines, I too believe that currency movements will flow through Europe because the Euro currency will be
gold backed. Where does that leave Japan with over $200 billion in dollar reserves, let alone its massive U.S. Treasuries'
holding? **
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A: Perhaps, they be like Korea? Rich in paper until the world says, "this paper, it is not good"!
Q: ***Your associate says that BIS helped China increase its gold holdings. Please tell me what the source of that
information is, or is it simply a speculation on his part. ***
A: The BIS is the gold broker for all interbank sales/purchases. Bullion Banks are for sales to other entities. I think, at first,
China was leverage against the oil producers. Then Arabia was allowed into BIS for Euro.
Q: **One other item you might clarify for me is "Who is really behind BIS?**
A: Perhaps, "who control them"?
Q: **The Swiss?
A: Yes.
Q: **The eurocentral banks?
A: Yes.
Q: **Who does BIS really represent?
A: "old world, gold economy, as viewed thru modern eyes" or " way to move from US$ without war".
Q: **Why was Saudi Arabia just included in BIS?
A: answered.
Q: **Has Saudi Arabia gone with Europe?
A: Yes.
Sir, there is much more to this, but we talk over time, yes? I will be away for perhaps ten days. We speak again.
Thank You
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------5/5/98 USAGOLD
Dear ANOTHER, my great respect for you has just deepened further. Have a pleasant ten days and I will consider your
words. Yes, we will talk over time. Thank you Mike Kosares
The Catch-22
Here is the big Catch-22. The dollar and the $IMFS are dependent on each other for survival, just like Siamese twins that
share vital organs. If one dies, so does the other. But in Gold is Money - Part 2, I showed you that the dollar and its system
are also at odds with each other, and that only one can be supported at a time - by sacrificing the other! I explained that
without a shadow of a doubt, the dollar is being sacrificed in a futile attempt to save the system...
Saving the System - Not its Value
It was said, many years before Paulson, Bernanke and TARP, that the financial system will be saved at any cost! Apparently
this statement has proven to be true. But at what cost?
You see they are now faced with a dilemma they will not discuss publicly. On one side is their product, the conceptual unit
of credit account, their currency. And on the other side is their offspring, the financial system, Wall Street. What saves one
will kill the other. They can save the present value of their product and kill their offspring through starvation. Or they can
save their offspring by delivering what it desperately needs to survive... a constant expansion of credit (aka monetary
inflation). But this will, of course, kill the value of their product, the currency.
They can save one or the other, but not both. And it was always known, but has now been proven, that the system will be
saved at ANY cost. (Unfortunately for them, they did not think it through far enough to realized that the cost of saving their
offspring will also kill it and a whole lot more. But that line of Thought is straying a little too far from the topic of this post.)
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In order to survive, the system, the financial industry, Wall Street NEEDS a constantly increasing supply of CREDIT! If the
population won't give their own blood to save this dying Frankenstein monster, then the CB's and governments WILL! It is
happening now. Right under our noses. For more than a year now!
...The bottom line is that the banking system will be "saved" at the expense of sacrificing the market value of every last
credit instrument they have created. Anyone and everyone with their savings inside the system will take a serious
purchasing power haircut. The only people that will enjoy the full value of their wealth (and more) are the ones who hold it
outside of the imploding system. Inside the system, credit of any color, green OR yellow, is only credit.
Perhaps now you can see that "the dollar" clearly represents the transactional function of money, a role in which the specific
value of a dollar does not matter. And the $IMFS represents the wealth reserve or store of value function of money. In the
dollar's case these two functions are, at the very same time, co-dependent for survival yet they must kill each other through
sacrificial abandonment.
Please read the very end of my post Say Goodbye to Wall Street understanding that Wall Street IS the $IMFS...
You see, the Siamese twins, credit and equity, have finally been separated. Gold has been demonetized! It is now a world
class wealth asset. A tradable wealth asset. A portable wealth asset. A durable wealth asset. Money, which has been deemed
by society to be fiat currency only, no longer needs to carry the heavy burden of ALSO being a store of value. No longer
must we raise entire industries that suck in generations of our best and brightest talent for the sole purpose of designing
paper wealth derivative products in a vain attempt to make money be a store of value. No longer. Say goodbye to Wall
Street.
The $IMFS
The US Dollar International Monetary and Financial System is represented in visible form by the big Wall Street banks.
These banks control the Fed, the money distribution system, and the debt, the "wealth reserve" distribution system. And the
global expanse of the this system can be viewed most easily by simply looking at their websites.
Here is the list of countries where the Goldman Sachs parasite has attached itself as found on goldmansachs.com > Careers
> Locations:
The Americas:
Argentina
Brazil
Canada
Mexico
United States
Europe, Middle East, and Africa:
France
Germany
Ireland
Israel
Italy
Russia
South Africa
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
United Arab Emirates
United Kingdom
Asia:
Australia & New Zealand
China
India
Japan
Korea
Hong Kong
Singapore
Taiwan
Thailand
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And here is Morgan Stanley's list from morganstanley.com > Global Offices. And yes, there are a few differences like
Greece, Hungary, Netherlands, Saudi Arabia and Russia:
Argentina
Australia
Brazil
Canada
China
France
Germany
Greece
Hong Kong
Hungary
India
Ireland
Israel
Italy
Japan
Mexico
Netherlands
Russia
Saudi Arabia
Singapore
South Africa
South Korea
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Taiwan
United Arab Emirates
United Kingdom
United States
As I explained in an answer to a question in a recent comment, there are two things I am watching for right now. The first is
any sign that the non-dollar factions are starting to abandon the $IMFS, and the second is the emerging favorability of gold
as the reserve of choice to replace the dollar.
Here is my comment:
"My friend, debt is the very essence of fiat. As debt defaults, fiat is destroyed."
What is the problem with Greece and the other so-called PIIGS? Is it profligate public spending/financing, the credit that
enabled it, the system that helped hide it, and the mountain of unserviceable debt that resulted?
The difference between the $IMFS and Freegold is that the former encourages and enables the above while the latter never
lets it get this far along so as to become a systemic risk. It's called 'balance as you go', as opposed to enabling the growth of
an imbalance so large that it finally collapses back into balance.
I cannot give you the blow by blow that you ask for, but I can still show you what must happen. And it is helpful in this
regard to work backward from the future until we come to two choices that will both result in the same end.
First is that we are facing a systemic shift from the $IMFS to Freegold. Don't forget that the actual value of an individual
transactional currency unit (even a euro) doesn't really matter in the context of its primary function. So even though one
currency is built for the new, emergent system, I would still not want to be holding that currency through the transition.
Second is that Greece's debt cannot be paid back in real terms, and neither can the aggregate planetary debt. It doesn't really
matter if it is not paid back through default (bankruptcy) or through devaluation of the currency... it will not be paid back in
real terms. But devaluation of the currency is certainly the more politically acceptable route.
Third is that all this planetary debt (including Greece's) is a function of the $IMFS. The eurosystem, even though it was
built to thrive under Freegold, is still supporting the $IMFS. The action to look for is the passive action of withdrawal of
support.
The way the $IMFS works is that, at the very end, it either bails you out or kills you dead, depending on who your friends
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are. Freegold spanks you along the way with a little pain here and there until you get your finances back in order.
I expect Greece and the PIIGS to get spanked hard at the beginning of the new system. I do not expect Greece to leave the
euro, but it will certainly have to get its public finances in order.
You see, the shift is going to be swift and it will reveal a change in perception that is almost impossible to imagine right
now. Physical gold is going to rise so high, so fast that it will become known as the most prized treasure a collective state
can hold. And immediately upon this recognition Greece will have to either part with or encumber its most prized
"monetary" treasure while it restructures its newly devalued debt and its economy.
No longer will unlimited Ponzi finance be an option for ANYONE'S financial difficulties. But at the same time, the worst of
the financial predicaments will have been significantly devalued, as they were bad bets by creditors from the start.
This is why it is so important to understand the implications of Freegold now, because the cascade of events once "the plug
is pulled" will be mind-numbing. The ability to understand events as they unfold will be quite rare (and quite valuable) as
we are in uncharted waters.
And now here are a couple examples of the kinds of stories I am watching for.
Europe Begins Abandonment of the $IMFS
Europe bars Wall Street banks from government bond sales
Guardian UK
Monday 8 March 2010 21.36 GMT
"Governments do not have the confidence that the excessive risk-taking culture of the big Wall Street banks has changed
and they still cannot be trusted to put the stability of the financial system before profit," said Arlene McCarthy, vice chair of
the European parliament's economic and monetary affairs committee. "It is no surprise therefore that governments are
reluctant to do business with banks that have failed to learn the lesson of the crisis. The banks need to acknowledge the
mistakes that were made and behave in an ethical way to regain the trust and confidence of governments."
And from Jesse yesterday:
Wall Street Excluded from European Government Bond Sales
The Ugly American is a novel that was published in 1958, and was later made into a movie starring Marlon Brando. It tells
the story how America was losing the hearts and minds of the people in Asia after its heroic performance in the Second
World War by the predatory business practices and exploitation of US multinationals. The book was a bit of a scandal,
coming on the heels of Nixon's visit to South America where he was spat upon by angry mobs.
At the time people talked about the way in which US corporations were alienating the developing world (we called it 'third
world' then), and how it would create a generation of political difficulties for the US around the world. This was an initial
wake up call to the American public, which was lost and forgotten in the fervor of the Go-Go Sixties. What was good for
General Bullmoose was good for the USA. Or so we all thought.
Regrettably, once again US corporations, the Wall Street banks, are busy alienating the world against America's interests
through their unethical and shockingly predatory business practices. It will be interesting if Asia and South America pick up
this theme of banning the Wall Street banks on ethical considerations from doing certain types of business in their regions...
"The Gold Man"
BIS Board elects Christian Noyer as new Chairman
8 March 2010
The Board of Directors of the Bank for International Settlements (BIS) elected as its new Chairman, Christian Noyer,
Governor of the Bank of France. His term is for a period of three years, commencing on 7 March 2010.
Mr Noyer succeeds Guillermo Ortiz, Governor of the Bank of Mexico, who served as Chairman of the Board until the end
of December 2009, when he left his post as central bank Governor.
Members of the Board of Directors expressed their sincere gratitude to Mr Ortiz for his excellent services to the Bank.
FLASHBACK: JANUARY 1999 - ONE OF THE FIRST ECB PRESS CONFERENCES
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ECB: ECB Press conference: Introductory statement
Transcript of the questions asked and the answers given by Dr. Willem F. Duisenberg, President of the ECB, and Christian
Noyer, Vice-President of the ECB
Question: I'd just like to talk to you about gold reserves. The ECB said it will readjust the value of its gold reserves on its
books each quarter, and I think it is also decided to keep about 15% of its exchange reserves in gold. If there was a major
change in the price of gold on the world market, that percentage would be likely to change, and so I would like to ask you if
that means that the ECB would buy or sell gold in order to keep its proportion of reserves at that amount of percent.
Wim Duisenberg: Christian, you're the gold man!
Christian Noyer: No, there is no such conclusion to draw, because it was not a decision to hold 15% of foreign exchange
reserves in gold, as a structural decision of the Governing Council. The decision of the Governing Council at the time was
that in the initial transfer 15% would be made of gold, but that has no consequence on the structure of foreign exchange
reserve to develop in the future, nor has it any consequence on the total percentage of gold holdings of the system, including
the reserves that are still in the balance sheet of national central banks, and we know that in some cases they have more than
15% gold, and in some cases they have less, but they are for the moment and for the foreseeable future keeping the
proportion they have.
Duisenberg: And in this case, the foreseeable future is much longer than in the earlier case
A Final Thought
I'll end with this latest poignant piece from Bill Holter:
U.S. States and Sovereigns
To all; the talk has recently been all about Greece and the PIIGS because that's where the media has steered attention. Of
course Moodys downgraded Greece and the media went on its "the Euro is dead" frenzy at a most opportune time as the
Dollar was looking very sickly on the charts at the time. Divert attention in other words.
Attention was diverted from several (many) US states that were and still are walking financial zombies. California, New
Jersey, Illinois etc. are running deficits and debt levels similar to and in some cases far worse than Greece in percentage
terms. What is truly humorous is even with retarded budget projections the numbers aren't working. How many states have
"proposed" budgets that have turned out to be pie in the sky dreams after only 6 months? The tax revenue projections that
have and are being used by many states are so far out of whack that the ink doesn't even get a chance to dry before a 3rd
grader puts a pencil to the projections and figures out they are wrong!
This goes for many big cities, counties, and municipalities. The point is...EVERYTHING is broke! The only thing not broke
is the stock market but that's only because of the PPT support and rigging. Unemployment insurance is being extended
further and further into the future while tax revenues decline. Much of the so called "employment" has been in the public
sector that will obviously weigh further on all government budgets. It is not sustainable in any way even if the credit
markets don't seize up.
Anyone who doesn't believe we have a stock market crash and train wreck directly ahead must believe we have a
hyperinflationary event coming immediately or they can't do math. You cannot have sovereign governments, US states,
cities etc. (and federal government) on the verge of bankruptcy and stocks not panic and stay at these levels. In my opinion
the only justification for "Dow 10,000" is the probability (guarantee) of hyperinflation, period!
There is no recovery in real estate, employment, main street or anywhere else except for Wall Street because of the $
trillions pumped in and running through its veins. About once every 10 days or so we hear about the Fed raising rates and
withdrawing stimulus. This cannot happen without an immediate fatal heart attack to Wall Street and Main Street taking a
final body blow. It is now and has been for years, "inflate or die". The Fed is having a difficult time "reinflating" with their
foot through the floor boards on the accelerator, taking their foot off the gas (not to mention tapping the break) is entirely
out of the question and nothing more than poor humor..
It is now only a matter of time before investors get spooked by the fear of sovereign defaults spreading like a disease. The
day is not far off where ALL paper gets shunned and real money gets bids that swamp actual supply. Once the thought
process turns to "there's no place to hide", the amount of fake capital trying to enter metal and the ridiculously small Gold
stock arena will bid these assets to never before dreamed of values. When there is no place to hide "within" the system,
capital will move outside the system.
The problem is very simple indeed. This week alone the U.S. Treasury is borrowing 1 1/2 times the entire annual global
production of Gold. And how much have they borrowed the week before that and the week before that...? The math is
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impossible and the lifeboat far too small to accommodate anyone even 1 second too late! What could "never happen" 2 or 3
years ago has already happened and then some. Now we wait for sovereigns, U.S. states and cities, even the U.S. Treasury
to default...........or hyperinflate. It is only a matter of time now and no longer a question of if! Regards, Bill H.
Sincerely,
FOFOA
Thanks go out to HK, GI and Muse for elements of this post.
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Saturday, March 20, 2010
Synthesis

Thesis
"Inflation is a man-made scourge, made possible by the fact that most men do not understand it. It is a crime committed on
so large a scale that its size is its protection: the integrating capacity of the victims’ minds breaks down before the
magnitude—and the seeming complexity—of the crime, which permits it to be committed openly, in public. For centuries,
inflation has been wrecking one country after another, yet men learn nothing, offer no resistance, and perish—not like
animals driven to slaughter, but worse: like animals stampeding in search of a butcher.
"If I told you that the precondition of inflation is psycho-epistemological—that inflation is hidden under the perceptual
illusions created by broken conceptual links—you would not understand me. That is what I propose to explain and to
prove."
-Ayn Rand
In Ayn Rand's Egalitarianism and Inflation she demonstrates the consequences of the introduction of paper money into a
thriving agrarian gold-based economy. And she shows how the resulting inflation actually destroys the real-world capital
that had previously been accumulated by shifting society's focus from production to consumption.
"Now project what would happen to your community of a hundred hard-working, prosperous, forward-moving people, if
one man were allowed to trade on your market, not by means of gold, but by means of paper—i.e., if he paid you, not with a
material commodity, not with goods he had actually produced, but merely with a promissory note on his future production.
This man takes your goods, but does not use them to support his own production; he does not produce at all—he merely
consumes the goods. Then, he pays you higher prices for more goods—again in promissory notes—assuring you that he is
your best customer, who expands your market.
"Then, one day, a struggling young farmer, who suffered from a bad flood, wants to buy some grain from you, but your price
has risen and you haven’t much grain to spare, so he goes bankrupt. Then, the dairy farmer, to whom he owed money, raises
the price of milk to make up for the loss—and the truck farmer, who needs the milk, gives up buying the eggs he had always
bought—and the poultry farmer kills some of his chickens, which he can’t afford to feed—and the dairy farmer can’t afford
the higher price of alfalfa, so he cancels his order to the blacksmith—and you want to buy the new plow you have been
saving for, but the blacksmith has gone bankrupt. Then all of you present the promissory notes to your “best customer,” and
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you discover that they were promissory notes not on his future production, but on yours—only you have nothing left to
produce with. Your land is there, your structures are there, but there is no food to sustain you through the coming winter,
and no stock seed to plant.
"Would it make any difference if that community consisted of a thousand farmers? A hundred thousand? A million? The
entire globe? No matter how widely you spread the blight, no matter what a variety of products and what an incalculable
complexity of deals become involved, this, dear readers, is the cause, the pattern, and the outcome of inflation."
Indeed, this is a big problem. Wouldn't you agree? Perhaps she is right, we must return to gold money if we hope to save the
Western world from its ultimate destruction. Maybe this is the only way. But what if returning to an economy based only on
gold and silver coins in your pocket is a complete pipe dream? What if this will never happen? Is there no hope for our
future?

Antithesis
Let's just try a little Thought experiment. Imagine Rand's community as described above. And imagine that one
entrepreneurial spirit in that community started a gold coin dealership sometime after "best customer" showed up with his
paper promissory notes. Now, since we are dealing on a much smaller size scale, we will speed up our time dimension as
well. So in our imagined community let us say that confidence in "best customer's" notes disappears the second time he
shows up with freshly printed paper. People still accept them in trade for goods, but they don't trust them enough to hang
onto them for any length of time. They would rather exchange them for gold, the old currency used before.
So now all of a sudden our gold coin dealer's business takes off. Those market participants who are barely producing
enough goods to sustain their daily existence will be spending the notes they receive on other goods right away. But
eventually those notes will find their way to a super-producer, someone who is able to save some of his efforts for the future.
And he will walk those notes over to our gold dealer.
Over the course of a few days all paper notes in circulation will flow to the gold dealer, and pretty soon his supply of gold
coins will run low. He may try to give the notes back to "best customer" in exchange for some more gold for his business
only to find that "best customer" has no gold, only more paper notes.
So our gold dealer's first response will be to raise the price of his remaining gold coins. And then, since gold coins are his
stock in trade, he will have to venture out into the marketplace to replenish his inventory. He will have to bid gold out of the
hands of the agrarian workers with more and more paper notes. And then he will have to sell those gold coins for even more
than he bid for them.
Very quickly this will raise the price of gold coins when priced in "best customer's" paper notes. And agrarian traders
coming to exchange their paper for gold will realize that the cost of gold is rising. And then they will have to charge more
for their goods when paid with paper.
The end result of this little thought experiment is that on any given day the price of goods in paper notes will seem stable to
the naked eye, but over time "best customer's" inflation will be absorbed into the price of gold and will not affect the savers
or destroy their capital accumulation because they saved only gold.
"Best customer" will eventually have to bring wheelbarrows full of his notes just to buy one apple. This development will
expose his scam to even the most retarded villagers, and he will ultimately lose his reputation as "best customer".
The moral of this little story is that there actually is hope because gold can absorb most if not all of the pain inflicted by
inflation if it is allowed to do its job as a wealth reserve. It is all about how long you hang on to the paper. The longer you
hold it the more you transfer the value of your own labor into the hands of "best customer".
Recall my triangle diagram of the three primary functions of money:
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In Gold is Money - Part 3 I explained that the evolution of money is taking us to a place where these functions will be
fulfilled by different mediums. The transactional or medium of exchange function will still be fiat currency, the very same
that we know today. And the store of value will be physical gold, the store of value par excellence for the last 5,000 years or
so. The unit of account for bookkeeping purposes will probably be split between the two depending on the time scale
preference of the accountant.
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You see, the ability to print transactional currency is a privilege that can be legislated. But having people choose to hold
your currency for any length of time is an additional privilege that must be merited and earned.
And forcing people to hold your inflating currency longer than necessary for trade, because there is no viable alternative, is
an exorbitant privilege. Gold can and will remove the exorbitant privilege from our monetary system when it is allowed to
do its job as a wealth reserve.
How do I know this is coming? Because today the exorbitant privilege is almost completely claimed by the US Federal
Government, and is paid for by the labor of the rest of the world. The USG is today's "best customer".
And the ability of the USG to eliminate the viable alternative of gold as a functioning store of value depends entirely on the
continued acceptance of the dollar as the global reserve currency. Both this acceptance AND the control over gold's price
have been waning lately. And today, it is only a matter of time until they are both gone forever.
Also, and this is very important, the rest of the world outside of the "exorbitant privilege club" that I like to call the $IMFS
(dollar international monetary and financial system) has been preparing to support gold as THE store of value should the
dollar fail. Sure there is a lot of talk about SDR's, new "monetary funds" and other forms of "new fiat", but all you have to
do is look at the concrete preparations that have already been made if you want to see how things will actually play out.

Synthesis
Europe views its privilege and its debt differently than the US. The US will never give up its mountain of unfunded
liabilities until it has printed its dollar into oblivion. Europe is different. The Eurozone members gave up their right to print
to oblivion by joining the euro. And the euro only has one single mandate: low inflation!
Now we can argue until the cows come home whether or not ANYONE should have the privilege to print currency. The
winner of that argument is probably no, that no one should. But the flaw in the argument under today's dangerous conditions
is that people get caught up in what SHOULD happen and lose sight of what WILL actually happen.
Fiat currency, for all its flaws, has provided the flexibility and computer-age transaction ease and record-keeping that is
valued by not only those few ego-maniacs that believe they can control everything, but also by business and productive
enterprise. So it is not going away no matter how good the argument. But the worst of its flaws can, and will, be neutralized.
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And this is where (what I like to call) Freegold makes its debut.
Here is an important question: Is it theoretically possible for a fiat currency to devalue, or more precisely, to hyperdepreciate against only one single asset without affecting the price of a can of peas?
Of course it is! Just look at any number of investments that have appreciated quickly by an order of magnitude or two. Look
at GOOG! Or how about AAPL? When an asset appreciates against a currency can we not also view it as the currency
depreciating against that one asset? Or more precisely, can we not say that the asset was awaiting massive revaluation based
on market recognition of its value?
Now, what if the revalued asset is gold, a monetary asset held by Central Banks? What could such a revaluation do to
today's dynamics of national debt?
ECB v. FED
In many posts I have highlighted two important differences between the ECB and the US Federal Reserve. The first is the
separation of currency creation from the control of a single sovereign government, or the elimination of "exorbitant
privilege". And the second is the demonetization of gold making it a supporting reserve asset instead of a competing
currency. The Fed views gold as a competing currency, which was clearly shown in Adrian Douglas' recent revelation titled:
More Fed minutes document gold market manipulation (a must-read for anyone who is still reading my post).
The ECB, on the other hand, revalues all European gold reserves every three months to their market value, reflecting the
very real rise in reserves. The Fed still has US gold booked at its 1973 price of $42.22 per ounce. The late Dr. Willem F.
Duisenberg, first president of the ECB, articulated these differences in his acceptance speech when "the euro" won the
Internationaler Karlspreis zu Aachen, also known as the International Charlemagne Prize:
"The euro, probably more than any other currency, represents the mutual confidence at the heart of our community. It is the
first currency that has not only severed its link to gold, but also its link to the nation-state. It is not backed by the
durability of the metal or by the authority of the state. Indeed, what Sir Thomas More said of gold five hundred years ago –
that it was made for men and that it had its value by them – applies very well to the euro."
The Karlspreis is one of the most prestigious European awards. It commemorates Charlemagne (Charles the Great; 742814), King of the Franks, the founder of what became the Holy Roman Empire and, according to the City of Aachen where
he is buried, the "Founder of Western Culture." To put this award in perspective, have a look at the company the euro is in,
having been the only inanimate object to ever receive this award:
1999 Anthony (Tony) Charles Lynton Blair
2000 William Jefferson (Bill) Clinton
2001 György Konrád
2002 The Euro
2003 Valéry Giscard d'Estaing
2004 Pat Cox
2004 Extraordinary prize: Pope John Paul II
2005 Carlo Azeglio Ciampi
2006 Jean-Claude Juncker
2007 Javier Solana
2008 Angela Merkel
2009 Andrea Riccardi
My point here is not to heap praise on anything, anyone, or any point of view. It is simply to show you how the euro is
viewed by Europeans. When a country joins the euro it takes on all the importance of a marriage and then some. Divorce is
not an option. As Jean-Claude Trichet said in a recent interview...
Le Point: Could a scenario be envisaged in which a country is no longer able to meet its obligations and leaves the euro
area?
Jean-Claude Trichet: I have always said that I will not comment on absurd hypotheses. Joining the euro area is a major
decision. It is not a membership that can be adapted to suit the circumstances. It is about sharing a common destiny with
other countries.
For more on this please see my excerpt from Eric King's excellent interview with Jim Rickards transcribed in Greece is the
Word.
And now let's take a look at a few more differences between the ECB and the Fed. I am not passing moral judgement on
either institution, only practical judgement on their policies, foundational architecture and underlying monetary theory.
First we should start with their most basic motivation, their mandates. The Fed has two conflicting mandates legislated by
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Congress. The ECB only has one. The Fed's two mandates are price stability and full employment. The ECB's only mandate
is price stability. A third, unofficial and unspoken mandate of the Fed is to guarantee the funding of the US Treasury to pay
for its ever-growing deficit, but we'll leave that one alone for the moment.
Price stability is a monetary mandate requiring a strong, stable currency. Full employment is an economic mandate, and a
poor one at that. According to the Fed's prevailing economic theory this mandate requires a weak currency. These are
conflicting mandates, leaving the Fed to walk the proverbial tightrope.
But as it turns out, the ECB's one mandate is the one that is good for the savers and the capital accumulators. Which
surprisingly enough is what will ultimately make for a strong economy. Mandating your money printer to create a strong
economy through "full employment" is akin to taking anabolic steroids for a healthy, long life. Whereas focusing solely on
keeping inflation under 2% builds the kind of confidence that draws in capital investment and ultimately creates a healthier
economy, socialist politicians and taxes notwithstanding.
Okay, moving on. I'm just going to list out a bunch of differences here including the ones already mentioned:
1. ECB severed the monetary link to gold. FED keeps gold a $42 prisoner.
2. ECB is independent of the state. FED is lapdog of the state.
3. ECB eliminated "exorbitant privilege". FED delivers "exorbitant privilege" on a regular basis.
4. ECB has one clear mandate. FED has two conflicting mandates.
5. ECB supports orthodox solutions to states in crisis. FED supports unorthodox (QE) solutions.
6. ECB is more democratic through its multi-polar membership. FED is more plutocratic.
7. ECB is more transparent with predictable policies. FED is opaque with unilateral surprises.
8. ECB is defensive in its protection of euro stability. FED is offensive against competition through collusion with its
primary banks.
9. ECB allows healthy competition with its currency through the MTM freegold concept. FED stifles competition to hide its
weaknesses.
10. ECB gives gold its own accounting line. FED obfuscates, lining Gold/SDR together.
11. ECB zone encourages gold sales to public with 0% sales tax. FED zone discourages gold sales.
12. ECB architecture is inspiring changes in other CBs and monetary unions. FED is not so inspiring.
Each one of these twelve differences is probably worthy of its own post from a Freegold perspective. But the point I am
trying to make here is that the ECB has created a new product for Europe. It is 10 years old now. The FED's product, the
dollar, and its offspring the $IMFS is now 97 years old. The ECB's innovative creation was the result of lessons learned
living under the $IMFS for more than half a century. And the point is summed up most eloquently in Another's own words,
written before the euro was even introduced:
"In the very same mindset that people buy the best value for the lowest price (Japanese cars in the late 70s), and leave an
established producer to die, so will they escape the American currency and accept any competitor that offers a better deal."
Just last week Trichet said, "We did not create the euro against the dollar, the euro is for Europe.”
The euro architects were not trying to force a reserve currency on the world. There is a big difference between creating a
government product with sovereign-monopoly backing that everyone must use, and creating a product that the marketplace
must freely choose. In this case, the marketplace consisted of sovereign nations that chose to give up the privilege of
printing their own money in order to join in the benefits of the euro.
So what are those benefits?
Benefits of the Euro
In 2001 Robert Mundell wrote:
"The advent of the euro has demonstrated to one and all how successful a well-planned fixed exchange rate zone can be.
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After the 11 currencies of the zone were locked to the euro and to each other, even before the euro has been issued as a
paper currency or a coin, speculative capital movements between the lira and the mark, the franc and the peseta, and all
the other currencies became a thing of the past. It ended uncertainty over exchange rates and destabilizing capital
movements. The 11 countries of the euro zone are now getting a better monetary policy than they ever had before. The
creation of the euro zone therefore suggests a viable approach to the formation of other currency areas when prospective
members can agree on a common inflation rate and a coordinated monetary policy."
Each country is getting a better monetary policy. And this highlights one of the lessons the euro architects learned after 47
years of living under the Bretton Woods accord and the $IMFS. The euro does not do monetary financing of sovereign
budgets. According to the Maastricht Treaty there can be no monetary financing of public entities. And it is the job of the
ECB to protect the integrity of the currency only (low inflation), not the profligate ruling party of any member state.
Mundell continues:
"My own view about the politics of the euro is that it will provide a catalyst for increased political integration in Europe,
which, after two centuries of a Franco-German rivalry that has periodically engulfed the entire world, is highly desirable."
Here is an important benefit: peace! I refer you back to the Jim Rickards interview mentioned earlier for more on this. And
then more Mundell:
"I also believe that every country in the euro area is now getting a better money than they had before. First of all, the size of
the euro area is vastly larger than the size of any of the national currency areas, and that affords to each country a better
insulation against shocks. The gains in this respect vary in inverse proportion to the size of the country. The currencies of
small countries can get blown out of the water by speculative attacks. Germany may gain less proportionately than the
smaller countries, but the Germans now have, or will have when the transition is complete, a currency that is three times
larger than the mark area alone.
...Apart from the United States, most if not all countries would benefit from being part of a larger currency area, for reasons
of economies of scale, cushioning against shocks, and a better monetary policy. Most of the 175-odd currencies in the world
should be classified as “junk” currencies, sources of instability rather than anchors of stability."
Better money! Yes, bigger is sometimes better. This is not to argue for a one world currency, but in some cases regional
currencies can be better than the sum of their parts. Here is a list of the problems faced by more than 45 smaller currencies
with reckless leaders and bad monetary policy. Of course size does not guarantee stability, as we will soon find out.
Monetary policy, CB independence and systemic architecture are also important factors.
Mundell:
"Exchange rate changes can never be a substitute for the vast number of changes in individual prices that have to be made
in an efficient market. But the possibility of exchange rate changes has nevertheless deflected the attention of policy makers
from the vastly more important subject of flexibility in all individual markets. I believe that flexibility of individual prices
will be fostered by the euro area..."
Think about this one in light of the ECB's transparent quarterly Mark to Market price policy for its gold reserves versus the
US need to secretly control market prices through the opaque Fed, the secretive Exchange Stabilization Fund and the
ghostly Working Group on Financial Markets.
"[A] country is better off with a national monetary policy [only] if the monetary policy is likely to be better than that in the
rest of the world, as it could be if the rest of the world is unstable. Short of a monetary union with the euro and yen areas,
the United States has no real alternative to inflation targeting and a flexible exchange rate."
Hmm... seems like a deep statement coming from the man some call The Father of the Euro. Moving on from 2001 to JeanClaude Trichet just last week:
Jean-Claude Trichet: Like everyone else who shares the single currency, the Greek economy has – from the moment it
joined the euro area – enjoyed a number of significant advantages in monetary terms. Being part of the euro area has
strengthened the Greek economy. Thanks to the euro, it was no longer subject to exchange rate risk, it has access to an
integrated economy comprising 330 million European citizens, and it has benefited from having a currency which inspires
confidence and has therefore afforded Greece low medium and long-term market interest rates. Its external current account
deficit has been financed by the very fact of belonging to the euro area. Of course, in exchange for these significant
advantages, the rules of the Stability and Growth Pact must be fully respected.
Le Point: All the same, we have just found out that Greece cheated. It hid shameful secrets about its financial situation from
its partners. How can we stop this happening again?
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Jean-Claude Trichet: This situation is totally unacceptable. And it’s a major problem because all of the countries in the
euro area are suffering as a result of this misconduct.

Now I would like to point out a key distinction here. In the first paragraph Trichet nicely sums up the benefits the euro has
provided to Greece. But then comes the question of unsustainable Greek debt and even "cheating". Well, where did that
come from? It came from the $IMFS!
Europe is now living under a new currency, but it is still functioning under the dollar's global financial system that
encourages infinite debt accumulation, infinite growth of imbalances, and financial trickery to pretend the system is stable
and extend its timeline.
All the benefits and architectural innovations of the ECB stand in place now as a kind of safety net for the Eurozone for
whenever the $IMFS collapses under its own weight. And the signs of this happening sometime soon are ominous and
many.
It is easy and convenient for the financial press to blame the Eurozone problems on the euro itself. But I am here to show
you that they are actually caused by the dollar system, counterintuitive as that may seem.
Problems of the $IMFS
"[T]o what extent [does] financial innovation serve the real economy and to what extent [does] it only serves itself? At some
point in our recent past, finance lost contact with its raison d'être. It ceased to be a source of services for the real economy
and developed a life of its own. Finance became self-referential."
-Remarks by Jean-Claude Trichet, President of the ECB
at Stanford University, Stanford, California 12 March 2010
As every good bookie knows, whenever you can get groups of people on opposite sides, the real money is made in the
middle. And the more people you can get in on the action, the bigger the profits and the biggest profits of all go to the
middleman. This is Wall Street. This is the $IMFS in a nutshell.
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In Greece is the Word I showed you how the entire purpose of the $IMFS is to act as a middleman between the
debtors/consumers of the world and the savers, investors and producers:

Everyone is one of these two camps, the Debtors or the Savers. Even every entity when netted out falls into one of the
camps. So if there are serious problems happening within the $IMFS it stands to reason that they could be viewed from
slightly different perspectives depending on which camp you're in.
Now I'm sure I don't need to list out all of the problems within the $IMFS today. Most of you have spent the better part of
the past 18 months reading endless opinions on this subject. So I am going to focus briefly on one small problem as viewed
from each side.
On Tuesday Jim Sinclair and Marie McDonnell of Truth In Lending Audit & Recovery Services - Mortgage Fraud and
Forensic Analysts reminded us of a very serious ongoing problem within the $IMFS:
Jim: Here is the top of the heap of strange goings on in finance.
How many of your mortgages have been securitized multiple times? What if your servicer folded? The real owner of the
mortgage might just knock on your door demanding payment.
It has been held now by many recent court cases that only the party which made the loan has the right to foreclose.
How would you like to find out that even though you have paid your mortgage, the real party of interest says screw you, pay
again or it’s foreclosure time!
Please, those of you with mortgages on your homes track down the real owner of your paper, and fast.
Marie: ...this is only the tip of the iceberg… not just for Lehman, but for the vast majority of Wall Street Investment Banks
that securitized mortgage loans over the last decade.
I believe that Lehman-like balance sheet accounting fraud is inherent within the nature of the securitization process; that
“true sales” never took place and the transfer of assets to and from the participants in the securitization paradigm were
book-entry financing deals; that consideration was never paid by the participants; that the funding came from outside
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sources; that the complexity of the structure was designed to cloak money laundering; that the trusts never achieved their tax
free REMIC status; and that loans were purposely designed to fail so that the participants in the securitization could control
both the cash flow and the real estate assets arising from these mortgage transactions when the bubble inevitably burst.
If I am correct, this would have serious implications for consumers whose loans were securitized because the participants in
the securitization would be unable to prove that they legally conveyed the loans into the trust fund. Essentially, U.S. Bank
and Wells Fargo had this opportunity in the Massachusetts Land Court cases last year and they could not produce the
evidence of ownership. They produced the Notes, but not the proof of how they purchased the loans from the originators.
The evidence also showed conclusively that the mortgages were never assigned from party to party according to the Pooling
and Servicing Agreement and into the trusts. This, in large part, is why Judge Long overturned two out of three foreclosures.
Much of the fraud is buried in the opaque OTC derivatives trading. I know I am preaching to the choir on this topic!
This is clearly a huge problem for the $IMFS. And as you can see from the above, Jim and Marie are addressing their
warning to the debtors, those who borrowed money to buy a home. But this same problem has another perspective, that of
the savers.
What do you hold in your 401K? What is your pension holding on your behalf? Do you own any "assets" that may have no
legal claim to anything if examined in a court?
This problem runs very deep. Harley, one of Jim Sinclair's readers, writes in with this:
Hi Jim,
I recently initiated Identity Theft coverage and in the course of that work, I was asked to review my credit report. I
discovered that my refinanced mortgage, paid in full in July 2005, has been retained as current and OPEN with a last
payment of July 2005. The account is listed on the credit report as current, not paid and closed as were other previously
listed mortgages. That mortgage was paid in full and closed (at least I thought it was closed) when I rolled into a new
mortgage (refinance) in July 2005. All was done with the same financial institution (which closed and became Chase). The
punch line is that the paid and supposedly closed mortgage is owned by TA DA: Fannie Mae. How many billions are being
carried on the books that DO NOT EVEN EXIST? The plot thickens, the whole episode sickens.
And how many billions are in pension funds, trusts and 401K's that DO NOT EVEN EXIST? Okay, I think (hope?) we all
get the point.
Unsustainable Deficits
The pressure on the $IMFS is building EVERYWHERE! From Greece to California, from the ECB to DC. And what
exactly is all this pressure? It is unsustainable deficit spending... DEBT!
Geithner Says U.S. Deficit Unsustainable
March 17, 2010
U.S. government's top economic policy makers acknowledged Tuesday that the country's fiscal policy is unsustainable.
And what is the ONLY solution to this? What is the pressure release valve? It is different depending on whether you are a
sovereign net creditor/saver or if you are a sovereign debtor. For the creditor/savers the ONLY solution is CUT OFF THE
CREDIT and thereby FORCE AUSTERITY. If you are a debtor, the ONLY solution is DEVALUE THE CURRENCY, or
more precisely, ALLOW the currency to hyper-depreciate. Yes, default is an option, but not for a sovereign that prints its
own money, and not for any too-big-to-fail entities under the umbrella of such a sovereign.
Greece is under the euro umbrella and California is under the US umbrella. Germany is a creditor/saver, and also under the
euro umbrella. China is a creditor/saver not under either umbrella.
The US dollar MUST devalue (one way or another) against the entire physical world. Think about this. The euro, on the
other hand, might just hyper-depreciate against only one specific asset. An asset that happens to also be a MONETARY
asset held by its member debtors.
As I said in Call Me Contrarian... "Do I think this magnitude of a reset could happen overnight? Yes, I do. Why? Because
that is the way you get the most "bang for your buck". Surprise is the order of the day! "Devaluations always happen by
complete surprise as to exert maximum leverage effect."
My point here and in Call Me Contrarian is not to predict timing or to announce that something is imminent. It is simply to
say that when it does happen, it will happen lightning fast.
Devaluations always happen by necessity. They can be triggered either intentionally internally, intentionally externally or
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unintentionally naturally. They happen because they are ultimately necessary to both parties and to nature itself. But the
party that feels the pressure most, enough to trigger the devaluation first tends to profit the most from it.
To us mere observers, all we can do is to be 100% prepared every day until it happens, whether it takes one day or 12 years
to arrive. And part of the point is that being 100% prepared has its own spoils, even if it takes years. But when it does
happens, it will happen too fast to prepare any more.
I think a lot of people erroneously believe that because nothing catastrophic has happened in the past 18 months that all
changes will come at us in slow motion. I think this is a dangerous belief to hold, especially if you act on it.
Defensive Options
"All warfare is based on deception. Hence, when able to attack, we must seem unable; when using our forces, we must seem
inactive; when we are near, we must make the enemy believe we are far away; when far away, we must make him believe
we are near. Hold out baits to entice the enemy. Feign disorder, and crush him."
- Sun Tzu, The Art of War Things are not always as they seem. Let us now take a look at a couple goings-on in Europe that may seem on the surface to
be $IMFS-positive, but may actually be the opposite once you scratch the surface.
Shorting the Buck
Portugal Prepares To Sell $1 Billion Of Dollar Denominated Bonds In Goldman-Led Deal
Yes, Portugal is selling "buck bonds" through GS, seemingly invalidating the previous ban of GS from selling Eurobonds.
And yes, selling bonds in a currency you cannot print or control is dangerous, especially for a profligate government.
But Portugal cannot print euros either. Portugal gave up the right to print currency when it joined the euro. So are these buck
bonds really more dangerous for Portugal than eurobonds would be?
And the essence of this trade is short-selling the dollar and going long the euro. Portugal is borrowing dollars, selling them
short, and then buying euros (which are what it actually needs).
In the process it is shoring up its own short-term financial problems at the expense of the dollar (shorting the buck) in an
attempt to delay becoming the next Greece (perhaps buying time until the revaluation of its 382 tonnes of gold reserves),
and possibly setting itself up to reap a big (Jubilee) windfall when the dollar collapses and the euro doesn't.
One could wonder, did Portugal have the ECB's blessing to do this special "deal with the devil", er, I mean Goldman Sachs?
After all, Goldman recently told its clients to go long the euro.
EMF
On February 18, 2010, in a guest article published by The Economist, Daniel Gros of the Centre for European Policy
Studies and Thomas Mayer of Deutsche Bank proposed the creation of a European Monetary Fund.
On March 9 this idea gained attention when the German magazine FOCUS ran a piece that said, "German finance minister
to present fund proposals soon. The European Commission has said it supports creating a European Monetary Fund
(EMF) to help eurozone countries facing balance-of-payments difficulties."
On March 12 Triche, in an interview from Stanford, California, "in response to a question on a proposed European
monetary fund, said a proposal forwarded by German academics deserves an examination although he was non-committal
in his support."
On March 14 Germany's Bundesbank said it "would oppose any government initiative to use its gold reserves as backing
for a European Monetary Fund (EMF), a spokeswoman said."
Things are not always as they seem.
Remember the "nuclear option" discussed in Greece is the Word? As far as practical applications go, one could be forgiven
for wondering if an EMF could be more of an EMP in practice.
Here are a few nagging questions I have about this EMF thingy.
Why discuss an EMF when the IMF is so eager to help? How would an EMF be different from the IMF? How would it
NEED to be different from a practical standpoint? How could such a "gold-backed" EMF scheme work without revaluing
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gold to Freegold prices? And could the end result of such an EMF project actually be the balanced meritocracy of Freegold
at the sovereign level that we are watching for?
Randy Strauss over at USAGOLD had some interesting comments as well:
The Bundesbank’s resistance or opposition to this scheme is well understandable from the perspective that its gold reserves
provide a stabilizing force as the strongest component residing on the asset side of its balance sheet...
...That isn’t to say that a gold-holding EMF is an entirely bad idea, it’s just that its own gold reserves can’t be simply pirated
from legitimate gold-holding entities through a paper-juggling enterprise. They must be obtained, if at all, through the
open market. And who knows… at a sufficiently high (HIGH!!) gold price in the not-so-distant future, even the
Bundesbank itself might be more cooperative on the point of dishoarding an acceptably small portion of its gold
reserves for certain political objectives…
So, is the idea of an EMF a flattering copy of the $IMFS' IMF, or a nuclear $EMP?
Defensive Action
FOA (9/23/2000; 9:26:10MD - usagold.com msg#39)
ONWARD!
"Go back and read the most recent speeches and comments by the ECB president, Mr. Duisenberg. Truly, the ECB is not
interested in "crashing" the system, rather let's "transition" the system into a more fair order. If intervention is needed, it's
needed to keep the American economy from failing too fast from the coming hyperinflation of its currency. If the ECB is
worried about the "exchange rate" being too far out of whack, it is a worry about its effect in generating a dollar-system
meltdown from deficit trade. Not a total failure of the Euro as so many report. When the time comes, and it will, the dollar
will begin its fall away from its own past policy failure. Until that time, for the benefit of oil producers and many others,
let's move as far down this Euro / gold trail as possible. Without a breakdown.
The hyperinflation of the dollar is already a done deal. It has been since the 90's at least. Massive quantities of perceived
dollars already exist stored in debt held globally and inside the US. Europe knows this. They have known this was
inevitable since at least the mid-90's when they changed plans and went with higher gold reserves for the new ECB. They
have always been willing to wait for it to happen naturally, unless the EU itself faces an existential threat from debt brought
on by the $IMFS. And in this case, I believe their only option is a targeted hyper-depreciation of the euro.
By "targeted", I mean that the euro devaluation would be targeted to go only into gold. Gold can absorb a devaluation if you
do it carefully, and in turn devalue the debt without causing inflationary havoc.
Of course this would cause the hyper-depreciation of the dollar as well. Only the dollar's collapse would be against all of
creation, not just one asset.
This is the risk that we all face today. The dollar is like a spring snow-pack high on the mountain that is still fighting gravity.
It wouldn't take much more than a shout to bring it down. But then again, what have I said time and again? The dollar's
specific value does not even matter in the context of its primary function. It only matters to those holding its debt as the
store of their life's efforts.
What happens if the Euro project fails?
5/22/98 ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!)
If the Euro does fail, gold will become the "world oil currency". We do know this full well, "the Central Banks will hoard all
gold and buy any offered if this new European currency does not work" and "debt currencies fail". If this does come, no
paper asset of world economic system will survive, nothing! Not a good thought, no? Thank You
6/4/98 ANOTHER ( THOUGHTS! )
The last small gold war ended in the early 1980s, as the choice was to use the US$ or go to a gold based economy. No other
reserve currency existed, and gold lost the war as all continued to buy dollar reserves.
But by 1980, Europe was working with the BIS to implement a new "reserve currency".
The European plan was to support the $IMFS at least until a new fiat "reserve" currency could be established, one large
enough to absorb the shock of a failing reserve currency, to avoid being forced back 100 years into a physical gold-based
economy which would have been very traumatic. This effort took 20 years from 1980.
Did the Euro have some challenges along the way? Yes indeed.
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5/3/98 ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!)
The urgent drive to create a new "reserve currency" began in the early 80s, after the last small "gold war". The road to
making this new Euro did never include gold in large amounts, until the last few years! Even one year ago, the news would
say, 5% or less. Today, we speak of a much greater amount! This is interesting, yes? The BIS did "hatch" this deal in a very
late fashion! The future of the Euro was found to be "weak", as the Middle East oil imports onto the continent would
continue in dollars! This was so, from the dollar being made strong in gold. Gold priced in dollars at near production cost
offered a "no switch currency" position, for oil. This position has been unstable for the last year, and the alternative of a
switch to gold was in progress! You have read my "Thoughts" before. Now the BIS does offer to "change the rules of
engagement", a real reserve currency is offered!
Few do grasp what is happening and why! They think the holding of gold reserves by the Euro is of a little point, as to what
good are gold reserves? One cannot use gold as Marks or Yen to intervene in currency market to support the Euro. My
friend, the BIS has played the, as you say, "big poker hand"! The holding of large reserves by the ECB and the
withholding of sales from the market will not only bring the end of the London paper gold market, it will, thru a high
USD gold price, "make the dollar weak in gold"! From this position, the dollar will lose the "oil backing" from the
Middle East! At first, all oil for Europe will be in Euro's, then all producers want "strong currency"!
There is more: Many say, how to defend Euro without much currency reserves? If gold go to many thousands US, what will
be used to bid for Euro as defense? I say, these persons will find a problem on their computer screens! You see, the Euro will
start as "nothing", no holdings of size, anywhere! The dollar is held as reserves as "the stars in heaven"! It is to say, "the
dollar will bid for the Euro", not "the Euro will bid for the dollar"! All currencies will "flow into the Euro for trade". But, if
the Euro becomes so strong, how to compete in world trade? It will be the price of oil that will make the "trading field"
level! The soaring US$ price of gold will make even a 10% Euro reserve be as 100% today, in USD! Oil will become, very,
very cheap in Euros and allow that economy to do well! Many other countries will see this and also want to join the new
"world reserve currency" that has become"the new world oil currency"!
The politics of the ECB? It is as a "side show". We watch this new market, yes?
6/14/98 ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!)
"Your question of Euro gold backing? The Euro will not be backed or fixed in gold. It will, as Michael Kosares
(USAGOLD) notes, be the first "modern currency" to hold true "exchange reserves" in gold. It is important to understand
that "exchange reserves" of gold are much more powerful a tool for currency defense than gold backing! In this
system, gold must be traded in a "public physical market", in that currency, Euros! As such, the Euro can "devalue gold"
(Euro price of gold falls) thereby making it strong in gold! In today's world, this will happen as a "strong Euro physical
market" displaces and defaults "the old dollar settlement paper gold market"! The dollar will become"weak in gold"!"
The Yuan
The yuan will not be the next global reserve currency because it has not only NOT severed its link to the state, it is actually
printed by Communists. Those who are predicting this are still viewing the world through $IMFS goggles that see the yuan
currently undervalued. They think in dollar terms and conclude that whenever China finally agrees to let the yuan trade on
foreign currency exchanges, they would like to buy it! Being undervalued (against other fiats only) they see the opportunity
to make fiat profits when it rises. They view it as a "store of value par excellence" compared to other fiats.
Things are not always as they seem.
Conclusion
Freegold is our destination with or without the euro. Even on the outside chance that an SDR or a similar super-sovereign
currency is accepted as the new global reserve currency, it would have to contain gold at Freegold valuations in order to be
viable, accepted and trusted, in the same vein as Randy's comment about an EMF. So any way you cut it, the future comes
to us with really high value gold by today's standards.
Be sure to get your share while we are still living on Fantasy Island.
Sincerely,
FOFOA
Disclosure: No euros held, now or ever. No euro-denominated positions, now or ever. No particular love for the euro, only for fair trade, truth and
transparency. Only traveled to Europe once, for two weeks.
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Monday, March 22, 2010
US Mints ‘Gold Disks’ for Oil Payments to Saudi Arabia

Anyone who has read ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ("The Inside Story on the Gold-for-Oil Deal that could Rock the World's
Financial Centers") and FOA ("Walking the Gold Trail Using the "Thoughts!" of ANOTHER") or has been following this
blog should immediately recognize the significance of these two articles (written in 1981 and 1991 respectively) presented
today by CoinLink. (Hat tip Sigo Plapal)
(This first article appeared on pages 2-5 of the September/October 1981 print edition of Saudi Aramco World. by Robert
Obojski.)

The Coins that Weren’t
“In Saudi Arabia, gold coins have always been important in the monetary system. For years, in fact, paper money was
unacceptable, and to pay royalties to the government, Aramco once flew kegs of both gold and silver coins to jiddah. In
1952, when the Saudi Arabian Monetary Agency (SAMA) was formed, the first coin issued was a Saudi sovereign – a gold
coin equal in weight and value to the British sovereign – that was later demonetized and today sells for about $124.
To collectors, however, the most interesting Saudi gold coins weren’t coins at all; they were “gold discs” Similar to coins,
they were minted by the Philadelphia Mint in the 1940’s for Aramco, and bore, on one side, the U.S. Eagle and the legend
“U.S. Mint, Philadelphia, USA” and, on the other side, three lines on the fineness and weight. They looked like coins, they
were used as coins, but, technically, they weren’t coins.
In the 1950’s, numismatists were puzzled by these “discs” until - in 1957 – the story emerged in The Numismatist. Aramco,
required to pay royalties and other payments in gold to the Saudi government, could not obtain the gold at the monetary
price fixed by the United States so the U.S. government specifically began to mint the “discs” – actually bullion in coin form
for these payments. In 1945, for example, the mint turned out 91,210 large discs worth $20, and, in 1947, 121,364 small
discs worth $5, according to The Numismatist.
Because most of the discs were melted down for bullion, or later redeemed for the Kingdom’s gold sovereigns, the discs are
interesting additions to art collections. But care is necessary as counterfeits are common.”
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(Then in 1991, the New York Times printed an article by Jed Stevenson on the “disks” in reference to several which were to
be sold by Stacks in an upcoming auction in May of 1991.)

Coins
By Jed Stevenson
Published: April 14, 1991
Gold coins made by the U.S. to help oil companies pay their debts to the Saudis.
Sometimes coins are minted for the strangest of reasons. Some Saudi Arabian bullion coins, several of which will be
auctioned by Stack's early next month, are a prime example.
The coins were struck in Philadelphia by the United States Mint in 1945 and 1947 to satisfy the obligations of the Arabian
American Oil Company, or Aramco, which had been set up in Saudi Arabia by four American oil companies. The company
was obliged to pay the Saudi Government $3 million a year in oil royalties and its contract specified that the payment be
made in gold.
The United States dollar at the time was governed by a gold standard that, at least officially, made the dollar worth one
thirty-fifth of an ounce of gold. But the price of gold on the open market had skyrocketed during World War II.
For a time the Saudis accepted payment in United States currency, but by 1945 they were insisting that the payments in gold
be resumed. Aramco sought help from the United States Government. Faced with the prospect of either a cutoff of
substantial amounts of Middle Eastern oil or a huge increase in the price of Saudi crude, the Government minted 91,120
large gold disks adorned with the American eagle and the words "U.S. Mint -- Philadelphia."
Aramco paid for the minting and the bullion. The coins were shipped off to Saudi Arabia.
These bullion coins weighed 493.1 grains, slightly more than a troy ounce, and were 91 2/3 percent gold and 8 1/3 percent
copper. The fineness was that of the British sterling system then current in the Middle East. The United States standard was
only 90 percent gold.
Although some Aramco employees reported seeing the coins in circulation in the late 1940's, even using them as poker
chips, the coins were not widely circulated. Islamic law discourages images and most Saudi coins are adorned with only
Arabic script as decoration. The eagle with its wings spread wide must have been a startling sight to Saudi Arabia's more
orthodox Muslims.
But most of the coins disappeared for more temporal reasons. The bullion coins were crated and shipped to Bombay, where
the $35-an-ounce American gold was sold for $70 an ounce. Most of the coins were melted into bars and later sold in
Macao.
In 1947, Aramco contracted for 121,364 smaller bullion coins with the same design, but weighing just 123.27 grains. Those
coins actually saw some popular use in Saudi Arabia and traded for about $12, or 40 silver Saudi riyals. But the popularity
declined after Swiss and Lebanese counterfeiters began striking coins that were similar but less valuable.
In 1951, Saudi Arabia began minting its own gold coins and melted down most of the remaining small and large bullion
coins from the United States Mint, restriking them as Saudi coins.
Today both sizes of the Aramco bullion coins are quite rare and many counterfeits are in circulation. The genuine large disks
have fine lines in and around all the letters; the counterfeits have small dots. Counterfeit small disks often show a large
indentation above the M in Mint.
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Tuesday, March 23, 2010
Defending a Virtual Currency

Here's something a little different.
I was asked in the comments section [1] to watch a video and to offer my thoughts when considering virtual currencies and
freegold. Well, the video turned out to be quite good! [2] So here are my thoughts...
That was a great video! I finally watched the whole thing. Of course my thoughts are from a market perspective, and not
from a NWO "oh noes, they is gonna control us and enslave us fohevah" perspective. [3] I hope that's not what you were
hoping for. (And I don't think it was ;)
Anyway, he talked about the divergence of technologies, and I think it applies to the virtual monies they create as well. Yes,
technologies diverge and diverge, branching out like he says, but then a lot of branches die off and only the strong survive.
Only the most credible!
And in the virtual money world, virtual money must be backed up by a credible company, that will back up your money,
that will sell you a real stuffed animal (or whatever) for your points. And without physical backing of any kind, what can
make it credible?
Well, we already have virtual money. We have bank credits. And they are backed by certain institutions that are credible
because they have the backing of being part of the Federal Reserve system, which has the backing of the Fed, which can
legally print dollar bills. So credibility traces back down the tree to its originating branch of credibility.
But today, the ultimate backing we have does not mean any thing of real value is exchanged at the source. Today, what
makes institutions credible is how they go about DEFENDING the value of your virtual bucks. Because today, you cannot
get anything from the institutions (like a stuffed animal or something), but you get stuff from everyone else who trusts and
uses those bucks because the institution DEFENDS their usage value, their short term purchasing power stability!
Now think of the Fed and the ECB as diverging branches, one of which will eventually die like the Game Cube. They each
have their offspring of virtual currency circulating out there in neverneverland. And none of it is backed by the exchange of
ANYTHING from the source. It is only backed by the DEFENSE OF USE VALUE at the source.
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The ECB has set up gold in its forex reserves. [4] That means that it plans to use gold to DEFEND the value of a euro at
some point. That's what forex reserves are for. The Fed uses other means to "defend" the dollar. The Fed actually prints
MORE dollars to buy debt outright to force down interest rates to fantasy levels to make the dollar appear strong. So it
debases the dollar outright in order to have some dollars to trick the barometer. That's how the Fed defends the dollar.
Eventually the ECB plans to use its gold reserves to manage the value of the Euro. Not to exchange euros for gold, but to
use the gold to manage the euro, manipulate it if you will. But the big difference is that it will not start doing this until it is
competing in a physical-only marketplace for gold. So in a way, even though it will be manipulation from TPTB, it will be
fair manipulation! It will be "hard trading" with "hard opinions" available to everyone. [5]
The ECB will print money and buy more gold into the reserves if it wants to weaken the euro (raise the price of gold and
debase the currency at the same time). And it will sell gold into the market if it wants to strengthen the euro (lower the price
of gold and lower the money in circulation by taking some in). Of course gold will be at about 50,000 euros per ounce
before this even starts.
This is how "forex" gold reserves are much more powerful than the gold backing the dollar once had. [6] They require less
gold, they never run out, and they don't require the currency to compete in an unfair way with gold. And they can be
managed at one central location yet their affect will be felt wherever virtual euros exist. Under the dollar's gold standard the
Treasury had to restrict the entities that could come to the gold window.
Under freegold, everyone in the world can come to the gold window! Everyone that uses your "virtual euros" has the
confidence that you are DEFENDING their value against the most versatile real world physical trading thing; gold. And also
that you are allowing gold to float freely, so that anywhere in the world, they will be able to buy physical gold with your
euros. They are perfectly convertible at all times and places, because the ultimate institution backing them makes sure they
are credible against gold, and that there will never be a physical shortage of gold priced in euros.
That's the plan they came up with. And you can apply the credibility test to any competing virtual point system by tracing it
back to the credibility of its ultimate defender. And that's my take on your video.
Sincerely,
FOFOA
[1] Comment
[2]

[3] Why Most Conspiracy Theories are Wrong
Also from Goldsubject Dot Com:
1. Freegold theory: the massive revaluation of gold after the collapse of paper assets
2. Freegold: arguments for and against
And much more!
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[4]
[5] Soft Supply, Hard Demand
(from Call of the Century)
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It is often repeated that our markets are driven by supply and demand. In fact, supply and demand is probably the most
closely watched fundamental of the market callers. They look for various signals that demand is rising, or supply is falling.
Perhaps they are thinking too hard in a very soft world. Or could it be the other way around?
When we think about supply and demand, it is helpful to think of an ancient barter world, modern paper trading tends to
muck it up a bit. So think about a supply of chickens at a Medieval fair. Let's say there are 10 chickens cooped up in a
booth, with several buyers bidding for the chickens with their various goods. The first bidder take two chickens for the price
of two bushels of apples. He hands over his apples and walks away with the two chickens.

Now, the rest of the bidders are faced with the hard reality that there are only 8 chickens left where once there were 10. This
is called "hard trading" and the bidders are able to form "hard opinions" about the real supply and demand in front of them.
Next let's imagine that the first bidder only had to put up 5 apples as margin and then wait until the end of the fair to decide
what he wanted to do with his purchase. How would this affect the rest of the bidding? Now the other bidders must make
value assessments based on "soft opinions" relying on conjecture like "that first bidder rarely takes delivery of his chickens,
he's just in it for the quick apple." This is soft trading.
Soft trading tends to draw in a lot of bidders (traders) who are willing to put down a margin requirement in the hope of
making a small profit at the end of the fair. The seller of the chickens may have 30 different buyers for his 10 chickens, each
putting down 5 apples (or whatever their good is). At the end of the day, 5 buyers will go home with two chickens each, 10
buyers will receive their 5 apples back plus 3 more apples in profit, 15 buyers will lose their 5 apples, and the seller will end
up with 10 bushels plus an extra 45 apples while the "price" of chickens actually falls! This is because the seller, who had
only 10 chickens to sell, flooded the market with 60 "paper chickens" driving the price down and at the same time making
himself an extra profit.
[6] 6/14/98 ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!)
"Your question of Euro gold backing? The Euro will not be backed or fixed in gold. It will, as Michael Kosares
(USAGOLD) notes, be the first "modern currency" to hold true "exchange reserves" in gold. It is important to understand
that "exchange reserves" of gold are much more powerful a tool for currency defense than gold backing! In this system,
gold must be traded in a "public physical market", in that currency, Euros! As such, the Euro can "devalue gold" (Euro price
of gold falls) thereby making it strong in gold! In today's world, this will happen as a "strong Euro physical market"
displaces and defaults "the old dollar settlement paper gold market"! The dollar will become"weak in gold"!"
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Wednesday, March 31, 2010
100:1

Gold is no longer held captive by a fixed parity with the dollar. Today it is trapped politically in parity with a price discovery
futures market leveraged at 100:1. But free gold is where we are heading, without a doubt. It is where monetary evolution is
taking us. It is where debt evolution is taking us. It is where global political evolution is taking us. It is both a market
process and a political process, global in scale. And we ask, "how will freegold materialize?" Ask how, not when.
As for when, I already have my answer. It is materializing now, right before my eyes.
Something important has changed. Can you feel it? It started about 12 months ago and has changed more in the last month
alone than it did in the previous 12 months, and more in the previous 12 months than in the past 12 years.
Can you figure out what it is?

GO GATA!
Here are two important interviews from Eric King and King World News. The first interview is with Adrian Douglas of
GATA and Andrew Maguire, The Whistleblower. And the second interview is with Bill Murphy, Chris Powell and Adrian
Douglas of GATA.
Andrew Maguire & Adrian Douglas - Tuesday, March 30, 2010
(37:51)
GATA - Wednesday, March 31, 2010
(29:53)
Partial Transcript from the GATA interview:
Adrian Douglas: ...then I said "this is a Ponzi scheme", selling several times the amount of gold that they actually
have...and then at that point, as you say, the oxygen went out of the room, and there was quiet for eight seconds.
I thought that was going to be it, that it would be swept under the lumpy carpet at that point...
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But then, amazingly, Jeff Christian of the CPM Group who was coming in by satellite communication said that the previous
speaker was absolutely correct, that it was paper hedging paper. You know, so this was an amazing admission.
And he went on several times while he was speaking and reconfirmed it in several different ways. So it wasn't that he just
made a mistake, or said something incorrectly. He reconfirmed it several times.
And as Chris pointed out, he actually told us that the CFTC and CPM Group use the term "physical market" in a very loose
way. And he said it actually means all the paper and the physical metal is when they refer to the physical market.
And then he gave us the bombshell that it's actually 100 to 1. That they sell 100 times more gold than they actually have as
physical metal.
Eric King: Bill, let me ask you, because you were there with Adrian, obviously, at the CFTC meeting... were you shocked
when Christian confirmed that?
Bill Murphy: Fell off my chair. Because Adrian's the one who's been saying this for a long time, and I was concerned that
well, you know the London Bullion dealers, which is very [?] especially in a public forum. It's not because I didn't believe
Adrian, it's just that... way above my paygrade, and I have no way of confirming that, and Adrian and I used to talk about 50
times... and then this goofball comes out and makes our case, and... except that Adrian's too conservative!
And he's supposed to be... his business is dealing with the dealer community! So, they gave the whole joint away. And he
gave GATA more credibility than you can imagine!
It's just... I sat there with my mouth open.
Eric King: Chris, let me ask you as you watched this unfold. You've seen the tapes. You know all about this. Is part of it,
maybe, that he just didn't know who Adrian Douglas was? And he was giving a tip of the hat to GATA. Can you help me on
that?
Chris Powell: I don't know what was going through his head. I know that he has spoken at conferences where GATA has
had speakers. So he is certainly aware of our work. I don't think he's been an admirer of our work in any way. But, you
know, he was speaking at a public hearing before a United States government agency and you know, and like many people,
he felt obliged to tell the truth, and maybe he felt that, well, this is no big deal because this is how the situation has been for
many years.
The situation in the futures market... the overwhelming of the real physical market by paper is not peculiar to gold. It is the
situation, really, in many futures markets, though perhaps not as much as in gold and silver.
The British economist Peter Warburton wrote, really, the original paper on this as far as I can determine, in 2001. He
perceived that governments were encouraging investment banks to get into derivatives because derivatives were proving
to be a wonderful way of diverting monetary inflation out of real things. And out of things whose increase in price
would show up in consumer price indexes... and into mere financial instruments.
It was even mentioned by other witnesses at the CFTC hearing that this was a wonderful thing. Because if people were
trying to hedge their currency holdings by buying real things, and real things were actually taken out of the market and put
into storage, we'd have all these price increases in real things.
So the futures markets, it was pretty much admitted at the CFTC's hearing last week, are pretty much designed and intended
to mask inflation. And to prevent people from actually hedging their currency exposure by buying real things.
The futures markets are an act of fraud!
Bill Murphy: Eric, I can tell you this for a fact, having been around Jeff Christian a lot... he loathes GATA! He has no idea
what he was saying... how it was a bonanza for us. I mean, he's one of our biggest critics...

FOA
FOA (10/9/01; 10:05:48MT - usagold.com msg#117)
Lost in all the confusion is the distinction between investing in the price of gold and investing in gold itself. Perhaps 90% of
all the investing in today's worldwide, dollar settled, gold market is done in this first way mentioned. Yes, the market is
structured, contractually, to settle in gold. However, in practice, in norm, and in past legal precedent, it is accepted that
paper gold trading is meant to only capture the price movements in gold while ceding, what could be, controlling physical
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trades and their price setting function to other market areas.
Obviously, this is the way it all started, years ago, with the physical trading and its fundamentals dominating the lesser paper
trading. But the market evolved with the paper contractual trading becoming 100 or more times the size of the physical side.
But everyone already knows all this, right?
What doesn't seem to be obvious is the "why" the paper market grew so large. It grew to dominate because world wide
dollar expansion reached its "non hedged" peak. In other words, the dollar's timeline was ending as its ability to produce
non price inflationary economic gains came into sight.
In order to push dollar holdings further, international players needed and purchased "paper financial hedges" to balance their
risk. Within their total mix of derivative hedges were found "paper gold price hedges"; modern gold derivatives. The
important thing to remember is that these positions are not and never will be used to demand physical gold. They are held to
buffer financial and currency risk associated with holding any form of dollar based asset. To work these items don't need to
really perform "dollar price movements" in the holders favor as much as they are present in the portfolio to act as insurance
stickers.
In that truth, these paper gold positions act like FDIC insurance at our banks.
FOA (05/06/00; 16:45:21MT - usagold.com msg#20)
For Your Eyes Only!
By holding physical gold you are owning a super leveraged "derivative" that will be exchangeable against the value of real
things at a par level lost to the minds of most investors. Today, physical gold purchased in dollar values is discounting its
worth by perhaps 100 times. For us PGAs (physical gold advocates), that is a leverage worth "playing the physical game
for"! (smile)
As the only real wealth money this earth has ever had, it's unthinkable what value physical gold would have had to attain to
denominate our created holdings. This is where so many "gold advocates" completely sell themselves short in projecting
gold's future price. They try to somehow reconcile gold's value with its cost of production. In fact, once man's drive to
attach his official currency / fiat money to gold is broken (as it is about to be), all the gold "IN" the earth today could not
represent human created things at 10 times its current price! Throw in the fact that the earth will not give up all its gold any
time soon, present world gold holdings in reserve currency today must rise in value at least 100 times to match what assets
now exist. On top of that add in the fact that dollar gold will go sky high just to equal past dollar creation (as the dollar fails)
and one can see where physical gold is "the play" in modern times. Forget stocks, business valuations, land or currencies:
physical gold is the wealth for the next generation.

LBMA Mystery - circa 1997
From Red Baron's THE GRAND LBMA EXPOSÉ...
Literally at the crack of London dawn on January 30, 1997, the London Financial Times printed the following:
Gold global market revealed
THURSDAY JANUARY 30 1997
By Kenneth Gooding, Mining Correspondent
Deals involving about 30 million troy ounces, or 930 tonnes, of gold valued at more than $10 billion are cleared every
working day in London, the international settlement centre for gold bullion.
This is the first authoritative indication of the size of the global gold market, and was revealed yesterday by the London
Bullion Market Association.
With the blessing of the Bank of England, the association overturned years of tradition and secrecy to provide statistics
illustrating the size and depth of the London market.
The volume of gold cleared every day in London represented nearly twice the production from South African mines in a
year, Mr. Alan Baker, chairman of the association, pointed out.
It was also equivalent to the amount of gold held in the reserves of European Union central banks.
The size of the gold market will surprise many observers, but traders insisted the association's statistics were only part of the
picture because matched orders are cleared without appearing in the statistics. Mr. Jeffrey Rhodes, of Standard Bank,
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London, said the 30m ounces should be "multiplied by three, and possibly five, to give the full scope of the global market".
Mr. Baker said the association would produce average daily clearance figures every month. "They will provide a useful
benchmark for comparison and analysis of trends in the volume of the global bullion business," he predicted.
He denied suggestions that the move might drive business away from London by upsetting clients who preferred secrecy.
"These figures do not in any way affect the confidentiality of the market. While discretion and integrity will always be
bywords in the London bullion market, the LBMA is nevertheless conscious of the general call for greater transparency in
markets.
"The statistics demonstrate the prominence of London in the world of bullion, something we have long been aware of but
which until now has been difficult to demonstrate with statistics."
LBMA members were divided over the move. One said he was puzzled. "What will people make of it?" Another said the
exercise was "futile" because it did not give a complete picture of bullion market activity.
But Standard Bank's Mr. Rhodes suggested the statistics would "become the key indicator in the world of gold, providing
the numbers by which the market can be monitored".
Mr. Martin Stokes, vice-chairman of the association, said: "This shows we have a serious market with a lot of depth and
deserving of more attention." The statistics showed, for example, that the 300 tonnes of gold sold recently by the Dutch
central bank - a disposal that badly affected bullion market sentiment - was not a large amount by the market's standards.
The association was "making a bid to attract investors' interest".
The association also gave details yesterday about the silver market. Roughly 250 million ounces of silver valued at more
than $1 billion are cleared daily in London.
It also published the results of a Bank of England survey of turnover that the 14 market-making members of the LBMA in
the London bullion market conducted in May last year. This showed about 7 million ounces of gold, worth nearly $3 billion,
was traded daily by these market-makers.
Was the news a bureaucratic slip of utmost discreet information - indeed top secret data - or was it a well-timed and
methodically planned leak to the press. Or perhaps it was the "whistle-blowing" of an irate employee, who was passed over
for promotion? Who really knows? In any case we will provide all the details surrounding this monumental announcement...
and allow the reader to draw his own conclusions.
This writer will present the entire situation via a chronicle of all the news publications about the subject, providing dates
sources and authors - where possible. Nearly all available information was researched from Internet sources. Most
comments are verbatim from respective authors.
To my knowledge it was an esoteric select few at the Kitco Gold Chat group, who really zeroed in on the draconian
significance of the news.
Writer's comment: In light of these startling revelations, various observations may be gleaned from this publication by the
London Financial Times.
1. In view of the humongous daily trading volume of gold by the LBMA, annual supply/demand dynamics may have little
to NO INFLUENCE on the long-term price of the noble metal - albeit can cause short-term ripples one way or the other.
2. The formidable volume of daily trading strongly resembles that of currency trading -- indeed many world experts
staunchly proclaim gold to be the universal currency... and history undeniably supports this assertion.
3. Fear of Central Bank sales of gold may be totally exaggerated - and may really have only a minuscule and temporary
impact on gold prices.
4. The LBMA is a highly liquid gold environment, conducive for speculative trading - ESPECIALLY NOW THAT THE
'CAT IS OUT OF THE BAG.' Could this be the ulterior motive for breaking the secrecy code of ALMOST TWO
CENTURIES?????????????
5. At the current daily trading rate, more than 100 TIMES THE ANNUAL WORLD'S GOLD PRODUCTION RATE IS
TRADED ANNUALLY in the LBMA!!! Other than currencies, can anyone mention any commodity experiencing yearly
trading volume of 100 times its annual production?! ANYONE?! Does this not pique your curiosity and question the reason
or purpose of all this gold trading?!
WHY... AND MOST IMPORTANTLY, W-H-O ARE THE PLAYERS? (...from Part 1)
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1. Why is gold so cheap,
2. Who prompted LBMA to go public, and
3. What are the underlying or "real" motivations for their move.
We'll know later - meanwhile we've now got a glimpse of the sunlight outside ... the exit is near! -Orpailleur (...from Part 2)
Volume: COMEX is IRRELEVANT!
The LBMA moves 60 TIMES THE VOLUME!
THEY (whoever they are) say that gold's downtrend was catalyzed by the Dutch CB sale of 300 tons of their gold last year,
and further stimulated by further CB rumors of more sales. Holland's measly 300 tons (for 1996) is chicken feed alongside
the WORLD gold volume at 3,720 tons PER DAY!
Anyway, it appears that the Euro CB's have banned the selling of their gold to meet the EURO monetary requirements.
??Consider this....Gold prices have dropped roughly 13% in the last 9 months....and daily gold volume on the LBMA
has more than tripled in volume in the same period. It appears that, when gold is used as a currency (and not a store
of value) it is not important what LEVEL the monetary (i.e. gold price to the dollar ) unit has......only that it
maintains a reasonable amount of its value in the short run; long enough to make your next transaction.
Remember, these huge volumes on the LBMA
are NOT from hoarders....these are the
numbers of merchants using gold as a
CURRENCY. Who says gold is not money?
??Consider this: Gold production to demand ratios are no longer important.........the LBMA moves the world's entire yearly
production in ONE day.
Is all this a "power play" by the LBMA?? In light of the preceding paragraph.....what would YOU do in their shoes?? The
LBMA press release undermines ALL CB's propaganda....they are bitter enemies........... but just don't know it YET. The
LBMA is that infamous voice that first screamed in an audible tone the king has no clothes. Period.
The LBMA change to "transparency" is a definite power play. This could be their move to push gold into a de facto
currency.
Even SCARIER.... (or maybe exciting?) is that if all U.S. money in circulation was re-monetized (backed by gold) once
again......gold would be around $34,000 an ounce! (Gee...did I really say that? There's gonna be hell to pay
tomorrow....Maybe I better just hide for a few days)
The LBMA press release.......Pandora's box
just opened.......now HOW LONG????????
It is interesting to speculate who exactly is on the other side of the trades the silly shorts and hedgers are making. John N's
comment about rickety trucks going along the silk road may be smack on the money. Doom on them all if someone wants
physical delivery of the gold they bought from the shorts..... (...from Part 3)
This 'smokescreen' from the LMBA has obscured what may really be going on now. I can not believe that the amount of
bullion changing hands is of this magnitude without price movement. Rather I think you should pay very close attention to
the wording of their statements. They say that 'deals' for that amount are transacted on a daily basis, not that actual bullion
sales occurred.
No my friends, I think the cupboard is BARE
and we will soon see the results!
As to why the COMEX seemingly has such a large influence on price when considering its relative size to the LBMA, I
suppose it is not unlike many other markets which are influenced by the futures markets. A price change, owing to the size
and nature of trading would seem to be more easily accomplished on the futures market as opposed to the OTC market. But
it may also be because a lot of the trading on the LBMA is done independent of price as above reasoned. In any event, a
price change induced by the futures market should hold only if traders on the LBMA accept it, and that is based on the
above cumulative trading considerations and others.
The above collage is based primarily on supposition, many parts of which could be in error. Your comments are welcomed,
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as well as others on this forum who are more knowledgeable. (...from Part 4)
Internet Commentary #26 Posted on the Internet September 14, 1997 by "ANOTHER"
(an answer?):
This could be an answer directed to the "Red Baron"?
The CBs are becoming "primary suppliers" to the gold market. Understand that they are not doing this because they want
to, they have to. The words are spoken to show a need to raise capital but we knew that was a screen from long ago. You
will find the answer to the LBMA problem if you follow a route that connects South Africa, The middle east, India and then
into Asia!
Remember this;
the western world uses paper as a real value, but oil and gold will never flow in the same direction. Big Trader (...from Part
5)
THE GRAND LBMA EXPOSÉ: A Collective-Mind Analysis - Part 1
THE GRAND LBMA EXPOSÉ: A Collective-Mind Analysis - Part 2
THE GRAND LBMA EXPOSÉ: A Collective-Mind Analysis - Part 3
THE GRAND LBMA EXPOSÉ: A Collective-Mind Analysis - Part 4
THE GRAND LBMA EXPOSÉ: A Collective-Mind Analysis - Part 5
THE GRAND LBMA EXPOSÉ: A Collective-Mind Analysis - Part 6
THE GRAND LBMA EXPOSÉ: A Collective-Mind Analysis - Part 7
THE GRAND LBMA EXPOSÉ: A Collective-Mind Analysis - Part 8
THE GRAND LBMA EXPOSÉ: A Collective-Mind Analysis - Part 9
THE GRAND LBMA EXPOSÉ: A Collective-Mind Analysis - Part 10

From a Friend
Ref: "In other words, the current price of gold means that you are buying a slice of the world’s gold supply with a
proportionately smaller slice of the world’s money. You can currently buy x% of the world’s gold with y% of the world’s
money, where x is much bigger than y. When gold will become the unit of account of the world’s wealth, you will find
yourself able to claim a much bigger slice of that wealth than you would have been able to do with fiat money before the
collapse."
This means that CBs and gold-clearinghouse BIS must attach a much higher VALUE to the gold they exchange
(redistribute) than the public (visible) goldprice(s).
Note the difference between Value and price. The price is for bookkeeping purposes. The Value is for wealth reserve
purposes.
That's why a private person cannot buy goldmetal directly from any CB (or BIS/IMF) ! We are not allowed to know how
CB gold " flows " (and is valued in the inner circle). We have no idea how bullion banks intermediaries let goldmetal
circulate from goldmine to state and private entities.
We are not allowed to know how the CB/IMF gold auctions really happen. How can we possibly verify the goldprices that
are publicised ? Who are the receivers of the WAG gold redistribution ?
So much CB gold-Action and so little transparency. WHY !?
Because of Big difference between price and Value !?
to be continued....

Adrian Douglas
Adrian Douglas: "I think what will come out of this is that people who want to be owners of gold and silver will realize that
they have to look very carefully at their investments and make sure that they do have actual physical gold and silver in their
possession. And, as Chris pointed out, the only real way to do that is to take possession yourself."
Sincerely,
FOFOA
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Saturday, April 10, 2010
GOLD & MONEY: More Than Meets the Eye
by Aristotle
Thanks in advance to Aragorn III for his direct input and valuable insights for what I am embarking on here. Much of this I
hope will help to illuminate many of the developments and ideas that have been valiantly offered by ANOTHER and FOA
over many preceding months.
Part 1 --- Stormclouds Gather...
The estimable economist Milton Friedman stated his forgettable opinion in 1974 that OPEC would collapse and oil would
never get up to $10 per barrel. In all fairness to Professor Friedman, we must recognize his position as coming from a
staunch monetarist, emphasizing money supply as the "true religion" for the Federal Reserve to keep the US Dollar as good
as Gold. At times, he half-seriously argued for the abolition of the Federal Reserve in light of the simple monetary policy
guidelines that could serve in its stead, with the economy returning to a state of self-regulation. (In the past sound-money
days, economic hardships were far from unnatural, and they were not necessarily attributable to acts of government.
However, modern attempts to centrally manage the economy ensures that any blame for systemic difficulties today may be
clearly laid at government's feet.)
Milton's mistake was two-fold. First was his knowledge that Arabian oil could be produced for one dime of real money, and
that inevitable competition among OPEC members would surely keep the price close to cost of production. Second, and
most importantly, Milton failed to account for the possibility that the government would abandon such reasonable monetary
management to keep the dollar nearly as good as Gold. This fact was NOT lost, however, on the oil producing countries.
Ask yourself, what would YOU do if your business or trading partners suddenly started offering you payment with
Monopoly money instead of "real" money? Would you shun real money as though it were the plague, and embrace
Monopoly money as the greatest thing since sliced bread? If you would, then I have got a job for you!! Bring your shovel
and some work-clothes, you have been hired for life...
Upon the 1971 declaration by the United States that redemption of dollars for Gold would be terminated, the entities in
receipt of dollars for balance of trade settlements had no difficulty recognizing this as an outright default on payment
contracts. The scramble was on to make sense of this new payment system in which the dollar was no longer a THING of
value (a small amount of Gold), but was now reduced to a CONCEPT of value; an undefined unit with which the world
would denominate the amount of value in contracts for goods and services. The problem ever since has been in coming to
terms with the meaning of value for this shifting and undefined unit, and its vulnerability for mismanagement and abuse.
Jelle Zijlstra, who became head of the Bank for International Settlements, said while with the Bank of the Netherlands in
regard to the 1971 severing of Gold from the dollar, "When we left the pound, we could go to the dollar. But where could
we go from the dollar? To the moon?"
As I continue this tale, I hope it becomes clear that not only have we gone to the moon, but that Gold is going there also.
Part 2 --- A Transition: Things Are what they Are...
Do you see the world as it is? Or, do you see the world as you are? A tough obstacle, to be sure, as our experiences weigh
heavily on our perceptions, and many people have no practical earthly experience with real money. There is hope..."the
Truth is out there!" as a popular show is quick to proclaim. Albert Einstein puts an interesting slant on this theme: "My
religion consists of a humble admiration of the illimitable superior spirit who reveals himself in the slight details we are able
to perceive with our frail and feeble mind."
So with a ready admission our minds are frail and feeble, let's prepare to tackle something so ponderous it must hopelessly
remain an abstraction to us mere mortals. I refer to the U.S. national debt, expressed in dollars, that stands at 5.6 trillion.
Wow! What does that really mean? To put it in some perspective, we will revisit the 1970's, and try to get our arms (and
feeble minds) around some much smaller numbers, and yet numbers that themselves are large enough to be abstractions.
Let's examine the incredible and overwhelming wealth and economics of oil.
Imagine having claim to a sandy and barren land that reaches 120 degrees Fahrenheit in Summer, making your living
through the ages on goats, dates and Pilgrims to Mecca. Not a posh existence when compared to America in the Roaring
1920's, but the passage of time reveals the fortunate few that were in the right place at the right time. When the Standard Oil
Company of California was granted an exploration concession for Saudi Arabia in 1928, the 35,000 Gold sovereigns paid by
Socal were reportedly counted by Sheik Abdullah Sulaiman himself. Wispy shades of things to come! This can be thought
of similarly to how you might view a collection of skinny stock investors who found themselves heavily invested in penny
internet stocks when the technology market exploded in the 1990, making them all millionaires. Except this: Oil is much,
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much bigger! We will soon examine what it means to be in the right place at the right time.
I will talk about pricing and balance of trade in the next part...stay tuned for the biggest transfer of wealth the world has ever
seen. The key-currency gets debased in 1971, and Gresham's Law rules the land.
Part 3 --- It's Only (a mountain of) "Money"...
Having purchased this Saudi Arabian concession, in subsequent drilling Socal's Damman Number 7 struck oil in 1937 (I
believe old Number Seven is still flowing.) Socal partnered with Exxon, Mobil, and Texaco to form the Arabian-American
Oil Company. Over a thirty year period, Aramco discovered petroleum reserves in Saudi Arabia in excess of 180 billion
barrels...a quarter of the known reserves of the planet at that time. And as the world aged and changed, the amount of oil
consumed daily in world trade climbed dramatically, from 3.7 million barrels per day in 1950, to 9.0 mbpd in 1960, to 25.6
mbpd in 1970, to 34.2 million barrels per day in 1973 during the first Oil Crisis.
Consider this for better perspective: the average yield per well at the end of the 70's in the United States was 17 barrels per
day per well, in Venezuela (one of the co-founders of OPEC) it was 186 barrels per day per well, and in Saudi Arabia (the
other OPEC co-founder) it was 12,405 barrels each day per well. Wow! Just imagine if the internet companies today issued
new, additional shares each day at this same rate as oil consumption...the stock price would plummet! But unlike internet
stocks, because this oil is consumed, it must be replaced (and paid for) every single day.
But before I can move into the fascinating region of this miniseries that sheds light on how and why the Gold market is as it
is today, this background is vital, so please bear with me, and I shall thank you for your patience. Oftentimes, understanding
is its own reward, but in this case it may well prove essential for wealth preservation at a minimum. To begin, we must look
at life in these United States (and in the process we will see a compelling reason that import barriers must be fought tooth
and nail)...
What does the Texas Railroad Commission have to do with this story? Plenty. So much oil was being produced in Texas in
the 1930's that engineers were concerned about depletion and wastage, and the owners would fret over the effects of
oversupply that would at times bring the price per barrel down to ten cents. Tiny independent producers were often drilling
side by side with the majors, but when the price slumped their profitability suffered more because they didn't have income
from the downstream processes like the majors did. Because some of the individuals operating these independent companies
happened to be multimillionaires, their complaining voices were heard thanks to their political contributions.
The state government responded by giving the Texas Railroad commission the power to regulate drilling. And while they
didn't have the authority to set prices, they could regulate production levels. By setting an appropriate rate of production, oil
would be conserved and this restricted supply would achieve price levels high enough to keep the independents in gravy.
This Texas price became the American price, and also the world price (in the 1950's the U.S. was producing half of the
world's oil.) This meant pure profit for the major companies with overseas production that cost only ten cents per barrel. To
keep the price of oil up, what started as a gentlemen's agreement among the American oil companies to limit the imports of
cheaper oil later became enforced by the U.S. government--known as the "invisible dike" against the outside world of cheap
oil. Throughout the 1960's, the Persian Gulf offered the world oil at $1.80, while inside the "invisible dike" oil was being
sold to the nation at the Texas price of $3.45 per barrel by the end of the decade.
The great irony is that a Venezuelan lawyer (and oil minister) named Juan Pablo Perez Alfonso studied and used the Texas
Railroad Commission as his model for OPEC, which he co-founded with the Saudi Arabian director of the Office of
Petroleum Affairs, Abdullah Tariki, in 1960. OPEC from the beginning maintained that oil was a depleting asset, and it had
to be replaced by other assets to balance national budgets and fund developments.
Now that we know a bit about the producers and the price and cost of oil during the era of "real money," let us take a look at
the dollar itself. The dollar and the world was pegged to Gold via the post-WWII Bretton Woods agreement in which $35
was convertible to one ounce--but for foreigners only, not U.S. citizens. The rate for international currency exchange was
coordinated through the International Monetary Fund (IMF), with each currency pegged to each other through the dollar and
Gold. The U.S. economy steamed along nicely in the 1950's, producing half of the world's oil as I've already stated, and half
of the cars that burned up this oil. By the arrival of the 1960's, American industry was buying foreign factories, equipment
and raw materials. In addition, the government was spending for its foreign bases and troops, and Vietnam was funded
largely in the red.
An overhang of dollars was developing overseas--and while at first the foreigners were reassured that the Gold guarantee of
the dollar was solid, as ever more dollars piled up, ever more of them cashed in the dollars for Gold. General de Gaulle
summed up the sentiment, saying that America had "an exorbitant privilege" in ownership of the key-currency. By that he
meant that the dollars America was able to issue via simple printing carried the same value in trade as the dollars that had to
be earned by other nations through meaningful productivity. It quickly became clear that too many claims had been issued
on the limited Gold, and President Nixon was prompted to close the Gold exchange window in the face of a certain run on
the Treasury.
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In a quick repeat from Part 1: " Upon the 1971 declaration by the United States that redemption of dollars for Gold would
be terminated, the entities in receipt of dollars for balance of trade settlements had no difficulty recognizing this as an
outright default on payment contracts. The scramble was on to make sense of this new payment system in which the dollar
was no longer a THING of value (a small amount of Gold), but was now reduced to a CONCEPT of value; an undefined
unit with which the world would denominate the amount of value in contracts for goods and services. The problem ever
since has been in coming to terms with the meaning of value for this shifting and undefined unit, and its vulnerability for
mismanagement and abuse."
With OPEC in place, and the dollar now rendered meaningless by traditional standards, the stage is adequately set to
describe what followed. With OPEC now united and able to conserve, and threaten to cut back in the grand tradition of the
Texas Railroad Commission, they were able to name their terms of payment, and decide essentially what value the dollar
would have in oil terms. That is important enough to repeat: They were able to name their terms of payment, and decide
essentially what value the dollar would have in oil terms. The increased world demand for oil ensured that the price would
be met (Texas was pumping around the clock and still coming up short), and the printing presses essentially ensured that
there would be no lack of dollars, so to speak.
It is important here to realize the attitude of OPEC, and notably the Middle East. In the mid 1970's, the finance ministers of
both Kuwait and Saudi Arabia stressed that their needs were only to provide for the welfare of their citizens, and that oil in
the ground is better than paper money. Who from the West can argue with that? They called our money's bluff, fair and
square. So in 1971, while the Texas price of oil was $3.45, OPEC re-priced their Middle Eastern oil up from $1.80 to $2.20
(such audacity, don't you think?) only to see the market price due to demand in 1973 overtake the official posted price, at
which point OPEC saw the writing on the wall, and in October raised the price per barrel to $5.12 while curbing production.
By December, the Shah of Iran called a press conference to announce the official price would now be $11.65. Well, why
not? It's only paper to you if you are not in NEED of this currency through a debt to someone else. And so began the First
Oil Crisis of the 1970's.
Just as America had been issuing claim checks on the national Gold throughout the 1960's, its spending habits didn't change
with the advent of the all-paper dollar. As a consequence, the world's greatest transfer of wealth was underway. Watching
the rising cost of real estate became a national pastime in the 1970's--an odd distraction from the gas lines and cost of fuel.
By raising the price of oil $10, from $1.80 to $11.65, at those current production levels OPEC raised its annual revenues by
approximately 100 billion dollars. Now recall from Part 2 where I promised you we would tackle some large numbers,
though nowhere near as incomprehensible as the $5.6 trillion U.S. debt. Here we go...
How much IS 100 billion dollars per year? It can't be much, because we all know the Middle East is heavily in debt with
struggling economies even now at the end of the 1990's. Right? Well, I invite you to follow along, and judge for yourself.
Let's try to spend that $100 billion, and remember...it is 1974. And let's not waste time on small stuff, we'll go right for the
big ticket toys.
How about some F-14's? Fully equipped (minus missiles because we are a peaceful bunch) they are ours for $9 million
each. Grumman on Long Island assembles 80 each year. Hell, let's take 'em all for $720 million. How about some F-15's
too? At $12 million each, we conclude our visit to McDonnell Douglas with 100 under our arm for a cool $1.2 billion. Let's
take home the biggest brute the U.S. has to offer--a top of the line nuclear-powered aircraft carrier for $1.4 billion. Better
yet, make that two carriers. Throw in some destroyers, some submarines...let's see... We've spent a total of $2 billion on a
kicking air force and a little more than that on a fine little navy. How much money is left in round figures? About $100
billion. And this amount comes in not only this year, but the next, and the next, and the next... [a side thanks to Mr.
Goodman for these historical prices.] $100 billion is a large annual paycheck, and we haven't even touched the $30 and $40
dollar prices brought about in the Second Oil Crisis. Now consider again that America has written future claims on $5.6
trillion dollars. Can you imagine how such a figure might be settled? Ouch.
Where did all of this money come from? It would seem that America found an efficient means to issue claims on the country
in exchange for something that goes up in smoke. Would OPEC own America lock, stock, and barrel? What would OPEC
do with all of that cash? And would there be any end to it? How are the poorer countries that must EARN their dollars, as
General de Gaulle indicated, going to fund their own oil needs? Banks are the answer. Buy banks, fill banks, and recycle the
petrodollars. Oh, and let's not forget Gold. Straight from two ministers of finance, "We would rather keep the oil than have
the paper money." We thank you for that insight.
Now that I have properly set the stage, in the next part I shall relate the really good stuff of Aragorn's tale suggesting where
this money went, and how the system survived 20 years after the end was nigh, bringing cheap Gold crumbs for anyone
mindful enough to pick them up. To quote that good knight, "With a payday reaching that magnitude, the question of destiny
begs no answer. You set your own, and hope for nice weather."
Part 4 --- A 1970's History Lesson (without the disco)
One Oil Crisis down, one to go. We looked at some pretty incredible figures in Part 3. Where did this money go, and maybe
more importantly, where does it come from? For the sake of brevity I will assume the reader is well acquainted with the
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process of money creation via modern banking. If not, then you have some important questions to ask and research to do.
For now, accept on faith that new money is created (as a simple ledger entry at a bank) through the process of borrowing. A
loan creates new money, and banks collectively may create money far in excess of what they hold on deposit. As a contract,
the loan is quite real, but the dollar is not. A dollar is an undefined concept--an undefined unit of measurement for value, so
to speak. You can see how such an arrangement favors those in a position to name their price.
As you can well imagine, for a country such as Saudi Arabia that had been subsisting on simple agriculture and the business
of Pilgrims, a sudden infusion of such a magnitude of money can be seen as pure profit, and a fine opportunity for capital
improvements to national infrastructure. Much of this money flowed back to the rest of the world to pay for international
contractors and materials. But clearly, much more money was coming in than could possibly be spent. Vast sums of it found
its way into the world's largest international banks--the five largest American, three largest Swiss, three biggest German, two
biggest British, and then on to the next tier... Suddenly there were over one hundred banks that set up shop in tiny Bahrain:
Citicorp, Chase Manhattan, Barclays, and Bank of Tokyo among them; all competing for surplus oil profit deposits. Paris
suddenly found itself host to over 30 new Arab banks.
So much money flowed in, and so much was lent in turn to the poor countries that could scarcely afford to buy oil with their
meager exports, that the financial system became a large game of musical chairs, and the biggest risk was that the music
might stop. There were no chairs to sit on! To protect themselves from the unthinkable--that the Arabs might pull their
deposits out of an individual bank--the banks developed a system. This system provided for the relatively smooth interlending of funds. Because even though a bank can create new money "out of thin air," they have to have deposits in the bank
as a starting point. If these funds were to be withdrawn, the bank must locate other deposits to cover their outstanding loans.
If the money were pulled, say from a British bank, it had to go somewhere; the amount of money was too great to "hide" for
long. This British bank could call around, and arrange to borrow the funds back from a Swiss bank, or German bank, by
paying a nominal interest rate on this inter-bank loan. The important concept to grasp here is this: as long as the petrodollars
stayed in the banking system, the banking system would survive.
In fact, that is how the world weathered the storm of the First Oil Crisis. Such a grand scheme of inter-reliance was
formalized by several central banks in a meeting in Switzerland to handle any event should money come up short in one
area or another--the Basel Concordat. Have you ever heard of the LIBOR in any of your financial reading? Some credit card
issuers make use of the LIBOR instead of the US. prime rate in their contracts. It is the London Inter-bank Offered Rate,
and functions as the international bank borrowing rate, and it is the tie that binds the group together into a nearly seamless
global financial System.
When the First Oil Crisis caused a global tightening of belts, only America, as the issuer of the key-currency, could
shamelessly create new money with ease to pay its bills. Other countries had to balance their own books with productive
output, or else turn to the banks to borrow the needed funds. And borrow they did! Let there be no doubt that these
petrodollars were recycled through the banking system. Throughout the Oil Crisis and the distractions of the Nixon
Watergate scandal, the former Secretary of Defense under the Johnson administration, and then president of the World Bank,
Robert McNamara, was focused on one thing only--maintaining the good graces of OPEC. McNamara had to ensure
continued access to OPEC's funds. During 1974, the World Bank had drawn on OPEC for $2.2 billion, for a total at the time
of $3 billion--one quarter of all World Bank debt. For Euroland banks, business was booming because lending was their
business. And the IMF had its hands full trying to hold together the international currency exchange system.
Some of the countries that quickly found themselves behind the eight-ball: Brazil, Korea, Yugoslavia, the Philippines,
Thailand, Kenya. (You can easily imagine that there aren't enough coffee drinkers in Saudi Arabia to achieve a meaningful
balance of trade of coffee beans for oil for a country like Kenya.) So in a move driven more by politics than banking to ease
the financial squeeze upon a nation's citizens and industry, the governments would turn to their central banks and to the
international and multinational banks to secure the needed money. And the banks couldn't stop lending, because many
countries relied on new loans to pay off the old loans in addition to their continued need for oil. Loans in default were
simply rescheduled. There were no chairs, and the music could not be allowed to stop.
If a bank were to fail, what would the Arabs do with their remaining deposits, now clearly in jeopardy? Further, the
inflationary impact of all of this borrowing was also a fact not lost on the OPEC nations. Many of the OPEC members'
advisors and ministers held Ph.D.'s from prominent American colleges. They did not have their heads in the sand. The
inflation would lead to a new price of oil just to recapture the value that was lost, and the cycle would intensify in the next
round. OPEC knew the western currencies were depreciating faster they were compensating with price hikes. They were
getting less "real" money as a result. Hopeless.
Remember Jelle Zijlstra with the "moon" comment earlier? As head of the BIS in 1980, he confidently predicted that the
Second Oil Crisis could be worked through, slowly, but that the System (international financial system) could not survive a
Third Oil Crisis--the inflation would make it impossible to recycle the petrodollars to the oil importing countries with any
hope of repayment, trade would crumble, and the System would be brought to its knees. On that grim note, we need to take
a quick look at how the world reacted to the Second Oil Crisis. It opens the door to everything that follows.
By now you are patiently awaiting mention of Gold. There it is. Now back to the story... No, seriously, pay attention here,
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and things will start to fall into place. I hope you have noticed the few references to oil prices throughout this series. In most
cases, the oil was made available at a posted price. In the 1960's, OPEC's posted price was $1.80 (though sometimes the
producers would undercut that to gain an advantage through additional volume), then it was $2.20, then $5.12, and within
weeks it had been changed again to $11.65 (in late 1973). By May 14 of 1979 the posted OPEC price was $13.34 per barrel,
but life was about to change. The key element to keep in mind is that oil was not priced directly by the market. It was
mostly sold under long-term contracts at posted prices that were set by the producers after careful analysis of what the
market could bear under self-determined production levels.
When the Ayatollah Khomeini's revolution deposed the Shah, Iran's 6 million barrel per day production fell off dramatically,
and the resulting shortage sent the downstream processes scrambling for sources of oil anywhere to feed their refineries.
Many turned to Rotterdam for oil, to fill their empty tanks. The deepwater port at Rotterdam was the principle harbor where
huge tankers could be found to deliver oil on the spot, and hence the spot market for oil was often referred to as the
Rotterdam market--but in truth, the spot market was available worldwide. This spot market was never meant to determine
the price for oil, but was only supposed to supply day-to-day purchases.
Due to the stresses of low supply, the Rotterdam price sailed above the $13.34 posted OPEC price on Tuesday, May 15,1979
to $28, and two days later it reached $34. Iran immediately took what little production remained and sold on the Rotterdam
market. OPEC then set a ceiling price for oil at $23.50 per barrel, but that was soon broken by Libya and Algeria.
Obviously, Rotterdam was the place to sell oil at the best price, so many tankers with long-term contracts for oil stood
empty waiting for delivery while ever more of OPEC-member production was diverted through Rotterdam. Countries and
many companies looked at the low levels in their storage tanks, and soon they were rushing to support the Rotterdam market
with their business. The "spot" price reached $40 per barrel as uncertainty about the future brought forth every empty tank
or dilapidated tanker out of retirement to be filled.
Gresham's law can help explain this phenomenon-- bad money is spent and good money is saved. Oil was being bought and
saved as a store of value, while paper money was spent. The flames of this Rotterdam inferno were eventually cooled as the
last available storage tank was filled to capacity. This display of the spot value for oil reinforced OPEC's concept of value,
and they had no qualms about raising the posted price to the spot value. Please recall, "We would rather keep the oil than
have the paper money." Any student of history will also recall that the explosion in Gold prices also occurred in 1979 to
early 1980, showing us Gold priced at $850 per ounce.
So what exactly has changed in the world since 1980? There haven't been any similar blowups in the pricing of important
assets...so how was this wild tiger tamed? Is the money better than it once was? Or are the OPEC nations now suddenly and
truly beggars upon the West's doorstep? What happened? Are the multinational banks (once scrambling to hold together the
System) now calling the shots with nary a care in the world?
In Part 5, I put an end to this tale, and answer the biggest mysteries about Gold in the easiest of terms. The road will seem so
straight and fair to travel, you will kick yourself for struggling through the brambles for so long, and wonder at your
neighbors who STILL can't see the path, though it is truly a freeway.
Part 5 --- Gold, Money, and the Free Market
Before I conclude this commentary, let me first express my gratitude to USAGOLD for hosting this illuminating site, and
for the tolerance I've been extended by so many here for my four long posts that up until this moment probably didn't seem
germane to the topic of Gold.
On any journey, the first few steps are the most important, and in this case they were also the most difficult--to include
enough for context without drifting off-topic. This last part is easy. The task at hand is to provide an explanation of Gold's
pre-eminence as a monetary asset. Gold is, in fact, Money, while the dollar and others are merely currencies--an importance
difference!
I am not claiming to be offering new findings of my own. The inspiration for this tale originated from many sources,
comments Aragorn III offered to a small group last month, a knowledge of history, and keen perception. I have been
challenged to render this tale into the clearest of terms suitable even for those not acquainted with Gold and worldly
economics. If I have succeeded in my challenge, at the conclusion of this final part you will fully grasp how the free market
has managed to provide a sophisticated asset (Gold) at a laughably minute fraction of its relative value. You will know that
Gold is Money, and will gain new respect for its "price." Although this information isn't new, it might be new to you, and
hopefully this explanation of financial operations with Gold, together with the background information of the 1970's Oil
Crises, will help you anticipate and conclude for yourself an outlook for events ahead, and will also help you to better
understand and evaluate the important messages being presented by ANOTHER and FOA, in addition to the other worthy
knights of this Table round. Knowledge is power, and with it your destiny shall be yours to decide.
To start, I'm going to paraphrase some specific remarks made by Aragorn III that some people need to hear and think about,
though most of the Forum posters are already in tune with this.
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'The falling price of Gold has had various effects on people. The common person says, "Of course it is falling, because Gold
has been demonetized." The Goldheart knows better, so the falling price has a more remarkable effect, bringing out
insecurities and irrationalities of some. Though these people don't question that Gold is money, their insecurities start to
question whether the world really needs money at all...that somehow this greatest device of mankind has been antiquated.
Simply preposterous. If they knew the truth they would confidently buy today at triple the price and call it a bargain of a
lifetime. People ask, "Why waste effort to dig up Gold from the ground, only to rebury it in vaults?" I say, "For the same
reason the central banks toil to print millions of fancy notes that nobody reads. If you've read one, you've read them all."
The effort is needed to prevent cheating, though we easily see the fancy cash does not stem the abusive tide of money from
nothing. People also say, "Gold is a dead asset. It does not earn interest." What is the point of such a comment, to
demonstrate their naiveté? Did banks not pay interest when coins were stamped from Gold?
You see, it is not the nature of money itself to earn interest, but rather, it is the investment risk that maybe earns a reward. A
modern dollar in a shoebox is as a Gold coin beside it. No interest for either. You should know the interest paid by a bank
savings account is not a product of the money itself, but instead it is the rewards on the risk the bank takes with the money
you have provided for their investment use. Sometimes these banks choose poorly, and in those cases even the modern
dollar earns no interest, and does not come back at all--lost with the closing of the bank doors. Money must be risked
(invested) to expect a yield, and in this regard, the big players in the world risk Gold money as they do paper money (though
often not as aggressively), while the small players are content with the shoebox yield. You are forced to be more aggressive
(more risky) with paper because its value dies quickly, unlike Gold that stands forever even in a shoebox of no risk.'
With that, I will now conclude this tale that shows Gold functioning in its role as Money. And because preconceived notions
of words often cloud a person's ability to see the case before them, I shall try to deliver this message with the slightest use of
such terms as Gold loans, leases, shorts, etc. In fact, I will be so bold as to simply refer to Gold as Money (I will write it as
"Money (Gold)" to ensure you know my meaning, but as you read, simply pronounce it as money). As far as what you
might think is money (dollars, yen, pesos, etc.), I shall from this point forward not call them money, but refer to them by
their given name (dollars, yen, pesos, etc.) or else will call them "fiat currency," or just "currency" for short. Fiat means "by
decree, and fiat currency is currency because the government tells us it is.
Enough of the preamble. Let's pick up where we left off from Part 4. In days past, the oil exporters had been poor to modest
countries scraping by when two things occurred. They discovered that they owned lots and lots of oil, and they also found
that the rest of the world had developed a voracious appetite for oil. Think how different the world situation would be today
if this supply of oil had simply never existed. We are certainly lucky to have its availability, and it is a reasonable
expectation to pay fairly for all that we take. As bald as that statement is, it is necessary because some people have
suggested (as Kissinger did in the 1970's) that warfare is a possible alternative to obtain what isn't ours. Such a world!
We've already discussed much of the turmoil that resulted from consumption that outpaced ability to pay. Payment in
Money (Gold) was terminated, and many payment scenarios were developed in addition to the ever rising prices in paper
currency. While it can be suggested that currency is a reasonable means in which to track balance of trade accounts
(equating oil exports with similar value of imports such as infrastructure improvements), it should be readily admitted that
paper currency is an unacceptable means in which to pocket one's profits. Book the trade balances with paper currency, but
pocket the profits (savings) with Money (Gold). That's what I do every month, too!
Paper currency was falling fast in value when it was no longer tied to Money (Gold), and this was causing international
settlement difficulties on many fronts in addition to oil. It is instructive to investigate some of the tools of the international
financial System, because what worked for Money (Gold) and currency back then, certainly works for Money (Gold) today.
(Please reread the paraphrasing of Aragorn's money comments if you have forgotten them already.)
Back in the 1960's when dollars were still tied to Money (Gold) under the Bretton Woods agreement, the American penchant
to spend for goods abroad led Kennedy's Undersecretary for Monetary Affairs, Robert Roosa, to fear a mass "cashing in" of
these dollars in international hands for Money (Gold)--a run on the Treasury. Roosa created a new financial device, referred
to as a "Roosa bond," which was a special issue of Treasury bonds that were denominated in Swiss francs. As the bonds
were sold to the world, they would sop up excess U.S. dollars with the terms that repayment at a future date would be in a
given quantity of Swiss francs. (Notice I said quantity, and not value.) While these Roosa bonds stemmed the tide of a
possible run on the Treasury, they ended up costing America more because the Swiss currency appreciated versus the dollar
during the life of the bond.
In 1978, the U.S. issued 10 billion dollars worth of bonds denominated in foreign currencies (marks or yen) to milk extra
life out of a dying dollar system, and the fix lasted until the 1979 Oil Crisis made mincemeat of it. It was an
acknowledgment that some foreign investors wouldn't hold U.S. government obligations that would be repaid in dollars
worth less than originally spent on the bond. Further, it was at this time that the U.S. promised to sell Money (Gold) from
the Fort Knox stockpile to foreign central banks unwilling to hold dollars. (On his last day of office, March 31, 1978,
Federal Reserve chairman Arthur Burns suggested that the entire $50 billion of the nation's Gold stock be sold for foreign
currency in defense of the dollar, at which time the foreign reserves could be used to buy up the collapsed dollar in
international markets. While this plan was originally rejected, within three weeks the Treasury Department was forced to
announce it would auction Money (Gold) on a regular basis.)
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Treasury Secretary Michael Blumenthal pledged in a meeting two days later with top-level Arab businessmen that the
integrity of the dollar would be defended vigorously, and asked them to do their part to stabilize the global economy by
keeping a price freeze on oil in place at least through 1978. (You should have no questions now about where the dollar
found its value after the 1971 delinking with Money (Gold). The asking price by oil--influenced by many factors--is what
established the dollar's value.)
It is also important to realize that not all international arrangements are conducted on the open market. For example, to
avoid the German mark from being bid up in strength with a result of ever more people bringing them dollars for an
exchange, Germany's Bundesbank issued bonds directly to the Middle Eastern buyers, avoiding the marketplace impact
altogether. This was at the time Saudi Arabia was swimming in cash and spreading the excess among the world's largest
banks (as mentioned in Part 4). My point is this (which I shall expand on soon): don't be surprised that banks are far more
creative in their operations than revealed in your common experience through savings and checking accounts and home
loans.
Eliyahu Kanovsky, an oil economist, won renown by many for accurately forecasting long-term oil production and pricing
trends by OPEC where all others had gotten it wrong. In the 1970's he maintained that economics, not politics, were the
determining forces behind the decisions of OPEC. In 1986 he wrote in response to the prevailing notion that OPEC would
eventually own the world as a result of its oil wealth: "It is, by now, abundantly clear that these forecasters committed gross
errors not only in terms of magnitude of change, but, far more important, in terms of direction of change. Instead of
increased dependence on OPEC and especially Middle East oil, there has been a very sharp diminution. ... Oil prices have
been weakening almost steadily since 1981 and there has been a collapse since the end of 1985. Instead of rising
'petrodollar' surpluses, most OPEC countries, and Saudi Arabia in particular, are incurring large current account deficits in
their balances of payments, and are rapidly drawing down their financial reserves."
In the 1990's, Kanovsky maintains that OPEC has lost its ability to raise income through raising prices, and that oil below
$20 is virtually assured. (This should remind you of Milton Friedman's poor prognostication from Part 1.) Kanovsky claims
competition among producers ensures an end to price fixing. They can only pump it and sell it for whatever the market will
provide. He contends (rightfully so) that Iraq can be counted on to "pump like mad" upon lifting of UN sanctions. He also
contends that with the current account deficits of many OPEC members, notably the Saudis, they have no option themselves
but to add to the oil glut with overproduction to raise revenue.
Since it has been brought to our attention by Kanovsky, let's take a look at the Saudi budget, and the toll taken on it in the
aftermath of the Gulf War. IMF data reveals that the Saudi deficit climbed from $4.3 billion in 1990 to $25.7 billion in 1991.
Oil had been selling at around $14 per barrel until June 1990 when Saddam Hussein pressured OPEC to raise the price to
about $20 to help repair Iraq's national budget (which had been wiped out and sent into the red by their 1980-88 war on
Iran). Iraq's subsequent invasion of Kuwait in August 1990 temporarily spiked the price higher.
Here I must ask you to pause for a moment to reflect on those huge oil trade surplus figures we toyed with in Part 3, and
recall that they were from early 1970's oil demand at a price of $11.65 which caused the First Oil Crisis. What happened to
the vast amounts of petrodollar revenue that was being pumped into international banks, and recycled as fast as the loans
could be written to borrowers throughout the 1970's? Further, what happened to the earnings that were surely being
generated on these deposits through the activities of the lending institutions? As I noted at the end of Part 4, the System
miraculously survived the Second Oil Crisis of 1979, and concurrently the skyrocketing price of Gold promptly abated in
1980. Further, Kanovsky points out that oil prices started weakening in 1981, and then plunged in 1985. Force yourself to
make the connections. You will be one step ahead of Kanovsky, who has identified the effect, but no doubt has missed the
cause entirely. Let us now tie together everything we know, and fill in the remaining pieces.
Historically, the price of oil had been simply posted by the producers for contracted delivery until it was unleashed to
respond to daily supply/demand forces on the "spot" Rotterdam market, at which time the price exploded in 1979-80.
Although the dollar had been historically fixed to Money (Gold), after it was unpegged in 1971, the currency price of
Money (Gold) was determined by the daily supply and demand, similar to Rotterdam. Gold auctions began in May of 1978
because the U.S. had trouble getting international entities to accept its dollar currency. After "booking" their trade balances
with dollars, the House of Saud, among others, wanted to "pocket" their profits with Money (Gold), and therefore competed
with everyone in the world for Gold on the spot market. As the price shot right through $700 it was clear that every ounce
purchased made it that much more difficult to purchase the next ounce. There was little trouble raising the price of oil as
needed, except the financial structure of the world was coming apart at the seams. Each dollar withdrawn from international
banks to buy Money (Gold) made life ever more difficult for the banks to square their books against outstanding loans or to
write new loans. There had to be a better way...the return of Money!
The high price of Gold brought mining companies out of the woodwork. The Earth was suddenly crawling with geologists
looking for the next jackpot Gold deposit. The mining companies needed capital to finance the construction of these
numerous new mines. It's not strange to you to accept that banks can lend currency. It should not be difficult for you to
accept that banks can lend Money (Gold) also. Struggling with that thought? Don't. They lent Money (Gold) in the days
prior to Roosevelt's 1933 confiscation of Money (Gold) in exchange for currency, and they can lend Money (Gold) today. In
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fact, they can even create Money (Gold) out of thin air, in a manner of speaking, and I'll walk you through it.
Sometimes a parallel familiarity assists comprehension. Consider the existence of Government-Sponsored Enterprises (GSE's) such as the Federal National Mortgage Association (commonly known as Fannie Mae). Fannie Mae is in the business
of creating financing for people to acquire a house. The government's involvement in this affair is that they underwrite the
risk of a default on the repayment of the loan. Dollars are borrowed, dollars are lent, and dollars are repaid. It doesn't matter
what happens to the exchange rate of the dollars versus other currencies. A certain amount of dollars are owed, plain and
simple, under the terms of the loan contract. If a home mortgage loan is sold on the secondary market, the purchaser of the
loan is effectively buying not the house that was financed by this loan, but rather the rights to receive the borrower's
scheduled repayments over a span of time.
Think of a loan to a mining company in a similar fashion. Interest rates on Money (Gold) loans are often much less than on
currency loans because the Money (Gold) holds its inherent value over time (despite its "price",) whereas the paper currency
fails so fast you must return more for the lender to at least break even, not to mention show a profit for the risk. Because
miners will be pulling Money (Gold) out of the ground, it makes the most sense to them to seek a loan of Money (Gold)
rather than currency in order to finance their new mine construction. But because Caterpillar has its head in the sand, it
requests dollar currency for the purchase of its mining equipment, so an exchange must be made for paper currency as an
integral part of this Money (Gold) loan. These arrangements can take place in every conceivable fashion, but this following
example will be representative.
As 1980 arrived, the Saudis naturally still wanted Money (Gold) for their oil, and the rest of the world was struggling with
liquidity. Much currency "wealth" had already been transferred to OPEC, leaving many countries toiling to service their
own debts--much of their credit existing as recycled petrodollars. Let the lending continue! Bullion banks would facilitate
these deals, and central banks (CB's) would act in the same capacity as with the G-SE Fannie Mae, guaranteeing ultimate
repayment in the event of a borrower's default. In this simple example, the House of Saud could be looked at as the principle
lender (although the borrower doesn't see this)...providing the currency equivalent of the Money (Gold) borrowed by the
mining company to pay for Caterpillar's equipment to build the mine. Because this is contracted as a Money (Gold) loan,
Money (Gold) must be repaid over time. In a sense, from the Saudis' viewpoint it is similar to the Roosa bonds where U.S.
dollars are paid for the bond, with a fixed amount of another currency (in this case, Money (Gold)) expected to be returned
upon maturity.
With the simple but vital central bank guarantee against the default of these Money (Gold) loans, the House of Saud, for
example, would have no qualms about supplying the cash side, effectively buying not the Gold metal immediately, but
rather the rights to receive the borrower's Gold repayments over a span of time. Just like buying a home loan on the
secondary market. And the Money (Gold) of the central bank need not ever move or change ownership unless the borrower
defaults on the loan, and the CB is obligated to deliver on its guarantee for the full repayment in Money(Gold).
There is nothing sinister in all of this. The price of Gold has fallen simply because anti-gold sentiment has been fostered
throughout the common investment markets while the principle buyer at the Golden "Rotterdam market" had found another
avenue in which to obtain the Money (Gold) desired in exchange for oil profits. This is very much like the off-market
Bundesbank offerings that I mentioned about earlier. Please appreciate the patience in this approach, and the commitment it
shows to Money (Gold), knowing full well that for many years it might be getting ever cheaper, while they would appear
the fool for buying it from the top prices all the way down to the lowest. But the big payoff is in the end--which is near--and
I'll get to that.
Now that you grasp the basics, let's take things up one level. So many Money (Gold) loans were written, that the House of
Saud in our example spent down their past petrodollar surpluses. What now? It is time for banks to do what banks do
best...create new money. This is the typical example I promised you earlier:
The miner approaches a bullion bank for a Money (Gold) loan. Let's assume the current dollar price of Money (Gold) is
$400 per ounce, and the miner needs $20 million to pay Caterpillar for equipment. The bullion bank (such as can be found
operating in the network of the London Bullion Market Association--LBMA) writes the Money (Gold) loan contract
specifying the term of repayment of 50,000 ounces of Money (Gold) plus interest at 1% - 2%. The borrowing miner
collateralizes this Money (Gold) loan with company stock, the deed to the mine, etc., and is sent down the road with $20
million in currency for Cat. Where did this cash come from? The bullion bank turned to the House of Saud, which is
currently out of currency. However, using their oil in the ground as collateral, the bullion bank is able to write them a
currency loan out of thin air (just like banks can do) with which the Saudis purchase the repayment rights on the Money
(Gold) loan. They will be receiving future Gold for their future oil! As they sell oil, they will use their dollar revenue to
repay their currency loans, and in the meanwhile, the miner's Gold loan repayments will be directed to the Saudis' account.
What does the bullion bank get for all this trouble? First, the central bank gets 1% - 2% for underwriting or guaranteeing the
loan. (Just like the underwriting done with Fannie Mae.) The bullion bank had added on top of this low interest rate an
applicable margin for its cost of funds to establish the final interest rate for the miner that borrowed the Money (Gold). This
rate might run 3% - 5% (while currency loans would demand much more.) Each year the miner produces Gold, and after
paying the required installment of Money (Gold) for the Loan, the remainder of his annual production can be sold on the
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spot market for currency used to meet business expenses.
There's one hitch. Because the biggest Gold buyer is no longer shopping on the spot market, the pricing pressure has come
off, and prices could very well be expected to fall. To protect against this leading to the possible bankruptcy of the miner,
and hence his default on the repayment of Gold, the terms of the Loan might also require that the miner lock-in a certain
amount of future production at the current Gold prices at the hedging counter. (Economists first scrutinize the mining plan to
ensure that it will in fact be viable at current prices before granting the Loan.)
As described so far, it should come as no surprise that the House of Saud would also step right up to purchase the delivery
side of this hedged production. Enough must be hedged to ensure the mine will remain viable (even at lower prices) at least
long enough to repay the Loan. Lets assume this mine is operating today with Money (Gold) at $260 per ounce, while their
cost of production is actually $320. The current price of Money (Gold) is not a factor on the Loan repayment...they owe
50,000 (plus interest) ounces, regardless. Any additional production would be sold under the terms of their hedge, at $400
per ounce, and they can pay their bills comfortably and stay in business. Is the House of Saud a fool for paying $400 long
ago for the Loaned ounces, and for paying $400 today to honor such hedged ounce agreements? You or I could pay $260
today for that same ounce on the spot market. Have you started to develop a new opinion of your currency, or at least a new
opinion of Money(Gold)?
OK, so what else does the bullion bank get out of this, other than the applicable margin on the Money(Gold) loan mentioned
above? It also collects the interest on the currency loan that was written to the Saudis using their oil as collateral. You can
see how the mechanism that has brought us temporarily cheap Money (Gold) over the years has also given us cheap oil not
subject to the same shocks witnessed in the Seventies. You can also see why the economists can look at the Saudi balance
books and see tremendous currency debts and budget deficits where once there were surpluses that threatened to buy up the
world. They have in fact bought up a significant portion of the Gold mined well into the future...through Loans and Hedges
bought all the way down from the top. So who are we to question whether to exchange our currency for Gold now or
tomorrow, and to gripe over a missed opportunity of $10? The equation is simple. If you have cash, buy Gold immediately,
because the downward trend has become terribly unstable. Here's why...
The various financial Hedge Funds saw how easy it was for miners to raise low interest capital, and further appreciated the
fact that even if they were not themselves a producer of Gold, the Gold itself needed for repayment could be purchased on
the spot market at ever lower prices. The Hedge Funds could meanwhile invest the capital received through taking out this
Loan and expect to have a double profit potential in the end. (The infamous Gold Carry Trade would invest the currency
received through the 1-2% Gold Loan into U.S. bonds that yield over 5%.) And of course, with the proper central bank
guarantees, the House of Saud would be there to buy up the repayment contracts expected on these Money (Gold) loans
also.
The problem is that these speculating Hedge Funds have cumulatively driven the price so low (well beyond where mines
would have long ago stopped seeking this type of Loan) that some unhedged mines are shutting down or going bankrupt.
This aggravates the spot market with thin supplies of real metal reaching it (due to so much production already having
delivery obligations) such that it becomes hypersensitive to any real effort to make substantial purchases there.
As a result, the Hedge Funds will be in for a rude awakening in their efforts to purchase the Gold needed to repay their
Loans. And the bullion banks are sweating, because they stand next in line having facilitated the Money(Gold) loans and
pledged to the CB's that they were credit worthy of the CB Gold guarantees. And the important Oil Producer sees that the
big bucks paid long ago for future Gold delivery has actually purchased only uncertain arrival. And further, some miners,
despite their hedges, have played fast and loose liquidating them for cash, and through general mismanagement have not
been able to stay so viable as to ensure future operation and delivery of the repayment terms.
The CB's are fretting because their guarantees were used over and over again, and they are on the hook for a lot of Money
(Gold) when the speculating Hedge Funds and bullion banks find it impossible to cover their Loan repayment obligations on
the spot market as the price races away from them due to the hypersensitivity that low supply has caused. Shades of
Rotterdam. Currently aggravating this spot market problem is the massive demand by individuals brought about by the low
prices and concerns for Y2K. I hope this give you new perspective on the push lately by some CB's to free up some Money
(Gold) from the vaults, whether it is Bank of England, IMF, or maybe even Swiss. It should also give you perspective on the
anti-gold propaganda delivered regularly by the media. Consider that a skyrocketing price of Gold would not only be
viewed by the masses as a viable investment avenue, it would also tend to shake the confidence in paper currencies, and
threaten the banking system and Wall Street in general.
It is this same currency, borrowed against oil collateral for the purchase of Gold, that has added the massive liquidity to the
world over the past decade and a half that many people have used in turn to fan the flames of the stock markets here and
overseas. That's a lot of cash born unto Gold, and were it not for the prospects of receiving the real wealth of Gold metal,
this supply of currency would have been stillborn, and oil would likely only come forth by way of brute force rather than by
civil, economic means. I realize that I have left a lot out, but this should get you started along the clear road traveled by
smart currency. Now, knowing what you know, what would you do with your dimes? Because this is really his tale, not
mine, I'll leave you once again with perhaps my favorite statement made by Aragorn one evening last month among his old
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friends. "If I were given a dime for every time I cursed the market for providing easier gold, I'd have a dime...and that one
was found on my way over here."
Everyone, your comments are welcome. And thanks again to MK for the USAGOLD forum and for the opportunity to
obtain a world-class Money education and shiny yellow metal diplomas all at the same place!
Gold. Heading to the moon at a world near you. ---Aristotle
________________________________________________________
The above was written in June of 1999, in case you didn't notice. It is a repost on this blog from last July. The original can
be found here.
________________________________________________________
Related:
US Mints ‘Gold Disks’ for Oil Payments to Saudi Arabia
The following speech, despite the fact that it was given at a "climate change" conference, contains some very interesting
information about how the Saudis use their own oil. This is what I wish to draw to your attention in this video...
The Speaker: Jeff Rubin, the former Chief Economist of CIBC World Markets and the author of Why Your World Is About To Get A Whole Lot
Smaller built his reputation as one of Canada's top economists based on a number of successful predictions including the housing bust of the early
90s and the rise of oil prices. In his recent book, Mr. Rubin predicts $225 per barrel oil by 2012 and with it the end of globalization, a movement
towards local sourcing and a need for massive scaling up of energy efficiency.

Sincerely,
FOFOA
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Thursday, April 15, 2010
The 21st Century Bank Run

What bankers fear most is a bank run. Yet for how many weeks now have we lived with the event affectionately named
Bank Fail Friday with nary a jog? How is this possible?
Seemingly our monetary patriarch Ben "POTY" Bernanke his Holiness has eliminated the greatest systemic threat of the
Great Depression, the bank run. Is this possible?
Before we peer into what the 21st Century Bank Run is going to look like, let's first jump back into our history lesson from
last week...
Coming to terms with the dollar and with money
by Aragorn III
(a continuation from earlier)
My good friend Aristotle has relayed to you much of the modern story. (Where has he been these days?) I am pleased it met
with acknowledgements regarding its assistance, and would like to continue with perhaps some additional background for
assistance to some in the understanding of money. Please forgive me the many oversights for which haste may have to play
the fall guy. As later time allows, I shall attempt to repair what is necessary, but meanwhile this should help continue our
dialog on these matters.
Aragorn III (08/09/99; 03:06:13MDT - Msg ID:10714)--Looks good, Peter
Yes, indeed, this is a good way to view our currency, such as it is...
Peter Asher (08/08/99; 22:51:59MDT - Msg ID:10701)--Fractionalization limits are just a regulation.
<<"Lets try this possibility.--- The extra [FED "liquidity"] can get into circulation by withdrawal of deposits, or my writing
loans. If they write loans, up goes the Money Supply. If people withdraw their demand deposits, all that has happened is a
ledger entry has been replaced by a receipt. That's really what a banknote is. Not an IOU as some have said, but a UOI. 'You
the people of this country owe me this numerical value of goods or services.' So in a sense, when you take that currency out
of the bank you are saying, "Hey tear me out that piece of the page where you have my deposit written down. I'd rather hold
on to it myself."">>
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Very nice! As the only "value" which is to be found in our currency exists entirely within an elaborate accounting system of
"who owes how many numbers to whom", the physical dollar we may carry in our wallets is truly nothing more than a
portable and transferable piece of the official ledgers; one that has been duly certified to stand alone as one of those ledger
numbers with the proper pedigree to pass as currency. Numbers that remain in ledger form may only be added or removed
through official banking channels, such as we see in the example of the check clearing house of the Federal Reserve. This
has been Aristotle's attempt recently to explore with others why his simple act of typing "$17" does not create 17 spendable
dollars; because it does not have the proper pedigree of origination within the banking system. Specifically, it was not
borrowed into existence by the Treasury from the Federal Reserve, or even perhaps borrowed by you or me from our own
Main Street bank.
Fancy designs with presidents on paper is an assurance that these "ledgers to go" so to speak do bear the proper pedigree as
numbers acceptable for legal tender. When they exist in ledger form, they demonstrate this proper pedigree by the integrity
of the database that tracks their movement. Nothing more, nothing less.
This gets us back to the thread I began a few hours ago in an examination of the dollar and money, and I shall now try to
return to that...
This is where we left off from before, more or less...
Aragorn III (08/08/99; 17:19:07MDT - Msg ID:10664)
"...It should be obvious by the nature of our topic (money) that our conversation is focused on tomorrow, in addition to
today. Were we to be truly concerned about today only, we would instead discuss whether our needs of food, clothing, and
shelter had been adequately met, we would not speak of money. To speak of money is to speak of today's confidence in our
ability of meeting tomorrow's needs."
A currency with an unknown expiration date is arguably of limited use for the role we expect our money to play...to hold its
value within acceptable limits of fluctuation based on normal market pressures and thereby successfully fulfill its ultimate
destiny to be spent as a medium of exchange for our future needs (food, clothing, shelter, hardware, medicine, etc.). No one
wants to be the one left holding the bag when the purchasing value drops out the bottom.
Prior to 1971 the dollar was truly money (gold standard defined the dollar as gold) in the international economy, freely
convertible with gold, with an equivalency of 1 oz. @ $35 -- FIXED, no questions asked! (Though it is fair to say there was
squawking from time to time when overseas paper came home for redemption). Unfortunately, the U.S. had painted itself
into a corner and was trapped. Here is how it happened.
Prior to 1933 the U.S. was on a gold standard domestically, also, at which time the equivalency was 1 oz. @ $20.67 -- fixed,
no questions asked. A bank would readily exchange paper currency for the equivalent gold currency on demand. There was
a general confidence in the banking institutions, and people were content to use their paper dollar equivalents, and further,
were content to let their deposits remain in the bank. Fractional reserve lending privileges allowed banks to expand the
money supply--YES...even while on a fixed gold standard! As long as not everyone together would choose to withdraw their
money and convert the paper proxies for the gold dollars, this fractional reserve lending privilege did not cause any apparent
problems. Did prices stay reasonable as the dollar still appeared "good as gold"? I give you... The Roaring Twenties! When
the attendant stock market bubble popped in 1929, the financial system, and much necessary confidence began to unravel,
and the bank run became a probationary event for the Olympics. In 1929, 659 banks failed. In 1930, 1352 banks failed. In
1931, 2294 banks failed. Late 1932 and early 1933 witnessed this trend swell to envelop not small or isolated banks alone
anymore, but entire communities and statewide banking institutions. (I will tell you that by 1933's end, nearly half of U.S.
banks had disappeared...such is the "privilege" of issuing excessive claims on money that cannot be backed through this
fractional reserve system!)
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You can see why the Roosevelt Executive Order of a bank holiday effective March 6, 1933 was something other than a trip
to the beach. In this year, 4004 banks failed, or else were found to be unfit to reopen at the end of the "holiday". In the
following year, only 62 failed. Why? Because as you already know, it was at this point that President Roosevelt took the
money (gold) out of the domestic dollar, and it should be obvious to us all that a crippling bank run is no longer a threat
when a bank need not be held to deliver real money. It could easily deliver the ledger numbers endlessly in portable paper
form. A bank run becomes meaningless because the people are not at risk of being cheated by arriving too late, they
have all already been cheated 100% in full! The government knew international parties would not fall for such trickery,
so the gold convertibility was maintained, but only after defaulting on the paper dollars they held by redefining their
equivalency to 1 oz. @ $35 (as was maintained from this point until the Second World War, and reaffirmed at Bretton
Woods until 1971).
With domestic U.S. companies and citizens now subject to the inflationary dollar supply through fractional reserve lending,
and a new dollar that even with the best confidence was not as "good as gold" within the U.S. borders, the anticipated effect
of higher wages and higher prices was soon to follow. Here is the trap we fashioned for ourselves. The U.S. dollar would
easily buy overseas products, as simple math and occasional "confidence reassurances" (by testing the success of
convertibility) proved that to be paid $35 was truly to be paid one ounce of gold. Foreign goods were then priced
accordingly, and imports flowed to American shores in due course as we spent down our national gold savings. And what of
our balance of trade...the exports?
Domestically, with higher wages and prices reflecting a paper dollar rather than a gold dollar, American goods were not a
bargain to foreign shoppers. The dollar itself (gold) was the best deal they could get from America in exchange for their own
goods, and this money would then be used to shop where a gold dollar was properly held in value...anywhere but
America! U.S. imports rose and exports fell against each other until the risk of gold exhaustion caused President Nixon to
end international convertibility in 1971. This was essentially a world-scale replay of the 1933 Roosevelt action for the same
reason...too many claims had been created on the gold money, and when the confidence for convertibility eroded to bring
about a "bank run", the paper system failed to continue in its former manifestation. In the 1930's, gold was made available
only outside the U.S. and the paper "price" rose from $20.67 to $35...a 70% increase. In 1971, the paper currencies lost their
attachment to real money everywhere else in the world, and gold found a paper "price" in the many hundreds. So ended a
time period of a fixed notion of a dollar's value.
Today, the international need for long-term reliable money still exists. Only gold can play that role to satisfaction.
Speculators aside, the paper gold trade (as largely explained in Aristotle's work) has functioned as a much needed currency
of gold in a fashion very similar to that just described for the dollar during the Roaring Twenties...albeit with a floating
dollar attachment rather than a fixed one. The paper gold is received and held as a contract that specifies a right to gold
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delivery, perhaps some as a lump sum, perhaps as installments. (Contracts can be written so many ways!) The key parallel,
and purpose of this post is to show you that this works only as long as confidence is retained, and that excessive issues
of claims has not jeopardized the real ability to get gold without being the one left holding the bag of paper gold
when the bottom drops out.
These various gold contracts have been a temporary patch in the monetary system, filling a niche in the economic
environment of the world. You see why the dollar failed in 1933...too many claims issued on the available gold. You see
why the "new dollar" failed in 1971...too many claims issued on the available gold. You see why the "new patchwork
currency" of paper gold contracts will fail in due course...too many claims issued on the available gold. The caution is that
more is in jeopardy than only the viability of this paper gold system. The dollar stands to fall with it as the excess
paper side is firmly attached to dollars. In the 1920's, you might run to the bank with your "paper side of the deal", and
the bank would be expected to make the contract "whole" by honoring the gold side or else it would FAIL trying--with no
where else to turn. The parallel in today's system is that you might run to your contract writer (bullion bank) with your
"paper side of the deal", and when the bank cannot itself produce the gold to settle the claim, it will have no choice but to
turn to the spot gold market (if central banks will not stand for the clearing of gold reserves--such as the U.S. would not in
1971!) to buy gold with dollars, or else FAIL the dollar and themselves in the attempt.
Look for signs of lost confidence in the paper gold system to read the road ahead. Abnormally high lease rates on borrowed
gold. The Bank of England, in the backyard of the LBMA, is selling much of its preciously small gold reserves into the
hands of this same LBMA. The BoE has been the primary agent to push for IMF sales of gold. LBMA average daily
turnover has been slowing, (to be taken as a sign of failing support of this paper system perhaps?) The ECB has called for a
halt to gold lending activity among the euro system of member banks. This aggravates the fractional reserve system that
depends on new loans to out pace loan repayments to the extent not provided by dishoarding and new production. And on
those accounts, Y2K and low prices have brought record bullion sales, and these same low prices have brought failing mine
production through shutdowns and curbed exploration. The warning signs are plentiful. When this paper system collapses,
the gold metal that always remains will inherit the value currently spread thin throughout the expansive paper system.

Now I am aware of some relatively new and modern monetary theories that claim our system is no longer a fractional
reserve system at all. Fine, but let's at least agree on some truths. Ever since gold was removed from the modern banking
system and "bank credit money" system, the system has operated such that "private bank credit money" is a derivative of
fractionally reserved "central bank credit money". CB credit money being the monetary base, physical cash plus reserves
held at the Fed.
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Whether or not the actual fraction is controlled or regulated is irrelevant to the fact that a fraction exists. It may not be 10%.
It may not even be 1%. It may not even have the least bit of constraining function anymore. But there does exist, at any
given time, a fraction at which "commercial bank liabilities" circulating in the economy relate to base money or Central
Bank liabilities. And it is these Central Bank liabilities that settle imbalances between private banks when clearing their
circulating liabilities, the role previously held by gold.
Some of you know exactly what I'm talking about and others, I'm sure, are a little bit lost at this point. But don't pause if you
are lost. It will make sense in a moment.

Physical gold, like physical dollars within the "private bank credit money" system, is also fractionally reserved within the
gold banking system... what we like to call "paper gold". This in and of itself is not necessarily bad or dangerous. But there
is still disagreement as to whether this "paper gold" system is fractional at 100:1... or at 10:1, to wit this post from Bron
Suchecki at his Gold Chat Blog:
London unallocated: Fractional Fubar or Benevolent Banking?
A number of readers of my blog have asked me to comment on the 100:1 comment by Mr Christian of CPM Group in his
CFTC testimony and whether London unallocated metal accounts are fractional. Well short answer is no, they are only 10:1
fractional. Do you feel much better now?
The 10:1 statement was made by Mr Christian in a April 10 interview with Jim Puplava of Financial Sense. Mr Christian is
interviewed at the 26 minute mark and explains his 100:1 statement at the 36 minute mark. However, it is the comments at
the 44 minute mark that are most illuminating, which I have transcribed below:
If you are a bank in the United States and you take in a deposit the office of the controller of the currency says you have a
reserve requirement of 12.5% or something which means that for every dollar you take in deposits you can lend out 8 and
that's how the money in banking 101 works.
Now if you're a bank in the United States and you take in gold and silver deposits not on an allocated basis but on an
unallocated basis the same way you take in dollars when you put them in – when people put money into a savings account
or a chequing account that's an unallocated account and the bank is allowed to lend it out. If they put the money in their
safety deposit box that money belongs to the investor and the bank can't lend it, the bank can't hypothecate it, it stays there,
and it means nothing to the money in circulation.
In the gold market if you put your gold and silver in a safety deposit box or an allocated account the bank can't touch it
legally but if you put it in an unallocated account that is now an asset on the bank's book, they have a liability to give it to
you if you ever want it back but in the meantime they can lend it out. Now if you give the bank in the United states money
the law, the office of the controller of the currency says the bank can lend it out 8 times. If you give it gold and silver the
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office of the controller of the currency says the bank can lend it out in a “prudent fashion” and the bank has the discretion
to decide what's a prudent multiple for its credit lending. Most of the banks I know, commercial banks, 8, 10, maybe 12 as a
leverage factor.
AIG was not a bank, was not a commercial bank, and under the US laws non-commercial banks don't come under the law,
the guidance of the office of the controller of the currency. AIG used a leverage factor of 40, so if people gave them a
million ounces of gold to hold for them, they could lend out 40. I mean, I have friends who are metals traders who were
looking for job years ago and, you know, they went to AIG and AIG said “we use a leverage factor of 40” and the trader is
a seasoned guy and he's worked at major banks and investment banks, he said “I can't operate at that level of leverage its
just too risky more me” and AIG trading said “well this is what we do”, right, so there is a loophole in our regulatory
system, its doesn't really have anything to do with gold and silver per se but it allows non-banks to participate in banking
activities in a way that skirts banking regulations that are designed to promote stability in the banking system.
In the interview, Mr Christian recommended that listeners go to the CPM Group website where there was a free download
Bullion Banking Explained. I took him up on the offer. Below are some extracts that fill out his statements above.
This article may help to clarify the complex world of commodity banking, in which gold, silver, and other commodities are
treated as assets, collateralized and traded against. When we explain these processes to clients, we often refer to the same
mechanics as they are applied to deposits, loans, and assets by commercial banks in U.S. dollars and other currencies.
Banks treat their metal deposits in much the same way as they do deposits denominated in money, as the reserve asset
against which they lend additional money to borrowers. ...
Many banks use factor loadings of 5 to 10 for their gold and silver, meaning that they will loan or sell 5 to 10 times as much
metal as they have either purchased or committed to buy. One dealer we know uses a leverage factor of 40. (Long Term
Capital Management had a leverage factor of 100 when it nearly collapsed in 1998.)
A bank does not even have to be buying gold at a particular time to be able to use it as collateral against which it can trade,
sell forward, and lend gold. If a bank has gold held in an unallocated account, or a forward purchase on its books
committing a producer to sell it gold later, it can use these gold assets as collateral for additional gold trades.
Is London unallocated fractional fubar or just benevolent banking? Maybe this statement by Mr Christian in a presentation
to the International Cotton Advisory Council in October 2002 will help you decide:
A producer should use an advisor such as CPM Group, which is not trading against the producer. Banks and dealers have a
conflict of interest between their own trading positions and the hedges they advise their clients to take.
Or maybe Recent Lessons Learned About Hedging (January 2000):
Hedgers should not rely on their trading counterparts for hedging strategies. These entities take the opposite side of the
hedge transactions, have inherent conflicts of interest, and always keep their own best interests in mind, even if these are the
short-term best interests and arguably not in the banks’ own long term best interests.
________________________________________________________
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You see, when a Bullion Bank issues new paper gold, what we like to call a "naked short", it is constraining itself by making
sure it has at least 10% reserves, according to Mr. Christian, in case someone decides to take delivery. Now in the case of a
commercial bank, 10% reserves of physical cash may not be such a problem during a modern bank run because new cash
can be printed relatively quickly. But with gold this is not the case. So even at 10% reserves, any bank run on the Bullion
Banks would be a disaster.
But the real problem comes from what these Bullion Banks consider reserves. You and I obviously realize that the only
reserves that will suffice in a bank run are actual physical pieces of gold. But these banks are presently relying on certain
"paper gold" items as their "physical reserves".
During the CFTC hearing Mr. Christian admitted that the CPM group uses the term "physical" in a very loose way. That
"physical" actually means paper claims and physical combined. So these Bullion Banks are holding paper liabilities from
other Bullion Banks and mining operations and calling them "physical reserves". Very circular, don't you think?
So under this loose definition of "physical gold", perhaps Mr. Christian was not lying. Perhaps the banks do constrain their
naked shorting with at least 10% paper longs from "credible sources". And if so, I would guess that those credible sources
also have 10% "reserves" behind their paper. And so on, and so forth.
Well, I hope you can clearly see the problem here. When the bank run finally begins people and entities will want real
physical gold, not paper longs, or liabilities from credible sources.
It all comes down to gold, the actual physical stuff. That's what the people wanted during the bank runs of the 1930's. It is
what brought down the London Gold Pool. It is what forced the closing of the Nixon gold window. And it will be what
people want this time too. That's the real bank run... to actual physical gold in your own possession.
Think back to Exter's pyramid, and how demand collapses downward during a crisis. Think about "commercial bank credit
money" as being higher on the pyramid than FRNs, actual physical cash. This is true. As we collapse downward to gold the
banks themselves will shun each other's credit receipts in favor of central bank liabilities.
This is where all those excess reserves held at the Fed will finally come into play.
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Not through economic lending, but through interbank clearing preference, as the banks first try to jettison each other's
"digits" as fast as possible. Once the bank run on physical gold begins, these banks are going to be very nervous about
holding each other's liabilities, even over night. They will only "sleep well" holding Central Bank liabilities.
This is how the transition from plastic to wheelbarrow begins. We may not see a bank run on Fed cash by the people before
we see it within the banks themselves, as interbank faith vaporizes during the run on gold.
By this time, the bond will be gone. As the people are running on the Bullion Banks the Fed is going to be very busy
monetizing the entirety of US federal spending, from Social Security to Medicare, national defense and even Nancy Pelosi's
entourage's per diem. It will all have to be monetized. Meanwhile the Fed will have to keep its remaining banks happy with
Fed liabilities to clear the private liabilities, or else they will cease to circulate. Printing dollars and buying up private equity
so that each bank only has to hold Fed liabilities.
And as the US Government starts spending its fresh new Fed credit, the Fed will have to supply the banks receiving those
trillions in USG payment transfers fresh cash to back the massive inflow of new Fed liabilities.
You see, this is what hyperinflation is all about. It is about not only demand collapsing down the pyramid, but the system
itself also collapses down a pyramid, from modern monetary theory on down to Austrian monetary theory. What seems
antiquated in today's digital age still lies dormant beneath the surface, just waiting to emerge with a vengeance.
Our physical world didn't change just because we invented the 1971 purely symbolic fiat dollar or the fictional reserve
banking system. These were merely derivative layers atop an inverse pyramid no different than CDS or IRS, and just as
fragile in times of systemic collapse.
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Alternatives?
Jim Rickards gave another fantastic interview with King World News this week. Here's the link...
Jim Rickards interview on KWN
In it he makes a very convincing argument for the US dollar to return to a gold standard, backed by the physical gold the US
still owns. He explains that the remaining US gold hoard, assuming it is not encumbered and/or swapped for paper longs
from "credible sources", mining operations or Germany, is enough at present market values to back the M1 monetary
measurement at a 20% fractional reserve (5:1).
And furthermore, that a full 1:1 backing of the M1 would restore the credibility of the $-global reserve currency so that the
US could resume rolling over its insurmountable debt until it finally reaches infinity. And that this 1:1 backing of M1 would
require only a 5-fold increase in price, to say $5,500/ounce or so.
Now I do agree with Jim that full backing is not necessary under normal circumstances, but that it would be necessary in
order to repair severely damaged credibility. I am not one of the "hard shell gold standard people", but instead, I look for
what actually can work, and what will happen.
The first problem that struck me with this idea of repairing US credit with a gold revaluation was the use of M1 as the
measuring stick of dollars in existence. Again, this could work under normal circumstances, but most of the world's
perceived wealth held in dollars is not in M1 holdings. And in the case of credit reparation, I intuit that M3 would be the
bare minimum starting point. And to his credit, Jim points out that a mere $20,000/ounce would take care of this concern.
But this is not the big problem I see with this plan. The biggest problem is what stands in the way of this controlled
revaluation. And that is the paper gold market that is already fractionally reserved at 100:1 if we define reserves strictly as
physical gold in immediate possession.
A Fed revaluation of gold is different than Freegold because it aims to control the revaluation and set a new fixed parity. As
nice as this sounds to those of us with some gold, it will always be unsustainable and in the case of today's gold market, is
completely impossible without wiping out all of Wall Street and the dollar in the process.
Don't get me wrong. I'm not saying that NOT doing it will save Wall Street and the dollar. I am simply saying that this
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Catch-22, no-win situation the dollar finds itself in just doesn't have an out as easy as this.
Here's what would happen if the Fed tried this tomorrow: For those that own gold today, gold would suddenly become their
most prized possession. And all of those paper gold holders would suddenly start thinking about what we have been saying
for 12 years now. There would be a run on the Bullion Banks and the scramble to find physical gold and stay alive would
drive its price well above $5,500 or even $20,000/ounce, driving the dollar and the Fed/US credibility into the dirt
simultaneously.
Or the Bullion Banks would be backstopped by the Fed and delivery made in paper currency at the new price. Again, people
would start to take seriously what we and so many others have been saying and at least some would decide, just to be on the
safe side, to turn that paper money into physical.
And just imagine, paper delivery being needed even at $5,500 or $20,000 per ounce would destroy the new image the Fed
was trying to establish of 1:1 gold backing. How is that going to help the crippled US credit rating in its resumption of debt
rollover?
Jesse suggests it is more likely the US will issue a new dollar, let's call it an "Amero" for lack of a better name, at 100:1
parity with the old dollar. This is certainly possible. Every fiat currency in all of history has had "an unknown expiration
date" as Aragorn III put it above.
The point of doing something like this would be to keep some things at nominal parity while devaluing others 100x.
Obviously the debt would be devalued, otherwise what would be the point? And this would include the savings of those who
held debt. Of course it would give the government the power to pick and choose who and what suffered the devaluation,
printing new currency for a few special friends.
But again, the biggest problem with a scheme like this is the paper gold market, presently leveraged 100:1 under a strict
physical perspective. One would assume a reset of gold at 100x the current price in old dollars if this was attempted. In
other words, gold would still be $1,150 in new Ameros, while a debt of 100 old dollars is now only $1 (new Amero). So
what happens to a debt denominated in gold instead of dollars?
A Bullion Bank that is short an ounce of gold before the reset owes the equivalent of $1,150 old dollars. After the reset it
owes the equivalent of $1,150 Ameros. At 100:1 old dollar:Amero exchange that is $115,000 old dollars, for one ounce of
gold. So while debt in dollars drops by a factor of 100, debt in gold does the exact opposite, it RISES 100x! Buh bye Wall
Street... buh bye reserve status... buh bye USG credibility.
The bottom line is that any debt denominated in gold must be unwound BEFORE the Fed or the USG even THINK about
something like this. Otherwise it is "advance to Freegold and collect wealth transfer as you pass Go". And to unwind the
paper gold market today means exactly "advance to Freegold and collect wealth transfer as you pass Go". The only
alternative, pretend and extent, what the Fed is doing right now, means only one thing...... wait for it...
"Advance to Freegold and collect wealth transfer as you pass Go".
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This is The 21st Century Bank Run! It is a run on the gold banks, which is a run on Wall Street (because they are the bullion
banks), which is a run on the entire $IMFS and on the dollar itself in the end. And for those of you inside the US, this will
be the second best thing that ever happened to America, because it will kill the long march toward socialism dead in its
tracks. Just be sure to protect your own wealth so that you can be part of the rebuilding effort.
Sincerely,
FOFOA
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Sunday, April 18, 2010
Life in the Ant Farm

Dear reader, is all of this Goldman Sachs securitization and interest rate swap business making your head spin? SPVs, SIVs,
SPEs, PPPs, PPIs, PFIs, SPCs, CDOs, CDSs, ABSs, MBSs... whew! I know it's making me dizzy. And I find that when my
head starts to spin it is useful to fire up the old hooch still and cook it down into something more easily consumable.
We all like animal analogies, right? I probably should have gone with rats in a rat race or hamsters on a treadmill, but
instead I chose ants in an ant farm. Not very glamorous, I know, but let me explain why selected these robust yet delicate
creatures.
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Did you ever have an ant farm when you were little? An ant farm makes the ants' behavior easily visible and controllable.
They are imprisoned in a two-dimensional world in which their decisions are limited and their needs are met by you! They
can only go side to side and up and down. And up usually leads them to the leaf you dropped into the ant farm for their
lunch! But in the wild...
Ants form highly organized colonies which may occupy large territories and consist of millions of individuals. These large
colonies consist mostly of sterile wingless females forming castes of "workers", "soldiers", or other specialized groups.
Nearly all ant colonies also have some fertile males called "drones" and one or more fertile females called "queens". The
colonies are sometimes described as superorganisms because the ants appear to operate as a unified entity, collectively
working together to support the colony. (Wikipedia: Ant)
A superorganism is an organism consisting of many organisms. This is usually meant to be a social unit of eusocial animals,
where division of labor is highly specialized and where individuals are not able to survive by themselves for extended
periods of time. Ants are the best-known example. The technical definition of a superorganism is "a collection of agents
which can act in concert to produce phenomena governed by the collective," phenomena being any activity "the hive wants"
such as ants collecting food or bees choosing a new nest site.
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Superorganisms exhibit a form of "distributed intelligence," a system in which many individual agents with limited
intelligence and information are able to pool resources to accomplish a goal beyond the capabilities of the individuals.
Nineteenth century thinker Herbert Spencer coined the term super-organic to focus on social organization... Similarly,
economist Carl Menger expanded upon the evolutionary nature of much social growth, but without ever abandoning
methodological individualism. Many social institutions arose, Menger argued, not as "the result of socially teleological
causes, but the unintended result of innumerable efforts of economic subjects pursuing 'individual' interests." (Wikipedia:
Superorganism)
Methodological individualism does not imply political individualism, although methodological individualists like Friedrich
Hayek and Karl Popper were opponents of collectivism. Detaching methodological individualism from political
individualism... if a properly-functioning communist regime were to arise, it too would have to be sociologically understood
on methodological individualist principles. (Wikipedia: Methodological Individualism)
Hopefully I didn't lose you yet. I know, I'm supposed to be distilling not mixing, but I needed to draw the connection
between ants and economics. Did you get it? Ants are dumb little creatures by themselves. But even as dumb as they are,
some are more skilled at smelling and finding food while others are better at fighting, and some others are really strong, for
carrying food back to the colony for lunch.
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And in a wild colony of ants these individuals end up specializing in what they do best which leads to a collective
intelligence far greater than the intelligence of any individual ant.
In this way, humans are similar to ants! A normal IQ distribution among humans ranges from 60 to 140. To me as an
average human this seems like a very wide distribution. The dumb seem very dumb, and the smart seem really smart. But in
the big scheme of things the human intelligence distribution is not so far off from the ant "intelligence" distribution. In other
words, the smartest ant in existence doesn't even come close to the "distributed intelligence" of a wild colony. And the same
goes for humans!

But when we put ants into a two-dimensional, controlled environment, the distributed intelligence of the superorganism is
stifled and nearly snuffed out. As a confined group they end up no smarter than an individual ant.
Throughout human history the division of labor, or economic specialization, has brought fantastic growth in total human
output and led to the astonishing complexity of modern computers and industrialization. These vast leaps were truly the
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accomplishment of the distributed intelligence of the human superorganism, with a relative IQ perhaps in the thousands.
And behind each great leap of mankind was a string of important decisions made by methodological individuals. This is true
capitalism. In order for the human superorganism to display its "IQ in the thousands", certain specialized individuals must
be free to make the most important decision. The individuals I'm talking about are the savers, or as I sometimes call them,
the "super-producers".
They are the people whose contribution to society exceeds their own daily needs, creating an excess of wealth. And the most
important decision for the human superorganism is the savers' choice between hoarding their wealth, or deploying it into the
economy!
It is this decision process, made millions of times at the individual level, that lends the superorganism its superior IQ. There
is no single human that possesses an intelligence high enough to compete with the human superorganism, just as there is no
single ant that is smart enough to make better decisions for the colony than the colony itself. In fact, there is not a single
human that could do a better job running the ant colony, although man has written many complex algorithms trying to
mimic and even improve upon the collective intelligence of ants.

Debt and Specialization
As it turns out, the people that contribute the greatest leaps for mankind often don't have the wealth to realize their dreams
on their own. They must engage other people with wealth, who on their own don't possess the knowledge and ability to
make great leaps for mankind. It is this "working together" that made things like electricity possible.
I said earlier that the most important individual decision is between hoarding and deploying one's wealth. Modern socialist
thinkers will all tell you that hoarding is always bad for the economy. That the key to a thriving economy is the free (read:
forced) deployment of all wealth back into the economy immediately once it is saved. But the problem is that removing the
decision process from the savers changes the behavior of both the savers (lenders) and the debtors.
Debt becomes cheap and easy to get, therefore debtors no longer need great ideas like "electricity" to get a loan. And for the
savers, the choice becomes as simple as a multiple choice test for a government job. The lowest common denominator rules
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the collective as those with a 60 IQ face the same choices as those with a 140: low yield (supposedly safe) or high yield
(more risky). What is missing is the option to hoard, without losing purchasing power, which forces lenders to look at
debtor's "proposals" more closely.
The GFC
Debt is the most fundamental cause of this Global Financial Crisis (GFC). More specifically, it is the modern method of
usury that compels large pools of savings into the service of new debt. Savers must have a way to hoard outside of the
economy for the economy to be efficient. It is the selection process of when and how to deploy one's savings that keeps both
debt in check, and the economy efficient and productive. And it is the coerced loaning of all savings, with the lenders and
borrowers segregated by a "Chinese wall" of bankers interested only in fees and bonuses, that has led to the massive
malinvestment and explosive debt of today.
This GFC is the final stretch in the long evolution of money, spanning centuries, that led to a global monetary system in
1944, a purely symbolic fiat system in 1971, an electronic computer-assisted system in the 80's and 90's and today's
insurmountably complex system of derivatives. With each step adding new layers of complexity and distancing finance from
reality, the savers and the debtors have now become so disconnected from each other that our human superorganism is now
literally dumber than the lowest functioning human. The collective IQ is now probably well below 50, thanks in large part to
the "geniuses" on Wall Street who created SPVs, SIVs, SPEs, PPPs, PPIs, PFIs, SPCs, CDOs, CDSs, ABSs, MBSs... We are
truly ants in an ant farm!
As Paper Burns
In Sultans of Swap - Explaining $605 Trillion of Derivatives, Gordon Long writes "The cheaper money is, the more
borrowing will occur. Everyone is happy except the unwitting lender."
This line really gets to why all these "genius" Wall Street creations are such an explosive problem today. "Everyone is happy
except the unwitting lender." The "unwitting lender" is all the savers and "super-producers" of the world. It is everyone you
know who has a pension or a pension fund. It is everyone you know who has a 401K or an IRA. The "unwitting lender" is
anyone and everyone who relies on the $IMFS and its network of specially trained and licensed financial advisors with
official titles like RIA, CFP, CFA, CPA, ChFC, CRPC, RFC, MSFS, all of whom are practically bound by law and fiduciary
duty to NOT tell you the true nature of the risk you are facing.
On the other hand we have the writings of one with remarkable wisdom, relegated to pseudonymous postings on an Internet
forum, warning us more than 12 years ago of things like this...
Much paper value will burn before this fire is done!
If you owned an oilwell in your back yard and no-one could take control of it, then oil is the best investment. But, most
people use various forms of western paper to trade oil and that paper will burn in a currency fire.
Metals have not shown their true worth for many years as the world has done very well. This is very good. But, all things do
change! As it is our time and place to live this change, our thoughts must view the future as it must be. Who can know the
minds of men and countries as paper burns?
Remember, "when the currencies go to nuclear war, all paper and paper markets will burn"! Many hard assets will lose in
the public mind as confusion will rule. In the thoughts of many, gold will perform!
In that day, debts will burn and currencies will war, and you sir will, with honor, raise your standard of living with Gold!
Your profits from such trade, will, on the last day, in the heat of fire, burn as paper does! Sir, the world is going to change,
and the rules of engagement will also change. Gold will be repriced, once! It will be enough for your time of life.
Sir, The history of "Hot" paper money does show it to "burn easily" from "much heat"! If you read my Thoughts in today's
replies, we see much "fuel" in dollar derivatives trading in foreign markets.
During this result, all paper will burn and the world economy will start over. However, the BIS is buying gold for customer
governments as they begin to lower the dollar. This action, began some months ago will bring gold up, perhaps to the
middle $360 range. If the world paper markets do not destroy themselves, gold stocks may rise for a time. But, physical
gold is the good hold for this time. Source
This kind of advice is all but illegal within the $IMFS! If it's ever even spoken, it is whispered and "off the record". But I
guess that's why you're here, reading "voluminous posts" by a pseudonymous blogger, eh?
At the top of this section I mentioned Gordon Long. I recommend his recent articles for an in-depth yet digestible view of
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the head-spinning, mind-numbing world of "genius" Wall Street contributions to mankind, like SPVs, SIVs, SPEs, PPPs,
PPIs, PFIs, SPCs, CDOs, CDSs, ABSs, MBSs...
Exponential Debt
One of the things Gordon writes about is probably the most catastrophic aspect of this mountain of debt: the maturity wall.
This is the hurdle of old debt rollover that is facing us collectively right now, where all of the world's present saving must be
compelled into the interest payments alone on the old debt. Talk about the unproductive and inefficient use of savings! What
I can tell you is it ain't gonna happen. The system cannot be saved at this point.
I received an email from a reader, Lars Olsson, with a nice article he wrote about exponential growth and debt. Here is an
excerpt from his piece with an exercise you can try at home to wrap your mind around what happens when savings are
compelled into indiscriminate debt:
If you believe that 2+2=4, then you should believe the following. Compound interest at 2% is a miniscule interest charge
measured by today's standards. Compounding the interest charged on a single unit of money can be written as follows:
money-amount * 1.02 * 1.02 * 1.02 .... (adding another term for each year) .... and on and on. That is, if you can place your
faith in mathematics and calculations and really "believe" that the calculator will return a correct result when you punch the
buttons. We reckon our current time since the long ago birth of a civilization some 2000 years ago. History tells us they had
money then. A functioning economy of sorts. Mediterranean trade. Payments for goods. Money of gold and silver. If any
man would have placed only a fraction of his purse at interest, his descendants would be wealthy beyond imagination, and
the world have been hollowed out.
Let me show you. Open the calculator function under Windows. If you run Apple you are smart enough to figure out a
substitute on your own. You'll find the calculator under Accessories. Set the "View" to Scientific. Got that! If not, that's ok
too, but you probably shouldn't be reading this. On the keypad, punch in 1.02, then hit the "x^y" button, then on the keypad
punch in 2000, then hit "=". The display now shows you a large number. This is the multiplier for some amount placed at
2% interest for 2000 years compounded annually. On the keypad hit the "*", then punch in 0.01, then hit "=". Now the
display shows you what one cent ($0.01) would have turned into. To make this a little easier to view, hit the "/" key, the on
the keypad punch in "1","Exp","12","=" to get the answer in trillions of dollars. Yes. The calculator really does say that
$0.01 placed at 2% interest for 2000 years turns in to $1,586 trillion, or $1.586 quadrillion, or a hundred year of US GDP. If
you don't like 2%, change it. If you don't like 2000 years, change it.
What the previous exercise shows is that a purse of silver was certainly not placed at interest anywhere in the world 2000
years ago, and allowed to compound at 2% interest, since that numerical representation of wealth would today dwarf all
known hoards of "money", electronic or otherwise. So compound interest is not a sustainable operation spanning millennia.
Compound interest applied to any finite system will grow out of bounds, which is what we are experiencing today. The
current "money" system, which is engineered with "debt/credit" as its foundation has breached its sustainable limit.
Stimulating the economy without addressing the fundamentals of the "money system" decay will not restore economic
prosperity. Money at interest, does not price risk in venture. A functional society requires an efficient "money system", but
"money" can be made available through means other than extending fractional reserve privilege to the banking class and
putting a price on the existence of money.
Lars' piece may seem simplistic, but I like it. I'll even take it a step further and say that a monetary and financial system that
uses compounded interest cannot afford to compel all savings into the hands of debtors. It must have a means of hoarding
wealth outside of the system in order to constrain the exponential growth function, or else the entire system will become
retarded and then collapse. In return, this constraining function of "gold the wealth reserve" will restore intelligence to the
human superorganism. Intelligence that has been sucked dry by Wall Street's systemic aggression against a free-floating
physical gold price.
We are all like ants in an ant farm when we patronize Wall Street. Our contributions to society, should they exceed our dayto-day needs, are deployed by a system that does not care how they are deployed, just that they are deployed ASAP. If you
would like to make a real contribution to the future of civilization then please buy physical gold and find a way to keep it
close. Hoard your efforts outside of the system and watch as they receive a tremendous power boost just in time for
deployment. You will be rewarded with the freedom to choose when and how your saved effort will be deployed and in so
doing, you will help shape the future.
Sincerely,
FOFOA
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Thursday, May 6, 2010
The Dukes of Wetton

As he left town, James could hardly believe he now owned the hotel he had just slept in the night before. He thought back to
earlier that morning, when he looked out his hotel room window to see the former investment banker in the funny helmet
delivering his transportation to the front entrance...
66 Years Earlier
Once upon a time there was an old western town so isolated that it was, for all practical purposes, like a continent unto
itself. It looked something like Gunsmoke, but bigger. Maybe like Little House on the Prairie with let's say about 10,000
residents in the vicinity and a long one-street business district called Main Street.
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On a hill at the west end of town, in a humongous white mansion (the largest building in town) lived a big fat man. Let's call
him Boss Hogg. Boss Hogg owned about half of all the businesses in town including the saloon, the bank, the livery, the
foundry and the jail. He was also well known to have the largest stash of gold by far. He made no secret of the fact that he
had 22,000 ounces of gold, twice as much as the rest of the town combined!
No one knew how Boss Hogg came into so much wealth, but it didn't really matter. For all intents and purposes, Hogg was
the effective "King of Wetton Broods" (that's the name of the town).
One fine day in July Boss Hogg called a meeting on the grassy knoll in front of his mansion overlooking Main Street and
the sprawling Wetton Broods. The whole town was in attendance as Hogg had a big announcement to make. He stood there
in front of the masses with one large object on his left and a smaller one on his right, both concealed with draped bed linens.
As he spoke, Hogg first unveiled the object on his left by pulling the sheet. It was a large printing press. Hogg announced
that he had just purchased the finest press in the world: the Greenben-5000.
He went on to explain that he would begin printing new money for the entire town of Wetton Broods. Never again would
the town have to worry about a shortage of money every time one of its wealthy residents left for foreign lands with his
gold. Boss Hogg himself would provide all the liquid money the town would ever need!
The people in the front of the crowd stood up cheering and applauding wildly until their Special Ed chaperones motioned
for them to sit down and put their safety helmets back on. From the back of the crowd a businessman hollered, "Why would
we use your money, Hogg?"
"Ah" replied the Boss loudly, "I knew someone would ask that question." And as he spoke he jerked the cover off a threefoot pile of gold coins to his right. The crowd in front gasped in amazement at the sight of such shininess and started beating
their heads with their fists.
"My money," proclaimed Hogg, "shall be redeemable in my gold!"
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18 Years Later
As the years went by, Boss Hogg's paper money became very popular in Wetton Broods. Everyone wanted more and more
of it, and just as he had promised, there was never a shortage.
Boss Hogg himself amassed almost unbelievable wealth through the success of his money. And incredibly, he was also able
to do less hard work in the process. He tore down his magnificent mansion and built an even bigger one. And he bought up
other things as well, like the love and adoration of the people. Boss Hogg was living the good life.
Now you can call it jealousy or simply an alert eye, but a few businessmen from the east side of town were not as impressed
by Hogg as most of the people were. They made note of a few curiosities and gathered together occasionally to discuss
them.
For one thing, it seemed that everyone in town (including themselves) who was really productive and refused to be lazy,
was cashing in their HoggBucks for gold. This trend, to the best of their calculations, had already depleted HALF of Boss
Hogg's gold. They figured Boss Hogg may now own more than half of the town's businesses, but his hoard of gold was
probably down to only 11,000 ounces remaining. And this was in a town with maybe 33,000 ounces of gold total.
And the other troubling observation was that the entire town, now grown to around 12,000 people, was entirely engrossed in
this system of HoggBucks. They had literally forgotten that there was ever anything else. This was most disturbing because
they realized that with half of his gold gone after only 18 years, there would probably be less than 18 more years until it was
ALL gone!
9 Years Later
27 years after his first meeting, Boss Hogg called another one. This time he announced that his HoggBucks would no longer
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be redeemable in his gold. Instead, he said, they would be redeemable in fancy paper IOUs from he, himself, the richest
man in Wetton Broods, Boss Hogg, himself. And that he would print these IOUs on the same Greenben-5000 that he used to
print money! And once again, the helmeted crowd went wild. (This time the chaperones were so confused they neglected to
calm down their patients.)
By this time the group of business-owners from the east side of town had given themselves a name. They called themselves
"The Dukes" in honor of their noble old-world heritage and values.
And at this point, especially after Hogg's new announcement, the Dukes were seriously concerned about what would happen
to commerce in their town when the rest of Wetton Broods finally realized what they already knew: That Boss Hogg's
HoggBucks were nothing more than a Ponzi scheme, only valuable as long as the false confidence in their value persisted.
And they began to discuss buying a Greenben-5000 themselves with the thought of launching a redundant backup currency
for the purpose of maintaining economic continuity when the HoggBuck scheme finally failed.
To date the Dukes themselves had accumulated more of Boss Hogg's "redemption gold" than he had left himself. Hogg was
down to maybe 8,000 ounces and the Dukes had about 10,000 ounces between them. The rest of the Wetton Broods' 33,000
ounces of gold was now widely disbursed among the people of the town.
In preparation for the possibility of launching their own currency sometime in the future, the Dukes agreed they would
continue to accumulate any gold that anyone in town wanted to sell, even though Boss Hogg was no longer selling what he
had left.
25 Years Later
For two and a half decades following the closing of Hogg's gold window the town of Wetton Broods grew more and more
acclimated to using his "unbacked" money. Those that still wanted gold traded it for HoggBucks amongst themselves. And
for 25 years the roughly 15,000 ounces of gold in general circulation seemed to suffice.
Sometimes the price of this "free gold" would spike upward and other times it would fall. Meanwhile the Dukes found it
increasingly difficult to accumulate more gold without causing the price to spike.
With Hogg's gold window open at a fixed price they had accumulated 10,000 ounces in 27 years. Now in 25 years they had
only added another 1,000 ounces between them. But they also noticed an interesting secondary effect. With the price of
"free gold" rising 1,000% in 25 years, so too did the value of their gold hoard. So while they were only able to add 10%
more physical gold, their overall wealth went up more than ten-fold during that same timeframe!
This was a curious development for the Dukes, and because they were not flashy with their wealth the way Boss Hogg was
with his, it went largely unnoticed by anyone but the Dukes themselves. The Dukes consisted of Bo the stagecoach builder,
Luke the tannery owner, Uncle Jesse who owned the local food diner and Daisy who entertained the visitors that came to
Wetton Broods.
And for the first time in decades the Dukes could see clearly what they needed to do for the good of the community. They
had already ordered their own Greenben-5000 which was being shipped. And now they had a plan for their new currency. If
they wanted it to perform as a failsafe for the Wetton Broods economy they would have to correct the flaws in Hogg's
HoggBucks that had become very apparent to the Dukes.
The first flaw which was apparent to the Dukes 34 years earlier was Boss Hogg's original gold exchange strategy. By
comparing the first 27 years of "redeemable" HoggBucks to the last 25 years of "unbacked" HoggBucks, the solution
became clear. As long as Boss Hogg was redeeming his money with his gold, the flow of gold was one direction only, out,
and relatively quick. Hogg had lost 14,000 ounces of gold in 27 years and the Dukes had found it quite easy to accumulate
10,000 ounces themselves during that time.
But ever since Hogg's exchange policy was ended and the price of gold floated, the flow of gold was many-directional
making it much more difficult to accumulate a large hoard.
The second flaw, and perhaps the more important one, was clearly visible in Boss Hogg's own flashy ways. For 52 years
now Hogg had grown more and more fat and lazy. He had sold off most of his businesses in town and he now seemed to
rely solely on his Greenben-5000 for maintaining his flamboyant lifestyle.
The common people in town hardly noticed, but the Dukes being business owners themselves could see that with each
increase in his own lifestyle Boss Hogg was diluting the value held by everyone else in town. In fact, the only compensation
the Dukes realized, the only relief from Boss Hogg's personal profligacy they found was in the ten-fold rise in the value of
the gold they had redeemed from Hogg in the early days.
In addition to these two glaring flaws the Dukes also noticed a couple other subtle changes in Boss Hogg's money
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management strategy, ever since he had given up real work in order to focus solely on the maintenance of public confidence
in his Ponzi scheme.
The first had to do with his fancy paper IOUs. 25 years earlier Hogg had replaced his gold exchange window with an "IOU
window". This IOU window had been so successful that Hogg literally gave up all productive work just to keep up with
demand for his paper IOUs. Part of the reason for their popularity was that Boss Hogg would date each IOU for some time
in the future. And the farther off the date, the more money he would promise as a "kicker" on the IOU at maturity.
So the people of Wetton Broods were literally lining up for these high-paying IOUs. Some of the helmeted ones even
laughed at the fact that they had ever wanted gold from the same window without any time-related kicker.
But the best part for Boss Hogg was that he never had to deliver anything real to these people that held his IOUs. The more
productive people that were earning plenty of HoggBucks would just exchange their mature IOUs for fresh ones with new
dates and new kickers. And in this way, they "watched their savings grow." This was Hogg's most popular slogan: "Watch
your savings grow!"
For the people that couldn't roll over their IOUs, Hogg would just print them up some fresh HoggBucks, further diluting the
wealth of the town. And no one except the Dukes seemed to notice.
And finally, for the people in town that were so poor they couldn't even afford Hogg's IOUs, he started a very special
program. He called this program "Change You Can Believe In" and he taught these people how to issue their own IOUs
directly to him in exchange for fresh HoggBucks. This was a troubling development.
The second change in Hogg's Ponzi management strategy was even more interesting to the Dukes. Hogg had apparently
noticed the rise in the overall value of his remaining gold hoard, the same development the Dukes had noticed. But unlike
the Dukes who saw this as a positive result, Boss Hogg apparently saw it as a threat to his IOU business.
What he had found with a simple calculator was that the rising value of his gold actually kept up pretty well with his "Watch
your savings grow" program, and actually surpassed it at times. It seemed to the Dukes that Boss Hogg was afraid other
people in town would notice this simple math. And that they would then start to question what real things they would ever
be able to buy with their IOUs down the road. Perhaps they would find it smarter to take something real now that would rise
in value, rather than an IOU with a Ponzi kicker.
Anyway, Hogg decided to do something about it. He wanted to flood the Wetton Broods gold market with his significant
gold supply in order to sink the price and conceal the math. But he didn't want to part with the ownership of any more of his
gold. So he came up with a brilliant scheme to loan his gold to the town bank which would then sell it into the Wetton
Broods marketplace, flooding supply and lowering the price, and the best part was that the bank would still owe the gold
back to Boss Hogg at some point in the future! (Years earlier Hogg had sold the bank to "The Chaperones" who now staffed
it with "helmet-heads", because "banking is so easy even a caveman can do it.")
So the Dukes now realized what they needed to do. They had identified the two principle flaws in the HoggBucks design as
well as two Achilles' heels in Boss Hogg's Ponzi management strategy. In creating their 'Dukes' currency they simply had to
design the flaws right out of it and then pretend to engage in and encourage the most unsustainable elements of Hogg's
strategy: IOU proliferation and buying up his lent gold from the helmet kids.
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5 Years Later
'Dukes' now circulated alongside the HoggBuck. Of course Boss Hogg had not been happy when he found out another
Greenben-5000 was in town. But there wasn't much he could really say out loud about it since his own scheme was quite
precarious in its maturity. Almost everyone in town now held their savings and their debt in IOUs denominated in
HoggBucks, but no one yet held IOUs denominated in the new 'Dukes'. So Boss Hogg rightfully feared that any exposition
of his Ponzi scheme might panic the people of Wetton Broods to attempt redemption in 'Dukes' because they didn't carry the
baggage of all that debt.
Meanwhile the Dukes themselves had begun issuing IOUs denominated in HoggBucks and even using some of those
borrowed HoggBucks to buy some of Hogg's lent gold from the bankers in helmets. Quite a game really. Even Boss Hogg
himself didn't catch all the nuance in it.
Also around this time some other curious developments emerged which posed an even greater threat to expose Hogg's Ponzi
scheme. The Boss had long ago convinced the people of Wetton Broods that he would no longer print HoggBucks
specifically for his own indiscriminate spending habits. Instead, he explained to the masses, his income now relied solely on
his booming IOU business which brought in a healthy flow of old HoggBucks for his spending pleasure.
But over the last few years it seemed that everyone in town was issuing their own IOUs, ever since Boss Hogg taught them
all how to do it. And now those "townsfolk IOUs" were circulating like hot potatoes among the people squashing the
demand for Hogg's own IOUs. More and more frequently he found himself late at night printing up new HoggBucks under
the cover of darkness and "buying" his own IOUs -- from himself -- just to have some spending cash.
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Another frightening development for Hogg was that he had lent nearly all of his gold to the bank, and now the price was
once again rising. So feeling the heat of these two new threats Boss Hogg arranged a meeting with his buddies at the bank
and together they hatched a new scheme to bring in a fresh stream of income.
Their scheme entailed opening a new "side business" at the bank. They literally opened a new window on the side of the
building (with their heads) and called it a "ride through window". But this new "side business" was more like a casino than a
bank.
What Hogg and his challenged friends were selling were bets on whose IOUs in town would fail the confidence test first. Of
course he had to take bets against his own IOUs, but because he would be printing the winnings himself this didn't concern
him much. Also, he gave three of the slowest bankers the job of rating everyone's IOUs in town to assist in setting the odds
for the casino. They were instructed to rate everyone against Boss Hogg's own IOUs which would always carry the highest
rating.
7 Years Later
Now there's something I forgot to tell you about the Dukes. Years earlier when they first introduced their new currency, they
too held a meeting for everyone on the east end of town. And at that meeting Bo gave a speech in which he laid out for the
townsfolk just how the Dukes' currency would be different than the HoggBuck. Here is a bit of that speech:
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"What is money? Economists know that money is defined by the functions it performs, as a means of exchange, a unit of
account and a store of value. But, just as importantly, money is also defined by the community for whom it performs these
functions. Because it is an economic instrument for each of its users, it is also a political and cultural bond between them.
Consider this simple fact: we engage in an exchange of goods and services everyday by using money as the means of
exchange; and we offer our labor in exchange for money, which, in itself, has no value. We only do this because we believe
that we will, in turn, be able to exchange that money for more goods or services. This fact tells us much about the
confidence that we place in money itself. And it tells us much more about the confidence that we place in each other. Hence,
money is, in essence, a social contract.
"'The Duke', much more than the 'HoggBuck', represents the mutual confidence at the heart of our community. It is different
from the HoggBuck in that it will never be linked to gold thereby suppressing the value of your gold savings on the free
market, but it also will never be linked to the benefit or enrichment of any single member of our community above another.
It is not backed by the durability (or weakness) of any other thing, nor by the authority of a single fat man. Indeed, what Sir
Thomas More said of gold five hundred years ago – that it was made for men and that it had its value by them – applies very
well to 'The Duke'."
Back to my story: It was about this time that Boss Hogg's Ponzi scheme reached the pinnacle of its complexity and
instability. His casino bet receipts now circulated along with IOUs, HoggBucks and 'Dukes'. But the bet receipts numbered
more than ten times the amount of IOUs! And there were also more than ten times as many IOUs as HoggBucks! Doing the
simple math, that's 100 times as many bets as HoggBucks. So what began decades earlier as a simple Ponzi scheme had
morphed into a very large upside-down pyramid scheme, balancing ever so precariously on its point.
It wouldn't take much to trigger a collapse, and in fact it didn't. The way it actually played out is still being analyzed to this
day, and probably will be for many years to come. But basically what happened was an interconnected collapse of
confidence as Hogg's own IOU rating crew inadvertently exposed his own system's weakness in no uncertain terms.
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What followed was months of social and economic pandemonium and chaos. But somehow Hogg seemed to get it back
under control by running his Greenben-5000 24/7 and quantitatively easing the debt-woes of Wetton Broods by air-dropping
HoggBucks from his hot air balloon.
Curiously though, he wasn't so kind to the Dukes on the east side of town.
2 Years Later
Poor Daisy ran into a rough patch. What with the pandemonium and all, her tourism business had a tough couple of years.
As it turned out she had engaged in Boss Hogg's IOU and casino system the most of any of the Dukes by issuing too many
IOUs of her own. She had issued them denominated in both HoggBucks and 'Dukes'. And now she didn't have enough
HoggBucks or 'Dukes' to pay off her debt.
Ol' Hogg jumped on this opportunity to not only discredit the Dukes as a group, but their paper 'Dukes' as well. But unlike
Hogg and his helmet-heads, the Dukes had vowed not to print their 'Dukes' for the benefit of individuals. This seemed to
amplify Daisy's problems, especially when Boss Hogg publicly mocked the Dukes for their "short-sighted policy" of no
bailout printing.
Of course Daisy still had all of her gold. She wasn't so foolish as to sell it at a low price or worse, to loan it to the bankerbrigade. So the Dukes held a meeting in private to discuss their options. It was clear that Boss Hogg's ridiculous system was
coming to an end, but how should the Dukes deal with Daisy's debt crisis?
When they emerged from their meeting the Dukes announced that Daisy's debt problems would be quantitatively eased.
Boss Hogg laughed out loud shouting to the whole town that the Dukes had sold out, that they were no better than him. But
after the announcement the Dukes just went back inside quietly, confident in the knowledge that it would all soon be over.
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Some Time Later
James, the first tourist to visit Wetton Broods in two years, on a tip from his lovely hostess Daisy whom he had paid with
gold for a night of excellent hospitality, also paid for his hotel room with gold, receiving the kicker of the deed for the entire
hotel itself. Included in this kicker was the hotel's seemingly insurmountable debt owed to Boss Hogg, which was the reason
James got it. And as such, the gold paid at the front desk flowed directly back to Boss Hogg himself, extinguishing the debt.
And for the first time in weeks, Hogg and his band of merry but hungry ex-bankers ate very well at Uncle Jesse's diner.
Oh, and after paying for the feast with gold, Boss Hogg happily took his change in 'Dukes'. The End.
Sincerely,
FOFOA
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Sunday, May 9, 2010
Open Letter to EMU Heads of State
Dear Angela, Nick, Silvio, Jose, Jan, Yves and the rest of you too,
I was just sitting here thinking about some of your statements this weekend like, "We will defend the euro, whatever it
takes," and "When the markets re-open Monday, we will have in place a mechanism to defend the euro. If you don’t think
that’s significant, you haven’t been to many EU summits," and that you will "confront speculators mercilessly." Sounds
exciting, I thought.
And then I started to wonder, Could they really be ready to use "The Nuclear Option" on Monday? (And by the way, the
nuclear option I was thinking about was NOT printing up another 500 bn euros.)
But then it hit me. "Holy Cannoli!", I thought, "they don't even know!"
All of a sudden it hit me that I know something you guys don't! Please bear with me as I try to explain this.
What hit me like 400 tonnes of BOE gold pitched by Gordon Brown was that none of you politicians know what the Central
Bankers know. That there is actually another option for saving the euro. You see, unlike Central Bankers, you slick
politicians come and go with some regularity (I noticed a couple elections just the other day). And also unlike Central
Bankers, you guys have notoriously loose lips and wild-ass socialist political agendas. So chances are they don't fill you in
on all the minutiae of everyday central banking. So it would be easy to also leave out a whopper of a secret along with the
minutiae.
Now what I'm about to tell you might sound a little "tinfoil-esque", but I'll back it up with a logical proof and some
whistleblower testimony. I'm going to tell you about a secret market that maybe only 100 people in the whole world know
exists, because they transact in it. And I will also present what I see as a logical proof that this market MUST exist, or else
other markets would not be the way they are today.
Every scientist knows that there are invisible objects that can only be observed because of the effect they have on other
visible objects. Black holes are a good example. And this secret market is the same kind of thing. It is like a black hole
around which all other markets rotate like a giant gravitational galaxy. It exists because it MUST exist for things to be the
way they are. And in addition to this logical proof, I'll also point you to a Central Bank insider that leaked this information
to a few of us 12 years ago when he predicted something like today's Global Financial Crisis was eventually, inevitably
going to happen. More on that in a moment.
The point is, these Central Bankers do have a secret "Nuclear Option" at their disposal (other than printing more euros). And
they WILL use it if and when they are backed into a corner. They know it's going to blow up on its own soon anyway, so
they have no guilt about it. But in their back pocket they have a secret trigger, just in case. But the question for you, Angela,
Nick, Silvi, Jose, Jan and Yves is, Will they use it in time to save your political careers, or will they only use it if it is needed
to save their own butts?
Now you might be thinking, "How can this secret help us now if it is so secret and under the control of the Central
Bankers?" Well here's the beauty of it: All it will take to deploy this "Nuclear Option" and reset the monetary and financial
world back to a sustainable basis is one simple announcement, the revelation of the existence of this market, or even a
credible leak will do the trick. (You guys are good at leaking stuff, right?) So here we go.
In case you haven't guessed it yet, this secret market I'm talking about is a gold market. But it is a separate gold market
from the LBMA and the COMEX that we all know about. It has a different market-maker and a different price! It is the
other half of a two-tiered gold market that has been operating in secret for at least 15 to 20 years.
But this is nothing new, of course. The Central Banks ran a two-tier gold market openly prior to 1971. They traded their CB
gold with each other for $35/ounce while the plebes traded gold in the ordinary market at around $44/ounce. But even that
$44/ounce price wasn't a totally free market price because the market had to price in the probability that the two-tier system
would eventually end and the 'membrane' separating the Central Banks' 30,000 tonnes and the private ~100,000 tonnes
would be broken. And apparently the market was right, it was broken!
Alexandre Lamfalussy wrote about this two-tier gold market in 1969 in his paper presented at the IMF titled The Role Of
Monetary Gold Over The Next Ten Years:
"Even in the absence of effective purchases or sales on this market by the central banks, this price would only become the
“true” price if all the buyers and sellers of the metal acquired the conviction that no central bank will ever connect the two
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markets in any way. As long as this conviction does not exist--and it does not appear to exist today--the price on the
ordinary market will take into account potential purchases and sales by the official institutions. Quite clearly, the market is
at the moment discounting possible purchases (rather than sales) by the central banks."
(Incidentally, I should point out that Lamfalussy made the news just this weekend saying, "The euro zone is stable despite
the financial woes of Greece.")
What Lamfalussy said the markets were facing in 1969, the rejoining of CB gold and private gold in one market, is exactly
what we are facing today. It did happen back then and it will happen again. The only question is the timing. And that's
where you come in! More on this in a moment.
So anyway, the two-tier market ended in the early 70's as we all know. But what we don't all know is that it started back up
some time later. My best guess is that the BIS started it back up sometime between 1985 and 1995. But why would the BIS
do this? The answer in one word... size!
What the gold market evolved into after 1980 was a market based mostly on legal contracts instead of physical gold. Futures
contracts, forward contracts, mining contracts, custodial contracts etc, etc... And while this contract gold market worked
well for the plebes, it did not have the physical liquidity to supply really big orders, like the ones that come from sovereign
entities and central banks. So the choice faced by the BIS was to either let these large entities bid for their gold in the
contract market (and bring down the system like almost happened in 1979/80), or to restart the two-tier system where very
large orders of physical gold could be transacted without affecting the contract market price. And restart it they did!
Now, since you guys are politicians and probably love the fiat money system, I need to give you a little background on the
importance of gold. This is simply factual economic stuff. Trust me, I won't bore you with goldbug gobbledygook.
The first thing you must understand is that gold is the monetary metal precisely because it is NOT scarce. There is
misinformation out there about rarity and scarcity giving something a monetary value. Rubbish! The fact of the matter is
that gold is valuable as a monetary commodity because its price is STABLE! At least it is supposed to be. All the gold ever
mined is mostly still with us. That's about 160,000 tonnes. Most of that is in private hands now, not with the central banks.
The FLOW of gold on the markets is tiny compared to the stocks of gold in the world. Gold is not used up in industry like
other commodities. It is just moved around like poker chips on the table. It is this extremely large stock (all the gold ever
mined) that makes the price of gold relatively immune to supply and demand shocks unlike other commodities. So if there is
EVER a severe supply shortage of physical gold it means only one thing: There is something wrong with the price
discovery mechanism!
Now, the effect of the contract gold market on the ordinary price of gold has been to keep it at manageable levels for 30
years now. But physical gold and contracts for gold are different things entirely. New contracts can be produced much faster
than new physical gold can be mined. But when demand shifts from contracts to physical (which is happening) this puts
great strain on the market that tries to price them as equals. And what must ultimately happen when this strain breaks the
parity between physical gold and contract gold is that the membrane separating the BIS' physical gold price from the
ordinary market will break.
When this happens, all your debt problems will be reset to manageable and sustainable levels again. In fact, the entire
monetary and financial order will be reset. This is going to happen. And the Central Bankers can make it happen whenever
they want, when they finally feel the heat of the fire on their own butts.
Jim Rickards, Senior Managing Director for Market Intelligence at Omnis, Inc., made this comment recently:
"One point that does not get enough attention is the impact of size in the physical market. It’s one thing to say that COMEX
is $1,100 per ounce and physical might be $1,200 per ounce for one metric tonne if you can find it. But what about 100
tonnes? 500 tonnes? Physical orders of that size are impossible to execute outside of official channels. Size of order is
relevant in any market but I have never seen a market (short of a full blown manipulation or short squeeze) with as much
price inelasticity as physical gold which is why the buy side overhang keep their intentions to themselves."
Interesting statements, eh? And believe it or not, they actually let this guy on CNBC! "Keep their intentions to themselves."
Do they? That would be mighty benevolent of them. Or do they have another place to go for their big transactions?
So here's what's going on: The regular gold market suffices for the general public, some of the "big money" like the ETFs
and hedge funds, and the hedging needs of the commercial banks. The majority of this demand for gold is for hedging
against a currency crisis like... uh... this one! And the banks are perfectly happy with their contracts to show on paper that
they are hedged. Fine. Whatever. But what the regular market CANNOT handle is the really big physical gold transactions.
That's where the BIS comes in.
So this is what the BIS is doing, and has been doing for probably 20 years. It is making the market for a second-tier,
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physical only, sovereign and central bank gold market. This market is totally separate from the LBMA and the COMEX
because it has a separate market-maker and... a separate price! More on this in a moment, because we do have a clue as to
what that secret price might be!
Now, before you run to your respective national central bankers to verify my story, let me just say that this is a very small
secret market. That is, there are only a small number of people in positions of authority that know about it. And I don't know
if all the EU member states' national central banks ever participated in the "bid and offer" portion of this second-tier market.
It probably started during the run-up to the euro launch and the BIS might have been dealing with EU members differently.
You see, before 1971 central bank gold transfers were part of the monetary adjustment mechanism. And during the run-up to
the euro launch it is reasonable to assume that eurosystem gold was returned to this function. So inter-central bank gold
transfers within the EMU during the 1990's were likely "managed" by the BIS to smooth the monetary transition, rather than
being a free market system of bids and offers. So go ahead and ask them, but if they don't know what I'm talking about that
doesn't mean it doesn't exist.
I'll tell you who probably does know... The ECB knows. Trichet. The BIS. The SNB. The PBOC. The Saudis. Probably
Russia and maybe even the BOE. I also suspect the IMF knows about it because they refused to sell any of their announced
"gold for sale" to the private sector at the COMEX price...
See: Eric Sprott: "That left 191.3 metric tonnes left available for purchase to qualified buyers, which include central banks
and sovereign nations. According to Kitco, Eric Sprott bid to buy the remaining 191.3 tonnes and the IMF refused to sell it"
...and...
GATA: "Coincidentally, GATA learned this week on the best authority that a financial house far bigger than Sprott also
recently tried to purchase gold from the IMF, also was refused, and wasn't very happy about the refusal."
Hmm... strange.
What this tells me is that unlike pre-1971, the second-tier gold price is now actually HIGHER than the regular market price.
The opposite situation! And of course this makes perfect sense. Why wouldn't it be higher? How could extremely large
orders, so big they would send the price on the ordinary market to the moon, be handled in physical only at a lower price
like, say, $42.22/ounce (that's the US Treasury price, in case you didn't know!)? Precisely... they couldn't.
Just because we're talking about central banks and sovereign entities here doesn't mean regular market forces don't apply.
They do! And as such, consider the BIS' role as the market-maker in this extraordinary market. From Wikipedia:
A market maker is a company, or an individual, that quotes both a buy and a sell price in a financial instrument or
commodity held in inventory, hoping to make a profit on the bid-offer spread... the market maker sells to and buys from its
clients and is compensated by means of price differentials and for the service of providing liquidity, reducing transaction
costs and facilitating trade.
So here's a big point in the logical proof: This market does exist. If it didn't we would have to accept some very unlikely
assumptions about large interests like the Saudis, the Chinese and the Russians. For one thing, that they are benevolent to
the outside world when it comes to protecting their wealth. What I'm saying is that a market for very large transactions (buy
and sell) of physical gold does exist separate from the LBMA and the COMEX, because they cannot handle the size. The
BIS is the market-maker in this market and in that role, it must be discovering a price that would rock the financial world if
published!
Now, before I move on to the current price on this second-tier gold market, which I've already shown must be higher than
the LBMA paper fix, let's look at how exposing this market would help the EMU and the euro. I'm sure you are aware that,
unlike the US Treasury that keeps its gold booked at $42.22/ounce in perpetuity, the ECB marks all eurosystem gold
reserves on its financial statements to the market price each and every quarter. What this does to the balance sheet is quite
amazing to watch, even at LBMA/COMEX prices! Just imagine what it would look like at BIS prices!!
This is the elephant in the euro chamber that no one wants to talk about. But not so for the dollar. Back in December of
2008, right after the market collapse, none other than former Federal Reserve Governor Lyle Gramley hinted that a big
upward revaluation of gold could figure heavily in the Fed's attempt to rescue the U.S. economy and its own balance sheet
during an interview with Niall Ferguson on the Business News Network in Canada.
In the interview, Ferguson asked: "I've heard it said that the Fed has turned into a government-owned hedge fund, leveraged
at 50 to 1. Do you feel nervous about what this might actually do to the Fed's reputation?"
Governor Gramley replied: "I think you have to reckon with the fact that one of the Fed's assets is gold certificates, which
are priced, as I remember, at $42 an ounce, and if we were to price them at market prices, the Fed's leverage would look a
lot less than it is now."
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The video: BNN interview with Gramley
Here's a thought, what do you think would happen to Greece's reputation (and balance sheet) if its gold were revalued to the
physical price at the BIS? I have some trivia (or not-so-trivia) for you:
Did you know that Greece alone has 14 times as much gold per capita as China? Do you realize that your "PIGS" actually
have the same amount of gold per capita as the US claims to still have? (PIGS=25 tonnes/million people; US=26
tonnes/million people) And did you know the PIGS combined have 34 times as much gold per citizen as China? Astonishing
really. A big gold revaluation should do quite a job on their reputation as swiney muddlers, especially compared to, say,
California? I forget. How much gold does California have left?
So, what could I possibly know about this super-secret price on the super-secret central bank and sovereign-entity physical
gold market? Well, I have a whistleblower! ANOTHER, we'll call him, since he could get in trouble if we knew his real
name...
"...Then, in October of 1997 at the internet's only gold discussion forum of the day, a series of remarkable postings began
appearing under the pseudonym "ANOTHER", offering plausible answers to those questions. What followed in a seemingly
incongruous stream of thought over many months was, in the fullness of time, seen to blend into a logical whole by many
astute readers following the complete text...
"In the final analysis, ANOTHER offers one of the more plausible hypotheses for why the financial markets have acted as
they have in the past few years, and therein lies his immense value to the reader, no matter who he is. Again, knowledge as
is conveyed in his series of "THOUGHTS!" is rarely to be found outside the highest levels of international finance...
"As explained by ANOTHER, an opportunistic arrangement for massive physical gold acquisition among important
petroleum producing and exporting nations could be comfortably facilitated..."
That's part of the introduction to the archives found here and here. Here's the real stuff...
Date: Sat Apr 18 1998 19:18
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
"What Is The Real Price Of Gold IN The Central Bank World?"
The one that posts using SDRer, has shown many times how "Gold Value" is used in international trade. What cannot be
seen is the value of gold in the "INTERBANK" world. Here is the realm of "true valuations" in paper currency terms. It is a
real shocker for lesser eyes.
In this modern world, the current value of every asset is formed by a relationship of gold/currencies/oil. This cross
relationship is the "very basis of our modern world banking system"!
Through this basis, all currencies are given value as the local government treasuries hold US$ as reserves. The US$ is given
backing as its government is guaranteed that all crude oil, worldwide, will be settled in dollars. An oil reserve backing, if
you will. And the "value" that the "future supply of" currency traded "oil" imparts to the world economy, is guaranteed by
an "INTERBANK paper gold MARKET" that values "physical bullion" in the Thousands!...
But, how can this be, you ask? It is done, "right before your eyes" and we see it not! I ask you, if you have one ounce of
gold, and sell it on the market for $300, it is worth $300, yes? Now, what if a CB holds one ounce of gold, and sells it
twenty times, that one ounce is now worth $6,000, no? The difference between you and CB? The persons that hold
"interbank" IOUs for gold, value them at the multiple of leases/sales made against reserves. This leverage, it is held for
performance on bank part. The BIS, it forces performance, on any economy! You ask Korea about gold, yes?
This is why oil can take a small amount of physical gold out of world supply, at current "freely traded", "managed prices",
and hold it at a many times valuation. That is what gives this "new world gold market" much value in trade at high levels.
Look even at your "Comex", and divide the daily volume by the "eligible stocks for delivery". That number (perhaps three
million ounces divided by 150,000 stocks), deliverable, times the spot close gives close, real world price of physical,
$6,000. It follows close to paper trade on LBMA.
You see, "physical gold is of much greater value than public traders can move it for"! In your world, this cannot be, but it is,
and will show for all to see in your time.
Date: Sat Apr 25 1998 22:55
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
It is true, that in times past when a currency is inflated (over printed) to a point of only 10% real gold backing, the
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government could revalue gold upward and the currency was 100% backed again! A terrible blow to the holders of this
paper, but at least the money system survived! Today, the world's currency, the US$, by default, would require a gold price
of many, many thousands to back it without using its citizens as collateral! The only problem with this is the US gold stock
is so small, that even at $10,000/oz, a large deflation would be necessary to decrease the outstanding US currency to this
gold backing level!
Now, consider the Euro. It will have much real gold backing from the beginning. Even at 10% to 30%, the Euro will be the
equivalent of a 100% gold backed dollar, when the world comes off the dollar standard! The selling of old dollar reserves
alone will reprice gold in US$ terms of at least $6,000/oz! Its present interbank reserve value.
5/5/98 ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!)
The BIS is the gold broker for all interbank sales/purchases. Bullion Banks are for sales to other entities. I think, at first,
China was leverage against the oil producers. Then Arabia was allowed into BIS for Euro.
6/14/98 ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!)
Sir, The history of "Hot" paper money does show it to "burn easily" from " much heat"! If you read my Thoughts in today's
replies, we see much "fuel" in dollar derivatives trading in foreign markets. Much of this trading represents a "claim" on
physical gold that may become "a transaction for physical gold" as dollar reserves are displaced. The $6,000 valuation of
gold can only be true if currency deflation destroys enough dollars to bring it down to that range. Without deflation, the
dollar will be devalued much lower than this (higher gold price)! Once the Euro is created and begins to effect world trade
(late 1999 perhaps), the gold market will begin a transition as never before! I think it will be interesting to follow the
politics of this change, yes?
Your question of Euro gold backing? The Euro will not be backed or fixed in gold. It will be the first "modern currency" to
hold true "exchange reserves" in gold. It is important to understand that "exchange reserves" of gold are much more
powerful a tool for currency defense than gold backing! In this system, gold must be traded in a "public physical
market", in that currency, Euros! As such, the Euro can "devalue gold" (Euro price of gold falls) thereby making it strong in
gold! In today's world, this will happen as a "strong Euro physical market" displaces and defaults "the old dollar settlement
paper gold market"! The dollar will become"weak in gold"!
I assure you, there is much more where that came from. But the point of these quotes I selected is ANOTHER's implication
that $6,000 was the "interbank" --meaning interCENTRALbank-- valuation of gold back in 1998, while the ordinary market
price was only $300. What do you think the extraordinary price is today? The market price has gone up 4x. Has the
interCENTRALbank value gone up to $24,000/ounce?
Not much has changed since then on the central bank money printing front. At least nothing in the direction that would
imply a lower multiplier. Perhaps the BIS price is actually up 5x. Is that possible? $30,000/ounce if you want 200 tonnes of
physical gold? Sounds like a lot of money, but it's really not that much if you can print your own money!
The other thing to consider here is the presently thin customer base of the BIS. If this market were to reconnect with the
public like it did in the 1970's, meaning if the public were able to buy and sell physical to and from the central banks, where
would the price go? Would it plummet? Or would it skyrocket? I think the answer is clear. Even the higher BIS "interbank"
price is a false market construct.
So what does this mean for the euro? Well let me ask you this: Why was the euro conceived in the first place? The ECB's
own website lists "the road to the euro" as beginning in 1962:
1962 - The European Commission makes its first proposal (Marjolin-Memorandum) for economic and monetary union.
May 1964 - A Committee of Governors of central banks of the Member States of the European Economic Community
(EEC) is formed to institutionalise cooperation among EEC central banks.
Link - See pg. 52

I believe Alexandre Lamfalussy, who I mentioned earlier, may have been "on this road" 5 years later in 1969 when he
wrote...
"On the one hand, I would like to see gold lose its monetary function; on the other, however, I would not like a national
currency to assume the role of a reserve and international currency, that is to say, that the unsteady gold-exchange
standard be replaced by the dollar standard. Consequently, I would like that the demonetization of gold takes place
alongside with the creation of an international reserve currency. At the risk of repeating myself, I would emphasize that
these are my wishes and not my forecasts.
"...It is this same mistrust, which made it impossible for the gold-exchange standard to function properly and which
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therefore led to the “negotiated” creation of reserves. Seen from this point of view, the establishment of the two-tier
system is an act of despair, the survival of which is more than doubtful. Instead of a decline of the monetary function of
gold, we are on the road to more frequent monetary crises, to exchange restrictions of all kinds and finally to a collapse of
the economy--which could be avoided only by the reestablishment of the gold standard."
Again, from: The Role Of Monetary Gold Over The Next Ten Years
Lamfalussy went on to join the BIS seven years later in 1976 where he remained until 1993. From there he became the
founding president of the European Monetary Institute in Frankfurt, forerunner to the ECB. And from 2000 to 2001 he
chaired the "Committee of Wise Men on the Regulation of European Securities Markets".
I read a great comment the other day that said, "The only true hope at this stage of the game is some kind of miracle that
would produce sufficient real wealth in excess of our compounding debt loads." The revaluation of all the gold reserves in
the world at the true price discovered on a physical-only global gold market would be just such a miracle. And with the ECB
"Mark to Market" policy and the eurosystem gold in place, the euro is built to receive just such a miracle.
Now I might be completely wrong. I suppose it is possible that all the wealthy sovereigns and overflowing central banks of
the world are so benevolent as to withhold their bids for actual physical gold from the LBMA and the COMEX and patiently
wait in line for a few scraps from the IMF. It is possible, but is it probable?
It is also possible that ANOTHER was just an Internet crackpot looking for attention. I suppose such a person could persist
in capturing people's attention for over four straight years of writing and then have his words carry on for another eight
years without being debunked as a complete crank. It is possible, but is it probable?
All I'm suggesting, dear leaders, is that you might want to look into this. Do a little digging, so to speak, while you still have
political careers that allow you to dig into extraordinary things. You might be surprised what miracle you will find.
Sincerely,
FOFOA
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Thursday, May 13, 2010
Hair of the Dog?

The ever wise Dennis Kneale, in the video below, quotes "most economists" as saying the cure for today's debt crisis is "the
hair of the dog that bit me", or "load up on debt", "the hang-over cure".
A shot of whiskey in the morning? Is this the $IMFS in a nutshell?
Yes indeed it is.
Nassim Taleb, on the other hand, calls our mountain of debt a tumor. He says we must remove the tumor and do to
everyone, including the US, what we did to the Greeks: force austerity. But he goes on to point out this is impossible in a
democracy. It is only possible when you are doing it to someone else.
So, he says, we will proceed into hyperinflation. And this hyperinflation will be brought on one day by people "buying
gold", or "running to currencies without a government". Nassim also mentions that "Larry Summers seems to be treating the
US economy the way he treated Harvard, with his bogus projections". (Please see: "Harvard Swaps Are So Toxic Even
Summers Won't Explain" in Gold: The Ultimate Hedge Fund for more on this perspective.)
Here is the interview...

Did you notice Nassim's body language at the end of the interview? He was leaning far away from the hosts. I think the
phrase "don't shoot the messenger" applies well to theoreticians like Nassim Taleb who try to warn us that some big event is
coming, unmistakably, unavoidably, inevitably.
Some time ago I wrote, "There is an important difference between practitioners and theoreticians both in science and
economics. Practitioners have always ridiculed the warnings of theoreticians and philosophers in almost all areas of human
endeavor. Their attacks usually begin by pointing out the lack of practical experience of the theoreticians. But it is a very
important role that theoretician play in society, to point out things that have been overlooked by the practitioners.
"The problem today is that our markets are built, run and enforced entirely by former practitioners with a clear disdain for
theoreticians and their warnings of low-frequency, high-impact inevitable events. This dynamic sets us up for catastrophic
failures every once in a while."
You probably noticed that Nassim is not only a theoretician, but also a practitioner. (Join Nassim's 12,590 followers on Twitter
here.)

I would like add that I agree 100% with Nassim Taleb here. I have been following him and writing about him, Benoit
Mandelbrot, Black Swans, Chaos Theory, Fractals, hyperinflation and inevitable high-impact events ever since the market
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crash in 2008. Please note from above that Taleb says things are worse now, and then watch this interview that I first posted
on October 24, 2008:

Nassim's job as a theoretician is to take the "Black" out of "Black Swan". It is to show us that the collapse of the entire
system is a normal event. This is important. Systemic collapse is normal. Hyperinflation is normal. Resets are normal. In
this case, normal does not mean common, it simply means inevitable.
James Aitken in his May 10, 2010 newsletter, "Notes from a Small Island" writes...
In September 1999, Charles Perrow of Princeton published Normal Accidents: Living with High-Risk Technologies.
Mr. Perrow uses the term “normal accident” in part as a synonym for "inevitable accidents." This categorization is based on
a combination of features of high-risk systems: interactive complexity and tight coupling.
Normal accidents in a particular system may be common or rare ("It is normal for us to die, but we only do it once."), but
the system's characteristics make it inherently vulnerable to such accidents, hence their description as "normal."
A normal accident occurs where systems are sufficiently complex to allow unexpected interactions of failures to defeat the
best safety measures, and sufficiently tightly coupled to allow the failures to cascade into an even larger disaster, such as the
one still unfolding in the Gulf of Mexico.
Hair of the dog, Dennis, really? Here is something Philipp Hildebrand, Chairman of the Governing Board of the Swiss
National Bank, said during opening remarks at the High-Level Conference on The International Monetary System in
Zurich...
“Arguably, much of the debate surrounding the international monetary system boils down to the following question: how
sustainable is an international monetary regime, in which one national currency serves as the international reserve asset?
Over the past few decades, this question has been examined under different perspectives.
“A first perspective was the so-called “Triffin dilemma”, discussed in the context of the Bretton Woods fixed exchange rate
regime. This discussion highlighted that increasing indebtedness of the reserve-issuing country would in time undermine
the very confidence that forms the basis for the reserve asset status.
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“A second perspective refers to the alleged “exorbitant privilege” of the reserve-issuing country. It highlights the asymmetry
in the adjustment to shocks, as the reserve-issuing country has the privilege of not being under much pressure to adjust
to current account deficits, at least over the short and medium term…”
I have been saying this for a while now. What the US federal government and the Fed have done is transfer systemic debt
risk into the currency, making it more explosive than anyone can imagine. Europe is undergoing this same transfer of risk
right now. But there is still a subtle difference between the euro and the dollar. Here is an extract from my post, No Free
Lunch...
There are some clever deflationists that will tell you that the dollar is going to rise in value giving Ben, Tim, Barack and the
entire DC gang a lengthy free lunch, all because of the giant debt overhang in the economy that backs the US dollar. The
thinking goes something like this. The world is full of debt. The dollar is backed by this debt, and is therefore balanced by
it. As long as the debt remains, it must be serviced with dollars which drives up the demand for dollars, and therefore the
value of dollars. If the service of the debt starts to fail then the dollar will start to fall making the service of the debt easier
(with cheaper dollars) and the service will then resume, raising the dollar back up. I call this the see-saw theory...
The problem is, you see, the biggest debtor of all is the very printer of the currency all that debt is denominated in. And this
debtor is now picking up ALL of the slack left behind by everyone else. Only his debt service will never fail, because he can
print that service with the click of a mouse. And since he doesn't have to seek dollars on the open market, his debt has the
OPPOSITE effect of all other debt. Instead of driving up demand for the dollar, it drives it down (and drives up supply at the
same time)!
Normal debt = dollar demand up, dollar supply down.
US Fed Gov't debt = dollar demand down, dollar supply way up!
As the dollar starts to fall in value, this has no effect whatsoever on the ability of the world's biggest debtor's ability to
service it, and therefore has no see-saw-leverage effect that raises the value of the dollar back up. Instead, it has the exact
OPPOSITE effect... once again. Because now this biggest debtor must print even MORE dollars to suck in the same
SUBSTANTIAL AMOUNT of the real economy at ZERO cost.
And here is another way I illustrated this effect in pictures...
This first diagram shows how private debt service, private reinvestment and productive enterprise normally act as a countercycle to credit-based inflation. But the only way it works under the global dollar reserve system is for the debt hole to grow
infinitely deeper while the accumulation of paper bonds and bills is piled infinitely higher. There is no balance or reset
mechanism in place. Only catastrophic collapse:
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This next diagram shows in a simple picture what happens when the private debtor fails to keep up with infinite expansion.
This is Greece as well as your neighbor that lost his house. Once you remove the private counterbalance the Fed must pick
up the slack. Notice that there is no longer a counter-rotational flow:
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This next diagram shows about where we are today. We are monetizing the failing debt. We are replacing credit money with
base money, and the US federal deficit is the enabler of this process. As FOA said:
My friend, debt is the very essence of fiat. As debt defaults, fiat is destroyed. This is where all these deflationist get their
direction. Not seeing that hyperinflation is the process of saving debt at all costs, even buying it outright for cash. Deflation
is impossible in today's dollar terms because policy will allow the printing of cash, if necessary, to cover every last bit of
debt and dumping it on your front lawn! (smile) Worthless dollars, of course, but no deflation in dollar terms!"
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At some point soon, in between the above diagram and the next one, the markets are going to repudiate any more dollar debt
in recognition of what is unfolding. This event will propel us into this last diagram as the Fed will be forced to print every
last dollar spent by the US federal government, and that's a lot of dollars. This diagram represents Weimar Germany in the
1920's, Zimbabwe in the 2000's and the USA in the 2010's:
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(The above diagrams came from my post Greece is the Word)

A little "hair of the dog" I'd say. Or maybe a little too much "hair of the dog".
As regular FOFOA readers know, I believe the BIS (the Bank for International Settlements) is prepared to manage the
clearing of international trade after the inevitable collapse of the dollar. And the preferred clearing mechanism at the BIS?
Gold, of course, at a much higher value than today. A "physical-only" value!
The IMF would of course prefer to be the "global banker", using SDRs which are mostly dollars, but who do you think will
win the confidence game this time? The IMF encourages more "hair of the dog", just like Dennis Kneale! What about the
BIS?
Here is what the BIS thinks...
The Western world keeps spending its way to disaster
by Neil Reynolds
The Globe and Mail
Published on Wednesday, May. 12, 2010
The Swiss-based Bank of International Settlements (BIS), the oldest international financial institution in the world, has
functioned as the central bank of central bankers for 80 years. In a working paper written by three senior staff economists
(“The future of public debt: prospects and implications”), released in March, BIS warns that Greece isn't the only Western
economy with hazard lights flashing.
Indeed, it names 11 more: Austria, France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands, Portugal, Spain, Britain – and
the United States. Without “drastic measures,” BIS says, all of these countries will hit a wall of debt.
When the senior economists at BIS warn 12 of the richest countries on Earth that they must take drastic action to reduce
debt, you know that it’s time to check the air bags. The only thing you don't know, that you need to know, is the precise time
of the crash. The lesson is already obvious: Governments can't drive recklessly, use only the accelerator for braking and not
eventually crash.
The BIS paper notes that the public debt of 30 OECD countries will (on average) exceed 100 per cent of GDP within the
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next year, “something that has never happened before in peacetime.” But it warns that conventional debt-to-GDP ratios are
misleading – missing “enormous future costs” that are already authorized by past fiscal commitments, that will inexorably
inflate public debt further still.
By the end of 2011, the BIS economists calculate, U.S. government debt will have risen from 62 per cent of GDP in 2007,
not quite three years ago, to 100 per cent. Britain’s debt will have risen from 47 per cent of GDP to 94 per cent. Italy’s debt
will have risen from 112 per cent of GDP to 130 per cent. All together, the public debt of the 12 countries will have risen
from 73 per cent of combined GDP to 105 per cent.
At this debt level, the risk of sovereign default rises rapidly. But the BIS analysis says this unprecedented debt level will
itself increase “precipitously” in coming years. It will not, as each of these countries separately insists, fall.
For one thing, the BIS report says, countries that proclaim spending restraint generally do not actually do it. Normally, they
hold the line – temporarily. Normally, they slow the rate of increase – temporarily. All pronouncements aside, the BIS report
says, these 12 countries have made such grandiose spending commitments that they are predestined for higher debt. The
U.S. debt-GDP ratio will hit 150 per cent in the next decade. Britain’s debt-GDP ratio will hit 200 per cent. Japan’s debtGDP ratio will hit 300 per cent.
These increases in debt, the BIS report says, are untenable. The financial markets, of course, won't permit them. The only
mystery, the BIS report says, is exactly when the markets will intervene. History shows, the report says, that when the
markets do rebel, they often do so instantaneously and decisively – often without much warning.
“When, in the absence of fiscal actions, will investors start demanding a much higher compensation for the risk of holding
the increasingly large amounts of public debt that [these countries] are going to issue to finance their extravagant ways?” the
BIS economists ask. “The question is when will markets start putting pressure on governments, not if,” they respond.
When the markets do require a much higher risk premium, the consequences will be felt around the world – on rich and
poor countries alike, on the thrifty as well as on the profligate. These consequences will certainly fall on Canada as well. If
it takes Europe to save Greece, what will it take to save Europe? Emerging economies have done a better job than the rich
countries in controlling debt. Asian government debt stands at 40 per cent of GDP; Central European government debt
stands at 28 per cent; Latin American government debt stands at 37 per cent.
In its most spooky, mind-boggling analysis, the BIS economists try to determine the share of GDP that interest rates would
require – assuming, across the next 30 years, that the 12 governments kept spending as they are spending now. In the case of
the United States, interest payments would cost 22 per cent of GDP in 2040. In the case of Britain, interest payments would
cost 27 per cent. For Britain, this would shove the government’s share of GDP close to 80 per cent.
Prime Minister Stephen Harper and Finance Minister Jim Flaherty are right to press the more profligate countries for an exit
strategy from stimulus spending. But what the rich economies actually need is an exit strategy from too much spending of
all kinds and a return to some pragmatic recognition of the limits of government.
The writers of the BIS report are Stephen Cecchetti, head of the BIS monetary and economic department; M.S. Mohanty,
director of the BIS macroeconomic analysis department; and Fabrizio Zampolli, BIS’s senior economist. Their report
deserves both attention and action.
© Copyright 2010 CTVglobemedia Publishing Inc. All Rights Reserved.
Presented here unmodified under the Fair Use Doctrine of International Copyright Law

And just because I find it so darn intriguing, I present this excerpt from a letter written by a retired financial analyst in his
eighties,
Mr. Johnston of Houston, Texas to his sons and posted on the
Gold-Eagle.com website back in 1997...
"The BIS, the Central Bank's central bank, was formed in 1930 to handle the collection of German war debt following
World War I. Its members are the central banks of the industrial world, such as the Bank of England, the German
Bundesbank, the Federal Reserve Bank, the Bank of Japan, and so on. It is almost certainly the most powerful financial
institution in the world. Never once in its long history has it ever had to ask for help from any government.
A definite coolness exists between the BIS and the United States. This goes back to the Bretton Woods Conference in 1944,
held to set up the machinery for resuming world business after World War II. Even though this conference established the
gold-backed U.S. dollar as the only reserve currency, the U.S. did everything it could to torpedo the BIS and give sole
power to the American sponsored International Monetary Fund. The war was not over in 1944, but the combatants still got
together and defeated this U.S. grab. In the final showdown, the Europeans and Japan never completely trusted the U.S.
As the years went by, the BIS suspicions were justified. The U.S. began to abuse its reserve currency role by simply printing
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dollars. American companies began to buy control of businesses all over the world. In 1971, President Nixon took the dollar
off the gold standard, and introduced the novel idea of floating currencies. Meanwhile, the U.S. national debt began to
increase each year, until it now stands at about $5.5 Trillion, an astronomic amount that can ever, ever be repaid. It was clear
that the U.S. was out of control.
Along about 1972, I began to spend a great deal of time and effort in studying the BIS and its agenda. The first thing I found
was that although the U.S. had turned its back on gold, the BIS were aggressively buying it. By 1990, the BIS were by far
the largest holder of gold, with more than one billion ounces. This amounts to an outright corner on gold.
The next thing I learned is that the BIS are extremely closemouthed. It keeps a low profile. Its favorite M/O is the sneak
attack. They have their own word for this – "coup". Their ideal coup is one where the victim is taken by surprise, and does
not even know what hit him. The BIS tries to leave no fingerprints. Thus their coups often become perfect crimes.
The third thing I learned was that the BIS had two ironclad objectives. Both were so bold that they would take your breath
away:
1) To destroy the Soviet Union, as a threat to world peace.
2) To destroy the dollar as the worlds reserve currency.
We all know that the Soviet Union collapsed in 1989. This was done by the BIS without firing a shot. They simply loaned
large sums of money to the Soviets, and then called the loans. Just a routine castration! A simple foreclosure. This is how
they got the Russian gold.
The second goal, of bringing down the dollar as a reserve currency, has not yet been reached, but I believe it soon will be."
I'll also remind you of this Q&A I posted in "The Gold Man" (not Goldman) at the BIS:
Q: **One other item you might clarify for me is "Who is really behind BIS?**
A: Perhaps, "who control them"?
Q: **The Swiss?
A: Yes.
Q: **The eurocentral banks?
A: Yes.
Q: **Who does BIS really represent?
A: "old world, gold economy, as viewed thru modern eyes" or " way to move from US$ without war".
Q: **Why was Saudi Arabia just included in BIS?
A: answered.
Q: **Has Saudi Arabia gone with Europe?
A: Yes.
As you ponder the above while choking down the bitterness of more "hair of the dog that bit you" being forced down your
throat by the politicians, I'll leave you with this tasty morsel from financial advisor and Zero Hedge contributor, Michael
Krieger today...
"I feel very bad for the German people. Not only do I feel bad for them but I can empathize. I too am being forced to sit
back and watch this comedy of errors as a corrupt, inept and increasingly dangerous class of elitist political and financial
oligarchs destroys my nation.
"On Sunday night an ex-client that I have remained in contact with since my days at Bernstein sent me an email with a
simple question: “What do you think of the bailout.” I didn’t have time to answer it during trading Monday but when I
finally sat down I wrote the following.
"Basically, it’s a total joke as is everything else the politicians have done. No one and nothing is allowed to fail and this
relates to the fact that the global monetary and financial system is a complete house of cards. It’s insanely bullish for gold. If
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Germans rioted they would be in the streets today. They totally got sold out beyond belief. But it doesn’t seem to be in their
nature to riot so rather I think they will dump their Euros and buy gold. That’s how Germans riot.
"With every passing day and every new bailout of the global banks (which is all this is, all TARP was, and all everything
has been) more and more people awaken to the fact it’s all a total scam. This will just accelerate the process of dumping the
paper currencies we use today in favor of hard assets as this system is obviously coming down.
"A lot of people keep asking, is this the same as post Bear Stearns? I mean here is the biggest difference in my mind. Back
then people believed in the system, the market and what we have going generally. Not now. Not anymore. Thousands more
people every day figure out it’s rigged and it’s a ponzi scheme."
Sincerely,
FOFOA
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Thursday, May 27, 2010
Reflection

One good thing that has come out of this blog is that new people are discovering ANOTHER and FOA every day. Another
positive development is that gold price predictions are no longer capped at $2,000. Of course I don't presume to give credit
for this second development to my small blog, but these are just two significant changes that I have observed since starting
it in Aug. 2008.
Back then A/FOA were ignored and/or banned everywhere I looked. I found only one other person on the entire Internet
who had read the archives and wanted to talk about them. Since then I have found hundreds more while gathering more than
half a million total visits from 180,000 unique IP addresses.
Also back then, the highest gold price predictions I could find were $1,650 on JSMineset and $2,000 from Peter Schiff and
Eric Janszen. That is, until I read A/FOA's predictions of $10,000 to $30,000 from back in 1997. Today high predictions are
not uncommon at all. In fact, just yesterday Ben Davies was on CNBC talking about gold at $36,000 per ounce! (I wonder if
he reads my blog! ;)

But as I believe I definitively demonstrated in my post Gold: The Ultimate Un-Bubble, the future price of gold is completely
arbitrary. Unlike everything else, it has no economic restraints whatsoever, therefore it can go as high as is needed.
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The gold base has always existed and has always been vital to whatever fictional monetary system was layered on top of it.
The gold base is the volume of gold times the price of gold (GB=VOGxPOG). And this base is de facto vital on all scales,
from global to national to individual.
The gold base not only exerts pressure on monetary systems but it also receives pressure from them. There is a symbiotic
relationship between the gold base and monetary systems, whether money is exchangeable for gold at the bank or not.
Of course at one time physical gold and silver were the monetary system, and nothing else was considered money. But
today, and for the past several systems the symbiosis between the gold base and money has been very active.
As monetary systems mature, be they a gold standard (pre-1922), the gold exchange standard (1922-1971) or the dollar
reserve standard (1971-present), the price and volume of gold (the gold base) is under constant pressure to expand.
Concurrently, whenever the gold base is restrained from its necessary and natural expansion (either through mining
restriction or price appreciation restriction/fixed or semi-fixed parity) it exerts pressure back on the monetary system.
This symbiotic dynamic becomes a classic feedback loop that always ends in 1) a new or reworked monetary system and 2)
an explosive expansion of the gold base. Today is no different.
What I write about here at FOFOA is the very meaning of this inevitable end, this "phase transition". And what this phase
transition, or paradigm shift, will look like from the other side. I try to write about it from as many different perspectives
and angles as I can come up with to not only share my understanding, but also to test my understanding. And so far so good.
Here are a few recommended posts for the newcomers who find this subject interesting...
The 21st Century Bank Run
GOLD & MONEY: More Than Meets the Eye
Synthesis
Greece is the Word
Living in a Powder Keg and Giving Off Sparks
Gold: The Ultimate Hedge Fund
I can feel it coming...
Gold: The Ultimate Wealth Reserve
Metamorphosis
Gold is Wealth
Gold is Money - Part 1
Gold is Money - Part 2
Gold is Money - Part 3
Fair Value Gold?
Your Own, Personal, Freegold
Say Goodbye to Wall Street
Shake the Disease
The End of a Currency
No Free Lunch
Confiscation Anatomy - A Different View
The Waterfall Effect
The Call of the Century
Bondage or Freegold?
Call Me Contrarian
The Triumvirate of Wealth
Dead End
The Bermuda Triangle of Currency
Mona Lisa or Ben Franklin?
Weimar Reloaded
Taking Delivery of Physical
The Underwater Beach Ball Effect
Worst Case Scenario (12" Remix)
The Judgement of Value
All Paper is STILL a short position on gold
Bankrupt Economics
On "Hyperinflation"
As for price prediction calls, these are most difficult to make, second only to timing. Because once you realize what is
actually happening, that paper gold markets like COMEX, the LBMA, GLD and others are the new restraining factor in
gold base expansion, you must come to the ultimate conclusion that the next explosive gold base expansion will be a price
reset of physical gold only. And that it must be large enough to solve today's biggest problem, infinite debt, or put another
way, debt without any limit.
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What makes it doubly difficult for the reader of such price predictions is that almost no gold-price prognosticators
differentiate between inflation-adjusted and non-inflation-adjusted predictions. And rest assured, they do this for a reason!
That reason is that by reserving differentiation, they utilize inflation as a hedge for their predictions. In other words, inflation
will ALWAYS prove them correct in the long run.
But I have never taken such liberties. I have always been clear that when I guess at the future price of gold, it is in inflationadjusted dollars. That is to say, my predictions are in today's dollar's present purchasing power. Non-inflation-adjusted or
nominal gold prices in the future are simply impossible to predict. Just look at Zimbabwe. An ounce of gold could easily
pay off the US national debt, nominally, if history is any guide.
But perhaps if the debt would have been allowed to collapse and default along with the banking system and a few of the
most profligate governments, the marketplace would have only imposed a gold base expansion to somewhere between
$10,000-$20,000 per ounce, that is, in today's dollars. But this was never to be.
We cannot know where the market will take the physical-only price of gold in order to solve today's debt problem. But we
do know a few things that can give us a clue. 1) It will be a phase transition, or a paradigm shift that will knock your socks
off. As someone recently wrote, you can heat water to 99 degrees Celsius and it will not boil. But go one degree higher and
matter itself changes form. This is a phase transition. 2) The gold base expansion/phase transition will be completely
unrestrained by economic forces, unlike any other physical material like oil, for example. In other words, it will appear
completely arbitrary by all rational expectations and past ratios. The only scale on which it will make any sense is that it
will solve the global debt problem.
But beware! This "market solution" to the global debt problem may not be as pleasant as you think. It might be, to borrow a
fantastic phrase from Dan Amerman, a reluctant state of “Accidental Virtue”, to which we will all be dragged kicking and
screaming.
The systemic rise of global imbalance, the creation of massive amounts of new and ever-more-worthless government digits,
all to shore up unimaginable debt mountains held at the banks and central banks... all this and more, now demands
settlement in very scarce physical gold metal. And with no international "window" to deliver such metal settlement at
today's price, it must come from the global gold stock, from the holders of physical gold. The "flow" at today's price is not
nearly sufficient. But the "stock" is plenty big... at the right price.
Gold must become free to settle all the massive imbalances that have accumulated for more than 88 years.
Before 1922, domestic debt claims in each nation were the "paper gold" of the day, as they were the only thing other than
physical gold that the banks could hold in reserve and issue more credit upon during the gold standard.
After 1922 "paper gold" was expanded to also include British Pound Sterling and US dollars. But the banks receiving these
new "paper gold reserves" (dollars and pounds) deposited them back in their banks of creation in London and New York.
And as such, these "international paper gold reserves" doubled the money supply in amounts equal to all balance-ofpayment deficits run by England and America. New credit was issued upon these reserves in both the surplus-running
country and the deficit country of origin and deposit.
So the US and UK deficits never contracted the aggregate purchasing power of those countries after 1922, the way deficit
settlements are supposed to. Instead, they exported their monetary inflation outward to the surplus-running countries. This
was the very beginning of the US exorbitant privilege that continues to this day.
The collapse of the credit expansion bubble built upon this "double pyramid" contributed to the amplification of a simple
recession into the Great Depression of the 1930's. This unforeseen development forced the overnight devaluation of all
"paper gold" worldwide.
Following World War II the US dollar became the only "paper gold" accepted as international bank reserves, doubling
monetary base in amounts equal to the crescendo that became the US trade deficit for the next 27 years. This "paper gold"
pyramid finally collapsed in 1971, sending the price of gold up more than 2,000% in 8 short years.
And from 1980 until today, well, you all know what the modern "paper gold" looks like. And yes, the banks' reserves now
consist of domestic debt claims, US dollars, "paper gold", other foreign currency, and yes, even foreign debt claims today.
And yes, the recycling of trade deficit payments back to the country of issue continues to multiply the reserve base of the
global banking system, the same way it did in 1922.
The "miracle" of modern banking is that all this exponential monetary inflation is cycled directly into assets and
"investments". In other words, it is funneled into DEBT! It rarely hits the grocery store, at least not at levels that the people
notice. Not yet that is.
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But what this all means is that economic growth has no hope of ever keeping up with "financial growth". To stock market
investors at certain times in history, like 1999, this seems like a new manna from heaven. Or for those lucky few who
bought homes in 2000 and sold them in 2006. What a miracle!
But the reality is that we have a big problem today. And that problem is all the debt that is simply unserviceable on the
physical plane of reality, let alone ever paying back the principle on collateral worth half what it used to be worth. This is a
really big problem, and it will be resolved in a really big way.
Now, what is not going to happen this time like times in the past is that no one is going to manually reset the gold base at a
new level to make things temporarily sustainable again. First of all, there is no gold window like before where they can reset
the price. There is no sovereign hoard being dished out for them to protect. In fact, the higher the price goes, the more
existing hoards are protected!
So, the way I have started looking at this, from a macro perspective, is; What will market forces do to fix the problem? And
the answer is that the market will recapitalize itself through the gold base, just as it has done for thousands of years. This is a
free market force I am talking about. It will not be resisted by those in power when it happens because they have bigger
problems to worry about than trying to restrain the value of their only true reserves below market value.
This action I'm talking about could come at any moment. It is not something that relies on a specific metric hitting a specific
critical number. Like a deep-water oil reserve, the pressure is already there, and the hole has already been drilled. All it will
take is an event... any event. Like the forced default of a sovereign nation on its debt service, or a failed auction of new debt
from Earth's biggest debtor, or a bad stock market crash, or a failure to deliver physical gold to the wrong recipient... or
whatever. The list is long.
And the realization that I have personally come to is that the market wants to recapitalize the world, default some of the
global debt and settle the rest of it after recapitalization. This is not a human-managed restructuring I am talking about. It is
"the mountain coming down" via gravity. So in very rough terms I am looking for the worst transgressors to have to part
with roughly half of their gold after revaluation. This will leave them with enough real capital to rebuild within the new,
emergent meritocracy... the reluctant state of “Accidental Virtue”.
So the point of this post, what I hope will sink in, is that the future "inflation-adjusted" price of gold, the price in TODAY'S
dollars, can literally be anything. Forget ratios. Forget technical analysis. Focus only on the debt! And this epiphany... this
realization... this discovery... should be enough to convince anyone to get on the receiving end of this "very unfair" transfer
of wealth. Actually, fair or not matters little. What else is fair in this world? Seriously. I am not here to pass on my moral
fortitude, only to share my observations and understanding.
And here is the definitive issue. Does gold's "future price" need to suffice at a "gold window" in exchange for dollars? No.
So does it need to relate to the $5T in existing monetary base? No. Does it need to credibly establish convertibility with all
existing debt? Yes! And how much of the world's gold needs to establish this credibility? All of it? The stock... the flow?
The answer is that the global stock doesn't matter. And present flow is irrelevant. What matters most is future flow and the
existing stock of the biggest debtors. This is the incalculable calculation that will lead you to the future price of gold.
I put it most likely around $100K, but at least somewhere between $50K and... well... here's Steve Hickel's take...
Those [nations] with high dollar reserves and low gold reserves are exactly the point of a gold revaluation. By the US
divesting itself of one-half of its gold reserves (let’s have an audit first, however) of 261M ounces of yellow at a value of
$500K/ounce, it can swap $500K for each ounce of one-half of its reserves. In the end, China and others will not have any
(or at least fewer) dollar reserves and much higher gold reserves and the US will (if it has not already divested without our
knowledge or consent) still have half of its reserves.
Preferred buyers of US gold are those holding large tranches of US Debt. We have all heard (read) here that $60T appears to
be the value of all US debt both internal and external. I would belabor the math again, but to summarize, if the US swapped
half of its gold for $60T in debt, it would have to do so at $500K/oz. plus or minus a few 10’s of thousand dollars per ounce.
A one-time quick and unexpected valuation of gold at $500K per ounce, of course, would have unintended consequences.
But let’s suppose the US and IMF decided as a measure to support International currencies [and debt] that such a one-time
act was warranted (this was one of the measures of the G20 goals — "support international currencies"). It cannot be worse
than the unintended consequences were are seeing by adding more debt on debt. Those left out in the cold regarding gold's
value would be those countries such as the UK, who under PM Brown, divested most of its gold holdings at the low in the
market. It would also leave out non-holders of gold assets in the investor class worldwide.
Again, I point out the absolute ridiculous nature of gold pundits who predict a price of $1600 as a high-mark for gold. It
may hit $1600... on its way to $500K/oz... but only for a few seconds. I believe the reason there is the gold battle
documented earlier today between Asia and the US gold markets is because there is a line in the sand. If this is breached
then as we have heard cited, “we stare into the abyss….” I take this to mean that the dollar will be toast.
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The cost of high gold in the eyes of those who spend so much to keep gold down (the Fed and some Banks who act as its
agents) is a failed currency. Time does not favor the anti-gold. They who seek to control the paper gold market through
outright intervention (manipulation) and secret back-room deals, have already lost the war. It is only a matter of time now
that such matters will resolve themselves. Ammunition is running low. We only hope that US gold is not running low too —
as I fear they may have tapped the hidden wealth of America to keep Humpty Dumpty propped up on the wall a tad longer.
Time for America to come clean and pay its debts…
Here is one final Thought for you all to ponder. Gold is not an investment. It is not insurance. Gold is the wealth
consolidator.
I'll end this post of reflection with what I submitted as my "bio" to a couple spotlight sites. It consists solely of a few
poignant quotes from two of the best friends I never met...
FOFOA
A Tribute to the Thoughts of Another and his Friend
Gold is about understanding the events that brought us here, and those still unfolding
"Brokers and traders will show you, "turn your gold into wealth", "put it to productive use, Trade It"! "Sell your gold and
buy it again, many times". "Do this and find the value lost from your youth"!
But I say, spend your time in the company of truly wealthy ones, see how they make gold lie very still! Know this now, the
world will again, in your time, feel value in gold as never before. And that value will be as the "productive use of holding
wealth thru the fire of change". "Yes, you can also walk in the footsteps of giants".
"The economic game is ending! Watch closely as the world currencies and markets fall one by one. Watch in absolute
wonder as the demand for oil plunges and its price goes thru the roof. Yes, oil stocks will crash with the markets. And gold?
You will never know its price. It will stop all trading as it slices thru $10,000+."
"Sir, the world is going to change, and the rules of engagement will also change. Gold will be repriced, once! It will be
enough for your time of life."
"Finally, we will all have a wealth reserve that places our footing in life on equal ground with the giants around us. Gold!
Understanding the events that got us here and how they will unfold before us is what the Gold Trail is all about."
"My friend, debt is the very essence of fiat. As debt defaults, fiat is destroyed. This is where all these deflationists get their
direction. Not seeing that hyperinflation is the process of saving debt at all costs, even buying it outright for cash. Deflation
is impossible in today's dollar terms because policy will allow the printing of cash, if necessary, to cover every last bit of
debt and dumping it on your front lawn! (smile) Worthless dollars, of course, but no deflation in dollar terms!"
"What changes is the recognition of what we do produce for ourselves and what we require from others to maintain our
current standard of living. In the US this function will be a reverse example from these others. We will come to know just
how "above" our capabilities we have been living. Receiving free support by way of an over valued dollar that we spent
without the pain of work."
"Hear me now, what the wealthy and powerful know: real value does not have to always be stated or converted throughout
time. It need only be repriced once during the experience of life, that will be much more than enough!"
Sincerely,
FOFOA
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Tuesday, June 1, 2010
Stress Relief

“In times of stress, be bold and valiant.”
Horace 65 BC-8 BC
The Financial Times published an article Sunday revealing details of a BIS study and statements by the BIS chief economic
adviser, calling it "a pre-emptive blast before the banks launch their own lobbying effort on June 10."
Bankers’ ‘doomsday scenarios’ under fire
Yesterday, from this FT article, Zero Hedge observed a possible rift between the BIS and the $IMFS, stating, "Curiously one
entity that has decided to take on this "fire and brimstone" head on and to warn the general population to ignore the bankers
"doomsday scenarios" is the bankers' bank, the BIS."
Bank Of International Settlements Warns To Ignore Banker "Doomsday Scenario" Fearmongering And Racketeering
In his latest newsletter, William Buckler describes how the $IMFS has been pushing the ECB to print faster, more like the
FED...
Fresh from his trip to China, US Treasury Secretary Geithner spent two days in Europe. His “mission” (which he accepted
with open arms) was to urge the European Union to translate the 750 Billion Euro bailout package they announced on May
10 into “action”. Mr Geithner is not pleased that while the money has been promised, little if any of it has yet been actually
spent.
“What markets want to see is action”, said Mr Geithner, “the big lesson of the US financial crisis was that you have to act
quickly and with force.”
What has been seen as the sovereign debt crisis which has evolved in Europe this year is an almost carbon copy of what was
seen in the lead up to and the aftermath of the Lehman bailout in late 2008. The difference is that the European
“powers that be” were far more reluctant to bite the bailout bullet than were their counterparts in the White House, the
Treasury and the Fed in September/October 2008. The Europeans took more than five months to finally cave in and
announce that they were going to drown the situation in newly created paper. In the US, the deed was done over a weekend.
www.the-privateer.com
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But German publication Der Spiegel tells us that it's not all 'cumbaya' in Europe over this printing...
The European Central Bank has been buying up Greek bonds by the bucketload, even though Athens is already getting
money from an EU rescue fund. German central bankers suspect a French plot behind the massive buy-up -- after all, it
gives French banks the perfect opportunity to get rid of their Greek assets.
The senior members of the German central bank, the Bundesbank, regarded Axel Weber with a look of anticipation. What
would Weber, the Bundesbank president, say about the serious crisis that had them all so worried, they wondered? And what
did he intend to do about it?
Weber said nothing and, as some who attended the meeting report, even his facial expression was inscrutable. The
Bundesbank president remained stone-faced...
By buying up Greek debt, the ECB keeps the prices of the bonds artificially high. French banks, in particular, benefit from
this policy because it enables them to sell their Greek bonds to the ECB, as an inexpensive way of cleaning up their balance
sheets. France's banks and insurance companies have a total of about € 80 billion in Greek government bonds on their
books.
German banks, on the other hand, are not potential sellers, because they have made a voluntary commitment to Finance
Minister Wolfgang Schäuble to hold their Greek bonds until May 2013.
Thus, in a roundabout way, the Bundesbank, by spending € 7 billion to purchase the Greek securities, has already made a
substantial contribution to bailing out banks in neighboring France.
It was ECB President Jean-Claude Trichet, a Frenchman, who, in an alarming and provocative speech, initiated the
extensive euro rescue package that was approved on the weekend of May 8-9. And it was Trichet who yielded to massive
pressure from French President Nicolas Sarkozy and, soon afterwards, violated a long-standing ECB taboo, namely that the
central bank should never buy its member states' debt. This, however, was precisely what Sarkozy had demanded of his
fellow European leaders, including German Chancellor Angela Merkel.
Weber, the Bundesbank president, voted against this measure in the ECB council and criticized it the next day in an
interview with the German financial newspaper Börsen-Zeitung. For a central banker, this is a very clear signal of
dissatisfaction. But the Bundesbank president faces a dilemma, because he hopes to take over as ECB president when
Trichet's term expires next year. The general consensus in the German government is that if he continues to fight against the
purchase of the bonds, his prospects for securing the top ECB post will dwindle.
But many German central bankers expect Weber to remain steadfast and not give in...
Every morning, the so-called Market Operations Committee (MOC) of the ECB analyzes the situation. The committee,
whose members the ECB does not identify, supports the central bank in its monetary policy affairs, foreign currency
transactions and the management of currency reserves...
The Bundesbank's representative on the MOC is Joachim Nagel, head of the central bank's markets department. In closeddoor sessions, he and his fellow committee members determine when and for what amounts the ECB and the euro-zone
central banks, in concerted actions, buy up the government bonds of highly indebted euro countries to support their prices
and thus maintain yields at a tolerable level.
The central bankers have informally agreed on what constitutes this tolerable level. The MOC's goal is to manipulate the
markets in such a way that bond prices level off at the values that were in place on April 9, before investors, fearing that the
governments could default on their bonds, launched into a massive sell-off of the securities...
German Central Bankers Suspect French Intrigue
Slightly off topic (but not really), Axel Weber and the Bundesbank have a history of protecting German gold reserves from
profligate disposal. (See the first two speeches linked here.) This is a trait that may also be shared by the BIS. (See: "The
Gold Man" at the BIS)
Regular readers know that ANOTHER, clearly a European central banking insider (at least to me it is clear), told us about a
definite coolness between the BIS and the US dollar support faction (US/UK/IMF/Wall Street), what I term the $IMFS, as
far back as late 1997. On this topic, the following is a post that might be of interest to some of you. Posted by Capt.
Goodvibes here...
Kohler speculation.
A little detour into some speculation on my part here, but the resignation today of German president Kohler has caught my
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attention.
german-president-resigns-effective-immediately
Köhler became president in 2004 and was elected for a second five-year term in 2009. The former head of the International
Monetary Fund was the first non-politician to become German head of state. He is a member of Merkel's conservative
Christian Democrats and was nominated for the presidency by the CDU with the backing of their coalition partners, the probusiness Free Democrats.
As a former IMF head, it may be that he is/was a dissenting voice within the German government, in the context of the
thoughts of Another. Another's contention was that there were essentially two competing spheres of influence in the
economic world:
1. $IMF (US/UK/Japan)
2. BIS (Europe/Saudi/China etc.)
The IMF faction support a move to SDRs to replace $US as world reserve currency, should change be needed.
The BIS faction favour instead a move to Gold, physical, free market. And ECB mark their gold reserves to market.
Another said:
Date: Sat Mar 07 1998 13:19
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
A Noble Purpose, This Oil For Gold
[...]
In a very real "currency sense", oil will be devalued in terms of gold. As one makes a currency weaker by increasing the
money units per ounce of gold. Oil will become very cheap in gold, as the amount of gold paid per barrel will fall
dramatically as compared to today's ratio. There will be much more than enough gold worldwide to quantify a "world oil
currency". To that end, the world paper "reserve currency" at use in that time, will continue to be traded for oil at an
extremely low price relative to today. The only change will be the addition of a "unit of real value" added to each trade, a
"world oil currency", gold! However, in terms of today's currencies, gold will be "upvalued" to perhaps $10,000 to $30,000
an ounce. So as not to rewrite what is already an excellent piece on this coming readjustment, I will repost part of Mr. Allen
( USA ) 's perfect article on the subject along with his requested changes per his :
Date: Mon Dec 15 1997 11:06
Allen ( USA ) ID#246224:
Date: Sun Dec 14 1997 18:59
Allen ( USA ) ( More ruminations re: ANOTHER's recent posts ) ID#255190:
Last one on this topic until more ANOTHER posts. I'm not sure that it would be necessary to have that large a cabal in on
the "offer" of oil for gold. Given the rather small market in gold in comparison to oil/currencies it would only take one or
two well endowed oil states to pull this off. Here's why.
Let's say the Saudi's have been accumulating gold through the back door ( approx. 5,000 tonnes ) . They sell say 20 Mln Bbl
oil a day. Close enough. At one ounce of gold per thousand Bbl oil that's 10,000 ounces of physical gold per day. That's a lot
of physical gold.
The first few moments after the Saudi's proposal to trade oil for gold at a very steep discount of 1000 Bbl/oz ( approx. 1.5%
of current US$ price ) there would be roars of laughter. One fast thinker after another would think "Hey. I buy some gold at
$300/oz, trade for oil to receive 1 Mln Bbl, then sell the 1 Mln Bbl for US$ 10 Mln. Net profit is
$10,000,000-$300,000=$9,700,000. Easy money." .
Everyone at once turns to the gold market to buy, which promptly shuts down. Now no one is laughing. Because everyone
realizes that gold is now worth at least $10,000 per ounce and no one is prepared for that revaluation. Whoever has gold
now has 66.67 times the purchasing power in that stockpile. What appeared to be a stupid offer has now become a complete
revaluation of all gold stockpiles vs all currencies. [...]
Mr. Allen ( USA ) ,
Another thanks you for this thinking. It should be read by everyone with an interest in this area. It should also be studied by
students wishing to learn of market dynamics. We also offer this piece as an addendum to the above, also by the same
author.
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Date: Mon Dec 15 1997 10:49
Allen ( USA ) ( Quick Note to JTF re: 23:05 post - US$ oil float ) ID#246224:
US$ price of oil is floating. The "proposal" to offer oil for gold at say 1000 Bbl/oz is far below the present float price in
US$. The gold market is SO SMALL that if the oil nation that made this proposal was pumping enough oil the gold market
would be swamped by oil buyers who were looking to make a few ( !! ) US$ on the discrepancy in price. In effect this
would revalue gold by inserting an entire different group of buyers into the gold market who have ALOT of money.
The 'timing' of Kohlers exit just seems suspicious, is all I'm saying.
At this particular point, when one never knows what may be about to happen next.
Another small story brought to my attention by Capt. Goodvibes was this...
JEDDAH, Saudi Arabia (AFP) - German Chancellor Angela Merkel landed Tuesday in Saudi Arabia for talks with King
Abdullah after calling for Gulf nations to help press Iran over its nuclear drive, a German official said.
Merkel flew into the Red Sea port of Jeddah for a day of meetings on bilateral and regional issues and a visit to the country's
new co-educational science university.
She arrived from Abu Dhabi, where she called on the United Arab Emirates and Gulf countries to encourage a nuclear-free
Iran and support Middle East peace efforts.
"When we look at the regional situation and the situation of the UAE, we can see how strong the interest for a peaceful
solution in the Near East is, but also for an Iran that does not look for nuclear weapons," she told reporters.
"Gulf countries and in particular the UAE play an important role in the peace process in the Middle East and of course in
relation with Iran," the German leader said.
Germany's secretary of state for the economy, Bernd Pfaffenbach, told AFP that Iran figured prominently in a meeting
between Merkel and the Emirati president, Sheikh Khalifa Ben Zayed Al Nahayan.
Talks in oil giant Saudi Arabia were expected to focus on similar issues when Merkel meets with King Abdullah and his
court late Tuesday.
Merkel in Saudi Arabia after raising Iran sanctions in UAE - Jordan Times
And here's one last story of stress I'll leave you with. From the Sunday Times, Greece urged to give up euro...
THE Greek government has been advised by British economists to leave the euro and default on its € 300 billion (£255
billion) debt to save its economy.
The Centre for Economics and Business Research (CEBR), a London-based consultancy, has warned Greek ministers they
will be unable to escape their debt trap without devaluing their own currency to boost exports. The only way this can happen
is if Greece returns to its own currency.
Greek politicians have played down the prospect of abandoning the euro, which could lead to the break-up of the single
currency.
Speaking from Athens yesterday, Doug McWilliams, chief executive of the CEBR, said: “Leaving the euro would mean the
new currency will fall by a minimum of 15%. But as the national debt is valued in euros, this would raise the debt from its
current level of 120% of GDP to 140% overnight.
“So part of the package of leaving the euro must be to convert the debt into the new domestic currency unilaterally.”
Greece’s departure from the euro would prove disastrous for German and French banks, to which it owes billions of euros.
McWilliams called the move “virtually inevitable” and said other members may follow.
“The only question is the timing,” he said. “The other issue is the extent of contagion. Spain would probably be forced to
follow suit, and probably Portugal and Italy, though the Italian debt position is less serious.
“Could this be the last weekend of the single currency? Quite possibly, yes.”
Please discuss. Connect dots. Add dots. Subtract dots.
Oh, and welcome to June, the month of stress relief.
Sincerely,
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FOFOA
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Wednesday, June 2, 2010
"It's the Debt, Stupid"

(h/t Greyfox for title inspiration)

Why is global recapitalization impossible through fiat, yet inevitable through gold?
The answer is quite revealing.
It's the debt. Not the currency itself. The government could easily decree its money to be 50 times more valuable. It could
announce that your taxes are cut to just 2% of what they used to be (in nominal terms), increasing the value of the currency
already in circulation 50-fold. But the problem is all the private debt that's denominated in that currency!
For it to be a system-wide recapitalization, every debtor would have to pay (in real terms) 50x more than he signed up for.
Salaries would be cut by 98% yet your debt would remain the same. If your monthly mortgage is $1,000 and your monthly
income is $4,000, under a 50x fiat revaluation/recapitalization your mortgage would stay at $1,000/mo. and your income
would drop to $80 per month. Can you see how this is impossible?
But gold is different. The (100%) holders of physical gold can become 50x wealthier and no debtor has to lift a pinky.
(Someone holding 2% in physical gold would retain the same purchasing power.)
I know what some of you are thinking, and you're right. There is SOME debt denominated in gold. And that debt is in the
paper gold contract market. Gold contracts are often denominated in gold. But this is where Another and FOA come in.
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They revealed that when the dollar-denominated paper gold market shifts into cash-only settlement mode (perhaps this
month?), that Eurosystem $-paper gold contracts will be converted into euro denomination to save the banks. Think about
this in relation to the present state of the euro, the Eurozone banking system, and the ECB's recent actions.
Here are a few extracts from Gold Trail Four:
FOA: At some point, our dollar denominated paper gold system will crack and plunge in value as its credibility to be
converted into real gold is destroyed. In the process taking down most of the gold industry. An industry who's stock equity
value is daily marked to, and closely follows, said dollar gold system. In time, we will all understand the currency
supporting function and the industry killing nature of a Free Gold price. As its surging value more than compensates the
dollar's lost value in the hands of foreign CBs.
This particular line of perception is being driven home in recent ECB commentary as their President, Mr. D., has discussed
the very mechanism to delineate foreign held Euro money assets. (see Randy's recent ECB news) Assets that, per my above
to Randy, will explode in numbers as our busted paper dollar gold market drives these institutions into Euro financing
arrangements. These new, increasing, non-expansive assets will be balanced by their system's surging gold price and
exported bullion from other nations. A process that in part allows the US to adjust its gold ownership just to stay in the
game.
The world is changing and the Physical Gold Advocates will be the ones keeping score!
FOA (6/9/01; 16:36:42MT - usagold.com msg#75)
A letter from Another to me.
All were present at the meeting. I think contractual conversion became topic of some urgency. This BIS must now consider
the values these forms will hold in ours and their new futures. Values that will no longer be dictated in dollars, rather
realigned in conversion and gold market failure. Truly, this failure of current gold will be reflected as anguish in these
western goldbugs, both bankers and investors. All done as the saving wealth for your gold advocates and new reserve
bankers finds its new mark in our time. Your work, good man, has been as trying to reconcile the religions of this world.
Telling both they are just while only one can be right in the end. So it is in this day of gold.
Some knew what was coming from the beginning. With the Hague Conference of Heads of State in 1969 sprang
Copenhagen Report of 23rd July 1973. We pointed and all continued to turn away to follow where power was, not where it
was going. With the Solemn Declaration in Stuttgart (1983) closely followed by the Single European Act (1987) even the
BIS then understood the final goal. Margaret (Thatcher) soon expressed that signing that proposition (the Solemn Act) was
her greatest mistake in office. While I do agree with her on a strategic political basis, such reflections by British leader only
exposes the ignored, nearing failure of their shared singular currency dominance (both USA and England). Little is
expressed of the wealth lost of our peoples and that of most Western economies as these governments' efforts to preserve
this failing
$-system drains real wealth from our world.
Now these leaders' full attention must focus on this money transition itself as Blair's next initiative (the Euro) will lead to a
realignment of contract values of all kinds. Before the fact! The Maastricht Treaty allows that by Jan. 2002, all contracts
will be converted into euros and new contracts must be denominated in euros. Because Blair has overseen the signing of
both Amsterdam and Nice Treaties, his closest people understand the full impact Britons intentions will have on this world's
paper gold market. As it be contractually expressed in dollars. The credibility of these to not only represent gold but to
maintain loan collateral on books will lead to several high level agreements to address this loss. Indeed, how does one
transition a metal contract without moving the metal once again?
Some of your American gold must come into play during this game of kings. It must, as the BIS will sanction a complete
disposal of contract liabilities from metal into Euros unless some real US gold is given up.
FOA: In the event of a large enough default, the entire world of paper gold trading will be forced into full cash settlement.
The question will be presented: "if there isn't enough gold around to settle these commitments, then there isn't any point in
letting the price rise further to effect still no metal settlement",,,,,,, "This was a contract trading market anyway, not a gold
market"! Further, the international banking industry, in accords with their governments, will enforce a kind of "position
limit" on the amount of gold liability they or their customers can carry. Both long and short. It will have nothing to do with
the exchanges, rather it will be a bookkeeping problem being addressed by the banks. Still, it will impact the illusion price
we use for gold,,,, downward. The net effect of this will be just the opposite of what paper gold players expect as positions
are "force liquidated" prior to even a "cash settlement". This sudden dumping of major contract commitments onto the
markets will drive the cash settlement price of gold,,,,, ?.
This is the reality of the political banking world we live in. Neither the EuroZone or DollarZone banking world is going
to let the destruction of the Anglo/Dollar gold market shut down their financial system. Take some loses? Sure! But
this portion of the pie is nothing compared to the troubles to be managed by the US (our Fed) as the dollar's role as reserve
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is removed. Granted, once the game is underway a true Free Gold market, trading noncollateral gold, will come about. It
will be endorsed as governments settle a small portion of their political scores using physical gold reevaluated up into the
"low oxygen zone". Mostly it will be US gold being moved.
Witness the recent long blowout of paper players on the comex? The so called "big traders" these guides thought were about
to demand delivery. They were not the real "Big Traders" (I know) were they? If they were they would have demanded
delivery even if the short side sold 500,000 contracts short. Even it they (sellers) drove the paper price down with empty
sales! The reason these real gold advocates (Giants) buy physical gold is because they are waiting for this dollar casino of a
gold currency market to shut down. This reality will end in a locked, no delivery market! Once again, Believe it!
Truly, this recent move was long "little traders" wanting to make currency profits without the real assets to back it up.
Nothing more. We will see more of this as it all comes to its end. When the real gold run Another points to comes,,,,, no one
will profit anything near the amounts physical gold advocates will.
Society has a way of changing the rules when the economic wealth that their savings are based on comes into risk. Our fiat
banks will not be allowed to fail. Just as in 1971, when that real gold demand suddenly expands its boundaries to include
ordinary gold investors, the supply rules will be changed again. [1] Fortunately for us Physical Gold Advocates, the next
rule change will evolve from a reserve system that has no threat from a rising dollar gold price. Even if the contract markets
crash and physical gold traded in Europe goes into the thousands, the Euro will find strength from such an occurrence. The
ECB will embrace it and promote the same.
Dollar gold in the thousands,,,,,, USA inflation going hyper,,,,, The EuroZone dealing with the changes as the BIS settles all
our gold dealings,,,,,,,,, And cheap Euro oil making sure Europe doesn't fail too.
Do I wish for this? Only a fool would comment to ask such a question. Am I preparing for this transition? Another would be
happy to see that I am! (smile)
Gold, from times past was a wealth asset more so than it was in the form of money. Granted, it became the fastest moving
form of wealth, but as it traveled on the road it was still simply seen as a tradable wealth. It has been American and Western
ideals that made gold a lend able money and forced its competition against failed currency systems. We set currencies in
fixed gold amounts and then inflated the currency. No wonder gold competed against currencies. The ECB will allow gold
to go to the moon and everyone will love them for it. People will use the Euro whether gold is at 1 Euro or a trillion.
Arguments against this new logic (by failing Gold Bugs) are little more than a throw back to their outmoded Western money
logic. ET (a USAGOLD poster) even thinks that by freeing gold to rise to whatever level it wants,,,,, we are somehow
governing it??? That direction of thinking is caused by "promoted investing". The logic is to somehow invest in gold (the
industry or its paper leverage) more so than owning the metal. Leaving the agenda of physical gold storage to be something
the official governments or private enterprise should do for us. They base their concepts on a return of gold recognition as a
somewhat official government money after price inflation discredits the local currency (Dollars).
Such logic suggests we buy into the various SEC-sanctioned (government) paper gold substitutes while governments
somewhat allow a devaluation of their money against gold. Say to $800? In this way the dollar is saved a little while the
gold exchanges continue life as before. This, my friend, was a failure in the past and the future will provide a very different
rendering.
Two questions that seem to come up a lot are 1) how do you see the world after the Freegold phase transition, and 2) what if
things don't fall the way you foretell? In this section I will attempt to address both of these questions with the assistance of
links to two of my older posts.
One mistake I see a lot of people make is when they realize we are at a tipping point, "living on a knife's edge", and that
things could go either way. The mistake is that they see the US/$IMFS/NWO on one side and Europe/euro/Freegold on the
other. Or any number of other combinations that I'm not going to list here.
We are at a tipping point alright, but those and the others are not the two sides of the fence. The two sides are Freegold with
international trade and economic continuity on one side, and Freegold with trade interruptions and economic chaos on the
other.
Who are the productive engines of the world? In a very general sense they are the Middle East for oil and Germany and
China for manufacturing. And to a lesser extent the BRICS. These are the surplus areas. The rest of us are running trade
deficits. Who needs whom?
Next look at gold versus debt, particularly US Treasury debt, the "paper-producing engine" of the financial and monetary
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world today. Treasury debt (new or past issued) has a ceiling in its price, unlike gold. It cannot go any higher than its ceiling
and it is there now. The ceiling is the 0% yield. The only thing that can happen beyond that is compression into the ceiling,
as yields farther and farther out on the yield curve are pushed toward the 0% boundary. This is happening now.
US debt is the biggest bubble of all. Peter Schiff wrote this in Crash Proof back in 2006. He was absolutely correct, even if a
few years too early.
Literally, Treasuries have only one way they can go from here... down. Compression can continue a while longer, but prices
can't go any higher than the ceiling, the 0% ceiling. And the greater the compression, the more explosive the downward
move will be when it finally happens.
This is a 30 year trend that has just hit its ceiling during this crisis. It cannot be continued indefinitely. You cannot offer
yields below zero, and you cannot stay pinned to the ceiling.
This is connected to everything in today's crisis. Once the Treasury bubble pops, everything else will collapse too.
Conversely, any number of unknown things, "Black Swans", could pop this Treasury bubble. It is the US Achilles' heel right
now.
Of course Ben is just going to keep printing and loaning "discount" 0% Benny-Bucks to the primary dealers who then carry
the Treasury debt on the down-low until the market finally calls him (and them) on it. But how long do you really think this
"pushing on the ceiling" can last? The USG has an appetite of a few trillion a year now WITHOUT any inflation and
without any black swans. And a good deal of that is structural.
So when will this bubble pop? What will it mean to everything else? And what will the world look like once everything
settles down again?
Well I cannot answer the first question other than to say "sooner rather than later." But as this debt collapse happens, gold
can and will recapitalize our world with its broken balance sheet built on debt. Gold will, simply because it is impossible for
fiat to do it.
It is important to understand that "holding fiat" means not only holding currency, but also anything denominated in it, debt,
long term contracts, bonds. Stocks are a little different because they are equity positions. But they too will suffer because a
lot of the companies that issue stock have also issued debt into the debt markets. And these debt markets are senior to the
stock markets, meaning that if/when a company is liquidated, the stock holders get nothing and the debt holders get a
haircut.
So it is all very complicated and confusing, how collapse will play out.
Someone suggested that I should summarize Freegold in one post. My response was that the more you simplify a complex,
paradigm-shifting topic like Freegold, the more the doubters swarm. Each Freegold element left only as a summary or a
bullet point seems so foreign to the modern, Western mindset, that it just begs for the seemingly easy rebuttal.
So this is why I write long posts on various elements of Freegold as viewed from different angles and perspectives. As I
recently wrote, this strategy allows me to not only share my understanding of a difficult subject, but also to test it out. And
so far I have not seen a single argument that debunks it.
I read all the arguments all of you post in the comments, and I respond to a few. But most of them are on topics I have
covered at length in the past. So, by all means, keep them coming. But please pay attention when other readers direct you to
older posts. You might find them helpful. Some here know my blog better than I do! It's true!
But in the spirit of sportsmanship, here is a sorry attempt at a Freegold summary in as few words as possible:
Freegold Summary:
Debt into Equity
Separation of the monetary functions:
Store of value --> Gold
Medium of Exchange --> Fiat
Unit of account --> Split between Fiat and Gold depending on time preference
All (or most all) debt paper will burn
Gold will be repriced once, enough to make your nose bleed, not as a commodity or money, but as a real wealth asset, kind
of like the Mona Lisa, only better
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(From: Gold is Money - Part 1, Part 2 & Part 3)
The debt part is the most important. I am not overly religious, but there is a good reason that all the world's major religions
prohibited usury hundreds and thousands of years ago. [2] But man evolved these rules over time to fit his desires. For
example, in Islam interpretive differentiation emerged between lending for consumption and lending for commercial
investment. And also between the lending to fellow Muslims versus non-believers. And in Christianity, the New
International Version of the Bible written in the 1970's and 80's changed the word usury to "bank interest" putting a positive
spin on it.
I have had discussions about the core "cause" of the GFC with some of the commenters here. I argue that the most
fundamental cause of today's GFC is the evolution of usury to its present, climactic form. Some say it is energy (ie. oil).
And others say it is the evolution of unbacked paper money. But I'll stick with usury (nominal debt, as I define it).
I believe I can reduce all the other "causes" down to man's innate desire to borrow and spend other people's money so as not
to risk his own. [3] This underlies even the emergence of fiat money. And it is an evolution that has reached its climax today.
The biggest debtor in the world's debt has now hit the ceiling and is presently compressing.
This explanation also works fractally, on all scales. From the individual homeowner who is struggling from a broken
balance sheet to the sub-prime housing crisis that was the initial spark of the GFC, to the explosive potential of the paper
gold market. These are all caused by the failure of debt. One man holds as his wealth the future productivity (or promise)
from another man. Both of these men are in trouble today. Gold is the recapitalizing savior, in its physical form only,
because it removes one half of the debt equation, the debtor. Gold in your possession is wealth without counterparty!
And as this concept gradually (or not so gradually) permeates the collective mind, we will move from a debt-based system
into an equity-based system. A system where even the poorest of the poor hold positive equity. It can be very small equity,
like 1%, but not the big negative limitless hole that is debt.
Remember that debt is infinite. It potentially runs from negative infinity on the deficit end of the spectrum to positive
infinity on the surplus end. Equity, on the other hand, ranges only from 0% to 100%. (Please read Metamorphosis for more
on this)
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You may wonder, how could things like first-time home buying work in an equity world?
It would work something like this. Say you want to buy a house that is $200,000. You have $50,000 to put down and the
bank "invests" the other $150,000 in you and the house.
You now own 25% of the house and the bank owns 75%. As you pay down your loan over time, your percent increases and
the bank's share decreases until you finally own 100% of your home.
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But the big difference is that your equity (and the bank's equity) is always calculated as a percentage. So you and the bank
are BOTH exposed to the house value going up or down.
In today's debt world, the buyer has all the benefit of house price appreciation. This contributed to the false idea that homes
were an investment, and also to the housing bubble and the GFC.
And the other side is that the home buyer is also the only one exposed to the downside today. If the value drops more than
his down payment, he is underwater. And he can then (in the US at least) just walk away so that BOTH sides of the debt
coin lose. The bottom line is that a debt-based system must always keep expanding... to infinity! Because it cannot handle a
severe contraction without collapsing.
But in an equity world, if the value of the house drops to $100,000, then the buyer still owns 25% and the bank still owns
75%. Likewise, if the value rises to $800,000, the bank can claim a nominal (paper) $450,000 income (increase) while the
homeowner only has claim to 25% of the rise.
This is how an equity-based system will work, generally. And our global financial system will switch to something like this
because as debt collapses, both sides get screwed. The homeowners are all negative and the banks are all insolvent. The
debt-based system simply cannot stand a severe contraction without undergoing a drastic change.
So how will this equity world work on the national scale? How will governments operate?
They will issue equity shares in themselves, just like corporations do today. No more debt, no more bond markets. Those
will be completely discredited as they collapse the system and all the debt-paper burns. And it will become obvious, even to
the blind, that they ultimately caused the very contraction that wiped out everyone's pension plans and wealth. So bond
markets, after the collapse of the Treasury bubble, will not be viewed kindly, to say the least.
Fiat currencies will be the equity shares of nation-states and stocks will be the equity share of corporations. Both nationstates and corporations will only have two choices for income. Produce or dilute. National fiats will be judged by their
ability to buy gold. National Treasuries will once again have an incentive to encourage the flow of gold back into their
regions. If a government issues too many shares (fiat) it will quickly pass the point of diminishing returns and its "shares"
will be able to buy less and less gold no matter how many more are created. Classic hyperinflation.
This brings us full circle back to Freegold. Please read Bondage or Freegold? for more on this.
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Present Flow

Freegold Flow
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Sincerely,
FOFOA
[1] This video offers a great twist on FOA's statement, "Just as in 1971, when that real gold demand suddenly expanded its
boundaries to include ordinary gold investors."
[2] History of Usury Prohibition
[3] Please see: Say Goodbye to Wallstreet
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Wednesday, June 9, 2010
The Old Hyperinflation Question

I see this a lot. People say "the US dollar cannot experience Zimbabwe-style hyperinflation because:
A) it is the global reserve currency, and
B) all US debt is denominated in its own currency."
Other arguments I have seen have to do with low money velocity, which can reverse globally within a couple hours based
on fear alone, and the shrinking quantity of "balance sheet money" or credit money. I'll address this second fallacious
argument in a later post since it is more involved.
How wrong people are. FOA intuited this back in 1998:
Basically, this is the direction the Euro group is taking us. This concept was born with little regard for the economic health
of Europe. In the future, any countries money or economy can totally fail and the world currency operation will continue.
What is being built is a new currency system, built on a world market price for gold. Michael, you are absolutely correct in
that the USA will see a hyper inflation of its currency and a gold price in dollars that reflects it. Unfortunately, for most
investors, the gold price rise will be sudden and also hyper fast, as it will occur just after a rapid plunge in dollar based
assets including, stocks, debt and the entire banking system. This action will destroy virtually all gold based paper assets as
they are also dependent on a functioning economic system.
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...So, dollar hyper inflation never arrived and gold did not make its run because world CBs bet your productive efforts on
supporting the dollar reserve. In the process, the US standard of living was raised tremendously on the backs of most of the
worlds working poor. But this is not about to last!
...A grand hyper inflation is now ahead on the trail. It should be ushered in with a large "crackup" in the currency derivatives
market. Once this event is "in process" the paper gold markets will quickly rush to discount against physical gold. A
discount that will break our gold market pricing and physical allocation system.
...Baloney! The evolution of Political will is now driving the dollar into an end time hyper inflation from where we will not
return. That is our call. Bet your wealth on the other theorist's call if you want more of Their last 30 years of hard money
success.
These are from FOA's posts between 1998 and 2001. Was he wrong? Or was he early? You decide.
The following is an exchange I had just today in the comments section of an older post, so most of you probably missed it:
FOFOA,
You describe the inflation that will take place as "hyperinflation".
I am wondering if instead you meant strong inflation, e.g. a 1:5 gold revaluation upwards, as hyperinflation is usually
attributed to Weimar/Zimbabwe-style inflation.
Currently debating this with a fine mind, so if you could clear this up, it will be much appreciated.
Hello Dave,
The circulating medium is what lubricates the real economy. As such, its specific value is meaningless except to say shortterm stability of value is important to its function as a lubricant.
But the dollar is so much more than just a circulating medium. It is the very yard stick of a mountain of global debt that has
reached its growth limit. And when that debt structure collapses it will bring down the value of a dollar to zero, or as close
to zero as is physically possible.
Study the assignat and the mandat in France in the late 18th century if you want to see the future of the dollar. Study John
Law's Mississippi paper. Every time a government that runs a debt and a deficit also gets control of issuing money, it always
takes it to zero.
This has been coming at the dollar for a long time now. The hyperinflation is already present in all the debt. Every penny of
one man's debt is a penny of another man's retirement plan. It will all be liquidated at the speed of a lightning bolt when the
US Treasury market finally burps, or when the paper gold window finally mandates "paper only".
The dollar's value will already be decimated before Bernanke even gets started issuing the high denomination bills like we
saw in Zimbabwe and Weimar Germany. Yet he will issue them, as that will be the only way for the US government to pay
its current account, its debt service and its other liabilities, all denominated in dollars, some structural and indexed to
inflation, others simply nominal. But it will be a mad dash to print like "crazy".
"Old money" and "public money" has seen this coming for a long time now. This is why the Central Banks in aggregate
have switched from dishoarding gold to hoarding gold. When the debt brings down the dollar to zero and all paper
investments tied to the value of the dollar evaporate, gold, in global aggregate, will inherit all the purchasing power lost in
the dollar's collapse. Currency is a small part of this loss. Debt is the motherlode!
This is different than past currency collapses because the dollar is the global reserve currency. To view this properly, you
have to realize that because gold is globally fungible, and the dollar is the global reserve currency and global accounting
standard, gold's value reset will have nothing to do with inflation.
Gold's value reset will be from a shift in function, as it absorbs and inherits the global purchasing power that was previously
stored in dollar-denominated contracts, including US Treasury bonds, on the balance sheets of the most powerful Central
Banks in the world.
Everything else that is a fine store of value like fine art, classic cars, gem stones and commodities, will retain their present
purchasing power (or close to it), but gold will be different. Gold will switch roles, from commodity to wealth reserve par
excellence.
Central banks like China that hold a lot of dollars and a little gold will retain their present purchasing power at the least. The
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bonds will become kindling while the gold becomes priceless. A simple balance sheet weighting adjustment.
Anyone who tells you the global debt pyramid scheme has reached its mathematical limit, but then says the numéraire of
that system will only see a gradual "strong inflation"; or anyone who tells you that the paper gold market's fractional
reserves can fail and gold will only go up 5:1... hasn't thought through the real world implications very far.
We are playing 7-layer, multi-dimensional poker here. You have to be able to see beyond your glass fishbowl if you want to
avoid the psychological trauma of reality when it comes crashing in.
Yes, we will see something resembling Weimar and Zimbabwe-style hyperinflation with the dollar. And the level of gold's
revaluation will have nothing to do with this currency collapse. It will have everything to do with a separation of the
monetary roles in the global collective conscience and on the balance sheets of the richest Giants in the world.
Gold will not rise like an undervalued commodity... 5:1 as you say. It will be more in the range of 50:1 to 100:1, and when
you add in the hyperinflation, an ounce of gold will easily pay off the US national debt as it stands right now.
Of course the US will not be able to do that. Not if it wants to keep trading certain "essential" commodities with certain
"essential" trading partners. It will have to honor certain paper gold contracts at the rate they were written to keep the
"lubrication" flowing. So to speak.
Sincerely,
FOFOA
Thank you FOFOA,
IMO the debate comes down to severity and (most importantly) timing.
AFA severity, I expect it will be anywhere from far more severe than the majority expects to catastrophic (EOTWAWKI).
I picked 5:1 because that would bring the paper currency in line with the modern metal US currency (the melt value of
quarters etc. are worth ~20% of their nominal value). Also, it's my gut feeling that they think 5:1 can be 'gotten away with'
(which is wrong, naturally, but they will try as there is nothing to lose).
20:1 is slightly less likely, and at that point the pain from a 50-100:1 devaluation is not that much greater, so I can see TPTB
shrugging their shoulders and printing away.
AFA timing is concerned, on or around 2012 seems right, not just from the apocalyptic expectations (which will aid it), but
because round two of US mortgage resets peak out at that time, making it patently obvious there is no escape.
Any thoughts on timing would be appreciated. Have a big to-do list between now and then, would be nice to schedule it
properly. : p
Hello Dave,
Money and power, good and evil, right and wrong, grand conspiracies and plain dumb luck all play a role in building
unbalanced systems and blowing bubbles. But when it comes time for them to pop or collapse, these human endeavors are
all completely irrelevant. I don't employ moral judgement nor geopolitics in my currency analysis for this very reason; they
are irrelevant. Collapse is only organized by the Superorganism and it cannot be stopped, although under special
circumstances it can be delayed.
The dollar system should have collapsed between 1971 and 1980, but it didn't. It received an assist from Europe, the Middle
East, and later from the Far East. The purpose of this assist was to buy the time necessary to build another currency large
enough to lubricate international trade in the event of the disappearance of the dollar. That ended in 1999 with the launch of
the euro. What kept the dollar afloat since then is anyone's guess. I have a few theories. But they all seem to be expiring in
2010.
The euro was special in two ways. And by special, I mean special on an astronomical time scale. It was the first man-made
circulating medium to separate itself from the nation-state, from the very ones who always crush a currency to zero. And it
was also the first to sever its ties to gold. In other words, it was the first unbacked, irredeemable paper currency that not only
acknowledged but supported an external store of value, gold. This can all be found in a famous speech here.
I don't know how much of my blog you have read, but I don't find the euro's present troubles overly alarming or existentially
threatening because I understand why it is the way it is. Some European politicians and political appointees today are doing
it great harm, but not existential harm, yet. The currency exchange numbers today are meaningless because all mediums
must devalue against the debt paradigm. "It's the debt, stupid" is more than just the title of one of my posts. But please
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forgive me for meandering "aimlessly" in this reply.
It appears to me that you are expecting a controlled devaluation of the dollar by the Fed and the USG. This is something that
is totally impossible in my judgement. First of all, there's nothing to devalue it against today, technically speaking. The only
thing they can do is print base money to fill the credit money hole and the USG coffers, and they are already doing this. And
they must do this. And they will keep doing this.
For the sake of your question I am trying to imagine how a controlled devaluation might be attempted, were they stupid
enough to try. If the USG was the world biggest creditor, they could possibly devalue the denominator of all that debt 5:1 by
forgiving everyone of 80% of their debt while printing more currency for their own needs. But the USG is actually the
biggest debtor. So it would instead be forgiving its OWN debt and punishing its creditors... out of 80% of their savings. Do
you think those creditors will then say, "more please?"
The best analogy I can come up with is a steep, avalanche-prone ski area. The ski patrol knocks down some of the snow
after every snowfall. Because if you let it pile too high, and get packed, the whole lot will come down all at once. Either by
gravity, or by a ski patrol cannon, or by skier, or by a deer farting. Any way you cut it, it all comes down if there's too much
of it packed on the mountain. Gravity does all the work.
This snow pack is to the mountain what global debt is to the dollar. There's no way to do a centrally controlled devaluation
of the dollar at this end stage of its life. It prices and denominates too many things, too many contracts, too much debt in the
world today. This is the real essence of the dollar. Its "unit of account" function is, not its medium of exchange quantity.
And the physical plane that underlies it is completely unaligned with this precarious 'snow pack'. It is not representative of
reality, therefore it has no sticking power. It's ready to come down on its own, so shhhh... be quiet and very still and let's
hope the wind doesn't blow.
Regarding timing, the best I can say is "sooner rather than later." ;)
Sincerely,
FOFOA
For more, please see some of my older posts on Hyperinflation:
"What are you more afraid of? The dollar becoming worthless? Or losing your job and running out of dollars?
"The whole world is constantly shifting back and forth between those two fears, so money demand bounces up and down like a yo-yo, and
velocity — the speed at which the money changes hands — does, too.
"These wild shifts in money demand and velocity have the same effect as massive, instantaneous shifts up and down in money supply. It's like
we're having a huge inflation, then a deflation, every few hours — because our fears change every few hours — because the politicians have all
this arbitrary power and we don't know what they're going to do to us!"
-Richard Maybury from "What Obama Does Not Know"
A Little Perspective
The Waterfall Effect
Shake the Disease
Call Me Contrarian
The End of a Currency
What Obama Does Not Know
Why All Paper Will Burn (In plain English)
All Paper is STILL a short position on gold
Hyperinflation by any other name
Dollar Repudiation
More Deflation/Hyperinflation Fun
Worst Case Scenario (12" Remix)
On "Hyperinflation"
Deflation/Inflation/Hyperinflation
What Modern Hyperinflation Looks Like
Hyperinflation Germany 1923
Time to Warm Up the Printing Press
Deflation or Hyperinflation?
No Go
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Friday, June 18, 2010
Equilibrium

I would like to thank Karl Denninger and Gordon Gekko for providing the backdrop I was looking for in order to present a
few concepts and Thoughts.
Karl to Gordon Gekko: You can no more provide evidence that "gold is the only real money" any more than I can prove
there is a Christian God.
What I can provide is evidence that gold is the only real wealth reserve accepted by those that create our money. Debt
instruments, like Treasury Bonds, have a strange parity relationship with the value of the currency. They don't quite float,
making them a poor wealth reserve. If/when the dollar collapses, so does the debt denominated in it. Gold, on the other
hand, when marked to market, floats quite well, even in a currency collapse.
As for gold being the only one with this specific characteristic, just have a look.
Karl to Gekko: But to believe that gold will offer you sanctity, you must believe several things:
1. The currency you have now (dollars, in the case of the US) will collapse. Again, if you're going to predict this, you must
both predict an event and a time or your prediction is not actionable.
Not true. In some cases throughout history it was best to prepare for the normal event of currency collapse as soon as its
possibility became apparent. Currency collapse is a normal event, even if it is extremely rare. Just like death, it only comes
once; but it does come once to everybody. And the logical implications and extremely high impact of this event are great
enough that it is well worth preparing for without knowing an "actionable time".
In fact, those that took Another's and FOA's advice "too early", back between 1997 and 2001, have had to "suffer" through a
500% increase in the marked to market value of their wealth reserves while waiting. Sometimes it is best to be early.
2. Gold (or whatever) must maintain it's value in real terms. That is, I must continue to be able to buy and sell it in exchange
for other things. But you already claimed there would be none on the market at any price - that is, there would be no trade in
it at all. If this is the case then it is worthless, not priceless.
What is referred to here is the chaotic transition period between the failure of the fractionally reserved paper gold markets
and the emergence of a physical-only free gold market. During this rocky transition any former parity between "the price of
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gold" and the price of actual physical pieces will be broken. This is when no physical will be available at the published
price.
As for the physical price, it will be unknown as it rockets in the background to new heights. So yes, any paper gold will be
worthless during this time, and any physical gold will be priceless. Congratulations, you are both right!
3. Government cannot steal it, or you won't have it. But history says that government will steal it. And they don't have to do
so by outright confiscation either - they can whack you with a 90% tax on it at the point of sale and demand that all dealers
register and report. Oops - they already did the latter after 9/11!
What Karl says here is technically possible as long as continuity is maintained in the official pricing of gold. But what I
write about here is a functional change for physical gold. And in this new function governments will find it in their best
interest to encourage citizens to hold gold for the purpose of decentralized clearing. This will be preferable to the alternative
which will be holding your trading partner's currency.
Gold will not be a transactional currency. That will be the dollar or other fiat currencies around the world. But gold will
replace the centralized function of the US Treasury bond and other debt instruments, in a decentralized way.
We will transition from this:

Into this [1]:
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I will not go into great detail here, but logical deduction is the best proof that it will not be plausible for governments to
track and tax the capital gains realized by physical gold holders who ride out the fire of change. I am talking about discrete,
disconnected and discontinuous pricing before and after.
And I am warning of the chaos that paper gold holders and paper gold price-trackers will realize as their price goes to zero.
This is the price governments track for capital gains purposes. Most Western gold investors will be wiped out when this
price ultimately proceeds from $1,250 today to $0 at some point in the future.
I have also collected logical evidence and arguments as to why a physical gold confiscation is nothing to worry about this
time around. Please see: Confiscation Anatomy - A Different View
And lastly, on this subject of confiscation through taxes, the governments of the world will find their softest and most
sensible target in the mining operations that they license. Not in the small percentage of Western gold bugs that had the
foresight to buy physical coins instead of shares.
Costata put it succinctly in a recent comment:
1. The gold miners will be the targets for high taxes. For political and practical reasons they are the soft option.
2. Anyone holding paper gold when the transition to Freegold comes will be burned.
3. Personal holdings of physical gold will be encouraged by governments for practical reasons.
Here is where Costata gets his direction. There is a lot of wisdom, understanding and foresight in the following words.
Nothing religious. Just advice you can take or leave. But you only do yourself a disservice by dismissing it without
consideration:
Date: Sun Dec 07 1997 18:45
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
Try to live in this outcome and see how different the world will be. It will not be the end of all things, only the changing of
most things in "western thought". The "Digital Currencies" will still trade, but we will value them as not before.
Anyone who has sold gold they do not have will not be allowed to cover that position. Anyone who has bought gold they do
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not have will not be allowed to cover that position. Many will lose all they have in a world without honor!
Looking back, one will ask, "how could I have thought that noone wanted gold, when more of it was being bought than
existed"? Indeed, more gold than exists or will be produced in the next ten years! And some say, "only a fool would say the
market was cornered".
During that time, a gold stock in the hand will not trade on an open market! And the government of the country, of the land,
of the mine, will no doubt speak with you of new taxes on GOLD!
Date: Sat Mar 07 1998 23:37
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
Mr. Mozel,
The USA placed a special "windfall profits" tax on domestic oil during the last major rise in prices. I do think the oil stocks
would have shown a greater value had this tax not been in place. Because gold will soon become a currency, mines will be
taxed in a much greater way. Also, domestic mines will be asked to sell directly to the treasury at the "perceived commodity
value" value of gold, plus an operating margin. As no private company will be allowed to do your treasury's job, "produce
money". Gold in the hands of the public will be thought of as a good thing, as citizens are asked to "pull own weight" as the
government is much under.
Date: Sun Apr 19 1998 15:09
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
REPLY:
Date: Sun Apr 19 1998 03:38
Drifter ( ANOTHER'S Thoughts ) ID#270447
Date: Sun Apr 19 1998 14:18
OLD GOLD ( ) ID#238295:
There will be ample time for holders of gold bullion and gold shares to sell their holdings for huge profits. Drifter was right
on target here. Let's worry about getting POG to $350 this year. We have a long way to go on the upside before confiscation
and/or taxation becomes a realistic concern.
Mr. Drifter and Mr. Old Gold,
If you search the "thoughts" posts provided by Mr. Sharfin, many of your conclusions are addressed. Many do feel that if
"the gold mines were safe in the past", "they will be safe in the future". I submit this persons thinking for your
consideration:
"The Western public has always thought of gold as money. Even after the 70s and 80s, most private investors held a small
side thought, that gold was still, somehow dollar money. It was only during the late 80s and 90s that people started to
completely lose the connection of paper spending money and gold.
Clearly, all evidence shows that prior to the 90s and particularly prior to the 50s, the push was to change the publics
thinking away from gold money, to paper currency as money. In this political climate, gold mine investments were the
correct move, as the business of gold was encouraged over the usage of gold as money! That is why the metal was called in
and the mines were untouched.
However, today, the change will be counter to the prevailing public opinion, that gold "is not money". The world debt
system and currency exchange, as we have known it will implode and leave little room for political maneuvering.
The governments will revalue gold and "demand" that the public carry it and use it! It will be the source of all gold, the
mines, that will be controlled! That's Controlled, with a capitol "C", not confiscated!"
Mr. Old Gold,
Sir, I do read your writings and consider your thoughts! Thank You
8/10/98 Friend of ANOTHER
Michael Kosares,
Basically, this is the direction the Euro group is taking us. This concept was born with little regard for the economic health
of Europe. In the future, any countries money or economy can totally fail and the world currency operation will continue.
What is being built is a new currency system, built on a world market price for gold. Michael, you are absolutely correct in
that the USA will see a hyper inflation of its currency and a gold price in dollars that reflects it.
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Unfortunately, for most investors, the gold price rise will be sudden and also hyper fast, as it will occur just after a rapid
plunge in dollar based assets including, stocks, debt and the entire banking system. This action will destroy virtually all gold
based paper assets as they are also dependent on a functioning economic system. A local gold mine, in any country, must
sell production to realize a profit. The contract system they deal with will not be functioning during this time. Contrary to
many hopeful investors, local treasury officials will not allow miners to pay employees or buy equipment with physical
gold. When the dust does clear for mining to continue, gold will be recognized worldwide as real money, and the mining of
money will, no doubt, carry Extreme taxation. Stock prices of these operations, after being priced to zero, will then double
or triple in price. Zero times three equals?
9/3/98 ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!)
Replies (9/3/98):
However, never before in history has gold been cornered in currency terms. Not physical terms. Never before in history, has
a world reserve currency, the dollar, been forced from a high gold valuation to a low gold valuation, along with a destruction
of world gold market. Because gold is traded today, worldwide in dollar terms, the transition will destroy the capital assets
of 99% of all mines. Please place yourself in "the context of future events". Physical gold will not reach $30,000/oz because
noone is buying it! It will come to this level because the dollar, today, is already inflated to the level that will bring this
price.
The perception that this dollar is "no longer a good reserve", it will bring the flood of buying. This "already printed and in
circulation today" currency will seek gold!
Governments will tax mines for the right to produce money and force them to sell production in terms of whatever the new
world reserve currency" is at that time. Euro? Because gold mines are the "unique" circumstance in world of investments,
their owners will suffer a "unique" problem of defining what they really own!
Also, remember, gold will rise soon as world trading continues this course of change. However, at some point, when the
dollar market is destroyed, noone will know the currency value of gold thru an official market. Paper gold will not do well
as the currency world is at war! The true surge of gold in dollar terms will not show until perhaps a year has gone by.
During this time of trouble, physical gold will prove to be "the investment and holding for a lifetime".
ANOTHER: Gw, I would say, all forms of physical gold is good to own. Even the rare ones offer the "art form", yes? Even
in war, the art work is looted first, then the jewels, and always food. I prepare for not the war of men, but the war of
currencies! This conflict will bring forth a new concept for many: "western governments will encourage people to hold
physical gold "! When the Euro has defeated the Dollar, citizens will be asked to use gold as a savings, for holding the Euro
will be frowned on. Gold will not bring your "capital gains tax" as the mines will be taxed to compensate.
Yes, rare gold will be good, but not as liquid as "bullion type" gold.
Thank You
Karl to Gekko: Then your base claim - that gold is a inflation hedge - that is, it will hold value - is false.
This is true under today's semi-free gold trade. The paper market automatically suppresses the price of physical gold
through physical parity with inflating paper gold. The same as gold was suppressed at $35 in 1970. This is true even if you
don't believe GATA that the Fed actively suppresses it.
It was also true under the fixed parity of the gold exchange standard. But just like physical gold holders in 1933 and 1971
profited from revaluation, so today physical holders will profit when parity is broken between paper contract gold and
physical gold in hand.
And once this separation is complete and physical gold finds its natural equilibrium as a wealth asset parallel to fiat
currencies, then and only then will gold be the inflation hedge par excellence. This future stasis is what I call Free Gold. [2]
Karl to Gekko: Indeed, your position is nothing other than a speculative bet - a gamble.
What isn't a gamble today? We are on the brink of a major discontinuity. Are stocks not a gamble? Perhaps they are the best
gamble if you expect normal inflation and economic recovery. Are bonds not a gamble? Perhaps they are the best gamble if
you expect deflation of the type that perpetually increases the value of the dollar, even in the face of unsustainable debt.
But how do each of these investments fare in the opposite situation? How are stocks in a deflation? How are bonds when the
dollar is falling? How do derivatives fare when counterparties cop to insolvency?
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And what happens to all of the above when the currency collapses? No, it's not the dollar bills in your wallet nor the
quarters in your pants pocket that threaten the system. It is all the contractual debt that requires payment in those things. If
that debt can't be paid to the satisfaction of the creditors that earned what they loaned with real labor, then that dollar in your
wallet will fail. The mountain of debt is inextricably linked to the currency itself.
Sure, foreign debt can cause a currency collapse quickly. But what about domestic debt? What about the biggest debt in the
world being owed by the biggest printer in the world? How long does that take to collapse? 30 years? 40 years? And when
should we start counting?
So which is the bigger gamble with your life's savings, your family nest egg, you children's inheritance at this particular
time in history? Is it a bigger gamble to keep it denominated in a precarious piece of paper printed by the global debtor par
excellence? Or is it the solid, private, physical wealth reserve with a 6,000 year track record that, incidentally, the central
banks and sovereign wealth funds hold as their wealth reserve?
The health of your nest egg is a very private matter, just like the health of your body. Do not entrust it to the opinion of
others who will not lose a penny if you lose. Do not blindly follow the advice of anyone. Answer the questions above
yourself. Think it through. Understand! Then decide for yourself.

(from Chris Martenson's Crash Course video Chapter 20)

This is no cult as Karl thinks it is. Some people here lost a lot of money in stocks, bonds and real estate before they started
thinking it all through. Others here made a lot of money in these same schemes, and then went in search of the best way to
consolidate that wealth before the coming discontinuity that anyone with eyes can see coming. Yet others, some that I have
received generous support from, have family money, old money, and they thank me for sharing publicly what they already
understand.
Here is the big picture historical context. When it comes to hard money and soft money history records a story of struggle
between two classes of men. It is always the same two classes. Those who worked hard to save for the future and want hard
money to protect the purchasing power of their efforts, and those who prefer soft money that always inflates away value
making the repayment of their debts easier as time goes by. The savers and the debtors.
Sometimes the debtors rebel against the savers, as in the French Revolution. And sometimes the savers flee the debtors as in
the American Revolution. Sometimes the conservative saving class makes monumental errors, as when the Regent of France
put John Law in charge of their money. And sometimes the liberal soft money crowd takes it all too far, as with the dollar
today.
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I know you all perceive the banker as the opposition. But just know that the banker is merely the middleman between these
two classes of men. The banker facilitates the loans from the savers to the debtors, and the repayment back again.
The banker makes his largest profits during times in history when the liberal soft money crowd is in power both politically
and monetarily. And he makes his most absurd profits when the debtor class allows its debt to go too far... to the very
mathematical limit. But don't worry. This unstoppable avalanche will reduce banking and central banking to what it should
be; a utility for the public good. [3]
As money has evolved since the time of John Law, we have always had one or the other, hard money or soft money. And
this always leads to conflict or currency collapse. With hard money you get conflict when the debtors revolt against hard
payment terms. Look at Greece today, or France in 1790. And with soft money you always get currency collapse.
So if you are waiting for "the people" to rise up and demand silver currency to defeat the enemy bankers, you may just be
looking in the wrong direction. "The people" today don't want hard money. They are deep in debt. They want soft money. So
do the Western governments and politicians. They all want to inflate away the debt in which they are drowning.
No, what is happening today is a little more complicated than in the past. Today, as in the past, we are staring directly at a
currency collapse of monumental proportions. The global reserve currency now has a mountain of debt denominated in
itself, at its very limit. It can no longer be rolled over on the backs of new savers.
But at the same time we are all interconnected electronically today. Never before in all of history has a soft currency been so
amazingly efficient and fast in long distance transactions.
So what will happen? How will it all shake out?
If you can understand that the savers' savings today is tied up in the debtors' repayment, then you can understand that savers
will be burned because full repayment today is impossible. And they will ultimately turn to a different wealth reserve than
paper representing someone else's debt.
And if you can understand how the debt is inextricably linked to the value of the currency, then you can pretty clearly see
the currency collapse coming.
But our modern soft currency excels at one thing greater than any soft currency in all of history, or any hard currency for
that matter. It lubricates a healthy economy with greater speed and efficiency than anything else ever has. So where is the
flaw? I'll get to that in a moment.
Everyone wants a soft currency today. The politicians do. The central banks do. The G20 nations do. The debtors do. Even
"the people" do, because they are debtors too. And today we have the best soft currencies the world has ever seen! Since the
computer came on line in the 1970's thing have never been faster.
This is probably money's most important function, transactional medium or medium of exchange. But in this function, in
this transactional role the specific value of a currency does not matter at all. All that matters is stability, or relative stability
since perfect stability is impossible.
The reason I bring this up is to point out that the dollar could devalue "Zimbabwe-style", then gain stability once again, lop
off a dozen zeros, and get right back to performing its most important function, lubricating trade at the speed of light.
Can't picture this? That may be because I haven't gotten to the flaw yet, and the natural solution to that flaw.
Ever since John Law's time and even before, money has had three roles to play. And they were always played by the same
money. This "shared functionality" always led to conflict in times of hard money or currency collapse in times of soft
money. The three roles are 1. transactional medium (the physical currency), 2. unit of account (the denominator of debt),
and 3. store of value (the wealth reserve).
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The flaw in the dollar is that it was brought up with gold tied at the hip. Gold was always fixed to the dollar at a specific
parity. So gold was no obvious alternative store of value to dollar debt. So for 100 years now the savers have found dollardenominated debt to their liking. That was until the debt slaves rebelled and the savers' savings became worthless. I believe
that was back in 2010. Or was it 2011? But I'm getting ahead of myself.
We can and will live with a modern, electronic super-efficient fiat currency. In this Karl Denninger is correct. But when the
debt mountain collapses and the present value of our super-efficient fiat currencies find their new equilibrium, something
will have to emerge as a parallel money to serve the store of value function that failed in the collapse. That something is
gold, and gold alone!
In this, Gordon Gekko is correct. Gold is money and only money! But I don't think we will go back to shipping pallets of
gold to China on Walmart Supertanker return trips. Nor do I think we will go back to gold and silver coins in our pocket on
the weekly trip to the general store like Little House on the Prairie.
Gold need only perform in the savings function and the clearing of net imbalances. And not necessarily in a centralized
clearinghouse. Gold’s clearing function will likely be decentralized but it will not be a currency for everyday trade.
What I see so clearly coming right at us is a separation of the traditional monetary functions into two separate mediums!
The transactional role will go to the winner in that department, modern electronic fiat. And the wealth reserve role will go to
the winner in that department, gold. But what about the unit of account?
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Well, I have a few ideas about this, but they are all equal probabilities. Maybe this role will be split between the two
mediums depending on risk appetite, time preference and knowledge or profession. In other words, carpenters won't dabble
in fiat debt investing. With a golden alternative there will be no incentive to take such risks. Or maybe we'll switch from a
debt-based system to an equity-based system. [4] I think this possibility is highly likely even though it seems completely
alien right now.
Anyway, this is what Freegold is all about. It is about deducing the inevitable implications of an unstoppable avalanche.
And it is about fiat currency finally finding its natural equilibrium with a parallel physical gold wealth reserve. And trust me,
fractional paper gold promises won't work in this new world, so equilibrium will likely be somewhere north of $50,000 per
ounce (and that's from just the functional change, don't even ask me about the inflation-adjusted price).
Sincerely,
FOFOA
[1] Please see: Bondage or Freegold?
[2] Please see: Evolution! for more on stasis and "punctuated equilibrium"
[3] Please see: Say Goodbye to Wall Street
[4] Please see: Metamorphosis
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Saturday, June 19, 2010
How Can We Possibly Calculate the Future Value of Gold?

Stefan brings up a recurring topic of discussion here at FOFOA. He asks, "How could gold ever be
worth more than $10,000 in today's dollars?" And I reply, "How could it not?"
Then again, look at what we're arguing over. As Michael Maloney said, It'll either be breathtakingly
spectacular or stunning, one or the other.
Stefan Pernar said...
Have been doing a bit of math:
Total world wealth in 2007 in 2000 US$ = 125.25 Trillion [1]
Equivalent 2010 dollars = 125.25 TUS$ * 1.25 [2] = 156.56 TUS$
Total above ground gold = 158'000 metric tons [3]
Theoretical maximum gold value assuming ALL wealth flows into gold = 156.56 TUS$ / 158'000 tons
= 30'816.55 USD / oz
Comments: this assumes that all the value of all other assets (silver, commodities, stocks, gems, houses,
currency, land, etc) drops to zero. Assuming that only half the value of all other assets flows to gold
then we are looking at a rationally defensible 15'000 USD / oz in 2010 dollars.
Considering that since 2007 total wealth dropped significantly due to the stock market correction this
figure will have to be corrected downward 25% again. So we are looking at a realist maximum 2010
dollar gold price of around 10'000 USD / oz.
Projecting a 50'000 2010 USD gold price assumes world gold wealth alone (50'000 USD / oz x 158'000
tons of gold = 254 TUS$) eclipsing total 2007 world wealth (all assets) by about 2/3.
Conclusion: A future gold price of 50'000 USD / oz in 2010 dollars without an accompanying global
total wealth increase by about an order of magnitude is grossly unrealistic.
[1] Estimating the Level and Distribution of Global Household Wealth, United Nations University,
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2007
[2] http://www.westegg.com/inflation/
[3] http://www.coinlink.com/Resources/fun-facts/how-much-gold-is-there-in-the-world/
June 18, 2010 7:58 PM

Hello Stefan,
I don't think it is as simple as pouring a hundred cups of water into one large beaker and noting the total
volume. But you do bring up a few common misconceptions. There are a few trillion possible methods
to attempt to presage the full impact of this thing called Freegold. So as I said in Metamorphosis, "Let's
spin this globe and take a look at things from a slightly different angle."
Instead of looking at wealth, or even debt, let's look at "purchasing power". Better yet, let's look at the
concept of "Stored Purchasing Power". Now I realize that most people's "stored purchasing power" will
be deployed at some point over the next ten or twenty years... those that have any. But for the sake of
understanding the theoretical concept, imagine that I have immense stored purchasing power. Imagine
that I am a "super-producer" giant. Imagine that I make something that everyone in the world wants
and needs.
Let's suppose that I am similar to Bill Gates, only much more necessary to the human race. Yes, I have
moral charity obligations that come with my significant wealth, but do I not also have the right to store
some of it for future use? Should it be illegal for me to store my productive effort so that my
descendants could benefit from it for generations to come? If you make such a thing illegal or
impossible I will likely not produce as much of what everyone wants and needs! Is this a good
economic strategy? Or is it an economically limiting (perhaps even deflationary) strategy spawned only
by envy?
You see, time is the factor most ignored in the concept of "stored purchasing power". It is ignored
because it is relatively irrelevant to most people. This is perfectly understandable. But does this mean
that I should forfeit the fruits of my labor after some point in time or at some maximum? Of course not!
That would be socialist nonsense. As long as my storage of wealth medium does not infringe on anyone
else's industrial growth, then my accumulation actually contributes to economic expansion.
The future amount of time is infinite, therefore "stored purchasing power" is theoretically limitless. The
only thing that limits its potential is a faulty storage medium, which limits the collective confidence in
its ability to preserve wealth over time.
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With a faulty storage medium I will not be as eager to store the fruits of my labor for deployment so far
into the future. For I will recognize that at some point in time the medium will fail and my efforts will
have been for naught. So I will be more likely to "spend" my considerable wealth in the here and now.
Not right now, but you know what I mean. I'll probably build a 70,000 sq. ft. high tech castle on a lake
for me and my wife and things like that.
And an interesting side effect of spending my considerable wealth in the here and now is that it not
only reduces the purchasing power of the rest of my wealth, but also everyone else's who holds a
similar medium as me. In aggregate, a faulty storage medium is self-limiting.
So, quickly cutting to the chase, the logical conclusions we can deduce from this conceptual line of
Thought are that:
1. the storage of purchasing power is size-unlimited in a solid medium with potentially infinite
confidence and one that does not infringe upon anything else, and
2. the storage of purchasing power in a flawed medium with a mathematical limit (like debt) is
constrained roughly to the aggregate purchase price of everything in the world at any point in time,
with a decent margin of error.
I say this is the rough limit because it represents the emergency exit from said flawed medium.
So the next step is to ask ourselves the obvious question. How much "stored purchasing power" exists
in the world today? This is a good question, yes? But how could we possibly know? Today it is all
denominated in worthless paper! As Another said:
One should grasp that "today, your wealth, is not what your currency say it is"! In this world, paper
currency is for trade, only! It is for the buying, selling, earning and paying, not for knowing the value
of your family holdings! Know this, "the printers of paper do never tell the owner that the money has
less value, that judgment is reserved for the person you offer that currency to"! Again, I ask, how can
we know a true value for our assets, when they are known only in currency that finds its worth, as in
the exchange rate for another currency?
Many will "think long and hard on this", but will find little reason for this position. For it is in your
history to know only "things valued in paper terms".
Your past holds little of knowing value outside of currencies, this does block the good view!
Hear me now, what the wealthy and powerful know: "real value does not have to always be stated or
converted thruout time. It need only be priced once during the experience of life, that will be much
more than enough!"
Stefan, is an American home on an eighth of a desert acre really worth 200 men's suits? Is an Ivy
League education in Investment Banking really worth 2,000 barrels of crude oil? Who knows? We have
been living in a fantasy of government-sponsored malinvestment and soft money financial engineering
for more than six decades. How will we ever know what things are really worth before it all collapses?
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I am not as smart as the Superorganism that makes up the marketplace. No one is. So how much
"stored purchasing power" exists in the world today? It is an impossible question to answer, yes? But
let's try thinking about it for a moment anyway.
For at least 66 years now the whole world has been operating under the $IMFS. But when we really
look at "who is the dollar faction" and "who is the non-$ faction" we see that roughly 25% of the world
profits greatly from this system and 75% of the world is essentially "taxed" by it. In other words,
roughly 25% of the world has been running a trade deficit for 66 years while 75% has been running the
necessary surplus to support the other 25%. I know this is a bold, generalized statement to make
without full explanation, but these are conservative numbers that I have used and explained in many
posts.
For simplicity, let's call these two zones "The West" and "everyone else". Now what are a few broad,
sweeping generalizations we can make about these two zones? For one thing, those in the West, unlike
most everyone else, operate, as ANOTHER put it, "without 'loss of currency' Experience." And because
of this they exhibit a level of confidence in paper storage of purchasing power that is quite surprising to
everyone else.
The West loves its paper wealth. It loves to record it, to publish it, to know where it is, to know where it
stands, to throw its weight around with it, to tax it, to track its movements, and occasionally to take it
away. It is this $IMFS fascination with paper wealth that made it possible for you to even find a
number for "Global Household Wealth", Stefan. And when I think about this number for a while, it is
hard not to laugh at the absurdity of it.
Let me ask you this. Does that UN survey take into account the "stored purchasing power" of the
Indian wives? How about the sovereign wealth hidden in Saudi Arabia? What about "old money" and
"royal wealth" hidden in Europe? Large swaths of the "everyone else" 75% never stopped storing their
purchasing power privately in gold, knowing that one day it would be restored.
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Other recently liberalized regions are now playing extreme catch-up. And yet other subsets of
"everyone else" learned the hard way how "all paper can burn" under a soft money regime. How are
they all storing their productive efforts these days? What lessons did they learn from 'loss of currency'
Experience?
And what about the 66 years worth of surpluses centrally accumulated in national central banks and
sovereign wealth funds? Were they counted as part of the "Global Household Wealth"?
This transfer of wealth that is coming is not a direct and equal transfer. It is not like pouring one pitcher
into another. It is more like flipping a switch on the virtual matrix. Turning off the monetary plane that
hovers over the physical plane and claims to tell you how much "stored purchasing power" everyone
has. When you turn it off, all that purchasing power disappears in a flash. And then what lies beneath is
exposed in daylight, the real physical world. No real capital is destroyed, only the myth is destroyed.
But true capital is exposed and revalued.
And as I said earlier, true capital as a storage for purchasing power has no limit whatsoever to its total
size relative to normal prices. This is because it uses the time dimension with unequalled confidence.
Absolute confidence allows it to stretch as far out into time as it wants. And this confidence is a selfreinforcing, self-sustaining feedback loop in the same way that a faulty store of purchasing power is
self-limiting by its intrinsic lack of infinite durability.
So when the plug is pulled on the matrix and the pitcher of water disappears, how much water will be
revealed in the physical plane beneath? I guess this is the $50,000 question, yes?
If you are just dying to be able to visualize the actual mechanics of this transfer of wealth that could
explode aggregate value to a much higher level than your linear model allows, Stefan, I'll give you a
brief glimpse. Gold holds its unique position because it is pretty much used for nothing else. It has an
extremely high stock to flow ratio. "Stock" means those who are sitting tight on their physical gold,
letting it lie still for the future, and "flow" means those who are presently trading their gold.
One of the false assumptions of your linear model is that real physical gold must hold the same timevalue-durability confidence level throughout 100% of the world that paper wealth holds in 25% of the
world. So as people sell their paper wealth and buy physical gold, the price rise will bring down the
stock to flow ratio to a much lower equilibrium point somewhere around $10,000 per ounce.
Gold is not like other commodities where supply is economically driven to ramp up and meet demand
as prices rise. Nor is it like paper investments that have objective metrics like price-to-earnings ratios
and interest rates. With gold, a rising price sends the exact opposite signal to the place where supply
comes from. It confirms the belief in those that already hold the "stock" that it is a good investment and
it is best to sit tight and not re designate it to "flow".
Commodities and paper investments are limited to the upside by economic forces and future earnings
metrics respectively. Yet they are unlimited to the downside for the same reasons. Gold, on the other
hand, has none of the upside limitations that everything else has. It will only find its point of
equilibrium when enough "stock" is reassigned to "flow" to meet demand. And this dynamic obviously
has nothing to do with today's paper gold market where physical stock lies very still and paper stock
meets most of the demand.
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Lastly, understand that currency flows through assets, not into them. In fact, a limited amount of dollars
can flow through the same gold many times, over and over, driving it higher and higher with each pass,
as long as new gold stock is not coaxed out of hiding. And the interesting thing in this process is that,
as I said above, it actually causes the opposite of the expected supply/demand reaction. With each passthrough of the dollar more "flow gold" is moved into "stock gold", not the other way around like
commodities and paper.
This is the feedback loop. It is confirmation to the gold investor that his gold is a good investment. And
it also says something very distinct about the alternatives. Namely that they are failing. And with this
confirmation, it is from existing gold holders that less supply comes. This is not true of any other
investment class because they all have objective metrics for valuation or economically limiting forces.
All except gold.

The true Giants of this world that hold large amounts of gold have a good idea what their gold is worth.
And yet, when it finally gets there they will still not liquidate their "stocks". This is because gold as a
store of purchasing power has an infinite time horizon. These Giants are not interested in "catching the
top" like Western traders. They are interested in storing purchasing power well into the future.
I guarantee to you that the Noble families of Europe still possess some of the same exact pieces of gold
that were in their families in the 16th, 17th and 18th centuries. And this is purchasing power stored (and
increased) through several currency collapses!
So, cutting to the chase once again, the biggest fallacy in your model is using "Total above ground
gold" as your point of comparison. It's not the stock that matters, it's the flow.
Now, if you have a supercomputer you can try to run this unimaginably complex flow algorithm. But
be careful with your assumptions. One wrong assumption can throw the whole thing off by orders of
magnitude. Here is what my supercomputer spat out:
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Take it for whatever it's worth, which, of course, only you can decide for yourself. The $IMFS is
failing. Please don't let the fears, envy or baseless doubts of others obscure this reality. You can choose
to participate in the recapitalization of world finance or you can be a victim of it when the lights go out.
The choice is right in front of you. So decide what you'd rather be: a participant in the rebuild, or a
victim of the collapse. Amazingly you still have this choice available as I type these words.
Sincerely,
FOFOA
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Tuesday, June 29, 2010
Mad World

With a fresh round of "balance sheet money" petrifaction and conversion into "base money" through QE seemingly on the
horizon, it may be time to take a fresh look at the most important and frightening situation that the Western public simply
does not get. That the Fed and the ECB have been postponing (and ONLY postponing) the total collapse of our debt-driven
economy and the entire international monetary and financial system (the $IMFS) that, without their actions, would have
already collapsed.
This postponement has been effected only by piling on more of the same debt, on top of an already-too-big mountain of
debt. Sterilization schmerilization. If the Fed and the ECB had not intervened on such a massive scale, everybody in the
entire Western world would have already lost their illusory wealth two years ago.
How can the Western public possibly imagine what is coming? Some imagined something back in September and October,
2008, but then it didn't come. Now it is much worse, yet no one sees it coming this time. Western paper wealth is a complete
mirage, more now than ever, yet they sit tight after receiving the gift of two more years to understand and prepare.
FOA wrote back in April of 2001, "My friend, debt is the very essence of fiat. As debt defaults, fiat is destroyed. This is
where all these deflationists get their direction. Not seeing that hyperinflation is the process of saving debt at all costs, even
buying it outright for cash. Deflation is impossible in today's dollar terms because policy will allow the printing of cash, if
necessary, to cover every last bit of debt and dumping it on your front lawn! (smile) Worthless dollars, of course, but no
deflation in dollar terms! (bigger smile)"
"Buying it outright for cash" is exactly what QE is. "Dumping it on your front lawn" is what the Fed and the ECB are doing
right now. Not literally, of course, but they are dumping non-contractible, petrified base money on top of your paper wealth,
diluting it in ways you will only see once, once it is too late to do anything about it, that is.
Bernanke wrote in 2002, "The US government has a technology, called a printing press, that allows it to produce as many
US dollars as it wishes at essentially no cost" in a speech entitled "Deflation: Making Sure It Doesn’t Happen Here." Today
he is putting his theories to the real-world test, doing exactly what he said he would do back in 2002.
Optimistic deflationists like Ambrose Evans-Pritchard and Andrew Roberts at RBS see this as a good thing. Pritchard writes,
"The only plausible escape route for the West is a decade of fiscal austerity offset by helicopter drops of printed money,
for as long as it takes." And Roberts says this is the Fed tack "which I personally prefer". [1]
More realistic (in my opinion) deflationists see the necessity of credit contraction, economic contraction and defaults to
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cleanse the system. But what all deflationists seem to miss is the fragility of the US dollar as the linchpin holding the entire
global financial system together. And what they seem to either not realize or completely ignore, or perhaps avoid, is that
Bernanke is testing the strength of this rusty old pin with every move he makes.
Gargantuan efforts have been made to extend the mirage and pretend it is real. It is not. And although this façade of paper
wealth is accepted at face value by the vast majority, the rot suffered underneath through the process of extension is nearly
complete.
Most readers do not understand the serious nature of what I write. They still react with a skeptical mind to my story, and to
the story presented by ANOTHER and FOA, as if they were some kind of a speculative exercise for investors.
All the so-called expert economists won't dare to present today's historically dramatic situation in its correct, very alarming
context. And those who do understand what is actually happening should be utterly - speechless -. People, including the
experts, just don't want to believe what they are seeing. And they refuse to analyze the true implications of this dire
situation.
"We're heading towards a double-dip recession," said Chris Whalen, a former Fed official and now head of Institutional Risk
Analystics. "The party is over from fiscal support. These hard-money men are fighting the last war: they don't recognise that
money velocity has slowed and we are going into deflation. The only default option left is to crank up the printing
presses again." [2]
Never mind that money velocity can reverse in one day when panic is involved. [3] The above is, in a nutshell, the $IMFS.
"The only default option left is to crank up the printing presses again." Read that sentence a few times more just to be sure
you get it.
This is exactly how the $IMFS reacts to each and every mole that pops its head up. They react so quickly that they forget
the last mole never actually went away. It disappeared from view, therefore we carry on and pretend it is gone. This game of
printing press Whack-a-Mole gives off the paradoxical feeling of safety, as if nothing ever crashes.

Can you see yet how ridiculous this whole paradigmatic façade is?
How about all this "gold bubble" talk? I will remind you that there were very few people that even knew what a bubble was
back in 1999 and 2000 when the US stock market was hitting its ALL TIME HIGH and gold was at its ALL TIME LOW.
Then along came ANOTHER and FOA with over 1,000 delicious, free pages explaining exactly why physical gold taken
into your own possession was the buy of the century. The general public completely missed this opportunity (so far) and
now they provide the "bubble talk" necessary to cast doubt on the truth of the situation. Yet these same people are still
trapped in their loss-making Ponzi bubble paper, with nary a glance at gold's outstanding performance.
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And remember, to date this is only paper gold that is performing. Paper with only a fragile and fractional parity attachment
to the real thing. Physical gold HAS NOT EVEN HAD ITS DAY IN THE SUN YET.
But even if you are blind to the real story of physical gold, and are simply following the technicals of the paper-gold bullrun, the signs are everywhere and amazing. Just have a look at Jesse and his fantastic charts. (And I am not saying Jesse is
blind to the physical gold story. He most certainly is not.)
So we seem to have almost ten more years of upside ahead of us, and could be considered to be at the halfway point.
Gold has been gaining, on average about 70% every three years. So what is the end point?
Just for grins, I would expect gold to hit $6,300 near the end of this steady bull run, but the bull market will end in a
parabolic intra-month spike towards $10,000. This is likely to occur around 2018-2020.
Long term forecasts are fun, but there are so many exogenous variables that it is very hard to say what will happen even a
few years out. Let's see how this breakout goes, and where we are at then end of this year first. The charts will inform us of
any major trend changes. Charts provide perspective more than prediction.
Exogenous variables indeed! The above is, of course, the "paper gold story." It is the best case scenario for the powers that
be and the paper-bugs. It is what the technicals indicate to a "gold bull" should the whole rickety paper gold structure hold.
But what it doesn't take into account is the "gap up" when the physical gold market severs its parity relationship with
processed, bleached pulp promises.
If Jesse's technical signs were aimed at paper-Ponzi investments, people would be lining up at the Ponzi window. But in
gold, alas, it must be a bubble.
So what is necessarily implied by the failure of paper promises to deliver physical gold during a financial panic? And from
the other side of the coin, what is necessarily implied by an overnight 50X revaluation in only one, single, physical asset?
Please think about these questions.
The Fed, in all its wisdom, is now telling us "Economics is Hard." And the BIS says, "powerful measures have strong side
effects, and their dangers are beginning to become apparent."
The BIS goes on to say, "The financial disruptions in the first half of 2010 have brought the fragility of the industrial
world’s financial system into stark relief: a shock of virtually any size risks a replay of the events we saw in late 2008..."
"...Unlike then, however, we [Central Banks] have hardly any room for manoeuvre. Policy rates are already at zero and
central bank balance sheets are bloated." [4]
Here is the situation: The system would have collapsed, paper wealth would have burned, your savings, pensions and paper
promises would have disappeared, and physical gold would have gone to the moon two years ago if the Central Banks had
not taken extraordinary measures. But these actions only made the system more fragile and raised the risks to new heights.
And today the Central Banks have "hardly any room for manoeuver," so says the Central Bank of Central Banks.
Even our own Fed is saying, "Economics is hard." Sheesh!
Does this sound scary? A little creepy perhaps? It should. If you really take the time to understand what is happening, you
should be utterly - speechless -.
But on the flipside, holding physical gold in your own possession will convey to you a sense of security rather than that
sense of fear and loathing brought on by the system. Holding gold brings calm and peace of mind. Holding gold brings the
power of money creation back to the people. The old saying really is true – he who holds the gold makes the rules. So
please, in this time of great uncertainty, hold gold, and make your own rules.
Sincerely,
FOFOA
[1] RBS tells clients to prepare for 'monster' money-printing by the Federal Reserve
[2] Ben Bernanke needs fresh monetary blitz as US recovery falters
[3] What Obama Does Not Know
[4] BIS 80th Annual Report
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Friday, July 2, 2010
Timing Is Everything

I'm sure you've all heard it said (usually by puffed-up market players, or especially in old movies featuring that sort of
character) "My boy, timing isn't everything... it's the ONLY thing!"
To be sure, timing ISN'T everything, and it most certainly isn't the ONLY thing... but one thing about timing bears saying
right here, right now....
Did you notice how gold's little slide yesterday occurred... (hmmmmm... how shall I put this for proper emphasis...)
YESTERDAY!!?
I don't mean to say did you notice HOW it occurred, or even so much to emphasize THAT it occurred at all (that's a small
matter), but rather, that such an event happened YESTERDAY!
And more precisely to the point, it isn't even so very notable that it happened yesterday (or today, or next week, or even at
all) because the very significant fact is that it did NOT happen PRIOR to yesterday!!
"Yesterday", of course, being July 1st, the day AFTER June 30th, a very "special" day in the lives of many young central
bankers across the world, when love is in the air and their thoughts turn to unwrapping the presents delivered to them
(monthly for some, quarterly for others) on the shoulders of the resolute MTM Giants. After the "snapshots" are taken, who
really gives a hoot what happens the day after?
And of course, such volatility quickly shakes loose those outsiders of least conviction, and then the price again moves
upward as the giants come around again, picking up crumbs dropped by weak hands, bearing their load, bringing the gift of
value...
FOA (06/12/00; 19:48:25MT - usagold.com msg#26)
Put your cards on the table!
The current paper gold world will die (burn) as its value to users erodes, not increases! We have to remember that some 85%
(or more) of the long side of our world paper markets will not (perhaps cannot) take delivery of physical gold. If the paper
trading price is driven ever lower from new derivative supply, these longs simply "trade out" and take their cash hit. The
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major banks and players in this arena know this and therefore are not at risk from expanding their positions. Truly, they are
only playing behind the real political game today.
Indeed, if the Euro function will ultimately burn the dollar and its paper gold markets and replace it with a physical "free
gold" market, then selling paper gold is free money! Right? This is but one segment of the coming currency transition and to
date it's progressing right along!
Again, most everyone in the Western Gold bug game is running with the ball in the wrong direction. They are trying to
understand just how the Euro zone players are going to get out of our current gold market liabilities when the Euro makes
use of the dollar gold market! These same thinkers are looking for some kind of "work out" of our system so its price
discovery function will value gold where it should be! My observation from the "Euro Makers" is that one should "forget
this notion!" "Nobody" gives a hoot about holding "price discovery" paper contracts as the real thing. Except for those with
the real power to trade something for full payment! OIL!
Today, paper gold derivatives are for selling because they will eventually be politically defaulted once their discount to
physical drives their value next to nothing.
So who is in danger of being hurt as this unfolds?
That's right, the Western paper gold long! I'm not talking about just the US market! This is about the entire world gold
market as we know it today. The real play will be for the ones that get out in front of the move by owning physical.
This stampede out of "paper physical" by the "big boys" will first discount that medium as all the selling comes to play.
Then the real buying of physical will ensue. It seems every Gold bug sees only half the trade and has great faith that
contract law will favor a short squeeze. Yet, none of them see where it is the long that will be dumping and forcing the
discount!
So what did you think of the gold "take down" yesterday? Did July 1st mean anything to you?
Well, if I were a Central Banker who marked my reserve assets to market price (MTM<--MUST READ) like all Central
Bankers should...
Then perhaps my quarterly performance "kudos" might reflect my performance. Yes? And then, once the "snapshot" is
recorded in the books, it is good for what, another three months?
Ladies and gentlemen, think this through carefully. Because if any of this rings true, then one conclusion we can draw from
yesterday's "price action" is that Freegold can't be very far away.
What if yesterday's "dip" was not the result of a coordinated pounding, but from the abrupt and unexpected absence of
certain "giant" "longs"?
Why did paper gold hold its own all through June -- at or near its ALL TIME NOMINAL HIGH -- only to drop off a small
cliff on July 1st as if one of its main support pillars called in sick for the day?
Were the "commercials" REALLY just waiting to turn the calendar page before pounding the snot out of gold? Or were
certain "giant" LONGS propping up PAPER GOLD to book important numbers... on an important day? And if so, what
does this imply about the real PHYSICAL prospects for the paper gold market going forward?
As long as the "paper gold" price is imputed widely to all pieces of real physical gold held tightly in vaults, it is fairly
important to certain... how shall I say... published reports? Yes?
The timing of yesterday's "attack" on gold is most auspicious for physical gold. Notice I didn't say suspicious, but
auspicious!
What do you think about yesterday's gold action? Please tell me in the comments below.
Happy 4th to everyone! Have a great weekend and please be safe and sane!
Sincerely,
FOFOA
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Wednesday, July 7, 2010
The Debtors and the Savers

Ever hear the one about the little old lady living in an old but paid-off house, with a shoe box full of gold coins in the
basement? Across the street lived a big guy, in a big McMansion. It had a special garage for the RV, and another four-car
garage for the other four cars. He had a boat at the side and a trailer with two jet skis in front of the boat. Then one day little
old lady noticed big guy was gone. The bank had taken back his house.
Most people thought big guy was rich and little old lady was poor. How wrong most people were.
Tiger's Tail
I watched a pretty forgettable movie the other night on TV. It was just so-so from a film-maker's perspective, but it had at
least one redeeming quality from my blog-maker's perspective. It highlighted a point I had been thinking about.
The film is called "The Tiger's Tail", and the basic back story is identical twin brothers that were separated at birth when one
was given up for adoption. The adopted brother is destitute when he discovers he has a twin who is a very public multimillionaire businessman. So, filled with envy and anger over being given up as an infant, he hatches a plan to "steal" his
brother's identity and life for just long enough to liquidate his assets and make off with the cash.
He is successful supplanting himself into his brother's life only to find that the vast wealth is built completely on debt. What
filled him with envy on the surface is nothing but a giant, net-negative hole once he looks behind the curtain.
Here is an eight minute version of the movie that contains all the relevant scenes. We pick it up right at the point where the
adopted twin first arrives at his brother's office, pretending to be him, ready to liquidate a few assets...

My apologies to John Boorman. I'm really looking forward to your remakes of The Wizard of Oz and Excalibur, and I loved
Deliverance and Exorcist II: The Heretic. ;)
Marx Had It Backwards
Karl Marx predicted the breakdown of capitalism as a result of class struggle, followed by the establishment of a grand
commune in which all the means of production would become publicly owned and used only for the public good. Sounds
pretty nice, huh? "Imagine no possessions, I wonder if you can. No need for greed or hunger, A brotherhood of man.
Imagine all the people, Sharing all the world..." ... and all that peace and harmony stuff.
Today we have many fine, intelligent and exacting analysts all looking at the same economic data and coming up with vastly
different analyses of the present global financial crisis. What sets them all apart from each other is not intelligence, or math
skills, or even popularity. What sets them apart is the foundational premises on which they operate.
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And a false premise can skew a brilliant analysis 180 degrees in the wrong direction. Few analysts fully disclose their
premises. But Karl Marx did, and in this we can find the one, key flaw that sent his analysis off in a disastrous direction.

Marx writes, "The history of all hitherto existing society is the history of class struggle." He got this part right! What he got
wrong was his delineation of the classes.
Marx's classes were:
1. Labour (the proletariat or workers) - anyone who earns their livelihood by selling their labor and being paid a wage for
their labor time. They have little choice but to work for capital, since they typically have no independent way to survive.
2. Capital (the bourgeoisie or capitalists) - anyone who gets their income not from labor as much as from the surplus value
they appropriate from the workers who create wealth. The income of the capitalists, therefore, is based on their exploitation
of the workers.
Simply put, Marx says it's the rich versus the poor. According to Marx the rich exploit the poor to get themselves a "laborfree income", which spawns a class struggle.
This is an attractive perspective because it requires only a cursory, superficial judgment to place someone into one of the
two camps, the rich or the poor. If someone is driving a Bentley we immediately know which group they are in, right?
But within this simple, foundational premise lies an error so serious that within 130 years of Marx's death it caused
somewhere between 85 million and 150 million deaths, depending on how you count them. That's an oddly large number of
dead people for a commun-ity in which class struggle had been eliminated, isn't it? Peace and harmony my ar$e.
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Inscription reads: "Workers Of All Lands Unite"

As I said, Marx got one thing right. History does bear out the dramatic story of centuries of class struggle. But if we
eliminate his one small flawed premise, we can see it all much more clearly.
The two classes are not the Labour and the Capital, the rich and the poor, the proletariat and the bourgeoisie, or the workers
and the elite. The two classes are the Debtors and the Savers. "The easy money camp" and "the hard money camp". History
reveals the story of these two groups, over and over and over again. Always one is in power, and always the other one
desires the power.
1. Debtors - "The easy money camp" likes to spend (and redistribute) money it did not earn, either by borrowing it, taxing
the savers for it, or printing it. They like easy money because it is always and everywhere constantly inflating, easing the
repayment of their debts.
2. Savers - "The hard money camp" likes to live within their means and save any excess for the future. They prefer hard
money (or in some cases "harder" money) because it protects their savings and forces the debtors to work off their debts.
1789, the French Revolution, "the hard money camp" had been in power since 1720 when John Law's easy money
collapsed, and starting in 1789 "the easy money camp" killed "the hard money camp" and took back the power. This is the
way "the easy money camp", the Debtors, usually take power... by revolting against the hard repayment of their spending
habits.
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Only nine years later, 1797, easy money collapsed once again (as it had just done in 1720) and a new French monetary
system based upon gold was again reinstated. This is the way "the hard money camp", the Savers, almost always regain
control: when the easy money collapses. On very rare occasions and only under highly favorable circumstances (like
moving to a new continent!), "the hard money crowd" takes control by physically separating from "easy money" and
declaring independence from the Debtors.
The American Revolution. Yes, the Constitution mandates hard money.
So just to repeat for clarity: Hard money regimes almost always end in bloodshed, when the easy money camp slaughters
the hard money camp to avoid hard repayment terms. And easy money regimes almost always end in financial suffering
when the easy money collapses. Here are a few more examples of "easy money collapses"...
Angola (1991-1999)
Argentina (1975-1991, 2001)
Austria (1921-1922)
Belarus (1994-2002)
Bolivia (1984-1986)
Brazil (1986-1994)
Bosnia-Herzegovina (1993)
Bulgaria (1991-1997)
Chile (1971-1973)
China (1939-1950)
Free City of Danzig (1923)
Ecuador (2000)
England (1560)
Greece (1944-1953)
Georgia (1995)
Germany (1923-1924, 1945-1948)
Greece (1944-1953)
Hungary (1922-1927, 1944-1946)
Israel (1979-1985)
Japan (1944-1948)
Krajina (1993)
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Madagascar (2004)
Mexico (1993)
Mongolian Empire (13th and 14th Century AD)
Nicaragua (1987-1990)
Persian Empire (1294)
Peru (1984-1990)
Poland (1922-1924, 1990-1993)
Romania (2000-2005)
Ancient Rome (~270AD)
Russia (1921-1922, 1992-1994)
Taiwan (late-1940's)
Turkey (1990's)
Ukraine (1993-1995)
United States (1812-1814, 1861-1865)
Vietnam (1981-1988)
Yap (late 1800's)
Yugoslavia (1989-1994)
Zaire (1989-1996)
Zimbabwe (1999 - present)
Source

You see, Marx had it almost completely backwards when he said the rich exploit the poor for free income. Once we shuffle
and re deal the two camps correctly we see that it is actually "the easy money camp" (the Debtors) that always exploit "the
hard money camp" (the Savers), taxing them, destroying their savings, destroying capital, borrowing money only to repay it
on easier terms, and sometimes even killing them. So are "the Debtors" the rich and "the Savers" the poor? Of course not! Is
this clear enough?
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What does all this have to do with Freegold today? Well, with history, ANOTHER and FOA as our guides, we can see
clearly what is coming. And with a correct view and a wide enough perspective, we can also see how some fine analysts
operating under false premises are inducing the wrong conclusions.
Today we are living the end of the longest stretch of time in which "the easy money camp" has been in power both
politically and monetarily. For a century now they have been easing our money more and more. And for those of you
obsessed with the "emerging" NWO and One-World Currency... surprise! You've been living with it for 66 years now.
This latest push for central control and massive deficit spending by the "easy money camp" is simply the blow-off phase
right before the long awaited collapse. And when easy money collapses, the transition is always financially painful but not
necessarily bloody like the French Revolution, which was the end of the "hard money camp".
Now, what happens during ALL periods in history, whether "the hard money camp" is in charge or "the easy money camp"
are running things... is a transfer of wealth. This is important! Because when the easy money guys are in power the transfer
of wealth happens slowly and gradually, and wealth flows from the Savers to the Debtors. But when "easy money"
collapses - and it ALWAYS collapses - there is a very RAPID transfer of wealth in the other direction, from the Debtors
back to the Savers.
And this is where you need to take some action today. Because we have been living in a "easy money regime" for so long
now, the delineation of the two camps is somewhat obscured. There are many many people who consider themselves Savers
who are still sitting in the wrong camp, and will be on the WRONG side of the coming
- extremely rapid - transfer of wealth.
Today you need to be proactive if you want to get on the receiving end of this "blow back" transfer of wealth. You need to
actively choose which camp you are in. And to do that, you need to recognize the two camps, or classes. Remember, this is a
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"class struggle".
So let's put a few modern groups and people into these two camps. I think it is fairly obvious that almost all modern
"socialistic" governments and their politicians addicted to sovereign debt and deficit spending are in the debtor class. These
are the easy money guys. And the bankers as a class are generally there too. As I said in a recent post:
The banker makes his largest profits during times in history when the liberal easy money crowd is in power both politically
and monetarily. And he makes his most absurd profits when the debtor class allows its debt to go too far... to the very
mathematical limit. But don't worry. This unstoppable avalanche will reduce banking and central banking to what it should
be; a utility for the public good.
And this is because easy money debt must flow THROUGH the banking class as it is passed between the savers and the
debtors.
But as individuals, not "banks", but individual bankers, we could say that some of them are Debtors while others are Savers.
For example, would you agree that the Rothschild family, as a family unit, is in the "saver class" while their industry or
profession (banking) as a whole falls in the "debtor class"? Or perhaps we could say that the banking institutions, as the
hollow corporate shells that they are, are closely aligned with the debtor class.
But on the other side of the coin, we can broadly say that most of the young "hot shot bankers" and investment bankers
probably fall firmly in the "debtor class". When you look at the lavish lifestyle of a lot of these young guys, you don't see
the debt it is built upon. Just like our character, Liam O'Leary, in The Tiger's Tail. You could watch a Rothschild and a
Goldman VP pull up to an event in identical Bentleys, not seeing that one is leased while the other is owned outright. Are
you catching my drift?

You can tell who the "easy money guys" are because they will always argue that a currency devaluation is preferable to
forced austerity. They will say, "the euro got it wrong because it doesn't allow for Greece to devalue." And in saying this,
they put themselves firmly in the Debtor camp. They are saying that the "Argentine/Brazilian
/Soviet/Zimbabwe workout" is preferable to what is happening in Greece today.
How about that Soviet "easy money collapse" in 1992? Who came out ahead? Most average people that thought they were
savers lost everything. So did the Russian banks take over Russia? Or did a handful of "Oligarchs" emerge as multibillionaires through the process and buy up anything in sight for pennies on the dollar? And which camp do you think these
Oligarchs were in? The Debtors or the Savers? Curiously, one of them just bought the New Jersey Nets.
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Russian Oligarch Mikhail Prokhorov
(Age: 45 - Born: Poor - Starting Industry: Precious Metals)

As I said earlier, almost all modern governments are in camp with the Debtors. And this includes the Russian government.
So are the Oligarchs in the opposing camp as their beloved comrades in the corrupt government? Here is an interesting
article:
Here's The Real Reason The Russian Oligarchs Are Buying Up Professional Sports Teams
By Henry Blodget
Business Insider
SNIP:
...we hear that some Russian oligarchs feel that, if they become highly visible owners of beloved sports franchises, the
Kremlin will be less likely to take them out.
Yes, as in that kind of out.
Remember Alexander Litvinenko, the ex-Russian spy who got poisoned in London...
Russian Oligarch Roman Abramovich
(Age: 43 - Born: Poor - Starting Industry: Entrepreneur)
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So here's the important thing in today's dangerous world. We must each understand the difference between choices and
inevitabilities. What is coming at us is inevitable. It is unavoidable. How we personally prepare for it is a choice we each
must actively make.
The coming "blow back" hyper-rapid transfer of wealth is not something that necessarily requires moral judgments of good
and evil. It is simply a fact of life today. Pick which side you want to be on in THIS particular transfer of wealth. By selling
your debt-financed paper savings and buying physical gold today you are making the conscious CHOICE to join the camp
of the true Savers.
Many people that consider themselves "savers" are precariously positioned right now. These people need to take active
measures to get on the receiving end of this transfer of wealth to survive. Many, many, many average citizens amazingly
still have this option, yet they don't even realize it. They need to get up and move over into the same camp as the
Rothschilds and the Russian Oligarchs, and prepare to own the future. It's not a matter of good versus evil at this point, it is
a matter of survival!
The easy money crowd has had a really, really long run in the sun this time. There's no need to feel bad for them. And all the
last-ditch central control efforts we see today are simply the culmination of that run. But their influential position is
completely dependent on the power afforded by the easy money debt machine that is now crumbling. Their "power
generator" is out of gas. And it's not the kind of gas you can legislate or print.
But don't take my word for it. And certainly don't take financial advice from me! For that matter, don't take financial advice
from ANYONE. Think it through yourself, quietly. Use your own head. This is the only path to peace of mind. You and only
you will lose your wealth if you take the wrong advice. And this time, it doesn't take an MBA and a JD to understand the
choices.
It is easy to watch the dollar losing its reserve privilege today. And it is also easy to see who will come out ahead when it
happens. All else is noise. Choose your camp wisely.
Sincerely,
FOFOA
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Monday, July 12, 2010
Debtors v. Savers II - FOA Retro House Mix

Trail Guide [FOA] (2/12/2000; 9:52:36MDT - Msg ID:25137)
Reality
Hello ORO,
Well, I knew that if I only asked, we would all receive! Boy did you deliver in ORO (Msg ID:25113).
Good stuff for everyone to read, my friend. You mentioned; """ The comments below - particularly those to Aristotle, are
somewhat harsh. I hope this is taken in the spirit of friendly criticism."""
Sir, you can serve me (and probably everyone here) your "harsh" anytime. Waiter ,,,,,,,, I'll have a double order of that
please! (smile)
OK, brace yourself ORO ,,,,,, a big plate of my "Trail" harsh coming up!
=============================
You write:
-------There are consequences to the existence of a fiat currency and for the use of debt money for trade settlement. FIAT
HAS NEVER BEEN THE CHOICE OF THE PEOPLE ACTING IN COMMERCE OF THEIR OWN ACCORD. Even
when wildly popular, fiat money has not had a single instance when it had not been established by force - by laws imposing
its use.----------ORO,
On a larger scale there was always more to it than this. Human society has from the very beginnings formed tribes and
picked sides against each other. When we are not battling nation against nation, we jockey for position within our own
groups. Right down to "me and my neighbour against the three houses down the street. As a tribe ,,, as a nation ,,,,,, as a
group ,,,,,, our war is really a human problem with each other and always has been. In better context; the problems are in the
way we use our laws and governments to gain advantage over the next in line.
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Whether through force (war) or democratic means, we subject ourselves to the order of governments. We rightly perceive
that,,,,,, the order gained from this action ,,,,,,, the security of a group, overcomes the rights and property lost on a individual
level that living in a tribe requires. It's been this way through the ages. It's a political process that has always had its inhouse battles ,,,,, namely portions of society try to circumvent their percentage of lost rights and property by maneuvering
the rules (laws) in their favor. Yes,,,,,if I can gain the advantages of tribe life and still keep my "lost portions",,,,, I'm gaining
wealth to the disadvantage of the group. Truly, the most obvious action of not paying your taxes,,,,, and that's only a small
item when viewing the world battle as a whole.
So, how does this apply to money?
When you and others say """ FIAT HAS NEVER BEEN THE CHOICE OF THE PEOPLE ACTING IN COMMERCE OF
THEIR OWN ACCORD """ ,,,,, this is true.
This is true, but this was never the thrust of the argument. The use of money in any context, fiat, gold or seashells, has
always entailed the use of borrowing and lending... And as long as economies function at a profit, debts are made and paid
back without argument. However, when the eventual downturn arrives, some portions (perhaps a large portion) of the owed
wealth (debt) cannot be returned.
It's here,,,,at this point in tribal life,,,,,,,that all of the context from above comes into play. The "reality" of life on this
earth is this: ,,,,,,Some portion of society will use their influence or control of the leaders to make their debts easier to
pay. In fact,,,,,it's times 2 for that number of government influencers ,,,, because even the ones that have debt owed to
them will try to alleviate an impossible pay back situation to save the ones that owe them face.
You see,,,,,tribal life and the human nature that comes with it ,,,,,,,, will not allow any money system to "completely"
destroy the wealth of a good portion of society. Even if everyone is plainly shown that they are going to lose
something ,,,,,,they would still opt for the good of the overall tribe. This is why we return,,,,time and again to fiat
monetary systems. In the few examples where a gold system brings the harsh reality of loses to bear on a nation,,,,,,
usually war is the result. Not a good outcome.
Yes, we can break gold into many small parts,,,,, 'stamp it into coins and circulate gold certificates as money. We can
borrow it, lend it and also circulate gold bonds as the economy grows. It is the perfect "weights and measures"
monetary system. Exactly representing our productive efforts in every facet of human endeavour. But, when the
losses mount, our tribal human tendencies will not allow us to support a government or banking system that forces
these real losses on only a portion of the group. Never has,,,, and never will! Without this escape valve, we go to
war ,,,,,, internally or on a world scale,,, so we all can share the loss,,,one way or another. As a human society of
thousands of years,,, outside of war,,,,, we have learned to inflate our loses upon everyone as a whole,,,,,for the good
of the keeping the whole from each others throats. Even to the point of a total loss of the current system,,,,, and all
the destruction that entails for everyone.
Yes, indeed,,,,,,,we will transition to the next fiat system from the dollar, when the time comes. Believe it!
Further:
For myself and other observers ,,,,, we know about "peace on earth" and live our life in this context but,,,, as a member of
the world tribe,,,,,, and following our best interest,,,,,, one must still arrange his affairs to shield their family from the "I'm
going to get yours" times we live in. Should we get our leaders to help us? Well, the leaders of this world can only be but a
reflection of us as a whole. Yes, many things are not right, but they can only strive to do what can be done, not what must be
done.
Consider the dilemma:
If a small portion of society telegraphs thoughts that "if we cannot have our oil we will go to war",,,,,,,, how would you
force them to not elect officials that ease their pain from a gold money system? What's right and what's wrong is not the
issue,,,,,, it's what this present generation will live with that rules. If they will break the gold yoke, no matter what,,,, then
why place gold on them? Is it not better to at least free the "knight" (gold) for the good of those that would stand with him?
During the period we are now entering,,,,,we can see all the ugly aspects of a fiat system that is failing its tribe. Look far and
wide and witness the various groups ,,,, all jockeying for position as they use whatever influence they have to lessen their
own private losses. If this had been a gold system, the outcome would be the same,,,,, as players force their leaders to lessen
the gold debts that could not be paid. They would raise the price of gold and inflate their way out of it,,,,,, for better or
worse ,,,, come hell or high water.
So, my friend (smile),,,,,,, as you can see,,,,, I completely agree with all of your post. Only, my trail is hiked with a different
mind. "Another" mind set, if you will. We use the life experiences of man to dictate the best path to follow. As such,,,,,,
Gold must not be part of any money system,,,,,, it must reside as a freely traded asset without debt or paper to resemble it. In
this position ,,,,, its value can fully represent the ebb and flow of the affairs of man. And in doing so retain the wealth of man
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as a holding of things. Truly, the "Wealth of Nations" in the peoples hands. We move forward by starting at the beginning of
time.
We'll talk much about this and all the affairs of the world,,,including gold,,,, on the gold trail.
"We walk this new gold trail together, yes?" I hope to see everyone there when I return.
Trail Guide
Trail Guide (2/14/2000; 8:08:19MDT - Msg ID:25302)
Gold
ALSO: The point I was trying to make in #25137 (and the question I was asking) was this;
A full gold money system works during level and rising economic dynamics. It also works "VERY" well during a downturn.
In fact it works "Perfectly" all the time! It's the lending of money that creates debt, be it gold debt or fiat debt ,,,, and the
failure of that debt during a downturn is what causes the pain.
I ,,,,, we as gold bugs ,,,,,, most financial thinkers ,,,,, do not debate this point. The argument is that: If the pain dynamic
(losses) of a financial downturn is not "Somewhat" shared by society as a whole ,,,,, the economic dislocation always
intensifies until we go to conflict. (see my earlier post)
It's during the downturns that society in general will not tolerate a full gold system because it concentrates the loses upon
their rightful owners. As such "these same" are usually "wiped completely out" and the fallout effects on the social and
economic structure can be widespread and very destructive to tribal life.
Again, history has proven, time and time again that humans will not allow the full (natural) effects of gold money ,,,,, if it
threatens to create factions. They accept gold during long periods until conflict (internally political or externally war) forces
a break in the gold bond.
We, as nations, will break the "gold bond" by calling for the shared pain of inflation. Whether we (as countrymen)
understand the reasoning behind it or not; currency inflation (not price inflation) in the modern world is carried out until its
debt destroys the current system ,,, thereby sharing all the pain of the losses before it. We then move into the next fiat
system.
The question:
Is it not better for all ,,,, if we remove gold from the official currency structure by forcing derivatives failure and creating a
free physical only marketplace,,,,, so as to keep "us" ,,,,,, ourselves ,,,,,, from controlling it through our politicians?
Through "legal tender laws" currently in place ,,, let's force us (ourselves) to continue to create debts only in paper. As such,
"they" ,, "we" can manipulate the fiat as needed for society.
Does this not place gold in it's rightful position of being a "real currency asset" as it was chosen to be used from the
beginning of time? A private money for trade and savings that's outside the 'contract / debt' system. Your thoughts?
Trail Guide
Robert Mundell:
--------I think that legal tender is a very old institution. It certainly goes back thousands of years and legal tender is an
institution, whether we like it or not is going to stay. ---------Robert Mundell :
------There's no institutional mechanism by which we could ever duplicate the kind of financial system we have under a
system that relied almost entirely upon gold. Of course you could always have a system that used a lot of paper that was in
some sense convertible into gold. You could always find a price of gold that you could convert that paper theoretically into
gold. But I don't think anyone has thought in terms of the enormous price of gold that would be required in order to
achieve that.----------Larry Parks:
---------George Soros says in his book Soros on Soros that the gold standard had to be given up because it did not make
possible a lender of last resort. And says Soros, because financial markets are in his words "inherently unstable" you have to
have a lender of last resort.------Trail Guide (2/14/2000; 18:20:51MDT - Msg ID:25335)
Freegold
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Thanks for your reply, ORO.
My comments presume that readers have read our full posts.
Your major point, logic and comments that I got from your post (25310) , followed by my comments:
ORO's POINT:
I pointed out that it is the existence of a "lender of last resort" that causes the debt boom
ORO's Logic:
It is obvious then, that had there not been a lender of last resort there would not have been a substantial credit crunch,
because the lenders would not have taken the same risks they allowed themselves once a promise of bailout was given, and
thus would have avoided the credit boom.
ORO's Comments:
The argument is false in that it is circular. (FOA note: I think he is referring to my logic?) The lender of last resort was there
in the first place, the inevitable credit boom followed, the credit crunch followed - just as inevitable - and a further lender of
last resort was needed. History shows that the credit policies of the BOE led to its bankruptcy before WWI and before the
Fed was created. This was among the reasons for the argument for the Fed being pressed. All the previous lenders of last
resort were tapped out and a new one was necessary. In 1929-1930 the Fed was tapped out and the gold standard obligation
was abolished shortly after.
My (FOA's) Comments:
ORO, I cannot accept that a "lender of last resort" causes a debt boom. It presumes that a great portion of lending is done for
reckless, uneconomic reasons. Yet, at the end of great expansions many projects that were considered "blue chip" in the
beginning still go bad. Sometimes, the most necessary economic activity is curtailed because people's needs change during
the course of life ,,,
not to mention a recession. Thus changing business dynamics.
How many instances can we document where banks lent into real demand ,,,,,,, backed with the very best demographic
patterns ,,,,, only to find the loan blow up from changing demand. Oil in the late seventies would be a convenient example
for us (smile). People were breaking down the doors of the old "Texas Commerce Bank" in Houston ,,,,,,, all in an effort to
finance hugely profitable petroleum projects. This was no flash in the pan, as the oil industry had a progressive expansion
history of 15++ years before this. Truly, a lender of last resort was the very last thing on their minds. Later, even paper
based on $10 producing reserves was trashed! Certainly there are many, many other examples,,,,,,,, most are of a more
mundane, unglamorous nature, but fine examples.
Further:
Was this really circular thinking on our part? Did the Lender of last resort exist during the 'South Sea Bubble" or the "Tulip
mania",,,,,, and did the "Black Plague" of Europe shut down a few sound financial systems then? I think gold was the norm
in that period?
ORO, this portion of your thinking needs to include the other side of the lending aspect,,,,,, people want and demand loans
for sound, economically justifiable, profitable projects,,,, and they get them on sound lending principles. Still, some 90% of
them can become only "at the margin" when demand changes. And typical of our human society, we all shift at once.
Truly, my friend, bank loans often fail because human events change the course of money dynamics ,,,,,, and it does so in a
way that is beyond the vision of any lender. Be the lender you, me or a group of people such as a bank, large portions of
deals go bad just as much from human affairs as from "over lending".
After all, the entire economic structure of the world is nothing more than a people dynamic ,,,,,,,,, in the long run it's just too
risky to bet one's physical gold on (huge smile)!
Yes, our present financial system gives the impression of total insanity,,,, but we are looking at the very "end of the
timeline",,,, not how it began. It all starts with the very first loan and progresses until everyone has borrowed "too much",
but no one wants the music to stop. Last resort lenders then become the norm because society will lose "across the board" if
everything is "marked to the market". It is not a circle (smile) as it starts and ends with the currency system (gold or fiat)
everyone demands to borrow into. It all ends in the shared pain of debt collapse as the debt is discounted to zero from price
inflation ,,,, even if it's based on gold ,,,,,, gold that cannot be returned. Not much different from our present gold loan
structure. We will move on to the next money system when this one ends.
If it were gold we started with? The banker would lend his gold only to find the same metal returned to his bank as a new
deposit. The "society at large" would remove his franchise if he did not re-lend that same gold during "good times",
"booming times" no less! Round and round the gold goes.
Reserve lending hits its limit and society demands the limits be raised again ,,, and again ,,, and again! Lender of last
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resort ,,,,,, or not.
In our modern world we must remove gold from the official money system, place it in a free market and people will use it as
wealth money, not borrowing money. Then the fiat can come and go as the wind! Yes?
You agree now! I'm so very glad!
Trail Guide
Trail Guide (2/14/2000; 21:11:17MDT - Msg ID:25350)
Freegold
Elwood,
I have read much of Mises and even a few others. Actually, I completely agree with them that the Gold money systems of
the nineteenth century worked very well. As such we do not fall into any of the groups that argue against that concept. Our
problem is with people (smile).
In a Money and Freedom speech at a Mises meeting Mr. Joseph T. Salerno made this point:
-------Unfortunately, the monetary freedom represented by the gold standard, along with many other freedoms of the
classical liberal era, was brought to a calamitous end by World War One.---------Further, he stated:
------Within weeks of the outbreak of World War One, all belligerent nations departed from the gold standard. Needless to
say by the wars end the paper fiat currencies of all these nations were in the throes of inflation of varying degrees of
severity, with the German hyperinflation that culminated in 1923 being the worst.--------------My point (as an extension of earlier posts):
No country, however rich in gold or resources, can continue to fight a war once their money runs out! Consider ,,,,,,, You
and your family as a country, a nation ,,,,,, you are under attack and have spent the last of your gold ,,,,,You will print money
and continue the effort, no matter the inflationary costs,,,, come what may!
Many nations utterly failed to return to the original gold standard simply because they were mostly tapped out from the war.
At the best, the richer, surviving countries would have taken a major economic hit by going back into a full gold system. All
the eventual gold deals and non-deals were little more than a part of the progression of events that lead us here today. All in
an effort to keep from fully marking to the market the cost of a shared loss in war, defence and other financial failures.
There is not one person among us that ,,,,,,,,, if their family was completely broken from the war experience ,,,,,,,,,, would
have asked for a return to gold. In full a honest context, millions would have starved in the process. The world opted to
share the loss and spread it out as far and as long as possible.
The war experience is but one example of why society has such a hard time with an official gold system during times of
stress. Over and over again we have seen where gold is the very best holding and defence against private and public
financial loss. Yet, when large scale national loss threatens society as a whole ,,,,,, it's always the money system that receives
the brunt of the demands for change. Society demands that whatever money system is in place at the time of stress be
shifted so as to spread the burden amongst all. Is it right?,,,,,, is it just?,,,, I do not think so. But it is what we do and have
done for a long time!
Today, if gold can be forced out of the official money system, it will be to the benefit of everyone during times of stress in
the future. In times of war people spend the legal tender in commerce. Yet they save the food, liquor and necessities. A
common currency of the world would be just such a necessity to hold as part of your wealth.
Trail Guide
Read more here.
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Tuesday, July 13, 2010
Debtors v. Savers III - Back to "honest" gold money? Or forward on to Freegold?

Goldendome (8/3/06; 23:48:54MT - usagold.com msg#: 146353)
Amen! Brother
http://www.mises.org/story/2263
But of all the consequences of central banking and fiat money, war is the worst because it exacts the biggest price from
citizens and foreigners and everyone else caught in the crossfire. That is why sound money — by which I mean the gold
standard — is a key to peace and freedom.
-- Lew Rockwell
TownCrier (8/4/06; 13:14:41MT - usagold.com msg#: 146358)
Goldendome msg#: 14635, taking a HARDER look at fiat and war
Attractive as it would be to simply take Rockwell at his word regarding his association between the making of fiat money
and the making of war (essentially saying that war could be abolished if fiat currency were abolished), history begs us to
identify that notion as a utopian falsehood. Two handy examples from very close to home (in space and time) provide the
necessary instruction on this point.
1) We launched into the U.S. Civil War despite our being on a bi-metallic (gold and silver) currency system.
2) We launched into World War I despite many of the participants being on a gold standard.
Sure, paper greenbacks and confederate currency came along to prominence in the Civil War, as did the abandonment of the
gold standard and implementation of fiat currency in WWI, but this development misses a most important point.
That point being, if the metallic monetary standard fails to prevent the war in the first place, then all subsequent arguments
about the nature of money go out the window. Because once a nation deems itself engaged in a struggle for its very survival,
there is no power on Earth that can compel such a nation to cling fast to its metallic currency standard if the legislators deem
that a fiat currency would be expedient to facilitate the war effort.
Here's the bottom line on it: In the very thick of it, the scale and scope of a nation's participation in war is not limited by the
extent of the metal or paper fabric of a nation's currency, but rather by the extent of that nation's real resources. Throughout
the affair, the role of money (whether in the form of gold currency or paper) is merely an accounting mechanism that the
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nation uses in the economic mobilization of its resources and production.
And as it all shakes out, the wealth of a nation in PEACETIME is ALSO determined in very much the same way -- upon the
extent of its resources and the efficiency of its production and mobilization of capital. And the role of money is to help
organize and lubricate the workings of the economy. To be sure, any gold metal within a nation is counted among the
nation's total stock of resources, and very obviously, it need not (and ought not) any more than any other physical resource
be enmeshed (underutilized) in the physical makeup of the nation's currency/banking system.
Given the structure of fractional reserve lending as the basis of our monetary system, the cold hard truth is that use of
metallic (gold) currency propagates a nasty falsehood -- the coins are just a subset of the entire money supply but it
nevertheless causes ill-informed participants to wrongly believe that the entire money supply is "as good as gold".
It is Another cold hard truth for some people to swallow, but in light of the preceding paragraph, the use of a fiat (paper)
currency system is a much more honest means to represent the intangible "nothingness" -- the appropriate embodiment of
the network of accounting which is the actual basis of a monetary system. [1]
Clearly, the conclusion to be had from all of this is that a nation's monetary/currency system does not represent the wealth of
that nation. Money is merely a utility to be used, to be borrowed and spent. Again, think of it solely as a mobilizing
lubricant within an economy -- it has value while in use, but none otherwise. The wealth of a nation, and of its people, is
not in its artificial money, but rather in its various resources which can be mobilized for both local and international
deployment. It makes little sense to "save" money, as money is an ethereal utility which can be mismanaged and
hyperinflated into dysfunction.
Because of this difficult truth, "Your wealth is not what your money say it is," as Another used to say. Instead, your wealth,
properly measured, is the tangibles you've accumulated, the store of resources you've saved. And among the world of
tangibles, gold is globally the most liquid -- the most universally recognized, honored, and accepted.
In time of war, governments may (and history has shown they often do) recognize and declare that gold is too valuable to be
wasted underutilized (undervalued) in the representational coinage of national currency. Therefore, fiat currency is adopted,
and gold is instead mobilized in its fully-valued form -- a tangible resource uniquely and reliably suitable for any and all
international settlements.
Blunt summary:
Our monetary system, in an attempt to be HONEST, chooses mere digits and PAPER as its representational currency. And
consequently, in an effort to act WISELY, we unabashedly use this currency for immediate transactions, whereas we SAVE
for our livelihoods by acquiring GOLD.
R.
[1] Please read:
Gold is Money - Part 1
Gold is Money - Part 2
Gold is Money - Part 3
Gold is Wealth
Gold: The Ultimate Wealth Reserve
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Sunday, July 18, 2010
Gold: The Ultimate Wealth Consolidator

Can you remember back to 2004, 2005 and 2006, when your home value (and equity) was at its all time high? Do you ever
wish you had sold your house during those years? At that time did you consider the tremendous equity in your home to be
your reserves? Do you sometimes wish you had consolidated those "reserves" before they vanished into thin air?
I had a house I bought in 2000. In 2005 I sold it for 233% of what I paid for it. But when I look at the actual cash I put down
for that house, 5% down!, my down payment yielded a 2,500% tax-free gain! I consolidated my "reserves"!
Of course there were costs along the way, to defend my 5% leveraged "investment". I had to regularly pay the interest on
my loan, and I had to maintain and secure the property. But boy was I lucky I decided to sell in 2005! I wish I could say that
I made that brilliant decision out of economic foresight. But alas, I did not. And later I made a few not-so-great decisions.
Some are still clutching their bygone perceived reserves
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Wouldn't it be exciting to have such an opportunity come along again? Only this time to be able to see it coming? How
about if you could gain TWICE the "leverage" without the risk and expense of actual leverage (debt)? And what if you
didn't have to worry about consolidating your reserves by timing the peak? What if this next opportunity was in buying THE
ultimate wealth consolidator? Sound too good to be true?
In order to understand why this is absolutely true, no matter how good it sounds to the exceedingly small and paranoid
segment of society we call the gold bugs, we need to clarify a few definitions. Reader Jeff comments, "FOFOA, I find your
writing in 'plain english' highly readable, putting you head and shoulders above [those] who engage in foolish jargon. Don't
change a thing."
Thank you Jeff. This is something I strive for, and I am pleased that you noticed. I don't believe it is fancy words that make
for a high-level discussion. Instead it is deep thoughts, fully understood and clearly articulated. In fact, fancy words are
often used to intentionally obfuscate the meaning (or lack of meaning) in what is being said. And sometimes words have
different meanings to different people, hopelessly confusing any discussion.
So what I'd like to do here is to explore the definitions of a few relevant words in plain English. To do this I will utilize
various online dictionaries, a few friends, and my own plain English. Fair enough? I had a list of six words I was going to
tackle, but as you can see by how long this post turned out I had to cut it down to three: recapitalization, liquidity and
reserves.
Recapitalization
This is an especially tricky word because it definitely means different things to different people. At its root is the word
"capital" which has been redefined through 66 years of $IMFS rule. But redefined or not, the only definition that actually
works in times of systemic transition hasn't changed. After all, "money" is just a temporary intermediate surrogate for "real
capital".
Imagine a family unit that has found itself to be bankrupt. How would it undertake a recapitalization? Would it borrow more
money, or take a large cash advance and consider itself "recapitalized"? Of course not. It would immediately stop
unnecessary spending and start saving its income. The same process we call "austerity" when applied to countries like
Greece.
Investorwords.com defines recapitalization as a change in the permanent long-term financing of a company, including longterm debt, stock, and retained earnings. It says recapitalization is often undertaken with the aim of making the company's
capital structure more stable.
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So in plain English, recapitalization means reorganizing your ways and means for long-term financial survival,
sustainability and stability. And this applies on all scales, not just to companies, but also to individuals, sovereign nations
and even the global economy.
I mentioned above that individuals and nations (that cannot print their own reserve currency) both recapitalize by decreasing
spending and increasing saving. This goes for most private corporations as well. But in a recent ECB press conference,
Jean-Claude Trichet stressed the need for commercial banks to recapitalize themselves through other means. He did mention
"retaining earnings" (saving), but he also encouraged banks to "use the markets" and to "take full advantage of government
support measures for recapitalisation."
Jean-Claude Trichet at a press conference

This made me wonder if the banking system defines
"recapitalization" the same way the rest of us do. So I went back to Investorwords.com and read more about
"recapitalization":
"Recapitalization is often undertaken with the aim of making the company's capital structure more stable, and sometimes to
boost the company's stock price (for example, by issuing bonds and buying stock). Companies that do not want to become
hostile takeover targets might undergo a recapitalization by taking on a very large amount of debt, and issuing
substantial dividends to their shareholders (this makes the stock riskier, but the high dividends may still make them
attractive to shareholders)."
Hmm... Does this sounded familiar? Borrow lots of money at almost 0% and then use it to buy (pump) your own stock?
Interesting concept. Especially since I found it in the definition of "recapitalization" on a $IMFS financial website. Not
exactly a "long-term", sustainable or stable recapitalization. But what the heck do I know?
In another article I read recently, titled funny enough, Cash Is Now King, Worthless Or Not, So Buy Dollars, John Taylor,
Chairman and CEO of FX Concepts (Foreign Exchange Concepts), "one of the world's oldest and most established
independent currency managers", explained that the entire world is now in the process of recapitalization. Everyone is doing
the "austerity two-step"; cut spending, start saving. Everyone is saving their income (rather than spending every penny they
earn plus more through debt). Everyone is hoarding dollars. And you should too.
John R. Taylor, Jr.
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Taylor correctly points to the difference between macro and micro views of the economy in explaining misleading GDP
data. The micro view looks only at individual entities, each recapitalizing, saving and repairing their balance sheets in one
way or another, while ignoring the fact that when everyone is forced to do this all at once it lubricates the real economy like
C&H pure cane sugar lubricates a Formula 1 engine. He goes on to quote Keynes in this regard:
"Keynes famously noted that there was a savings paradox. As I would paraphrase it, if one family saves, it is good for the
family, but if all families save, the economy will be ruined. This is happening everywhere. The S&P 500 companies are all
saving, by cutting costs – and building giant worthless cash mountains (like they did in the 1930’s) – but this is shrinking
nominal GDP as their saved costs are others’ lost earnings. The global economies are all trying to grow by increasing
exports, which is the same as saving. If there are no countries stimulating consumption, the world economy will shrink. If
all countries try to balance their fiscal books, they are clearly saving. The Eurozone, the UK, and the American states are
dramatic examples of this. And if consumers build up their savings, we know what happens to retail sales and the GDP."
Remember that unlike gold, which can simply be mined (dug up) from the ground by anyone, cash cannot. Dollars are not
so easily gathered in nature. Only one person (Ben Bernanke) can produce real dollars, while ANYONE can dig up more
gold. And Taylor says that everyone is hoarding dollars today, meaning the velocity of the buck stops here. So you should
hoard them too. Greenbacks will be very hard to come by, especially for the debtors who will most likely have to default,
while the whole world recapitalizes itself on scarce (even though they're worthless) dollars.
In other words, even if paper money completely ceases to perform its primary role - medium of exchange - it can still be
counted on to gain value in its secondary role - store of value - "worthless or not."
Remember at the top of this section I said that the definition of "capital" had been rewritten over the past 66 years? And I
also said that only the OLD definition would work in times of transition? If you are consolidating your wealth today, or even
if you're doing the bankrupt-debtor-version of consolidation - recapitalizing your long-term financial prospects - how far
down this pyramid do you think you should go for safety and/or return? And if the dollar is failing profoundly in its primary
transactional function (to lubricate the real economy through new debt creation) then how long do you think it can possibly
hold its value (GLOBALLY) being ONLY a "worthless" store of value?
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Liquidity
Liquidity is another one of those hard-to-define words. Investorwords.com says it is "The ability of an asset to be converted
into cash quickly and without any price discount."
In the above press conference Trichet said, "...we are in a situation of liquidity withdrawal. But it was the will of the banks
[not the ECB], because they had an unlimited supply of liquidity [from us]... I would say that we [the ECB] are still in a
mode of unlimited supply of liquidity."
BusinessDictionary.com says liquidity is the measure of the extent to which an entity has cash to meet immediate and shortterm obligations, or the ability of current assets to meet current liabilities.
So, to me, liquidity seems to mean our day-to-day ability to meet our day-to-day needs. Fair enough?
But in the $IMFS-ruled banking world liquidity seems only to mean the availability of credit (debt), waiting to be lent
(borrowed), at an interest rate that is advantagious to borrowers (not savers). Trichet's statement (above) was in response to
a question about the rising interbank interest rates. The question was:
"Do you think that the current interbank borrowing costs are appropriate? And do you expect them to rise further? And were
you happy with the recent increase? In the same context, if you are not happy with the market developments, what options
does the ECB have to steer interbank market rates in the future?"
So from this, I think we can make a few observations about how "liquidity" really works in the $IMFS.
The first is that rising interest rates correlate with "liquidity withdrawal" -- or let's just say "lack of liquidity". Causation is
unclear within this observation alone. Did the withdrawal of "liquidity" cause interest rates to rise? Or did rising interest
rates cause the withdrawal of the "liquidity"? Which came first, the chicken or the egg?
The second observation helps us answer the above causality question. And this is that "an unlimited supply of liquidity"
does not create liquidity. As Trichet himself said, the ECB is providing an "unlimited supply of liquidity" yet the banking
system is in a "situation of liquidity withdrawal." Does this sound like it might violate some universal principle, say,
Aristotle's Principle of Non-contradiction?
Aristotle
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He who examines the most general features of existence, must investigate also the principles of reasoning. For he who gets
the best grasp of his respective subject will be most able to discuss its basic principles. So that he who gets the best grasp of
existing things qua existing must be able to discuss the basic principles of all existence; and he is the philosopher. And the
most certain principle of all is that about which it is impossible to be mistaken... It is clear, then, that such a principle is the
most certain of all and we can state it thus: "It is impossible for the same thing at the same time to belong and not belong to
the same thing at the same time and in the same respect."
-Aristotle, Metaphysics, 1005b12-20
Formulation for the Law of Non-contradiction
http://www.non-contradiction.com/
In plain English, it is impossible to be (unlimited liquidity) and not to be (the opposite - a situation of liquidity withdrawal)
at the same time and in the same respect.
Our third observation (closely tied to the second) is that it is not the lender (supply) that creates "liquidity", but the borrower
(demand). If systemic liquidity is being "withdrawn" (in reality it is disappearing into thin air, withdrawn is the causallywrong way to look at it) at the same time "unlimited liquidity" is being offered, this is the only conclusion we can draw.
That demand for more debt creates $IMFS liquidity, not supply. And perhaps demand is dead?
Stepping back from the banking world's "ledge of risk and doom" and onto the solid ground of the real world, liquidity
seems to mean something entirely different. ANOTHER gave us a clue back in 1998:
Date: Fri Jan 23 1998 19:01
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
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Do you really hold dollars?
It is important to understand that few persons or governments hold US dollars! Look at any investment portfolio and what
you will find are "assets denominated in US$". This sounds simple, but it is not. You have heard the phrase, "money is
moving into real estate, land, oil, stocks or bonds". It is a bad meaning, as it does not what it says.
All modern digital currencies do not go into an investment, they move THRU it. The US unit is only an exchange medium
to acquire assets valued in dollars. US government bonds are the usual holding. No CB holds any currency! They hold the
bonds of that currency. The major problem today, is that digital currencies have erased the currency denominations of all
government/nation debt holdings! Even though a debt is marked as DM, USA, YEN, they are in "real time" / "marked to the
market" and cross valued in all currencies! No currency asset, held by CBs today are valued in the light of a single issuing
country, rather "all currencies are locked together". To lose one large national currency, is to lose the entire structure as we
know it!
There is an alternative. Gold! It is the only medium that currencies do not "move thru". It is the only Money that cannot be
valued by currencies. It is gold that denominates currency. It is to say "gold moves thru paper currencies". Gold can be used
to revalue any asset, and not be destroyed in the process!
Viewed this way, liquidity can be pictured as the ability to traverse my dual pyramid introduced in Gold is Wealth, level by
level, and from the top to the bottom. The top pyramid is "the monetary plane" or "matrix" and the bottom is "the physical
plane".

Here are a few more very relevant Thoughts on liquidity and gold from FOA and friends. These are not in The Gold Trail.
They are from the regular forum archives prior to The Gold Trail, so many of you may not have seen these posts before
now. Enjoy!
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Friend of Another (10/29/98; 10:28:53MDT - Msg ID:845)
Even in today's engineered society, it is the interaction of human wants and desires that make the world turn. In the simplest
of terms, modern fiat currencies are created through borrowing (the creation of debts as assets) by individuals. When enough
debt is created that all assets have been borrowed against, the borrowing, on a net basis, no longer expands the currency.
With the currency no longer functioning as an economic expansion tool, its most useful reason for existence is lost. In this
stage, the federal treasuries and CBs no longer have the power to control their money. The
government response concerning local money takes on the function of only lowering interest rates to protect the economy /
banking system.
Friend of Another (10/13/98; 10:51:03MDT - Msg ID:556)
The central purpose behind the Yen Carry trade and the Gold Carry trade is to place liquidity into the world financial
structure. This action was made necessary by the failure of the US dollar to function any further as a money creation
vehicle. In these last days of the dollar, worldwide debt as denominated in dollars has ceased to expand and is indeed
contracting. This is a natural event that occurs in the latter time cycle of un-backed paper currencies. This contraction was
expected to complete the fiat money cycle back in the late 1980s. It has been the Central Banks, lead by the BIS that created
ingenious ways to expand liquidity until another currency system could be introduced. In these 1990s, the Yen / Gold Carry
was one of those ways.
Much of the Gold lending dealings is more a function of paper contracts than actual gold sales. Using my "water flow" point
above, if that much gold was actually sold out into the industry, we would have seen major reductions from the gold asset
side of the Central Banks. The true purpose of the leasing (not all of it , just most of it) was to create cheap money that could
flow into other aspects of the economy and help perpetuate a boom, worldwide. As seen in the LTCM debacle, a little
money in the right hands can be multiplied into billions of new found liquidity. Now consider that some have stated that the
gold loan contracts amount to 8,000 tonnes or more! Another has said that they, if actually closed out as gold deliveries
would amount to over 14,000 tonnes! Suddenly we see where the money has come from to gun the world asset markets. A
market of
trillions!
So, why are they called gold loans if the gold isn't used? The point is the gold is used. It is the final commitment or backup
if the deals fail. When a hedge fund (or mine) cannot repay the "cash equivalent" of the gold or "the gold itself", then the
Central Bank, as the originator of the deal must deliver Real Gold or PAY IN A HARD CURRENCY!
One of the things that Another has been guiding us to for over a year is that the current gold deals amount to an all out
corner on the CB gold supply. The major people that are on the other side of these Gold Loans (lets call them what they
really are: currency loans on a worldwide scope that is backed, ultimately with much of the CB gold) will call for this gold
that was already paid for over many years! The intent of the Euro Group CBs was to have these loans self liquidate in a
normal fashion. If they did not them they would pay the equivalent of the gold owed in Euros! A function, in actuality, of
issuing Euros for already sold gold! Furthering a pending proposition between the ECB and its EMCBs.
Now, my friends, you understand why a Euro price for gold of $6,000+ (current rate), if in effect a year or so after that
currency debuts will create a reserve currency of tremendious debth and holdings worldwide. It will be a welcome
development. With the dollar falling from reserve status and the total default of dollar based gold contracts, physical gold
will be an "investment for a lifetime" as Another has said! The demand for gold as a currency reserve by governments and
as a currency alternative by citizens, will amount to more metal than exists.
I credit Another with most of this input. It is his wish that these thoughts be discussed by all, for all to see.
Thanks FOA
Aragorn III (10/29/98; 15:37:25MDT - Msg ID:848)
As the banks still hold the gold that was promised on paper as a result of the short sale/forward sale/gold loan (call it
whatever you like), rather than give up the gold, they will settle the short seller's default with CASH--euro cash, not the
gold. This will add new euro liquidity into the world that is effectively backed by gold...100% in terms of THAT cash
amount. The gold stays in the bank, and the world has a new pricing mechanism for gold...euros. A lot of 'em! Noninflationary liquidity! What started as a means to prolong USDollar liquidity (and remove gold from investor psyche
through falling prices -- remember, the euro has been in the works for years) becomes a natural (and brilliant) means to
generate a non-inflationary world supply of euros sufficient to fill non-european national vaults as the new world reserve
currency."
FOA (4/25/99; 17:40:44MDT - Msg ID:5145)
GOLD?
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As I mentioned in an earlier post a few days ago, the IMF / dollar engine is shutting down. Just look at M3 money supply
GROWTH, straight down!
The IMF must quickly find liquidity through government gold sales to support dollar debt reserves held in other countries. If
not, the dollar will be destroyed in a nuclear currency event. By selling gold receipts, they can leverage the those assets ten
times plus, using derivatives. That money will be used as loan collateral. Ever wonder why we never see the physical trail of
the real gold assets? It's because they never move the gold, just free it up to write derivatives against it in the OTC market.
Who will gain from this? Anyone that has leveraged dollar reserves into gold derivatives reserves that will be bailed out
using Euros! Not to mention that gold will soar into the thousands. I wonder what entities would have purchased so much
gold?
FOA
FOA (4/26/99; 10:10:31MDT - Msg ID:5183)
M3 money supply!
This is why they want to free up and leverage the IMF gold. The other world CBs are not selling so the only way to force it
out, for paper liquidity creation is through an existing IMF structure! The game continues. FOA
Aristotle (4/28/99; 0:05:40MDT - Msg ID:5258)
"Camdessus Says IMF 'Will Certainly' Sell Some Gold to Fund Debt Relief"
America essentially has veto power with 17.5% of the IMF Board vote--85% needed to approve the sale. As we've seen
from a recent post from Aragorn, the 11 unified EMU nations would effectively have veto power also (with 22.4%) if this
sale were seen as a legitimate threat to their cause. So, from the IMF Director characterizing these Gold sales as a done deal,
may we conclude that this has already been worked out behind the scenes, and is ultimately (somehow) in the best interest
of all?
These international institutions clearly don't hold their Gold as future inventory for jewelers. It is NOT being demonitized,
and for that reason, I think the characterization of this coming IMF Gold 'redistribution' as a SALE is misleading, at best.
But frankly, as one who is thrilled to acquire Gold month after month at these prices, I welcome their choice of words and
the accompanying rhetoric. I know it must be hell on the mining companies and people acting on short time horizons, but
much evidence points to the end of this incredible span of time in economic history. Looking back, I will surely take
comfort in knowing that I acquired as much as my means allowed me to, and even at that, I will surely be saddened by the
smallish box that accomodates the total. So be it. Such is the high value of this rarest and most important monetary asset on
Earth.
---Aristotle
FOA (4/28/99; 7:04:43MDT - Msg ID:5261)
IMF
Aristotle,
I think the IMF gold sale has been worked out already. Any further public statements are just political posturing. The term
"sales" is indeed misleading and true words like "leveraging assets to provide further loan guarantees" will never be used.
Aristotle, gold is now the last asset and the US / IMF factions are going to have to make it rise to provide liquidity. As I
said before, the BIS and its European / other allies have (for the past year or so) blocked any further lowering of the gold
price. If the US wants to protect its remaining dollar reserve viability, (by maintaining all foreign dollar reserve debt) it now
must allow it to depreciate against gold to provide liquidity.
That, my friend is the only avenue left for them! This will, as Another has pointed out, drive assets to the other new reserve
system. As I mentioned to Christine, national entities will have a choice as will you and I and Christine. That being, stay
with a falling dollar or move into Euros and gold.
Free choice is what it's all about, not conspiracy. FOA
SteveH (07/24/99; 14:20:29MDT - Msg ID:9584)
PS. FOA, the first paragraph above seems to describe what a Gold contract for oil is. Did I get it right?
Central Banks guarantee or deliver gold to a bullion bank for a small fee of 1 or 2%. Most probably only guarantee gold
backing in the event a bullion bank defaults. A bullion bank cuts a deal with a miner for physical gold in return for money to
operate. The mine pays back the loan over time with gold plus gold interest. One or more oil countries buy the contract from
the Bullion Bank for the repaid gold from the mine with dollars from oil production. The oil country now receives the gold
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that the mine repays. The bullion bank's guarantee from the CB goes with the contract to the oil country. So, if a mining
company defaults on a repayment, the Bullion Bank will guarantee the oil country payment against the default. It may
actually have to go to a CB for the gold to repay the default. This is what I believe is happening in the Bank of England
Auction.
FOA (07/24/99; 15:37:27MDT - Msg ID:9588)
Reply
Steve,
It's right in that that is one of many ways. When one reads "Aristotle's Work", it's so easy to see the purpose behind it all.
The maintenance of a world fiat currency system requires a constant expansion of liquidity (more money) to keep it
working. In the old days, when a borrower defaulted on a "gold loan" (that was what a dollar loan was back then) the entity
that held that debt paper lost his buying power. Be it the bank or an individual, the loan security became worthless and was
written off. The write-off was certain because no one could (or would) come up with the gold to pay off the loan.
Eventually, the US did issue more "gold loans" in the form of the dollar ("a gold contract currency") than it had gold to
honor the $35 contract. Just a plain old fraud of creating new money so someone of importance didn't have to fail (lose
some of their wealth).
Today, all kinds of loan guarantees are used to back modern fiat dollar loans. If they default, someone (a national treasury)
prints the money to buy the loan so no one loses anything. Usually, if the loan is guaranteed, the lending institution just
lends more money to try and keep the business going. However, in real life, a fiat reserve system, just as in a gold money
system, is always in a natural state of deflation as bad loans appear. So, in time, a paper money system always swells large
enough to pass the point that it can create more liquidity (money).
That's what happened with the dollar reserve world. Every US treasury obligation held as a Central Bank reserve was used
to create its maximum amount of liquidity. Sometime in the 80s or so they had to start borrowing against gold as debt
defaults were destroying wealth faster than the dollar system could supply replacements.
We all worry so much about CBs lending gold reserves, my friend, every other reserve they hold is in the form of lent
assets! I won't find any crisp, unlent dollar bills in any of their reserve hoards. The gold represented the last asset for the
expansion of the world money supply. It's lent because they can fractionalise it just like a fiat currency. One ounce sold
creates only one ounce of liquidity. One ounce lent, can create 90 ounces of paper gold and the dollar liquidity that provides.
When they do actually sell it, most of it goes to other CBs. A "fact" supported by the WGC that no one wants to factor,
because it destroys their argument about the CBs supplying physical to fill the deficit. Check it out, 300 tones or so over ten
years is the net out reduction of gold reserves.
All of this bears out why this entire "new gold market" is SO important to the present dollar / IMF system. It's entirely a
paper gold arena that really trades CB vault gold "as guarantees". Crash this Arena and the dollar is history as we know it.
thanks steve, I'm here for a while. More later FOA
International Liquidity
There is one type of liquidity that is of absolute importance. And that is "international liquidity". It is the kind of liquidity
that lubricates the cross-border flow of real, essential goods like heating oil, food and medicine. It is the very existence of
this imperative for sufficient international liquidity that puts the greatest strain on a fiat currency system at the very end of
its timeline while it desperately tries to push out "unlimited liquidity", but fails to do more than push on a string.
In 1969, shortly after the collapse of the London Gold Pool and the devaluation of the pound sterling, while the Bretton
Woods gold exchange standard was imploding, Alexandre Lamfalussy gave a speech at the IMF titled The Role Of
Monetary Gold Over The Next Ten Years. In it he addressed the fact that gold, being of relatively fixed supply, when also
fixed at a specified par (price) with the inflating currency, automatically disappears as a source of new international liquidity.
Here is a short excerpt:
The striking fact apparent from this Table is that over the last ten years, gold has practically no longer contributed to the
growth of international liquidity. In ten years, total foreign reserves rose by nearly 19 billion dollars; the greater part of this
increase -- some 14 billion -- was due to increased holdings in foreign currencies, whereas the increase in the reserve
positions with the International Monetary Fund was about 4 billion. The increase in gold stocks was less than one billion; in
fact, there was a decline between 1963 and 1968 [thanks to the London Gold Pool]. Consequently, the share of gold
holdings in total reserves, which was 66 per cent at the end of 1958, fell, to 51 per cent at the end of 1968.
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It is therefore right to say that over the last ten years and in particular since 1963-64, we have witnessed a gradual decline in
the role of gold as a means of reserve and its complete disappearance as a source of new international liquidity. At the same
time, the mechanics of the gold-exchange standard have ceased to function: the creation of reserves by the spontaneous
holding of dollars or Sterling has come to a halt and has been replaced by the creation of negotiated reserves.
Alexandre Lamfalussy speaks at the Bank of Greece in 2006 on Monetary Policy and Systemic Risk Prevention - Challenges ahead for Central
Banks

I would like to draw your attention to the almost interchangeable way Lamfalussy used the terms "international liquidity"
and "reserves". It seems that gold's share (percentage) of total reserves has something to do with that most important type of
liquidity, "international liquidity". That's because, when properly defined, they are ONE AND THE SAME!
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Reserves
Reserves is another tough word that means different things to different people. Investorwords.com offers two seemingly
relevant definitions:
1. In asset-based lending, the difference between the value of the collateral and the amount lent.
2. Funds set aside for emergencies or other future needs.
But the definition I will be focusing in on is closest to #2, because that is how central bankers define reserves and it is how
we as individuals should as well. It is also the definition most closely related to the aforementioned and most critically vital
"international liquidity".
In your monthly bank statement you probably have two accounts, a checking and a savings account. Well, maybe not you,
per se, dear FOFOA readers, but most people do. In addition to these two accounts you probably also work for an income,
unlike some bloggers I know. ;) And as your paychecks come in you probably put most of that money into your checking
account for your day-to-day needs and hopefully you put your excess money into your savings account (or some other
savings "vessel").
My point is to demonstrate that we all differentiate between our normal assets set aside for everyday trading needs (income
and checking account) and our reserves (savings account/reserve assets) which are set aside specifically "for a rainy day".
Central banks are no different. As I said earlier, the principles discussed in this post work on all scales, personal,
corporate, national and international.
So let's take a look at a central bank's balance sheet. How about the latest Eurosystem ConFinStat (Consolidated financial
statement) released on July 7, 2010? It is published by the ECB but it is called "consolidated" because it covers the entire
Eurosystem.
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You can click on the image to see it full-size or the link above will take you to it on the ECB website. Now, you will notice
the left side is a list of assets and the right side is a list of liabilities, just like anyone's financial statement, even yours! So
how can we tell the "everyday assets" from the reserves?
Well central bankers have a very quick and easy way to tell the difference between their normal, everyday assets and their
reserves. The regular assets are all claims denominated in their own currency... and the reserves are not. One is internal
(domestic) and the other is very decidedly foreign/external (international).
With the key exception being gold, credit is at the very core of the phenomenon we call "money". And insofar as credit on
any balance sheet is concerned, a liability is when another entity has a claim on you, and an asset is where you have a claim
on another entity.
Those credits can be denominated in various currency units, and it is the goal of the balance sheet to help a bank keep score
on itself to ensure that it doesn't overextend itself by emitting more liabilities (claims against itself) than it can balance
against its own assets (its claims upon others).
At the central banking level, like the ECB, institutional liabilities largely take the form of issuance of currency and deposits
held at the CB on behalf of commercial banks (such as those to meet reserve requirements and to facilitate check-clearing
between institutions). These liabilities are denominated in its own domestic monetary unit (i.e., the euro.)
The assets to balance against these liabilities are largely in form of euro-denominated claims on commercial credit/banking
institutions. As these claims are often collateralized by government bonds, at the very end of the rope it is fair to say a large
portion of assets held by the central bank take the form of government bonds even though they were (largely) acquired
indirectly through typical financing operations to extend credit (liquidity) to the commercial banks.
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Euro-denominated claims (assets) are suitable for offsetting euro-denominated liabilities, but they do NOTHING in regard
to your rare "rainy day" when it is found necessary to defend the euro's stature against its foreign peers. For that purpose a
central bank needs to have either gold (which is a universal asset) and/or a net (positive) position in foreign currency assets,
IMF SDR's and other assets denominated in "reserve currency" units, meaning mostly the US dollar, the pound, the yen, and
(outside the Eurozone) the euro. It is this combination of gold and net foreign currency assets that constitute the official
"reserves" of any central bank.
The proportion of RESERVE assets among the central bank's TOTAL assets is usually a judgement call. Generally, the more
unstable or insecure a central bank deems its national government and economy to be on the world stage, the larger the
proportion of assets it will hold in the form of reserves. (Recall the expansion of reserves among Asian countries following
the 1997 Asian Contagion crisis.)
And regarding the make-up of the reserve assets specifically, it is ultimately a central bank's own internal management
decision that determines what proportion of reserves are in the form of gold versus foreign currency. Of course, there is
often a political component as well, such as "good will" or crude attempts at bilateral exchange rate intervention -- akin to
playing pick-up-sticks while wearing oven mitts.
Historically, official reserves were ONLY gold. But through the Bretton Woods experiment we evolved into what we have
today. Wikipedia describes this transition succinctly:
Official international reserves, the means of official international payments, formerly consisted only of gold, and
occasionally silver. But under the Bretton Woods system, the US dollar functioned as a reserve currency, so it too became
part of a nation's official international reserve assets. From 1944-1968, the US dollar was convertible into gold through the
Federal Reserve System, but after 1968 only central banks could convert dollars into gold from official gold reserves, and
after 1973 no individual or institution could convert US dollars into gold from official gold reserves. Since 1973, no major
currencies have been convertible into gold from official gold reserves. Individuals and institutions must now buy gold in
private markets, just like other commodities. Even though US dollars and other currencies are no longer convertible into
gold from official gold reserves, they still can function as official international reserves.
In a flexible exchange rate system, official international reserve assets allow a central bank to purchase the domestic
currency, which is considered a liability for the central bank (since it prints the money or fiat currency as IOUs). This action
can stabilize the value of the domestic currency.
Central banks throughout the world have sometimes cooperated in buying and selling official international reserves to
attempt to influence exchange rates.
Excess reserves
Foreign exchange reserves are important indicators of ability to repay foreign debt and for currency defense, and are used to
determine credit ratings of nations, however, other government funds that are counted as liquid assets that can be applied to
liabilities in times of crisis include stabilization funds, otherwise known as sovereign wealth funds. If those were included,
Norway and Persian Gulf States would rank higher on these lists, and UAE's $1.3 trillion Abu Dhabi Investment Authority
would be second after China. Singapore also has significant government funds including Temasek Holdings and GIC. India
is also planning to create its own investment firm from its foreign exchange reserves.
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Recall Lamfalussy's 1969 speech above. In the decade from 1958-1968, the gold proportion of the make-up of all
international reserves DECLINED from 66% --> 51%. Remember? And there was another interesting thing Lamfalussy said
about reserves that matches what wikipedia says (above):
Wikipedia: Foreign exchange reserves are important indicators of ability to repay foreign debt...
Lamfalussy (1969) at the IMF: "The IMF definition [of "international liquidity"] has the additional merit of limiting the
concept of international liquidity to the amount of reserves over which the monetary authorities of a country have
unconditional and immediate command. This is not without importance in a era dominated by vast and swift movements of
capital, when speculative attitudes are strongly influenced by the confidence (or lack of confidence) one can have in the
ability of the national authorities to settle their debts immediately and unconditionally. On this point I published a recent
article in the December 1968 number of the “Recherche 5 Economiques de Louvain”."
So now that we understand how central banks define their reserves, similar to "2. Funds set aside for emergencies or other
future needs", also "international liquidity", lets take a look at the actual make-up of the Eurosystem's present official
reserves.
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On the asset side of the statement, lines 1 and 2 are the reserves. So we have:
1. Gold - € 352,092,000,000
2. Foreign currency claims outside the Eurozone - € 232,639,000,000
Adding them we see that the Eurosystem has total reserves of € 584,731,000,000 as of July 2, 2010. Considering that € 352
billion of that is gold, we can say that the gold proportion of the Eurosystem's reserves is presently 60% (60.21% to be more
precise).
Next, let's do the same calculation on the Eurosystems FIRST ConFinStat and compare the two.
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Assets (as at January 1, 1999):
1. Gold - € 99,598,000,000
2. Foreign currency claims outside the Eurozone - € 230,342,000,000
Total reserves at ECB MTM concept innauguration - € 329,940,000,000
Gold proportion of the Eurosystem's reserves on Jan. 1, 1999 - 30% (30.19% if you insist).
Conclusion (And isn't it an interesting one?): During the last decade of the Bretton Woods "experiment", 1958-1968, gold
failed to produce new international liquidity and fell from 66% --> 51% as a proportion of international reserves. But during
the FIRST decade of the Freegold (ECB MTM FLOATING gold price) "experiment", gold has risen from 30% --> 60% of
the Eurosystem's (international liquidity) reserves!
Think on this one for a while. It deserves at least that.
1958-1968 - 66% --> 51%
1999-2010 - 30% --> 60%
And where do you think it might be going?
1999-->2010-->201_ - 30% --> 60% --> 9_%?
To be fair, we should also look at that same gold evolution from a weight perspective (the opposite of the ECB MTM
Freegold floating gold price perspective).
The official gold used in Lamfalussy's statistics totalled 33,769 metric tonnes in 1958 and 34,569 tonnes in 1968. And the
Eurosystem's total official gold was 12,576 tonnes on Jan. 1, 1999, and today it is 10,833 tonnes. Note that these weights are
not from the WGC or Wikipedia. They are directly from official financial statements.
So we can now see that, measured by weight alone, gold reserves ROSE by 800 tonnes from 1958 to 1968, while, at the
same time, falling as a proportion of total reserves. Also, measured by weight alone, the Eurosystem's gold reserves actually
FELL by 1,743 tonnes from 1999 to 2010, while, at the same time, RISING as a proportion of total reserves.
Again, please think about this for a while.
1958-1968 - UP 800 m/t; DOWN in relevance 66% --> 51%
1999-2010 - DOWN 1,743 m/t; UP in relevance 30% --> 60%
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(Of course these weight changes are "net" over the entire decade. In the case of 1958-68 the official gold hoard actually
spiked to 35,725 tonnes in 1963, up 1,956 tonnes, and then plunged 1,156 tonnes from '63 to '68 thanks to the misguided
"interventions" of the London Gold Pool. Likewise, the Eurosystem actually sold more than 1,743 tonnes during the last
decade, but this was offset by the small gold additions to the consolidated statement as the newer group of euro-member
nations came on board as part of the Eurosystem. So 1,743 was the net change.)
And while we are on the subject of "gold sales", I'd like to briefly comment on the recent "hot topic" of the BIS gold swap. I
have read myriad speculation on this gold swap with the BIS. But the one I give the most credence to belongs to Randal
Strauss over at USAGold.com: "News & Views", as it relates directly to this post. Randy says,
"...throughout this entire crisis it has been the commercial banks which are highly stressed and in need of liquidity, NOT the
central banks. (The CBs already have ample fire-power to create domestic liquidity at will or to access forex liquidity
through preexisting bilateral loan agreements with their peers.)
...the more rational conclusion to the slender body of evidence is simply the continuing need/desire for forex liquidity on the
part of the profoundly stressed commercial banks. In an effort to make the most out of the unallocated gold deposits
managed by their various bullion banking departments, it takes no stretch of the imagination to see these employed in every
manner of conceivable derivative utilization, with swaps ranking high among them in this current economic environment.
But with so many of their commercial peers swimming in the same soup, it does not take terribly deep thinking to fathom
how or why the BIS would emerge as a principle counterparty.
As the bullion banks are casting derivatives of their unallocated gold deposits time and again into the thusly-polluted waters
of the market (note to self: never commit your physical gold to an unallocated account at a bank!) the central banks of the
world who adhere to mark-to-market accounting principles can become understandably dismayed that the commercial
banks, poised along the shoreline with their garbage, are creating a superficial blight upon the market’s perception of and
confidence in this most important of all reserve assets — gold. It is no surprise, therefore, that the BIS would emerge — as a
sort of vacuum sweeper — to suck up a goodly quantity of these filthy commercial derivatives and thereby working to clean
up the gold market by taking the corresponding tonnage out of commercial circulation (even if only a temporary step),
removing it for the time being from risk of any further derivatization and fractionalization.
As a bit of corroborating evidence, I would again point out that the European’s quarterly MTM revaluations on June 30 took
place in a distinctly favorable environment — with gold prices residing near record high levels, thus allowing the gold
portion of the European central banks’ reserves to strengthen the books at this critical juncture with a chart-topping € 65.4
billion quarterly gain. Subsequently, the July 1st price drop was of no account — a nice physical buying opportunity for the
rest of us ahead of future quarterly advances in the status and value of gold."
The only thing I would add to Randy's excellent analysis is that, to me, it doesn't really matter who or why. What is obvious
is that THE most important kind of liquidity, "international liquidity", foreign liquidity, external liquidity, the hardest
"liquidity" to round up, was desperately needed by someone. So they swapped one reserve for another, with the promise of
getting it back, placing their gold in probably the safest hands in the world when considering a future dramatic Freegold
revaluation. To me, this is evidence that the transition is near.
Reserves, wealth, "that which you cannot print", "that which is tradable outside your zone", "that which is hard, not easy, to
get"... this is exactly what the system needs right now in VOLUME!!! And the CB's can no longer provide it. They are
pushing on strings! So someone went to the ultimate bank with the ultimate asset, gold, and got themselves some of the
ultimate liquidity, "international liquidity". And because debt is collapsing, CB printing is failing to provide this ultimate
liquidity. The BIS gold swap is FRESH EVIDENCE that only gold can provide what the global system desperately needs
today!
Summary
I started this long post stating that there is a new and unique opportunity directly in front of us, greater than any before. And
that it is there for all with eyes to see. And then I went on to explore the seemingly amorphous definitions of three words
that are key to understanding why this opportunity is as real, and as big, as ANOTHER said it was. So I guess now that you
are probably as tired of reading as I am of writing, I should wrap this post up by using these words in a sentence (or three)
so that we can flex our new, deeper understanding.
What the world needs now, other than love sweet love, is recapitalization through true, international liquidity. The kind that
can only come from the MTM revaluation of true reserves. And when I say needs, I am talking about the kind of need that is
a constant, not a variable. In other words, it is a fixed need that all other variables must, will and do conform to, one way or
another, manipulated or not.
Today we can observe, as the ZH Taylor piece above does, that the real world is undergoing recapitalization through
austerity and savings, the old fashioned way. And the commercial banking system is recapitalizing the newfangled way, by
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taking on unlimited debt liquidity and leveraging it to look good on the surface. And the central banks are prepared for
whatever comes. As their dollar foreign reserves go up in smoke, their gold reserves will more than replace any lost value.
And as this happens, that gold percentage will rise from 30% to 65% to 90+%.
Any time during 2004, 2005 or 2006 would have been a financially beneficial time to consolidate your perceived reserves
held in home equity. But if you happened to sell your house and become a renter in late 2006 or early 2007, you got really
lucky! Well, it's now "2007" for paper wealth. Time to consolidate that percieved value, before it goes the way of your old
home equity. And for those of you that think a better time is yet to come, just look at any 10-year gold chart.
Now obviously I haven't connected ALL the dots for you in this post. But they are there... and self-discovery is a wonderful
feeling. Recapitalization, international liquidity and reserves all relate very closely to gold when properly defined. Herein
lies an epiphany worth discovering.
As ANOTHER and FOA taught us, a time of systemic transition is completely wrong for trading on technicals. Instead, it is
the PERFECT time to consolidate on fundamentals, then sit back and wait. The reward, as ANOTHER put it, will be enough
for one's lifetime. And what is gold? Oh yeah, it's the ultimate wealth consolidator.
Sincerely,
FOFOA
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Friday, July 23, 2010
FOA on Hyperinflation

Dear Ben,
The answer is yes, "deflation" is what we want. Because we realize that a "normal" level of inflation through credit
expansion is impossible at this point and deflation is the shortest route to renewed prosperity. But we also know that you
will not let it happen. You will not let the piper be paid by those that owe the piper. You will make sure that payment to the
piper is spread as far and wide as possible. You said so in 2002 in Deflation: Making Sure "It" Doesn't Happen Here.
We know that aggregate demand for new debt is dead, making it oh, so hard to push on a string that has no one on the other
end to take up the slack (except, of course, the USG). And yes, we do know that you have other options, as you told us in
your speech. Just because we don't want to borrow more money from you doesn't mean we won't take your freshly printed
cash when you offer to buy our garbage at crazy prices.
But don't worry, Ben. We know it's not all on you. Your hands are pretty much tied. This was baked into the cake long ago.
We had the chance to pay the piper by letting the price of gold explode freely many times, 1961, 1968, 1971, 1980, 1999,
2008 (and a few others that never made the papers, but I'm sure you are aware of) and each time we pushed the true and
necessary devaluation of the dollar off into the "great unknown" future.
Here, read this. It might make you feel better to see how powerless you really are. It was written two years before you were
even in public service, two years before your famous speech, back while you were still teaching 'nomics in Jersey.
Sincerely,
FOFOA
Trail Guide (10/24/00; 10:58:56MT - usagold.com msg#: 39784)
comment
Hello Traveler,
Let's talk:
Your words first, then
====my words====more
-------------------------------------The Traveler (10/24/2000; 0:25:21MT - usagold.com msg#: 39771)
Deflation Scenario II
Greetings and warm regards to all.
Tonight, I will address the inflation or deflation debate that was highlighted this weekend by the formidable and never to be
dismissed Trail Guide. Forgive me as I tell you my view from 30,000 feet. Much closer and the details would get in the way
of full understanding by many here.
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First, I thank Trail Guide for referring to me as a smart hard money thinker. His companion comment that I and many others
walk forward down the gold trail but are looking backwards is similar to saying generals always fight the last war during a
current conflict or that you can't see the economic pot holes down the road if you are always looking in the rear view mirror.
Fair enough.
I however reply with a well-known admonishment from Lord Acton. This Cambridge historian of the 19th century wrote
that those who do not know history are doomed to repeat it. I have devoted a professional life and investing life to knowing
"something" of economic history - both domestic and international history. My summary viewpoint as expressed @ 39423
is reproduced below.
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
The economic lesson is ... ... ... ... ... .
Deflation is everywhere and always a monetary phenomenon -- a lack of sufficient currency and CREDIT in the economy to
support prices. When the growth in credit slows or turns negative due to higher interest rates and higher default rates, then
the above illustration [about the collapse of real estate] plays out.
================Mr. Traveler: conversely: the "real" inflation I point to is largely a cash phenomenon, where all the
past massively over-created credit instruments are bought up by the money making authorities and paid for with printed
cash or allocations to the owners digital cash accounts. ================= more
Some wise ones here state inflation is the curse waiting for us over the horizon. I doubt it because we are already highly
inflated. I point you to the NASDAQ's PE, home prices and auto prices for but three easy references.
================ Sir, your three examples are the beginning "price" results of our highly inflated financial credit
structure. However, as I pointed out above, that structure today is in the form of "highly reproduced" (inflated) credit
instruments. In addition add to that mix all the vast paper derivatives in place and we can see how very different our present
money inflation has been. Even as it only begins to raise prices. =============more
For hyperinflation to occur, even more credit would have to flow from Mr. Pump.
============Not true, sir. As your own examples pointed out above, rising prices in your examples above indicate how
we are already receiving the effects of a hyper inflated credit system. Again, these are only an advance example of price
inflation that's beginning to reflect the "real" amount of "credit money" we have created over 20, 30, 40 years.
============more
But to whom? The consumer is over leveraged already. The consumer has binged on easy credit to the point that debt
service now takes more than 90% of disposable income for 80% of consumers according to the St. Louis FED. See why the
economy has soared. If the above illustration does play out, most consumers -- still anguished by their recent credit traumas
- will avoid the credit trap and thus Mr. Pump will be "pushing against a string".
Remember, the consumer represents 65% or so of the GDP. As credit goes so goes the economy.
=================Good point! It's one we have used to explain why deflation in a credit inflation is always a real
possibility. But, hyperinflation cannot happen in a credit society unless the credit starts being made into cash. Our (yours
and mine) "pushing on the string" scenario is predicated on pumping more credit to those that don't need it.
However, in the real hyperinflation that's coming as it follows our current credit inflation phenomenon it's not the
borrowing class that's liquefied, it's the lending class! Remember, out there in our vast dollar world, for every dollar a
consumer has borrowed, some entity holds the other side of the credit instrument. Our classic deflation begins when these
holders are no longer being paid, resulting in the write-down of their assets. Across the land, banks, credit unions, citizens
with lend able funds and every other form of lender no longer own a credit instrument that's sellable at par. That's 100 cents
on the dollar.
Hyperinflation begins when pushing on the string no longer is an option. As you pointed out; "the consumer is binged
out"! But there is more (smile).
We would not embark into such an obvious currency destroying process if we could drag the rest of the world with us into a
cleansing recession. Call it an "almost deflation" where we start the inflation / deflation circle over for one more credit cycle.
This is our record from most the dollar's life.
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No country ever hyper inflates for the pleasure of the ruling class, as many want to believe. They / We inflate to keep the
domestic system in use and do so because it's the last resort. In other words you are forced into it! Today, the advent of the
Euro has created a currency competition that will allow world investors to run from any deflationary, restrictive policy the
US can offer. Our currency will be lowered to non reserve status no matter what route we take. Just as in many other historic
examples and present examples around the world, nation states always choose hyperinflation when no other way out is
offered. No nation on earth has ever cascaded themselves into deflation once they are off the gold money system.
Below Traveler addresses some of the very aspects I detail in the above.======================== More:
Our worthy Trail Guide declares in his fireside chat along the Gold Trail @ message 43 that it will be different this time. It
may be but as Cavan Man, a Missouri resident, might say: "Show Me". In part, Trail Guide states:
The US cannot walk away from hiking our ""gold trail"" now. Because "this process" is one of the few tools available to
them for keeping the dollar perception in a good light. In effect by slowing the currency transition process they are doing
exactly what world dollar holders need them to do. They will inflate these derivatives until in effect; our modern gold
market bankrupts itself as supply is exhausted. I say, good! (smile) But once we get to that stage, I expect that a super US
economic downturn will ensue.[*] Then the fed will go wide open and cover everything in sight to keep us going! The
ongoing price inflation will be driving everything from physical gold to real estate through the roof.
[And a paragraph later... ... .]
Yes, it eventually breaks everything! But this is nothing new for us gold history buffs and it's what has happen in countless
modern national fiats around the world today. Nations that don't have a reserve currency to play with. We will do like their
citizens do, continue to use dollars but carry in our pockets whatever new reserve is in fashion, as a backup! Be it gold or
Euros or both. In addition, our entire financial structure (like in these other nations) will change to operating in an inflation
economy. Money will be lost, big time and made big time, but things will still be financed, bought and sold. Houses will
double, triple then double again in price, even as financing rates approach 35%, 40% or whatever. We will also follow the
(then) prevailing world policy concerning physical gold, solely because it will make economic sense to our officials.
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
Do read the complete message for a fuller context and more vivid understanding. Your wealth and your grandchildren
demand this of you.
Perhaps the point of debate between us is: (A) Does severe deflation come next at [*] above followed sometime later by
inflation and eventually hyperinflation, or (B) Does the US go directly to hyperinflation? This debate has many, many
dimensions and is complicated to map. But let's give it a whirl.
ORO @ 39481 has stated that the FED will do the bidding of its owners (the banks) if events don't get too far beyond their
control. I agree. Do banks and other holders of debt instruments (loans, mortgages, gov't and corporate bonds) want their
wealth withered by hyperinflation? I don't believe for a moment that the creditor class is this egalitarian.
==============No Traveler, I doubt the creditor class as a group is seeking to remove the financial inequalities that
separate people through this coming process of hyperinflation. Far from it. As I stated above, the credit hyperinflation has
already occurred. It's there, in place as we speak.
What is now faced by this non egalitarian lending crown is the choice of: having their debt instruments defaulted on and
losing everything,,,,, or playing 'let the fastest runner win the game!'
My friend this is the choice you get when the currency your assets are denominated in hits the end of its "timeline".
Human nature has followed this path for thousands of years. You know the old joke about outrunning the bear? Well, these
lenders will influence our financial policy as such. They will try to get their debt securities liquefied first, spend the fiat and
in this process outrun you and I. Leaving anyone they can beat to the mercy of the hyperinflation bear eating their remaining
fiat assets.
Your point above about deflation and then inflation is still valid; if we cannot get the borrowers to borrow more and in doing
so stop the economy from servicing "OUR DEBT SECURITIES",,,, ! But we cannot risk the markets, in this particular time
and place to make that decision.
Here, we and the world would for the first time make a "judgment call"; ---can the "dollar fiat system" our wealth is stored
in endure the deflation / recession that must follow?--To date, everyone stayed with the only reserve currency available. Tomorrow they will not because they have a choice.
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==================more
According to the IMF, foreign holders of dollars (including Central Banks) have a $6.5 trillion stake (roughly 60% in debt
instruments) in protecting the value of their dollar holdings. Do they wish to see their purchasing power drop TO 25% or so
under a hyperinflation adjustment
============Again, dollar holdings by foreign CBs are worthless anyway when the nation issuing them does and must
run a constant trade deficit. The money can never go home, only build further on digital account.
This is the reason most Hard Money Advocates fall so short in evaluating our present gold values using only the commodity
use of gold. They completely miss the fact that current dollar pricing of gold vastly understates its wealth asset value.
Especially to CBs if their dollar assets dissolve in bookkeeping form, the way they would do in a hyperinflation. No, the
billions in assets they hold in dollar debt instruments would not disappear, only be transferred through a massive
devaluation of the dollar against gold.
================== more
or increase TO 175% or so under a deflationary adjustment?
=======================Again Traveler:
My above explained why a deflation cannot be in the cards. But if so, foreigners holding even government guaranteed paper
debt in a deflating currency is little more than bookkeeping wealth if the actual goods buying power of the currency is
compromised.
Yes, our US would continue to print dollars to service its debt, making the accounts look good. But, in such a deflation
situation, foreign exchange controls are a 100% guarantee. Foreign held dollar assets would not come home, at least not at
the same exchange rate one needs to become financially whole!
When the world begins to abandon a currency at the end of its reserve timeline, deflationary gains on debt instruments are
an illusion of bookkeeping. There would be no 175% real purchasing power gains allowed.
========================more
If those wise monetary strategists and Euro creators thought that the dollar would go "up in smoke", why do they continue
to hold on to the US$ at an INCREASING rate of accumulation? The ECB holds nearly 80% of its assets in US Treasuries
(with 15% more in gold and 5% more in Yen). Is this the position of a shrewd central banker or wealth builder who is
nervous about the future purchasing power of the US dollar? Why have not foreign dollar holders transitioned more rapidly
away from the dollar and into the Euro, gold and other vehicles that would protect their wealth from the confiscation of
inflation and later hyperinflation. Given that it's "ShowTime", one would think that the transition would be more complete
than still having $6.5 trillion "At Risk" of going up in smoke. (Actually, it is "ShowTime" but physical gold is a sideshow in
the unfolding three-ring circus). I suspect all those foreign held dollars are still in the USA because of an explicit promise -Your dollars will increase further in value as we deflate the debt bubble and you are able to buy hard assets for dimes on the
dollar.
====================Traveler, I addressed this in the above. Still, their asset base is safe in any circumstance. Their
gold sales are largely to each other and much of the very gold they are delivering to certain clients will return for Euros once
a dollar transition begins. Indeed, there has been massive ongoing physical gold buys the world over. Who do you think has
been buying all the gold non official "Paper Gold Advocates" have been divesting themselves of? The key to understanding
the scope of this is in seeing through the dollar paper gold pricing system. Had the prices of paper gold been rising all these
years, it would have indicated a continued support of the dollar based gold markets. As such, the world today expects this
currency system to fail, taking its paper bullion markets with it!
These "shrewd central bankers" are no fool to the economic world nor the political world. The US is still a major military
and political force and will continue to be for some time. Allowing the US to destroy our own system and offering an
avenue of escape for investors worldwide is a master political play. Why dump your dollar reserves when such an action
would make you the bad guy? Buy some gold quietly, yes. But, better to let your dollars dissolve and have your assets
transformed by a dollar / physical gold devaluation. FreeGold will do just that! ======================more
To RossL, Nickel 62 and others, your question is thus answered. Those dollars sent overseas by the trade deficit have
ALREADY returned to the USA in the form of capital flows into debt instruments (60% or $4 trillion) and to a lesser extent
equities and other assets. This gleeful repatriation of dollars is historically unprecedented and has been done for a reason.
Like those of "Giant" domestic wealth builders whose dollars are now sitting in debt instruments, these instruments will be
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converted - in the fullness of time - into currency to purchase hard assets ("old economy" companies with captive
customers, positive operating cash flow, little debt and little remaining CAPEX, or trophy real estate or certain other proven
factors of production) once the deflationary spiral has exhausted itself and driven the price of all these factors into the
ground.
ORO stated that the banks want the gold mines and telecoms on the cheap. The above is the process for setting up the
BUYS of the CENTURY. Perhaps a real time illustration would serve us well at this point.
================= Your presentation shows a lack of understanding about how exchange rate risk works during
unsettled times. Failing nation states that have opted for a fully """""fiat currency"""""" (the US dollar) do not simply stand
by and allow ownership of everything in the country to be transferred to foreigners. Or even local creditors for that matter.
Truly, the vast bulk of overall debt assets standing against US credit extending institutions dwarfs our ability to service with
real goods. Even at vastly diminished prices. These debt structures are held for further fiat accumulation only. Truly a
Western Thought concerning wealth. Once an economy begins to get into trouble, everyone flees these very instruments you
stand by in your analysis. Truly, people understand political risk as it pertains to the fleecing of constituencies. It doesn't
happen in powerful states and investors know it. ==============more
A Denver ========"Traveler's example"==== company at 40 cents.
In the late 80's and early 90's, some banks liquidated land at an average 24% of the then CURRENT appraised "Fair
Market" value, incoming producing properties at 50% of replacement cost or about 60% of then CURRENT appraised value
and residential homes at 81% of the then CURRENT appraised value. Less than a decade later, most properties had
handsomely appreciated from the FED induced credit expansion. Boom then bust then boom is the age-old cycle of wealth
transfer TO the plutocracy.
========= These cycles end when the currency timeline ends! ==========more
Next, ... ... ... ... ... .
Does the US Government want hyperinflation? A close call depending upon timing and how events unravel. It could silently
default on its outstanding debt and contingent liabilities (such as EXIM and SBA loan guarantees, FDIC insurance, etc.) by
passing out wheelbarrows of FRN ala Weimar Germany. On the other hand, so many middle class welfare programs (the
Big 5 are about 48% of total outlays) are indexed to inflation. They could never be met from the current tax code which has
indexed rate brackets -- Thank you Ronald Reagan!
===========This is exactly what many people see and are preparing for! ==========more
Many models have =======more of Traveler's examples of possibilities===== apostles of Jenny, Jerry and Ophra.
Physical Gold Advocates fear not. Gold historically has done ITS BEST during a deflation! Yes deflation. When all other
assets were spiraling down in value because defaults soared and collateral sales pressured the prices of all hard assets, gold
alone increased its value. It has no liabilities (no one to default) and is portable to destinations without domestic deflation.
See Professor Roy Jastram's The Golden Constant (Wiley & Sons, 1978) for a 416 year history of gold under four major
deflationary periods of the past. If you are a bit lazy or pressed for time, simply recall that gold in the 1930's went from $20
to $35 during that deflationary depression. One caveat: All four were under some form of the gold standard.
=============== OK, now you say: """"One caveat: All four were under some form of the gold standard.""""
Boy Traveler, that's some caveat! (smile)
Four hundred and sixteen years of history examples can be toppled by one little caveat. Truly, that little point is exactly "the
point" for today's time!
Our modern dollar world has created a fiat debt structure money system of biblical proportions. Nothing like it has ever
been produced in the annals of time. We got to this point because our money was gold in the beginning. Then we allowed
our confidence in gold as wealth to grow into the abilities of mankind to continue such a money system without gold. The
result is a massive debt against every thing except gold! Every asset that exists in the USA is fully covered by such debt
several times over. Either directly or indirectly through various official government debts.
There is simply no historic example in the history of mankind that shows where everyone surrendered their assets to satisfy
such debt. Yet, this is the process you Traveler, fully well expect from a deflation. A deflation, by the way, that no gold
standard today says must happen?
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Truly, had the dollar advocates allowed it to be devalued against gold long ago we would all know where we stand.
Free trading Physical gold would have slowly risen in dollar prices in an ongoing process that would have taken gold prices
into the heavens. But, it didn't happen and an imploding debt structure (caused by pushing on a string of consumer credit
demand) will be "QUICKLY" countered with debt instrument purchases from the official level. The old 1980 monetary
control act is already in place and allows our fed to buy everything down to your shoe laces in order to stop any debt
defaults. ===========================more
Is not deflation the very outcome that the Austrian economist Mises predicts following periods of rampant credit excesses?
Furthermore, if one has escaped indentured servitude (being a debtor)through hyperinflation, how likely is one to "re-up" by
borrowing at floating rates of "35%, 40% or whatever". What could one invest in and reasonably hope to make a positive
spread (return on investment) if this is your cost of capital?
============Well Traveler, if you go to just about any third world country today, there are many extreme examples of
what "re-uping" is all about.
Further, deflations following the credit excesses Mises talked about only happen when people believe the currency system
will last and opt to stay with it.--- OR -- They escape the bad credit risk inherent in remaining in such a deflating system by
jumping to another system of younger stature. Still, it leaves the choice of hyperinflation as the only route after a fiat
expansion.
When such processes unfold today, people look for security in a fiat. One that will back itself with gold valuations
conducted in an ongoing nature. Something the US fought so very hard to avoid all these years! ===========more
With respect to Trail Guide's "living in many, many lands and have witnessed and used such inflating systems," I would
point out these key differences in economic profiles.
Unless he was economically alert during the last time a reserve currency "fell from grace" (the pound sterling following
WWI), then the experience of Mexico, Argentina, Russia and other commodity based economies are not on point.
==============Well, the pound opted to have the dollar back its "transitioned" currency so the effects are not the same.
Further, their debt structure had not come anywhere close to what we currently have. So they muddled through. The same
could be said for the dollar if it took the Euro as its reserve backer. However, comparing the debt levels of Britain then and
the dollar now is like comparing a baseball to the universe! ===============more
Furthermore, hyperinflation is difficult to introduce when a country's government, businesses and citizens are already overly
leveraged and are having trouble meeting debt service obligations ($2 trillion annually as recently posted by ORO). Total
debt in America is often quoted in multiples of record high GDP. It is one thing for the FED to pump money vigorously into
the economy. It is another matter altogether for the banks to find credit worthy or semi-credit worthy users of this fresh tidal
wave of liquidity. By some estimates, corporate America has already leveraged up from a conservative ratio of 25% debt to
75% equity to a precarious 75% debt to 25% equity ratio. That is almost a 10 fold (1,000%) increase in debt!
============= Traveler, every time you bring another log to our "Gold Trail" fire, I pour gasoline on it and burn it before
it becomes of use. But keep trying, sooner or later I'll run out of fuel. (smile)
Again, hyperinflation in our economy will (as I demonstrated in the beginning) begin with our government buying the debt
from creditors and changing the terms of its payment for over leveraged citizens and businesses. Further, a rising price
structure of an extreme nature, such as this, quickly raises all wages and income levels. Allowing everyone to service easily
what seemed like a mountain of debt before. No different than looking back to when minimum wage was $1.00 and now is
$5.00+/-. Only happening on a super accelerated scale. =======================more
In summary, he who has the gold makes the rules. The creditor class -- both the domestic plutocracy and their foreign
cousins, has the gold -- both literally and in the form of debt claims. They would rather convert their paper claims into
foreclosed hard assets following a deflation and at worst loose a billion or two from poor collateral valuations while reaping
trillions in new purchasing power. That beats passively losing 20% - 40% - 60% of the value of the entire debt portfolio
from hyperinflation.
=============== Exactly who in the voting public do you think is going to sit still for this paper conversion? You,,,,
me,,,, that man behind the tree? Ha! Ha! """NoONE""" leaves their debt claims laying around in a country where their
citizens are being economically tortured by huge, all consuming debt claims! At least not without massive risk returns.
That's why rates soar so high. You either run for it or take a big chance in staying,,,, most run if a stable medium exists.
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Providing that medium in either Euros or a Free Trading gold market is where the ECB / BIS can play the good guys
============more
Furthermore, if the word came out that hyperinflation was the policy of the USA, who would lend their funds for the
prospect of receiving less purchasing power later? I for one would rather take my chips overseas to an economy that is
stable and offered good returns for definable risks. Domestic usury laws can only be raised so high and bankruptcy laws
tightened so tight before the great unwashed revolt.
===============My feelings exactly!===============more
The major risk to the scheme of the plutocracy is a revolt of the masses -- whether politically through election of populists
who pass legislation such as foreclosure moratoriums or violently though protests, strikes, lynchings, pogroms and the like.
Thus inflation followed by hyperinflation will be instituted by the FED at the instruction of its masters once the fear of
loosing it all exceeds the greed of gaining another prized asset on the cheap.
================Very good!=================more
Lastly, consider this. Current wealth of creditors only increases during deflation as each dollar now held becomes more dear.
=============That used to be true before the volumes of debt securities began to dwarf the universe. Today, most
asset holders are true to nature players of the trading mentality. If inflation becomes the risk, they will exit the door in an
attempt to out-trade you and me (and that man behind the tree (smile))! Most of them will simply run up the inflation ladder
seeking the next higher return. In the process marking the market down in existing holdings until the government must also
buy those items at par. ===============more
Inflation is a wild card for everyone. For example, my one ounce Maple may be worth $20,000 or $30,000 once deflation is
turned into hyperinflation (and former creditors have switched to being net debtors). But what is that $30,000 worth in
today's purchasing power - $3,000 for a 10 to 1 return or $300 for a big waste of time and energy?
==============ALL:
This is one of the major flaws in Western Hard Money thinking. We tend to view the dollar price of gold in a static
purchasing power light just because it's bookkeeping-priced through paper accounting deals.
Lost in our perception of all this is the fact that current bullion prices must rise into the thousands just to reflect the US
credit inflation that existed 20+ years ago! Much less reflect its value relationship to the current trillions of debt.
Our modern dollar paper gold derivatives have masked the true gold values all this time. Start with a base of gold holding its
international wealth value at $3,000 to $10,000. Then extrapolate that to handle any future money printing to buy our
already hyper inflated debt! Now you have an idea why PGSs (Physical Gold Advocates) are so quiet as they buy bullion
today.
The current marketplace has so understated its true dollar value, physical gold must rise far beyond any price inflation that's
in our future. Only Western commodity traders using a thought process that says; """the dollar market price of anything is
correct because the dollar price says so"""" think gold today is a "one - on - one to price inflation" proposition. Nothing
could distort the picture more. ==============more
Truly, what waits for us economically just over the horizon will be calamitous and stunning for all but a few.
===="""We watch this new gold market together, yes?"""=====
Black Gold, Yellow Gold - the only wealth worth physically owning.
=======Absolutely, Sir Traveler, Absolutely!!!!=============
Thanks
Trail Guide
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Sunday, July 25, 2010
Red Alert: Gold Backwardation!!!

Did I get your attention with the title? Good! It's a great headline, isn't it? Well, stick with me for a minute and I'll try to live
up to my seemingly feigned hype.
And for you noobs that weren't attracted like moths to a freeway headlight by this title, you can get up to speed here, here
and here.
First, let me ask you a question. Which of these two scenarios should be more instrumental in the transition to Freegold?
1.) A bottom-up shift in value perception as millions and even billions of small savers use their meager dollars all at once to
bid up the price of gold.
2.) A top-down shift in risk perception as the very few physical gold holders of size in the world all at once withdraw their
physical from the marketplace.
Just think about this question. That is its only purpose. And one more; Would either of these events be exclusive of the
other?
One other item I would like to touch on before I get started is the distinction between loaning or leasing your gold to
someone else versus putting your gold up as collateral for a fiat loan that you need, sometimes called a "swap".
In the former case you are handing over your gold to someone else in exchange for an income stream (the lease rate) as well
as the promise that your gold will be returned at a predetermined time in the future. In the latter, you are handing over your
gold to someone else in exchange for a lump sum of money, usually close to the full value of your gold, as well as the
promise that you can buy your gold back for that same amount of money plus a fee (interest rate) at a predetermined time in
the future.
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In the former case, when leasing out your gold, you are generally said to be "deploying a 'dead' asset in pursuit of a yield."
While in the latter case, putting up your gold asset as collateral for a loan, you are likely trying to keep other creditors at
bay, paying them off with cash from this new loan rather than letting them take your gold. And, depending on who your new
creditor is, you may be said to be "protecting your gold asset" from those other creditors who had intended to take it away
for good.
I wanted to clarify this distinction because I read one article where the analyst seemed to view these two acts as one and the
same, and in so doing, in my opinion, drew the wrong conclusion about the recent BIS gold swap.
The Gold Backwardation Story
Do any of you check the GOFO rate from time to time just to see if it is getting close to zero? GOFO is a relatively good
proxy for the gold contango because it represents the cost basis a dealer calculates to take either side of a 'gold for currency
swap' over a fixed length of time. It is also a good proxy for liquidity in the gold market. It should never turn negative
because that would mean it costs more to borrow gold than to borrow dollars. (GOFO = $ interest rate - gold lease interest
rate) In other words, if GOFO goes negative, the message is that gold is more precious than dollars.
As long as the GOFO rate is positive, the borrowing of dollars will cost you more "elbow grease" (debt service) than
borrowing gold. So it can be said that there is a bid from gold for dollars as long as the GOFO is positive! When it turns
negative, it can be said there is NO bid from gold for dollars.
Dollar forward mechanism - LBMA

I check the GOFO rate every few days, but more for amusement than analysis lately as it has been rising!
(A side note: Last week when I clicked my GOFO bookmark that I have been using for years, for the first time ever it asked
me to log in, which apparently costs "an application fee of £1,000 (which is not refundable if the application is rejected for
whatever reason) and an annual levy of £2,500." I'm sure this was just a normal LBMA site improvement though, because
they put the new URL for free GOFO data in the small print down at the bottom. And they also improved the actual GOFO
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data by reducing the font size to tiny, compressing the columns, and reducing the contrast to light-gray on white background
making it much easier on these tired old eyes.)
LBMA "website improvements" - Click image to view actual size

Looking at the 3 month GOFO rate for the calendar years of 2005, 2006 and 2007 (here) we see a steady gradual rise at an
average annual clip of 34%, with a maximum of 79% in 2005 and a minimum of 1% in 2007. Yet so far this year we have a
221% rise from Jan. 29 through July 23 alone.
That 221% rate change in 6 months is pretty high volatility for this normally stable metric except in the remote instances of
impending doom. But surprisingly, the rapid rate change this year has been in the direction of "nothing to see here, folks."
So here is the basic story of gold backwardation. On September 29, 1999 gold went into backwardation for the first time in
modern history. The cause is commonly cited as the Washington Agreement on Gold that happened three days earlier in
Washington, DC. This backwardation manifested itself in three common metrics. First, the price of gold shot up.
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Second, the gold lease rate spiked. And third, the GOFO rate went negative in all five durations, from 1 month to 12 months.
What is important here is both the meaning of these anomalies and the message they send to the marketplace. The GOFO
rate is basically a measure of unencumbered physical gold's desire to bid for dollars. And the lease rate is the banks' bid to
borrow your gold so they can sell it and then do whatever it is that banks do with your money.
So the message of a high lease rate is "lease us your gold, PLEASE, and we'll pay you handsomely for it." Remember, a
lease is where you "rent out" an asset to derive an income stream. And a swap (like GOFO) is where you need a loan, so you
offer an asset as collateral and then YOU pay the income stream to someone else. Only with a negative GOFO rate, you
retain control of the gold PLUS you receive the income stream coming in, so why would anyone LEASE their gold in this
backwardation scenario?
For that matter, why would you even SWAP your gold in this scenario? Unless, perhaps, you were desperate for dollars and
you were swapping your gold with someone you knew for a fact would hold it safe for you and do nothing else with it. Like
a "rich uncle" perhaps?
I know this is complicated, but just take a look at the lease rate and GOFO charts from Sept. 29, 1999:
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The point to take home here is that the spikes in these charts DO represent potentially imminent collapse of the dollar, but
they are not the cause of the potential collapse, they are the system's response to it. In a way, these charts are to a collapse
like a thermometer is to the temperature. Or like a body's immune response is to a bug.
They don't show the actual backwardation, they show the "immune system" response to it.
These images ARE what backwardation looks like. But in a strange way backwardation is kind of like AIDS to the fiat
money system. Once it's in there, you can't get it out. And you can't actually see the HIV virus. All you can see are the
antibodies that attack it. That's how you know it's in there, eating away at the system.
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A few years after the Sept. 29, 1999 backwardation event the following conversation was revealed and can be found on
many gold websites:
"In front of 3 witnesses, Bank of England Governor Eddie George spoke to Nicholas J. Morrell (CEO of Lonmin Plc) after
the Washington Agreement gold price explosion in Sept/Oct 1999. Mr. George said "We looked into the abyss if the gold
price rose further. A further rise would have taken down one or several trading houses, which might have taken down all the
rest in their wake.
Therefore at any price, at any cost, the central banks had to quell the gold price, manage it. It was very difficult to get the
gold price under control but we have now succeeded. The US Fed was very active in getting the gold price down. So was
the U.K."
2008
Jump forward nine years to 2008. On Thursday, November 20, in the middle of the unfolding global financial crisis, the 1
and 2 month GOFO rates suddenly turned negative. By November 25 they were back to positive again. The lease rate also
spiked as you can see in the chart above.
Four years earlier, in 2004, Antal E. Fekete had written a paper in which he explained what backwardation in the gold
market actually means. Very simply, gold backwardation signals the permanent end of the current system and the beginning
of dollar hyperinflation [FOFOA: and the beginning of Freegold?]. Here is his 2004 paper:
What Gold And Silver Analysts Overlook, May 1, 2004
SNIPS:
...As it is not set up to satisfy demand for delivery on 100 percent of the open interest, the gold futures market will default.
Exchange officials will declare a “liquidation only” policy to offset long positions in gold. At that point all offers to sell cash
gold will be withdrawn. Gold is not for sale at any price. The shorts are absolved of their failure to deliver on their gold
futures contracts.
...Previous descriptions of hyperinflation purporting to explain the descent of a currency into the abyss of worthlessness do
so in terms of the quantity theory of money. My explanation of the hyperinflation that is staring us in the face is very
different. I dismiss the quantity theory of money as a linear model that is not applicable.
...Moreover, previous episodes of hyperinflation affected isolated countries which had embraced the regime of irredeemable
currency out of desperation, while the rest of the world stayed the course of monetary rectitude. In the present situation the
entire world has been inflicted with irredeemable currency.
...My description of hyperinflation is not in terms of the quantity theory of money, but in terms of a model where the
relentlessly declining gold basis leads to backwardation destroying the gold futures market.
The dollar and other irredeemable currencies will go the way of the assignat...
Backwardation in gold should therefore be considered the self-destroying mechanism for the regime of irredeemable
currency that “only one man in a million may identify and understand” (my thanks to Keynes for the felicitous phrase). This
is where supply/demand analysis is utterly useless. The huge stocks of monetary gold are still in existence, yet zero supply
confronts infinite demand.
Fekete followed this paper up with several more in 2006 and 2007 on the subjects of the gold basis and backwardation:
The Rise And Fall Of The Gold Basis, June 23, 2006
Monetary Versus Non-Monetary Commodities, June 25, 2006
The Last Contango In Washington, June 30, 2006
Gold, Interest, Basis, Mar. 7, 2007
Gold Vanishing Into Private Hoards, May 31, 2007
Over the years he became well known as possibly the only person in the world ringing this particular warning bell. Then, on
Dec. 5, 2008, Fekete published RED ALERT: GOLD BACKWARDATION!!!
(Yes, that's where I got the title.)
But Fekete wasn't watching the "reactive" GOFO and Lease rates, he was carefully analyzing the gold basis, looking at
specific trading prices in the spot and gold futures markets. And on Dec. 5 he announced the beginning of gold
backwardation as of Dec. 2.
Fekete not only believed that when backwardation finally turns permanent it will end the fiat dollar, but he also boldly
proclaimed that the gold basis was the foolproof metric! That it could not be falsified!
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When contango gives way to backwardation in all contract spreads, never again to return, it is a foolproof indication that no
deliverable monetary [metal] exists. People with inside information have snapped it up in anticipation of an imminent
monetary crisis.
What he meant was that the gold basis, the difference between the price of cash gold and contract futures of different
maturities, could not be manipulated! And he not only proclaimed this loud and clear, but he also put his money where his
mouth was, developing an investment fund that would profit from tracking the gold basis.
At this point, in late November/early December '08, everyone and his brother was on "backwardation watch".
Backwardation quickly became associated with the expected COMEX default. (COMEX Default & Backwardation?)
Fekete's articles were prolific, and everyone was eating them up, myself included. Remember this site? Vaporize COMEX
countDOWN « Meltdown It was started on Nov. 29, 2008 and later abandoned.
Fekete followed that Dec. 5 piece with several more on the subject, and "backwardation watch" continued in earnest for at
least the next quarter:
RED ALERT: GOLD BACKWARDATION!!!, Dec. 5, 2008
There Is No Fever Like Gold Fever, Dec. 10, 2008
Backwardation That Shook The World, Dec. 14, 2008
Backward Thinking On Backwardation, Dec. 18, 2008
Forward Thinking On Backwardation, Dec. 21, 2008
The Vanishing Of The Gold Basis and its implications for the international monetary system, June 23, 2009
More Dress Rehearsal For The Last Contango, Aug. 25, 2009
To this day I believe that Fekete was absolutely correct that backwardation is THE existential threat to the system that he
said it was. Where he went wrong was in his assertion that the gold basis was the only metric that could not be rigged. He
has since admitted as much.
The Gold Basis Is Dead -- Long Live The Gold Basis!, Oct. 17, 2009
A year ago I conducted a Seminar on the gold basis and backwardation in Canberra, Australia. I suggested to my audience
that the gold basis (premium in the nearby futures on spot gold, with negative basis meaning backwardation) was a “pristine
indicator that, unlike the gold price, cannot be manipulated or falsified by the banks or by the government. Thus it is a
true measure of the perennial vanishing of spot gold from the market, never to return, at least not as long as the present fiat
money system endures.”
That was then. Today we are one year older and that much more experienced. We now know that the banks and the
government have in the meantime found a way or two to manipulate the gold basis as well. Next month I have another
Seminar coming up in Canberra. I shall address the problem of gold basis, giving a full account of what we know about the
efforts of the powers that be in trying to falsify this most important indicator, the guiding star of refugees who have
entrusted their fate to a golden dinghy on a stormy sea. To the government, the gold basis is like the naughty child who
blurts out unpleasant truths. He must be gagged and silenced at all hazards. Fool’s gold basis is even more important than
fool’s gold in terms of the number of people victimized.
Goldman Sachs
I would now like to draw your attention to this March 25, 2009 research paper put out by Goldman Sachs:
Forecasting Gold as a Commodity
SNIPS:
The inventory-demand curve is quite stable and downward sloping, with less inventories of gold being held on the COMEX
as gold lease rates increase. Following the onset of the current financial crisis in the second half of 2007, however, the gold
lease rate began to climb to a much higher level than would have been expected, given the level of physical gold
inventories...
The link between the current financial crisis and the increased demand for physical gold inventory can be seen explicitly by
looking at the correlation between gold lease rates in the recent period and the TED spread or the difference in (one-year)
interest rates between LIBOR and the US Treasury...
As the degree of counter-party risk increases, so too does the demand for physical gold… the gold lease rates are well
explained by the TED-spread and the level of COMEX registered gold inventories.
...COMEX inventories and nominal interest rates drive the shape of the gold forward curve, specifically the price spread
between near- and long-dated contracts. High inventory levels place downward pressure on near-dated prices relative to
long-dated prices, as the market anticipates inventories returning to more normal levels over time.
...The gold lease rate is the interest that must be paid (in our case in US dollars) to lease, or borrow, physical gold for a
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specified period of time. Consequently, this can be viewed as the explicit cost of borrowing gold to hold for a period of time
or the opportunity cost of holding one’s own gold and not lending it out to another.
Clearly, someone at Goldman Sachs was studying the gold basis, the related lease rates and the relationship of these metrics
to the dwindling COMEX inventories in late 2008/early 2009. And, of course, why does Goldman Sachs study any market
metric? I know you know the answer to this question.
Goldman Sachs studies market metrics to figure out HOW TO RIG THEM! Then they publish a paper about how their
findings would work in a normal free market, and then they laugh all the way to the bank. Oh wait, they are the bank. So I
guess they just spin in their chairs laughing, huh?
Lease Rates and COMEX Inventories
It is a curious observation that published gold lease rates have been decidedly negative ever since Goldman Sachs released
that paper, isn't it?
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And as Izabella Kaminska at ft.com/alphaville observes, "negative [lease] rates should suggest some pretty hefty Comex
gold stocks," even by the logic in Goldman's own paper. But oh, so mysteriously, COMEX "registered gold" has diverged
during this same timeframe from the overall picture painted by negative lease rates.
She also points out that COMEX registered stock hit a significant multi-year low in Dec. 2009 and then "magically"
recovered. And I'll add that the GOFO rate hit very close to zero a month later and then also "magically" recovered.
Dollars Bidding for Gold? Or Gold Bidding for Dollars?
When you think about the message that the lease rate sends, it is directly tied to the liquidity the dollar desperately needs.
On Sept. 29, 1999 the message was "lease us your gold, PLEASE, and we'll pay you handsomely for it." Today the message
is "we don't need to borrow your gold, and if you insist on lending it to us, it'll cost you."
Now, if I am a liquidity creator for the dying $IMFS - a bullion bank - how do I create dollar liquidity? I take a piece of
unencumbered physical gold (owned or borrowed) and I fractionalize it. I sell it off to the extent that the probability of a
delivery demand is lower than my physical reserves. And in the process, I am creating DEMAND FOR DOLLARS because
my "golden tickets" are bidding on dollars. Remember what ANOTHER said...
Date: Fri Jan 23 1998 19:01
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
All modern digital currencies do not go into an investment, they move THRU it... There is an alternative. Gold! It is the
only medium that currencies do not "move thru". It is the only Money that cannot be valued by currencies. It is gold that
denominates currency. It is to say "gold moves thru paper currencies".
This is the key to EVERYTHING!!! It is not "gold liquidity" that the bullion banks create... it is DOLLAR LIQUIDITY.
Dollars bidding on MSFT stock set the value of that stock. If dollars are frantically bidding on MSFT (high velocity), the
stock skyrockets. If dollars stop bidding for MSFT all at once (low velocity), the price falls to zero. This is true for
everything in the world except gold.
Gold bids for dollars. If gold stops bidding for dollars (low gold velocity), the price (in gold) of a dollar falls to zero. This is
backwardation!
Fekete says backwardation is when "zero [gold] supply confronts infinite [dollar] demand." I am saying it is when "infinite
supply of dollars confronts zero demand from real, physical gold... in the necessary VOLUME." So what's the difference?
Viewed this way, can anyone show me how we are not there right now? And I'm not talking about your local gold dealer
bidding on your $1,200 with his gold coin. I'm talking about Giant hoards of unencumbered physical gold the dollar
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NEEDS bids from.
Think about it. You can't make it cold in July by simply rigging the thermometer.
And in my - purely speculative - analysis, "the BIS gold swap" CONFIRMS this view!
What the bullion banks do is they take a piece of gold and they inflate it 1,000% and sometimes up to 10,000% so it appears
to be a SUPER BID for dollars. And they prefer to do this by LEASING gold (borrowing your gold) rather than buying it
outright. It's a lot cheaper that way.
But right now the signal going out to the marketplace is "we don't need to borrow your gold, and if you insist on us
borrowing it from you, it'll cost you." It is a completely bogus signal, and has been for more than a year now!
And just as with all bogus signals that the government, the Fed and Goldman Sachs create, the response is the same. The
marketplace withdraws from games with bogus signals. Volume dries up, and Goldman Sachs ends up playing against itself
to create the show. Just like price controls create shortages... SAME EXACT CONCEPT.
So Goldman Sachs (the $IMFS) has rigged the GOFO as a big F-YOU to Antal Fekete.. but it shot itself in the foot in the
process.
Just like unemployment isn't really 9%, I think it is possible that gold is actually in permanent backwardation at this very
moment and may have been for a while now. You can't change the temperature by simply rigging the thermometer. But you
can't know the exact temperature either.
The dollar NEEDS voluntary bids from private physical gold to survive. My guess is that pool of REAL bids of size is
bone dry and cracking. And "dollar liquidity" is just a cheap façade at this point. This is why the dollar NEEDS a rising gold
price. As the price (for selling, not borrowing gold) rises, weak little bits of gold here and there will bid for dollars.
Of course that won't be enough (dollar demand from gold) to float the dollar for long. Gold must EXPLODE to reach
equilibrium. And the knock-on effects of that explosion will kill the ability to run perpetual deficits, which will kill the value
of all outstanding dollar debt, and on and on and on. It's all connected.
I don't view gold backwardation as only its simple metric signals that can be falsified. I view it as the terminal disease
behind the metrics that has been present in the system and periodically erupting since 1999. I don't need a working
thermometer to notice that it's hot outside and I don't need an accurate blood test to see that the patient is already dead.
Sincerely,
FOFOA
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Friday, July 30, 2010
Chimps, Champs, and Chumps
By Aristotle
(10/18/2000; 7:24:11MT - usagold.com msg#: 39302)
I enjoyed the brief detour of the forum on Monday (and some previous days) into the realm of personality types -- with the
Gold-related hypothesis that Gold advocates are most likely of the *NT* type. Dabbling with a linked on-line testing page
revealed me to be distinctly a type INTP --for whatever that's worth to anyone keeping score.
Which brings me to my point. Any population can be divided and subdivided yet further based on the presence or absence
of any given trait. In one rough cut we can focus on those who think independently about monetary affairs, and the
remainder will be those who just go along with the flow. I call this latter group the "chimps" in this post because they see no
evil, hear no evil, and speak no evil regarding the dollar, and are contentedly guided by the credo "Monkey see, monkey
do." They follow the directions of their neighbors, whom at this point in time have been conditioned to consider Gold in low
esteem. Obviously, this post is not written for the chimps--they aren't visitors to this forum.
Of the group of thinkers who see the problems with the dollar and the special merits to be found in Gold, we can divide
them further into the physical "champs" and the paper "chumps." The champs are the ones who stand behind their thoughts
by acquiring the Metal that they support in principle. This post isn't written for the champs, either -- they're already on the
right track.
Hello, chumps. You guys comprise the sad group that is "so close and yet so far." Your good independent thinking has
steered you toward the merits of Gold, yet you have undermined yourself in an attempt to capture additional paper through
leverage based on the proclivity of me and my fellow champs to drive up Gold prices through our wise demand for Metal.
Sorry. It doesn't work that way--as I (and many others here) have explained time and again, and most recently this past
weekend.
What you chumps fail to recognize is that the Gold itself is the objective and desirable monetary wealth--as a safe and
meaningful alternative to dollars which are subject to devaluation and collapse. And most importantly, you also fail to
recognize the true role of your leveraged paper gold (futures) within the Gold market. The crux of this entire post is
contained in the next two sentences, so open your mind and think objectively, setting aside briefly your indignance that
words on a computer monitor have called you a chump.
Long positions in paper gold are NOT used, as you might like to think, as a "fire insurance policy" among institutions
having vested interests in the status quo, whereby such a long derivative position would be expected (by you) to compensate
them for rising Gold prices and weaker dollars. Instead, these institutions use the offering of paper gold (and its influence on
price discovery) as a WET BLANKET to keep Gold from catching fire in the first place.(!)
By allowing yourself to miss the big picture, you are being played for a chump. The tragedy is not that you are throwing
your paper currency away on paper gold, but rather that you approached so close to the brink of truth, and yet will likely
have nothing material to show for your journey and efforts. It's not too late to stop beating your dead horse and take your
place on the growing bandwagon headed down the Gold trail--that is, if you're not too consumed by your own pride and
determination to stay with your horse until it regains its breath. My prediction is that the vultures will have your flesh too,
because you'll let them.
Gold. Get you some. ---Aristotle
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Monday, August 2, 2010
Relativity: What is Physical Gold REALLY Worth?

What is a piece of physical gold in the hand (of a banker) really worth today?
The following is a nice little video about the history and evolution of debt-based money. It is about 50 minutes long, but I
am only referencing 5 minutes. I have set this video to start at the 4:14 mark automatically so just watch it to the end of this
section to set the stage for this post...

As sentient beings, we humans exist in a certain, specific frame of reference. For example, a small golden sun disc appears
to circle our giant green planet each day. This is our frame of reference. But in another frame of reference, say, sitting in a
space ship in outer space, the sun would appear stationary and the Earth would be seen spinning. And in yet another frame
of reference, an astronomical time and scale frame, the Earth would be seen circling the sun while they both circle the
galaxy together.
The point is that it is not difficult to picture other frames of reference in your mind once you learn how, but getting to that
point of ease requires either centuries of thought or a little help.
Gold
One of the unique characteristics of gold that sets it apart from commodities is that its primary use - store of value - has no
weight or mass requirements. In commodities, where industry is the primary user, weight is critical. If you are a builder who
needs a ton of copper, then your need for this specific weight is more important than, and independent from, the price of
copper. If copper rises in price, then darn-it, you must pay more. If copper falls in price, hurray, you just saved yourself
some money.
But if your need is to store $100,000 worth of present value in gold, it doesn’t matter how much gold you get. All that
matters is that whatever weight you get reliably and efficiently stores your value. One ounce could do just as good of a job
as 100 ounces. In fact, one ounce would do a BETTER job than 100 ounces! The less gold it takes to store your value, the
better it does its job. This particular “gold dynamic” sets it apart from all commodities.
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One ounce would store your value more efficiently and stably than 100 ounces because A) your storage and security costs
would be lower (efficiency), and B) if one ounce is worth $100,000 then that infers gold is being valued by many more
people relative to when it was $1,000 per ounce. This wider distribution brings with it a more stable base of valuation and
less relative volatility in price (stability).
Comparing this “gold dynamic” to any industrial or food commodity we can see a stark difference. What commodity could
perform its job BETTER at a price 100x higher than today? Can you name one?
Gold as a Store of Value
Almost the entire human race today shares a common frame of reference when it comes to physical gold investing. That
frame of reference is that when you invest in gold (you store value in gold) you are doing so in a specific weight of gold. “I
bought ten ounces today,” you might say. Notice that you didn’t say, “I transferred $12,000 of value into gold today,” or, “I
exchanged $12,000 for gold today.” It is true that you might have mentioned the price, but you ALWAYS mention the
weight. Even if it’s just to yourself.
Of course there is nothing wrong with this perspective, this frame of reference, as long as you actually did take possession
of the gold. But what if you didn’t take possession?
Notice the subtle difference in ETF investing, like GLD. If you bought some GLD today you might say, “I bought $12,000
in GLD shares today,” or, “I put $12,000 into GLD today.” Can you see the difference? Feel free to substitute anything
besides actual physical in for GLD.
The next question is, Are there some gold investment vehicles in the world today that are less clearly either paper (GLD) or
physical (e.g. Coins) in which the common frame of reference is denominated in weight? In other words, is there a way you
could say, “I bought ten ounces today” and mean it, without ever touching the gold?
Of course! There are many. Are they all equal? Of course not. Is there an ounce of gold somewhere out there in the world set
aside for everyone that thinks they own one? Unfortunately there is not.
So what we end up with today is a wide spectrum of “gold investment” options of relatively different qualitative values. On
one end of the spectrum we have physical gold coins stuffed in the “gold toe” of your black socks in the back of your sock
drawer. ;) And on the other end we have investments like GLD from which you cannot take delivery, and in fact, you are
quite unclear on the legal definition of its “physical backing” and who actually owns that “physical” gold.
And in between these two there are many other options where your investment is actually someone else’s liability to you.
Sometimes it is a weight-denominated liability. Sometimes it is a dollar-denominated liability fixed at par to the published
trading price of gold. Sometimes it is a weight-denominated liability with the contractual option to settle in currency at the
published price of that weight of gold left to the depository’s discretion. And other times it is strictly weight-denominated
because the depository knows full well that, in a pinch, the legal system can and does only enforce currency settlements.
Think about this last one for a minute. Imagine you paid in advance for a new tractor from a tractor company. But before it
finished building your tractor, the factory went out of business. When you later sue the factory owners in court, do you think
the judge will award you a tractor? Can a judge force a defunct company to cough up a tractor it doesn’t have? Of course
not. This is why the legal system can and does only enforce legal tender settlements.
Hopefully it is clear now that this wide spectrum of “gold investment” options casts a rather hazy cloud over the aggregate
amount of “wealth” stored in gold from a weight-based frame of reference.
In other words, it would be quite incorrect to say Johnny has 25 ounces in gold, Davey has 75 ounces, Phil has 100 ounces
and James has 200 ounces if only 20 ounces exist in the whole world. Instead it would be a little more correct to say,
“Johnny, Davey, Phil and James combined have $480,000 total invested in gold.”
And if the four of them had all invested in perfectly equal “gold investment options”, with only 20 ounces existing in the
world, we could deduce that gold was worth $24,000 per ounce! They each bought the same investment over and over that
claimed gold was worth $1,200 per ounce until, combined, they owned 400 ounces. But since all the investments were
equal, the 20 ounces of real physical gold would each be worth $24,000… to the banker.
But now let’s say that out of Johnny’s "25 ounces", 20 are in the same “investment option” as everyone else, and the other 5
are coins in his sock drawer. Let’s do a little math.
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20 ounces exist in the whole world. 5 are in Johnny’s sock drawer and 15 are in the banker’s vault. Johnny paid $1,200 each
for the 5 coins in his drawer and also for his other “20 coin receipts”. So we have $6,000 invested in gold in Johnny’s sock
drawer and $474,000 total invested in gold through the banker, who has 15 ounces in the vault.
$474,000 divided by 15 equals $31,600 per ounce.
In this frame of reference, Johnny’s sock drawer is really worth $158,000 alone (5 x $31,600)! Johnny’s total investment is
actually worth $182,000 even though his initial investment was only $30,000. And Phil, who initially invested four times as
much as Johnny has, in reality, 35% LESS than Johnny. How? Why? Simply because of the total number of claims against
gold in the banker’s vault! And so far, only the banker knows this true value!
Each coin in the banker’s vault is worth $31,600 to the banker because he is able to sell many extra claims at $1,200.
(Remember the video above?) The key to this statement is these words: "is able to". How is the banker "able to?" Not
because he tricked the people, but because the people chose the amount of value they wanted to store in stable and efficient
gold.
The banker is simply managing his fractional reserves in an attempt to keep the price steady and show the efficiency and
stability of his business model. But that doesn't mean the actual gold is only worth $1,200. And again, only the banker
knows this true value.
If Johnny were to sell the banker one of his “sock drawer coins” (deposit in an unallocated bank account) for $1,200, the
banker would put it in his vault, give Johnny a claim check for that ounce, and then sell 25 more “one ounce” claim checks
to Davey, Phil and James.
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Can you see how this works? I apologize for making this point embarrassingly simple, but hopefully this will enhance the
likelihood that all of you will get it. If necessary, please give this simple shift in your frame of reference some time to sink
in before you read on.
Another
Quoted from here:
5/3/98 Friend of ANOTHER
Merrill Lynch, et al, don't grasp the gold valuations by the BIS. Gold is valued by the number of outstanding claims against
it. Kind of like a house for sale with ten bidders. Each bidder thinks the house is in the bag because they have a valid bid
ticket. Each one thinks he can have the house at any time, even though nine others want it too, because all I have to do is bid
a little higher and take it! Insane, but that's what is going on! Somehow, the BIS and the major private gold holders know
the total claims, as does Another. The Euro group is going to force those claims into real bids instead of just claims!
A Little Background
"...Then, in October of 1997 at the internet's only gold discussion forum of the day, a series of remarkable postings began
appearing under the pseudonym "ANOTHER", offering plausible answers to those questions…
"Knowledge as is conveyed in his series of "THOUGHTS!" is rarely to be found outside the highest levels of international
finance...”
Date: Sat Apr 18 1998 19:18
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
"What Is The Real Price Of Gold IN The Central Bank World?"
The one that posts using SDRer, has shown many times how "Gold Value" is used in international trade. What cannot be
seen is the value of gold in the "INTERBANK" world. Here is the realm of "true valuations" in paper currency terms. It is a
real shocker for lesser eyes.
In this modern world, the current value of every asset is formed by a relationship of gold/currencies/oil. This cross
relationship is the "very basis of our modern world banking system"!
Through this basis, all currencies are given value as the local government treasuries hold US$ as reserves. The US$ is given
backing as its government is guaranteed that all crude oil, worldwide, will be settled in dollars. An oil reserve backing, if
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you will. And the "value" that the "future supply of" currency traded "oil" imparts to the world economy, is guaranteed by
an "INTERBANK paper gold MARKET" that values "physical bullion" in the Thousands!...
But, how can this be, you ask? It is done, "right before your eyes" and we see it not! I ask you, if you have one ounce
of gold, and sell it on the market for $300, it is worth $300, yes? Now, what if a CB holds one ounce of gold, and sells
it twenty times, that one ounce is now worth $6,000, no? The difference between you and CB? The persons that hold
"interbank" IOUs for gold, value them at the multiple of leases/sales made against reserves. This leverage, it is held for
performance on bank part. The BIS, it forces performance, on any economy! You ask Korea about gold, yes?
This is why oil can take a small amount of physical gold out of world supply, at current "freely traded", "managed prices",
and hold it at a many times valuation. That is what gives this "new world gold market" much value in trade at high levels.
Look even at your "Comex", and divide the daily volume by the "eligible stocks for delivery". That number
(perhaps three million ounces divided by 150,000 stocks), deliverable, times the spot close gives close, real world
price of physical, $6,000. It follows close to paper trade on LBMA.
You see, "physical gold is of much greater value than public traders can move it for"! In your world, this cannot be,
but it is, and will show for all to see in your time.
Date: Sat Feb 14 1998 19:10
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
Look to LBMA, for currency looking for gold! Compare the Comex average open interest with its average daily trading
volume. Now use average daily trading volume at LBMA and convert to open interest in London, using comex ratio. Here
you will find "real currency" in "paid for" gold derivatives ( not futures ) ! This money is now looking to convert to
physical! It is caught in this paper with no way out!
Date: Sat Apr 25 1998 22:55
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
It is true, that in times past when a currency is inflated (over printed) to a point of only 10% real gold backing, the
government could revalue gold upward and the currency was 100% backed again! A terrible blow to the holders of this
paper, but at least the money system survived! Today, the world's currency, the US$, by default, would require a gold price
of many, many thousands to back it without using its citizens as collateral! The only problem with this is the US gold stock
is so small, that even at $10,000/oz, a large deflation would be necessary to decrease the outstanding US currency to this
gold backing level!
Now, consider the Euro. It will have much real gold backing from the beginning. Even at 10% to 30%, the Euro will be the
equivalent of a 100% gold backed dollar, when the world comes off the dollar standard! The selling of old dollar reserves
alone will reprice gold in US$ terms of at least $6,000/oz! Its present interbank reserve value.
5/5/98 ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!)
The BIS is the gold broker for all interbank sales/purchases. Bullion Banks are for sales to other entities.
6/14/98 ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!)
Sir, The history of "Hot" paper money does show it to "burn easily" from " much heat"! If you read my Thoughts in today's
replies, we see much "fuel" in dollar derivatives trading in foreign markets. Much of this trading represents a "claim" on
physical gold that may become "a transaction for physical gold" as dollar reserves are displaced. The $6,000 valuation of
gold can only be true if currency deflation destroys enough dollars to bring it down to that range. Without deflation,
the dollar will be devalued much lower than this (higher gold price)!
I will note that gold was around $300 per ounce at the time the above was written. Has the paper gold market leveraged up
or down since 1998?
Once Again
5/3/98 Friend of ANOTHER
Merrill Lynch, et al, don't grasp the gold valuations by the BIS. Gold is valued by the number of outstanding claims against
it. Kind of like a house for sale with ten bidders. Each bidder thinks the house is in the bag because they have a valid bid
ticket. Each one thinks he can have the house at any time, even though nine others want it too, because all I have to do is bid
a little higher and take it! Insane, but that's what is going on! Somehow, the BIS and the major private gold holders know
the total claims, as does Another. The Euro group is going to force those claims into real bids instead of just claims!
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A Fresh Look
With this new frame of reference in mind, let’s take a fresh look at this FT article from last week. I cut out some of what I
consider to be “spin”:
“Three big banks – HSBC, Société Générale and BNP Paribas – were among more than 10 based in Europe that swapped
gold with the Bank for International Settlements in a series of unusual deals that caused confusion in the gold market and
left traders scratching their heads.
“…The Financial Times has learnt that the swaps… were initiated by the BIS…
“The client approached us with the idea of buying some gold with the option to sell it back,” said one European banker,
referring to the BIS.
“…two central bank officials said some of the commercial banks also needed the US dollar funding and were keen to act as
a counterparty with the BIS…
“Jaime Caruana, head of the BIS, told the FT the swaps were “regular commercial activities” for the bank.
“In a short note in its annual report, published at the end of June, the BIS said it had taken 346 tonnes of gold in exchange
for foreign currency in “swap operations” in the financial year to March 31.
“…In a gold swap, one counterparty, in this case a bank, sells its gold to the other, in this case the BIS, with an agreement to
buy it back at a later date.
“The gold swaps were, in effect, a form of collateral… Gold is widely regarded as one of the safest assets, but has not been
widely used as collateral in the past. Mr Caruana described the transactions as “loans with a guarantee”.
“Investors have bought physical gold in record amounts during the past two years and deposited it in commercial banks.
European financial institutions are awash with bullion and some are trying to pledge gold as a guarantee.
“George Milling-Stanley, managing director for government affairs at the industry-backed World Gold Council, said: “The
gold swaps commercial banks carried out with the BIS demonstrate the effectiveness of gold as an asset class, because even
in the depths of the worst liquidity crisis in living memory, institutions with access to gold were able to make use of it to
generate dollar liquidity.
“The issue also feeds right into the current debate among Asian central banks about the lack of assets suitable for use as
cross-border collateral.”
“Last year, CME Group, the world’s largest derivatives exchange, allowed investors to use gold futures as collateral for
some operations. Other institutions, such as central banks, had begun using and requesting gold as collateral in the past two
years as perceptions of counterparty risk have risen, bankers and officials said.
“The gold used in the swaps came mainly from investors’ deposit accounts at the European commercial banks. Some
investors prefer to deposit their gold in so-called “allocated accounts”, which restrict the custodian banks’ ability to use the
gold in their market operations by assigning them specific bullion bars. But other investors prefer cheaper “unallocated
accounts”, which give banks access to their bullion for their day-to-day operations.
“Officials said other commercial banks obtained the gold from the lending market, borrowing bullion from emerging
countries’ central banks.”
A Final Word
The dollar/gold bid dynamic is a relativistic Thought experiment, not unlike Einstein’s Special Relativity. It can be viewed
differently from many reference frames.
Dollars bidding for gold.
Gold bidding for dollars.
Dollars bidding for paper gold.
Paper gold bidding for dollars.
Dollars bidding for physical gold.
Physical gold bidding for dollars.
Smart dollars bidding for physical gold.
Paper gold bidding for “idiot dollars”?
And with this, I leave you to finish the puzzle on your own. Hopefully a new frame of reference helps.
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Sincerely,
FOFOA

__________________________________________________________
UPDATE:
Please see my comments below for additional clues to the puzzle.
August 3, 2010 6:16 PM
August 3, 2010 3:13 PM
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Friday, August 13, 2010
Confiscation Anatomy – Part 2

Every few months or so a new farmer shows up here at FOFOA with a fresh vial of fox urine to scare the hungry bunnies
away:
I hate to be the bearer of bad news but friends, we got problems! Phillips argues that we will face gold confiscation when a
new currency is created to replace the US Dollar as the world's reserve currency and it will be backed, partially, by gold. He
is probably correct. When FDR confiscated gold in 1933 the US was on the gold standard and in order to increase the
money supply, the government needed more gold to allow them to create more dollars to fight the Depression. Since 1971
when we left the gold standard, there was no particular benefit for governments to own gold since gold was not needed to
back a currency. But everything changes if a new currency is issued that IS GOLD BACKED."
If gold is confiscated, how will it affect FREEGOLD?
FOA had a good analogy to describe these Chickens Little. He said they were running forward while looking backward, and
that they would surely run into something they didn’t see coming. That something being Freegold, the end result of an
internationally induced movement away from using the US dollar as the global reserve currency. It’s hard to see
(understand) Freegold coming right at you while focusing backward on the gold standards of the past and almost a century
of dollars held as international banking reserves.
I call these guys Chickens Little because there are a couple more parallels with the Chicken Little fable. There’s Foxy Loxy,
the unscrupulous fox that uses the fear spread by Chicken Little to lure the scared animals into the “safety” of his lair where
he promptly eats them. Foxy is the financial advisors and “gold product” sellers that use the confiscation scare to sell you
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“gold products” with, sometimes, 60 times the markup of regular gold bullion. And of course there’s the lesson taught by the
Chicken Little story; the necessity for careful deductive reasoning.
1933
Looking back to 1933 (but not running forward while doing so), we can see that a shortage of money existed at the time.
This is what deflation is often called: “a shortage of money.” In a money shortage, the service of existing debt becomes
more and more burdensome as debtors compete for scarce money to pay their creditors, often defaulting in the process. You
also see falling consumer prices in a money shortage because products, like debtors, must compete for the money. And these
falling prices deflate the profits of businesses that make the products forcing layoffs and downsizing, further burdening the –
now unemployed – debtors.
Of course falling prices can be a good thing if you’re not in debt. Much of the 19th century was characterized by robust
industrial and economic growth concurrent with consumer price deflation. This is when the economy is growing slightly
faster than the money supply is expanding and/or circulating. In a healthy economy without too much debt this slight
deflationary tension is a very positive thing.
But in 1933 it wasn’t. And when you’re the one running the global gold standard scheme, it turns out that the printing press
is no solution to a money shortage. Prominent Swedish banker Marcus Wallenberg said as much in this 1957 Time
Magazine article, The Capitalist Challenge: THE SHORTAGE OF MONEY. “Cranking up the printing presses is no
solution, says Wallenberg. It would simply cheapen currencies.”
What FDR faced was a GOLD shortage! Not a dollar shortage. A REAL MONEY shortage! And as political administer of
the global gold standard and the bank reserve fiat currency, his solution was to outlaw “real money” domestically,
effectively eliminating the domestic money shortage, and to raise the official stockpile needed for servicing the “REAL
MONEY shortage” internationally. He did this by calling in most of the circulating domestic US gold currency and melting
it down.

And then, in January of 1934, with the stroke of a pen, he increased the US gold hoard by another 70% (in US dollar terms),
thereby eliminating the international money shortage.
So he stole some gold from the US, and the rest from the rest of the world by devaluing the dollar. All to restock the gold
standard vending machine.
This confiscation was really more of a forced monetization (sale) of gold assets, and a demonetization (melting) of gold
coins. What made it particularly nasty was the 70% revaluation of the gold right after the forced sale. As gold was
demonetized domestically, the citizens were forced by law to keep their tender legal by exchanging it in form.
But the people were allowed to keep up to 5 ounces in gold bullion or coin per person, in addition to their collectible coins
and gold jewelry, even after the “confiscation.” So a family of four could keep at least 20 ounces of gold. If they had more
than that it had to be sold to the government at the going price (which was raised AFTER the forced sale!)
Another nasty part of the “confiscation” was the enforcement clause that called for a fine of $10,000 ($170K in today’s
dollars) and/or 10 years in prison for people that refused to turn in their gold. Of course not one single person suffered this
fate, but the threat alone was (and still is) repulsive.
As it actually turned out, most of the gold collected was in the form of certificates, bullion and coins deposited and
circulating in the banks. Many citizens who owned large amounts of gold quickly had it transferred to countries such as
Switzerland before the deadline. And few in the general population had more than the five ounces to turn in.
In fact, many people turned in their last ounce even though they could have kept it, because they feared that it would no
longer be legal tender and would therefore be useless. They failed to see how their gold could be worth more as a physical
holding, a wealth asset, than it had ever been as a transactional currency. So they turned it in for $20. In total, only about
500 tonnes were “confiscated.”
Only one man was charged under the presidential order for not turning in 5,000 ounces of gold (worth $103K at the time).
But the case was later dismissed and his gold was forcibly sold to the government. There were a handful of other cases
through the following years in which someone was prosecuted for hoarding gold. In one case the hoard was 10,000 ounces!
But those other few prosecutions were all for tax evasion or unrelated charges, not the “confiscation order.”
As it turned out, incredibly, FDR’s game-changing move seemed to cure the money shortage problem, at least temporarily.
In March of 1933 the plunging CPI essentially “turned on a dime” and began to rise.
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But here’s the thing. It wasn’t gold that caused the money shortage. There is no shortage of gold at the right price. There is
only a shortage of gold when it is confined at a FIXED price.
So it was the US dollar’s fixed relationship to gold and the dollar’s use as an international bank reserve, equally
interchangeable with gold, that caused a “shortage of REAL money.” And as we’ll see, this would happen again and again.
FDR’s confiscation and revaluation of gold did not increase its use as money as the solution to the money shortage. What it
did was increase the percentage of the official US gold hoard as a portion of total US reserves to a level that would sustain
centralized balance of payment clearing for a few more decades. In essence, it restocked the one-way gold market known as
the international gold exchange standard. Gold is always a one-way flow (out) when the price is fixed. That’s why to get any
“in-flow”, you have to force it!
__________________________________________________________
Sidebar: I am certainly not defending the actions of FDR. They were obviously hideous. But I am making the point that it is
extremely important to view history as objectively as possible when deducing the future. Otherwise you inadvertently end
up applying inductive reasoning, which leads to qualitatively different conclusions than deductive logic. Chicken Little used
inductive logic.
Here is an example of inductive reasoning/logic:
1. All of the swans we have seen so far are white.
2. Therefore, all swans are white.
It is a form of logic that allows for a false conclusion even when the premises are correct.
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Now here’s an example of deductive reasoning:
1. All fiat currencies are eventually worth no more than toilet paper.
2. The dollar is a fiat currency.
3. Therefore, the dollar will eventually be worth no more than toilet paper.
The difference is that deductive reasoning presents a conclusion that must necessarily follow the set of premises. Inductive
reasoning, the kind that leads to fears of confiscation, does not.
I always try my best to engage only in deductive logic, because I don't like surprises.
__________________________________________________________
In hindsight, if FDR had instead declared the US gold window to be a two-way (buy and sell) physical gold exchange, open
to all, not at a fixed price, but instead at a global market-discovered floating gold price, the economic and monetary results
would have been the same, only without the nasty confiscation and repulsive criminal penalties… and it would have been
perpetually sustainable.
The difference is that this act (had it even been considered) wouldn’t have had the same degree of perpetual deficit
enabling/exorbitant privilege granting effect on the US dollar administrator. This is important because you can’t force the
world to grant you perpetual deficits and exorbitant global privilege. It must be “the lesser of two evils” under consideration.
Once it becomes “the greater of two evils,” it will end one way or another.
1971
Normally, a gold revaluation would be a dreaded mea culpa for a politician like FDR, something to avoid at all costs! But
what made 1933/34 politically palatable was that it could be blamed on, well, the depression. But over the next 37 years
there were no depressions to be found. And while a gold revaluation/dollar devaluation was warranted (and needed) a few
times along the road, no politician with the necessary fortitude ever stepped up to the plate.
Then came Nixon.

Did you catch that? Yeah, he blamed it on “the speculators!” So much for fortitude.
So what led up to Nixon closing the gold window? Well, like 1933 it was another money shortage. I summed it up with this
quote from Lamfalussy in "Gold: The Ultimate Wealth Consolidator"…
In 1969, shortly after the collapse of the London Gold Pool and the devaluation of the pound sterling, while the Bretton
Woods gold exchange standard was imploding, Alexandre Lamfalussy gave a speech at the IMF titled The Role Of
Monetary Gold Over The Next Ten Years. In it he addressed the fact that gold, being of relatively fixed supply, when also
fixed at a specified par (price) with the inflating currency, automatically disappears as a source of new international
liquidity. Here is a short excerpt:
"The striking fact apparent from this Table is that over the last ten years, gold has practically no longer contributed to the
growth of international liquidity. In ten years, total foreign reserves rose by nearly 19 billion dollars; the greater part of this
increase -- some 14 billion -- was due to increased holdings in foreign currencies, whereas the increase in the reserve
positions with the International Monetary Fund was about 4 billion. The increase in gold stocks was less than one billion; in
fact, there was a decline between 1963 and 1968 [thanks to the London Gold Pool]. Consequently, the share of gold
holdings in total reserves, which was 66 per cent at the end of 1958, fell, to 51 per cent at the end of 1968.
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"It is therefore right to say that over the last ten years and in particular since 1963-64, we have witnessed a gradual decline
in the role of gold as a means of reserve and its complete disappearance as a source of new international liquidity. At the
same time, the mechanics of the gold-exchange standard have ceased to function: the creation of reserves by the
spontaneous holding of dollars or Sterling has come to a halt and has been replaced by the creation of negotiated reserves."
So this time it was more clearly just a gold shortage. And it was really, quite obviously, only a shortage of gold at the US
Treasury gold window. (Remember, there is always plenty of gold at the right price. But there is NEVER enough gold at a
fixed price.) And you see, the whole world was trying to buy gold at this particular window because it offered the amazingly
low price of only $35 per troy ounce.
Certainly no one was at this gold window trying to SELL their gold to the US Treasury for $35/ounce. Why would they do
that when they could sell it on the open market for $44/ounce? This is why gold is always a one-way flow (out) when the
price is fixed. And it’s why, to get any “in-flow” of gold at a fixed price, you have to force it!
__________________________________________________________
Sidebar: The following quote is from ORO, one of the brightest hard money advocates that faced off with FOA. I think it
sums up the flaw in hard money thought with one sentence: “In short: for a monetary system to work, someone, somewhere,
must be able to exchange the currency for gold AT A FIXED RATE. We call this parity.” If you can detect the flaw in ORO’s
statement you are well on your way to a surprising revelation.
__________________________________________________________
So why didn’t Nixon just force an inflow of gold like FDR? Well, for one thing, US domestic gold had already been
demonetized, so there wasn’t any circulating gold currency to seize from the banking system like there was in 1933. So
instead of trying to REPEAT the step of his predecessor, for which there was no rhyme or reason, Nixon took the next
LOGICAL step following the direction set by his predecessor. He removed the NEED for a gold inflow. He closed the gold
window.
Again, in hindsight, Nixon could have allowed the price of gold at the window to float with the market that was already
pricing it at $44. Eventually the one-way outflow at the Treasury window would have stabilized at the price of golden
equilibrium and the system would have become stable and sustainable for the first time in decades (if not centuries). But
alas, he did not.
2010
The gold window of Nixon’s era was similar in many ways to the modern COMEX. It lent support to the illusion of a strong
dollar (measured against gold) by providing a visible outflow of physical gold to certain parties in exchange for paper gold
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contracts (US dollars) that vastly outnumbered the physical ounces in the vault.
When global faith in this system started to wane in the mid-1960’s driving up the price of gold outside the system, official
CB gold was deployed into the marketplace surreptitiously through the London Gold Pool. This was an effort to enhance the
illusion of plentiful supply, both in London and through the US gold window. Ultimately this effort was abandoned in 1968
when some of the European central banks started taking in (exchanging their dollars for) gold.
This is not unlike what we have witnessed since the 1999 Washington Agreement to limit gold sales from European central
banks. Since then, official gold sales have declined until last year when the trend reversed and the CB’s showed a net intake.
The WAG was a portent to the bullion banks in the same way the collapse of the London Gold Pool was to the US Treasury.
In both cases it was a warning from the European CB’s to the Anglo-American paper gold printing machine to reverse the
acceleration of fractional paper issuance or face the consequences of a REAL MONEY shortage.
And now that we know the bullion banks responded to their 1999 prodroma the same way the US Treasury did in 1968, by
cranking up the printing presses, we can fully expect a similar result on the COMEX as we got with the gold window in
1971.
And using this analog as a roadmap, we can logically deduce some of the necessary and inevitable consequences, including
the probability of an official “confiscation.”
The Future
In order to logically deduce the future we must first understand the past. And the applicable history here begins in 1922
when dollars were first accepted internationally as official bank reserves, equal to gold.
After 1922 the US slowly discovered that it was possible to run a perpetual trade deficit with the rest of the world as long as
it had enough gold to trade with the few bankers who preferred heavy gold reserves to light and less filling paper dollars.
This meant that the US economy, you me and the guy next door, could, in aggregate, import a higher value of goods from
overseas than we manufactured here and shipped back to them.
In other words, unlike everyone else in the world, we would never face a balance of payments crisis because we could buy
foreign goods with our own currency. We didn’t have to exchange our currency for that foreign currency in order to import
stuff, a process that normally would have put pressure on the dollar to either devalue or increase real goods exports
whenever a trade deficit went on too long.
This is the very definition of the “exorbitant privilege,” a term coined by the French in the 1960’s as the Bretton Woods
system was starting to show a few wrinkles. And it can only apply to a national currency in use as a global reserve. It cannot
apply to regional reserve currencies or supranational currencies.
As time went by, the US federal government also discovered that it had the ability to run a perpetual budget deficit in its
own finances. This was an unexpected result of the perpetual trade deficit. As net goods accumulated in the US economy,
net dollars necessarily accumulated in our trading partners’ central banks. These dollars had to go somewhere. And as it
turned out, a lot of them were given to the USG in exchange for the rights to the future tax revenue of its citizens, a nobrainer swap for any short-sighted politician.
And the troglodyte (un evolved, undeveloped, simplistic) vision of a future US gold confiscation put forth by the Foxy
Loxys and Chickens Little flows from a poor understanding of how these things (described above) actually work. And it
goes something like this:
When the dollar loses its global reserve status TPTB in DC will lose their blank-check funding and will have to start paying
for essentials like oil for the US war machine with gold from Fort Knox. This will quickly deplete the remaining US
stockpile of gold and the USG will obviously fall back on its old habits like seizing its citizens’ gold to replenish the public
purse.
This “early man-ish” view of reality ignores not only the way things actually work, but also logic, history and facts.
I have briefly addressed some of the history above. Now let’s hit a few of the facts.
Fact: Back in 1933 when physical gold was still plentiful within the system and circulating through the banks as a currency
equal to dollars, the USG was only able to “confiscate” 500 tonnes. There were no “jackboots” going door to door grabbing
gold coins. This has never happened. And it never will outside of total war where pirates (soldiers) grab coins for their own
personal bounty.
If the USG (poorly/suicidally) decides it wants to steal some gold in the future, it will ONLY go after soft targets, like
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bullion bank accounts (most probably unallocated since there is no direct claim) and funds (like hedge funds, ETF’s, and
other publicly reported/traded large hoards). It will also go after the gold mines to which it issues digging permits and
therefore retains control. And it will not outlaw the physical gold trade. More on this later.
In the same way that bankers fear bank runs more than anything, governments and politicians fear civil unrest more than
ANYTHING ELSE. Everything they do is to keep the public calm and sedate. And there’s no faster way to arouse your
worst nightmare than ordering your underpaid forces to turn on their friends.
At the peak of the US-administered gold exchange standard, the US had 22,000 tonnes of physical gold. The 500 tonnes
“confiscated,” at a time when it was easy because gold was circulating through the banks and could simply be swapped for
paper dollars, was only 2% of that hoard. Any “jackboot confiscation” today would net much less than that. And it would
carry significant (deadly) political risk.
Additionally… having New York City on US soil, those fancy funds holding OPG (Other People’s Gold) make a much
softer target.
No. The US will NEVER confiscate physical gold directly from its citizens again.
Fact: There is plenty of gold at the right price. At the right price, there is no shortage of gold. At the right price, there is no
profitable risk/reward calculation under which any major global entity would decide to steal someone else’s gold, especially
its own populace. The risk would be much greater than the potential reward.
And if that “right price” is a FREE price, a FLOATING price, then there will NEVER be a shortage of gold to keep the
gears of global trade lubricated. And as long as they are lubricated the USG will have international trade that can be taxed.
Fact: There can be no “money shortage” in a purely symbolic fiat currency regime that doesn’t fix its currency to gold.
There can only be too much money, and/or a shortage of “asset valuations” if that currency’s debt-assets are mismanaged.
As I wrote in "Inflation, Deflation, Snails and 30 Days":
Just my two cents on Inflation/Deflation. If I buy a house on a street with 5 houses for $100,000, then later someone buys a
house for $200,000, all of a sudden, all 5 houses are worth $200,000. My net worth went up $100,000. The street's net worth
went up $400,000. But 400,000 dollars were not created. Asset inflation happened.
Asset deflation is happening now, which is the reverse effect. If I bought a house for $500,000, and now someone sells for
$250,000, then all the houses on the street are now worth $250,000. So the net "loss" to the street is $1.25 Million. That is
deflation.
This is happening with all types of assets, things that were assumed to be good investments. But as we bail them out, we
take some of that phantom net worth, like the $400,000 in the first paragraph, and make it real, spendable cash.
That cash is no longer going to go into bad "assets" that were previously thought to be good investments, it is going to go
into real things, like gas, oil, gold and milk. And because it is newly printed spendable cash, it is going to bid against the
previously existing spendable cash. That bidding process will cause the cost of real things to go up. That is inflation.
So we can have both asset deflation and real world inflation at the same time. Necessities will cost more. Luxuries and
Mortgage Backed Securities will cost less.
Fact: The purpose of the confiscation and revaluation of gold in 1933/34 was to weaken the US dollar; to stop deflation and
to cause inflation. The confiscated gold was then used to pay off a few of the trading partners with a balance of payments
surplus. This cycling of real goods into paper currency into gold only happens centrally (at the CB or Treasury) while the
reserve currency is functioning.
A country or zone’s total reserves include international liquidity held anywhere within that zone by any entity, public or
private. The official reserves are only part of the total reserves. The official reserves are the first line of defense in a balance
of payments emergency. The total reserves are the last line of defense. The official reserves are effective in defusing a crisis
as long as the international fiat currency system is still functioning. When it stops functioning, there is no longer a
mechanism for funneling the international demand for international reserves into the central authority. At that point the
demand must be met “where the rubber meets the road.”
The “gold liquidity” described in Julian Phillips’ piece is paper gold liquidity. He seems to be suggesting that countries
running a trade surplus still prefer Treasuries over paper gold in a balance of payment function. This is the centralized
decision of the CB’s. These CB’s still have this decision-making ability because dollars are still flowing to local exporters
and then working their way through the local banking system into the CB. But when the dollar loses its global status this
process will end.
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Exporters “where the rubber meets the road” will require either their own local currency or acceptable international liquidity
which at that time will be physical gold. This is the automatic and uncontrollable decentralization of the payment balancing
mechanism. And this is the major flaw in most of the economic thinking today.
International liquidity schemes like the SDR only function at the centralized CB level. They still require a functioning
international transactional currency like the dollar or the euro to cycle control of reserve composition from the marketplace
back into the central authority. Without this mechanism the reserve par excellence will be decided by the marketplace. So
let’s look at the possibilities that could unfold.
Possibility 1: Physical gold becomes the only acceptable international liquidity for a while. This is decentralization in
extremis. And this is Freegold in extremis. It would likely be a transitory stasis followed eventually by possibility 2 or 3.
Possibility 2: Only local currency is accepted in international trade forcing all trading zones into a foreign (FOREX)
currency exchange like I described in "Bondage or Freegold". But without the anchoring metric of a global currency like the
dollar, this exchange would have to find a market-driven currency price discovery mechanism. And the logical (market)
winner is the price of physical gold trading in each currency inside that currency’s zone to set the value of that currency.
This would be an extremely reliable and relatively foolproof mechanism due to the currency arbitrage that would happen
whenever gold was underpriced in a currency. For example, if the US tried to keep the price of gold down, all the gold
inside the US would flow out of the zone (purchased with higher offers). And if the US tried to prevent this outflow of gold,
its currency would be ostracized on the global exchange. This would make it extremely difficult to trade for ANY real
goods, including oil.
So the US will have the incentive to encourage a vibrant physical gold market within its zone with little or no restraints (like
a VAT or sales tax) to increase the credibility of its printed fiat currency on the global FOREX exchange. If you add a VAT
to gold it simply raises the price of gold in your zone relative to other zones without a tax, which lowers the value of your
currency on the global exchange.
Possibility 3: A new international currency that embraces a free floating gold price for maximum international liquidity (no
more money shortages) will replace the dollar when the dollar finally fails in its role as international liquidity provider par
excellence.
This is what FOA meant when he wrote:
All of the many items ThaiGold posted today about government control of gold pertains to past policy in a different ""gold
is official government money era"". The use of gold through that era is riddled with failure. In the future (see my latest Gold
Trails) currency reserve competition will require a country to keep gold free for private trade. Making price discovery a
physical affair only. This will come about in a completely different atmosphere from today where gold is still manipulated
as a world "official currency" asset. Mostly now manipulated by a failing IMF/dollar system. The next reserve currency, the
Euro will not compete with gold and will require it to find its FreeGold value level. The US will have absolutely no
incentive to controlling gold to defend its currency in that era.
Price discovery will be “a physical affair only” because the dollar’s reserve status and the paper gold market are like
conjoined twins sharing all vital organs. Their fates are inseparable. Once one of them goes, so does the other. And at that
time there will be no incentive to control the price of gold like there was in 1933. In fact, the opposite will be true. There
will be the ultimate incentive all over the planet for physical gold to quickly find its equilibrium price in each zone’s
currency so as to alleviate the shortage of international liquidity that will follow the dollar’s demise as internationally
liquidity provider par excellence.
At the right price, there is plenty of gold. When there is plenty of gold there is no good reason to seize gold. And with the
right currency, there is plenty of money.
Sincerely,
FOFOA
See also: Confiscation Anatomy - Part 1
Postscript
Yes I am passionate about this gold confiscation issue. That’s because I view it as more insidious than even the mainstream
paper-pushing BS we see every day on CNBC. This issue is targeted at those who are already so close to securing their
future. And it is used to cut them off just before the finish line. As you can tell, I view those that spread this confiscation
argument as belonging to two general groups; the Chickens Little and the Foxy Loxys. And within these two groups are five
sub-groups:
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Chickens Little
1. Individual gold bugs who tend to be genetically predisposed to paranoid psychosis.
2. Published gold analysts who insist on running forward while looking backward.
Foxy Loxys
1. Gold sellers that use this argument to sell more expensive gold numismatics to customers that have no business investing
in numismatics, which requires years of experience to do well.
2. PM sellers that use this argument to steer customers into silver, platinum, palladium, rhodium or mining stocks instead of
gold bullion. Akin to advising you to invest in socks, leg warmers, knee pads, garters and shoe factories when what you
really need is something to protect your feet.
3. Gold haters that use this argument to scare people away from physical gold.
I find all of the above despicable, even when they stem from ignorance.
And I do realize that there is a whole ‘nother angle to this confiscation issue: confiscation through taxation. Not gonna
happen. Not the way you think anyway. The phase transition/lightning (Freegold) revaluation cannot be taxed efficiently.
And if it can’t happen efficiently, ain’t gonna happen. The risk/reward calculation facing any taxing authority will be as
clear as this blog. 95% of the global private physical gold stock has no recorded cost basis on which to collect a “flash
revaluation” capital gains tax. It is impossible. Only paper gold has such a widespread cost basis. And you can’t really
collect taxes on a capital loss, now can you? But that is for another post. Perhaps it will be part 3.
I apologize if any of the above offended anyone. That was not its purpose, even though I used some biting analogies. I just
think it’s important that certain normally private Thoughts are spoken out loud at least once before it’s too late. And IMO,
it’s almost too late.
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Thursday, August 19, 2010
Two!

As I told someone recently, my blog is not written for the gold novice. The concepts and principles I entertain are not found
in any Gold 101 class. If you find them interesting, you should probably go read ANOTHER and FOA and then come back.
In fact, you should probably read them a couple times to really understand where I’m coming from. The links are to the
right.
This weekend my blog turns two! And over the past two years I have watched the number of regular daily visitors grow
from 30 to 3,000. Very roughly, that’s an exponential growth rate that transpired at about one order of magnitude per year.
From 30 to 300 the first year. From 300 to 3,000 the second. And these are the people that stop by almost every day.
To some extent, I believe this growth has a natural limit in the size of the online gold community. Because while my regular
daily visitors have grown, the total number of views on certain posts that received wide distribution remained pretty much
the same. Ranging from 10,000 to 20,000 readers total on the top posts for the last year and a half.
I share this data without interpretation.
My posts can certainly be read for their face value only, which is how most people read them. And at that level, most
counter-points to my concepts appear relatively straight forward. But there is a deeper level of understanding that is
available. And at that level comes a certain reward, which some of you know. The rest of you have no idea what I’m talking
about. That’s okay. Perhaps I’m crazy! Onward…
Setting the Stage
To set the proper frame of reference for this post I am going to paraphrase/quote from a couple recent articles and then
summarize the relevant perspective. The first article comes from the Wall Street Journal yesterday and the second from
Bloomberg a couple days ago. What I hope you’ll pay attention to is the concept of “The West” as a distinct entity on this
planet.
How to Win the Clash of Civilizations
By Ayaan Hirsi Ali
WSJ
Paraphrased for meaning and to avoid receiving a copyright violation notice from Dow Jones:
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In the mid-1990’s, the late Samuel Huntington coined the term “The Clash of Civilizations” referring primarily to the clash
between “The West” and “Islam.” But there are many more than just these two civilizations. There are perhaps seven or
eight total. But the most important three that are the building blocks of the post-Cold War era, according to Huntington, are
the Western, the Muslim and the Confucian.
The balance of power among these three civilizations, Huntington argued (a year or two before Another started posting),
was shifting. The West was declining in relative power, Islam was exploding demographically, and Asian civilizations—
especially China—were becoming more and more economically powerful. He also said that a civilization-based world order
was emerging in which states that share cultural affinities would cooperate with each other and group themselves around the
leading states of their civilization.
This view was not popular with the powers that be in The West. Their vision was for One World, a New World Order if you
will, based on Western norms. Huntington’s paradigmatic view of a multipolar world was rejected from the left by those
who believed all states could be brought together under a single standard of liberal capitalist democracy and never go to war
with each other again. A one-world utopia, if you will. And from the right by the equally rosy scenario of a "unipolar" world
of unrivalled American hegemony. Either way, Huntington’s detractors believed we were heading toward “One World”
(presumably under the financial rule of the $IMFS).
China Drains Obama Stimulus Meant for U.S. Economy
By Andy Xie
Bloomberg Opinion
Partially paraphrased for brevity and relevant meaning:
Deflationists in the West are in for a rude awakening, probably in 2012. Stimulus is the only thing the West ever does when
a recession hits. But in today’s globally-connected economy (where dollar inflation is automatically exported abroad
through its reserve function) it isn’t effective in the best of circumstances, and is outright wrong for what ails the West right
now.
Trade and foreign direct investment total half of global gross domestic product. Multinational corporations drive both. They
shop around the world for the lowest-cost production centers and ship goods to wherever the demand is. Demand and
supply are dislocated (unbalanced and bass-ackward). So when a government introduces stimulus, the initial increase in
demand doesn’t necessarily boost local supply.
Just as water flows down, [Western] stimulus affects low-cost [Eastern] economies more, wherever it is initiated. As the
West pours money into the global economy through large fiscal deficits or central banks expanding balance sheets, the
emerging economies are drowning in excess liquidity. Everything is turning red-hot.
The ideal end to this East-West goods-dollars exchange would be for the multinational corporations to shift production to
the West because the cost of labor had shifted. This would have to happen before inflation takes hold in the West. This is
impossible because the cost of labor in the West is still 10 times more than in emerging markets. And there are five people in
the latter for one in the former.
The more likely scenario is that the West will have to stop stimulus programs when inflation spreads to it from the emerging
economies. The most immediate channel is through rising commodity prices. It’s a tax on the West to benefit emerging
economies that produce raw materials. That’s the irony: The stimulus in the West can immediately bring harm to itself. It’s
also the magic of globalization.
The prices of imported consumer goods will rise with increasing labor costs in emerging economies. China’s nominal GDP
is growing at about 20 percent per year. The odds are that its labor costs will surge as its worker shortage bites.
Lastly, labor in the West will demand wage increases to compensate for current and future inflation. One may argue that
high unemployment rates will keep wages in check. Think again. In the 1970s, the U.S. suffered a wage-price surge even
with high unemployment because workers saw through the Fed’s “growth first and inflation be damned” intention.
In 2012, the Fed will run out of excuses not to raise interest rates. As the excess liquidity in the global economy will be
gigantic by then, the tightening will probably trigger a global crisis as asset bubbles burst.
What really ails the West is declining competitiveness. Globalization is pitting the Wangs in China or Gandhis in India
against the Smiths in the U.S. or Gonzalezes in Spain.
Multinationals such as General Electric Co. or Siemens AG decide on whom to hire. The Wangs and the Gandhis offer
productivity but have little money. So they are willing to accept low wages to accumulate wealth. The Smiths and the
Gonzalezes have wealth and won’t accept Third World wages. When their governments give them money to spend, their
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demand just makes the Wangs and the Gandhis richer and themselves poorer with rising national debt.
When ANOTHER began writing in late 1997, the terms West, Western, and Westerners were prominent from his very first
post. We know from later revelations that ANOTHER was himself a Westerner. And we also know that he was writing
specifically for the benefit of Westerners, “Western Gold Bugs” in particular.
I believe ANOTHER’s delineation of the West as a distinct group in need of a new frame of reference regarding physical
gold is one of the most significant and underappreciated concepts in the entire archive. And the shift I believe he described
is so all-encompassing as to say everything you think you know about gold, the gold market and the biggest players in that
market is mostly wrong.
I believe this is still true today. That most of what you and I read about gold today is wrong on some deep level. And that
herein lies the puzzle that is yet to be solved.
In my opinion, the portions of the above articles that I used set a nice frame of reference for the rest of this post. What I
have done is quite simple. I have compiled almost all of ANOTHER’s paragraphs that directly referenced “The West.” Most
of the paragraph breaks do represent contextual breaks within the original archive. Yet viewed together as presented here,
with the above perspective fresh in your mind, they reveal a few remarkable pieces to the puzzle.
This type of exercise I sometimes do on my own. Today I do it for you. Enjoy.
ANOTHER
Westerners should not be too upset with the CBs actions, they are buying you time!
The Western governments needed to keep the price of gold down so it could flow where they needed it to flow. The key to
free up gold was simple. The Western public will not hold an asset that is going nowhere, at least in currency terms.
Ever notice how many important middle eastern people keep a residence in London. It's not because of the climate. The
most powerful banks in the world today are the ones that trade oil and gold. It is in the "city" that the deals are done by
people who understand "value"! Westerners should be happy that they do because the free flow of oil and gold has allowed
this economic expansion to continue these past few years.
The western world today, as we know it does not use money ! They use "paper currency". To fully understand what that
really means you must come to terms with this fact. "When you use paper currency you are placing a value using another
persons concept of value" You are using a thought as a means of value! When an investment in stocks, bonds, bank
accounts, CASH, businesses etc. is priced in US$ currency you are really holding the "intentions of providing value" locked
away in the thoughts of another mind.
One of the great money troubles facing the western currency system today is that many third world people are starting to put
a "mind value" on real money, gold. These people don't know the true value of gold money but they know its worth a whole
lot more than the world paper currency price now placed on it. And that brings us to the next problem; how can paper
currency that represents "the thoughts of a nation blowing in the wind" be used to value real money of ancient world class
proportions, gold? It cannot! Any price you can think of will do, as in no price will work!
If the world price can be maintained in the $300s it would be a small price for the west to pay for cheap oil and monetary
stability. The battle is now between CBs trying to keep gold in the $300s and the "others" buying it up. In effect the
governments are selling gold in any form to "KEEP IT" being used as 'REAL MONEY" in oil deals! Some people know
this, that is why they aren't trading it,, they are buying it.
Asia put an end to a sweet deal for the West! From the early 90s it was working very well. But now… The problem with
gold physical supply is very real indeed! But, there is no way that the CBs will continue to sell off an asset for its
commodity price that has many times more value as money!
Western thought is still linked to gold as a commodity. That thinking is going to change! The world will witness an almost
instantaneous run into this commodity the likes of we have never seen before! It will not be "a trading rally" or "a two way
street". Bullion will have become a holding for "the lifetime" never to be sold. "Sell and spend everything but not gold"!
If a bank that uses Yen has lost 90% of its loans and holds gold and bullion has risen 500% in yen in a week, to use a
western way "would it cut its winners and let the losers run?"
Who can know the thoughts of the "Big Traders" of the world? If they press the physical market, it will end tomorrow. They
are by no means dumb as they sometimes show! Most would like to keep their gold at today's price and allow the economies
to continue in prosperity! In time and with luck it could all be worked out. But, it is the equity/debt/currency markets in
general that are a problem! If only a small, very small very few "western people" begin to buy?? Remember, the other world
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no ones have gold in their hand. They care not about YOUR debts, these small people have won a great deal and know it
not.
To make a long story short, many people who would have purchased bullion years ago have now squandered much of their
"safe insurance money" on wall street. It is no wonder that many WESTERN gold investors have now turned bitter on gold.
If they knew the truth about this new market they would have turned their bitterness on wall street instead.
Try to live in this outcome and see how different the world will be. It will not be the end of all things, only the changing of
most things in "western thought". The "Digital Currencies" will still trade, but we will value them as not before. Anyone
who has sold gold they do not have will not be allowed to cover that position. Anyone who has bought gold they do not
have will not be allowed to cover that position. Many will lose all they have in a world without honor! Looking back, one
will ask, "how could I have thought that noone wanted gold, when more of it was being bought than existed?"
The falling price of physical gold only hurts the mining industry ( and its stockholders ) and leveraged paper buyers. All
others benefit from a lower value of gold. Look now as even the western public are buying coins. They help themselves
even in the face record Dow Jones.
Will the BIS try to settle this unbalanced market by destroying LBMA? Or will they drive the CBs to lease another 20% in
an effort to inflate this "paper gold currency". Just like the fiat dollar, if inflated it loses value. This is not lost to the oil
states.
If you owned an oilwell in your back yard and no-one could take control of it, then oil is the best investment. But, most
people use various forms of western paper to trade oil and that paper will burn in a currency fire. Make no mistake, a
currency fire is now in process and it has much fuel remaining. Even Korea will find out that oil is all that counts. Their
paper will die! Gold would have helped them in a different world, but for now gold is in the background as the IMF tries to
add more paper to this inferno. If one owns real gold , it will be with ease to view the world currency developments. They
will be truly of biblical proportions!
I ask you, when your worth in the ground is equal to much of the earth, is an IOU of the same future value? Only gold has
such a history book for reference. These people do not trust foolish thoughts of value from western minds. That history book
is only in the first chapter.
This same mindset creates a worry in the back of many a mind in the oil states. It is clear to most, that even a small amount
of gold in the asset mix, makes one appear "less western" and therefore "less foolish" when the concept of value and
currency are discussed. But, the problem has always been that oil is "so large" in relation to gold that any attempt to convert,
even a portion of ones assets creates a distortion in the markets. Of further concern is that; everyone knows that western
minds don't like or want gold, but if they think you like it they will trade it up in price for the sake of "sticking it to you".
Enter the world of "paper gold".
You and all western minds must weigh this offer as it is heavy for your side! A great many losses will be for the holders of
debt and paper things, but the gains are for a better life.
Thru these "thoughts" I have made effort for many months, in haste, to make clear. My words are plain, but hard, and others
have presented this truth in a western way. But, you sir, have made the best of it!
As a "currency of gold" springs from this wind, western trading in this metal will end. The "terms" of all currencies will
change as the "use" of these moneys is changed. Many will now know true worth as the "terms" of every asset does find a
"real price" and a "real value" in the "true world of things". For the future of most, "the wealth that was shown in paper"
will be seen as clouds in the sky!
The gold market is made up of a very broad spectrum of investors. At the very farthest ends of this spectrum lie the persons
with the largest influence on the physical bullion. The super wealthy at one end and the "third world no ones" at the other.
The middle is occupied, mostly, by the "investors with western thought". The far ends buy bullion. And they don't buy it as a
gamble or a game! It is a way of life that has worked, through thick and thin, even before the West was "The West".
Now, on the other hand, this "modern day middle of the spectrum"! Well, they have read why we need gold, but they have
never "Experienced" the need for gold! Until that day, when they gain "Experience", most of them will make "A Gamble
That They Never Intended To Take". Yes, they do invest in all forms of paper and or leveraged gold and all the while,
expounding from the roof tops the coming currency crashes and stock market declines. Even looking for bank closures and
bank runs, as they cling dearly to comex options and gold stocks!
Anyone, from the outside looking in can clearly see that "westerners" do lack "experience".
There is a "flaw" in this modern market that many do not quite grasp. In time, they will! There have always been people and
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companies that make a living dealing in gold. It is an ages old business. Today, we see a phenomenon that is "as none
before". It is mostly done by the investors at the middle of the spectrum. The "trading of gold" has grown to a level never
seen in history! You read every day, that no one wants or needs gold! In a way those statements are very correct! No
investor wants to hold gold, but everyone and his brother ( and sister ) want to trade it! The volume of paper trading,
worldwide, on and off market is beyond belief! It has created a type of "Parallel Paper Gold Universe", existing side by side
with the physical. The major "flaw" in this system is found in the makeup of the "traders" of this "paper gold universe".
Without fail, the majority is made up by those in the "middle of the spectrum", those without "loss of currency "Experience"
". Mostly, they are of "western thought".
I have tried to offer these thoughts as a way for many to understand why this modern gold market is not as before. Most of
these letters apply to investors at the far two ends of the market ( see my last post by another ) . Many, from other places, do
understand these "expressions" as given. For many here, I resist the replies to questions that offer results for "gold traders".
The intents and reasons are for persons to "consider" and "see" this market in a true light for today. Not for paper trades that
will lead to certain loss for the future. I now believe, that by way of other posters, these thoughts are "in grasp" by many
traders of "western thought". One may not "accept" the conclusions, but they can, "mentally experience the outcome" of the
future. For this end I will now offer real direction. That of Why, When and How Much! I do this for those of "Family and
Country", and persons of Honor. Those that live to help, not take, in times of change! Some say this knowledge should not
be in a "public way", but I say secrets are for fools.
We must grasp that all commerce is done, at least, in the US dollar concept of "valuations of real things". In this way, " the
true value of the purchase of real money" is hidden from view! Persons will say in the future, "how could gold be $500 one
day and $5,000 the next"? I tell you now, it is already past that level, as in "present reserve currency dealings" it is not seen!
Consider, that in all that you do and think, your "western values" are of paper concepts. From your birth, real things are not
used to cross value themselves! When the battle to keep gold from devaluing oil ( in direct gold for oil terms ) is lost, the
dollar will find "no problem" with $30,000 gold, as it will be seen as a "benefit for all" and "why did noone see this sooner"?
This question from you, it proves for my eyes what I have said. Indeed, if I viewed as a western person, gold money as
$30,000 paper dollar credits, my thoughts would also show "this cannot be"! But, from another world, I view this US$ and
say "how can it be of such value to all and have numbers as the stars in heaven"?
The Western public has always thought of gold as money. Even after the 70s and 80s, most private investors held a small
side thought, that gold was still, somehow dollar money. It was only during the late 80s and 90s that people started to
completely lose the connection of paper spending money and gold. Clearly, all evidence shows that prior to the 90s and
particularly prior to the 50s, the push was to change the public's thinking away from gold money, to paper currency as
money. In this political climate, gold mine investments were the correct move, as the business of gold was encouraged over
the usage of gold as money! That is why the metal was called in and the mines were untouched.
However, today, the change will be counter to the prevailing public opinion, that gold "is not money". The world debt
system and currency exchange, as we have now will implode and leave little room for political maneuvering. The
governments will revalue gold and "demand" that the public carry it and use it! It will be the source of all gold, the mines,
that will be controlled! That's Controlled, with a capitol "C", not confiscated!
The Western mind does focus on "what I buy today for the lowest price". Yet, in this modern world economy, the lowest
price is always the function of "the currency exchange rate"? The Yen, it is compared to the dollar today, and used to
purchase goods. One year later and the Japan offers these goods for much less, as the Yen has fallen to the US$. The
currency value of this purchase, was it "true " today or a year ago? Understand, all value judgments today are as subject to
"exchange rate competition"! It is in "this exchange rate valuations" that the private citizen does denominate all net worth!
A safe way to hold the wealth for your future, yes? You should ask a Korean or the Indonesian ?
Please understand, this "gold trading arena", both physical and paper, will be subject to "GREAT" surges, up and down, in
US$ pricing. The removal of the political "world dollar settlement" price of gold will revalue this asset in terms that noone
of "western thinking" can understand. This "gold war" will leave a great landscape of burned and destroyed "gold
companies" along with the investors who "stood for battle without real metal" as a shield!
For many, the years have passed and this noble metal has not revealed the value it hides. Ones of western thought have held
long and strong, with great demands that it should obtain a high price in American currency terms. Yet, in some two decades
of time it was the dollar and paper investments that bring forth their hidden strengths. For you, this history has proven gold
is without value in these modern world economies!
My friends, events will change your thoughts. Often you are sold gold that is called "deliverable", yet the broker does lend
you much percentage cash to buy. Perhaps this transaction is "deliverable after full payment" and as such the broker doer
deliver "little real gold", yes? Much of the western world does "attach" to gold in this form. This metal is sold with the
"modern concept" of "gold is the commodity for fabrication" and "is dead as money" in "this new era". This "concept" say
that only "leverage" and "trading" does add to your estate. In this fashion, many have lost the long term benefits this "world
class money" will soon bring. These persons wait for the event that does not come. In the future, many "salesmen of
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leverage" will tell stories of the fact that could not be. "The demand for gold "the element" will vanish, as the dollar price
for "gold the money" does soar". What chart will be used to view this new high gold price, that will remain, for many years,
"unaffordable" as a commodity, yet all bid for daily as the right to buy "money"?
I would say, all forms of physical gold is good to own. Even the rare ones offer the "art form", yes? Even in war, the art
work is looted first, then the jewels, and always food. I prepare for not the war of men, but the war of currencies! This
conflict will bring forth a new concept for many: "western governments will encourage people to hold physical gold"! When
the Euro has defeated the Dollar, citizens will be asked to use gold as a savings, for holding the Euro will be frowned on.
Gold will not bring your "capital gains tax" as the mines will be taxed to compensate.
Yes, rare gold will be good, but not as liquid as "bullion type" gold.
Many savers consider "no need for the gold". As spoken to Mr. Kosares, I think these investors of "young eyes" do not
know the value of this insurance. Please add the amount you pay for the "Western insurance" of all personal things. The
Automobile, House, Health, Life and Other. What is the "return on this investment"? It cannot be known until time to
collect, yes? Perhaps, a fortunate person will find "never a return".
The physical gold, this money insurance, it will be collected in future. In that time, the return will be easy to see.
Thank You
Conclusion
I hope you enjoyed my little exercise. I have done it in the past with other search terms like “BIS.” It is always an
enlightening experience to read his words written over the period of a year within a condensed focus parameter.
As I said above, we learned that ANOTHER was, himself, a Westerner. So what subset of “The West” might he be
representing? I think the following gives us a bit of a clue.
5/5/98 ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!)
[**USAGOLD questions in italics**]
Mr. Kosares,
A few thoughts for you, as the questions are asked?
** It seems that both you and your friend believe that the world is splitting up into currency/trading blocks -- much as the
world did for both World Wars. There has been much discussion around the world about the imposition of a NEW WORLD
ORDER and international one world government. Simultaneously, we see another, opposing force at work -- regionalism,
nationalism, even tribalism. What do you make of this? Is the Euro a child of the forces of the New World Order, or the
forces of regionalism/nationalism/tribalism? **
Sir,
I would say, "Old World Order" to return. To understand/explain better: " A very easy way to view this "order", would be to
simply say that the American Experience is reaching the end! As we know, world war two left Europe and the world
economy destroyed. Many thinkers of that period thought that the world was about to enter a decades long depression as it
worked to rebuild real assets lost in the conflict. It was this war that so impacted the idea of looking positively toward the
future. The past ideals of building solid, enduring, long term wealth were lost in the conception of a whole generation
possibly doing without! In these fertile grounds people escaped reality with the New Idea of long term debt, being held as a
money asset. Yes, here was born the American Experience that comes to maturity today.
New world order, regionalism and tribalism are but modern phases that denote "group retreat to avoid paying up". The
worldwide currency system is truly a reflection of an economy built from war, using the American Experience, the US$ and
the debt that it represents. But, for the American dollar to continue as the representative of the global financial system, in the
form of being the reserve currency, maturing generations of all countries must accept it, and the tax on real production it
clearly imposes! In the very same mind set, that people buy the best value for the lowest price (Japan cars in the late 70s),
and leave an established producer to die, so will they escape the American currency and accept any competitor that offers a
better deal. Because we are speaking of currencies here, the transition will be brutal!
As you ponder these thoughts, consider that; all economies today are truly equal in production as the exchange rates are the
manufactures of profit!"
** Is Europe (led behind the scenes by the BIS) an opponent to the United States?**
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Sir, Yes, but not in the ways of war, as it is in the feelings of "pride" and "we go our own way". The downfall of the Russia,
did allow for the Euro and all that it will build. They now see the debt of the US$, as a reserve money can be escaped! As
even the US citizen will leave its own workers to die as products are purchased "overseas", how much less will the world
also flee the dollar! Opponents? No, I would say they are learners of the "American Way" as they embrace the "American
Idea" of a "free world market economy".
*** If so which countries are in which camp? Your associate seems to feel that Asia is split between the United States which
has Japan as an ally, and Europe which has China as an ally ( a notion I found particularly intriguing). Where is Britain in
this? Japan? And most importantly, the Gulf States, particularly Saudi Arabia? **
Sir, I feel he is correct in this thought. Europe does grasp for a relationship with Asia as the US did have with the Japan. It
would build a mighty economy on a foundation of oil and gold as backing for new money. As China and Arabia was once a
part of the Europe economy, in a small way. They may now return with no fear of Russia. Britain? A lost nation. Japan? This
one is "of the American Economy" and is to live and die by it! They will seek your Alaska oil before loss of face with gold.
A dead Yen be a dead Japan.
**Along these lines, I too believe that currency movements will flow through Europe because the Euro currency will be gold
backed. Where does that leave Japan with over $200 billion in dollar reserves, let alone its massive U.S. Treasuries'
holding? **
Perhaps, they be like Korea? Rich in paper until the world says, "this paper, it is not good"!
***Your associate says that BIS helped China increase its gold holdings. Please tell me what the source of that information
is, or is it simply a speculation on his part. ***
The BIS is the gold broker for all interbank sales/purchases. Bullion Banks are for sales to other entities. I think, at first,
China was leverage against the oil producers. Then Arabia was allowed into BIS for Euro.
**One other item you might clarify for me is "Who is really behind BIS?**
Perhaps, "who control them"?
**The Swiss?
Yes.
**The eurocentral banks?
Yes.
**Who does BIS really represent?
"old world, gold economy, as viewed thru modern eyes" or " way to move from US$ without war".
**Why was Saudi Arabia just included in BIS?
answered.
**Has Saudi Arabia gone with Europe?
Yes.
Sir, there is much more to this, but we talk over time, yes? I will be away for perhaps ten days. We speak again.
Thank You
Lastly, someone recently asked me to explain my understanding of the following quote from Relativity: What is Physical
Gold REALLY Worth?:
In this modern world, the current value of every asset is formed by a relationship of gold/currencies/oil. This cross
relationship is the "very basis of our modern world banking system"!
Through this basis, all currencies are given value as the local government treasuries hold US$ as reserves. The US$ is given
backing as its government is guaranteed that all crude oil, worldwide, will be settled in dollars. An oil reserve backing, if
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you will. And the "value" that the "future supply of" currency traded "oil" imparts to the world economy, is guaranteed by
an "INTERBANK paper gold MARKET" that values "physical bullion" in the Thousands!...
The key to this quote is... ""the "value" that the "future supply of" currency traded "oil" imparts to the world economy..""
This is a value that is """"priced"""" into EVERYTHING!!!
It is guaranteed by the paper gold market which delivers physical to those that want it at a paper price.
If that (paper gold market) disappears, so does the (known currency) """"price"""" of EVERYTHING!!!
Sincerely,
FOFOA
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Wednesday, August 25, 2010
Credibility Inflation

Here's a neat little concept that FOA introduced briefly in 1999. I think it explains a lot about the inflation, deflation,
hyperinflation debate when it finally sinks in that this is where all the money went for the past 30 years: into inflating the
credibility of the $IMFS far beyond the underlying reality. And yes, it has a direct impact on the Freegold revaluation as
well. So here I will try to expound on this enlightening concept just a bit.
The Setup
Part of the reason the rest of the world did not abandon the dollar in 1971 was that the rate of economic expansion flowing
from Middle Eastern oil cheaply priced in U.S. dollars was already exceeding the expansion rate of the money supply. So
the switch from a semi-gold-(con)strained monetary system to a much more expandable "balance sheet money system" as I
like to call it — or another name I like is "purely symbolic monetary system" — allowed for the non-deflationary addition
of many new "quality of life" gadgets, widgets and shipping lanes that the world had never before imagined.
For the next three or four decades we would be able to comfortably afford the new introduction of Betamax VCR's,
microwave ovens in every home, personal computers, DynaTAC cell phones, camcorders, digital cameras, LaserDiscs,
Compact Discs, DVD's, MP3's, and on and on. Eventually, all of these wonderful products would be built cheaper by
someone else on the other side of the world and shipped to us cheaply using the oil purchased from the Middle East with
easily available U.S. dollars.
Sony BetaMax®
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The reason I like the term "balance sheet money" is that whenever there is a need for more dollars they can be easily gotten
from any bank's balance sheet. The dollars don't have to be there in the bank. You simply jot down the "need" for them on
one side of the balance sheet and the dollars magically appear on the other side. Presto!
Of course once that "need" (demand) is supplied, the balance sheet must then be serviced with interest. But the thing about
easy money is that you can always borrow new to service the old. In the previous system (con)strained by its parity fixation
to the U.S. Treasury's limited supply of gold all these wonderful life-enhancing advances would have put a deflationary
pressure on the dollar.
What this means is that when all these new products came to market, the dollars we needed to purchase them would have
become more and more precious with each new widget that came to market. The cost to borrow dollars to buy a new BMC100P or DynaTAC-8000 would have been prohibitive. And even if you did borrow the money, the service of that debt would
have grown more and more burdensome over the life of the loan as dollars became ever more precious.
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This deflationary dynamic would have stifled the global economic growth rate and confined it to only reasonable risktaking. Which is part of the reason the foreign central banks, represented by the BIS, did not lobby the U.S. to officially
devalue the dollar against its Treasury gold in 1971.
Rather than closing the gold window, the U.S. could have, for example, raised the price of gold to $200 and kept the system
going for another 30 or 40 years. A move like this would have been the mathematical equivalent of increasing the Treasury's
physical stockpile 5X to double what it was at the height of the Bretton Woods experiment.
But while that would have satiated the monetary transgressions of the past, it would have done little for the future. It would
not have substantially changed the system to one of easy money. It would only have extended the old system of hard money.
BMC-100P - The first camcorder
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It was reasoned at that time that more than just the ridiculous price of gold being broken, the system itself was broken, and
needed a global finance structural change. So the international consensus was to let the U.S. default outright on its gold
obligations rather than lobbying for a revaluation of its gold at a new fixed rate. But then continue using the dollar anyway,
as long as relatively cheap oil could be gotten for dollars.
And with this decision, the stage was set for a renewed global (Western?) economic growth spurt, much like after the end of
WWII. Only this time, the value lost through the non-delivery of U.S. Treasury gold would be more than replaced by the
value oil brought to the new world economy, especially with first-of-a-kind products like Pong, released for the Christmas
season in 1975.
Pong™ - The first video game
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Even at the higher oil prices of the 1970's, the economic demand for oil proved to be a far superior "backing" to the dollar
than the depleting Treasury gold had been. And in a certain (limited) sense, the world got its first small taste of Freegold in
the 1970's.
But as gold's price began freely rising in the global marketplace, the old alarm bells went off in the dollar's management
office. The dollar, which had always been viewed at par with gold, was now seen to be falling as gold soared. So during the
mid to late 70's the U.S. Treasury and the IMF held a series of gold auctions to flood the market and quell the perceived
danger. But by 1979 the demand for gold was so overwhelming that the auctions had to be stopped.
Through '78 and '79 the dollar plunged against foreign currencies, and in July of 1979 a desperate Jimmy Carter appointed
the tough New York Fed President Paul Volker to head the "deeply divided, inexperienced, soft and indecisive" Federal
Reserve Board. Then in early October of that year, while attending an IMF meeting in Belgrade, Yugoslavia, Volcker
received "stern recommendations" from his European counterparts that something big had to be done immediately to stop
the dollar's fall. The general fear at that meeting was that the global financial system was on the verge of collapse.
TRS80 (Pronounced "Trash Eighty")
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Returning to the U.S. on October 6, Volcker called a secret emergency meeting in which he announced a major change in
Fed monetary policy. The Fed would switch from controlling interest rates through the Fed Funds rate to directly controlling
the money supply through bank reserves. One of the side effects of this sharp policy change was that interest rates would
now be governed by the marketplace rather than the Fed. The Fed did still raise its discount rate from 11% to 12%, but then
the market took the Prime Rate up to 20% within 6 months where it mostly stayed for the next year and a half.
It was later observed that Volcker's 1979 policy change was the most significant change in Fed policy since 1932, when in
the middle of the Great Depression the Fed abandoned its "real bills doctrine" and started massive open market purchases of
government bonds.
In early 1980, Volcker's new Fed policy began to bite. As interest rates rose, the Dollar first slowed its descent, then stopped
falling, and then began to rise. Both the public and the investment community which had stampeded into Gold were lured
back into paper by this huge rise in interest rates – and by the prospect of a higher U.S. Dollar.
LaserDisc™
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Many facets went into this change in investment attitude, but one concrete change in the U.S. financial system was the most
telling. Way back in March 1971, four months before Nixon closed the Gold window, the "permanent" U.S. debt ceiling had
been frozen at $400 Billion. By late 1982, U.S. funded debt had tripled to about $1.25 TRILLION. But the "permanent"
debt ceiling still stood at $400 Billion. All the debt ceiling rises since 1971 had been officially designated as "temporary!" In
late 1982, realizing that this charade could not be continued, The U.S. Treasury eliminated the "difference" between the
"temporary" and the "permanent" debt ceiling.
The way was cleared for the subsequent explosion in U.S. debt. With the U.S. being the world's "reserve currency," the way
was in fact cleared for a debt explosion right around the world. It was also cleared for five of the biggest bull markets in
history.
The global stock market boom of 1982-87
The Japanese stock market/real estate boom of 1988-90
The Dow (and then Nasdaq) led boom - late 1994 to March/April 2000
The great global real estate boom of 2002-06
The global stock market revival of 2006-07 [1]
DynaTAC-8000
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And thus, in 1980, began the modern era of Credibility Inflation.
Salting the Mine
Most simply stated, credibility inflation is the expanding confidence in the fiat financial system to always deliver a higher
payoff tomorrow than today. And through credibility inflation we ultimately destroy the currency structure by believing it
can somehow deliver more than reality will allow.
Credibility inflation is the exact antithesis of price inflations like the 1970's. It is why we saw low consumer price inflation
for the last 30 years relative to the massive monetary and financial product inflation. It is partly why we saw gold stagnant
or falling for 20 years. Yet it is just as much a product of monetary inflation as regular price inflation is (more on this in a
moment). And it is much more catastrophic in the end.
Periods of high credibility inflation are generally not followed by smooth cycles of credibility DEflation. Instead, they tend
to SNAP BACK into sudden real price inflation when confidence abates. What happens in the most extreme cases is real
price HYPERinflation.
This is one of the main concepts deflationists and mainstream economists completely miss; the SNAP-BACK of credibility
inflation that can instantly take down their precious fiat currency. And it is their intentional avoidance of this obvious
concept that delivers aid and comfort to masterprinters like Gideon Gono and Ben Bernanke.
When people try to protect their assets against the effects of fiat money, what are they really fighting against? The first
inclination is to say "rising prices." Yet it's much more than that! Most everyone agrees that the interest rate paid by the
banks never covers the loss of buying power brought on by price inflation. Especially the "after tax" return. It's the same old
story, played out decade after decade. We must "invest our savings" (or become a day trader?) because the money will erode
in value! Even at 3%, price inflation can eat away at any cash equivalents.
But, price inflation isn't the only story that impacts us. Rising prices come and go, but money inflation continues to affect us
without fail. So why do people feel better when price increases slow or stop, even as money inflation runs ever upward? The
good feelings usually evolve from the effects that money inflation (increases in the money supply) has on financial
instruments. These assets take on the very same characteristic that the rising prices of goods once exhibited. They run up in
currency price.
During these periods of "less goods inflation" another sinister form of mindset lurks in the shadows. Credibility inflation!
Yes, it has been here many times before as every fiat currency alternates its effects upon the feelings of the populace.
Fiat currencies must, by definition, always expand in quantity. Their continued usage and acceptance is always obtained
with the bribe of "more wealth to come!" Without that bribe, humans would never fall for holding a debt to receive the same
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goods in the future if they could get the real thing today. Human nature has always dictated that we buy what we need now
instead of holding someone's IOU to receive it later. That nature is only changed through the "greed to obtain more." Like
this: "I'll hold my wealth in dollars as long as my assets are going up. Later those increased assets will buy me a better
lifestyle as I purchase more goods and services than I could buy now."
This is the hidden dynamic we see today. Just as destructive as "goods price increases," "credibility inflation" impacts our
emotions to "hold on for the future, more is coming!" In every way, "credibility inflation" is just as much a product of an
increase in the money stock as "regular price inflation" is. As cash money streams out to cover any and all financial failures,
we begin to attach an ever higher credibility to the continued function of the fiat system. In effect, the more money that is
printed, the higher we price the credibility factor. [2]
Selling the Salted Mine
Is this not where we are today? Interest rates – and with them, bond valuations – have run their 30 year course from 20%
down to 0%. The credibility of paper assets has taken at least three severe beatings in the last decade. And now, to simply
slow the acceleration of credibility DEflation, every manner of bailout and market rigging is being employed, practically in
broad daylight. And this on the assumption that the global flock of sheep will only watch the numbers, not the men making
them or the underlying economy from which they spring.
GDP is one of the great deceivers in the fiat money world. During the last century (??) or so, some form of GDP has always
been used to measure the great mass of human endeavors. Yet, throughout this time, some form of fiat currency has always
been in effect. Even during the Gold standard, fractional reserve banking expanded "gold note money" more so than the
"gold money" in existence. Prior to 1929 this effect, if not creating outright "price inflation" during a time of Gold standard
policy, was creating "credibility inflation" in the minds of investors. Using the backdrop of a growing GDP, people bought
into inflating financial assets and ignored these signals as evidence that the fractional currency system was failing. Even
though the dollar contained a policy statement to supply gold, back then a gold loan was still only good until everyone
asked for gold.
The same thing is happening today. People destroy the currency structure by thinking it can deliver more than reality will
allow. Instead of all debt failing slowly with each upward march of price inflation, prolonged "credibility inflation" snaps all
at once as investors try to suddenly revert to a "buy now mentality." The inability of government authorities to contain the
fiction of "good debt" is usually the feature behind the investor mood change. The "snap back" into a sudden "real price
inflation situation" caused during this stage by a currency failure always breaks the whole structure. We approach this end
today!
The GDP has been the relative gauge to mark all other measurements against. Even so, its numbers reflect little more than
the result of an "expanding fiat money supply." Yes, there have been recorded downturns in GDP, but these contractions
would have been worse if measured in real (gold) money. In opposite fashion, expansions paint a much brighter picture as
all financial liabilities seem less a threat if held against a rising GDP. I submit that the GDP figures offer little more than a
way to entice investors to increase their "credibility image" of our monetary system. Fiat moneys are always on a long term
upward expansion, and they can hardly do less than bloat the picture.
Someone I know once said; "your wealth is not what your money say it is!"
A great historical example of credibility inflation with parallels to our present financial and monetary system was the system
in France under the direction of the esteemed Scottish economist, John Law. In 1716 Law established the first French central
bank, the Banque Générale, which was later nationalized and renamed the Banque Royale. Law used the Banque to
introduce paper money in France.
Simultaneously, Law aggregated the trading companies in the French colony of Louisiana into a singular monopoly under
the name "Company of the Indies" and sold shares of this company back in France. Law exaggerated the prospects of the
company so well that he was actually appointed Controller General of Finances (essentially the first French Central Banker)
by Philippe d'Orléans and given the official job of pumping this stock. In a way, John Law was kind of like the "Jim Cramer
meets Larry Summers" of his time.
Wild speculation on the shares of the Company of the Indies led to the Banque Royale issuing more and more paper money
to fund the monetary demands of the buying frenzy. And the "company profits" owed to the shareholders were also paid in
fresh paper money. John Law's credibility was being entirely financed by his printing press.
Then, in late 1720, opponents of John Law's paper money attempted en masse to exchange their paper notes for gold. This
forced the Banque Royale to cease physical gold "delivery," declare the essence of "force majeure" (which incidentally is a
French term from French law), and admit it had issued much more paper than it had in gold. Both the Company stock value
and the paper money itself plunged, ultimately to worthlessness. The monetary system in France was revamped six years
later, but by the end of 1720 John Law had been disgraced, relieved of his official job, and had to flee France a poor man.
He died in poverty nine years later.
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Trading Salted Mines
One observation we can make is that in the long-line cycles of monetary history, technical (momentum) trading emerges in
the very late stages of cycles in its most frenetic fashion. This is when it draws the most people into the unproductive
activity of trading for trading's sake. And this is when it draws in the greatest profits, right before it delivers a catastrophic
total loss.
In the early stages of these long-line cycles the greatest profits in society come from productive enterprises like building
large companies from the ground up. But in the very late stages the greatest profits seem to come from paper churning and
speculation in things that were previously traded mostly on fundamentals, based on actual, physical use.
We can see this in the famous bubbles like the tulip bubble, the Mississippi bubble, the South Seas bubble, the dot com
bubble and the housing bubble. But it also occurs at the end of currency cycles. History is full of stories of traders
frantically trying to trade out of their positions at the end of long-line cycles, while the currency burns around them. Look at
any list of historic hyperinflations to find examples.
The modern version of this late-stage trading fad is most prevalent in the West, because that is where modern currency flows
into financial assets at the highest rate relative to their real world, physical counterparts. For example, Western paper gold
traders look to the seasonal preferences of Eastern physical gold users to plan their buys and sells. The Asian harvest season,
after which farmers invest some of their year’s surplus income in gold is closely watched by Western traders. As is the
Indian wedding season where every year Indian brides are adorned with physical gold.
Western paper gold traders love front-running these Eastern gold-buying seasons. Recall ANOTHER's comment on this
from my last post:
Everyone knows that western minds don't like or want gold, but if they think you like it they will trade it up in price for the
sake of "sticking it to you." Enter the world of "paper gold."
This paper trading mentality works really well right up until the moment it doesn't. And that's when it can deliver a total
loss. I sometimes wonder if it should even be considered a profitable activity when a split second of fundamental phase
transition can take away a decade of technical trading profits. Or the inverse, when the price of a fundamental misjudgment
can be the opportunity cost of generations' worth of wealth. In a way, this is the hard question Freegold poses.
Getting Out Before the Collapse
Above I mentioned that the snap-back effect when a fiat currency loses its credibility (hyperinflation) is one of the obvious
concepts intentionally ignored by deflationists and mainstream economists alike. Another obvious concept they remain
oblivious to is that the two primary functions of money are in no way necessarily tied together. Those two functions being:
"medium of exchange" and "store of value." Just because we have suffered their apparent fixation for centuries, they are
most definitely not fixed by nature.
As long as you have the freedom to spend your money – the freedom to spend the fruits of your labor, which exists
everywhere outside of outright whips-and-chains slavery – you have the choice of how to save your money. If you can
spend your money then you can save your wealth in something other than money.
This is the essence of Freegold.
A medium of exchange need only have value in its usage (trade clearing) function. It can quickly lose all value when it is no
longer used. This long-forgotten principle can be easily comprehended in Antal E. Fekete's "A 'fairy' tale" which I used in
The 100 Year Clearing:
A ‘fairy’ tale
Let us look at another historical instance of clearing that was vitally important in the Middle Ages: the institution of city
fairs. The most notable ones were the annual fairs of Lyon in France, and Seville in Spain. They lasted up to a month and
attracted fair-goers from places as far as 500 miles away. People brought their merchandise to sell, and a shopping list of
merchandise to buy. One thing they did not bring was gold coins. They hoped to pay for their purchases with the proceeds of
their sales. This presented the problem that one had to sell before one could buy, but the amount of gold coins available at
the fair was far smaller than the amount of merchandise to sell. Fairs would have been a total failure but for the institution
of clearing. Buying one merchandise while, or even before, selling another could be consummated perfectly well without
the physical mediation of the gold coin. Naturally, gold was needed to finalize the deals at the end of the fair, but only to the
extent of the difference between the amount of purchases and sales. In the meantime, purchases and sales were made
through the use of scrip money issued by the clearing house to fair-goers when they registered their merchandise upon
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arrival.
Those who would call scrip money "credit created out of nothing" were utterly blind to the true nature of the transaction.
Fairgoers did not need a loan. What they needed, and got, was an instrument of clearing: the scrip, representing selfliquidating credit.
In this example the scrip money at the fair had value only through its use at the fair, not intrinsic in itself. After the fair, if
you ended up with a trade surplus (extra scrip money), you turned in your medium of exchange for gold coins, the tradable
store of value at the time. Can you imagine how this concept could work in a fair that's open for business 24/7/365?
So how can we possibly have one thing as a medium of exchange and something else as the store of value in our modern
world? Has this ever been tried before in recent times? Of course it has! We have been doing it all along!! But the problems
that ultimately come arise from those stores of value that are denominated in, and tied to, the durability of the scrip money,
the medium of exchange.
Once upon a time, when the medium of exchange was physical gold coin, it was very durable. And stores of value
denominated in that durable medium of exchange, denominated in gold, were quite durable for a time. But through the gold
standards of the past century that "paper denominated in gold" became the medium of exchange. And now gold will once
again become the store of value.
You see, these two monetary functions play off each other in a see-saw fashion. As "assets" (claims really) denominated in
the medium of exchange fail and collapse, true physical "store of value" assets alternately rise to the occasion. It is only our
ingrained misconception that both monetary functions must be somehow fixed at parity with each other that leads us to
foolish ends. And understand also that the Giants of this world know better.
The Freegold Monetary Quadrangle – Explained in Gold is Money - Part 3

Today all governments of the world hold only two assets in reserve, meaning "for a rainy day." They hold claims against
counterparties denominated in the medium of exchange and they hold gold, the store of value. And some of the more
forward-thinking governments are already floating their gold reserves on the books, for all to see.
Now, the claims held in reserve have two vulnerabilities; the solvency of the counterparties and the durability of the scrip
they are denominated in. Of course new scrip can be easily conjured on the national balance sheet to keep the counterparties
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technically solvent so most assuredly it will be the scrip itself that fails. The gold in reserve, on the other hand, has no
counterparty and plenty of durability. So what monetary asset do you think will rise to fill the global monetary reserve void
when the scrip finally fails? Palladium?
Bear in mind too that these Giant balance sheets can move the price (value) of gold more in a split second than all of us
could in a lifetime of buying. And with any such tectonic shift in the importance of gold on international balance sheets, you
can say goodbye to the fractionally reserved commodity (paper) gold trading arena and anything remotely associated with it.
The Collapse of the Salted Mine – Hyperinflation
First of all I would like to clear up probably the most common misconception about hyperinflation. What most people
believe is that massive printing of base money (new cash) leads to hyperinflation. No, it's the other way around.
Hyperinflation leads to the massive printing of base money (new cash).

Hyperinflation, in most people minds, conjures images of trillion dollar Zimbabwe notes. But this image is simply the
government's reflexive response to the onset of hyperinflation, which is actually the loss of confidence in the currency. First
comes the loss of confidence (hyperinflation), then, and only then, comes the massive printing to keep the government and
its obligations afloat.
And what sets the stage for hyperinflation is a period of high credibility inflation followed by the loss of credibility. During
our period of high credibility inflation the dollar was invisibly hyperinflated in a near-monetary sense. This has already
happened. We are already there.
When I say the dollar has already hyperinflated in a near-monetary sense, I am talking about the number of dollars people,
entities and even foreign nations think they have in reserve. Not in a shoebox, but in contractual promises of dollars to be
delivered more or less on demand by somebody else. Claims denominated in dollars. This is how the vast majority of
"dollars" are held; as promises to deliver more dollars. And this is why they are held this way. Because of the more in "more
dollars." "Let me spend your dollars today and I will give you more dollars tomorrow!"
The Credibility Waterfall
I think it is fair to say that we have finished our 30-year run of high credibility inflation and we are now in the early stages
of credibility deflation. The real question now is, can the credibility of the financial system deflate without tripping a
breaker, without causing a credibility waterfall in the currency in which it is denominated?
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The difference between today and a few years ago is that a few years ago credibility inflation was being fed by private credit
(debt) expansion. Asset values, like homes, were being sustained and driven higher with the arrival of new marks. But today
the Ponzi cycle of credibility inflation has peaked, there are no more new marks, and its decline is being managed centrally
with the government expansion of new base money to conceal the failures one at a time.
And as in any Ponzi scheme there comes a point when redemptions can no longer be financed by new marks. I think the
tipping point of credibility must come once it is clear that Bernie Madoff, I mean Uncle Sam is writing redemption checks
that can never be cashed. The point is, we are already past the tipping point. So timing isn't really a question anymore.
The credibility waterfall has already happened. But somehow we still have early marks continuing to stockpile rubber
checks as if they are worth something. Does this mean credibility still exists? I think not.
I suppose this begs the question, is all that dollar debt out there in the world really worth anything anymore? If you answer
yes simply because you cashed some of it in today for new underwear, then I say you didn't answer the question. The
question is, is all that dollar debt out there in the world really worth anything anymore? The answer is no, it is not. Only at
the margin, where you reside, can it still be cashed in for new underwear. But in aggregate, it is worthless, even today.
And then the next logical question should be, what is gold really worth today? If you answered $1,240 per ounce simply
because you bought a gold Eagle today for $1,240, then I say you didn't answer the question. The question is, what is gold
REALLY worth today? And the answer is it is priceless, but probably could be had in extremely large volumes for
somewhere between $10,000 and $50,000 per ounce. (How much physical gold could China realistically get today if it tried
to cash in $2T in debt paper for gold? At today's price it could get more than 50,000 tonnes, but only if that's the real value
of gold.)
Only at the margin, where you reside, can physical gold still be had for $1,240 per ounce. But in aggregate, in the vaults of
the world's central banks as the only reserve asset not tied to the medium of exchange, it is priceless, in the truest sense of
the word.
My advice: Get as much of this priceless reserve asset as you can while it's still going for $1,240 at the margin. Seems like a
bargain to me.
Sincerely,
FOFOA
[1] Brown text from The Early Gold Wars by Bill Buckler, The Privateer
[2] Blue text written by FOA in 1999
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Wednesday, September 8, 2010
Just Another Hyperinflation Post - Part 1

Hyperinflation talk has come to the forefront once again (thanks to a few recent articles), and being my #2 (of 2) topic here
at FOFOA, I have a small but relevant offering for you. This is a compilation of a few posts from a recent discussion I had
on another forum. The subject was hyperinflation and the deflationists that emphatically say it is impossible here. And the
question was asked, What do these deflationists mean by deflation? Monetary deflation? Price deflation? Asset deflation?
And so on. "What is deflation?" was the primary question.
Always looking for a fresh angle, which I like to do, I thought a much more interesting question was, "What is a
deflationist?" The term deflationist is one I have been using regularly on my blog for two years now. And it is a term that I
appropriated, definition and all, from FOA's writings a decade ago. Here are a couple of his "deflationist quotes" to kick off
this post…
"Somewhere in the 1970s era I was exposed to the thinking of several different deflationists. It seemed that all of their
conclusions came to the same end: that dollar deflation would rule the day, no matter what. Mind you now,,,,,, most of them
were split on the finer points of the issue, but for all of them; Deflation was always the final outcome."
And of course his most famous one…
"My friend, debt is the very essence of fiat. As debt defaults, fiat is destroyed. This is where all these deflationists get their
direction. Not seeing that hyperinflation is the process of saving debt at all costs, even buying it outright for cash. Deflation
is impossible in today's dollar terms because policy will allow the printing of cash, if necessary, to cover every last bit of
debt and dumping it on your front lawn! (smile) Worthless dollars, of course, but no deflation in dollar terms! (bigger
smile)"
What is a Deflationist?
What is a deflationist? It is one who looks very closely at the present structure of everything, the laws, the rules, the
regulations, what is supposed to happen, who should fail, etc… but ignores the political (collective) will that backs it all up.
The same political will that always changes the rules to suit its needs as surely as the sun rises. And it is this political will
that makes dollar hyperinflation a certainty this time around.
It is beyond frustrating to watch all the bailouts of banks at a time like this. They should be allowed to fail! Right? But this
ugly sight is only a symptom of the real problem. And it was never even a choice. As FOA warned 12 years ago, these
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bailouts were always baked into the cake. They are a mandatory function of the political will that backs the entire system.
This is the main element that all of the deflationists miss.
Unlike FOA, the deflationists never saw the bailouts or the QE coming, and they refuse to believe that it will keep on
coming as long as ANYTHING keeps failing. States, pension funds, large companies, foreign entities, whatever. It's all
gonna be papered over. And the choice to stop bidding on dollars rests solely in the hands of those with large stockpiles of
physical gold.
Once they stop bidding for dollars with their gold, the goose is cooked. (See: " Dollars Bidding for Gold? Or Gold Bidding
for Dollars?" here.)
In a recent interview over a couple beers, one self-proclaimed deflationist said this:
The hyperinflation case, if one wants to make one, and I'll make one right now, is congress sends everyone $60,000, that
would probably do it, but is congress likely to do that? …All this talk about the Fed being able to drop money out of
helicopters, that's not the way it works.
In my last post, Credibility Inflation, I wrote the following:
First of all I would like to clear up probably the most common misconception about hyperinflation. What most people
believe is that massive printing of base money (new cash) leads to hyperinflation. No, it's the other way around.
Hyperinflation leads to the massive printing of base money (new cash).
Hyperinflation, in most people minds, conjures images of trillion dollar Zimbabwe notes. But this image is simply the
government's reflexive response to the onset of hyperinflation, which is actually the loss of confidence in the currency. First
comes the loss of confidence (hyperinflation), then, and only then, comes the massive printing to keep the government and
its obligations afloat.
Can you see that the above deflationist is basing his view of hyperinflation on this misconception? We don't need the
helicopter drop to spark hyperinflation. Zimbabwe didn't have billion dollar notes when hyperinflation started. They only
had Z$100 notes just like the US. The million and billion dollar notes followed the onset of confidence collapse as the
government printed to survive.
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Another consideration is that sometimes there is a "deflationary
head-fake" right before the onset of hyperinflation as the private bank credit money disappears...

With these charts I am not saying it always looks exactly the same. I am only observing that the common deflationary
metrics can fall while credit collapses, but then be immediately followed by a confidence collapse in the currency itself.
Deflationists don't see this because they are viewing the economy as if it were a machine. And machines don't flip 180
degrees on a dime like this.
I tend to agree with 99% of what the deflationists write. For the most part they are masters at analyzing the minutiae and
then painting it into a grand macro picture. I like the Kondratieff cycles and I agree we are in the winter cycle. In fact,
almost everything most deflationists describe will probably happen, in my view.
But they all miss the hyperinflation that is coming. And they miss it because they don't understand how perfectly it fits with
a deflationary collapse. In fact, they argue vehemently against it the same as they argue against inflation, which is how I
know they don't understand hyperinflation. And they miss it because they are so meticulous in their observations and
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calculations that they can't see that the collective will always changes the rules when things get really painful. The political
will (which is the same as the collective will in my lexicon) always does whatever will lessen the immediate pain, even if it
will most certainly cause greater pain later. This is the part that is as reliable as the sun rising.
See All Paper is STILL a short position on gold if you have not already. It was an early but very popular post I wrote in
response to a deflationist's article titled "Hyperinflation is Impossible."
Here's the main thing: the deflationists make all their calculations in dollar-denominated terms. They can't help it. It's as
natural and automatic as breathing air to their Western minds. But this small flaw in the numéraire of their calculations leads
them to funny conclusions about the future value of dollars. For one thing, the coming deflation must be in dollardenominated terms, they believe. But this is impossible today. Because we have a purely symbolic currency, a dollardenominated deflation is impossible... because of the political will I mentioned above!
Yes, we will have a grand deflation... denominated in GOLD! It will be brought on by all the same factors the deflationists
correctly recognize. The failure of debt, the winter cycle, etc... And it will look the same as they imagine. Depression,
unemployment, falling prices (when priced in GOLD), black and white pictures, etc...
You see, hyperinflation is exactly like deflation. The only thing hyperinflation has in common with inflation is part of its
name. Other than that it looks just like a deflationary depression. In fact, it IS a deflationary depression, with a different
numéraire! Just look at Zimbabwe a couple years ago. Other than the fancy wheelbarrows, it looked just like a depression.
Now you might ask, "What's the difference between a deflation denominated in gold versus dollars?" Well, there's a huge
difference to both the debtors and the savers. In a dollar deflation the debtors suffocate but in a gold deflation they find a bit
of relief from their dollar-denominated debts. And for the savers, the big difference is in the choice of what to save your
wealth in. This is what makes the deflationists so dangerous to savers.
The deflationist equation, if properly applied, always leads to the conclusion that the best things to save are cash and
Treasuries. And some (not all) deflationists even apply their formula to gold (because they believe it will behave like a
commodity) and conclude it must crash to around $200/oz during their deflation. So they warn their readers to stay away
from gold.
Can you see how one little flaw in the numéraire can make an analyst very dangerous to your bottom line?
Here is the way the deflationist views the world. Think of all the debt as a large balloon. As it is expanding the balloon is
being inflated. Today that balloon is deflating and no matter what the Fed does, it can't seem to reflate that balloon. And the
deflationist concludes that as long as that balloon is deflating, not inflating, we MUST have deflation, and the value of a
dollar MUST rise.
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But here is the correct way to picture it. There are actually TWO balloons side by side. These two balloons are the two sides
of the global balance sheet. One belongs to the debtor and the other to the saver.

If we think about "global debt" as "global liabilities," then there must be the equal and opposite "global assets." Simple
balance sheet math. The liabilities are failing because collateral values are falling and debtors are defaulting. As FOA said,
"As debt defaults, fiat is destroyed." Or another way to say is, "As debt defaults, fiat savings are destroyed."
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But what is actually happening is the assets are being papered over with fresh base money. FOA: "hyperinflation is the
process of saving debt at all costs, even buying it outright for cash." Or said another way, "hyperinflation is the process of
saving debt-backed assets (MBS's etc..) at all costs, even buying them outright for cash."
These two balloons are a metaphor for the global balance sheet with an "airy" elastic bubble-like quality since we are
talking about "inflation" and "deflation." They are a way to visualize the two sides of the balance sheet inflating and
deflating in tandem like they're supposed to, and then separately as the debt-backed assets are saved at the cost of destroying
the transactional currency.
In the beginning, as the debt balloon expands so does the savings balloon. And this second balloon expanding represents
credibility inflation (see my last post). Credibility inflation is the confidence the savers have in saving the debtor's debt. And
this is what enabled the debt bubble to grow so large in the first place. And in a circular fashion, the debt also allowed the
savings bubble to grow so big, bigger even than the underlying world of real things.
So in the early stage we have a feedback loop of credibility inflation. Debt creation inflates the amount of "stored wealth"
and this "stored wealth" (stored as someone else's debt) enables more and easier debt creation. Subprime loans and MBS's
are a perfect example of this kind of a feedback loop. The invention of Subprime fed the MBS phenomenon, and the MBS
phenomenon enabled (and demanded) the invention of Subprime. And today's credit contraction is a sure sign that the
feedback loop is no longer functioning. Banks don't like to extend credit unless they can immediately sell the resulting hot
potato of "stored wealth" to a pension fund or some other sucker.

Anyway, the future hyperinflation fuel is stored in the savings balloon during this period of credibility inflation. (Again, see
my last post.) That's why we see very little price inflation during this stage. And when the debt starts to fail, so does the
credibility of paper debt to the savers. The Fed is trying desperately to restart the credibility feedback loop that will reflate
the deflating debtor balloon. That, of course, is impossible at this point; an observation the deflationists intuitively make
correctly, even though they are only looking at one of the balloons.
So as the credibility of debt paper as a savings instrument fails in the mind of the savers, that hyperinflation fuel stored in
the savers' balloon turns into real price inflation as it scrambles to be spent. Remember that this savings balloon has grown
larger than the underlying world of real things!
Now here is where the deflationist would stop me and say, "Wait a minute. Both of your balloons are deflating at the same
rate so your 'savings' could never escape." But this is also where the political (collective) will comes into play. It will NOT
let that savers' balloon deflate. The Fed is helpless against the debtors' balloon and the credit/debt feedback loop, but it is
most certainly NOT helpless against the savers' balloon.
The Fed has the power to keep the savers' balloon 100% full if it wants to, and the political will to fully back that action. It
simply buys those deflating MBS's (etc..) at full price ("dumping them on your front lawn! (smile)") and suddenly the air in
the savings balloon has been replaced with non-elastic fresh cash. This process is already well underway… and IT IS the
trigger for hyperinflation.
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Remember, first comes hyperinflation, then, and only then, comes the massive printing as the Fed tries desperately to keep
the government functioning. So don't look for massive printing to see hyperinflation coming. Look for the monetization of
bad debt and the first signs of real price inflation, even in the face of apparently deflationary forces.
A note: Gold could sop up most of the hyperinflation presently stored in the savers balloon without destroying the real
economy (see my old post Freegold is like a Giant Sponge). But it is the US Govt. that will make sure this becomes a real
Weimar-style hyperinflation when it forces the Fed to monetize any and all US debt. And as dollar confidence continues to
fall, that's when the debt must go exponential just to purchase the same amount of real goods for the government. One
month the debt will be a trillion, the next month it will be a quadrillion just to buy the same stuff as the previous month.
How long will this last? Less than 6 months is my guess.
Another Angle
There is another important angle to this story that the deflationists all miss. You may have caught it if you thought to
yourself, "Well, even if the Fed keeps the savers balloon 100% full while the debtors balloon deflates, that's only half the
money supply as before." This is exactly how the deflationists think. They see no difference between the two.
But there is a fundamental difference between the kind of money that fills the debtors balloon (credit money or balance
sheet money) and the kind the Fed is using to prop up the savers balloon (monetary base). This is a critical difference that
deflationists can't seem to wrap their heads around (and I'm not sure why).
You see credit money is tied to the functioning of the economy and base money is not. As the debtors balloon deflates, so
does the functioning economy, and so does the real world of goods that backs the money supply. Base money does not
contract along with the economy like credit money does. And base money is the fuel in all hyperinflations while credit
money vanishes!
As the economy along with the debtors balloon contracts and the confidence of the savers wanes, the previous driving force
of greed switches to the much more powerful force of fear. And "switch" is a great word in this case, because this transition
can hit the entire planet all at once as fast as flipping a "light switch." It's called a panic.
When it does, that's when the velocity of the monetary base takes off. And as I have pointed out before, velocity has the
same exact effect on the value of a dollar as an increase in the money supply. (See my "sea shell island" analogy here.) If the
velocity jumps from fear, base money can chase scarce goods with the same disastrous effect as an exponential increase in
the money supply, even before that actually occurs.
Richard Maybury describes it well here:
...velocity & money demand.
Jim Powell has pointed out that the tens of millions of people who are still working — and that's 91.5% of the workforce —
have received a huge pay raise, because prices of houses, cars, refrigerators and a lot of other things, have been cut
drastically. The buying power of their wages has soared!
And, it's the best kind of pay raise, because they didn't need to work any harder to get it, and it's not taxed.
This is a huge windfall. It's probably the biggest, most widely shared windfall in all of world history.
So why aren't these tens of millions of people out celebrating? They should be delirious with joy. Why aren't we seeing
dancing in the streets?
Because people are scared and afraid to spend the money. And that brings us to what economists call velocity.
As this war was developing during the 1990s, I repeatedly warned that it was likely to bring a dollar crisis, and advised my
readers to always have part of their savings diversified into non-dollar assets such as Swiss francs, New Zealand dollars,
gold, silver, platinum, oil, and other raw materials.
Incidentally, in March on our web site, I ran a special bulletin telling my readers that I think there is an 85% probability the
bottom in non-dollar assets has occurred, or is occurring, and I think those investment suggestions are now as solid as they
were ten years ago.
A major reason is velocity. As far as I know, my Early Warning Report is the only publication that says much about it.
I think velocity has become the key driver in the entire world-wide economic crisis, so here is a quick explanation of it.
Money responds to the law of supply and demand just as everything else does.
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If people do not want a particular currency — let's say the British pound — then the value of a pound will fall.
Sellers will demand more pounds in trade for their goods or services, and prices in Britain will rise, even if there has been
no change in the supply of pounds.
On the other hand, if the demand for pounds rises, the value will rise and prices will fall even if there has been no change in
the supply of the currency.
Velocity is the speed at which money changes hands. When demand for the money is high, money changes hands more
slowly, and velocity is low.
When demand for the money is low, velocity is high.
A key point is that velocity and money supply can act as substitutes for each other. A 10% rise in velocity has the same
effect as a 10% rise in money supply.
The biggest problem with velocity and money demand is they can turn 180 degrees overnight. If people trust the currency,
and suddenly perceive some kind of big threat to their futures, money demand can shoot up.
That's exactly what happened last year. The supply of dollars certainly did not go down, but when the real estate crash
happened, people became so frightened they were afraid to let go of their dollars.
Within a few days, money demand shot up, people stopped spending and held onto their dollars, and this had the same effect
as an instantaneous deflation of the money supply.
If you don't spend your money, that's the same thing as taking it out of circulation.
This can instantly cause the equivalent of a sharp deflation of the money supply by 10 or 20 percent, or more.
That's what happened in the Great Depression. The Fed was inflating. In 1932, the money supply[1] was $20 billion, and by
1940 it was $38 billion. But fear was so great that velocity was falling faster than money supply was rising.
This is why Franklin Roosevelt said in his first inaugural speech, "The only thing we have to fear is fear itself." People were
afraid to spend their money, as they are now, and velocity was falling, which has the same effect as deflation, because if you
don't spend your money, it's not in circulation.
So, speaking economically, I think that is where we are now. Changes in money demand and velocity are running
everything.
And, my key point is, it's all controlled by emotions. By fear.
What are you more afraid of? The dollar becoming worthless? Or losing your job and running out of dollars?
The whole world is constantly shifting back and forth between those two fears, so money demand bounces up and down like
a yo-yo, and velocity — the speed at which the money changes hands — does, too.
These wild shifts in money demand and velocity have the same effect as massive, instantaneous shifts up and down in
money supply. It's like we're having a huge inflation, then a deflation, every few hours — because our fears change every
few hours — because the politicians have all this arbitrary power and we don't know what they're going to do to us!
Now, do you see why it is so important to see the economy not as a machine but as an ecology. Machines don't feel, they
don't have fear, or joy, or optimism.
But people, biological organisms, do have feelings. They do fear, and their fears can change instantaneously.
The human ecology, especially these days, is driven very largely by emotions.
How are the politicians and bureaucrats who are playing God ever going to control, or fine tune, or repair, or speed up or
slow down, our emotions?
This is an excellent description of what the deflationists see, and also why they don't see the rest of the big picture. They
view the monetary world as a machine rather than a human ecology. They underestimate the will of the "politicians and
bureaucrats who are playing God." And they also underestimate the power of fear and monetary velocity.
And now that you have a little bit of understanding about the difference between economically-tied credit money and base
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money (cash or its equivalent), as well as the power of fear and velocity, I want you to notice that the hyperinflations of the
past have all played out with base money, not credit money, at the helm.
This is where all those "excess reserves held at the Fed" become very dangerous. You see, those are monetary base reserves,
not credit money. They may not be physical cash yet, but they are contractual obligations of the Fed to print actual cash.
And if velocity picks up in a panic, that's exactly what the Fed will have to do in order to keep the banking system from
collapsing. Deflationists think this is a choice the Fed will have to make, but it is not.
It is already happening to a smaller degree with the Friday bank failures. Ever since the FDIC ran out of "reserves," every
failed bank has been propped up with more fresh base money. "Saving the savers' deposits!" Converting them from credit
money into base money in whatever amount exceeds the failed bank's marked-to-market assets.
So there is already enough fuel in the system to feed the fire when it starts.
And when it starts, that is when prices start to rise... price hyperinflation. And as prices rise, the government will need more
money to pay for the same amount of "governing" in each successive cycle (monthly). This is when the monetary
hyperinflation takes over and gives the price hyperinflation its HYPER boost.
Deflationists often refer to "foreign-denominated debt" as the cause of hyperinflation and also as their ace-in-the-hole reason
why the dollar can never experience a Weimar-style hyperinflation. But this is a complete red-herring. The foreign debt was
not the cause of the confidence collapse. It was only the fuel that forced the government printing... the second stage boost in
hyperinflation. In our case we have a different kind of fuel, the most over-sized federal government the world has ever
known!
And as the dollar confidence fails, those famous "$100T unfunded obligations" will have the exact same effect as Weimar's
"foreign denominated debt." Think it through! As general price levels go exponential so do government obligations!
Let’s read FOA’s famous quote again:
"My friend, debt is the very essence of fiat. As debt defaults, fiat is destroyed. This is where all these deflationists get their
direction. Not seeing that hyperinflation is the process of saving debt at all costs, even buying it outright for cash. Deflation
is impossible in today's dollar terms because policy will allow the printing of cash, if necessary, to cover every last bit of
debt and dumping it on your front lawn! (smile) Worthless dollars, of course, but no deflation in dollar terms! (bigger
smile)"
And here's one more for the road:
"Yes, even my untrained eye can see that we are approaching the end of a currency life cycle. When all of the debt can no
longer be rolled over, the world does not end. It moves on, into another fresh system! This current contraction will not
create a deflation as it did in the past. It will involve a rollover that will balance the losses for some with the gains for others.
Will your wealth balance in this event? FOA"
Sincerely,
FOFOA
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The question was asked: Is this inevitable with any debt-based system?
Short answer for now. ;) Systemic collapse is inevitable as long as the item used for lending is the same item used for
saving.
In a gold money system with gold lending (which is always demanded by the collective will) fractional reserve banking is
the inevitable result. And from there, bank failures are the inevitable result at the first sign of panic (loss of confidence). And
from there, some of the savers lose their money.
In a fiat system, the fiat is lent and the savers hold the notes, one way or another. This lending and note holding always
increases the money supply just like gold lending and gold-denominated notes expand the gold money supply. You lend
something and then you can claim it in the form of a note while the borrower claims it in the form of the currency. Even the
notes circulate as they become marketable.
So lending always expands the money supply, whether it is gold or fiat. And when the savers save in the same thing being
lent, collapse ultimately comes (or at least threatens), whether gold money or paper. And then the system must undergo a
fundamental change one way or another.
The problem is that the expanding money supply due to lending always lowers the value of a unit of currency. Even if it is
gold. If I loan you a $1 gold money, you now have $1 gold and I have a $1 gold note. The money supply has just doubled,
and the value of $1 gold just dropped in half.
This is a fact of money systems. We can try to get rid of it by outlawing lending, but that is like outlawing swimming in the
summertime, or beer drinking.
The solution is quite simple. And I didn't come up with it. The problem is that at the point of collapse, some of the savers
are wiped out, whether gold money or fiat. Think about those at the back of the line during the bank runs of the 1930's. They
didn't get their gold. They lost their money.
Today we don't have this problem anymore. The guy at the back of the line gets all his money, it's just worthless in the end.
We solved the problem of bank runs (bank failures) but not the problem of value.
The solution is that the monetary store of value floats against the currency. It is not the same thing that is lent! It is not
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expanded through lending and thereby diminished in value. Instead, as $1 is lent, and now becomes $2 ($1 to the borrower
+ $1 note to you the lender) and the dollar drops to half its value, the saver, the gold holder will see the value of his gold
savings rise from $1 to $2.
It's a concept so simple, yet so foreign (or alien) that almost no one can grasp it. Yet it has been around for quite a while.
The bottom line is that ALL money systems are debt based as long as you have lending and borrowing. And the process of
lending and borrowing always dilutes the money supply and hurts the value of the money. So why should savers save that
same money?
Why should national treasuries be at risk of a currency crisis? A nation's treasury is arguably one of the more vital forms of
savings in civil society. Should a nation's treasure be capable of vanishing in a flash crash?
Hard Money versus ____ Money
When we talk about gold money we often use the term "hard money." And one misconception that pops into most people's
mind is that "hard" money means hard like a rock, or hard like a piece of metal versus "soft" like a piece of paper that folds
nicely into my wallet. Or the ultimate soft, a digital electron that moves at the speed of light.
This may not seem like a big deal, but I think it is. What is actually meant by "hard" money is that it is difficult, or hard to
get. The opposite of hard being easy, not soft. Hard money cannot be expanded easily (without risk) because it has an
anchor in the physical world.
We generally think of the people that want a "hard" money being the stodgy old rich Republican conservative white men
that already have money. They want a "hard" money so the paupers will have to work "hard" in their big industry factories
to get some of it. And so the money they already have will retain its value.
On the other hand, the debtors like easy money, especially the kind that loses value over the short term making repayment of
their debt easier. The farmers love easy money. They take out a loan when they plant and by the time they harvest they are
getting more money for their crops than they did last year. And the seed loan is easier to pay than when it was originated.
More cash, easier terms, less pain.
So here's the question. Why can't we have hard money for the savers and easy money for the debtors? Is this possible?
Could it work?
Now imagine that some people living under the "exorbitant privilege" of the United States for half a century spent a few
decades designing the principles of a new currency that would help get them out from under that burden; the burden of
supporting the perpetual trade deficit of someone else. They would have had a long time to evolve their thoughts and ideas
and create a currency architecture unlike the world had ever seen before. Imagine that they were working on this for at least
37 years.
Now, let's take a look at the architecture of the euro. In January of 1999 the euro was born. And if we go to this page on the
ECB website, page 51, we see that plans for the euro began in 1962:
1962 - The European Commission makes its first proposal (Marjolin-Memorandum) for economic and monetary union.
Obviously, now, the euro has its "easy" money for lending to the debtors and lubricating trade. Just look at the European
banks or Greece getting in trouble. They just print up a bunch of euros and loan them to the banks or Greece at better-thanmarket terms. Voila – EASY MONEY.
But then the euro also has its savings, its "official reserves," which are specified to be at least part in gold. At the beginning,
in January 1999, they were 30% in gold bars. And they also legislated that this gold should FLOAT against the new
currency. So, now, for 46 consecutive quarters they have religiously revalued their reserves – their savings – against the
euro.
Now the "official reserves" consist of mostly dollars on the one hand (euros are not a reserve to the euro, only foreign
currency and gold) and gold on the other. So by FLOATING these reserves (the "savings"), gold has risen to 60% and the
(mostly) dollar portion has sunk from 70% down to 40%. And notice that they are "floating" their "hard money" against
THEIR "easy money." You can see it right here on their latest quarterly report:
Gold: EUR 1010.920 per fine oz.
Gold, floating in euros. Hard money floating in its own easy money. Not dollars, euros! Savings floating in debt, not being
dragged down by it. The store of value floating – PUBLICLY – in a swamp of medium of exchange.
What else? Oh yeah! They now sell gold to the citizens right from the tellers at the bank (in some places?), with 0% VAT.
Everything else has a VAT, including silver. If I recall, silver has a 17% VAT (perhaps someone in Europe can confirm).
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That's "Value Added Tax." Crazy, huh? Gold - 0%!
What else? Oh yeah! They convinced the EMU members to stop selling off their gold. This was a big problem. Politicians
love to sell off the gold reserves to fund their pet projects. But the European CB's put a stop to that with the WAG in 1999.
They limited the CB sales of gold to 400 m/t per year total, among all the CB's. So they had to cooperate not to go over that
amount. Then they renewed the agreement in 2004 and again in 2009. And all the while the sales diminished until, in 2009,
they reversed! In 2009 they actually took in some gold!
What do you think will happen to their "savings" (I mean "official reserves") when the claims on foreign currency (dollars
mostly) default through currency collapse? Of course gold will rise! Will it rise more than 66%? In dollars that would be
about $2,100. You think gold will exceed that when the dollar collapses? Will it exceed that value in euros? If it does, the
euro's "savings" will rise, even without selling a single dollar! Dollar value will just disappear and reappear in the gold! A
transfer of wealth, so to speak!
That's the beauty of savings that FLOAT!!!
Hmm… let's see. Did they actually pull it off? Did they create the perfect currency? With hard money for the savers and
easy money for the debtors? Well, Greece and the banks are getting plenty of easy money right now, and the hard money is
rising in value along with the process. I wonder how it will all work once the dollar system's conjoined twin, the paper gold
market, fails along with the dollar.
How well will their hard money savings float against the easy money transactional currency once there is no fractionallyreserved paper structure weighing it down? Should be pretty amazing, huh? And I wonder what the price of gold coins will
be then. They may have to mint tiny amounts with more alloys. Do you think? I bet a pure ounce of Maple Leaf will become
a family heirloom at that point. Wonder if it will be soon? Hey, how much are those Maples right now?
Back to Hyperinflation
Another common misconception about the hyperinflation we face today was posed:
Many people look to the Weimar Republic in Germany and Zimbabwe as examples of hyperinflation, which were the results
of government intervention and bad policy, and make parallels to our current predicament. In both cases wheel barrels and
armfuls of cash are used to purchase everyday items, such as sundries. The merchants in the Weimar Republic would charge
customers by the pound of currency rather than its face value. What you are seeing in these pictures is physical currency, not
digital currency.
In the US economy there is only a small percentage of the money supply that is actually in physical currency form, with a
good deal of that physical currency held outside the US.
Just think to what percentage of your wealth is held in physical form? Very little in fact, maybe less than 1%. Think of what
percentage a population distrusting in the government and with no trust in the banking system would hold in physical form?
Much more, possibly higher than 80%. Due to this fact I believe that you cannot accurately make a comparison between the
US and Zimbabwe or Weimar
My point is that there simply isn’t enough physical currency to create a hyperinflation scenario similar to Weimar or
Zimbabwe. While it is true that the Fed is creating copious amounts of money at the moment, it is only being created in the
digital form and not the physical form. The term ‘running the printing presses’ is misleading you to believe that the Fed is
printing currency when in reality it is creating a series of 1’s and 0’s that are being deposited into virtual banking accounts.
All digital.
The digital money being ‘printed’ by the Fed is the type of money that most people would normally assume to be
hyperinflationary; it’s the most potent type of money, it’s high-powered money and it forms the monetary base money.
High-powered money is the foundation of the fractional reserve banking system. In the perfect economic climate this highpowered money would be loaned against to create 10x the amount of credit-money. But we currently don’t live in that
perfect economic climate and that high-powered money is getting almost no traction at all. You have to have an economy
that is functioning properly to ignite those digital dollars.
Here was my reply:
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I put this image here again so I can refer back to it from time to time.
Throughout our journey up a graph similar to this one, there will be several monetary events which are difficult to
contemplate right now. But I hope to ease this difficulty. And I also hope that previsualization will make it a little easier on
my readers when this monster seemingly rears its ugly head "right out of the blue."
In my last post I mentioned the "excess reserves" that will ultimately have to be printed into physical cash. This is one of the
monetary events that will happen near the beginning of the graph above. It won't require wheelbarrows at that point, but as
we move up the graph you will need bigger and bigger ones. An SUV would actually be quite handy. Not a pickup truck,
though (wind will blow your cash away). So be sure you have some gold so you can afford the impossible price of scarce
gasoline for your SUV!
In Gonzalo Lira's second hyperinflation article, he asked the question, "Where will the bundles of cash come from?" Great
question! And he answered it with "palliative printing." This is another of the events on the journey up the graph. Only
"palliative printing" is near the top end of the graph.
Gonzalo correctly points to "palliative printing" as a wheelbarrow-enlarging event, which comes at the very end stage of a
hyperinflation. And he presents it as palliative to the people. But this printing is usually most palliative to the government
and its expanding rank of stooges. Sure, there will be "welfare" along the way, but for the most part the freshly printed cash
will buy the most goods and services for the first hands it touches. And then less for the second. And even less for the third
and so on. And this prime purchasing power will be mostly reserved for the government that prints it.
So these are two easily identifiable monetary events. I haven't gone into them in much detail yet because there is a deeper
issue that we need to fully understand first. And that is the fundamental difference between digital money and physical
currency. 99% of everyone has no real understanding of the difference.
The few deflationists that think they understand what will happen will tell you to hoard a boatload of cash. This advice will
help you for maybe a week to a month. If you stored your emergency supplies like you should have, it won't help you much
at all. And if you hoard only cash in lieu of real stockpiles of necessities and gold, then you will have ______ yourself in the
end.
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I tend to think that the ideal amount of cash you want to be hoarding when the fire starts is about a month's worth of
expenses. Maybe a little more. But much more and you may have to juggle your cash back into your bank account as you
"wait" for the inevitable, and you will probably end up holding a large stockpile of cash after it becomes worthless. Any less
and you may miss out on some bargains during the week to a month that cash values exceed digital money. In any case, it's
good to have a little cash under the mattress.
The week I'm referring to is the much-ballyhooed "bank holiday," while the Fed scrambles to get fresh cash out to the
banks. It will last anywhere from a few days to two weeks in my estimation. And during that time, cash will have more
value than plastic.
But to get where we are heading with this discussion, we must understand the fundamental difference between digital
money and cash as I said. Most simply stated, in our modern system – cash is to digital money – as gold was to cash –
during the gold standard years. Let this sink in.
Cash will become worthless, unlike gold after the 1971 parity split. So what will happen to digital money (today's "1970's
dollar")? And what will become of gold?
Digital money is the same as what I call "credit money" or "balance sheet money." It is "thin air money." But… there is a
fundamental difference between "thin air money" from a private bank and "thin air money" from the Fed. A HUGE
difference. More on this in a moment.
When a bank creates money "from thin air" it is creating a liability upon itself. It owes a dollar. Yes, it owes a physical
dollar once it creates new "balance sheet money" "from thin air." And unless it can legally print that physical dollar (which
only the Fed can), then it must earn that physical dollar it now owes.
So if you borrow a dollar from a bank which it conjures on its balance sheet "from thin air," and then you walk out with a
physical dollar, that bank is now short one dollar. But on the asset side of its balance sheet it has a note that says you owe
the bank $1.10, which is why the bank let you walk out with that dollar.
But if you borrow a dollar from the bank and leave it in your account, then the bank still owes you a physical dollar while
you owe the bank a physical $1.10. And when you pay the butcher with a $1 check and the butcher deposits that check into
another bank, all that does is transfers your 'physical $1 claim against your bank' to the other bank. Your bank now owes the
butcher's bank a physical dollar. And that other bank owes the butcher a physical dollar.
Now if the butcher pays the baker a dollar for a loaf of bread, with a check, and the baker deposits that check in your bank
(you and the baker have the same bank), then that cancels out the physical dollar your bank owes the butcher's bank. And
the butcher's bank no longer owes the butcher a physical dollar either.
So as you can see, "thin air money" is really just the 'physical dollar debt' of the banks that gets shifted around from bank to
bank. So imagine if the bank were to write itself a big profit. All it would essentially be doing is saying, "I owe myself a
dollar." You should try this. Make a balance sheet and oblige yourself to pay yourself a million dollars. Then go see if you
can spend it!
I tried this once. Trust me that it doesn't work!
So all this digital money that everyone thinks has replaced physical cash is actually fundamentally inferior to physical cash
in a **SIMILAR** way to how physical dollars were fundamentally inferior to physical gold in 1970.
But the big difference between then and now is that physical dollars CAN be created at will. BY THE FED! Gold,
obviously, cannot.
Now let's get back to those excess reserves held at the Fed for a moment. They are FED liabilities, which are different from
private bank liabilities. Fed liabilities are fundamentally different because the Fed can print gold, or at least gold's
equivalent in today's banking system. The Fed can print physical dollars. So Fed liabilities are contractual obligations to
PRINT gold, I mean physical dollars, while private bank liabilities (M1, M2 etc…) are all contractual obligations to EARN
or find (or collect) physical dollars.
So what happens when the banks can't earn the dollars that everyone thinks they have on deposit?
Someone commented:
…at some point the people lose the faith and begin turning over the money stock trying to grab real wealth. The timeframe
of this switch in behavior is still up for debate with me.
As I say, I've kinda given up on the timing angle. Not only because this is impossible to time, but because I've finally
realized that it doesn't matter. These goofballs that keep saying they know the timing and it's years away couldn't be more
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wrong. Yet they look like geniuses every time it doesn't come. Timing is a fool's game because hyperinflation is like an
earthquake. It could hit at any moment once it is overdue.
Another comment:
…but the printing of physical currency is one of the last stages in the game.
No it's not. The printing of physical currency will be the central theme all the way up that curved graph. Hopefully above
you got the point that digital currency is simply a promise by private institutions to find you a physical dollar that they don't
yet have. Digital currency only circulates as a tethered unit, tethered to the institutional circuit of banks. Imagine a dog run,
where you put your dog's leash on a taut steel cable and your dog thinks it is running free, but it is really tethered the whole
way down the run. This is how digital currency circulates. When you transfer a digital payment to someone, your bank and
their bank are the ones that actually agree to a new debt between each other.
This is important because it happens billions of times a day. But let's envision a large international wire transfer to make the
point clear. Let's say you want to wire a million bucks to your buddy in Hong Kong. The wire may go through in a day, but
what has actually happened? What happened was that your bank promised the bank in HK that it would ship over a million
physical dollars! And the HK bank accepted that promise at full value before it handed your friend a million bucks.
No specially designed or officially approved electrons crossed the ocean through the wires. There was not physical
"transfer." Only an agreement between two banks. An agreement to ship a million physical dollars! Now as I said, this
happens billions of times a day and most of the agreements are cancelled out by promises in the opposite direction. But
whatever is left unsettled ultimately gets settled in physical dollars.
If the two banks are in the Federal Reserve system then the unsettled portion is settled by transferring cash held at the Fed.
Some of those reserves at the Fed get moved over from Bank A's account to Bank B's. But remember, reserves held at the
Fed are the same as cash, because the Fed prints cash. I can't stress this enough. This is what BACKS the whole entire
system… that the Fed prints cash. Cash backs the system. Physical cash. It is the reserve, just like gold used to be the
reserve. There is NO SUCH THING as digital money that has replaced physical cash. It is an illusion!
And just because we have all bought into the modern banking system illusion of "digital currency" does not make it any
more real. How real it is or isn't will be revealed when the system starts getting stressed! When institutions will no longer
take the promise of another institution on the other side of the planet at full value!
Right now the Fed is barely maintaining institutional confidence by throwing around guarantees like they are nothing. But
what do you think all these guarantees actually mean at their very core? They are all, every one of them, guarantees to
print physical cash at the end of the day. This is what lubricates the whole international free market. The confidence that
HK bank has that the US bank will ship physical cash if need be.
I realize that this is practically INVISIBLE to most of you, in a way similar to the allegory about the Peruvian Indians that
could not see the Spanish ships when they first arrived because they had no prior knowledge of any such things existing.
Because today you value that "digital currency" just the same as cash. Maybe you even value it more! So how can the HK
bank possibly value physical cash more than promises from an American private bank?
Well, once your wire goes through, your buddy in HK will have the option to walk in with a suitcase and get that cash. That
is a physical asset the bank is holding. And it will release that physical asset to your buddy on the promise that it can get
more from your bank at a later time. If someone else sends a wire for another million and the HK bank doesn't have enough
cash on hand left over, it could create a credibility problem for that bank, right?
Another comment:
…does the printing of physical currency require a banking panic leading to a bank run leading to a bank holiday?
I think your question is, Is a bank holiday inevitable, unavoidable? I believe it is. And here's why.
As I have said, hyperinflation starts before the first new dollar is even printed. It is a nasty little collapse of confidence in the
currency (and its banking system) that begins in the hidden little corners you never even considered.
Remember above I said that the HK bank accepted the promise from the US bank at face value? Well let's say that
something has just happened in the markets somewhere that shook them up. Let's say that everyone is a little uneasy about
something that just occurred. Maybe it was something strange at a Treasury auction, or… who knows? Anyway, at some
point there is going to be a risk premium for accepting institutional promises of delivery of something physical in the future.
That HK bank knows it will have to cough up the cash today if it accepts the wire, but it may not see the replacement cash
for a week. Will that cash in a week be worth the same as the cash going out the door today? Probably. But if there's a
chance that it won't, then there is a risk premium to be charged. This is one hidden little corner where that nasty
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hyperinflation bug may first appear.
Once the time factor begins to present a perceived risk to the institutional banking system, it's all over. The system will need
a large infusion of physical cash. Each and every "digital currency unit" is a debt of a physical dollar, backed by a debt,
backed by a debt, backed by a debt and so on. It is a very long chain. And like all chains, it is only as strong as its weakest
link! And there are a lot of weak links out there. The FDIC says about 800 of them right now if you believe the FDIC.
When one of these weak links breaks, it will not be enough to simply feed the cash to that broken link. The time factor will
come into play. The Fed will have to ship physical dollars to ALL the links in the broken chain at once to avoid a panic. This
will require a large infusion of physical cash.
Luckily this is possible today! Cash is the reserve, and cash can be created at will!!
Back in the 30's, gold was the reserve, but gold could not be created at will. If it could have been, then they would have just
closed the banks long enough to truck enough gold out to the banks. And it's not just the customers lining up outside the
banks that forces this action. It’s the interbank settlement process and the interbank confidence that lubricates this process.
And eventually it will also include the larger retailers, who operate with a huge degree of confidence in the bank clearing
system.
Think about the amount of promises a large grocery chain takes in every day with the confidence that settlement will happen
before it needs to pay its obligations. The whole economy is like this. Whether one realizes it or not, the whole economy is
operating on the confidence of the ultimate delivery of physical cash in the clearing process.
How about a gas giant like Shell? Think of all the "digital money" promises it takes in with faith in the clearing system to
clear all imbalances each night.
There will come a point very quickly after confidence is shaken by some event, that physical cash will start to carry a small
premium over digital money. This will be the time factor rearing its ugly head. I know of one cigarette shop that advertises a
"cash price" in the window! This store charges less if you pay cash! That's not because of the time factor, of course… yet!
But at some point those signs will start showing up at more places.
Today most vendors will eat the 2% it costs them to accept digital money. But what about when that cost rises due to the
time factor risk premium? If someone pays you in cash today, you can go to the grocery tonight and buy food with it. If
someone pays you with plastic, it will take a couple days before Visa deposits 98% of that amount in your bank account.
Will your bank have any physical dollars then? So that you can recoup the lost 2%+ by getting the better cash price at the
grocery?
Once this time factor settles in it will spread very quickly. The cigarette seller will prefer cash and will give you a discount
for it so that he can go quickly and get the cash discount from the grocer. The banks will need loads of physical cash at this
point. And they already have some of what they will need, sitting in excess reserves at the Fed.
The First Mechanism for Extra Zeros
How much will the Fed have to print up, and how fast? Unfortunately, $1 trillion in $100 bills is still 10 billion physical
notes. If the Fed tried to print that, all in hundreds, in one week, that would require a printing rate of 1 million notes per
minute, or 17,000 per second, 24 hours a day for a week. In other words, it is impossible.
But there is a simple solution! It's been used many times before and thus has many precedents. The euro already has € 200
and € 500 notes, presently trading for $254 and $636 respectively against the dollar. So it wouldn't be a huge leap for the
Fed to print $500 and $1,000 notes instead of $50's and $100's in an attempt to hold the banking system together. It's
actually a no-brainer. It reduces the printing time by a factor of 10!
Now instead of 1 million per minute, it's only 100,000 per minute. Well, that might be tough too. So it'll probably take a
couple weeks and even then be an insufficient amount.
There's another option as well. They've got all those new $100 bills already printed. They could release the new bills at
100:1 on the old bills. Most people don't see this as hyperinflationary. They think of it as "issuing a new currency." So
what's the difference between the two? There is NO DIFFERENCE!
Issuing the new $100's at 100:1 would be the same as issuing a $10,000 note. Same exact thing. But you must realize, it's
not the notes that are driving the collapse (hyperinflation), it's THE OTHER WAY AROUND.
The hyperinflation is driving the need for the notes! So simply issuing the new $100 at 100:1 would not be an instantaneous
devaluation of the dollar against all goods and services. No, they are rising at their own rate, REQUIRING a $10,000 note!
Whatever you could previously get for $100, like a banana, would still be $100 in old dollars (for a few minutes anyway)
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after the new currency is issued. Most people don't think about it this way.
They think of the issue of new currency as "solving the problem" or "stopping the collapse." They think it would cause an
immediate 100:1 revaluation of all goods and services allowing the monetary authority "to get ahead of the hyperinflation"
and stop it dead in its tracks. No, it doesn't work this way. Issuing a new currency is only a very temporary fix and worst of
all, it feeds fuel to the fire.
Hyperinflation is very hard to stop once it starts. The only way you can stop it is by switching to a harder currency. But
unfortunately for the dollar, this will not be a realistic option.
If the dollar tries to peg itself to a new parity with gold (a new "emergency" gold standard) in the middle of the
hyperinflation process, it will experience a run on any gold it puts up as backing. Imagine if Zimbabwe had tried to stop
hyperinflation by opening a "gold window," selling gold at a fixed price in Zim dollars. (See image at the top!)
In Zimbabwe, they only stopped the hyperinflation by officially switching to a harder currency, the US dollar. But what
currency could the dollar switch to? The euro? This is a possibility, but more likely the hyperinflation will simply run its
course over a few months and by that point we'll ALL understand Freegold.
Sincerely,
FOFOA
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Monday, September 13, 2010
Just Another Hyperinflation Post - Part 3

Let's try this one more time. Let's look at it from a purely conceptual angle. Most of the following discussion will not be a
proof of the inevitability of hyperinflation, but merely the proper way to view the flow of capital in a panic while analyzing
the probability that it will be called "hyperinflation" in hindsight, after the fact. This is what seems to be most lacking in the
descriptions I read from those who cannot accept that fiat currencies always end the same way, and that the dollar has
reached the end of its timeline.
To get there, I will walk you through several visualized metaphors in an attempt to build a workable mental image of
hyperinflation. Hopefully you will be able to use this mental imagery when analyzing the deflationists' claims that it simply
cannot happen to the US dollar.
So first, I would like you to imagine two flat, parallel planes. Those that know M theory can envision two membranes, very
close to each other but only touching at a single point:
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The top plane we'll call "the monetary plane" and the bottom one will be "the physical plane." And just so that we don't get
confused with "the flat Earth society," those of you with advanced visualization skills can picture this same scheme as a
globe with a membrane (or a Matrix of sorts) wrapped around it but not actually touching:
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Now, for the purpose of this visualization exercise, I am going to challenge your definition of the word "money." In all
likelihood you think of money as that which is substituted in the middle of a barter exchange. Something like this:

There is no right or wrong definition of the word "money," there are only poorly defined uses and clearly defined uses of the
word. In the context of any single discussion, it is better to use a clear definition than to simply rely on everyone's common
understanding.
In this discussion I will be talking about "the monetary plane," and in this context the word "money" refers to BOTH the
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medium of exchange and all forms of wealth reserves that exist in this "monetary plane." That is, "money" in this discussion
is the medium of exchange PLUS any store of value that is not found in "the physical plane" of existence. Hopefully this is
clear enough so that I don't have to add another three pages of descriptions.
In antiquity, the monetary plane didn't even exist. All wealth was held in the physical plane. In fact, even the medium of
exchange was in the physical plane back then. So in that way, it was actually a barter exchange of one physical item for
another, even if the other physical item was a chunk of gold. That chunk of gold existed in the physical plane. And for the
purpose of this particular discussion, I hope this distinction is clear.
In today's monetary plane, enormous amounts of wealth are held as "someone else's thoughts of value" not value itself. And
as ANOTHER once said, "time moves the minds of people to change, and with this, the thoughts of value also change. In
this day, as not in the past, the loss of paper value as a concept will destroy the very foundation of wealth that this economic
system is built on. This drama has started and is well underway!"
Credibility Inflation
Referring to my post, during times of credibility inflation the monetary plane swells large along with its credibility. One way
to picture this is an hourglass, as I did in Gold is Wealth:

The top of the hourglass is the monetary plane and the bottom is the physical plane. And during times of credibility
inflation, sand accumulates in great quantities in the top. Here are my pyramids representing the two planes from that same
post, stacked on top of each other in a visual similar to the hourglass:
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As I said in my Credibility Inflation post, the latest period of credibility inflation ran from 1980 until 2007. Since then, the
credibility of the monetary plane has been deflating against the protestations of the Fed and CNBC. That doesn't necessarily
mean the sand has gone down the hourglass yet, but its desire to cross the "bottleneck" is growing as the credibility of the
top part deflates.
The stage for this was already set when the top swelled too large for the bottom to handle over the past 30 years:
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Gravity alone would have brought it down gradually but for the managed perception of credibility that was holding it up,
even as pressure built. But with credibility now deflating (that's the REAL deflation) it's anybody's guess when the pressure
of over-inflation will bring it exploding downward with a force much greater than gravity alone. It's overdue at this point,
kinda like The Big One in LA.
Some of you may have already figured out that hyperinflation, in my visualization, will be the great flood under pressure
from the monetary plane back down to the physical plane of existence. And you may have noticed that this great flood must
pass through a "bottleneck" of sorts to get where it's going. And perhaps you surmised that, if under enough pressure, this
hyper-flow could actually BREAK the fragile neck in the middle of the hourglass.
In my pyramid above, taken from my Gold is Wealth post, I have that "neck" represented by gold. That's because that
particular post was more about my #1 topic, Freegold, while this post is about my #2 (of 2) topic, hyperinflation. So for the
purpose of this post, I will change that "bridge" between the monetary plane and the physical plane to dollars. For the
bottom I'll use physical dollars, since they do actually exist in the physical plane. And I'll change the second layer on the top
to "broad money," representing "balance sheet money," M1, M2, M3, MZM, TMS etc…
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Now when I say we have already hyperinflated the $IMFS (the Dollar International Monetary and Financial System) over
the last 30 years, I am referring to this whole top pyramid:
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When deflationists see monetary deflation, they are looking at this part, and they see the value of the dollar in this circle
rising:
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When they see price deflation, they are looking primarily at this part, and they see the value of real estate and other things in
there falling:
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But they are missing the significance of the bigger picture; that the credibility of the entire top of the pyramid is deflating.
And it was this credibility that was holding all that sand up there in the first place. With the value of the top red circle falling
and the value of the bottom red circle rising, the deflationists see "deflation."
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But what I see is the beginning of a capital flow, in one particular (and significant) direction:
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Legal tender laws mandate the medium of exchange, but they do not and cannot name the store of value. For that they rely
on credibility management by institutions like the Fed and CNBC. Jim Sinclair calls this MOPE. And it is the monetary
store of value that is on the move, not the medium of exchange. But thanks to legal tender laws the monetary store of value
must pass through (and be priced in) the medium of exchange, dollars, whenever it is on the move.
Thanks to our legal tender laws, in order for all that "wealth" at the top of the upper pyramid to escape to the bottom
pyramid it must pass through the dollar. But as this occurs, the dollar swells in value. It becomes "more expensive." It'll cost
you more derivatives to buy a dollar in order to pass through the neck of the hourglass. The dollar becomes a little bit harder
to get, and this starts to look like deflation to the deflationists.
Now I'm really not trying to gross you out in this next little bit. But in order to pass through my next explanation I am going
to have to carefully and delicately shift metaphors... without visual aids this time. ;)
As escape pressure builds in the upper regions of the upper pyramid, the legal tender dollar constricts its escape route like a
clinching sphincter muscle as its (the dollar's) price rises. And then all that value that escaped the upper region starts
collecting and compacting in the large intestine of Treasury Bonds, held in place only by the swollen sphincter that is the
swelling dollar.
Not that I hope you can relate to this metaphor – I'm sure some of you can – but what do you think happens when that "flow
restrictor" lets go, just a tad? Do you think "just a tad" escapes? Perhaps… at first. But with the Fed shoveling Ex-Lax (QE)
into the system like there's no tomorrow, what do you think the end result will be? Will it be a journey back up into the
stomach?
I know I haven't proven anything in this post. But I warned you at the beginning that was not the goal. The goal here, as I
stated at the top of this post, was to give you the proper way to view the flow of capital during a panic when analyzing the
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probability that it will be called "hyperinflation" after the fact.
Notice that there is nothing in this view about the addition of new dollars. There is nothing about printing wheelbarrows full
of money. All that stuff is secondary to the initial blast that explosively exits through a very small opening.
The lesson I hope you'll take from this story is simple. The next time a deflationist tells you there is no possible mechanism
for hyperinflation in the dollar, just show him your sphincter and say, "oh yeah?" ;)
This metaphor even holds for the Weimar hyperinflation. If we think about our 30 years of credibility inflation as "packing
the musket" for hyperinflation, then we can view the first year and a half of the Weimar three-year experience in the same
light: "packing the musket." From Wikipedia:
It is sometimes argued that Germany had to inflate its currency to pay the war reparations required under the Treaty of
Versailles, but this is misleading, because the treaty did not allow payment in German currency. The German currency was
relatively stable at about 60 Marks per US Dollar during the first half of 1921.[1]
But the "London ultimatum" in May 1921 demanded reparations in gold or foreign currency to be paid in annual
installments of 2,000,000,000 (2 billion) goldmarks plus 26 percent of the value of Germany's exports. The first payment
was paid when due in August 1921.[2] That was the beginning of an increasingly rapid devaluation of the Mark which fell
to less than one third of a cent by November 1921 (approx. 330 Marks per US Dollar).
The total reparations demanded was 132,000,000,000 (132 billion) goldmarks which was far more than the total German
gold or foreign exchange. An attempt was made by Germany to buy foreign exchange with Marks backed by treasury bills
and commercial debts, but that only increased the speed of devaluation. The monetary policy at this time was highly
influenced by the Chartalism, and was notably criticized at the time from economists ranging from John Maynard Keynes to
Ludwig von Mises.[3]
Yes, this is the same quote Mish used. Sounds pretty bad when you read that from August to November, in 1921, the Mark
fell to less than one third of a cent! But it sounds less bad when you realize that it fell from only one and two thirds of a
cent. That's like saying he fell to the bottom of the Grand Canyon without mentioning he was standing on an applebox at the
bottom of the Grand Canyon. To restate: during this period the German Mark fell from 1.67 cents to .33 cents. Only an 80%
fall. This was Germany's "packing the musket" phase, similar to our 30 years of credibility inflation.
At this point the Mark looked the same, and it actually stabilized for the next 6 months! But the musket was already packed,
just waiting for the collapse of confidence. And the collapse of confidence is what brought hyperinflation to Germany. It
came halfway through 1922 after a conference with U.S. investment banker J. P. Morgan Jr. produced no workable solution
to Germany's problems. Here's the next part of the Wikipedia article that Mish didn't include:
During the first half of 1922 the Mark stabilized at about 320 Marks per Dollar accompanied by international reparations
conferences including one in June 1922 organized by U.S. investment banker J. P. Morgan, Jr.[4] When these meetings
produced no workable solution, the inflation changed to hyperinflation and the Mark fell to 8000 Marks per Dollar by
December 1922.
This came later, as a reflex to the collapse of confidence
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Hyperinflation was the result of the collapse of confidence after the conferences failed. The wheelbarrows that soon
followed were the effect of this collapse of confidence, not the cause. The initial printing in 1921 "packed the musket." The
loss of confidence in mid-1922 fired the musket. And then the real printing began out of necessity! By November of 1923
wheelbarrows were no longer big enough. The banks were counting their money by the ton.
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An Afterthought
I realize that some of you are going to complain about "physical commodities" being on the top pyramid of my visuals.
They are there as a class of speculative investments with its value anchored in the industrial use of those commodities which
fluctuates along with the health of the economy. This industrial use value will disappear, at least temporarily, during a
hyperinflation. And the actual commodities will retain an appropriate value through the hyperinflation out to the other side.
But if they are bid up by speculation prior to the hyperinflationary event, their final value on the other side may actually be
lower in real terms, even if it is much higher in nominal terms.
A monetary commodity, on the other hand, like gold, will rise because its value is anchored in the MONETARY use of the
metal, as seen on the ECB balance sheet. So as you are deciding on a metal in which to ride this thing out, ask yourself in
which function, monetary or industrial, is its value anchored. And you might just want to follow in the footsteps of the
Giants, because they are clear and large, and easy to follow.
Sincerely,
FOFOA
For more on the gold angle in the above discussion, please read:
All Paper is STILL a short position on gold 3/23/09
Gold is Wealth 11/21/09
and Gold: The Ultimate Wealth Reserve 12/29/09
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Friday, September 24, 2010
The Shoeshine Boy

To set up this post I will share with you two brief predictions I recently received by email. These were both in email blind
copied to large groups of recipients that included me. The two senders do not know each other. In fact, their only connection
is that they are both supporters of my blog on the highest order, I know what they each do for a living (very respectable),
and I therefore hold them both in high regard:
Email 1:
This is a very orderly secular bull market. The bubble, that WILL come, is still about 2 or 3 inches to the right of the margin
on the right side of this chart...
Email 2:
Perhaps we are talking about the first general realization among the investing public that the Fed cannot/will not rescue us
with their magic wands and QEs… This may be it, the beginning of Stage 2 of gold's rally, where the smart money starts
moving in. Stage 3 is next when the shoeshine boy tells you: Buy gold!
For those of you that don't know the meaning of the shoeshine boy reference, JFK's father, Joe Kennedy claimed that he
knew it was time to get out of stocks in 1929 when he received investing tips from a shoeshine boy. Ever since, the
shoeshine boy has been the metaphor for "time to get out"; for the end of the mania phase in which everyone, even the
shoeshine boy, wants in.
Joe Kennedy
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Joe Kennedy's credibility on this "bubble top calling" issue is bolstered by the fact that from 1929 to 1935 his fortune went
from $50 million to $2.85 Billion in today's purchasing power. And the take-home lesson in this story is that it is time to sell
ANYTHING once the shoeshine boy is recommending it. Because the next phase is the blow off phase where the item in
question comes crashing back down.
Bubble Phases

And the fact that two of my favorite readers are now calling for an eventual bubble in gold reminded me that it has been 9 ½
months since I wrote Gold: The Ultimate Un-Bubble. Perhaps it is time for an update.
Now I'll grant that the point in both of the quotes above was that we are nowhere near the bubble top. And they were
addressed to people that are very jumpy when it comes to bubbles because they have been burned by a couple bubbles in
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recent history. But even so, I think they expose a fundamental misunderstanding of what is actually happening today.
How Gold will handle even the Shoeshine Boy
Before I get into what is actually happening with gold today, I want to show you WHY it is happening to gold. And WHY
gold is different. There's a unique thing that happens with gold. ANOTHER said it pretty clearly (even if still a bit cryptic)
in his very first post:
"Gold has always been funny in that way. So many people worldwide think of it as money, it tends to dry up as the price
rises."
In a future post I'll explain the context in which ANOTHER made this statement because it portends vast changes in the
international monetary system directly in front of us. (Remind me of this. I was going to include it here but the post grew
too long even without it. :) But for now, we need to look at why this statement is true. For this I turn to John Law. Well, not
the real John Law, but another pseudonymous blogger like me using his name back in 2006:
An illustration
Let's start by comparing two hypothetical cases.
In case A, a million Americans decide right now to move all their savings into Dell stock, buying at the current market price
no matter how high.
In case B, a million Americans decide right now to move all their savings into gold, buying at the current market price no
matter how high.
In both cases, let's say each of these test investors has an average of $10,000 in savings. So we are moving $10 billion.
Neither gold nor Dell can instantly absorb $10 billion without considerable short-term increases in price. Because it would
require us to predict precisely how other investors would react, we have no way to precisely compute the effects. But we
can describe them in general terms.
In case A, the conventional wisdom is right. Our test investors should expect to lose a lot of money.
This is because Dell has a stable equilibrium price which is set by the market's estimate of the future earning power (priceto-earnings ratio) of this fine corporation. Because it is not the result of any new information about Dell's business, the
short-term surge should not affect this long-term equilibrium.
Since there will almost certainly be a short-term price spike, many of the test investors will be buying at prices well above
the stable equilibrium. In fact, the more investors we add to the test, the more each one should expect to lose. Doh!
But there is no way to apply this analysis to case B.
Precious metals have no price-to-earnings ratio. With gold formally demonetized (that is, with no formal link between gold
prices and currencies such as the dollar, as there was until 1971), there is no stable way to price it. There is no obvious
equilibrium to which the gold price must converge.
It is true that gold has industrial uses. It can be priced on the basis of industrial supply and demand. The conventional
wisdom is that it is.
Thus we can say that gold, for example, is overvalued if gold miners are selling more gold than jewelry makers and other
industrial users want to buy. At present (with gold near $700), they probably are. So if you follow this reasoning, the right
investing decision is not to buy gold, but to sell it short.
But this just assumes that there is no investment demand for gold. On the basis of this assumption, it shows that gold is a
bad investment. Therefore there should be no demand for it.
Therefore, when our case B investors put $10 billion into gold, that money has to be used to bid gold away from its current
owners, many of whom already believe that the price of gold in dollars should be much higher than it is now.
So the result of case B is that the gold price will, as in case A, rise immediately. But it has no reason to fall back.
In fact, quite the opposite. Because the gold price is largely determined by investment demand, any increase in price is
evidence of increasing investment demand. Mining production, noninvestment jewelry demand, and industrial use are
relatively stable. Investment demand is a consequence of investors' opinion about the future price of gold - which is, as
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we've just noted, largely determined by investment demand.
This is not a circularity. It is a feedback loop. Austrian economists might call it a Misesian regression spiral.
Suppose you believe this. It's all well and good. But what does it really prove? Couldn't gold still be just another bubble?
And why should gold be a better investment because it has no earnings to price it by? This makes zero sense.
To answer these sensible objections, we need a few more tools.
Nash equilibrium analysis
The Nash equilibrium is one of the simplest and oldest concepts in game theory. (Nash is John Nash of A Beautiful Mind
fame.)
In game theory jargon, a "game" is any activity in which players can win or lose - such as, of course, financial markets. And
a "strategy" is just the player's process for making decisions.
A strategy for any game is a "Nash equilibrium" if, when every player in the game follows the same strategy, no player can
get better results by switching to a different strategy.
If you think about it for a moment, it should be fairly obvious that any market will tend to stabilize at a Nash equilibrium.
For example, pricing stocks and bonds by their expected future return (the standard Wall Street strategy of value investing)
is a Nash equilibrium. No market is infallible, and it's possible that one can make money by intentionally mispricing
securities. But this is only possible because other players make mistakes.
(Nash equilibrium analysis of financial markets is not some great new idea. It is standard economics. The only reason you
are reading a Nash equilibrium analysis of the interaction between precious metals and official currency now on the Web,
not 30 years ago in the New York Times, is that the Times gets its economics from real economists, not random bloggers,
and the profession of economics today is deeply tied to the institutions that manage the global economy. Real economists do
not, as a rule, spend time thinking up clever new reasons why the global financial system will inevitably collapse. They're
too busy trying to prevent it from doing so.)
What Nash equilibrium analysis tells us is that the "case B" approach is interesting, but inadequate. To look for Nash
equilibria in the precious metals markets, we need to look at strategies which everyone in the economy can follow.
Let's focus for a moment on everyone's favorite, gold. One obvious strategy - let's call it strategy G - is to treat only gold as
savings, and to value any other good either in terms of its direct personal value to you, or how much gold it is worth.
For example, if you followed strategy G, you would not think of the dollar as worthless. You would think of it as worth 45
milligrams, because that's how much gold you can trade one for.
What would happen if everyone in the world woke up tomorrow morning, got a cup of coffee, and decided to follow
strategy G?
They would probably notice that at 45mg per dollar, the broad US money supply M3, at about $10 trillion, is worth about
450,000 metric tons of gold; that all the gold mined in human history is about 150,000 tons; and that official US gold
reserves are 8136 tons.
They would therefore conclude that, if everyone else is following strategy G, it will be difficult for everyone to obtain 45mg
of gold in exchange for each dollar they own.
Fortunately, there is no need to follow the experiment further. Of course it's not realistic that everyone in the world would
switch to strategy G on the same day.
The important question is just whether strategy G is stable. In other words, is it a realistic possibility that everyone in the
world could price all their savings in gold? Is strategy G in fact a Nash equilibrium?
There are no market forces that would tend to destabilize it. Or are there? Actually, it turns out that we've skipped a step in
our little analysis.
Levitating collectibles
The problem is that the exact same analysis works just as well for any standardized and widely available asset.
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For example, let's try it with condoms. Our benchmark of all value will be the standard white latex condom. We can have a
"strategy C" in which everyone measures the worth of all their assets in terms of the number of condoms they exchange for.
Cash payments will be made in secure electronic claims to allocated boxes of condoms, held in high-security condom vaults
in the condom district of Zurich. And so on.
This is obviously ridiculous. But why? Why does the same analysis seem to make sense for gold, but no sense for condoms?
It's because we've ignored one factor: new production.
Let's step back for a moment and look at why people "invest" in gold in the first place. Obviously they expect its price to go
up - in other words, they are speculating. But as we've seen, in the absence of investment the gold price would be
determined only by industrial supply and demand, a fairly stable market. So why does the investment get started in the first
place? Does it just somehow generate itself?
What's happening is that the word "investment" is concealing two separate motivations for buying gold.
One is speculation - a word that has negative associations in English, but is really just the normal entrepreneurial process
that stabilizes any market by pushing it toward equilibrium.
The other is saving. We can define saving as the intertemporal transfer of wealth. A person saves when she owns valuable
goods now, but wishes to enjoy their value later.
The saver has to decide what good to hold for whatever time she is saving across. Of course, the duration of saving may be,
and generally is, unknown.
And of course, every saver has no choice but to be a speculator. The saver always wants to maximize her savings' value, as
defined by the goods she actually intends to consume when she uses the savings. For example, if our saver is an American
retiree living in Argentina, and intends to spend her savings on local products, her strategy will be to maximize the number
of Argentine pesos she can trade her savings for.
Here are five points to understand about saving.
One is that since people will always want to shift value across time, there will always be saving. The level of pure
entrepreneurial speculation in the world can vary arbitrarily. But saving is a human absolute.
Two is that savers need not be concerned at all with the direct personal utility of a medium of saving. Our example saver has
little use for a big hunk of gold. Her plan is to exchange it for tango lessons and huge, delicious steaks.
Three is that from the saver's perspective, there is no artificial line between "money" and "non-money." Anything she can
buy now and sell later can be used as a medium of saving. She may have to make two trades to spend her savings - for
example, if our saver's medium of saving is a house, she has to trade the house for pesos, then the pesos for goods. If she
saves directly in pesos, she only has to make one trade. And clearly trading costs, as in the case of a house, may be
nontrivial. But she just factors this into her model of investment performance. There is no categorical distinction.
Four is that if any asset happens to work well as a medium of saving, it may attract a flow of savings that will distort the
"natural" market valuation of that asset.
Five is that since there will always be saving, there will always be at least one asset whose price it distorts.
Let's see what happens when that asset is condoms. Suppose everyone in the world does adopt strategy C, just as in our
earlier example they adopted strategy G. What will happen?
Just as we predicted with gold, there will be massive condom buying. Since condom manufacturers were not expecting their
product to be used as a store of wealth, demand will vastly exceed supply. The price of condoms will skyrocket.
Strategy C looks like a self-fulfilling prophecy. Condoms will indeed become a costly and prized asset. And the first savers
whose condom trades executed will see the purchasing power of their condom portfolios soar. This is a true condom boom.
Let's call this effect - the increase in price of a good because of its use as a medium of saving - "levitation."
Sadly, condom levitation is unsustainable. The price surge will stimulate manufacturers to action. Since there is no condom
cartel - anyone can open a factory and start making condoms - the manufacturers have no hope of maintaining the levitated
condom price. They will produce as many condoms as they can, as fast as possible, to cash in on the levitation premium.
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Levitation, in other words, triggers inventory growth. Let's call the inventory growth of a levitated good "debasement." In a
free condom market, debasement will counteract levitation completely. It will return the price of a condom to its cost of
production (including risk-adjusted capital cost, aka profit). In the long run, there is no reason why anyone who wants
condoms cannot have as many as he or she wants at production cost.
Of course, condom holders will realize quickly that their condoms are being debased. They will pull their savings out,
probably well before debasement returns the price of a condom to the cost of producing one.
We can call the decrease in price of an asset due to the flow of savings out of it "delevitation." In our example, debasement
causes delevitation, but it is not the only possible cause - savings can move between assets for any number of reasons. If
savers sell their condoms to buy Google stock, the effect on the condom price is exactly the same.
Because condom debasement is inevitable, and will inevitably trigger delevitation, savers have a strong incentive to
abandon strategy C. This means it is not a Nash equilibrium.
The whole sad story will end in a condom glut and a condom bust. The episode will be remembered as a condom bubble. In
fact, if we replace condoms with tulips, this exact sequence of events happened in Holland in 1637.
So why won't it happen with gold?
The obvious difference is that gold is an element. Absent significant transmutation or extraterrestrial trade, the number of
gold atoms on Earth is fixed. All humans can do is move them around for our own convenience - in other words, collect
them. So we can call gold a "collectible."
Because it cannot be produced, the price of a collectible is arbitrary. It is just a consequence of the prices that people who
want to own it assign to it. Obviously, the collectible will end up in the hands of those who value it highest.
Since the global bullion inventory is 150,000 tons, and 2500 tons are mined every year, it is easy to do a little division and
calculate a current "debasement rate" of 1.66% for gold.
But this is wrong. Gold mining is not debasement in the same sense as condom production, which does not deplete any fixed
supply of potential condoms. In fact, it only takes a mild idealization of reality to eliminate gold mining entirely.
Gold is mined from specific deposits, whose extent and extraction cost geologists can estimate in advance. In financial
terms, gold "in the ground" can be modeled as a call option. Ownership of X ounces of unmined gold which will cost $Y per
ounce to extract is equivalent to a right to buy X ounces of bullion at $Y per ounce.
Since this ownership right can be bought and sold, just as the ownership of bullion can, why bother to actually dig the gold
up? In theory, it is just as valuable sitting where it is.
In the form of stock in mining companies which own the extraction rights, unmined gold competes with bullion for savings.
Because a rising gold price makes previously uneconomic deposits profitable to mine - like options becoming "in the
money" - the total value of all gold on earth does increase at a faster rate than the gold price. But the effect is not extreme.
2006 USGS figures show 30,000 tons of global gold reserves. This number would certainly increase with a much higher
gold price - USGS reports 90,000 tons of currently uneconomic "reserve base" - but the gold inventory increase would be
nowhere near proportional to the increase in price.
In practice, modeling unmined gold as options is too simple. Gold discovery and mining is a complex and political business.
The important point is that rises in the gold price, even dramatic rises, propagate freely into the price of unmined gold and
do not generate substantial surges of new gold. For example, the price of gold has more than doubled since 2001, but world
gold production peaked in that year.
The result is that gold can still levitate stably. Even if new savings flow into gold stops entirely, debasement will be mild.
The cyclic response typical of noncollectible commodities such as sugar (or condoms), or theoretical collectibles whose
sources are not in practice scarce (such as aluminum) is unlikely.
Of course, if savings flow out of gold for their own reasons, it can trigger a self-reinforcing panic. Delevitation is not to be
confused with debasement. Again, it is important to remember that debasement is not the only cause of delevitation.
What we have still not explained is why gold, which is clearly already levitated, should spontaneously tend to levitate more,
rather than either staying in the same place or delevitating. Just because gold can levitate doesn't mean it will.
Money in the real world
In case it's not obvious, what we've just done is to put together a logical explanation of money, using gold as an example,
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and using only made-up terms like "collectible" and "levitation" to avoid the trap of defining money in terms of itself.
Now let's apply this theory to the money we use today - dollars, euros, and so on.
Today's official money is an "artificial collectible." Money production is limited by legal violence, not natural rarity. If in
our condom example, the condom market was patrolled by a global condom mafia which got medieval with any
unauthorized condom producers, it would resemble the market for official currency. No one can print Icelandic kronor in the
Ukraine, Australian dollars in Pakistan, or Mexican pesos in Algeria.
It may be distasteful to hardcore libertarians, but this method of controlling the money supply is effective. There is minimal
unlicensed production of new money - also known as counterfeiting.
It should also be clear from our discussion of gold that there is nothing, in principle, wrong with artificial paper money. The
whole point of money is that its "real value" is irrelevant. In principle, an artificial money supply can be much more stable
than a naturally restricted resource such as gold.
In practice, unfortunately, it has not worked out that way.
Artificial money is a political product. Its problems are political problems. It does no one any good to separate economic
theory from political reality.
Governments have always had a bad habit of debasing their own monetary systems. Historically, every monetary system in
which money creation was a state prerogative has seen debasement. Of course, no one in government is unaware that
debasement causes problems, or that it does not create any real value. But it often trades off short-term solutions for longterm problems. The result is an addictive cycle that's hard to escape.
Most governments have figured out that it's a bad idea to just print new money and spend it. Adding new money directly to
the government budget spreads it widely across the economy and drives rapid increases in consumer prices. Since
government always rests on popular consent, all governments (democratic or not) are concerned with their own popularity.
High consumer prices are rarely popular.
There is an English word that used to mean "debasement," whose meaning somehow changed, during a generally unpleasant
period in history, to mean "increase in consumer prices," and has since come to mean "increase in consumer prices as
measured, through a process whose opacity makes chocolate look transparent, by a nonpartisan agency whose objectivity is
above any conceivable question, so of course we won't waste our time questioning it." The word begins with "i" and ends
with "n." Because of its interesting political history, I prefer to avoid it.
It should be clear that what determines the value of money, for a completely artificial collectible with no industrial utility, is
the levitation rate: the ratio of savings demand to monetary inventory. Increasing the monetary inventory has a predictable
effect on this calculation. Consumer price increases are a symptom; debasement is the problem.
Debasement is always objectively equivalent to taxation. There is no objective difference between confiscating 10% of
existing dollar inventory and giving it to X, and printing 11% of existing dollar inventory and giving it to X. The only
subjective difference is the inertial psychological attachment to today's dollar prices, and this can easily be reset by
renaming and redenominating the currency. Redenomination is generally used to remove embarrassing zeroes - for example,
Turkey recently replaced each million old lira with one new lira - but there is no obstacle in principle to a 10%
redenomination.
The advantage of debasement over confiscation is entirely in the public relations department. Debasement is the closest
thing to the philosopher's stone of government, an invisible tax. In the 20th century, governments made impressive progress
toward this old dream. It is no accident that their size and power grew so dramatically as well. If we imagine John F.
Kennedy having to raise taxes to fund the space program, or George W. Bush doing the same to occupy Iraq, we imagine a
different world.
The immediate political problem with debasement is that it shows up in rising consumer prices, as whoever has received the
new money spends it. If we think of all markets as auction markets, like EBay, it should be clear how this happens.
Debasement and investment
We haven't even seen the most pernicious effect of debasement.
Debasement violates the whole point of money: storage of value. As such, it gives savers an incentive to find other assets to
store their savings in.
In other words, debasement drives real investment. In a debasing monetary system, savers recognize that holding money is a
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loser. They look for other assets to buy.
The consensus among Americans today is that monetary savings instruments like passbook accounts, money market funds,
or CDs are lame. The real returns are in stocks and housing. [Written in 2006]
When we debasement-adjust for M3, we see the reasons for this. Real non-monetary assets like stocks and housing are the
only investments that have a chance of preserving wealth. Purely monetary savings are just losing value.
The financial and real estate industries, of course, love this. But that doesn't mean it's good for the rest of us.
The problem is that stocks and housing are more like condoms than they are like gold. When official currency is not a good
store of store value, savings look for another outlet. Stocks and housing become slightly monetized. But the free market,
though it cannot create new official currency or new gold, can create new stocks and new housing.
The result is a wave of bubbles with an unfortunate resemblance to our condom example. When stocks are extremely
overvalued, as they were in 2000, one sign is a wave of dubious IPOs. When housing is overvalued, we see a rash of new
condos. All this is just our old friend, debasement.
This debasement pressure answers one question we asked earlier: why should gold tend to levitate, rather than delevitate?
Why is the feedback loop biased in the upward direction?
The answer is just that the same force is acting on gold as on stocks and housing. The market is searching for a new money.
It will tend to increase the price of any asset that can store savings.
The difference between precious metals and stocks or housing is just our original thesis. Stocks and housing do not succeed
as money. Holding all savings as stocks or housing is not a Nash equilibrium strategy. Holding savings as precious metals,
as we've seen, is.
Presumably the market will eventually discover this. In fact, it brings us to our most interesting question: why hasn't it
already? Why are precious metals still considered an unusual, fringe investment?
The politics of money
What I'm essentially claiming is that there's no such thing as a gold bubble.
This assertion may surprise people who remember 1980. But markets do not, in general, think. Most investors, even pros
who control large pools of money, have a very weak understanding of economics. The version of economics taught in
universities has been heavily influenced by political developments over the last century. And your average financial
journalist understands finance about the way a cat understands astrophysics.
The result is that historically, the market has had no particular way to distinguish a managed delevitation from an inevitable
bubble. Because of Volcker's victory, and the defeat of millions of investors who bet on a dollar collapse, the financial world
spent the next twenty years assuming that there was some kind of fundamental cap on the gold price, despite the lack of any
logical chain of reasoning that would predict any such thing.
Even now, there is no shortage of pro-gold writers who predict gold at $1000, $2000 or $3000 an ounce, as though they had
some formula, like the P/E ratio for stocks, that computed a stable equilibrium at this level. Of course, they do not. They are
only expressing their intuitive feeling that gold is very, very cheap right now, and tempering it with the desire to be taken
seriously.
Gold's main weapon is one we alluded to already: a sudden, self-reinforcing, and complete collapse of the dollar. In a
nutshell, the problem with the dollar is that it's brittle. When Volcker did his thing, the US was a net creditor nation with a
balance-of-payments surplus. Its financial system was relatively small and stable. And it had much more control over the
economic policies of its trading partners - the political relationship between the US and China is very different from the old
US/Japanese tension.
For the Fed, what is really frightening is not a high gold price, but a rapid increase in the gold price. Momentum in gold is
the logical precursor to a self-sustaining gold panic. If the US federal government was a perfectly executed and utterly
malevolent conspiracy to dominate the world, let's face it. The world wouldn't stand a chance. In reality, it's neither. So a lot
of things happen in the world that Washington doesn't want to see happen, and that it could easily prevent. Anticipating
surprises is not its strength. [1]
Holy Cannoli, Batman! I think this is the longest "snip" I've ever used in a post. Nine pages in Word, just for that quote. And
I even edited several pages out of it, "to tighten it up!" I hope you enjoyed it.
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To recap, a rising gold price is evidence of increasing investment demand, which confirms the belief of those that already
invested in gold that it was a good investment. And because investment demand is over and above the relatively stable
industrial supply and demand dynamic, any new investment dollars must bid gold away from its current owners. And
because saving in gold is a Nash Equilibrium, the price will rise very high. And because gold is THE monetary metal with
the highest monetary to industrial use ratio, it will have no reason to fall back when it reaches its top.
And, as ANOTHER said, "So many people worldwide think of it as money, it tends to dry up as the price rises."
Stock, Flow, Supply and Demand
Let's try a little thought experiment and see where it leads us. This might be a bit of a mind bender and a challenge for me to
articulate, but what the heck, we're already 11 pages into this thing. Why stop now?
Let's think of all the physical gold in the world in the same terms as our price discovery markets classify the gold they hold
secure for private parties. (You do know that the gold for sale does not belong to the exchanges, don't you?) There is that
gold which is "eligible" for delivery. And in our experiment this would be all the physical gold in the world. It is ALL
"eligible" to be handed to someone else in exchange for something else. (The only requirement for eligibility in our thought
experiment being that it is a physical object made of gold.) And then there is the gold that is actually "registered" for
delivery. In our case this would be the gold that is up for sale or expected to go up soon.
So "eligible" is the "stock" and "registered" (for delivery) is the "flow," sort of. (Yes, I know that flow would mean the gold
coming out of the ground and then being used up in jewelry and electronics if gold was like other commodities, but it's not,
so get over it.)
Now what I just wrote is not entirely correct. You cannot simply compare stock to flow like that because they have different
measuring units. Flow is measured in units/time and stock is just units. They do not and cannot compare. The only
meaningful relationship they have is a ratio. Stock:Flow, or units/(units/time), which = time. This yields us a time value in
which the flow will deplete the stock. So "our flow" is the amount of "registered" gold that actually gets delivered in
exchange for something over a given time unit.
In the world as a whole, gold has the largest stock to flow ratio of any commodity, which is why it is unique. This means a
very high time value for the depletion of gold stocks. In fact, it is an infinite time value since gold is not consumed, it is
merely shuffled around until it ends up with those who value it most. So in our case we'll think of flow as delivery demands
actually being met with "registered" stock over a period of time. And in this view, "stock to flow" is a dynamic system that
is complicated by many factors.
One complication is that, today, physical and paper gold exist as "stock" at par with each other inside the system. And the
flow of paper happens prior to the flow of physical stock (on the price discovery exchanges). In other words, price is
discovered in paper and then delivery comes later. Price is not discovered at the physical delivery window. In fact, whether
there is any physical at that window when you finally show up with your paper depends on dynamic changes that happened
earlier.
As the paper flow precedes the physical flow, the supply and demand dynamics can change very fast, perhaps even so fast as
to give the impression that they traveled faster than the speed of light like a tachyon, went back in time, and originated in
the past! (Making them impossible to get out in front of!) As demand increases while registered gold is depleted and/or
deregistered one of two things must happen. Either the price must skyrocket or the supply of paper must explode to take up
the slack.
And as either of these things happen – or they both happen together – we end up with John Law's self-sustaining Misesian
regression spiral. Where today's demand is determined by yesterday's performance. (We can call it "the tachyon effect" if
you'd like.) This applies to both physical gold and paper gold, and the feedback loop will have separate effects on these
separate elements of the market. It will be the cause of the separation and the result will be a flood of paper and no
registered gold to service the delivery demand portion of it.
Ultimately the stock to flow ratio of physical gold will go inverse to that of paper gold. Infinite flow demand against zero
registered stock. Zero time until physical depletion, concurrent with infinite time until paper depletion. At this point the
price will have to go infinite and paper supply will separate because parity will no longer exist.
And in case you haven't noticed, we are now, apparently, at a novel stage in the game. The stage when it is becoming
obvious to almost everyone that the Fed can do nothing but print more money (QE), and that it plans to do just that. I draw
your attention to gold trading at $1,301 today as evidence! And regarding the Fed, what does a monkey with a hammer do?
That's right. It hurts itself.
Being at this stage in the game right now, when clarity is spreading like wildfire, we can expect a further run up in the price
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of paper gold. Of course the price discovery market buys and sells paper gold so a move in either direction is possible in the
short run, but the general trend in gold should now be obvious, even to monkeys. And don't forget that delivery of physical
in this market is secondary, and only comes after price discovery occurs in paper.
So with this dynamic situation we find ourselves in, we should expect conflicting signals and responses in the gold market.
The flow of gold should increase as demand from dollars pulls on the market. And the supply of gold bullion should be
withdrawn or "deregistered" as the people holding it realize their investment belief has been confirmed.
From a demand perspective, flow should increase per the economic law of demand. And from a supply perspective, it
should decrease. But how is this possible? Well, this is where price factors into the dynamics of the situation. In most
commodities (and all other markets for that matter) flow would be measured in the weight of the good. "How many ounces
are flowing?" But gold is a little different.
Because gold is behaving in this case primarily as a savings instrument, flow can be measured in the amount of savings
being exchanged. Just like exchanging dollars for euros. In other words, to properly judge the flow we should look at the
aggregate amount of wealth flowing "into" gold rather than the weight of gold changing hands. And in this view, the flow
can increase with demand even as the stock is withdrawn. Price takes up the slack. It can even accommodate the shoeshine
boy without threatening a top.
But there's another element in this dynamic situation that must be considered. And that is paper gold. As I said, price
discovery occurs in paper only, and delivery comes after the fact. So paper supply creation can easily absorb the pressure of
increasing demand while relieving price of its "taking up the slack" burden.
However, unless the ratio of physical stock "registered" to become flow rises along with the creation of new paper gold,
well, "Houston, we've got a problem." And I'm talking about registered physical stock measured in weight, not value!
Which is QUITE a problem!
Fortunately, to quote John Law (not the real one), there is no need to follow this challenging scenario further. Instead, we
can just repeat ANOTHER's line once again:
"Gold has always been funny in that way. So many people worldwide think of it as money, it tends to dry up as the price
rises."
In economic terms, ANOTHER was referring to gold's price inelasticity of supply here. In other words, gold seems to
violate the economic law of supply. As the price rises, the supply dries up.
But another funny thing also happens when gold "tends to dry up as the price rises." Even more people join the "many
people worldwide that think of it as money." And this means that gold violates the economic law of demand as well,
delivering a positive price elasticity of demand. In other words, gold is a Veblen good. But unlike a Rolls or the Mona Lisa,
gold is divisible and fungible making it the Veblen good that puts the common man on equal footing with the Giants!
This is what FOA meant:
In this world we all need much; blessings from above,,,,, family,,,, home,,, friends and good health. But after all that, one
must have currency and an enduring, tradable wealth asset that places our footing in life on equal ground with the giants
around us,,,,,, gold!
And this is how and why gold WILL accommodate even the shoeshine boy without collapsing!
There is no such thing as a physical gold bubble.
So, to wrap this beleaguered post up, let's just say that we have the distinct makings of a parity break between paper and
physical gold in the works. The supply of paper gold must rise while the supply of physical is withdrawing (deregistering).
The flow must also rise, at least in nominal terms, so the price will skyrocket to take up the slack. And as expanding paper
competes with a rising price for the "slack taking-up" role, who do you think will win?
Could they each have their way? Could the price rise to take up the extra demand while supply contracts at the same time as
easy paper dilution wins itself a lower price? Confused yet?
Well, this situation leaves us with an uncomfortable question. If the only price of gold we know today is the price of paper
gold, what is going to happen to "the price of gold?" Will it skyrocket? Or will it plummet?
And if we apply the principles learned in John Law's amazingly long piece in a logical way to this uncomfortable
predicament, we'll find ourselves at the conclusion that the true Nash Equilibrium is to take possession of physical gold.
And, if you already have some, not to sell it while the price is rising OR falling (this time).
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And with the supply of paper gold rising to meet demand while physical is being withdrawn, the only conclusion we can
come to is that the gold buyers **IN SIZE** will have to stop buying from the price discovery marketplace because, if they
do their due diligence, they'll clearly see that subsequent physical delivery has become impossible at the present price.
So, in conclusion, the price of gold will plummet!
That's right. At some point in the future, after the price of gold rockets upward, it will fall like a box of rocks! And right
about that time you'll see more of Robert Prechter on CNBC than you ever thought was possible.
But here's the challenge. When the price of gold falls to $200 per ounce, try and get some physical. I'm sure that Kitco will
sell you some from their pooled account. And GLD will be standing ready to sell you a share at $20. But just try to take
delivery. I think you'll find it will be impossible at that point.
And that's why you've got to take delivery NOW, at the current "high" price of $1,300. Don't wait for the dip. Oh, yeah, the
big dip is definitely coming. A **BIG** "correction." But will there be any physical available? Perhaps at $1,200 if you're
really lucky. At $200? No way.
When I look into MY crystal ball, here is how I see a future gold price chart developing (roughly, of course):

And with that, I'll leave you with my replies to the email at the top:
My reply to email 1:
Is this an orderly bull market in paper gold or physical gold?
The bubble that "WILL come"... will it be in paper gold or physical gold?
Is there a difference between paper gold and physical gold?
Is your chart showing paper gold or physical gold?
My reply to email 2:
You may be right on stage 2. But my gut says that stage 3 is when it's obvious everyone's flooding into gold and the real
physical **IN SIZE** decides its best move is to withdraw from delivery registration. At that point the paper market won't
be able to handle the flood.
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My bet, when the shoeshine boy tells you to buy gold he'll be talking about small gold coins only. GLD probably won't even
exist anymore. And in this unique historical case, the shoeshine boy will not be the bad omen of a bubble top mania phase,
but he will instead be the amazing bell-ringer of a new era. One in which even shoeshine boys can save their surplus wealth
in gold. One I like to call Freegold. Because a physical-only gold market can actually handle everyone PLUS the shoeshine
boy, unlike any other market.

Sincerely,
FOFOA
[1] From Why the Global Financial System is About to Collapse
by John Law
Edited by me for length and content.
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Wednesday, October 13, 2010
One Tin Soldier

Listen, children, to a story
That was written long ago,
About a kingdom on a mountain
And the forum folk below.
On the mountain was a treasure
Buried deep beneath a stone,
And the forum people swore
They'd have it for their very own.
So the people of the forum
Sent a message up the hill,
Asking for the buried treasure,
Tons of gold for which they'd kill.
Came an answer from Another,
"With our brothers we will share
All the secrets of our mountain,
All the riches buried there."
Trail Guide (02/11/00; 09:49:21MDT - Msg ID:24996)
The Gold Trails
Thank you Aristotle!
A fine work that's worth a long study, my friend.
ALL:
Many writers today offer nothing less than a philippic discourse about the flaws in today's fiat systems. Always looking
backwards, they are lost to grasp how what was considered "hard money policies then",,, "eventually failed then". Truly, a
hard financial structure trying to blend with a soft, flexible "human nature". In a larger degree, how much more could it not
work in today's modern world. Once implemented today, these same policies would again "crash and burn" in response to
the demands from "real people" living a "real life".
Aristotle, your five part series is trenchantly written and offers readers a glimpse into a future that must be. Will be!
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My thoughts on a deep subject:
If the modern banking system has mislead us at all, it mislead by supporting a view that our wealth, our things, were not
money. They implied that "paper settlement money" was our real wealth and only it could be as such. Truly, as we walk and
breathe, humans' things have always existed as both money and wealth. Side by side by side they walked with us in our
financial life, in both modern and past context. Yet, in our modern "Western World" of thought, the largest portion of one's
personal asset holdings now reside in the form of "paper money". Worse, the majority in its "contract derivatives" forms.
Gold included.
No longer do we hold our greatest portions in real forms that transcends the peaks and valleys of fiat money value ,,,, a
variable fiat money system that our "changeable nature" demands. No, we opt to ignore the true purpose of this paper money
system and cast the entirety of our resources into it. Never stopping to understand that this money is but an "economic need"
"to process a trade". Not an "economic product" and therefore wealth itself.
Throughout recent time, fiat money has responded well to human nature, flowing like a river as it expands and contracts to
our wants and desires to buy and sell things. From drought to flood it is the channel of our trading system, as it moved the
"end product water" that flows within its wide banks.
Today we use the remains of this dying "dollar settlement system". It continues a natural death, as society struggles to use a
currency that can no longer represent our financial structure. A changing structure in a world that marches on. The dollar's
debt load has aged it and brought it to the end of its time line.
_________________________________________________________
Another Sidebar:
Date: Sat Apr 25 1998 22:55
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
"The United States Government does not hold any reserves against its currency". Truly, this can only be the case of the
world reserve money. Indeed, all other currencies have reserves of US$ to back them, yet only the dollar has nothing!
When the US government does not take in enough taxes to meet expenses, it sells treasury debt to make up the difference.
When no one bids for this debt at an "acceptable" interest rate, the Federal Reserve bank buys the debt, outright! It gives
printed cash to Washington and then, "holds the new treasury debt ( bond ) as backing for the issued cash!
Everyone understands the implications of this. Or do they? In reality, when the US government needs money, it doesn't sell
debt! It "TRANSFERS" the obligation of its citizens to pay future real production ( taxes ) as a "backing" for its newly
printed currency! As this process has been going on for decades, it has built up a debt of "real production payments" that its
citizens can never pay. Further, as the world reserve, this currency is held thru proxy by every single person on this planet
that uses paper to trade anything!
8/11/98 ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!)
At present, I, like you, must view the world thru dollar. The "world reserve trading currency" it remains! All persons hold
dollars, be they as the "proxy" currencies of other countries, or other assets worldwide, all things find value thru the "debt
securities" of American citizens! It is the ability of the factory worker in Detroit, to pay the mortgage that does make your
Pounds of value in world trade. It is the way of the IMF, Yes?
I think, your "American perspective" does not see or know or understand, how the dollar is "already much inflated"
worldwide. Your Western thought is only of the "dollar price of things" at present. It is to say, "if prices do not rise, there be
no currency inflation", and "see, the world competition for selling goods and services in dollars, this brings no price
increase"! This results from the current world currency system that does force the "holding of dollar debt" as reserves. A
new change in this system will release these reserves, for the spending and the buying! It is during this change that
American persons will find a "new price inflation" from a "existing currency inflation". You see, it is as you say, "your
chicken has roosted for some time, but only now you find he has come home"!
_________________________________________________________
Only today, the end of this "time line" will find many holding their wealth in this same system, for a purpose it should never
have been intended to perform. That being, to represent one's life long accumulation of real wealth as their money wealth
things. Most will understand the impact of this well after the fact as we are indeed in transition to yet another paper system.
One we must have, and will use. Just as everyone used the old one to their own private advantage, we will indeed grasp the
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next one. Just as you point out, Aristotle, fiat exists more so because it does "what societies economic function wants", not
because it's a function of "what society is forced to do"! Still, some will bark against this in an effort to stop people from
following human destiny. Fortunately, relative to our lifetimes the world evolves quickly, with or without our agreement.
In this period however, we will return back in time much further than many can see. This time gold will be pulled away
from its strained attachment with "fiat contracts of currency" and again take its place as the ages old "wealth money
holding" it always was. It will occupy its rightful place on the shelf with all our other "wealth things". And here it will, "for
the first time in modern context" show its true value in relation to modern paper settlement money. A value no one today
will believe!
Should one risk financial assets based on this series (Aristotle's) alone? Never! On the contrary, no one should believe what
he has written. Rather, we as a community should "study" his fine work and seek to understand its meaning. Once fully
understood, I think most would then agree with its inevitable outcome. Indeed, a "free gold market" based only on physical
holdings would impact the world economic system unlike anything seen before it. And yes, its impact on the relative value
of gold will make that metal the monetary wealth investment for the next thousand years!
This my friends is why so many today, "Walk In The Footsteps Of Giants". They walk a trail that takes them further and
further from derivatives of gold and the present currency it's (gold) priced in.
From Yesterday, through Today and onward into Tomorrow" ,,,,, we say buy Physical Gold for your future ,,,,,,, doing so
will write your personal history in the palm of your hand!
"Soon, we will all hike the "Gold Trails" and see all there is to see ,,,,,,, over the mountains and through the valleys ,,,,,,,
across rivers and plains ,,,, looking near and far as we stop along the way ,,,,,,, Truly, we will view the value of gold as
modern mankind has never seen it before ,,,,, join in, it will be a journey in life, that's well worth taking.
thank you again Aristotle ,,, Trail Guide
This was written 12 days before the beginning of The Gold Trail.
18 months later he left, head hung low. 15 days after FOA rode off into the sunset Europe introduced its new medium of
exchange. For the previous three years the euro had only been a unit of account. Then, only 39 days later, 54 days after FOA
left, gold broke out of its two year, sub-$300 range and never looked back. Anyone who recognized the rich value of the
treasure FOA was sharing at any time during his tenure is up almost 400% today. And as he might say if he were here right
now, "you ain't seen nothing yet!"
What finally drove FOA away was similar to what drove ANOTHER away five months earlier. It was pretty well articulated
in the following posts...
Trail Guide (7/8/01; 08:36:41MT - usagold.com msg#: 57668)
I must go where "Ears do not bite"!
I don't believe it people, but I guess this was bound to happen!
I just spent several days writing a piece that explained our whole philosophy. This time in a clear positive manner that was
easy to read. I had decided to stay on the GoldTrail page only and elevate our discussion into a real time dialog. Events are
close enough to a conclusion to warrant this. After a ton of asking and asking I finally convinced Another to write with me
in his true academic / professional voice. Great! No more editing for me.
So,,,, he gets today's forum from me and what does he read?
====================================
------ Journeyman (7/8/01; 06:40:37MT - usagold.com msg#: 57667)Bet you never heard this story. Media control &
Chomsky @ALL
------Chomsky's proof
By William Rivers Pitt The United States is unusual among the industrial democracies in the rigidity of the system of
ideological control ---'indoctrination,' we might say--- exercised through the mass media. --Noam Chomsky -----------------------June 25, 2001
--In the early morning hours of Thursday, June 22, 2001, a man named Jared T. Bozydaj took to the streets of New Paltz,
New York, with an Intrac Arms 7.62 semi-automatic assault rifle. He fired pointedly at police officers, wounding one officer
named Jeffery Quiepo in the arm. The shooting went on for several hours before Bozydaj was disarmed and
arrested.------------------------Clearly this kind of control requires an extensive network of influence coordinated from some central "authority." If
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they cover-up (by failure to cover) this sort of thing, what about economic news such as the current major turbulence in
Chile, Argentina and Brazil? Etc. --------------Reminds me of ---another-- illustrious information guru. -----------------"Don't tell them ... then it will not exist ..." -Chief Nazi indoctrination "Information Officer" ----======================
OK,,,,,,and if that was not good enough, here is one more! Go on,, read the whole post? A few items below:
========================
working-kirk (7/8/01; 05:49:57MT - usagold.com msg#: 57664)
---Which bring me to the subject of Crack Whores.-------------If you are selling sex you can get a blow job between $10.00 to $15.00. A Fuck goes From $25.00 to $100.00. A blow
job takes anyway from a minute to three, and sexual intercourse can take five minutes to 15.---------------===============
OK,,,,,,, good job men! Perfect timing! On subject and driving home the quality of this venue! I complained in two of my
last three post about such discussion and most everyone here seemed to support a "freedom of speech" that included all of
the above! Journeyman gets to associate Another with" indoctrination" and "Nazi" thought.
All right,,, good stuff J-man!
Well,,,,,, Michael,,,,,, Randy,,,,,,, All,,,,, For all my insisting to "him" that this venue was the correct place to build an
understanding of our future world of gold,,,, I guess I was wrong? I got back a quick retort and firm instructions. Instruction
I will follow till hell freezes over because I will not lose my connection to Another. He said simply "tell them right now our
position and walk away, it's over"! And I can tell you when he says it's over,,,,, it is over!
So,,,,,,,,, MK, please understand that it's not old FOA walking away mad this time. The big guy said we are done. I'm back
to discussing this in private with select people that want to hear it and debate it in private. I'll stay in touch with you and
discuss as you may want? After all this work, I guess it's my turn to feel low now. What a bunch of garbage!
Good luck all, I did my best to plant the seeds of thought. Own the wealth of gold and they will grow for you!
You will now "watch this new gold market" without FOA or Another.
Your friend and hard worker,(smile).
Last post, Signed off!
/
USAGOLD (09/03/01; 17:21:29MT - usagold.com msg#: 60749)
On "Floaters", and Part of a Private Note from FOA Printed with His Permission I received the following from FOA
by private e-mail:
Michael,
I cannot post now as that area of my system is already being reworked. In my earlier mail to you I mentioned several weeks,
same thing goes for trail posts. As to your question concerning all the various Another posters floating around:
--- "Is this Another or just a good imitation" ?---It's not him, just another floater trying his best.(smile) Another asked me to "walk away" from the old rough crowd at your
main forum so people wouldn't associate their foolishness with us. If we decided to leave for good, you would not be
reading me at the trail or getting this mail either. He would cut off all communications with the same permanence that was
demonstrated at Kitco. Once gone it's over and he never goes back, that's his style. Besides, I can tell you (and those that
know him already know this) that the last thing he would be doing is posting right now!
Have a nice labor day, this will be my last reply for a while. See you in a few weeks, my friend.
--------
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MK: I hope this puts the speculation to rest. Anyone can go to our archives and cannibalize sentences from "Another
(Thoughts!)" or "In the Footsteps of Giants" and make it look like a post from Another. If you want to read the real thing we
invite you to go to the "Another (Thoughts!)" archives where you will find a wealth of information -- and it's authentic
Another. . . .Those who are newcomers might find these enigmatic postings an eye-opener -- as have many before you. I do
believe that when Another is ready to post again, he will do it here.
Also, what follows immediately below was contained in another private correspondence from FOA. Though a private
communication to me, I felt it important enough to ask permission to post it here which he graciously granted. . . . .
-------FOA: Looking back, Another was a true master of understanding people's thought processes. He knew that none of us, that's
you, me or any of the rest of us raised inside a background of American financial understanding, would ever accept his
position thrust; with him just spelling it out in the open. Especially when this whole financial / political transition has been
taking place over more than a decade and a half. By the way, he started this some decades ago. So, he decided to ask readers
and listeners to think for themselves; by presenting bits and pieces of the flaws in our "Western Thought" as others saw it
and as it pertained to his world of gold and oil. Not wanting to prove anything, while asking us to prove everything for
ourselves; as these long term events unfolded.
I understand that there are a large group of basic individuals that fully understand our line of what is happening and are
buying gold. What I never envisioned was how many groups make up the gold trader crowd; all standing apart from the
Physical Gold Advocates. Further, I never thought they would segregate into so many vocal tribes, each trying to advance
their own minor position in the gold world and willing to step all over themselves and anyone else in the process. I find it all
a real show / play to watch as it truly demonstrates the very human dynamic Western governments have use to distort
modern gold thought. I now understand that Another did fully grasp just how distorted this chain of thought was and went
around it all by waiting for events to completely destroy their concepts; instead of debating with a host of gold tribes.
In the end, physical gold will win out and prove to be the greatest wealth holding anyone has ever known. Unable to grasp
that only a transition of political influence by old world players can break this modern American Western hold on gold,
these tribes are vulnerable to the same government influence they long for. Their wealth will be portioned by those same
Western governments as world political reality forces our American leaders to embrace a world "free market" in physical
gold. While abrogating, thru taxes and windfall appropriations, all forms of paper gold ownership.
Today they chant; " we want our leaders to recognize gold again"! OH, it will all right and the impact such a recognition
will have on these various paper gold plays will leave these gold tribes dancing around a midnight fire! (smile) If nothing
else, the entertainment of watching them spew brime on each other will be quite an act to follow. If nothing else it will
educate future investors as to where to look for reason. Indeed, the law of ages never changes as ones conduct in social
interaction still identifies oratory as being worthy or no. People that relish rash interaction always find themselves
surrounded by fools. Eventually broke fools! (smile)
USAGOLD (9/4/01; 10:52:32MT - usagold.com msg#: 60775)
Interpreting FOA's Message. . . .
Gandalf, far be it for me to interpret (paraphrase) FOA line by line, but you ask a very important question by e-mail which I
will try to answer here for all. I hope you don't mind, but I think the whole Table Round might gain traction by your good
question and my attempt at an answer:
Your question had to do with "interpretation" of the message I posted last night. Here's my response.
MK: I think what he is saying basically is that there are many vested and competing interests in the paper gold market that
Another was well aware of long ago and that he (FOA) did not factor into his own thinking until recently. Rather than take
on all these competing interests in an endless rhetorical battle, Another has decided to allow events to do his talking for him.
What he has put out for public consumption in the past is a guideline that will get the investor where he or she needs to be -in the physical metal.
(I find this sentence particularly interesting as it shows Another's basic methodology: "Not wanting to prove anything,asking
us to prove everything for ourselves; as these long term events unfolded." Those who have studied Western philosophy are
very familiar with the Socratic method of leading the student to an understanding through a series of questions and
challenges. The word "education" derives from the Latin "educare" -- "to lead out of" -- as in to lead out of ignorance. To
lecture is one method of "leading out of" but for long lasting results educators have long known that the Socratic method -if it can be employed -- is the most effective. One wonders if educators nowadays even think about such things. We hope
that to be the case! Another apparently understands the methodology.)
The key paragraph starts with "In the end, physical gold will win out and prove to be the greatest wealth holding anyone has
ever known." All these competing interests will feel the sting of the metal itself as an "old world" belief system manifests
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itself in the markets (perhaps the European financial establishment?). All will be forced by the implosion of the paper gold
market (and the dollar as well) to understand the real meaning of gold-in- the-hand. All gold related paper will burn along
with most other paper assets. This is my interpretation, Gandalf, of the message in its essence. Others may have a different
interpretation but this is mine. We welcome further discussion and interpretation. MK
Just a little history from The Gold Trail.
Sincerely,
FOFOA
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Saturday, October 23, 2010
It's the Flow, Stupid

"Gold has always been funny in that way. So many people worldwide think of it as money, it tends to dry up as the price
rises."
(ANOTHER, 1997)
All the gold in the world is a fixed quantity. It always has been. It just gets moved around like poker chips on a table. Some
of it is still in the ground and some is above ground, in portable form. But it is all owned by someone, underground or
above. If it was sufficient to simply trade paper ownership certificates then there would be no need to pull it out of the
ground at all. We could just estimate how much was down there and then trade ownership rights. But it is not sufficient,
especially for cross-border trade. Never has been. And this is why we pull it out of the ground.
In the monetary roles of 'numéraire/accounting unit' and 'store of value', this gold has been the most reliable money the
world has ever known. But those of us who are savers know from personal experience that gold need not be the medium
between every single exchange. We generally work four months out of the year to cover the government's "cost of living,"
seven months to cover our own cost of living, and one month to add to our capital account, our savings. We really only need
the gold for that last month's efforts. Debtors, of course, work those last months just to service their debts. So they don't
need gold at all.
But for a saver whose income is derived from depleting his capital, like a gold dealer or an oil producer, the required flow of
gold is a much greater percentage of gross receipts than a saver who, say, produces cheap goods for Walmart. While the
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latter might require a flow of 5% of gross receipts in order to slowly grow his capital account, the former needs a flow
sometimes as high as 95% of gross receipts just to stay even!
Imagine a gold dealer who sells 10 ounces of his own stock for $14,000. He must then replace his stock and refill his capital
account, so he turns around and buys 10 ounces for $13,500. He has just made himself an income of $500. His gross
receipts were $14,000. And he required a gold flow of 96% just to keep his capital account even. Now think about the oil
reserve owner. His oil reserve is his main capital asset, just like gold to the gold dealer. But oil doesn't get shuffled around
like poker chips on a table. It goes up in smoke. So what does the oil producer use to keep his capital assets even?
Promises?
Of course above ground gold is much more valuable than gold still in the ground. And likewise, value is added to oil as it is
pulled out of the ground. It is now able to be sold, traded, refined and consumed. It is this added value that the oil producer
uses to fund his lavish cost of living. In this way, the oil producer is more like the gold mine owner than the gold dealer, as
the gold miner need only retain a small portion of what he pulls out of the ground to keep his capital account even.
Unpublicized gold for oil deals are nothing new. The first known deal was 65 years ago, right at the beginning of Bretton
Woods:
To collectors, however, the most interesting Saudi gold coins weren’t coins at all; they were “gold discs” Similar to coins,
they were minted by the Philadelphia Mint in the 1940’s for Aramco, and bore, on one side, the U.S. Eagle and the legend
“U.S. Mint, Philadelphia, USA” and, on the other side, three lines on the fineness and weight. They looked like coins, they
were used as coins, but, technically, they weren’t coins.

In the 1950’s, numismatists were puzzled by these “discs” until - in 1957 – the story emerged in The Numismatist. Aramco,
required to pay royalties and other payments in gold to the Saudi government, could not obtain the gold at the monetary
price fixed by the United States so the U.S. government specifically began to mint the “discs” – actually bullion in coin form
for these payments. In 1945, for example, the mint turned out 91,210 large discs worth $20, and, in 1947, 121,364 small
discs worth $5, according to The Numismatist.
(Saudi Aramco World, 1981 print edition)
The coins were struck in Philadelphia by the United States Mint in 1945 and 1947 to satisfy the obligations of the Arabian
American Oil Company, or Aramco, which had been set up in Saudi Arabia by four American oil companies. The company
was obliged to pay the Saudi Government $3 million a year in oil royalties and its contract specified that the payment be
made in gold.
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The United States dollar at the time was governed by a gold standard that, at least officially, made the dollar worth one
thirty-fifth of an ounce of gold. But the price of gold on the open market had skyrocketed during World War II.
For a time the Saudis accepted payment in United States currency, but by 1945 they were insisting that the payments in gold
be resumed. Aramco sought help from the United States Government. Faced with the prospect of either a cutoff of
substantial amounts of Middle Eastern oil or a huge increase in the price of Saudi crude, the Government minted 91,120
large gold disks adorned with the American eagle and the words "U.S. Mint -- Philadelphia." (New York Times, 1991)
US Mints ‘Gold Disks’ for Oil Payments to Saudi Arabia
There is an extremely important point hidden in those articles. Can you guess what it is?
It is that the price of gold does not matter to the producer/saver, only the flow of gold matters. I'll say it again. The
producer/saver doesn't care about the price of gold, only the flow. To the producer/saver the price doesn't matter because it is
a straight currency exchange, like exchanging dollars for euros.
Did you see it in the article? Aramco owed the Saudis $3 million a year, but it had to be paid in gold. They didn't owe 2.67
tonnes of gold per year, but that's what they had to pay because the US fixed the price of gold at $35 per ounce. The US
could have raised the price of gold to $100/ounce and then it would have only had to ship .93 tonnes of gold to the Saudis!
Would the Saudis have been displeased with such a move? No. The guaranteed price of gold only matters to the printer of
paper gold. To the producer/savers, all that matters is the guaranteed flow of physical!
Up until 1971 the US administered the flow of physical gold within the official international dollar banking system. If you
were not an insider you paid sometimes as much as $70 per ounce for the same gold:
The bullion coins were crated and shipped to Bombay, where the $35-an-ounce American gold was sold for $70 an ounce.
Most of the coins were melted into bars and later sold in Macao.
(New York Times, 1991)
During this time dollars outside the US were "as good as gold" while dollars inside were not. FOA called these internal
dollars "Fiat 33" after the Presidential order of 1933 that made all internal dollars irredeemable in gold. Oil produced inside
the US or even in Canada and Mexico could be purchased with "Fiat 33" dollars, while overseas oil required paper gold,
redeemable in US Treasury physical gold. Even the Saudis eventually accepted the US paper gold, as long as a portion of it
was regularly redeemed.
Then, in 1971, the US stopped the flow of official gold. What followed was this:
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We all know why the flow of official gold was cut off, right?
Well, maybe not. Here was FOA's explanation:
FOA (12/5/99; 17:38:01MDT - Msg ID:20347)
The world did begin to walk away from the dollar! It plunged and remained on a downward trend for several years! The US
knew their option was to raise gold prices prior to 71 (just as I offered in the last post). But oil was the major problem link!
Every oil person in the US knew we were running out of local reserves at the old "gold backed" dollar price. All the Middle
East had to do was wait us out as they were happy to out produce and supply us in exchange for "real dollar backed gold".
You see, oil was and is the real driver of all economic production.
We could have raised the dollar price of gold to settle our accounts but that would not have raised the local oil price enough
to make deep reserves available. Yes the dollar would have depreciated somewhat and foreign oil would have gone up, but
not enough. The need for more local reserves and the higher dollar prices that could make them available is what drove the
71 gold window closure. They had us and we had them.
…
At that time we were buying local oil with "fiat dollars" (made so by the 1933 internal gold confiscation) and foreign oil
with "gold dollars". But, as you pointed out, dollar production was so far past its "gold backing" that it was obvious they
(USA) were pegging dollar printing to oil prosperity. Still, with London gold and oil mostly settled in dollars, the foreign
dollar oil deals fully well expected to cash in unneeded dollars for gold. As we can see, reality and present day events of that
time were as "mismatched" as today!
…
The US wanted new oil reserves to be "Local" (the Americas), because it could be paid in "fiat 33" cash, not the more
golden "foreign cash". Both our neighbours to the north and south never asked for much gold. In this light they acted like
the local oil companies that received post 1933 dollars for oil (as mentioned above). Yet, to get these new reserves for fiat
33, they had to prevent the very cheap Middle East oil from supplying it all.
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Wow! So I think he said that the 1970's spike in oil prices was actually desired by those in charge of the dollar's
management. That they had out-printed the gold reserves already and wanted to somewhat temper that development. Did it
work out exactly as they hoped? Of course not. But that's not the point. The point is that the producer/savers need gold to
flow. And the US cut off that flow.
Now obviously (at least I think it should be obvious to everyone) I believe ANOTHER and FOA were 100% credible. I
believe they had some unrevealed yet deep inside connection to European central banking and the gold for oil deals in
London that only a European central banker would know about.
But I do realize that most of you do not share my credulity toward these two. So I think that you may find this interview
from last week somewhat intriguing. In it, John Defterios of CNN International's "Marketplace Middle East" interviews
Sheikh Zaki Yamani, the Saudi oil minister from 1962 to 1986. That's right, he was the Saudi oil minister during the 1973
oil shock!
It's a short video and the relevant part is in the first 90 seconds. I'll even give you the transcript:
John Defterios: 1973, the Arab oil embargo, you were a key player during that process. The former US Secretary of State
Henry Kissinger said it was political blackmail what Saudi Arabia and OPEC were doing to the rest of the world. In
retrospect how did you see it?
Sheikh Yamani: Well that’s a very long story, and the reaction of America for what happened is not a one reaction. They
decided to raise the price of oil 400%. They needed to help the oil companies to invest outside OPEC. In Mexico, in
North Sea and so on. And this will not happen without a high price of oil.

According to Yamani, what happened in 1973 was twofold. There was an American plan, and also an OPEC overreaction.
1973 was, according to Yamani, the first time that OPEC flexed its muscles as an organization. From the full transcript of
the interview:
Sheikh Yamani: Yes and there was an agreement between the Shah of Iran and between Dr.Henry Kissinger to raise the
price of oil… I really highly respect Henry Kissinger. He is really a planner and strategically he is a man to be respected.
Is it true? I don't know. But I think it's true. Not because I believe Sheikh Yamani, but because I believe FOA and
ANOTHER were 100% honest, credible and deeply resourced. And Sheikh Yamani happens to corroborate what FOA wrote
eleven years earlier.
But whether or not it's true is beside the point, which is the same point ANOTHER made in his very first post, quoting his
friend and fellow poster, "Hong Kong Big Trader":
It was once said that "gold and oil can never flow in the same direction". If the current price of oil doesn't change soon we
will no doubt run out of gold.
Now you might think he was saying "If the current price of oil doesn't RISE soon we will no doubt run out of gold." But he
didn't say rise, he said change. And it is not as simple as you would think.
From 1980 through 2001 gold did flow, though not in the efficient way it would in a free market. With the expansion of the
gold forward sales and futures markets, the Saudis and the third world bought up all excess physical gold flow. As
ANOTHER said in his very VERY first post, which is prior to even the USAGold archives:
September 14, 1997 by "ANOTHER"
The CBs are becoming "primary suppliers" to the gold market. Understand that they are not doing this because they want to,
they have to. The [CB] words are spoken to show a need to raise capital but we knew that was a [smoke] screen from long
ago. You will find the answer to the LBMA problem if you follow a route that connects South Africa, The Middle East,
India and then into Asia!
Remember this; the Western world uses paper as a real value, but oil and gold will never flow in the same direction. Big
Trader
"South Africa, The middle east, India and then into Asia!" This was where the physical was flowing while we, in the West,
were becoming enamored with paper gold trading. No longer did the US Treasury have to supply ITS gold, the market was
supplying gold for it. But keeping the physical flow bought up, cornered as it were, was putting a great deal of stress on the
paper market of the LBMA by the mid-1990's. It's all about the flow remember, the flow of PHYSICAL that is. FOA:
FOA (12/04/99; 21:34:03MDT - Msg ID:20282)
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Earlier this year, old bullion supply dried up and it looked like the last of the private "old stocks of gold" had finally run out.
Then the price shock from the Washington Agreement flushed out some more. I've written on this before (and ORO told it
better than I), but the more the old holders sell out in return for holding "unallocated gold accounts" the worse the shortage
will be when the marketplace fails. Slowly, over many years, the people that now hold the real bullion that was sold to
create a lot of paper gold, have literally locked up the ownership. The old liquid gold market we used to know in years past
functioned because of all the private physical holders that traded it. Now, it's all paper being shuffled around.
This gets back to your LBMA item. The old, deep private bullion pool has been replaced with a paper commitment pool. In
the past, if someone defaulted, we just grabbed their bullion. Today, if they default, they just default! Again, if that big
African mine does tell them to take a hike, the whole modern gold market could just collapse. This is why I smile when I
hear someone question why the big funds and traders don't just take delivery against OTC paper. The question is just exactly
what are they going to take delivery of?
All the gold movement is just for show. Same for Comex. Sock a little gold in there and complete a few deliveries so it all
looks right. It's all the same game we played with the dollar before 1971. Only when everyone asked for delivery did we
find out that the world was awash in paper gold,,,,,I mean dollars! It's going to happen again, real soon.
ANOTHER:
Date: Tue Oct 07 1997 22:37
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
You see, when paper trading volume dries up it's a bearish sign, but when real physical gold volume drops it's bullish! That's
because gold is being cornered on a scale never seen in history. LBMA is doing its best to show real volume exists!
Date: Sun Oct 05 1997 21:29
ANOTHER ( THOUGHTS! ) ID#60253:
The Western governments needed to keep the price of gold down so it could flow where they needed it to flow. The key to
free up gold was simple. The Western public will not hold an asset that's going nowhere, at least in currency terms. The
problem for the CBs was that the third world has kept the gold market "bought up" by working thru South Africa! To avoid
a spiking oil price the CBs first freed up the public's gold thru the issuance of various types of "paper future gold". As that
selling dried up they did the only thing they could, become primary suppliers!
You see, after 1980, "oil" started trusting paper gold again, just like it did in the 1950's, as long as some of it could be
exchanged for physical. But having been burned once, in 1971, they weren't about to be burned again. And what the euro
CB's figured out was all that mattered to the producer/savers of the world was the guaranteed FLOW of physical gold, NOT
the guaranteed price or weight/mass. (And this is why we pull it out of the ground: so it can FLOW!)
This is what the euro architecture guarantees in the case of a dollar (paper gold market) failure: that physical gold will
flow… uninhibited! It does this through its "severed link" association with its own official monetary gold reserves, allowing
them to float against the currency and publicly proclaiming this policy every three months in its quarterly "marked to
market" consolidated statement. This is something the Fed simply cannot do because the Fed's "gold stocks" are
irredeemable paper gold Treasury certificates marked at $42.22 per ounce. The US Treasury owns all the gold. The Fed
owns paper (and electronic book entry, post 1935) certificates that are irredeemable to the Fed, so how can it possibly mark
them to market?
Notice the Fed still quotes its "(paper) gold stock" (or "gold certificate account" as it is listed on the consolidated statement)
on its own balance sheet as 11,041. That is in millions of dollars, so 11,041 is really $11,041,000,000 divided by $42.22 per
ounce which comes out to 261,511,132 ounces which, surprise surprise, comes out to 8133.5 tonnes, the same amount
voluntarily reported to the WGC and relayed to Wikipedia.
Speaking of Wikipedia, let's see how much gold Saudi Arabia is voluntarily reporting in its "capital account." Wow! Only
322.9 tonnes? That's strange, because when I look back at the A/FOA archives I find that on "Mon Dec 15 1997 11:06"
Allen estimated, "Saudi stockpile guesstimate 5,000 metric tonnes," to which ANOTHER proclaimed, "Mr. Allen's perfect
article" and, "Mr. Allen, thank you for this thinking. It should be read by everyone."
Oh, and then on "12/1/99; 23:54:38MDT" ORO estimated, "I believe the current gold in hand would be about 6000 tons or
so in Saudi hands. The Oil Royals paper gold position outstanding was probably in the 8000 ton range in the end of 98." To
this, FOA wrote, "Oro understood this and posted it." (FOA (12/5/99; 17:38:01MDT - Msg ID:20347))
So does it make any sense that the paper-gold printer is practically ignoring his real gold account at $42/oz. while the realgoods producer/savers are intentionally underreporting theirs? I suppose it makes some sense in a really unbalanced
"hypothetical" international monetary system that is about to come undone. What do you think?
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In my post, The Shoeshine Boy, I wrote that I would revisit the context in which ANOTHER made the statement at the top
of this post because it portends vast changes in the international monetary system directly in front of us. So I guess it is time
to take a look at that context. Here is ANOTHER's entire first post archived on USAGold:
Date: Sun Oct 05 1997 21:29
ANOTHER ( THOUGHTS! ) ID#60253:
Everyone knows where we have been. Let's see where we are going!
It was once said that "gold and oil can never flow in the same direction". If the current price of oil doesn't change soon we
will no doubt run out of gold.
This line of thinking is very real in the world today but it is never discussed openly. You see oil flow is the key to gold flow.
It is the movement of gold in the hidden background that has kept oil at these low prices. Not military might, not a strong
US dollar, not political pressure, no it was real gold. In very large amounts. Oil is the only commodity in the world that was
large enough for gold to hide in. No one could make the South African / Asian connection when the question was asked,
"how could LBMA do so many gold deals and not impact the price". That's because oil is being partially used to pay for
gold! We are going to find out that the price of gold, in terms of real money ( oil ) has gone thru the roof over these last few
years. People wondered how the physical gold market could be "cornered" when its currency price wasn't rising and no
shortages were showing up? The CBs were becoming the primary suppliers by replacing openly held gold with CB
certificates. This action has helped keep gold flowing during a time that trading would have locked up.
(Gold has always been funny in that way. So many people worldwide think of it as money, it tends to dry up as the price
rises.) Westerners should not be too upset with the CBs actions, they are buying you time!
So why has this played out this way? In the real world some people know that gold is real wealth no matter what currency
price is put on it. Around the world it is traded in huge volumes that never show up on bank statements, govt. stats., or
trading graph paper.
The Western governments needed to keep the price of gold down so it could flow where they needed it to flow. The key to
free up gold was simple. The Western public will not hold an asset that going nowhere, at least in currency terms. ( if one
can only see value in paper currency terms then one cannot see value at all ) The problem for the CBs was that the third
world has kept the gold market "bought up" by working thru South Africa! To avoid a spiking oil price the CBs first freed
up the public's gold thru the issuance of various types of "paper future gold". As that selling dried up they did the only thing
they could, become primary suppliers! And here we are today. In the early 1990s oil went to $30++ for reasons we all know.
What isn't known is that its price didn't drop that much. You see the trading medium changed. Oil went from $30++ to $19 +
X amount of gold! Today it costs $19 + XXX amount of gold! Yes, gold has gone up and oil has stayed the same in most
eyes.
Now all govts. don't get gold for oil, just a few. That's all it takes. For now! When everyone that has exchanged gold for
paper finds out its real price, in oil terms they will try to get it back. The great scramble that "Big Trader" understood may
be very, very close.
Now my friends you know where we are at and with a little thought, where we are going.
What I find most intriguing is this part:
In the early 1990s oil went to $30++ for reasons we all know. What isn't known is that its price didn't drop that much. You
see the trading medium changed. Oil went from $30++ to $19 + X amount of gold! Today it costs $19 + XXX amount of
gold! Yes, gold has gone up and oil has stayed the same in most eyes.
Like he said, all oil producers don't get gold, just the swing producer, Saudi Arabia. They control the flow of oil from all the
other producers. If gold stops flowing and the Saudi's turn down the oil taps the price will rise. As long as gold is flowing,
Saudi oil is flowing at $19/bbl and the rest of the producers must sell their oil for just the $19 cash.
So was there really a deal like this made? Of course there was! ANOTHER even gave us the math:
Date: Sat Oct 18 1997 21:04
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
Let me fill in the Xs.
First a reprint;
"You see the trading medium changed. Oil went from $30++ to $19 + X amount of gold!
Today it costs $19 + XXX amount of gold! "
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If you owned a commodity in the ground that had to be sold for paper currency in order to realize value what would do?
Yes, the oil in the ground may last another 50+ years but will the bonds and currencies of other governments last that long?
One thing you don't do is buy gold outright, it would cause it to stop trading as a commodity and start trading as money!
You learned that in the late 70s. Nor do you acquire "real gold money" in any fashion that would allow a comparison of
price trends ( graphs ) ! There must be a way to convert the true wealth of oil into the outright wealth of gold. We know that
oil is a consumed wealth of a momentary value that is lost in the heat of fire.
The stars blink and it is oil wealth no more!
It has become "the debt of nations " now owed to you. Gold on the other hand is not a commodity as many assume, as it is
truly "the wealth of nations " meant to last thru the ages! A wise oil nation can strike a deal with the paper printers and in
doing so come out on top. Go back a few years to the early 90s. Oil is very high, you offer to lower the US$ price in return
for X amount of gold purchasing power. You don't care what the current commodity price of gold is, your future generations
will keep it as real wealth to replace the oil that is lost. Before the future arrives gold will be, once again valued as money
and can be truly counted on to appropriately represent all oil wealth!
The Deal:
We ( an oil state ) now value gold in trade far higher than currencies. We are willing to use gold as a partial payment for the
future use of "all oil" and value it at $1,000 US. ( only a small amount of oil is in this deal ) And take a very small amount
of gold out of circulation each month using its present commodity price.
If the world price can be maintained in the $300s it would be a small price for the west to pay for cheap oil and monetary
stability.
The battle is now between CBs trying to keep gold in the $300s and the "others" buying it up. In effect the governments are
selling gold in any form to "KEEP IT" being used as 'REAL MONEY" in oil deals! Some people know this, that is why they
aren't trading it,, they are buying it.
Not all oil producers can take advantage of this deal as it is done "where noone can see". And, they know not what has
happened for gold does not change in price! But I tell you, gold has been moved and it's price has changed in terms of oil!
For the monthly amount to be taken off the market has changed from $10 in gold ( valued at $1,000 ) /per barrel to the
current $30 in gold /per barrel still valued at $1,000! Much of this gold was in the form of deals in London to launder its
movement. Because of some Asians, these deals are no longer being rolled over as paper!
Date: Tue Oct 07 1997 22:37
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
Ever notice how many important Middle Eastern people keep a residence in London. It's not because of the climate. The
most powerful banks in the world today are the ones that trade oil and gold. It is in the "city" that the deals are done by
people who understand "value"! Westerners should be happy that they do because the free flow of oil and gold has allowed
this economic expansion to continue this past few years.
Understand that oil is still traded for a certain number of US$ but after the deal is done a certain amount of gold is also
purchased "with the future flow of oil as collateral".
Date: Sat Mar 07 1998 13:19
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
A Noble Purpose, This Oil For Gold
When one considers the merits of a specialized world oil currency, the thought usually turns immediately to "send in the
military and stop them". I must ask, why? If an oil currency is born before or out of the shambles of an financial meltdown,
and it offers great benefit to all, again I ask, why stop it? Look at the merits of such a move:
In a very real "currency sense", oil will be devalued in terms of gold. As one makes a currency weaker by increasing the
money units per ounce of gold. Oil will become very cheap in gold, as the amount of gold paid per barrel will fall
dramatically as compared to today's ratio. There will be much more than enough gold worldwide to quantify a "world oil
currency". To that end, the world paper "reserve currency" at use in that time, will continue to be traded for oil at an
extremely low price relative to today. The only change will be the addition of a "unit of real value" added to each trade, a
"world oil currency", gold! However, in terms of today's currencies, gold will be "upvalued" to perhaps $10,000 to $30,000
an ounce. So as not to rewrite what is already an excellent piece on this coming readjustment, I will repost part of Mr. Allen
( USA ) 's perfect article on the subject along with his requested changes per his :
Date: Mon Dec 15 1997 11:06
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Allen ( USA ) ID#246224:
Last one on this topic until more ANOTHER posts. I'm not sure that it would be necessary to have that large a cabul in on
the "offer" of oil for gold. Given the rather small market in gold in comparison to oil/currencies it would only take one or
two well endowed oil states to pull this off. Here's why.
Let's say the Saudi's have been accumulating gold through the back door ( approx. 5,000 tonnes ) . They sell say 20 Mln Bbl
oil a day. Close enough. At one ounce of gold per thousand Bbl oil that's 10,000 ounces of physical gold per day. That's a lot
of physical gold.
The first few moments after the Saudi's proposal to trade oil for gold at a very steep discount of 1000 Bbl/oz ( approx. 1.5%
of current US$ price ) there would be
roars of laughter. One fast thinker after another would think "Hey. I buy some gold at $300/oz, trade for oil to receive 1 Mln
Bbl, then sell the 1 Mln Bbl for US$ 10 Mln. Net profit is
$10,000,000-$300,000=$9,700,000. Easy money.
Everyone at once turns to the gold market to buy, which promptly shuts down. Now no one is laughing. Because everyone
realizes that gold is now worth at least $10,000 per ounce and no one is prepared for that revaluation. Whoever has gold
now has 66.67 times the purchasing power in that stockpile. What appeared to be a stupid offer has now become a complete
revaluation of all gold stockpiles vs all currencies.
Who has the gold?
( per corrections :Date: Mon Dec 15 1997 11:06 Allen ( USA ) ID#246224: )
Saudi stockpile guest-imate 5,000 metric tonnes = 5,000,000,000 GRAMS not ounces. Gold now at US$9.65 per gram
revalued by multiple of 66.67 = US$643.37 per gram x 5 Bln grams = US$3.2 Tln.
Germany 2900 metric tonnes = 2.9 Bln grams, revalued to US$1.8 Tln.
USA 8,085 metric tonnes = 8.1 Bln grams, revalued to US$5.2 Tln.
Is this plausible??? How is it possible by making one little change in oil dealings could this ever happen? It is simply the
very intelligent use of the scarcity of gold and the necessity of oil. It is the desire of one party, who is big enough to swamp
the gold market, to make it the preferred vehicle for buying oil. In fact if not one ounce of gold is ever transacted for oil, but
the offer is continued intact, then gold will be revalued simply by the possibility of trading. Those who are in a bad way in
their currency situation can always get oil with their gold.
What would the impact of this revaluation of gold and currencies do? It would instantly shift economic and financial power
into the hands of those who own large amounts of gold: CB's, Saudi's, Roths et al. It would mean that gold/oil would be
THE CENTRAL POINTS OF ECONOMIC REFERENCE. It would mean that currencies would be devalued by a factor of
1000 in relationship to the new standard of gold ( as a proxy for oil wealth ) It would upset an awful lot of people. There
would be no TARGET to shoot at or take over, however, because all other oil producers would immediately jump on this
band wagon. Its a simple matter of what an interested party is willing to receive for their goods. Venezuela, with gold and
oil reserves and production capacity, would be one of the wealthiest nations on earth. The world would be turned upside
down geopolitically, wouldn't it. Literally "..the 'have-not's of the world will become the 'have's.."
Mr. Allen ( USA ) ,
Another thanks you for this thinking. It should be read by everyone with an interest in this area. It should also be studied by
students wishing to learn of market dynamics. We also offer this piece as an addumnum to the above, also by the same
author.
Date: Mon Dec 15 1997 10:49
Allen ( USA ) ( Quick Note to JTF re: 23:05 post - US$ oil float ) ID#246224:
US$ price of oil is floating. The "proposal" to offer oil for gold at say 1000 Bbl/oz is far below the present float price in
US$. The gold market is SO SMALL that if the oil nation that made this proposal was pumping enough oil the gold market
would be swamped by oil buyers who were looking to make a few ( !! ) US$ on the discrepancy in price. In effect this
would revalue gold by inserting an entire different group of buyers into the gold market who have ALOT of money.
Why is it the oil nation would not just buy at market? Same as above. Their effect in the open market would basically shut
down the market thereby frustrating their efforts to buy gold. Conversely, why would they then make the "proposal"?
Because either they have enough gold to buy the world at the new price, there is a crisis in which they feel it is to their
advantage to do this ( such as a US$ crisis ) or they might have a geopolitical rational. In the new valuation the US$ would
still be intact. But its monopoly role would be altered. Its not that currencies would become worthless but that gold would
become worth much more in relationship to paper currencies.
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To answer the "military" question, asked at the begining of this article, I say:
The massive increase in the "reserve currency" price of gold would, no doubt be ushered into the USA house of congress as
a godsend answer to Americas debt problems. With the "full production" of oil, now viewed as a sure thing, The world may
well see the USA send the military into the Middle East just to ensure that this "deal" [Freegold] is not disturbed. After all, it
is oil that will be massively devalued by gold.
Thank you
Did you catch what he said there? He said the US would not use its military to stop Freegold. Instead, it would use it to
ENSURE Freegold once its benefits to even the US are recognized! This is such a simple concept yet so few of you seem
able to grasp it.
And for those of you that keep asking me if I think the US gold is still there… yes, I do.
Here is something you need to understand about the US gold. The Fed does not own it. The US Treasury does. Following
the Gold Reserve Act of 1934, the Treasury gained title to the entirety of the U.S. monetary gold (including $3.5 billion of
which was currently being held by the Federal Reserve banks). From that point on, the Fed has received private issues of
new-fangled gold certificates in $100, $1,000, $10,000 & $100,000 denominations -- not to be paid out and not for
circulation.
So the Treasury took 175 million ounces of gold from the Fed, paid it in DOLLAR-DENOMINATED certificates for this
gold at $20 per ounce, then revalued it to $35 per ounce. So if the Fed had even been able to redeem those certificates for
gold in 1935, it would have only gotten back 100 million ounces. The windfall of 75 million ounces of gold ($2.6 billion),
in this case, went entirely to the US Treasury and not the Fed.
The entire Treasury windfall was $2.8 billion and was the reason and the funding for the establishment of the ESF, the
Exchange Stabilization Fund in 1934. So following the Gold Reserve Act of 1934 100 million ounces of gold were already
automatically monetized. The rest of the US gold was eventually monetized through the Fed. The way this happens is the
US Treasury issues fancy new non-negotiable, dollar-denominated gold certificates to the Fed and the Fed credits the
Treasury account with dollars.
Today, all of the US gold has been "spent" in this way, but only at the price of $42.22 per ounce. That's 261,511,132 ounces
of gold monetized at roughly $11 billion, money that was spent long ago.
So you see, the Fed cannot mark the US gold to market. It cannot even revalue the US gold. Only Congress can. And even if
Congress DID revalue the gold, it would not change the Fed balance sheet by one penny. The Fed only holds dollardenominated certificates worth $11 billion, payable in gold, but not really. It's kind of like Aramco in 1945 who owed the
Saudis $3 million, payable in gold.
If Congress DID decide to mark the US stockpile of gold to market today it would find it had a new stream of revenue. At
today's price of $1,328 per ounce, the US gold would be worth $347 billion. Subtract the $11 billion already on the Fed
balance sheet and Congress could immediately ask the Fed to credit the US Treasury with $336 billion new dollars to be
spent.
And then, if they let the value of the gold float, anytime the price rises, they could issue more fancy dollar-denominated gold
certificates to the Fed and be credited with new dollars to spend. In fact, at a Freegold price of $55,000 per ounce, Congress
could retire the entire US national debt without giving up a single ounce of gold, merely monetizing what it already has
through the Federal Reserve. But what will really happen someday soon is the additional step of opening the vault and
allowing that gold to FLOW again, but at a floating price. With this one move Congress wouldn't have to retire the entire
national debt because credibility would be reestablished.
You see, the European gold reserves are far better, far more credible than the US gold reserve, simply because they engage
in a two-way gold market, and have for decades. The US gold has been hoarded and locked away for more than 30 years,
never deployed in case of emergency. The European CB's took a lot of flak for selling gold over the past two decades, but
that action is precisely what makes them so much more credible (and valuable!) than the US gold hoard. Any trading partner
knows full well that if all else fails, gold will be paid.
The price of gold today is unstable. Anyone with eyes can see that. Worse, it's rising. Which means the flow of physical gold
in the quantities needed (at today's gold price) to lubricate global trade is drying up.
"Gold has always been funny in that way. So many people worldwide think of it as money, it tends to dry up as the price
rises."
But the flow of physical gold WILL be reestablished. The world demands it. It doesn't care how high the price goes, only
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that the flow is guaranteed. Only the $IMFS seems to care about how high the price goes. And, apparently, that is because
the $IMFS is the main printer of paper gold. Flow WILL be credibly and sustainably reestablished, which means paper gold
WILL be discredited. Flow is sustainably and infinitely guaranteed at a floating, physical-only price. What that price is in
today's world is anyone's guess because we haven't had such a market in centuries.
Oil will probably keep rising in price until something breaks. Then it is going to around 1,000 bbl per ounce of gold when
the paper gold market fails to deliver the increased flow demand of physical gold at the paper market's low four-digit dollar
price. And the oil producers will be VERY happy with this new, guaranteed flow. Hard to believe? Believe it! And if that
doesn't scare the pants off somebody who has their whole life's savings fully invested in paper promises at today's
valuations, nothing will.
Sincerely,
FOFOA
"Sir, I feel the prudent allocation of wealth assets will see us thru most of this." - FOA
"I think that surviving the transition has to be the No. 1 priority and I also think owning some physical gold is a key part of
a survival strategy." - Costata
"We have met the enemy and it is us. The best we can do now is just prepare ourselves, our family, and friends, at least that
very small percentage that will listen." - Greyfox "It's the Debt, Stupid"
"Charles T. Munger says you’re a jerk if you buy gold, even if it works. He wants you in equities so he can pluck you like
an animal."
- A Friend

ORO (12/1/99; 23:54:38MDT - Msg ID:20038)
Accumulation
As I have worked it out, the purchase is done on paper. The accumulation is slow but steady. They obtain the gold for gold
loans from themselves and buy it back. The rates of accumulation are not the same today as they were in the past. The 19951997 period was the main thrust where 8000 tons were committed and 4000 tons of their own gold were used to back that
up (sums in total for the period). Trades were executed in the second and third quarter of every year. Prior to that, the
accumulation was significantly slower, probably on the order of 12000 tons gross since 1987, going into 1994, a large
minority of that in paper form. I believe the current gold in hand would be about 10000 tons 6000 or so in Saudi hands. The
Oil Royals paper gold position outstanding was probably in the 8000 ton range in the end of 98.
I would need to expend a significantly larger effort to put all that together into better estimates with something beyond back
of the envelope calculations. Right now, obtaining information before 1995 is quite difficult.
The main point is that in 98, as Asians dumped their gold, the Arab Oil countries were getting delivery.
Because of many Westerners dumping their gold holdings after a disappointing 20 years, right at the beginning of a new
gold bull - right after the first spike, it is in the interest of all gold accumulators to use the opportunity of collecting more
gold at a discount to do so, even if one needs to delay a long plan from executing.
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Sunday, October 24, 2010
Flow Addendum

The following is the essential companion to It's the Flow, Stupid, filling in gaps and answering questions. Whether or not
you've read this masterpiece in the past, it is worth another look. If you are like me, you will find something new that you
didn't see before.
Sincerely,
FOFOA
Part 1 --- Stormclouds Gather...
The estimable economist Milton Friedman stated his forgettable opinion in 1974 that OPEC would collapse and oil would
never get up to $10 per barrel. In all fairness to Professor Friedman, we must recognize his position as coming from a
staunch monetarist, emphasizing money supply as the "true religion" for the Federal Reserve to keep the US Dollar as good
as Gold. At times, he half-seriously argued for the abolition of the Federal Reserve in light of the simple monetary policy
guidelines that could serve in its stead, with the economy returning to a state of self-regulation. (In the past sound-money
days, economic hardships were far from unnatural, and they were not necessarily attributable to acts of government.
However, modern attempts to centrally manage the economy ensures that any blame for systemic difficulties today may be
clearly laid at government's feet.)
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Milton's mistake was two-fold. First was his knowledge that Arabian oil could be produced for one dime of real money, and
that inevitable competition among OPEC members would surely keep the price close to cost of production. Second, and
most importantly, Milton failed to account for the possibility that the government would abandon such reasonable monetary
management to keep the dollar nearly as good as Gold. This fact was NOT lost, however, on the oil producing countries.
Ask yourself, what would YOU do if your business or trading partners suddenly started offering you payment with
Monopoly money instead of "real" money? Would you shun real money as though it were the plague, and embrace
Monopoly money as the greatest thing since sliced bread? If you would, then I have got a job for you!! Bring your shovel
and some work-clothes, you have been hired for life...
Upon the 1971 declaration by the United States that redemption of dollars for Gold would be terminated, the entities in
receipt of dollars for balance of trade settlements had no difficulty recognizing this as an outright default on payment
contracts. The scramble was on to make sense of this new payment system in which the dollar was no longer a THING of
value (a small amount of Gold), but was now reduced to a CONCEPT of value; an undefined unit with which the world
would denominate the amount of value in contracts for goods and services. The problem ever since has been in coming to
terms with the meaning of value for this shifting and undefined unit, and its vulnerability for mismanagement and abuse.
Jelle Zijlstra, who became head of the Bank for International Settlements, said while with the Bank of the Netherlands in
regard to the 1971 severing of Gold from the dollar, "When we left the pound, we could go to the dollar. But where could
we go from the dollar? To the moon?"
As I continue this tale, I hope it becomes clear that not only have we gone to the moon, but that Gold is going there also.
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Part 2 --- A Transition: Things Are what they Are...
Do you see the world as it is? Or, do you see the world as you are? A tough obstacle, to be sure, as our experiences weigh
heavily on our perceptions, and many people have no practical earthly experience with real money. There is hope..."the
Truth is out there!" as a popular show is quick to proclaim. Albert Einstein puts an interesting slant on this theme: "My
religion consists of a humble admiration of the illimitable superior spirit who reveals himself in the slight details we are able
to perceive with our frail and feeble mind."
So with a ready admission our minds are frail and feeble, let's prepare to tackle something so ponderous it must hopelessly
remain an abstraction to us mere mortals. I refer to the U.S. national debt, expressed in dollars, that stands at 5.6 trillion.
Wow! What does that really mean? To put it in some perspective, we will revisit the 1970's, and try to get our arms (and
feeble minds) around some much smaller numbers, and yet numbers that themselves are large enough to be abstractions.
Let's examine the incredible and overwhelming wealth and economics of oil.
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Imagine having claim to a sandy and barren land that reaches 120 degrees Fahrenheit in Summer, making your living
through the ages on goats, dates and Pilgrims to Mecca. Not a posh existence when compared to America in the Roaring
1920's, but the passage of time reveals the fortunate few that were in the right place at the right time. When the Standard Oil
Company of California was granted an exploration concession for Saudi Arabia in 1928, the 35,000 Gold sovereigns paid by
Socal were reportedly counted by Sheik Abdullah Sulaiman himself. Wispy shades of things to come! This can be thought
of similarly to how you might view a collection of skinny stock investors who found themselves heavily invested in penny
internet stocks when the technology market exploded in the 1990, making them all millionaires. Except this: Oil is much,
much bigger! We will soon examine what it means to be in the right place at the right time.
I will talk about pricing and balance of trade in the next part...stay tuned for the biggest transfer of wealth the world has ever
seen. The key-currency gets debased in 1971, and Gresham's Law rules the land.
Part 3 --- It's Only (a mountain of) "Money"...
Having purchased this Saudi Arabian concession, in subsequent drilling Socal's Damman Number 7 struck oil in 1937 (I
believe old Number Seven is still flowing.) Socal partnered with Exxon, Mobil, and Texaco to form the Arabian-American
Oil Company. Over a thirty year period, Aramco discovered petroleum reserves in Saudi Arabia in excess of 180 billion
barrels...a quarter of the known reserves of the planet at that time. And as the world aged and changed, the amount of oil
consumed daily in world trade climbed dramatically, from 3.7 million barrels per day in 1950, to 9.0 mbpd in 1960, to 25.6
mbpd in 1970, to 34.2 million barrels per day in 1973 during the first Oil Crisis.
Consider this for better perspective: the average yield per well at the end of the 70's in the United States was 17 barrels per
day per well, in Venezuela (one of the co-founders of OPEC) it was 186 barrels per day per well, and in Saudi Arabia (the
other OPEC co-founder) it was 12,405 barrels each day per well. Wow! Just imagine if the internet companies today issued
new, additional shares each day at this same rate as oil consumption...the stock price would plummet! But unlike internet
stocks, because this oil is consumed, it must be replaced (and paid for) every single day.
But before I can move into the fascinating region of this miniseries that sheds light on how and why the Gold market is as it
is today, this background is vital, so please bear with me, and I shall thank you for your patience. Oftentimes, understanding
is its own reward, but in this case it may well prove essential for wealth preservation at a minimum. To begin, we must look
at life in these United States (and in the process we will see a compelling reason that import barriers must be fought tooth
and nail)...
What does the Texas Railroad Commission have to do with this story? Plenty. So much oil was being produced in Texas in
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the 1930's that engineers were concerned about depletion and wastage, and the owners would fret over the effects of
oversupply that would at times bring the price per barrel down to ten cents. Tiny independent producers were often drilling
side by side with the majors, but when the price slumped their profitability suffered more because they didn't have income
from the downstream processes like the majors did. Because some of the individuals operating these independent companies
happened to be multimillionaires, their complaining voices were heard thanks to their political contributions.

The state government responded by giving the Texas Railroad commission the power to regulate drilling. And while they
didn't have the authority to set prices, they could regulate production levels. By setting an appropriate rate of production, oil
would be conserved and this restricted supply would achieve price levels high enough to keep the independents in gravy.
This Texas price became the American price, and also the world price (in the 1950's the U.S. was producing half of the
world's oil.) This meant pure profit for the major companies with overseas production that cost only ten cents per barrel. To
keep the price of oil up, what started as a gentlemen's agreement among the American oil companies to limit the imports of
cheaper oil later became enforced by the U.S. government--known as the "invisible dike" against the outside world of cheap
oil. Throughout the 1960's, the Persian Gulf offered the world oil at $1.80, while inside the "invisible dike" oil was being
sold to the nation at the Texas price of $3.45 per barrel by the end of the decade.
The great irony is that a Venezuelan lawyer (and oil minister) named Juan Pablo Perez Alfonso studied and used the Texas
Railroad Commission as his model for OPEC, which he co-founded with the Saudi Arabian director of the Office of
Petroleum Affairs, Abdullah Tariki, in 1960. OPEC from the beginning maintained that oil was a depleting asset, and it had
to be replaced by other assets to balance national budgets and fund developments.
Now that we know a bit about the producers and the price and cost of oil during the era of "real money," let us take a look at
the dollar itself. The dollar and the world was pegged to Gold via the post-WWII Bretton Woods agreement in which $35
was convertible to one ounce--but for foreigners only, not U.S. citizens. The rate for international currency exchange was
coordinated through the International Monetary Fund (IMF), with each currency pegged to each other through the dollar and
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Gold. The U.S. economy steamed along nicely in the 1950's, producing half of the world's oil as I've already stated, and half
of the cars that burned up this oil. By the arrival of the 1960's, American industry was buying foreign factories, equipment
and raw materials. In addition, the government was spending for its foreign bases and troops, and Vietnam was funded
largely in the red.
An overhang of dollars was developing overseas--and while at first the foreigners were reassured that the Gold guarantee of
the dollar was solid, as ever more dollars piled up, ever more of them cashed in the dollars for Gold. General de Gaulle
summed up the sentiment, saying that America had "an exorbitant privilege" in ownership of the key-currency. By that he
meant that the dollars America was able to issue via simple printing carried the same value in trade as the dollars that had to
be earned by other nations through meaningful productivity. It quickly became clear that too many claims had been issued
on the limited Gold, and President Nixon was prompted to close the Gold exchange window in the face of a certain run on
the Treasury.
In a quick repeat from Part 1: " Upon the 1971 declaration by the United States that redemption of dollars for Gold would
be terminated, the entities in receipt of dollars for balance of trade settlements had no difficulty recognizing this as an
outright default on payment contracts. The scramble was on to make sense of this new payment system in which the dollar
was no longer a THING of value (a small amount of Gold), but was now reduced to a CONCEPT of value; an undefined
unit with which the world would denominate the amount of value in contracts for goods and services. The problem ever
since has been in coming to terms with the meaning of value for this shifting and undefined unit, and its vulnerability for
mismanagement and abuse."

With OPEC in place, and the dollar now rendered meaningless by traditional standards, the stage is adequately set to
describe what followed. With OPEC now united and able to conserve, and threaten to cut back in the grand tradition of the
Texas Railroad Commission, they were able to name their terms of payment, and decide essentially what value the dollar
would have in oil terms. That is important enough to repeat: They were able to name their terms of payment, and decide
essentially what value the dollar would have in oil terms. The increased world demand for oil ensured that the price
would be met (Texas was pumping around the clock and still coming up short), and the printing presses essentially ensured
that there would be no lack of dollars, so to speak.
It is important here to realize the attitude of OPEC, and notably the Middle East. In the mid 1970's, the finance ministers of
both Kuwait and Saudi Arabia stressed that their needs were only to provide for the welfare of their citizens, and that oil in
the ground is better than paper money. Who from the West can argue with that? They called our money's bluff, fair and
square. So in 1971, while the Texas price of oil was $3.45, OPEC re-priced their Middle Eastern oil up from $1.80 to $2.20
(such audacity, don't you think?) only to see the market price due to demand in 1973 overtake the official posted price, at
which point OPEC saw the writing on the wall, and in October raised the price per barrel to $5.12 while curbing production.
By December, the Shah of Iran called a press conference to announce the official price would now be $11.65. Well, why
not? It's only paper to you if you are not in NEED of this currency through a debt to someone else. And so began the First
Oil Crisis of the 1970's.
The Shah of Iran (left) with President Nixon
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Just as America had been issuing claim checks on the national Gold throughout the 1960's, its spending habits didn't change
with the advent of the all-paper dollar. As a consequence, the world's greatest transfer of wealth was underway. Watching
the rising cost of real estate became a national pastime in the 1970's--an odd distraction from the gas lines and cost of fuel.
By raising the price of oil $10, from $1.80 to $11.65, at those current production levels OPEC raised its annual revenues by
approximately 100 billion dollars. Now recall from Part 2 where I promised you we would tackle some large numbers,
though nowhere near as incomprehensible as the $5.6 trillion U.S. debt. Here we go...
How much IS 100 billion dollars per year? It can't be much, because we all know the Middle East is heavily in debt with
struggling economies even now at the end of the 1990's. Right? Well, I invite you to follow along, and judge for yourself.
Let's try to spend that $100 billion, and remember...it is 1974. And let's not waste time on small stuff, we'll go right for the
big ticket toys.
How about some F-14's? Fully equipped (minus missiles because we are a peaceful bunch) they are ours for $9 million
each. Grumman on Long Island assembles 80 each year. Hell, let's take 'em all for $720 million. How about some F-15's
too? At $12 million each, we conclude our visit to McDonnell Douglas with 100 under our arm for a cool $1.2 billion. Let's
take home the biggest brute the U.S. has to offer--a top of the line nuclear-powered aircraft carrier for $1.4 billion. Better
yet, make that two carriers. Throw in some destroyers, some submarines...let's see... We've spent a total of $2 billion on a
kicking air force and a little more than that on a fine little navy. How much money is left in round figures? About $100
billion. And this amount comes in not only this year, but the next, and the next, and the next... [a side thanks to Mr.
Goodman for these historical prices.] $100 billion is a large annual paycheck, and we haven't even touched the $30 and $40
dollar prices brought about in the Second Oil Crisis. Now consider again that America has written future claims on $5.6
trillion dollars. Can you imagine how such a figure might be settled? Ouch.
F-15 warplanes of the Saudi Air Force fly over the capital, Riyadh, during a graduation ceremony at King Faisal Air Force University on Sunday.
Hassan Ammar / AP
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Where did all of this money come from? It would seem that America found an efficient means to issue claims on the country
in exchange for something that goes up in smoke. Would OPEC own America lock, stock, and barrel? What would OPEC
do with all of that cash? And would there be any end to it? How are the poorer countries that must EARN their dollars, as
General de Gaulle indicated, going to fund their own oil needs? Banks are the answer. Buy banks, fill banks, and recycle the
petrodollars. Oh, and let's not forget Gold. Straight from two ministers of finance, "We would rather keep the oil than
have the paper money." We thank you for that insight.
Now that I have properly set the stage, in the next part I shall relate the really good stuff of Aragorn's tale suggesting where
this money went, and how the system survived 20 years after the end was nigh, bringing cheap Gold crumbs for anyone
mindful enough to pick them up. To quote that good knight, "With a payday reaching that magnitude, the question of destiny
begs no answer. You set your own, and hope for nice weather."
Part 4 --- A 1970's History Lesson (without the disco)
One Oil Crisis down, one to go. We looked at some pretty incredible figures in Part 3. Where did this money go, and maybe
more importantly, where does it come from? For the sake of brevity I will assume the reader is well acquainted with the
process of money creation via modern banking. If not, then you have some important questions to ask and research to do.
For now, accept on faith that new money is created (as a simple ledger entry at a bank) through the process of borrowing. A
loan creates new money, and banks collectively may create money far in excess of what they hold on deposit. As a contract,
the loan is quite real, but the dollar is not. A dollar is an undefined concept--an undefined unit of measurement for
value, so to speak. You can see how such an arrangement favors those in a position to name their price.
As you can well imagine, for a country such as Saudi Arabia that had been subsisting on simple agriculture and the business
of Pilgrims, a sudden infusion of such a magnitude of money can be seen as pure profit, and a fine opportunity for capital
improvements to national infrastructure. Much of this money flowed back to the rest of the world to pay for international
contractors and materials. But clearly, much more money was coming in than could possibly be spent. Vast sums of it found
its way into the world's largest international banks--the five largest American, three largest Swiss, three biggest German, two
biggest British, and then on to the next tier... Suddenly there were over one hundred banks that set up shop in tiny Bahrain:
Citicorp, Chase Manhattan, Barclays, and Bank of Tokyo among them; all competing for surplus oil profit deposits. Paris
suddenly found itself host to over 30 new Arab banks.
So much money flowed in, and so much was lent in turn to the poor countries that could scarcely afford to buy oil with their
meager exports, that the financial system became a large game of musical chairs, and the biggest risk was that the music
might stop. There were no chairs to sit on! To protect themselves from the unthinkable--that the Arabs might pull their
deposits out of an individual bank--the banks developed a system. This system provided for the relatively smooth interlending of funds. Because even though a bank can create new money "out of thin air," they have to have deposits in the bank
as a starting point. If these funds were to be withdrawn, the bank must locate other deposits to cover their outstanding loans.
If the money were pulled, say from a British bank, it had to go somewhere; the amount of money was too great to "hide" for
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long. This British bank could call around, and arrange to borrow the funds back from a Swiss bank, or German bank, by
paying a nominal interest rate on this inter-bank loan. The important concept to grasp here is this: as long as the petrodollars
stayed in the banking system, the banking system would survive.
In fact, that is how the world weathered the storm of the First Oil Crisis. Such a grand scheme of inter-reliance was
formalized by several central banks in a meeting in Switzerland to handle any event should money come up short in one
area or another--the Basel Concordat. Have you ever heard of the LIBOR in any of your financial reading? Some credit card
issuers make use of the LIBOR instead of the U.S. prime rate in their contracts. It is the London Inter-bank Offered Rate,
and functions as the international bank borrowing rate, and it is the tie that binds the group together into a nearly seamless
global financial System.
When the First Oil Crisis caused a global tightening of belts, only America, as the issuer of the key-currency, could
shamelessly create new money with ease to pay its bills. Other countries had to balance their own books with productive
output, or else turn to the banks to borrow the needed funds. And borrow they did! Let there be no doubt that these
petrodollars were recycled through the banking system. Throughout the Oil Crisis and the distractions of the Nixon
Watergate scandal, the former Secretary of Defense under the Johnson administration, and then president of the World Bank,
Robert McNamara, was focused on one thing only--maintaining the good graces of OPEC. McNamara had to ensure
continued access to OPEC's funds. During 1974, the World Bank had drawn on OPEC for $2.2 billion, for a total at the time
of $3 billion--one quarter of all World Bank debt. For Euroland banks, business was booming because lending was their
business. And the IMF had its hands full trying to hold together the international currency exchange system.
Some of the countries that quickly found themselves behind the eight-ball were: Brazil, Korea, Yugoslavia, the Philippines,
Thailand, Kenya. (You can easily imagine that there aren't enough coffee drinkers in Saudi Arabia to achieve a meaningful
balance of trade of coffee beans for oil for a country like Kenya.) So in a move driven more by politics than banking to ease
the financial squeeze upon a nation's citizens and industry, the governments would turn to their central banks and to the
international and multinational banks to secure the needed money. And the banks couldn't stop lending, because many
countries relied on new loans to pay off the old loans in addition to their continued need for oil. Loans in default were
simply rescheduled. There were no chairs, and the music could not be allowed to stop.
If a bank were to fail, what would the Arabs do with their remaining deposits, now clearly in jeopardy? Further, the
inflationary impact of all of this borrowing was also a fact not lost on the OPEC nations. Many of the OPEC members'
advisors and ministers held Ph.D.'s from prominent American colleges. They did not have their heads in the sand. The
inflation would lead to a new price of oil just to recapture the value that was lost, and the cycle would intensify in the next
round. OPEC knew the western currencies were depreciating faster they were compensating with price hikes. They were
getting less "real" money as a result. Hopeless.
Remember Jelle Zijlstra with the "moon" comment earlier? As head of the BIS in 1980, he confidently predicted that
the Second Oil Crisis could be worked through, slowly, but that the System (international financial system) could not
survive a Third Oil Crisis--the inflation would make it impossible to recycle the petrodollars to the oil importing
countries with any hope of repayment, trade would crumble, and the System would be brought to its knees. On that
grim note, we need to take a quick look at how the world reacted to the Second Oil Crisis. It opens the door to
everything that follows.
By now you are patiently awaiting mention of Gold. There it is. Now back to the story... No, seriously, pay attention here,
and things will start to fall into place. I hope you have noticed the few references to oil prices throughout this series. In most
cases, the oil was made available at a posted price. In the 1960's, OPEC's posted price was $1.80 (though sometimes the
producers would undercut that to gain an advantage through additional volume), then it was $2.20, then $5.12, and within
weeks it had been changed again to $11.65 (in late 1973). By May 14 of 1979 the posted OPEC price was $13.34 per barrel,
but life was about to change. The key element to keep in mind is that oil was not priced directly by the market. It was
mostly sold under long-term contracts at posted prices that were set by the producers after careful analysis of what
the market could bear under self-determined production levels.
When the Ayatollah Khomeini's revolution deposed the Shah, Iran's 6 million barrel per day production fell off dramatically,
and the resulting shortage sent the downstream processes scrambling for sources of oil anywhere to feed their refineries.
Many turned to Rotterdam for oil, to fill their empty tanks. The deepwater port at Rotterdam was the principle harbor where
huge tankers could be found to deliver oil on the spot, and hence the spot market for oil was often referred to as the
Rotterdam market--but in truth, the spot market was available worldwide. This spot market was never meant to determine
the price for oil, but was only supposed to supply day-to-day purchases.
Due to the stresses of low supply, the Rotterdam price sailed above the $13.34 posted OPEC price on Tuesday, May 15,1979
to $28, and two days later it reached $34. Iran immediately took what little production remained and sold on the Rotterdam
market. OPEC then set a ceiling price for oil at $23.50 per barrel, but that was soon broken by Libya and Algeria.
Obviously, Rotterdam was the place to sell oil at the best price, so many tankers with long-term contracts for oil stood
empty waiting for delivery while ever more of OPEC-member production was diverted through Rotterdam. Countries and
many companies looked at the low levels in their storage tanks, and soon they were rushing to support the Rotterdam market
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with their business. The "spot" price reached $40 per barrel as uncertainty about the future brought forth every empty tank
or dilapidated tanker out of retirement to be filled.
Gresham's law can help explain this phenomenon-- bad money is spent and good money is saved. Oil was being bought and
saved as a store of value, while paper money was spent. The flames of this Rotterdam inferno were eventually cooled as the
last available storage tank was filled to capacity. This display of the spot value for oil reinforced OPEC's concept of value,
and they had no qualms about raising the posted price to the spot value. Please recall, "We would rather keep the oil than
have the paper money." Any student of history will also recall that the explosion in Gold prices also occurred in 1979 to
early 1980, showing us Gold priced at $850 per ounce.
So what exactly has changed in the world since 1980? There haven't been any similar blowups in the pricing of important
assets...so how was this wild tiger tamed? Is the money better than it once was? Or are the OPEC nations now suddenly and
truly beggars upon the West's doorstep? What happened? Are the multinational banks (once scrambling to hold together the
System) now calling the shots with nary a care in the world?
In Part 5, I put an end to this tale, and answer the biggest mysteries about Gold in the easiest of terms. The road will seem so
straight and fair to travel, you will kick yourself for struggling through the brambles for so long, and wonder at your
neighbors who STILL can't see the path, though it is truly a freeway.
Part 5 --- Gold, Money, and the Free Market
Before I conclude this commentary, let me first express my gratitude to USAGOLD for hosting this illuminating site, and
for the tolerance I've been extended by so many here for my four long posts that up until this moment probably didn't seem
germane to the topic of Gold.
On any journey, the first few steps are the most important, and in this case they were also the most difficult--to include
enough for context without drifting off-topic. This last part is easy. The task at hand is to provide an explanation of Gold's
pre-eminence as a monetary asset. Gold is, in fact, Money, while the dollar and others are merely currencies--an importance
difference!
I am not claiming to be offering new findings of my own. The inspiration for this tale originated from many sources,
comments Aragorn III offered to a small group last month, a knowledge of history, and keen perception. I have been
challenged to render this tale into the clearest of terms suitable even for those not acquainted with Gold and worldly
economics. If I have succeeded in my challenge, at the conclusion of this final part you will fully grasp how the free market
has managed to provide a sophisticated asset (Gold) at a laughably minute fraction of its relative value. You will know that
Gold is Money, and will gain new respect for its "price." Although this information isn't new, it might be new to you, and
hopefully this explanation of financial operations with Gold, together with the background information of the 1970's Oil
Crises, will help you anticipate and conclude for yourself an outlook for events ahead, and will also help you to better
understand and evaluate the important messages being presented by ANOTHER and FOA, in addition to the other worthy
knights of this Table round. Knowledge is power, and with it your destiny shall be yours to decide.
To start, I'm going to paraphrase some specific remarks made by Aragorn III that some people need to hear and think about,
though most of the Forum posters are already in tune with this.
'The falling price of Gold has had various effects on people. The common person says, "Of course it is falling, because Gold
has been demonetized." The Goldheart knows better, so the falling price has a more remarkable effect, bringing out
insecurities and irrationalities of some. Though these people don't question that Gold is money, their insecurities start to
question whether the world really needs money at all... that somehow this greatest device of mankind has been antiquated.
Simply preposterous. If they knew the truth they would confidently buy today at triple the price and call it a bargain of a
lifetime. People ask, "Why waste effort to dig up Gold from the ground, only to rebury it in vaults?" I say, "For the same
reason the central banks toil to print millions of fancy notes that nobody reads. If you've read one, you've read them all."
The effort is needed to prevent cheating, though we easily see the fancy cash does not stem the abusive tide of money from
nothing. People also say, "Gold is a dead asset. It does not earn interest." What is the point of such a comment, to
demonstrate their naiveté? Did banks not pay interest when coins were stamped from Gold?
You see, it is not the nature of money itself to earn interest, but rather, it is the investment risk that maybe earns a reward. A
modern dollar in a shoebox is as a Gold coin beside it. No interest for either. You should know the interest paid by a bank
savings account is not a product of the money itself, but instead it is the rewards on the risk the bank takes with the money
you have provided for their investment use. Sometimes these banks choose poorly, and in those cases even the modern
dollar earns no interest, and does not come back at all--lost with the closing of the bank doors. Money must be risked
(invested) to expect a yield, and in this regard, the big players in the world risk Gold money as they do paper money (though
often not as aggressively), while the small players are content with the shoebox yield. You are forced to be more aggressive
(more risky) with paper because its value dies quickly, unlike Gold that stands forever even in a shoebox of no risk.'
With that, I will now conclude this tale that shows Gold functioning in its role as Money. And because preconceived notions
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of words often cloud a person's ability to see the case before them, I shall try to deliver this message with the slightest use of
such terms as Gold loans, leases, shorts, etc. In fact, I will be so bold as to simply refer to Gold as Money (I will write it as
"Money (Gold)" to ensure you know my meaning, but as you read, simply pronounce it as money). As far as what you
might think is money (dollars, yen, pesos, etc.), I shall from this point forward not call them money, but refer to them by
their given name (dollars, yen, pesos, etc.) or else will call them "fiat currency," or just "currency" for short. Fiat means "by
decree, and fiat currency is currency because the government tells us it is.
Enough of the preamble. Let's pick up where we left off from Part 4. In days past, the oil exporters had been poor to modest
countries scraping by when two things occurred. They discovered that they owned lots and lots of oil, and they also found
that the rest of the world had developed a voracious appetite for oil. Think how different the world situation would be today
if this supply of oil had simply never existed. We are certainly lucky to have its availability, and it is a reasonable
expectation to pay fairly for all that we take.
We've already discussed much of the turmoil that resulted from consumption that outpaced ability to pay. Payment in
Money (Gold) was terminated, and many payment scenarios were developed in addition to the ever rising prices in paper
currency. While it can be suggested that currency is a reasonable means in which to track balance of trade accounts
(equating oil exports with similar value of imports such as infrastructure improvements), it should be readily admitted that
paper currency is an unacceptable means in which to pocket one's profits. Book the trade balances with paper currency, but
pocket the profits (savings) with Money (Gold). That's what I do every month, too!
Paper currency was falling fast in value when it was no longer tied to Money (Gold), and this was causing international
settlement difficulties on many fronts in addition to oil. It is instructive to investigate some of the tools of the international
financial System, because what worked for Money (Gold) and currency back then, certainly works for Money (Gold) today.
(Please reread the paraphrasing of Aragorn's money comments if you have forgotten them already.)
Back in the 1960's when dollars were still tied to Money (Gold) under the Bretton Woods agreement, the American penchant
to spend for goods abroad led Kennedy's Undersecretary for Monetary Affairs, Robert Roosa, to fear a mass "cashing in" of
these dollars in international hands for Money (Gold)--a run on the Treasury. Roosa created a new financial device, referred
to as a "Roosa bond," which was a special issue of Treasury bonds that were denominated in Swiss francs. As the bonds
were sold to the world, they would sop up excess U.S. dollars with the terms that repayment at a future date would be in a
given quantity of Swiss francs. (Notice I said quantity, and not value.) While these Roosa bonds stemmed the tide of a
possible run on the Treasury, they ended up costing America more because the Swiss currency appreciated versus the dollar
during the life of the bond.
In 1978, the U.S. issued 10 billion dollars worth of bonds denominated in foreign currencies (marks or yen) to milk extra
life out of a dying dollar system, and the fix lasted until the 1979 Oil Crisis made mincemeat of it. It was an
acknowledgment that some foreign investors wouldn't hold U.S. government obligations that would be repaid in dollars
worth less than originally spent on the bond. Further, it was at this time that the U.S. promised to sell Money (Gold) from
the Fort Knox stockpile to foreign central banks unwilling to hold dollars. (On his last day of office, March 31, 1978,
Federal Reserve chairman Arthur Burns suggested that the entire $50 billion of the nation's Gold stock be sold for foreign
currency in defense of the dollar, at which time the foreign reserves could be used to buy up the collapsed dollar in
international markets. While this plan was originally rejected, within three weeks the Treasury Department was forced to
announce it would auction Money (Gold) on a regular basis.)
Treasury Secretary Michael Blumenthal pledged in a meeting two days later with top-level Arab businessmen that the
integrity of the dollar would be defended vigorously, and asked them to do their part to stabilize the global economy by
keeping a price freeze on oil in place at least through 1978. (You should have no questions now about where the dollar
found its value after the 1971 delinking with Money (Gold). The asking price by oil--influenced by many factors--is
what established the dollar's value.)
It is also important to realize that not all international arrangements are conducted on the open market. For
example, to avoid the German mark from being bid up in strength with a result of ever more people bringing them
dollars for an exchange, Germany's Bundesbank issued bonds directly to the Middle Eastern buyers, avoiding the
marketplace impact altogether. This was at the time Saudi Arabia was swimming in cash and spreading the excess
among the world's largest banks (as mentioned in Part 4). My point is this (which I shall expand on soon): don't be
surprised that banks are far more creative in their operations than revealed in your common experience through
savings and checking accounts and home loans.
Eliyahu Kanovsky, an oil economist, won renown by many for accurately forecasting long-term oil production and pricing
trends by OPEC where all others had gotten it wrong. In the 1970's he maintained that economics, not politics, were the
determining forces behind the decisions of OPEC. In 1986 he wrote in response to the prevailing notion that OPEC would
eventually own the world as a result of its oil wealth: "It is, by now, abundantly clear that these forecasters committed gross
errors not only in terms of magnitude of change, but, far more important, in terms of direction of change. Instead of
increased dependence on OPEC and especially Middle East oil, there has been a very sharp diminution. ... Oil prices have
been weakening almost steadily since 1981 and there has been a collapse since the end of 1985. Instead of rising
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'petrodollar' surpluses, most OPEC countries, and Saudi Arabia in particular, are incurring large current account deficits in
their balances of payments, and are rapidly drawing down their financial reserves."
In the 1990's, Kanovsky maintains that OPEC has lost its ability to raise income through raising prices, and that oil below
$20 is virtually assured. (This should remind you of Milton Friedman's poor prognostication from Part 1.) Kanovsky claims
competition among producers ensures an end to price fixing. They can only pump it and sell it for whatever the market will
provide. He contends (rightfully so) that Iraq can be counted on to "pump like mad" upon lifting of UN sanctions. He also
contends that with the current account deficits of many OPEC members, notably the Saudis, they have no option themselves
but to add to the oil glut with overproduction to raise revenue.
Since it has been brought to our attention by Kanovsky, let's take a look at the Saudi budget, and the toll taken on it in the
aftermath of the Gulf War. IMF data reveals that the Saudi deficit climbed from $4.3 billion in 1990 to $25.7 billion in 1991.
Oil had been selling at around $14 per barrel until June 1990 when Saddam Hussein pressured OPEC to raise the price to
about $20 to help repair Iraq's national budget (which had been wiped out and sent into the red by their 1980-88 war on
Iran). Iraq's subsequent invasion of Kuwait in August 1990 temporarily spiked the price higher.
Here I must ask you to pause for a moment to reflect on those huge oil trade surplus figures we toyed with in Part 3,
and recall that they were from early 1970's oil demand at a price of $11.65 which caused the First Oil Crisis. What
happened to the vast amounts of petrodollar revenue that was being pumped into international banks, and recycled
as fast as the loans could be written to borrowers throughout the 1970's? Further, what happened to the earnings
that were surely being generated on these deposits through the activities of the lending institutions? As I noted at the
end of Part 4, the System miraculously survived the Second Oil Crisis of 1979, and concurrently the skyrocketing
price of Gold promptly abated in 1980. Further, Kanovsky points out that oil prices started weakening in 1981, and
then plunged in 1985. Force yourself to make the connections. You will be one step ahead of Kanovsky, who has
identified the effect, but no doubt has missed the cause entirely. Let us now tie together everything we know, and fill
in the remaining pieces.
Historically, the price of oil had been simply posted by the producers for contracted delivery until it was unleashed to
respond to daily supply/demand forces on the "spot" Rotterdam market, at which time the price exploded in 1979-80.
Although the dollar had been historically fixed to Money (Gold), after it was unpegged in 1971, the currency price of
Money (Gold) was determined by the daily supply and demand, similar to Rotterdam. Gold auctions began in May of 1978
because the U.S. had trouble getting international entities to accept its dollar currency. After "booking" their trade balances
with dollars, the House of Saud, among others, wanted to "pocket" their profits with Money (Gold), and therefore competed
with everyone in the world for Gold on the spot market. As the price shot right through $700 it was clear that every ounce
purchased made it that much more difficult to purchase the next ounce. There was little trouble raising the price of oil as
needed, except the financial structure of the world was coming apart at the seams. Each dollar withdrawn from international
banks to buy Money (Gold) made life ever more difficult for the banks to square their books against outstanding loans or to
write new loans. There had to be a better way...the return of Money!
The high price of Gold brought mining companies out of the woodwork. The Earth was suddenly crawling with geologists
looking for the next jackpot Gold deposit. The mining companies needed capital to finance the construction of these
numerous new mines. It's not strange to you to accept that banks can lend currency. It should not be difficult for you to
accept that banks can lend Money (Gold) also. Struggling with that thought? Don't. They lent Money (Gold) in the days
prior to Roosevelt's 1933 confiscation of Money (Gold) in exchange for currency, and they can lend Money (Gold) today. In
fact, they can even create Money (Gold) out of thin air, in a manner of speaking, and I'll walk you through it.
Sometimes a parallel familiarity assists comprehension. Consider the existence of Government-Sponsored Enterprises
(GSE's) such as the Federal National Mortgage Association (commonly known as Fannie Mae). Fannie Mae is in the
business of creating financing for people to acquire a house. The government's involvement in this affair is that they
underwrite the risk of a default on the repayment of the loan. Dollars are borrowed, dollars are lent, and dollars are repaid. It
doesn't matter what happens to the exchange rate of the dollars versus other currencies. A certain amount of dollars are
owed, plain and simple, under the terms of the loan contract. If a home mortgage loan is sold on the secondary market, the
purchaser of the loan is effectively buying not the house that was financed by this loan, but rather the rights to receive the
borrower's scheduled repayments over a span of time.
Think of a loan to a mining company in a similar fashion. Interest rates on Money (Gold) loans are often much less than on
currency loans because the Money (Gold) holds its inherent value over time (despite its "price",) whereas the paper currency
fails so fast you must return more for the lender to at least break even, not to mention show a profit for the risk. Because
miners will be pulling Money (Gold) out of the ground, it makes the most sense to them to seek a loan of Money (Gold)
rather than currency in order to finance their new mine construction. But because Caterpillar has its head in the sand, it
requests dollar currency for the purchase of its mining equipment, so an exchange must be made for paper currency as an
integral part of this Money (Gold) loan. These arrangements can take place in every conceivable fashion, but this following
example will be representative.
As 1980 arrived, the Saudis naturally still wanted Money (Gold) for their oil, and the rest of the world was struggling with
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liquidity. Much currency "wealth" had already been transferred to OPEC, leaving many countries toiling to service their
own debts--much of their credit existing as recycled petrodollars. Let the lending continue! Bullion banks would facilitate
these deals, and central banks (CB's) would act in the same capacity as with the GSE Fannie Mae, guaranteeing ultimate
repayment in the event of a borrower's default. In this simple example, the House of Saud could be looked at as the principle
lender (although the borrower doesn't see this)...providing the currency equivalent of the Money (Gold) borrowed by the
mining company to pay for Caterpillar's equipment to build the mine. Because this is contracted as a Money (Gold) loan,
Money (Gold) must be repaid over time. In a sense, from the Saudis' viewpoint it is similar to the Roosa bonds where U.S.
dollars are paid for the bond, with a fixed amount of another currency (in this case, Money (Gold)) expected to be returned
upon maturity.
With the simple but vital central bank guarantee against the default of these Money (Gold) loans, the House of Saud, for
example, would have no qualms about supplying the cash side, effectively buying not the Gold metal immediately, but
rather the rights to receive the borrower's Gold repayments over a span of time. Just like buying a home loan on the
secondary market. And the Money (Gold) of the central bank need not ever move or change ownership unless the borrower
defaults on the loan, and the CB is obligated to deliver on its guarantee for the full repayment in Money(Gold).
There is nothing sinister in all of this. The price of Gold has fallen simply because anti-gold sentiment has been fostered
throughout the common investment markets while the principle buyer at the Golden "Rotterdam market" had found another
avenue in which to obtain the Money (Gold) desired in exchange for oil profits. This is very much like the off-market
Bundesbank offerings that I mentioned about earlier. Please appreciate the patience in this approach, and the commitment it
shows to Money (Gold), knowing full well that for many years it might be getting ever cheaper, while they would appear
the fool for buying it from the top prices all the way down to the lowest. But the big payoff is in the end--which is near--and
I'll get to that.
Now that you grasp the basics, let's take things up one level. So many Money (Gold) loans were written, that the House of
Saud in our example spent down their past petrodollar surpluses. What now? It is time for banks to do what banks do
best...create new money. This is the typical example I promised you earlier:
The miner approaches a bullion bank for a Money (Gold) loan. Let's assume the current dollar price of Money (Gold) is
$400 per ounce, and the miner needs $20 million to pay Caterpillar for equipment. The bullion bank (such as can be found
operating in the network of the London Bullion Market Association--LBMA) writes the Money (Gold) loan contract
specifying the term of repayment of 50,000 ounces of Money (Gold) plus interest at 1% - 2%. The borrowing miner
collateralizes this Money (Gold) loan with company stock, the deed to the mine, etc., and is sent down the road with $20
million in currency for Cat. Where did this cash come from? The bullion bank turned to the House of Saud, which is
currently out of currency. However, using their oil in the ground as collateral, the bullion bank is able to write them a
currency loan out of thin air (just like banks can do) with which the Saudis purchase the repayment rights on the Money
(Gold) loan. They will be receiving future Gold for their future oil! As they sell oil, they will use their dollar revenue to
repay their currency loans, and in the meanwhile, the miner's Gold loan repayments will be directed to the Saudis' account.
What does the bullion bank get for all this trouble? First, the central bank gets 1% - 2% for underwriting or guaranteeing the
loan. (Just like the underwriting done with Fannie Mae.) The bullion bank had added on top of this low interest rate an
applicable margin for its cost of funds to establish the final interest rate for the miner that borrowed the Money (Gold). This
rate might run 3% - 5% (while currency loans would demand much more.) Each year the miner produces Gold, and after
paying the required installment of Money (Gold) for the Loan, the remainder of his annual production can be sold on the
spot market for currency used to meet business expenses.
There's one hitch. Because the biggest Gold buyer is no longer shopping on the spot market, the pricing pressure has come
off, and prices could very well be expected to fall. To protect against this leading to the possible bankruptcy of the miner,
and hence his default on the repayment of Gold, the terms of the Loan might also require that the miner lock-in a certain
amount of future production at the current Gold prices at the hedging counter. (Economists first scrutinize the mining plan to
ensure that it will in fact be viable at current prices before granting the Loan.)
As described so far, it should come as no surprise that the House of Saud would also step right up to purchase the delivery
side of this hedged production. Enough must be hedged to ensure the mine will remain viable (even at lower prices) at least
long enough to repay the Loan. Let's assume this mine is operating today with Money (Gold) at $260 per ounce, while their
cost of production is actually $320. The current price of Money (Gold) is not a factor on the Loan repayment...they owe
50,000 (plus interest) ounces, regardless. Any additional production would be sold under the terms of their hedge, at $400
per ounce, and they can pay their bills comfortably and stay in business. Is the House of Saud a fool for paying $400 long
ago for the Loaned ounces, and for paying $400 today to honor such hedged ounce agreements? You or I could pay $260
today for that same ounce on the spot market. Have you started to develop a new opinion of your currency, or at least a new
opinion of Money(Gold)?
OK, so what else does the bullion bank get out of this, other than the applicable margin on the Money(Gold) loan mentioned
above? It also collects the interest on the currency loan that was written to the Saudis using their oil as collateral. You can
see how the mechanism that has brought us temporarily cheap Money (Gold) over the years has also given us cheap oil not
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subject to the same shocks witnessed in the Seventies. You can also see why the economists can look at the Saudi balance
books and see tremendous currency debts and budget deficits where once there were surpluses that threatened to buy up the
world. They have in fact bought up a significant portion of the Gold mined well into the future...through Loans and
Hedges bought all the way down from the top. So who are we to question whether to exchange our currency for Gold
now or tomorrow, and to gripe over a missed opportunity of $10? The equation is simple. If you have cash, buy Gold
immediately, because the downward trend has become terribly unstable. Here's why...
The various financial Hedge Funds saw how easy it was for miners to raise low interest capital, and further appreciated the
fact that even if they were not themselves a producer of Gold, the Gold itself needed for repayment could be purchased on
the spot market at ever lower prices. The Hedge Funds could meanwhile invest the capital received through taking out this
Loan and expect to have a double profit potential in the end. (The infamous Gold Carry Trade would invest the currency
received through the 1-2% Gold Loan into U.S. bonds that yield over 5%.) And of course, with the proper central bank
guarantees, the House of Saud would be there to buy up the repayment contracts expected on these Money (Gold) loans
also.
The problem is that these speculating Hedge Funds have cumulatively driven the price so low (well beyond where mines
would have long ago stopped seeking this type of Loan) that some unhedged mines are shutting down or going bankrupt.
This aggravates the spot market with thin supplies of real metal reaching it (due to so much production already having
delivery obligations) such that it becomes hypersensitive to any real effort to make substantial purchases there.
As a result, the Hedge Funds will be in for a rude awakening in their efforts to purchase the Gold needed to repay their
Loans. And the bullion banks are sweating, because they stand next in line having facilitated the Money(Gold) loans and
pledged to the CB's that they were credit worthy of the CB Gold guarantees. And the important Oil Producer sees that the
big bucks paid long ago for future Gold delivery has actually purchased only uncertain arrival. And further, some miners,
despite their hedges, have played fast and loose liquidating them for cash, and through general mismanagement have not
been able to stay so viable as to ensure future operation and delivery of the repayment terms.
The CB's are fretting because their guarantees were used over and over again, and they are on the hook for a lot of Money
(Gold) when the speculating Hedge Funds and bullion banks find it impossible to cover their Loan repayment obligations on
the spot market as the price races away from them due to the hypersensitivity that low supply has caused. Shades of
Rotterdam. Currently aggravating this spot market problem is the massive demand by individuals brought about by the low
prices and concerns for Y2K. I hope this gives you new perspective on the push lately by some CB's to free up some Money
(Gold) from the vaults, whether it is Bank of England, IMF, or maybe even Swiss. It should also give you perspective on the
anti-gold propaganda delivered regularly by the media. Consider that a skyrocketing price of Gold would not only be
viewed by the masses as a viable investment avenue, it would also tend to shake the confidence in paper currencies, and
threaten the banking system and Wall Street in general.
It is this same currency, borrowed against oil collateral for the purchase of Gold that has added the massive liquidity to the
world over the past decade and a half that many people have used in turn to fan the flames of the stock markets here and
overseas. That's a lot of cash born unto Gold, and were it not for the prospects of receiving the real wealth of Gold metal,
this supply of currency would have been stillborn, and oil would likely only come forth by way of brute force rather than by
civil, economic means. I realize that I have left a lot out, but this should get you started along the clear road traveled by
smart currency. Now, knowing what you know, what would you do with your dimes? Because this is really his tale, not
mine, I'll leave you once again with perhaps my favorite statement made by Aragorn one evening last month among his old
friends. "If I were given a dime for every time I cursed the market for providing easier gold, I'd have a dime...and that one
was found on my way over here."
Everyone, your comments are welcome. And thanks again to MK for the USAGOLD forum and for the opportunity to
obtain a world-class Money education and shiny yellow metal diplomas all at the same place!
Gold. Heading to the moon at a world near you. ---Aristotle
________________________________________________________
The above was written in 1999. The original can be found here.
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=======================================================================================================
**EDITORIAL NOTE**
The following post, Think Like a Giant 2, is being included in this compendium as well as the 2013 FOFOA Compendium. It expands on
and brings additional insight to It's the Flow, Stupid and the Flow Addendum.
=======================================================================================================

Monday, February 11, 2013
Think like a Giant 2

"Think that I a fool, because I trade gold for thousands US an oz.?
You will think much on this in the future." -ANOTHER
"Something that Big Trader or Another said a long time ago about trading gold off market in the
thousands. Trust me, it's there somewhere way back in the pre USAGOLD days. It seems that
gold was then and is today traded between countries, CBs, special accounts,,,,,,, at not only
contract prices but in the "perceived prices" that would exist in a non-dollar world. Hard to
believe? Don't be so quick to laugh. We are talking about gold traded in large amounts on the
"possibility" of a no dollar reserve world,,,,,, gold moved from "under the skin" to "under the
skin" so to speak. […]
Today, gold is worth far more than its traded contract price,,,, and has been for some years. […]
Listen to this and listen closely: "the real value of gold today is based squarely on the probability
of whether the US dollar can survive as a reserve currency"! No problem, you say? Well, you
may think a little different in a few weeks or years. […]
In some cases more than a few people have "done the math" and come up with some startling
probabilities and possibilities. In some perceptions, it's a political certainty!" -FOA
In Legs there was a quote from Another that mentioned the "discount trade" in gold: "If gold rises
above its commodity price it loses value in discount trade." In the comments under the post, Woland
asked about it:
Woland said…
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I have a question about the specific meaning of a phrase quoted in a paragraph by Another;
"[Central] banks do lend gold with a reason to control price. If gold rises above its
commodity price, (me: cost of production) it loses value in discount trade".
My reading of this is that "discount trade" refers to oil sold BELOW the currency price OIL
would otherwise demand, in return for gold being made available to OIL at a price far
lower than would otherwise be possible, without the CB leasing/intervention. Is this the
correct interpretation of the phrase?
(I am reminded of the old example by Another of $30 oil plus X amount of gold, then later
the same $30 plus XX amount.)
January 18, 2013 at 11:08 AM
I responded to Woland with this comment:
Hello Woland,
My reading is that "discount trade" refers to the BIS deals in physical gold at a "discount"
to the "future reset price", deals that kept the really big money wanting real gold from
blowing up the paper markets and the "plan" to make it to the euro's birthday party. In the
90s, the "discount price" ranged (according to ANOTHER) from $1,000 per ounce up to
$6,000 per ounce. This was a big discount on the "future reset price" of $10,000 and the
real future dollar price of $30,000.
Of course he may have simply meant the low commodity price of gold when he wrote
"discount trade." But I put the emphasis on the word value: "…it loses value in the discount
trade." The value was the control it gave the CBs in managing the Giants. The wider the
gap between gold's "price" and its obvious "value" the more room the BIS had to negotiate
deals that would keep the Giants happy. Here, I'll try to make my case using ANOTHER's
own words! ;D
First, let's look at the deal the Saudi's cut for themselves in the early 90s which you
mentioned above. Here's how ANOTHER explained it:
Date: Sat Oct 18 1997 21:04
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
The Deal:
We ( an oil state ) now value gold in trade far higher than currencies. We
are willing to use gold as a partial payment for the future use of "all oil"
and value it at $1,000 US. ( only a small amount of oil is in this deal ) And
take a very small amount of gold out of circulation each month using its
present commodity price.
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If the world price can be maintained in the $300s it would be a small price
for the west to pay for cheap oil and monetary stability.
The battle is now between CBs trying to keep gold in the $300s and the
"others" buying it up. In effect the governments are selling gold in any
form to "KEEP IT" being used as 'REAL MONEY" in oil deals! Some
people know this, that is why they aren't trading it,, they are buying it.
Not all oil producers can take advantage of this deal as it is done "where
noone can see". And, they know not what has happened for gold does not
change in price! But I tell you, gold has been moved and its price has
changed in terms of oil! For the monthly amount to be taken off the market
has changed from $10 in gold ( valued at $1,000 ) /per barrel to the current
$30 in gold /per barrel still valued at $1,000! Much of this gold was in the
form of deals in London to launder its movement. Because of some Asians,
these deals are no longer being rolled over as paper!
First of all, they said they valued gold at $1,000/oz. in this deal and took $10 worth of
physical off the market per barrel for a "small amount of oil." This was in the early days of
the deal (c.1991). $10 is 1/100th of $1,000 so they were taking 1/100th of an ounce per
barrel. In the early 90s the Saudis were producing about 9 million barrels per day.
ANOTHER said that starting in 1991 they were taking about 20 million ounces of gold per
year off the market through this deal. 20M ounces X 100 = 2 billion barrels of oil per year.
Divide that by 365 days and it looks like the "small amount of oil in this deal" was 5.5M
barrels per day, or about 61% of their production.
20 million ounces at $360/ounce would have cost $7.2B. At $1,000/ounce it would have
cost $20B. 3.3B bbls of oil sold at $30/bbl would have brought in $100B per year. So let's
say that they came to the negotiating table in 1991 saying that 20% of their production was
"net-production" or surplus for which they needed a real wealth reserve (gold) in return.
There were two options on the table. To use ANOTHER's first example, they could lower
the dollar price of oil from $30 to $25, but also price oil in gold at 1/400th of an ounce per
barrel. Here's how ANOTHER put it:
What if the oil states offered to buy gold with oil, OUTRIGHT? No
currencies involved. " We will produce flat out, all the oil you want. And,
we offer this oil as payment, per barrel, to buy ( say? ) 25US dollars or gold
priced by us, at ( say? ) $10,000oz.!"
The answer is very simple, the world would sell them gold for oil. I tell you
now, this almost happened!
If that had happened, as ANOTHER said, anyone with gold would have gotten oil really
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cheap. And the gold arb would have immediately taken gold to $10,000 per ounce. The
Saudis could easily exchange gold to cover their overhead costs and save their 20% excess
without a problem. The problem for the CBs would be that the world would be off a fiat
standard and back on a gold standard a decade before the euro's birthday party.
The other option on the table was, let's not rock the boat just yet. At $30/bbl, you want to
save about $20B in gold each year. At current prices that would be 50 million ounces or
1,555 tonnes per year. But you saw what happened in the late 70s. Obviously you can't just
go to the market and get that much—in other words, obviously the price of gold today is
bullshit. Obviously it's going to have to reset at a much higher level someday, we'd just
prefer that day not be today.
So let's see if we can figure out a way for you to take, say, 20M ounces, or 622 tonnes per
year off the market as long as we can keep the price of gold low so as not to rock the fiat
currency boat. We'll even underwrite (guarantee) this deal with our own gold (and we have
lots of it!). From what you, the Saudis, obviously understand, this is an excellent deal for
both of us, especially if the gold you get comes from someone else and not from our vaults.
But either way you're covered. Deal done!
I guess we will never know the exact deal, but ANOTHER sure spilled a lot of details in his
early posts if you look closely!
Now let's see what ANOTHER said about the discount trade in gold:
"As long as there is an open market for gold, it will not be allowed to trade
above its commodity price! It has far too much value for that to happen.
You see, in much the same way that a zero coupon bond trades at a
discount to face, gold is traded for its discount of "money value to
commodity price! Think that I a fool, because I trade gold for thousands
US an oz.? You will think much on this in the future.
[…]
With gold discounted to its production cost and below, those that have it
can trade it for its monetary value. Make no mistake, the BIS knows gold
in the many thousands. The future "reset value" of gold is the key.
"support the dollar with oil and the currency system works" "fail the
currencies and the dollar will come off the oil standard and the BIS will
reset gold to $10,000+ with many conditions. That is why they continue to
accept the dollar as a reserve. If Japan or any other COUNTRY sells US
treasury debt it's all over!"
[…]
The selling of old dollar reserves, alone will reprice gold in US$ terms of at
least $6,000/oz! Its present interbank reserve value.
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[…]
The $6,000 valuation of gold can only be true if currency deflation destroys
enough dollars to bring it down to that range. Without deflation, the dollar
will be devalued much lower than this (higher gold price)! Once the Euro is
created and begins to effect world trade (late 1999 perhaps), the gold
market will begin a transition as never before! I think it will be interesting
to follow the politics of this change, yes?
[…]
When the battle to keep gold from devaluing oil ( in direct gold for oil
terms ) is lost, the dollar will find "no problem" with $30,000 gold, as it
will be seen as a "benefit for all" and "why did noone see this sooner"?
[…]
The true value of gold, as a monetary currency, in today's current US$
values, is over $30,000. If all currencies were destroyed, and gold only was
used, this value would be higher. However, currencies will be used in the
future, as today, only their value in trade will change. They will no longer
be held as reserves, without gold at their side!
Okay, so if you've got really big money and you want to protect a large portion of it in
physical gold, you've got to pay what to us shrimps would be a big premium. But to the true
Giant it is actually a discount.
Imagine, Woland, that you woke up one day and discovered that you owned an oil field that
would produce millions of barrels a day for the rest of your life. Would you consider that a
windfall? In fact, that's exactly what it is. And with that windfall you will be able to raise
your standard of living up to the greatest standard available to mankind in 2013. You will
even be able to accumulate wealth on top of your unlimited "maximum consumption"
binge. What a rare treat!
But what you won't be able to do is get the full windfall profit from moving your excess
into physical gold that we shrimps can get. You already got your windfall. You simply have
too much money to do what we're doing. If you tried to go "all in", you alone would drive
the price so high that you'd never get the windfall you were after. Go ahead, try. Approach
your local Bullion Bank and see how far you get. I bet you'll eventually find yourself in a
private room somewhere in London receiving an education and an offer. What seemed like
a huge premium when you walked in will feel like a big discount by the time you leave.
When ANOTHER used terms like discount (and even premium) in this context, I think he
was usually referring to gold, and I don't think he was talking about the 10% and 20%
premiums and discounts we shrimps are used to. I think he was talking about Freegoldsized premiums and discounts. Remember this fellow from the post?
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"A proposal was offered to borrow in broken lots, 3.5 and 5.5 million ozs
for resale. It was turned down. The owner offered to sell only, no lease.
What turned heads was that someone else stepped in and took it all, at a
premium!"
I wonder what premium he got. That's the same 9,000,000 ounces I mentioned later in the
post converting it to 280 tonnes. Remember ANOTHER saying:
"Think that I a fool, because I trade gold for thousands US an oz.? You will
think much on this in the future."
Think now! I wonder if this guy got "thousands US an oz." when he was expecting
$310/ounce. Let's see, that was a $2.8B sale offer at $310. At $1,000 it would have been
$9B. Yeah, I guess that would turn some heads.
Woland, have you noticed that in ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) there are many times when
ANOTHER gives brief replies to various people yet we don't always know the question that
was asked or the context in which it was asked? Well, I added the link to the old Kitco
archives to my list of links in the sidebar. It's called Early Kitco Forum Archive.
It's pretty easy to click over and find the comments associated with ANOTHER's answers,
and I think it adds a new dimension to (THOUGHTS!). For example, here's a discussion
about that 9 million ounce deal, but you wouldn't have known that's what it was about from
reading only ANOTHER's side of the conversation. I included a little more of the
discussion for additional context (and also just because it was interesting), so enjoy!
Date: Fri Dec 12 1997 22:18
sweat (To Anybody) ID#23782:
Is there any way to find out if the 9,000,000 oz. deal really happened?
Where might the trade have taken place?
Is this whole gold trading business really that much "cloak and dagger"?
Date: Fri Dec 12 1997 22:31
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
SW,
What is "cloak and dagger"?
Date: Fri Dec 12 1997 22:54
sweat (ANOTHER) ID#23782:
"Cloak and dagger" is an expression I would use for an action ( or trade ) done in great
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secracy.
My experience as a trader has taught me to value such things as
a ) time and sales - as reported on various exchanges
b ) open interest - as reported on various exchanges
The market always moves to size, you spoke of "making the turn". I would love to see
documentation of a trade that size.
No offence intended, of course.
Date: Fri Dec 12 1997 23:08
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
SWEAT:
You will not see 80% or more of gold deals. If it was done with all to see the discount
value would be lost as the world price would explode. This is not the relm of any
public “wall street”. At one time it belonged mostly to the Barron. Now it is large with
the BIS and super rich. Wars will be fought over the lack of “visibility” of these
dealings.
Date: Sat Jan 10 1998 21:50
sweat (ANOTHER) ID#23782:
What quantity of GOLD, paper or physical, has OIL traditionally purchased on an annual
basis? How much paper GOLD is out there ready to be squeezed? Do you think OIL will be
able to collect what is owed to them?
Why would OIL not want some ownership of GOLD EQUITIES?
Date: Sat Jan 10 1998 23:13
Cmax (COMEX is only but a refernence to the value of paper gold, NOT physical.)
ID#344205:
It is interesting to watch all these various reasons for gold’s fall…..but most are missing the
REAL issue.
The fact is, that when we talk about the purchase of gold, we are really talking about two
divergent things:
a. that of the physical metal……… ( money )
b. that of a paper derivative, an I.O.U., kind of like a dollar bill…… ( currency )
What ( and who ) determines the price every day of the gold market?
Obviously, everyone looks first to COMEX as a reference before adjusting their prices.
What does COMEX use?
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Supply and demand determined by it’s participants, who trade in gold contracts ( er ah,
derivatives? ) , gold leases, and options and futures ( er ah, derivatives of derivatives ) .
One point must be plainly put forward:
Gold contracts, no matter what they are printed on or HOW they are worded, they are
merely DEBTS, nothing more than a simple I.O.U. There is nowhere near enough gold on
the planet to satisfy all these I.O.U.’s ( debts ) that are outstanding…….. and they are the
very antithesis of what acumulators ( hoarders ) of wealth find in the spirit of holding real
gold ( money ) .
I find it so wildly insane that holders of physical gold, ( money ) , would allow their wealth
to be sold ( or valued ) at a price that is established by the supply of FIAT gold. If this
scenario was written into a novel, no one would believe it……. or one would read it only as
a comedy.
ANOTHER said it quite well, in his comment that “there is no end to the amount of paper
gold that can be created.” All of this FIAT supply has overwhelmed the REAL demand for
physical, and most people believe that they REALLY have purchased gold, when they buy
these contracts. As long as the majority of gold purchasers believe that their paper is as
“real” as physical, the COMEX paper gold value reference will continue to drop.
I for one, no longer accept established paper gold values for the real value of gold. Just try
and buy a substantial quantity of the yellow……and what do you see? 6 months ago, you
could buy at spot. Today, one ounce coins have a premium of $14 over spot….and rising
every day. Oh, and don’t forget that even when paying the “premiums”, one has to really
work at finding the coins for delivery. Easier said, there is now a phenominal demand, but
very little supply of physical. And yet we allow paper to determine gold prices. Gold has
never had the brute demand as what we have today……yet we are told that prices are down
due to lack of interest.
COMEX should now be looked upon as the animal that it really is……
A REFERENCE TO THE VALUE OF PAPER GOLD. It has nothing to do with the price of
physical beyond suckering in the few ignorant to sell there physical for the price of paper.
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60253:
CMAX: You are exactly correct! Follow your thoughts. good luck
SWEAT: What quantity of GOLD, paper or physical, has OIL traditionally purchased
on an annual basis?
From 1991, appx. 20m/oz./yr., now it is more.
How much paper GOLD is out there ready to be squeezed?
Over 14,000 tons.
Do you think OIL will be able to collect what is owed to them?
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It will come outright or thru the increase in value of metal owned after an oil for gold
bid.
Date: Wed Feb 04 1998 20:09
kuston (followups) ID#273227:
Another - Did I misunderstand you posts last year? When you were promoting your gold
theory last year - you stated silver and platinum would crash along with paper. I remember
specifically asking this question just before I made a large physical purchase. Today, you
are promoting world wealth will go into all physicals. I ask only for personal reasons. My
physical collection has been going on for a long time, that's how I found Kitco many many
months ago.
Date: Wed Feb 04 1998 20:04
sweat (ANOTHER) ID#23782:
Is it still possible that OIL will make a bid outside the BIS? If so, where might one look to
follow this drama? How has the collection of physical progressed? Kitcoites have surmised
RBA's 167 tonnes went to China or South Korea. ( Korean collection of 161 tonnes looks
suspicious ) Any comments?
Date: Wed Feb 04 1998 23:23
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) ID#60254:
REPLYS:
Mr. Sweat,
If oil or the BIS bid for gold, you will know it ! In your terms,
" up front and personal"??
RBA's 167 tonnes ? No comment.
Mr. Kuston,
Please understand, that wealth will move into all forms of real assets as the
destruction of our debt/ digitial currency system continues. When the currencies move
to a final resolution, it will be the "marketplace for precious metals" that will die first!
It is well known that gold will hold it's value above everything. All other metals could
lose much of the value they gained prior to this meltdown! Remember, "when the
currencies go to nuclear war, all paper and paper markets will burn"! Many hard
assets will lose in the public mind as confusion will rule. In the thoughts of many, gold
will perform!
______________________________________________________
The discussion above sparked an email exchange with a reader, the conclusion of which I wanted to
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share with you:
Hello XXXX,
Okay, now I think I see where you were going with this "top level approach". Here's what I think. At
the highest level of wealth, I think the giants that understand gold have a lot less than 50% of their
wealth in gold at today's price. At a Freegold price it may be closer to 50%, but I doubt they would
book their gold at Freegold prices now, or even at the much higher off-market price they paid.
At that level, gold is merely insurance of sorts, even if they understand Freegold, and especially if they
understand Freegold. The reason it is transacted at a higher-than-market price is so that the seller of the
gold gets the future Freegold windfall now at the time of the sale, and the buyer simply preserves his
current purchasing power through the transition. I'm only speaking very roughly, of course, since the
higher prices mentioned by Another were not the full revaluation figure, but some number in between.
So essentially the "Freegold windfall profit" is being split between the buyer and seller at the highest
levels.
If you have, say, $20B that you want to put into gold, you can only do so in paper unallocated through
the BBs. When the revaluation happens, as Another said, you will get your $20B in real gold at the new
Freegold price. In other words, you buy $20B in unallocated paper gold today and then after Freegold
you will have about 11 tonnes of real physical. Alternatively, if you want to take possession of your
physical now, or have it allocated now, you are taken into a private room and given a very private
education on the realities and constraints of today's gold market.
Here's my guess. Perhaps you are given two choices. $20B in paper gold as above and you suffer the
same fate as everyone else in paper gold but you're at least guaranteed that physical at the revaluation
price (11t), or you can take 22t now for your $20B. Let's see, that 22t option would be at a present price
of $28K per ounce. So you're still likely to double your wealth if you take the latter deal and believe the
story. But there's no way you are going to get the 370 tonnes that today's price says you should be able
to buy.
But more likely than that is they simply say, look, you can't get more than 5 tonnes if you want
physical. If you want paper gold, we'll take your $20B and give you the paper gold credits, but you
can't have it allocated because there's simply not enough physical to go around. So let's say this guy
gives them his $20B and also gets the 5t allocated. Come Freegold his paper gold will bring him 9.9t
plus he'll have his 5t allocated for a total of 14.9 tonnes. See how that outcome is right in between the
two choices above? And the best part is that this way they didn't have to explain Freegold to him, they
simply had to explain the realities and constraints of today's gold market.
So now let's look at this guy's net worth. Let's say in Freegold his gold is roughly half of his net worth.
14.9 tonnes in Freegold would be about $26B, so let's say this guy is worth around $50B in Freegold.
Maybe he's worth $40B today (pre-Freegold) because he's going to make a little bit of a gain (~25%
gain overall) through the transition because of his choice to go after some physical gold. Today he only
has 5 tonnes in actual physical, but in reality he has the equivalent of 14.9t because he put half of his
net worth into a combination of paper and physical gold.
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So, at $1,680, 14.9 tonnes is $805M, which represents only 2% of his current net worth. This is what I
mean by insurance. The really big money cannot go deep enough into physical to get a windfall
anywhere near what we shrimps can. It can only use gold as insurance to preserve what it already has,
and with a little foresight, make a relatively modest gain.
Now, if we apply this across the board to those elites with $35T in net worth, 2% in real physical would
be $700B or about 13,000 tonnes of physical, which sounds reasonable. But perhaps some of them
have much more, like, for example, the Saudis. They could easily have 6,000+ tonnes alone (according
to Another's figures), but even that is small potatoes compared to what they could have bought at
market prices over the years.
Here is what the USG worried about back in 1973. It's from Foreign Relations of the United States,
1969-1976, V. XXXVI, The Energy Crisis, 1969-1974:
Saudi Arabia, Abu Dhabi, and Kuwait, limited by small populations, inadequate numbers of
technically capable people and a dearth of non-oil resources, will not be able to increase
spending on imports as fast as oil revenues mount. Nor could their gifts to other Middle
Eastern nations even on a generous scale, greatly reduce this surplus of receipts over
current expenditures.
Thus the foreign assets of the Middle East countries could amount to between $50–$80
billion by 1980 in constant 1973 dollars. At the upper limit these assets would be equal to
about 60% of the world’s gold and foreign exchange reserves in 1972. The trends already in
motion, if continued through 1985, would result in the Middle East oil producing states
accumulating foreign assets that would be truly astronomical. Their assets would range
from a low of $100 billion to as much as $180 billion by 1985, comparable to total gross
U.S. foreign assets and to more than double net U.S. foreign assets.
Foreign assets of such enormous magnitude would inevitably be held in relatively liquid
forms, such as securities and short-term instruments. The Middle East countries lack the
industries and managers to make direct investments abroad on a really massive scale.
Moreover, their buying up existing foreign companies would cause strong policy reactions.
In any case the Middle East oil producers would have unprecedented financial power.
Discretionary use of such vast assets obviously has enormous potential for disruption of
financial markets. Attempts to neutralize these assets through capital controls in producing
countries might induce the producers to curtail output.
Footnote:
In an April 17 briefing memorandum, Saunders and Quandt reminded Kissinger of
Yamani’s proposal for a special relationship with the United States (see Document 140), the
“real purpose” of which was to develop closer strategic ties by binding the United States to
Saudi oil, offsetting a short-term U.S. balance-of-payments problem by investing in the
United States, and thus guaranteeing that the Saudis would not cut off the flow of oil.
The point here is that they knew, even back in 1973, that the Saudis essentially had gold cornered. The
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Saudis could, theoretically, have had 60% of the world's gold by the early 80s and probably all of it by
the late 80s (and it's a good thing for them that didn't happen). But instead, someone worked out a deal
and, by 1999, let's say the Saudis had 6,000 tonnes of physical amounting to maybe 4% or 5% of the
world's gold at that time, rather than all of it or even 60% of it.
You see, the Saudi's windfall came in the 1940s when they woke up and found themselves sitting on
top of the world's richest resource. Freegold will not be their windfall, they already got that long ago.
Freegold will simply preserve it for them long into the future, perhaps even well past the end of fossil
fuels. And that's kind of the way it is for any Giant at that level. If you're worth $40B today, you
already got your "windfall" and Freegold is simply a way to lock it in and preserve it far into the future,
it is not a way to multiply it many times over. The realities and constraints of today's gold market make
that impossible.
There's plenty more that wealth at that level can do other than just hoard gold:
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The point is that they don't hoard gold for profit. They do it to lock in the profit that they already made above and beyond their ability to spend it
in their lifetime. And that's the way the gold market has been managed at this level. Sure, they will get some gain, some profit from the Freegold
revaluation, because not everyone at that level is in gold.
So, yes, those higher prices are already here for the super-wealthy Giants, and always have been. That's what Another was trying to tell us. And
this is my version of a "top level approach"! ;D
Sincerely,
FOFOA
Hello Fofoa:
Wow! Thanks for a really comprehensive answer. The "back room" explanation was vaguely familiar, so I'm sure you're dealing with questions
already asked and answered. Your email read like a personal post, and I'm going to go back and re-read it several times until I get it all. This bit...
"freegold windfall profit" is being split between the buyer and seller at the highest levels...
is a great explanation, of a more scrambled thought I had, but this...
they don't hold gold for profit
is a Goliath idea: nothin' like that ever entered my head before! Both concepts would be very bloggable, by the way. Thanks again, and all the
best!
XXXX
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Monday, November 1, 2010
Dilemma

As the global reserve currency, the dollar finds itself in the position of being a global "network good." A "network good"
derives its utility to the user (its value) from the "network effect," the number of other people also using it. A "network
effect" is normally a self-reinforcing positive feedback loop. The more people that use a "network good," the more valuable
it becomes and then more people use it, and so on.
A few random examples of a "positive network effect" are Facebook, Wikipedia, eBay, the Internet, the NYSE, perhaps
even this blog. The opposite of "network value" is "inherent value." In the latter, you derive value from simply using a good.
In the former, you derive value from other people's use of the good. If we all stopped posting on this blog tomorrow it might
have some residual inherent value left in the old archives, but the network value would be gone.
Two big threats to network value are complacency and competition. The complacency of the network operator and the
emergence of competing networks tend to begin the process of negative feedback. A few examples of a "negative network
effect" are AOL, the USPS, the New York Times and the U.S. dollar.
For the last 88 years or so the dollar has expanded into many global uses that today lend it its only value, its "network
value." More things are priced in dollars today than any other currency, to provide easy calculation and transparent pricing
across the globe. More contracts are denominated in dollars today, invoiced in dollars, settled in dollars, and more savings
are denominated in dollars today than any other currency.
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But despite its popularity, the dollar still has two fundamental flaws. The first flaw is that it is a national currency, not a
supranational one, and the second is that it once tried to be as good as gold. So much so that even today the dollar cannot
sever its link to gold. From the U.S. Treasury's FAQ's on its own website:
Under 31 U.S.C. 5118(b) as amended, "The United States Government may not pay out any gold coin. A person lawfully
holding United States coins and currency may present the coins for currency . . . for exchange (dollar for dollar) for other
United States coins and currency (other than gold and silver coins) that . . ." citizens may lawfully own. Although gold
certificates are no longer produced and are not redeemable in gold, they still maintain their legal tender status. You may
redeem the notes you have through the Treasury Department or any financial institution. The redemption, however, will be
at the face value on the note. These notes may, however, have a "premium" value to coin and currency collectors or dealers.
Back to that first flaw, the dollar is the national currency of a single nation-state, yet it is also held globally as a reserve
currency to serve all of its global uses, which in turn give it value even today through the global network effect. So how is
this a flaw? Well, it leads to a conflict of interests between the issuing nation-state's internal and external obligations as
manager of the currency. This is called the Triffin Dilemma.
From Wikipedia: The Triffin dilemma (less commonly the Triffin paradox) is the observation that when a national currency
also serves as an international reserve currency (as the US dollar does today), there are fundamental conflicts of interest
between short-term domestic and long-term international economic objectives. This dilemma was first identified by BelgianAmerican economist Robert Triffin in the 1960s, who pointed out that the country issuing the global reserve currency must
be willing to run large trade deficits in order to supply the world with enough of its currency to fulfill world demand for
foreign exchange reserves.
The use of a national currency as global reserve currency leads to a tension between national monetary policy and global
monetary policy. This is reflected in fundamental imbalances in the balance of payments, specifically the current account:
some goals require an overall flow of dollars out of the United States, while others require an overall flow of dollars in to
the United States. Currency inflows and outflows of equal magnitudes cannot both happen at once.
The Triffin dilemma is usually used to articulate the problems with the US dollar's role as the reserve currency under the
Bretton Woods system, or more generally of using a national currency as an international reserve currency.
Onset during Bretton Woods Era
Due to money flowing out of the country through the Marshall Plan, US defense-spending and Americans buying foreign
goods, the number of U.S. dollars in circulation began to exceed the amount of gold backing them up in 1959.
By the fall of 1960, an ounce of gold could be exchanged for $40 in London, even though the price in the U.S. was $35.
This difference showed that investors knew the dollar was overvalued and that time was running out.
The Nixon Shock
In August 1971, President Richard Nixon acknowledged the demise of the Bretton Woods system. He announced that the
dollar could no longer be exchanged for gold, which soon became known as the Nixon shock. The "gold window" was
closed.
In order to maintain the Bretton Woods system the US had to:
a) run a balance of payments current account deficit to provide liquidity for the conversion of gold into US dollars. With
more US dollars in the system the citizens began to speculate, thinking that the US Dollar was overvalued. This meant that
the US had less gold as people starting converting the US dollars to gold and taking it offshore. With less gold in the
country there was even more speculation that the US Dollar was overvalued.
b) run a balance of payments current account surplus to maintain confidence in the US Dollar.
Obviously, the US was faced with a dilemma because it is not possible to run a balance of payments current account deficit
and surplus at the same time.
Implication in 2008 meltdown
In the wake of the Financial crisis of 2007-2008, the governor of the People's Bank of China explicitly named the Triffin
Dilemma as the root cause of the economic disorder, in a speech titled Reform the International Monetary System.
It is clear, at least to me, that today we have the mother of all tensions between national monetary policy and global
monetary policy. The Triffin paradox is in full bloom! The dollar is exhibiting its contradictory nature in view of the world.
As Costata asked in a recent comment: Are the US external creditors and issuers of the currencies affected by these policies
going to stand for this?
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Meanwhile, as the dollar (mis)management was busily becoming complacent, a new competitor emerged. On January 1,
2002, euro notes and coins were introduced to twelve nations as a new medium of exchange. On January 18, 2002 it was
announced that the Charlemagne Prize, which is normally given to people the likes of queens, presidents and Popes, would
be awarded to a thing, the new euro. During his acceptance speech, President of the ECB, the late Dr. Willem F. Duisenberg
said this about the euro:
The euro is the first currency that has not only severed its link to gold, but also its link to the nation-state.
My hope is that I have now armed you with what you need to understand the meaning of this powerful statement. The euro
solved dollar flaw #1, the Triffin dilemma, by severing its link to the nation-state, and dollar flaw #2, trying to be as good as
gold, by severing its link to gold. It did the latter through the Eurosystem quarterly mark to market reserve policy. And let's
take a quick look at the results thus far:
Tuesday, January 1, 2002 - ***"E-Day" Launch of euro notes***
(with reserves of about 12,500 tonnes of gold)
Friday, February 8, 2002 - *** GOLD ABOVE $300 ***
Monday, December 1, 2003 - *** GOLD ABOVE $400 ***
Thursday December 1, 2005 - *** GOLD ABOVE $500 ***
Monday, April 17, 2006 - *** GOLD ABOVE $600 ***
Tuesday, May 9, 2006 - *** GOLD ABOVE $700 ***
Friday, November 2, 2007 - *** GOLD ABOVE $800 ***
Monday, January 14, 2008 - *** GOLD ABOVE $900 ***
Monday, March 17, 2008 - *** GOLD ABOVE $1000 ***
Monday, November 9, 2009 - *** GOLD ABOVE $1100 ***
Tuesday, December 1, 2009 - *** GOLD ABOVE $1200 ***
Tuesday, September 28, 2010 - *** GOLD ABOVE $1300 ***
Thursday, October 14, 2010 - *** GOLD ABOVE $1375 ***
Please think back to what the rise in gold during the 1970's did to the dollar and the international monetary system. It
panicked European central bankers to the extent that they confronted Paul Volcker in October 1979 at an IMF meeting in
Belgrade, Yugoslavia with "stern recommendations" that something drastic had to be done immediately to stop the dollar's
fall. The fear among the European central bankers at the meeting was that the global financial system was on the verge of
collapse.
Now compare that to today. As the gold price rises, the euro's monetary reserve assets rise in both value and confidence.
They know that even if the dollar collapses today, the gold portion of their reserves will more than compensate for the loss
of dollar-denominated assets. And they also know that today, unlike in 1979, there is an alternative currency of sufficient
size and scope to pick up the global financial slack. No need to panic like 1979.
I'm sure that right about now some of the noobs (and a few regulars) are scratching their heads thinking, "why is a gold bug
like FOFOA praising the euro? It's just another fiat currency, isn't it?"
First of all, I'm not a gold bug. Second, my praise has nothing to do with Europe's Socialist infrastructure or its politics,
which are a mess. As ANOTHER said, Europe's politics are "a side show," easily subservient to the monetary structure
which evolves on long-line cycles. Politicians like to pretend things can change on short cycles, with their help. But the euro
has been in the works since 1962. And to those that believe short-line politics will break countries like Greece away from
the euro, all I can offer is "time will reveal its long-line nature… in time."
Third, I share with Aristotle the following A-HA moment which he described here:
In working on this project, I was personally shocked when I discovered that we absolutely NEEDED paper currency in
order to set Gold free. Going in, I was a charter member of the Goldhearts club, and I emerged even more excited about the
prospects of Gold than before.
We need a fiat currency like the euro that structurally supports Freegold in order for gold to perform its highest and best role
in the international monetary and financial system. The alternative is global economic chaos upon the denouement of the
dollar. This is why I praise the euro.
And here we are today. The U.S. dollar has built up 88 years' or so worth of global "network value" that is now being
challenged by network operator complacency and conflict of interest, as well as a new competitor that has eliminated the
dollar's two fundamental flaws.
So here's the dilemma. What do you do if your use of the dollar in so many ways is the most important to the dollar's global
network value? If you abandon it you will be hurt. Yet if you stick with the dollar you will be hurt badly in the end. So how
do you minimize your own cost of switching currencies?
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I have a reading assignment for all of you. It comes courtesy of the ECB and it should spark a lively discussion in the
comments here. Perhaps it will even help add some network value to this blog.
This is paper #77 from the ECB's "Occasional Paper Series." It is titled:
OIL MARKET STRUCTURE, NETWORK EFFECTS AND THE CHOICE OF CURRENCY FOR OIL
INVOICING

You can download the paper here:
http://www.ecb.int/pub/pdf/scpops/ecbocp77.pdf
The following excerpts are offered as a teaser and not a substitution for reading the whole thing. The actual paper is only 16
pages of reading even though the pdf is 33 pages long. Here are a few excerpts:
A recurring theme in recent years in the debate on the international role of currencies has been the possibility of pricing oil
in euro.
The traditional economic literature provides ample reasons why oil is invoiced in one single currency around the globe.
Specifically… the US dollar.
Despite the strong case for the use of one vehicle currency in the oil trade, the analysis of this paper suggests that the
introduction of a new currency in the crude oil market is possible.
The country with the largest weight among the oil exporting nations is Saudi Arabia. It has the world’s largest proven
petroleum reserves (one-quarter of the total) and some of the lowest production costs, and is the largest producer and net
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exporter of oil (see Appendix, Table 1). As of May 2005, owing to the recent rapid increase in demand for petroleum, Saudi
Arabia is the only country with any surplus production capacity: 900-1,400 thousand barrels per day, or some 13% of total
capacity (EIA, 2005b). This enormous capacity has allowed Saudi Arabia to play the role of “swing” producer.
Until a few years ago, oil earnings were deposited in international banks in US dollars. However, since 2002, OPEC
countries have increasingly deposited their oil wealth in euro-denominated accounts (12% in the third quarter of 2001,
against 25% in the second quarter of 2004) at the expense of US dollar-denominated accounts (75% in the third quarter of
2001, against 61.5% in the second quarter of 2004). These observations support the view that the oil exporting countries, as
well as some oil importing countries, such as those within the euro area or in its vicinity, could potentially be willing to
invoice or settle their oil contracts in euro or in another currency other than the US dollar. The next section discusses current
practices as regards price setting in the oil market.
Why is crude oil predominantly invoiced in one currency? The next section attempts to answer this question.
Network effects arise when the utility a consumer derives from a particular good is dependent upon the number of other
individuals also consuming that good. The network property of a good has the following four implications for the market for
that good. First, a minimum level of agents using the good (critical mass) is necessary for the initial adoption of a network
good. Second, the demand for network commodities is associated with a bandwagon effect, i.e. the more individuals use the
good, the more incentive there will be for other individuals to use it as well. Third, network effects may give rise to multiple
and unstable equilibria related to the interplay of information, expectations and coordination. Finally, there are two
problems linked to network goods, which may result in market failures: excess inertia, i.e. resistance by individuals to using
a “superior” network commodity, and excess momentum, i.e. a rush by individuals to an “inferior” network good. Treating
money as a network good is a recent development in economics and has led to interesting results concerning the origin of
money, fiat currency and monetary integration.
This section develops a model that captures network effects in the oil market, extending the models developed by Stenkula
(2003) and Oomes (2003). The market consists of many buyers (B) and sellers (S) of crude oil. While the oil producers are
sellers in this game, they have an incentive to invoice their oil contracts in the currency with which they will pay for their
(non-oil) imports of goods and services from the rest of the world. In short, we will call these (non-oil) goods and services
food.
Similarly, the rest of the world are buyers of oil and sellers of food. Both parties aim to minimize foreign exchange risk and
costs associated with the use of a specific currency for trade. In an environment where buyers and sellers are matched
randomly and are subject to cash-in-advance constraints, both types of agents may choose between two currencies, i.e. euro
(e) or US dollars (d), as the invoicing currency for their contracts. Each contract is fully invoiced in a single currency. In
addition, the price of each contract is assumed to be constant and normalised to one. At time t, the sellers sell oil to the
buyers, while at time t + 1, the buyers of oil sell food to the oil sellers. Hence, all agents try to anticipate the currency they
will need for purchases in the next period.
Depending on whether or not the currency they accept for payment for oil is the same as the currency they use for their
imports, the oil producers (S) may incur three types of cost, related to the three functions of money – medium of exchange,
unit of account and store of value.14
14 Note that, although for the remainder of the paper we refer to oil exporting countries, the analysis for oil companies is
similar: they are either buyers or sellers of oil, or both; and they too incur costs when they invoice oil in one currency and
have to record profits and pay taxes and dividends in another.
The theoretical literature on trade invoicing explains the almost universal use of the US dollar in international trade in crude
oil by means of the fact that petroleum is a homogeneous good traded in organized exchanges. Apart from serving as a
medium of exchange, the US dollar fulfills the function of a unit of account by providing price transparency in the oil
market. Thirdly, the macroeconomic stability of the United States and the depth of the US financial markets explain the role
of the US dollar as a store of value and the low liquidity costs associated with holding the currency.
Please discuss.
Sincerely,
FOFOA
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Friday, November 5, 2010
Dilemma 2 – Homeless Dollars

Since my last post we have had the announcement that $600 billion new dollars will be printed over the next six months. A
day later we heard from the ROW (the rest of the world):
China, Brazil and Germany on Thursday criticised the Fed’s action…
the Brazilian finance minister who was the first to warn of a “currency war”, said: “Everybody wants the US economy to
recover, but it does no good at all to just throw dollars from a helicopter.”
… the Chinese central bank called unbridled printing of dollars the biggest risk to the global economy…
Backlash against Fed’s $600bn easing
FT.com
11/4/10
So in keeping with the theme of Monday's post, "the network effect," I thought it would be interesting to explore what might
happen to all those "homeless dollars" if "the effect's" feedback loop were to turn sharply negative. In looking at this I will
let others do the writing for me, posting excerpts of my choosing with the credit and date at the bottom of each excerpt. This
should keep the lively discussion going. Beginning here, it is no longer me writing...
The "Chartalists" (and their useful idiots everywhere) claim that the Federal Government simply spends money into
existence, and thus they can do this all they want. Well, technically true - you can print all the money you want. However,
you cannot control its value except through relative scarcity!
The Bond Market, rather than being a monetary tool as these people claim, is in fact a fiscal discipline enforcement device.
This is what The Fed with its QE and now QE2 has destroyed.
When Ben Bernanke said "we will not monetize the debt" what he was saying is that he would not permit that fiscal
discipline device to be removed from the scales of financial balance. He lied - he not only removed it with QE1, he has now
ratified that this discipline function will remain removed via QE2.
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QE is effectively naked emission of currency into the economy by government spending.
Eventually The Fed ends up being, for all intents and purposes, the entire government bond market.
At that point the issuance of credit money is no longer backed by anything at all - it is simply emitted raw, and for every
dollar emitted in this fashion you have both a 100% transmission into prices and a premium applied on your threat to do
more of it.
That's Weimar Germany folks - it is exactly what happened there, and exactly what will happen here unless Bernanke stops
this crap. Since he won't stop on his own volition it is up to Congress and the people to stop him.
Karl Denninger
11/4/10
How does the Fed print money? It’s easy; they simply buy bonds from the market and credit the seller’s bank account with
electronic cash that comes out of thin air.
How risky is the Fed’s program of bond purchases? Very.
If inflation takes off, the Fed will have to choose between holding bonds and letting inflation get worse or selling bonds and
going bankrupt in the process. Since no entity goes down without a fight, the Fed will naturally hold the bonds and let
inflation take off.
Jim Rickards on King World News
11/5/10
His point being, only Americans and those in contracts governed by American law have to use dollars. The real deal is
international trade and the settlement and clearing of trade flows among central banks. Right now most of that is done via
the dollar.
Jim Rickards is suggesting that current policy (creating base reserves to pay over market price for crap and then burying
said crap on the balance sheet at mark-to-fantasy valuation till term, or playing a game of hide the ball) may lead to that no
longer being the case. Which isn't good for the FED, because they really just have dollars. If nobody wants what you have,
you're broke.
JR
11/5/10
People who worry about the dollar's international primacy are confused about how exactly currencies are used, as well as
exaggerating by how much the US economy benefits from oil sales between, say, Kazakhstan and South Korea being
denominated in dollars.
Yes, international oil trade is generally conducted in US dollars, as is much other trade in commodities and goods, and the
dollar's use in international transactions is larger than the US economy's share of world trade. But, then, so is the Swiss
franc's share. All that tells you is that most companies and countries prefer to do business in some currencies (dollars, Swiss
francs, euros) than others.
Open any reputable economics textbook and you will find a chapter on the role of money. They pretty much all say the same
thing: money is a unit of account, a store of value and a medium of exchange. The US dollar is regarded a reliable store of
value - in the same way that gold, sterling or Swiss francs are - because of the strength of the US economy and the stability
of its institutional support.
But the "medium of exchange" and "unit of account" elements are just functions of liquidity and convenience. If South
Korea buys oil from Kazakhstan by converting Korean won into US dollars, then Kazakhstan can either keep the payment
in dollars or convert it into Kazakh tenge for domestic use. In any case, all that happens is a transfer from one bank account
outside the US to another one.
For all three reasons of value, exchange and account, the world's central banks tend to hold large proportions of their foreign
exchange reserves in US dollars - in part because, as in the Kazakhstan example, that's what they receive a lot of in the first
place.
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So what does the US gain from the dollar's international role? In theory it means the US can borrow money more cheaply,
receiving a lower interest rate for dollar-denominated loans or bonds than would otherwise be the case, because those
dollars have to go somewhere. Unfortunately, there is no evidence that US interest rates would be higher if the dollar were
not a widely held reserve currency - for many years Germany paid lower interest rates on its bonds than the US, despite the
German mark not being internationally as popular.
The only tangible benefit comes from forgone interest that would have been paid on US currency - actual notes - held
outside the US. According to the Federal Reserve, about $300bn in hard cash circulates outside the boundaries of the US,
with much of it held by criminals and black-economy participants.
The US economy does gain a benefit from this, but it is only a tiny benefit. If this hoard were kept in interest-bearing assets,
the US economy would be paying out about $10bn a year in one way or another. Instead, the US economy is subsidised to
that extent. In an economy the size of the US, that is chicken-feed - the equivalent of £25 a year to an average full-time
wage earner in Britain.
Let's be clear what this does not mean. Just because Kazakhstan has a US dollar-denominated bank account in London or
Basle does not mean that it is in hock to the US, or that it is forced to buy American assets or exports. Nor is Kazakhstan
subsidising the US economy, at least not to any appreciable extent.
It certainly does not mean the US somehow gets to import oil for "free" because it pays for it in dollars - it can't simply print
money to pay for barrels of black stuff. Or, to be theoretically correct, it could do so but not for long - the value of the
US dollar would sink on foreign exchange markets as a result, and cost the US economy far more.
A little dollars and sense
Richard Adams
The Guardian (UK)
5/5/03
Why does this article by Richard Adams worry me? Has he got it right or wrong?
I thought that if oil was paid for in Euros, say, instead of dollars, then that would encourage most countries to divest
themselves of an appropriate number of "dollar asset reserves" in favour of "Euro asset reserves", thereby reducing the
demand for dollars and lowering its "value", and increasing the demand for the Euro and raising its value.
...and in his last paragraph, I thought that the US HAS been "simply printing money" - maybe not to "get oil for nothing"
directly, but to support US asset prices…
Any other opinions out there?
Sundeck (5/5/03; 03:56:35MT - usagold.com msg#: 102354)
Dollars for oil - how important is it?

Like Sundeck, I was surprised at the Guardian author's blunt dismissal of the importance of the dollar's being a reserve
currency. Don't get me wrong: I am not for a moment suggesting that preserving reserve status is the ONLY factor in
deciding US foreign policy; but I do believe that losing reserve status would knock the US quantity of money wildly out of
balance and that the US Treasury knows this.
His argument about the unimportance of oil's being priced in dollars is then expressed as: '... the "medium of exchange" and
"unit of account" elements are just functions of liquidity and convenience. If South Korea buys oil from Kazakhstan by
converting Korean won into US dollars, then Kazakhstan can either keep the payment in dollars or convert it into Kazakh
tenge for domestic use.'
It's an argument I've seen before: if I have dollars, and oil is priced in euros, then this makes no difference -- I can "convert"
my dollars to euros before I buy the oil. And to me, his use of the word "convert" seems to confuse the "medium of
exchange" and "unit of account" uses of money.
Let me explain what I mean. There are some transactions which are much the same whether they are carried out by me or by
the United States ... give or take an extra eight zeros on the numbers involved. But there are others where the large
transaction is different in kind from the small.
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If I want to buy an ounce of gold, I can go into any coin dealer in the High Street and buy a Krugerrand for a few per cent
over the intrinsic metal value.
If I want to buy 200 times as much, 200 Krugerrands, I can telephone Centennial, where I'll pay a smaller percentage
premium because of the quantity I am buying.
If I want to buy 200 times as much again, 40,000 ounces, then everything changes. "Economies of scale" become less
important than "supply and demand." I am probably buying most of the available physical gold in the market and need to
compete against other major buyers of physical gold. My purchase will take time and cost more.
If I want to buy 200 times as much again, 8,000,000 ounces, then probably nobody anywhere has that much on sale. This is
10% of the gold mined worldwide in a year.
Much the same holds for "converting" from one currency to another for the purposes of exchange. As a unit of account, I
can just use multiplication: "Your account at present stands at 1,000 pounds sterling, John, which is the equivalent of 1,500
US dollars." But if I want to use those dollars as a medium of exchange -- to buy something with them -- I first have to use
my pounds to buy the dollars.
If I want to buy 1,000 pounds-worth of dollars, then first I must come out of the coin dealer in the High Street -- or I shall
wind up with 1,500 Sacagawea golden dollar coins -- and go into any bank, which will give me Federal Reserve notes in
exchange for Bank of England notes, at the tourist rate. I can "convert" the currency easily.
If I want to buy a thousand times as much -- 1,000,000 pounds-worth of dollars -- then I can still convert the currency
easily. In foreign exchange terms, a million pounds is a very modest amount, though large enough for me to get the forex
(rather than the tourist) exchange rate. My own bank will have an account with USD 1,500,000 in it, which it can withdraw
and pay into a dollar account in my name; at the same time deducting GBP 1,000,000 from my sterling account. (I should
perhaps point out that I have never actually done this!)
If I want to buy a thousand times as much again -- 1,000,000,000 pounds-worth of dollars -- then it becomes clear that I am
buying dollars, rather than converting pounds to dollars. The extra demand for dollars that I have created will increase the
price of a dollar. My bank, however, will have no great difficulty finding that many dollars. The reason for this is that there
is a huge quantity of dollars in the London foreign exchange market ... because the US dollar is the principal reserve
currency. These are the dollars that European oil users buy so that they can buy oil, and which the oil producers later use to
buy euros so that they can buy the things they need from the Eurozone. These dollars are, in practice, never taken back to
the US and spent there.
It is this need to find dollars -- in practice, to find banks which have large dollar deposits which they are willing to sell to me
-- that makes the big difference between a "medium of exchange" and a "unit of account". And it affects the monetary policy
of the owner of the reserve currency. If there was no longer a demand in London for US dollars to buy oil, then the banks in
London would no longer need large dollar deposits. Where can these dollars be spent if they cannot be spent on oil? In the
United States.
This is what I meant when I wrote that losing reserve status would knock the US quantity of money wildly out of balance.
The repatriation of the petrodollars would considerably increase the quantity of money available for spending in the US ...
with an immediate inflationary effect.
How much of an effect, I don't know. Does any of the Folk of the Forum know?
John the Jute (05/05/03; 16:04:12MT - usagold.com msg#: 102381)

Enjoyed your post John the Jute - thanks for painting the circumstances surrounding "medium of exchange" so clearly.
You've got me thinking about repatriation of dollars now.
From first principles, I suspect that the net global "float" of petrodollars is related to the cumulative total-dollar-expenditure
on oil by all countries per unit time, and to the time-rate at which the dollars are recycled. On top of this will be the "oilportion" of dollar-reserves set aside by all countries to buffer their balance of payments at any give time. Do away with the
dollar-oil symbiosis and both the "whirlpool" of circulating dollars and the oil-portion of reserves will look for another
home...back in the U.S of A.
Probably heaps been written about this here and elsewhere in the past, but how to find a definitive and succinct treatise???
Sundeck (5/6/03; 03:46:21MT - usagold.com msg#: 102414)
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Good post, John the Jute! Very nice way of explaining the relativeness of scale.
Regarding your musings re: dollar repatriation, it can be a tough one to answer. The obvious take is of course as you
express, that without use for dollars, they would simply find their way back to US shores, and help drive (hyper-)inflationary
pressure. Yet, if you will permit me also to think out loud for a moment ;->, perhaps we can take a look at this currency as
the derivative instrument it effectively is, and then try to figure out its ultimate fate. Let's view it specifically as a kind of
call option; one that commands a premium as a price paid for its exercise-ability at any time for any of the goods or
investment media that exchange in the currency's universe (or the settlement of debts). This amounts effectively to a
liquidity premium.
This premium gives it a trade value in its own right, and as such, as long as there is a market that believes in the currency's
stability, the currency itself trades on its own merits. Not unlike futures and options. And just as many of these contract
instruments get exercised for whatever underlying asset they represent, most are simply exchanged among speculators and
hedgers trying to benefit from movements in the contract price, never actually intending to exercise or take delivery. The
paper remains viable so long as the holder is confident that the next guy believes the contract is generally good.
While many holders of a currency intend to "exercise" the currency for real things, especially those in the currency's
principal use domain, most of these currency units are likewise exchanged among speculators and hedgers (including all
those private individuals, who own dollar denominated savings and investment accounts overseas), who are only trying to
profit (speculate) from the currency's movement, or preserve (hedge) their own currency's seemingly endless trek of
depreciation vis-a-vis this US dollar. Most of these have no intention whatsoever of "taking delivery" of things with these
currency instruments.
So, what happens to the dollars they sell? For these average citizen types, the banks that held their accounts buy them. They
then either sell them to another institution or may enter the foreign exchange markets themselves (depending on how they
are regulated). They also may hold some back, depending on how they wish to balance their own portfolio. So, now these
dollars that have not ended up remaining in reserves at these banks have entered the foreign exchange markets putting
upward pressure on the currency of the seller, and downward pressure on the dollar.
Historically, the paradigm was to do as little of this as was necessary in order to keep the seller's currency "competitively"
weak (among other reasons). As the influence of export to the US wanes (tapped out US consumer + growing size and
sophistication of other markets), the need to keep one's currency weak vs. the USD, so as to compete for this market also
wanes. Instead the stabilizing and strengthening of one's currency becomes more important (thereby encouraging borrowing
in the local capital markets), and allowing local workers to enjoy a bit more the fruit of their labors, instead of always
helplessly watching the value of their labors get sucked into the vortex of a dollar-dominant currency paradigm.
So, do these orphaned dollars eventually come home to roost in the US domestic markets? We will be told that. The media
will wring their hands over anecdotal wake-up stories like Arabs buying up vast tracts of property, and how "they" will soon
"own" the country... (This has been going on for ages in the U.K., as you're aware... every other lovely English manor is
seemingly owned by some Saudi mogul...) We experienced the same with the Japanese in the 80's (Rockefeller Center...).
Hence part of the political response will be to enact capital flow restrictions. But anecdote amounts to chump change, in a
purely financial evaluation.
The really big holders of dollars are the central banks. What they do with their reserves will make or break. Their influence
over other banks and financial institutions will also largely dictate the destiny of these dollars. In the gold standard, the
currency acted as something of a title deed for a specific good at a specific price. Central Banks could and did take these
"receipts" and claim gold from each other. In this day, there is nothing for CBs to "claim," as these dollars are no longer
"title deeds." Rather, they are like non-expiring calls for things on demand, at the variable and going price. CBs are likely to
neither a) dump them on the forex markets, as this would simply devastate the currency, and risk dreaded instability globally
-- something banks are NOT prone to do; or b) race to our markets to try and buy things (like gold), as this would also be
fruitless, since a market revaluation for this action would instantly make gold unpriceable, and it would not even be offered.
Again, why engender the instability?
Without a certain weapon in the arsenal of the euro's design, the foreign CBs would indeed be over a barrel. Previously they
were forced to evermore be on a dollar standard, since they would realistically only opt for this as the lesser of two evils.
The alternative of saying no to the dollar at that time, would only have meant a return to a gold standard, and the politically
unacceptable bone-crushing depression that would follow (as well as instability). In 1979, the European CBs began marking
their gold reserves to market. This one act demonstrated immense foresight, and would provide the escape valve from the
rock-and-hard-place no-win choices between eternal dollar support, or global depression.
Quietly, the euro-system banks have been divesting themselves of dollars. Collectively they retain something like 211 bn.
currently. (This is not a large amount relatively speaking, but consider fractional reserve lending, and quickly we perceive
the immesity of euro-dollar infestation.) This decline in dollar holdings is desired to take place concurrently with a rise in
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the price of gold to offset this. Spoonfeeding dollars into the system won't crash it, as well a slow commensurate rise in
gold. The discipline that they have thus far maintained is indicative of the tectonic movement of the geopolitical strata.
Ideally there will be no rash or even discernible activity. The perfect result is to simply keep shifting these plates until we
wake up one day and the world has been remapped. Reality of course is that there are points of friction that cause tremors of
unpredictable frequency and proportion all along the way. At some point critical mass will be reached, and the dollar
contract markets for gold will no longer be able to contain its price as market perception on a large enough scale discounts
paper parity with the real metal accordingly. It is at this juncture that the gold reserves of the CBs will provide immense
expansionary leeway, as they are for a season revalued constantly upward. This bona fide liabilityless reserve base will
make the ECB member banks the premier lending institutions to fuel the economic growth of the euro zone, and those align
themselves with it.
In this respect it is important to curry the cooperation of the more maverick dollar holders, like China and Russia, as their
track record of unpredictablility, may lead them to use their dollars as weapons... (And don't think that their dollar debt is of
much concern to them, as they know all too well that those totals can be reduced in real terms to pocket change, if such a
hyper-inflation were to manifest.) Indeed as far as the books are concerned, this one use for these dollars overseas -- the
repayment of dollar debts -- would actually provide a contractionary effect as these receivables are cleared from the balance
sheet... One reason why Goldendome's sought after interest rate hikes can't happen... (gotta keep expanding..., and making it
more expensive to borrow, isn't gonna help matters...) [Goldendome, there is much to this discussion, and I would like to
provide my opinion in response to you -- as I used to think exactly the same... I likely won't have time, but the Trail
provides some excellent discussion along these lines...]
The strategy of the level-headed is to slowly remap the globe financially. This involves as much as possible a SLOW
transformation from one currency paradigm to Another. These dollars en masse will not return home. They were born in
exile and will die in exile. We will hyperinflate ourselves, and won't need help from overseas...
Take care John the Jute,
miner
"Homeless Dollars"
miner49er
USAGold Hall of Fame
5/6/03
Gosh, what a thorough response, miner! You've clearly thought about this matter in considerable detail. Thank you for
sharing the results of your thoughts with me.
John
John the Jute (05/06/03; 11:25:50MT - usagold.com msg#: 102432)
miner49er @ 102429 -- Homeless Dollars

Miner-man,
As I read your post I was held in rapt admiration. So many folks stubbornly live in the past, but when a few guys like you
(y'all know who you are) can lay it out so clearly for general consumption, surely the future for everyone is brought forward
by *at least* a few days.
:-D
Thanks for your contribution toward making the world, in aggregate, a more rational place one post at a time.
Gold. You know the drill. --- Ari
Aristotle (05/06/03; 13:54:06MT - usagold.com msg#: 102444)

Aristotle (05/07/03; 18:17:02MT - usagold.com msg#: 102497)
TRUTH!
"*Money* in its purest form is a mental association of values in trade...a concept IN MEMORY...NOT A REAL ITEM!!!
Understand money and you understand Gold!" --- Belgian
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Amen. And further:
"The exhorbitant growing confetti-creation, policies... NEED TO BECOME DETERMINED BY WEALTH *OUTSIDE*
THIS OFFICIAL MONEY REALM!" --- Belgian
Amen. Hence the primary universal function of global physical Gold comes into view -- an asset for savings that lets its
owner know the true size and shape of his wealth.
True Wealth. Get you some. --- Ari

Aristotle (05/07/03; 20:44:46MT - usagold.com msg#: 102502)
omegaman -- money is also known as a time value judgment
Sure!
The key point to recognize is that it's the multitude of goods prices that we're exposed to along with our various wage-level
associations that we hold in our minds which gives money a functional *unit valueness* even though it's not a standard
weight or measure of any single physical thing. Physicality be damned. As a *nominal* (mental value) measuring unit it
serves perfectly as the lubricating *unit of account* in the ever-adjusting network of purchase orders, loan contracts and
labor agreements which all form the backbone of our economy and monetary system.
To deny ourselves that pure nominal form for our monetary system is to deny that we are human with warts and all.
Although Gold has no right place *IN* the monetary system, it is by natural selection the nearest neighbor living in the real
*OUTSIDE* world that can act as a universal translator to judge and announce *without bias(!!)* the temporal values of the
many monetary pricing units being wiggled and jiggled around *inside* the "gamey" system.
Only if and when *observed* by Gold like this can we begin to call it a *perfect* monetary System for our admittedly
imperfect world. Don't worry, we'll get there from here on that vehicle -- even if only by default as every other sort of
vehicle will break down during the journey.
Gold. Rolling rolling rolling along like a song. --- Ari

Aristotle (05/07/03; 21:10:04MT - usagold.com msg#: 102506)
steady -- it's VERY good to know the true size and shape of your wealth
I was deep in your vest pocket up until you offered this extreme:
"gold [...] is constant . [...] its value doesnt ever change all that is changing is the amount of fiat one gets for it."
Wellllllll,,,, I suppooooose we *could* accept Gold as the fixed-value center of the relative value universe. But what's
wrong with accepting that its value in human affairs could in fact climb even higher than it is relative to other real things
like butter and bread and eggs as we put it to this special modern (ancient!!) usage we're describing?
You went onward to ask and bemoan:
"isnt it unfair that some group of bankers can meet and make your life worthless by devaluing your capital? That simply is
not fair, not honest, most importantly not cool."
Take heart! If we can finally rid ourselves of the paperGold games that are played in parallel with money games, they can
then only make your life worthless if you let them. That is, if you hold your primary savings in the form of money instead of
Gold.
It doesn't take much training to fall into the excellent rhythm of Gold savings as the harmony to accompany your monetary
melody of earnings and spendings. Billions of little easterlings and southrons are in graceful step even as we westerners
only begin to hearken to the distant hum.
Gold. Get you some. --- Aristotle
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Sunday, November 14, 2010
FOA on Currency Styling, Currency Management, Dollar Hyperinflation and End
Game Scenarios

Somewhere out there, FOA is walking this trail alone. He told us as much: "I will walk this trail in silence." :( <--That's me
sad.
FOA (11/12/01; 16:31:28MT - usagold.com msg#132)
There comes a time
There comes a time in all things when one must do nothing and simply wait. This is an ages old truth that crosses all the
boundaries of life's endeavors; for everything is not always in the doing, but also in the watching. Any good farmer knows
that he does not grow a crop; he only prepares his field so the growing he knows is coming can take nature's course.
My friends, we have crossed time and space, while plowing these fields of understanding, and the unfolding drama before
us must now sprout its own life. For now, it is my time to watch the trail and let the crop develop. Indeed, it will and it will
do so for all to see.
Enough has been said to prove our reasoning is true, especially when the fields become full and in a shade of physical green
only our seeds will produce. And planted them, we did, by hand, one at a time, over many years.
Enough has also been said about myself as this story was never about me; perhaps too much untruth was also said by
others?
I am going to travel for a while and watch the trail from a distance. It won't be long before the rains come and the ground
begins to open; in that time I will return. Until then; this farmer will rest from this work.
Thank you USAGOLD and all the fine people that make this media the best gold site in the world! Another time, we WILL
hike again.
Sir Douglas
Your Trail Guide
FOA was the master at answering people's questions. And I often see the same questions and comments today that he was
getting back in early 2001. It's almost as if we've been held in a state of limbo since then and little has changed. But much
has changed. The euro has risen 60% against the dollar and gold has rocketed an astounding 425% since the posts below
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were written.
Also, today we can view the clash of currency styling in stark relief, which Costata illuminated in this comment:
In one sentence:
"Bondholders will discover burden-sharing. Debt relief will be enforced, either by interest holidays or haircuts on the value
of the bonds. Investors will pay the price for failing to grasp the mechanical and obvious point that currency unions do not
eliminate risk: they switch it from exchange risk to default risk."
Angela Merkel consigns Ireland, Portugal and Spain to their fate
FOA:
"Basically, this is the direction the Euro group is taking us. This concept was born with little regard for the economic health
of Europe. In the future, any countries money or economy can totally fail and the world currency operation will continue.
What is being built is a new currency system, built on a world market price for gold."
8/10/98 Friend of ANOTHER
IMO the key word in the AEP article is "mechanical". This is why the ECB politics are a "sideshow" (Another). This is the
effect of severing the Euro's "ties to the nation state" (Duisenberg) and marking gold to market. A mechanism will now
perform its sole function.
Stability (the sole mandate of the ECB) isn't a "fixed" price target. If the exchange rate of a currency is too high (demand
exceeds supply) then more currency can be issued. Conversely currency can be withdrawn if the exchange rate is too low
(supply exceeds demand).
The Euro Freegold architecture isn't a Utopian dream. It's a Grandfather clock. Tick tock!
I wish we had FOA (Trail Guide) here to answer a few questions today. But since we don't, I thought it would be fun to
repost some of his answers from 2001 that are, perhaps, as timely today as they were when they were written. I can see that
some of "auspec's" questions are still on the minds of many today.
It should be interesting to watch the comments that will follow. We should easily be able to distinguish between those who
are only here to discredit FOA, and those who are able to glimpse the very deep wisdom that he shared with the help of his
friend, Another.
I can tell you that, for me, it was only after reading the archives all the way through TWICE that I was able to go back a
third time and see deep enough to find the "infinite resolution" that has powered this blog for two years now. Following the
train of thoughts present in these posts, through the different links to which they lead, takes a lot of effort. Hopefully this
post turns out to be a small capsule of one such train of thought.
In any case, it should spur an interesting conversation for us all to read this same excerpt at the same time. The archives
contain thousands of pages and are always enlightening to read. But one can easily get lost, walking alone through the past.
So let's do it together and see if there's anything in these 9 ½ year old posts that is still relevant today. Actually, that's the
way I like to read them: as if they were written today. Please tell me what you think…
auspec (4/19/01; 08:48:52MT - usagold.com msg#: 52175)
ANOTHER And FOA
Thank you, wise men, for your trail illuminations, much appreciated! Please forgive my persistent questions in posts #s
51479, 51935, and 51992 and this summary of these questions, once again. Little in my life has been accomplished without
an uncommon level of persistence so I must "return to my roots" and give the maximum effort, as it is all I know. Still
hoping and trusting that these perspectives will be addressed by you. Thanks in advance!
From USAGOLD post #51479 {with a few additions} "In Defense of the DOLLAR"
This is your humble correspondent, trying to make sense of our rapidly changing currency world. Please bear with me as
explanations for the "end game" scenario are sought. Am I really going to defend the US Dollar? Only relatively speaking,
because I can't see the hyperinflation script coming to pass that we so readily toss about on this Forum. No problem
whatsoever in visioning the rise of the EURO, just in what degree of demise of the dollar. The USD will get its "just
desserts", the EURO is clearly a "comer".
FOA, your 3-10-01 piece, "On the Road", is classic excellence so I would like to take excerpts from it as this "Defense of
the Dollar" takes format. My questions/comments are surrounded by *s.
Trail Guide: Well,,,,,,, things are not as before,,,, are they? (smile)
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In my last post USAGOLD Forum post (#48858) we noted that the paper gold game was reaching its limits. The BOE was
almost asking "what do you want us to do"? The answer came as plain as day as the paper price was driven a little lower in
return for a gold sale reduction. Yes, clear as a mountain stream,,,, the unwinding has begun! It will continue until the big
event when the gold rules are officially changed. Not much different than when the dollar hit its credibility limit in 1971. As
Randy has often pointed out; the US printed gold contracts back then until they (dollars on the gold exchange standard) lost
their mathematical ability to be converted into gold.
Auspec: *If the dollar's status is now so similar to what it was in 1971, why would we see the Brazil type hyperinflation
now as opposed to the simple ongoing degradation of fiat that we have all come to know and hate? Why the extreme
portrayal of the dollar? It's clear the dollar is an old toad and there are young stallions waiting in the wings, but it's hard to
see this as an all-or-none issue where the dollar {banana} goes from being the world's reserve currency to being "nada".
Where's the middle ground with dual and competing reserve currencies in common use?*
Trail Guide: What's in process now??:
The Washington Agreement placed in context where the Euro system is going with gold. That pronouncement drove home
the fact that our Dollar gold pricing system was going to die with the dollar reserve function. The WA placed us "on the
road" to high priced physical gold and low priced contract gold. It could have been the end of the LBMA pricing structure,
right then and there, except that it would have clocked the global financial structure too fast.
Indeed, our Euro friends helped the system out by giving it some more of the same poison, more paper gold inflation. Yes,
all the while since the WA, people have been falling all over each other trying to explain why so much new European gold
has entered the market through lending. Yet, all that was mostly lent was more paper credits built upon a failing dollar gold
pricing system. You see, they left the maintaining of system credibility [supplying token amounts of physical] to the dollar
faction. Kind of strange how gold keeps showing up as part of the US trade deficit? Even if it's only a trickle.
Gold bugs cry that the paper market is not free because government endorsed inflation in this arena is killing its price
structure. Almost as if they want fiat gold that less inflated? Well, that's great if your "gold" money is in our modern gold
producing industry that's hip deep in committing its product to satisfy these same paper contracts. Yes, this mistake of "hard
money" allocation by Western savers is the result of ignoring history and how currency systems evolve. Gold industry
investments work if the current fiat system is remaining "in use" but showing price inflation. However, when currency
systems fall "out of use" while moving into super price inflation,,,,, the next competing system will side with physical gold!
It doesn't happen often, but when it does real wealth in one's hand becomes worth many times investments in "almost gold".
Truly, the dollar price of physical gold is going higher than anyone expects. END
*Comments: Again it is easy to see the dollar as losing a large piece of the action, but hard to see its total demise or its
falling out of use. The US as the largest military force in the world certainly has its overriding benefits. The US has
enormous resources; physical, financial, and spiritual. American creativity and "know how" has changed the world. This
country will not turn over and simply give in! Let's look forward to the next 5 years and place probabilities on what is likely
to happen as far as the dollar/euro is concerned. I will rank these various scenarios in what I see as their most likely odds of
happening:
1} Ongoing MODERATE debasement of US Dollar. {Brisker} Business as {than} usual.
2} Gold and/or Oil breaks away from the dollar.
3} Dual and competing reserve currencies. "Co-Currencies" in Reserves. The currency war that is in clear sight {thanks to
ANOTHER and FOA}.
4} Status quo.
5} All-out war that distracts/rescues the dollar and extends its life. Wag the dollar.
6} Dollar merged with euro/backed by euro.
7} Brazillian or Weimar style hyperinflation of the USD, the Big Banana, or the 'little banana'.
What ranking would you give these possible scenarios? And yes, we all know the DEBT is a monster lurking closer and
closer! Debt is designed for default as fiats are for debasement. Looking for a catalyst to get the EURO kick started a bit?
All that is necessary is for ECB to get rid of a % of dollar reserves about the time the common coinage comes into play.
Ouch! But still, "death" of the USD?? At $30,000 POG the US as we know it will be no more, agreed?
Another question comes to mind: What advantage would it be to the Power Elite to destroy the dollar. Yes, a one world
government and currency would suffice as a legitimate reason, but the old guy likely has many deeds yet to perform. Do you
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respond to questions in regards to mentioning the "Power Elite"? Some won't "go there" and that is their free choice, no
problema.
The dollar has defaulted twice to date, yet chugs along. What "history lessons" best show us the endline that awaits the
dollar? The end of a currency's lifetime always ends in gold debasement? By "super price inflation" are you referring to
something much worse than the US in the 1970's? You must be, as that fiasco was "successfully" negotiated. The 13%
mortgage wasn't a world stopper. Are we looking for a low probability event that has only happened a few times in history,
or a high probability event that has happened EVERY time in history as a currency reserve ages? Odds or the END?
As per gold "industry" investments, they will do just fine at your $360 POG from today's level [gold was at $260/oz. when
this was written]. The Romanian deposit that contains 8-10 million ounces should fare well regardless of what currency is
"reserve". You stated: "Gold industry investments work if the current fiat system is remaining "in use", but showing price
inflation." Are you talking all or none with the dollar as reserve currency of the entire world or reserve currency of none?
The dollar will remain in use, imho, until there is a one world currency, even Brazil "uses" their currency of old. So we have
the dollar and we have the inflation, and we get gold stock appreciation. Yes, a gold stock is a problem if it must sell gold in
dollars and the dollars are TOTALLY worthless, but I'll take those odds, thank you. Please don't misunderstand me, as I
have a greater current appreciation for physical {thanks to the brain trust of this fine establishment} than stocks, but just
can't see this as 'all or none'.
Maybe a lesson is needed in "how currency systems evolve". The waiter replies: "Sorry sir, we're out of the hyperinflation,
but there is ALWAYS plenty of inflation available in the kitchen."
There are many on the Forum that struggle to see a USD "cataclysm" as a high probability event and it does seem to be a
KEY question to address if you would. These questions are, or possibly ought to be, in the minds of all of us as we make our
financial decisions.
Thanks, ANOTHER & Trail Guide, for your many and fine efforts. I remain, on the trail.*
au{in}spec{tor} Clouseau
FOA (4/19/01; 17:50:29MT - usagold.com msg#65)
Reply
Hello again everyone,
I thought it would be a good idea to make some clear comments and replies regarding my perceptions. Using some
questions and thoughts from the main forum will also help. This may make it easier for us all as we "follow in the
footsteps"!
Auspec makes several points and contention for me to address. Please read his complete post first (and all the others I'll
address). Hello auspec, you write in reference to my hike #61 here on the trail:
auspec (4/19/01; 08:48:52MT - usagold.com msg#: 52175)
-------*If the dollar's status is now so similar to what it was in 1971, why would we see the Brazil type hyperinflation now as
opposed to the simple ongoing degradation of fiat that we have all come to know and hate? Why the extreme portrayal of
the dollar? It's clear the dollar is an old toad and there are young stallions waiting in the wings, but it's hard to see this as an
all-or-none issue where the dollar {banana} goes from being the world's reserve currency to being "nada". Where's the
middle ground with dual and competing reserve currencies in common use?*
-------------------Well sir, I'm going to try and reply in context to the way you asked these questions. Considering well all your prefacing
stated before asking for info.
Using the 1971 dollar incident is a perfect way to engage common ground thinking about our contract gold market today.
No it's not a perfect analogy, but it's real, real close, and sharpens our understanding and ability to see the subject clearly.
Especially considering the tremendous number of different hard money people that read this Centennial Forum. But we
must not confuse the point by thinking a similar break today will cause the coming price inflation we speak of.
Yes, after the 71 dollar gold break, we did see some good price inflation. But was that caused by the wholesale cancellation
of international dollar convertibility into gold? No! That price inflation was not gold backing related because we had
already, years before, been printing dollars far beyond our stated gold to dollar conversion ratio. That spell of price run ups
was the result of too many dollars being printed before and after the 71 gold breaking event.
Sure, the gold price run up after that didn't help the dollar's image. But, by then it didn't make any difference what the gold
price was. Even if it went back to $10/oz. we were never going back to governing the volume of dollars in supply. Not by
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using gold, not by silver, not in any way that would fix or slow the presses! We couldn't. Any long term slowdown, then or
now, in such an established fiat was well past the politically survivable stage. This is the way fiats work, whether gold
backed or not, they always break from strict printing discipline. The history behind us says so and the future before us says
so. As an example in dollar terms, look at any five year average of money supply growth from 71 till now. Truly, we were
and are printing our way towards the end time of dollar use. The only question was how long would the world keep using
dollars? How much longer would the timeline extend?
Some hard money people thought that the world would simply convert to gold itself, in place of dollars. But, the simple fact,
as I and most especially Another have said so often, is that the modern world must use a fiat form of currency to operate.
And, considering that point, after the 71 gold break, there was no other strong, fluid currency for us to revert to. It wasn't
until the end part of the 70s that the Europeans started down the long road of creating something else.
There were times when our foreign trading partners were thinking of breaking away. This is when the US spiked rates.
Again, we confuse this action with stopping the inflation presses. Quite the contrary, the killing rise in rates was just a signal
that we would not go completely hyper. On our side, the only reason we could afford to take this economy-killing gamble
was because oil was still priced and settled in dollars. But that is a whole Another book.
The prestige of many international dollar holders took a real bath because they held dollars in place of gold. When they tried
to initially bid for gold, the US and London made sure the price rose fast enough to tell a story to these dollar converters.
That is; "bid for gold and it will soar" cutting off your conversion. Sure the US made all sorts of noise about how awful
and incorrect the rising gold price was. Even showed their hand at managing the price a little so it didn't go up too fast. All
the while saying they were fighting for all they were worth to keep it down! Truly, the last decade shows naive Gold Bugs
just how much in control they were and are of this so called "free commodity market in gold". Oh well, back to your point.
--------You see, the dollar is going to fail now because a good alternative is available now. All this has something to do with the
coming new gold valuation, but that new price level is not related so much to gold backing a currency again. (more on that
in a min). The dollar is toast because most of the world doesn't like the management policy. They didn't like it in 71, but
tolerated it because gold was supposed to keep flowing in repatriation payments. And if they didn't like it back then, they
god awful hate it now!
We like to think that the dollar is what it is because we are so good. (smile) But the truth is that for over a two decade period
+, none of our economic policy, our trade financing policy, our defense policy or our internal lifestyle policy has pleased
anyone outside these borders. We managed the dollar for us (U.S.) and the rest could just follow along.
Our fiat currency has survived all these years because others have supported our dollar flow in a way that kept it from
crashing its exchange rate. We talk and think like we are winning the tug-of-war when, in fact, they just aren't pulling to
hard. Waiting for their own system to form up.
Truly, most of the world likes the most conspicuous aspect of the euro that we describe as its biggest weakness; its
management by several varied nation states. All supporting different thoughts, cultures, backgrounds and perceptions of
government policy. Some compare it to the many nationalities in the US, but it's much more competitive than that. It's
thought that this mixture will produce a "more good for all" management of a Euro world reserve currency. Truly, because
gold plays no part in today's dollar management or the Euro, then political styling is all that's left.
My friends, a national fiat in our modern world only functions if the whole world uses and supports its flow and most
importantly likes its management (political styling is the catch word). This support and use of our dollar can and will change
faster than many think possible once the Euro is finished. Our dollar is not going to become a "banana" or "nada" in the
future, as auspec notes. It already is and has carried this trait for some time now as does every fiat today. The only
thing that keeps them from cascading away is world support and use.
Point:
When most of the major players that styled the Euro decide to swing even 1/2 support toward that new money, the exchange
rate for our dollar will plunge to its true worth! That dollar value is there now, you just don't see it yet. The price
inflation that many (auspec) don't / can't see happening, will be the result of our currency management changing to confront
the nature of all the above. The world economic financing, pricing, saving, settlement and opinion is shifting toward the
Euro. As this happens the US will have to raise rates ever higher, even as it massively prints more currency to support our
internal economy. Our entire economy will slow and fail as this price inflating process moves on. Some will call it stag /
flation, but will change that description as it becomes more of a crash / hyperinflation.
Right now, the actions of our fed is telling this truth. We must inflate while we watch the Eurozone enjoy its basically
internal trade economy. As other nation blocks embrace that zone, they will pull economic function from us.
You write:
------
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*Comments: Again it is easy to see the dollar as losing a large piece of the action, but hard to see its total demise or its
falling out of use. The US as the largest military force in the world certainly has its overriding benefits. The US has
enormous resources; physical, financial, and spiritual. American creativity and "know how" has changed the world. This
country will not turn over and simply give in! Let's look forward to the next 5 years and place probabilities on what is likely
to happen as far as the dollar/euro is concerned. I will rank these various scenarios in what I see as their most likely odds of
happening:
------------------Auspec, before I list your most likely odds, I would like to comment on your above.
We must not confuse a currency's "total demise" or "falling out of use" with a "loss of identity". In our time there have been
few major moneys that went away. Today, we have a whole world of national fiats "in use" and "not demised" that still carry
their nation's identity. They lose value at an incredible rate, are mismanaged to the highest degree, are laughed at and
despised. But, still they are "in use" as they function for their governments and economies. Usually, they function
alongside whatever major reserve currency is in vogue. Today the dollar, tomorrow the Euro. Make no mistake, the entire
internal US sector can and will function as its currency runs a price inflation just like these third world countries. We will
adapt as they have by dropping our living standard accordingly and adopting the Euro as our second money. Also:
The prestige that we have the largest military force in the world does not help our money problem. We talk as if we will let
any country die that does not use our money or support our currency. I point out that the British also made such comments
and it didn't stop their downfall. Nor the Russians. Also:
I point out that many, many other countries also have the same "enormous resources; physical, financial, and spiritual" that
we have. But the degrading of our economic trading unit, the dollar, places the good use of these attributes in peril. Besides,
the issue beyond these items is our current lifestyle. We buy far more than we sell, a trade deficit. Collectively, net / net,
using our own attributes and requiring the use of other nation's as well. Not unlike Black Blade's Kalifornians sucking up
their neighbor's energy supplies (smile). We cannot place your issues up as example of our worth to other nations unless we
crash our lifestyle to a level that will allow their export! Something our currency management policy will confront with
dollar printing to avert. Also:
NO, "this country will not turn over and simply give in" as you state. But, we will give up on our currency! Come now, let's
take reason in grasp. Our American society's worth is not its currency system. Around the world and over decades
other fine people states have adopted dollars as their second money, only to see their society and economy improve.
Even though we see only their failing first tier money. What changes is the recognition of what we do produce for
ourselves and what we require from others to maintain our current standard of living. In the US this function will be
a reverse example from these others. We will come to know just how "above" our capabilities we have been living.
Receiving free support by way of an overvalued dollar that we spent without the pain of work.
-------Your "various scenarios" with mine notes added :
1} Ongoing MODERATE debasement of US Dollar. {Brisker} Business as {than} usual.
----Near term, yes.----2} Gold and/or Oil breaks away from the dollar.
---- Oil is already doing so for a year now. The gold market is in the process of self-inflating its paper side of the function.
The first minor lease rate signals are already behind us. [March 9, 2001] The ECB and BIS are coming more in control as
the dollar faction must either sell its gold also or begin to fold. If they want the game to continue a little longer, the US
must not put its gold on the market or the BIS and ECB would bid it with their dollar reserves. Ending it all then and
there.-----3} Dual and competing reserve currencies. "Co-Currencies" in Reserves. The currency war that is in clear sight {thanks to
ANOTHER and FOA}.
----- I would add that the vision of co-currencies is just a passing function as we get from here, dollar reserve, to there, Euro
reserve.----4} Status quo.
----- We have not been here in our life times (smile).--
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5} All-out war that distracts/rescues the dollar and extends its life. Wag the dollar.
------ As we enter the down side of our economic function (like we are doing now) the massive money printing by the Fed
will risk the dollar's slow slide to becoming a super slide if a war breaks out. People run to the best managed world money
in a war, not just the one with the current best exchange rate value. In the past the dollar was the one, today the Euro would
receive the flow. The US would be risking killing its last bit of dollar timeline with any war today. [unless, perhaps, A) it
wasn't an "all-out war" and B) it has the backing of Europe and the Saudis in pursuing the war?]--------6} Dollar merged with euro/backed by euro.
------ I know a few people that made a lot of sudden money wealth and gave almost all of it to the church (or charity).
Others are much more smarter and support the church (or charity) for the rest of their life. Retaining some control over how
the charity is used. This is how the EuroZone would handle us. Actually, it's the same way we handled them after the war.
We didn't just merge our checkbook into theirs, did we? Net / Net, they will have the wealth to be offered, not us.----7} Brazillian or Weimar style hyperinflation of the USD, the Big Banana, or the 'little banana'?
------- Full on, wide open, in your seat, flat out! It's in the pipeline!-----You write and I comment:
Debt is designed for default as fiats are for debasement.
--- My friend, debt is the very essence of fiat. As debt defaults, fiat is destroyed. This is where all these deflationist get their
direction. Not seeing that hyperinflation is the process of saving debt at all costs, even buying it outright for cash. Deflation
is impossible in today's dollar terms because policy will allow the printing of cash, if necessary, to cover every last bit of
debt and dumping it on your front lawn! (smile) Worthless dollars, of course, but no deflation in dollar terms! (bigger smile)
What advantage would it be to the Power Elite to destroy the dollar.
-------- Wrong context. What advantage does the Power Elite gain by expending assets to save an already failed currency.
Better to do what major players have done for centuries and are doing now, buy gold and evolve your power base to use the
next reserve.----------The end of a currency's lifetime always ends in gold debasement?
---- In almost every case. Sometimes in the open, sometimes hidden.-----Ok, this is going overtime (smile). I will try to cover more (and others) in a day or so. Also, the question of Another at his
keyboard? I reword things from him quite a bit for bare readability. But, his delivery is pure. I don't always pretend to
understand it. Then, that's a whole other story (smile)
Thanks
TrailGuide
_______________________________________________________
Sidebar:
The above reference to ANOTHER was because he resurfaced with a series of comments just prior to FOA's post. Here are
those comments…
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) (04/14/01; 18:08:54MT - usagold.com msg#: 51887)
Thoughts!
To this USAGOLD Forum and Mr. Kosares, good evening.
Thank you FOA for your time and work.
We talk once again my friends. This forum, it grows strong for all ages and nature of peoples. Read they do, from all places
on earth. I read and see the knowledge as written, but it be the knowledge we still must see that speaks with greater
strength.
Walk the gold trails of my good friend, do I. On my feet are "strong sole" of thick leather, purchased with much knowledge
of physical gold. These shoes not go bare before our journey is done. On trail I see your "thin sole" gold investments cast
aside and scavenged by beasts. Their owners walk no more as these investments took not this hard road of dollar transition.
Many more will wear paper gold wealth thin before this walk be done. Only physical gold will see sun after this storm.
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Some say dollar strong and holds much value still. It bends not and is strong and worthy. I say their vision is limited to see
only post supporting roof. Not what on roof already or what must be placed on roof. When new Euro currency is done, full
weight of dollars will return as your wet snow. In that day, we check curve of this good post, not before.
Some say dollar buys much gold and is strong in metal. I say, paper gold be not metal! We have more dollars than gold in
world. As long as your system works, you sell gold to gain real dollars and we sell dollars to gain real gold. All be well in
your world and mine, yes? Soon, dollar return in bank and Euro return in bank be equal, no? More later, dollar return
become even less than Euro. Tell me about your paper gold value then, my friend. Perhaps, dollar then seen strong in this
lesser gold only. You think long and hard on this before end of year?
I think Euro buy much more oil then. We shall see. I will return often now. Discuss our future then.
We watch this new gold market together, yes?
Thank You
Another
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) (04/15/01; 18:58:39MT - usagold.com msg#: 51943)
Mr Gresham
Welcome Mr. Gresham. We talk for a time, yes?
You write:
"We who read here generally buy the coins, one ounce and less. The "Giants" you speak of are usually buying the large bars
(100 ounce?), yes?"
I ask you, how many of your bars in tonne? This is the small purchase size.
"Is there a limited supply for them to get, and only through the large brokers with their "private wealth management"
programs?"
I would say the BIS is best broker, always. It best to sell dollars for gold when gold is offered.
"I am trying to understand why this knowledge you bring is not being acted upon by some others with "deep pockets", such
that the markets would be moved, or shortages occur, even before the dollar is seen in weakness."
My friend, you see the gold with "Western eyes". In mind, it be always, "how much currency does my gold bring". In this
world of much paper gold, it bring not much dollars yes. In such matter, your currency makers do make your wealth lay low.
This dream of much dollar currency for gold is the illusion in the "Western Mind". Your men of "deep pockets" do probe for
shortages, however, their wish for low supply is not to be found. Their pockets are full with "credit gold" and sad are they at
currency price this brings. It is the fools game to corner paper gold printing press, no? Sir, I stand with no fools!
Days and nights do pass and one morning will bring a dollar price for gold you have never known. In that day, I will cast
this currency down and walk with real wealth. In this day, the gold will trade in Euros and no bribe of credit gold will be
needed to mark this new money.
Today, I my world it be how much gold does dollar currency bring. A difference in understanding from yours, I think.
Today, amount of bullion available for dollars no longer the reflection of bullion dollar exchange, it be now the most terrible
bribe for world dollar use. An acceptable deal in most of world, such is real world outside your laws, no?
But, it is here, in act of making extra credit gold, where the "shortage" you speak of, is measured my friend. A good man
with one eye does see this time as of but few years and short days. Aside from our Euro political changes, history alone does
show all great currencies end with this overselling of credit gold as last of era. This paper gold credit is always for the fools
first and last. It value is later reduced to same as currency, along with holders of no gold.
It be our good fortune (and yours) that bullion is offered still. For the simple man, such as I, this wealth is that for kings but
more so for his people. For all peoples, gold will be again the wealth of ages.
In this day, at end of dollar era, all do see real bullion sold for sake of market credibility, only. Perhaps too, bank credibility,
I think. In this world, the lower this dollar paper price, the more bullion becomes available for credibility sake. It is the good
thing for men of "small pockets" and the curse against traders and fools.
I bid you the good fortune of "small pockets" with much physical gold! We watch this new gold market together, yes?
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Thank You
Another
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) (04/18/01; 06:19:54MT - usagold.com msg#: 52086)
Reply
USAGOLD (04/16/01; 19:15:36MT - usagold.com msg#: 51997)
----- I would also like to take this opportunity to welcome Another back to this Table. The circle is now joined in continuity
again -- all around. Already I have added to my own file of vintage "Another (Thoughts!)" with this shrewd observation:
"This dream of much dollar currency for gold is the illusion in the "Western Mind". Your men of "deep pockets" do probe
for shortages, however, their wish for low supply is not to be found. Their pockets are full with "credit gold" and sad are
they at currency price this brings. It is the fools game to corner paper gold printing press, no? Sir, I stand with no fools!"
The smile of recognition returns to my face as this point is made in these few, short sentences better than I have seen it made
in entire articles on the subject. Welcome back, my friend. -------Mr. Kosares,
Thank you for your welcome and acknowledgment. I add that within this circle many feet have walked and the prints of the
Kosares show most lasting impression. I see the stature of this man as American, however no Western mind is found within
him. One day all will rush and follow your path before strong tide washes the deepest heal mark from sand.
It be true, my friend, in history no man does corner printing press. Many have taken this path before. Even declare
themselves "leaders" of "financial knowledge" and "sophistication", do they. The Gresham does make wonder about such
things and asks for reason no one does claim gold from printer?
Such demand be as 100 men with contract asking Spanish farmer for 100 basket of olives where clear examination in field
display only 10 basket. Such good reasoning have these men, demand delivery and illusion of wealth to others be none!
None ask full collection for fear of illusion to become reality, no? Perhaps, take what offered and wait next year. Better, sell
claims for olives to Western investors with little eyes and clean shoes? Perhaps financial knowledge and sophistication of
these paper sellers is more considerable than average fool. In the days that come,
"better one olive in house than six blooms on tree"!
We watch this new gold market together, yes?
Thank You
Another
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) (04/18/01; 06:41:33MT - usagold.com msg#: 52088)
Reply
Mr Gresham (04/17/01; 10:33:51MT - usagold.com msg#: 52041)
ANOTHER: WA, BIS
Was the Washington Agreement the most significant event in gold since you were last posting in 1998? Do you have any
reflections on those events?
Mr. Gresham,
One must weigh the mind of this Randy. It be heavy, yes? Do read the thoughts of the BIS for these same are printed review
as #52046. Hold a mirror to these events for reflection. Such descriptions I discuss come next day.
Thank You
Another
[And here are Mr. Gresham's and Randy's posts referenced by ANOTHER]
Mr Gresham (04/17/01; 10:33:51MT - usagold.com msg#: 52041)
ANOTHER: WA, BIS
Was the Washington Agreement the most significant event in gold since you were last posting in 1998? Do you have any
reflections on those events?
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Who were the players that made the price spike upward so quickly in 1999, and how was it managed back down? (How
were so many "fearless" shorts recruited so quickly?)
What is the BIS' role in the "currency war"? Is it somewhat trying to walk the middle of the road? Did the US members take
their seats recently as an attempt to manage BIS' involvement, or does this express any measure of US control over BIS?
Randy (@ The Tower) (04/17/01; 13:37:02MT - usagold.com msg#: 52046)
Mr Gresham, nice question
--- "Was the Washington Agreement the most significant event in gold since you were last posting in 1998?"--If I may be so bold, let me anticipate ANOTHER's answer with an answer of my own.
The most significant event in gold since the dollar's gold default in 1971 has been the successful launch in 1999 of a longawaited new currency system built upon neutral (meaning, multi-national) management and, more importantly, a floating
gold reserve structure that finally abandoned the now obsolete "fixed" gold legacy of the failed Bretton Woods structure.
With this new reserve structure, the prevailing institutional incentive, from '71 to the end of the millennium, need no longer
be one of "price suppression" for the perceived market value of gold.
In this light, the most significant element of the Washington Agreement is seen to be NOT the amount of pre-announced
gold sales, but rather, the self-imposed curb on gold lending operations by these European central banks. And if you think
about it, this action with the Washington Agreement was nearly just a predictable inevitability from the moment the
eurosystem committed to provide for freely floating gold reserves. The "tools" of the prior suppression are on the outs.
Believe it. The WA simply announced the foregone conclusion in a package suitable for newspaper headlines.
Just as the value of the post-'71 paper dollar has long been propped by the international yet artificial "mandate" to hold these
dollars almost exclusively as reserves (acting in tandem with the dollar settlement for oil and the overhanging debts of the
"Third World"), through this new currency structure gold (and its price/value!) has now been "officially" set free to replace
these dollar reserves (savings).
The reason this full transition has not already occurred is that institutional interest still exists to foster the smoothest
practicable transition until that unknowable moment where the final remaining *SNAP* in the adjustment occurs.
Speaking for The Tower and personally, I continue to buy gold with excess funds because I prefer the real wealth of gold
over managed paper (and digital) contract currency. As a bonus, the real wealth value of same gold will provide a pleasant
benefit upon full completion of the transition in world currencies' reserve structures. (An understatement, to be sure.)
End Sidebar
_______________________________________________________
FOA (04/21/01; 21:12:52MT - usagold.com msg#66)
Of Money and Men
Hello again!
Continuing along with our discussion, clarifying some points and positions, we once again offer some straight talk. Elwood
has some points in his Elwood (04/19/01msg#: 52225). Sir, you referenced our last full hike on the GoldTrail #64, quoting
first this portion:
FOA: "Many hard money philosophers have pointed their finger at others for the fiat situation we use today. It was the
bankers and governments, the kings and cohorts, big business and robber barons or some communist manifesto that forced
us to use this type of money. Well, you may not like the process and consider yourself above or apart from it all. You may
even declare all of them evil. But, in the end, one fact remains; society may govern itself in many ways over thousands of
years, but it has never stopped the evolution that corrupts the use of real money as official money."
Then you write:
------ Thank you, sir, for sharing your deep thoughts. True, your words are, but why is this a reason to abandon the fight for
sound money? Surely you must be aware of the massive inefficiencies that will accompany a system with two moneys.
There will be two prices for every good, one stable, the other not. Would not the timeline of such a system be extremely
short compared to that of a system of sound money even though the sound money eventually becomes corrupted? How is
this system better (or even different) than what we have today?---------
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Hello Elwood (smile),
The fight for sound money is not dissimilar from the ages old fight for peace in the world. Mankind has been striving for
peace over our entire existence and still it does not come. Countless lives and fortunes have been lost and the same battle
continues. Perhaps we should reexamine our collective needs and try something different. Truly, what is to be lost? This is
the same mind set our new political styling is shooting for. It's a good effort because history is on their side.
Yes, it's a noble effort to try and get the world on a sound money program, but after failing at it for centuries, a little side trip
cannot hurt. (smile) Most people, like yourself, say sound money and think sound currency. Usually it's some form of gold
backing that makes the currency sound. The trouble is it cannot be maintained. The logic in my words above are evident and
the last part of the statement demonstrates the self-replicating nature of our dealings with "sound money". Again, in a
restructured form:
""""Society has never stopped the evolution that corrupts the use of real wealth (gold) as it strives to use it as official
money""""
Elwood, I don't care if all of it is legal or illegal, moral or not, right or wrong, because the larger issue overwhelms these
arguments. That being; we have never been able to control our power structures in a way that disciplines the printing of
currency. The Romans alloyed other metals into their gold in a form of modern day paper printing. Even in the so called
wonderful days of the various gold standards, be they actual coins or paper substitutes, the world debased the system from
the start. Also you write:
----Surely you must be aware of the massive inefficiencies that will accompany a system with two moneys. There will be
two prices for every good, one stable, the other not.----We never intend to have two moneys. The concept is better seen as the Euro and a wealth reserve. Still, to defend against
your thrust, what do we have now? Travel the world, my friend, and mingle in the world of currency. In almost every
country of the planet there are several prices for every good sold! All depending on what nation's currency you choose to
use. Today's system is working with perhaps hundreds of moneys!
------Would not the timeline of such a system be extremely short compared to that of a system of sound money even though
the sound money eventually becomes corrupted? ------My goodness, we have used a dollar system that has been debased and on the way out for 40+ years. Well before our 1971
gold break, this country was printing IOUs as if they were currency. Yet, the thinkers of our time, the same ones that employ
two week trades on the stock markets, all ask for guarantees of decades before considering a new currency? Planners simply
cannot employ the logic of a group that trades options, futures, strips and swaps, then asks for longevity before the fact.
-----How is this system [euro-Freegold] better (or even different) than what we have today?--------The real issue is our misunderstanding and misuse of the term "sound money". That thought has been bantered around for
hundreds of years. Truly it does not exist except in the minds of men.
Money, the term, the idea, perhaps the ideal,,,,,,, is something we dreamed up to apply to one of our chosen units of
tradable wealth. Usually gold. We could take almost every item in the world and use it in this same "money fashion".
Still, this form of trading real for real is just exchanging wealth. It isn't exchanging money as we understand money.
Gold is no different than anything else you possess as your wealth, it just so happened to be the most perfect type of
tradable wealth in the world. So it evolved to be used the most and eventually labeled in the same function of what we
consider to be "sound money".
Now, consider that all wealth is represented in and of itself. You cannot reproduce wealth through substitution, like giving
someone five pieces of copper for one piece of gold and then have them think they now have five pieces of gold! This is the
process we try to perform within the realm of man's money ideals. We have always debased trading wealth by duplicating it
into other forms and calling all of it, collectively, "our money".
This duplicating, this replicating, this debasement is the result of taking the concept of a credit / contract function (paying in
the future) and combining it with the concept of completing a trade at the moment. Think about that for a moment.
As an example, I'll give you a paper contract to pay you later for some oranges and you give me the basket of oranges.
Better said, I just gave you modern man's actual concept of money.
Or… I trade you a basket of apples (or gold) for those same oranges and the deal is finished, done! We have been taught to
think that this is also the concept of money trade.
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The first uses what our currency system has evolved into, what is really money in our mind. Where the second uses no credit
form at all and is more comparable to trading real wealth as the ancients traded using gold.
Contemporary thought has always blurred these two notion; saying that these two methods of trading are one in the
same and both forms use the same idea of what we think money is.
Further refined; we evolved our money ideals into a perception that credits and contract payments can be used as if they
contain the same value in payment as trading real wealth. They could and can if managed correctly. But we have never
managed credit money to match the same proportions as existing real wealth (gold). We have tried to manage this
combination of wealth trading and money credit for as long as we have been seeking "peace"!
So:
We use, today, many forms of wealth holdings, all standing right beside our dollar use. Many of these wealth items have and
do perform much better than our fiat currency. One has but to use one stock holdings as an example.
You may have $5,000 in cash in hand and in a checking account, while also owning $200,000 of, say, Microsoft? Obviously,
the stock is a competing, dual form of currency wealth. Its value rise has overshadowed the gain on your fiat. But, is it
driving your currency out of circulation? Seen anyone recently using this superior form of competing wealth to pay for a fill
up at the station? No?
We all need and must use some form of fiat currency to operate in this modern world. It makes little difference if MSFT
went to $10 or $10-billion, you would still use the currency system in trade as a more efficient form of modern trade.
Society now uses these "money" systems without any form of gold backing, not because they are "strong" or "stable", but
because they work more than they fail.
Still, over the last several decades, we now have come to expect an attempt at "political styling" our fiat money that benefits
more than one nation block. Further, we expect a wealth asset to not so much stand behind the system but to measure its
speed of failure or success. Knowing full well we will accept and expect some loss of value as payment for this use
convince of Fiat Euro.
This is the road ahead. A fiat no different from the dollar in function, yet a universe away in management. A wealth asset
that also stands beside this money, yet has no modern label or official connection as money. In this way modern society can
circle the earth, to once again begin where we started. Having learned that the concept of wealth money and man's money
were never the same. We shall see.
Thanks
TrailGuide
FOA, you need not walk alone any longer. From where I sit, it sure seems like the rains have come and the ground is
beginning to open. I, and many others here, would give anything for you to share your latest thoughts in proper posts or
simple comments. You can email me at fofoamail@gmail.com if you want. How wonderful that would be. :) <--That's me
happy!
Sincerely,
FOFOA
(All emphases and [brackets] in the above posts are mine)
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Wednesday, December 1, 2010
The Value of Gold

The concept of value can be a bit tricky. Value is one of those words that is tossed around as if there were universal
agreement on its meaning. There is not. Often in such cases I simply use a different word, just to be sure we are on the same
page. Years ago Town Crier did this with "value", substituting in the word "dearness":
TownCrier (8/24/2000; 18:08:49MT - usagold.com msg#: 35476)
Nice table, Sir Mitchell:
Column 1 = Year
Column 2 = Avg. annual nominal price of gold
Column 3 = Avg. annual price of gold in 1999 US dollars
Column 4 = Avg. annual price of gold in 1970 US dollars
1970 35.94 158.75 35.94
1971 40.80 170.18 38.53
1972 58.16 232.59 52.66
1973 97.32 376.76 85.29
1974 159.26 580.57 131.44
1975 161.02 528.81 119.72
1976 124.84 375.79 85.08
1977 147.71 420.26 95.14
1978 193.22 516.19 116.86
1979 306.68 761.43 172.38
1980 612.56 1,364.05 308.79
1981 460.03 902.53 204.30
1982 375.67 668.20 151.28
1983 424.35 710.70 160.91
1984 360.48 585.02 132.44
1985 317.26 493.66 111.77
1986 367.66 552.19 125.00
1987 446.46 658.04 148.98
1988 436.94 621.63 140.74
1989 381.44 521.31 118.02
1990 383.51 500.14 113.21
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1991 362.11 448.04 101.43
1992 343.82 408.25 92.42
1993 359.77 414.74 93.90
1994 384.00 429.77 97.31
1995 384.17 419.09 94.89
1996 387.77 412.70 93.41
1997 330.98 342.00 77.42
1998 294.24 298.95 67.68
1999 278.88 278.88 63.14
The third column (representing prices based on the purchasing power of 1999 dollars) clearly shows that gold is currently at
the best bargain for buyers since way back in 1972.
Meanwhile, the fourth column (representing the equivalent prices in terms of the 1970 dollar which was itself officially
defined as one-thirtyfifth ounce of gold) clearly shows that despite the massive mining effort and flood of derivatives since
that time, the "dearness" of gold has still managed to almost double; otherwise, we must all admit, the price of an ounce
today as represented in "1970 dollars" would still be $35. It isn't. One ounce as of 1999 is as dear as 63.14 of those "goldbacked" dollars, or put another way, despite production and derivatives, one ounce today is as dear as 1.8 ounces then. All
things considered, that's not bad performance for an item that many are content to view as a neutral "insurance" asset.
Now just imagine how much dearer an ounce might become in the event of a derivatives bust...
(I have used the term "dear" in deference to the recent disputes on the meaning of "price" and of "value". To say "dearness"
is my attempt at splitting the middle so that the message reaches both sides of this debate.)
Quite clever that was. But value is a vital concept to understand. So here we will explore some misconceptions associated
with this most dear and valuable word.
Probably the most common misconception is that price and value are the same thing. They are not. They are related but
different. Price can be precisely known, but true value can only be estimated or guessed. And because price changes, price is
always wrong while true value is always right, even though it is unknown. So price and value are always different. Value is
always either higher or lower than price.
There is a little trick to knowing whether value is higher or lower than price. This trick will reveal the direction of value, but
not the magnitude of the disparity. The trick is to look at which direction the government wants to influence any price. If the
government is attempting to manage a price upward, then it is a safe bet that the value is lower than the price. And if the
government would like to keep a price down, then you can be pretty sure the value is higher than the price.
It is certainly fair play to place your bets on the ability of government to overpower the gravitational pull of value. But when
you do, you should be aware that you have just purchased the opposite of real value. And to understand why this may be
detrimental to our financial wellbeing, we must first understand the concept of value.
A Brief History of Value Theory
The concept of value is primary and central to the study of all human society. Economics is just one branch of study that
uses this concept. And value theory is fundamental to all schools of economic thought.
At the most basic level value theory reveals the concept of "the good." This concept can refer to either people or objects.
When referring to people (or the conduct of people) we talk about "the moral good." And when referring to an object we call
it "a natural good." Value Theory could also be called "Goodness Theory," and it covers two branches of study: Ethics,
which deals mostly with "moral goods," and Economics, which focuses primarily on "natural goods."
Plato
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Plato wrote about value 2,400 years ago in "The Republic" where he distinguished "instrumental value" and "intrinsic
value." Something with "instrumental value" is worth having only as a means to get something else. It is not an ends-initself but merely a means to an end, a medium. An object with "intrinsic value" is regarded as an end or end-in-itself. It is a
thing worth having for itself, not as a means to something else. COMEX gold futures versus physical gold is an example of
instrumental versus intrinsic value. In fact, the dollar itself (or any medium of exchange for that matter) is a good example
of something with instrumental value.
The Modern Era
Because this is a "brief" (and extremely generalized) history of value, we will now leap forward through time 2,251 years
from 380 BC to 1871 AD when the economics branch of value theory itself branched off in two directions. We are now
traveling down the economics branch, so we are dealing with "natural goods" which are non-moral goods (and services),
like houses, cars, hamburgers and gold.
The study of economics grew throughout the Renaissance period of transition from the Middle Ages into the Modern Era.
Notable figures during this transitional period are Sir Thomas Gresham (1519–1579), John Locke (1632–1704) and John
Law (1671–1729). And the era of Modern Economics (also called Classical Economics) began in 1776 with Adam Smith's
(1723–1790) "The Wealth of Nations."
Adam Smith
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95 years later a new branch, sometimes called Neo-Classical Economics, emerged from the old school of Classical
Economics branch. Classical Economics held that value should be donor-derived or determined by the cost to supply a good
to market rather than the demand for the good from the market. This is generally called the Labor Theory of Value. NeoClassical Economics grew out of the realization that it is the utility of a good that matters more to its value than how much
labor it took to produce.
Karl or Carl?
The Labor Theory of Value (LTV) was the mainstream and widely accepted value theory prior to the 1870's, culminating in
the controversial economic theories of Karl Marx (1818–1883). Then, in 1867, a young journalist named Carl Menger
(1840–1921) noticed a discrepancy between what the classical economics he had been taught in school said about price
determination, and what real world market participants were paying for goods. Stirred by this observation, Menger left
journalism to spend the next four years studying "political economy" which, at the time, was basically the study of
capitalism, or the relationship between markets and government.
Carl Menger
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In 1871 Menger published "Principles of Economics" (Grundsätze der Volkswirtschaftslehre), thus becoming the father of
the Austrian School of economic thought. It was in this work that Menger challenged the classical cost-based theories of
value with his own marginal utility theory of value.
From what I can tell, the basic difference between the approach of Marx versus Menger is that of activist versus observer.
The Marxian Labor Theory of Value tells you what something's value should be, while marginal utility observes what it
actually is, and then attempts to explain the observation.
Karl Marx
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Someone here recently asked, How can an ounce of gold ever be more valuable than a new BMW since the BMW embodies
a vast amount of energy, human capital expenditure and significant utility in the real world?
I found this question to be quite valuable, embodying significant utility for this blog. The implication in the question is that
an ounce of gold cannot be more valuable than a new BMW for two stated reasons:
1. The Marxian LTV tells us that the cost to produce a BMW is much higher than the cost to produce an ounce of gold, and,
2. The BMW is "significantly" more useful to mankind than an ounce of gold.
These two "value fallacies" cover almost all of the arguments against the sustainability of the unfolding Freegold
revaluation. So let's take a look at them one at a time.
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1. Marx's LTV view suggests that market actors pay more attention to what an item cost the seller of that item in
determining the price they, the buyer, are willing to pay, rather than to how useful the item will be to them, the buyer. It goes
even further, though, in suggesting the supplier's cost is the true value and therefore should be reflected in the price. Any
price above that cost or "labor value" is considered to be exploitation, super profit, or unjust benefit as far as the Marxist
activist is concerned, and therefore should be controlled through communal enforcement.
But clearly, commodities do not follow this labor value theory in a free market. Especially in globally fungible
commodities, where price is the same all over the world yet production costs vary vastly from region to region. Oil is a good
example. In fact, the production of oil is impossible in many regions lacking viable reserves. Menger writes in "Principles of
Economics":
"There is no necessary and direct connection between the value of a good and whether, or in what quantities, labor and other
goods of higher order were applied to its production. A non-economic good (a quantity of timber in a virgin forest, for
example) does not attain value for men since large quantities of labor or other economic goods were not applied to its
production. Whether a diamond was found accidentally or was obtained from a diamond pit with the employment of a
thousand days of labor is completely irrelevant for its value. In general, no one in practical life asks for the history of the
origin of a good in estimating its value, but considers solely the services that the good will render him and which he would
have to forgo if he did not have it at his command...The quantities of labor or of other means of production applied to its
production cannot, therefore, be the determining factor in the value of a good. Comparison of the value of a good with the
value of the means of production employed in its production does, of course, show whether and to what extent its
production, an act of past human activity, was appropriate or economic. But the quantities of goods employed in the
production of a good have neither a necessary nor a directly determining influence on its value." (Menger)
Timber in a virgin forest has some value separate from labor, just like gold known to be deep in the hillside of your property
has value, even though it has never been touched by mankind. So even in a Marxian view of value, applying the value of the
raw material (the land with gold underground) to the labor involved to dig it up, we could easily put an ounce of gold higher
than the value of a new BMW.
Imagine that physical gold is trading for $55,000 per ounce. If you own a hill with 100 ounces of gold underground, that hill
must have a value somewhere south of $5.5 million, assuming you are legally allowed to remove the gold. Now imagine the
labor and production cost of removing that gold from your hill and having it refined into tradable ingots comes to $300,000.
For your small lot, that works out to a cost of $3,000 per ounce (not economically viable until recently), and it puts the
value of your virgin hill somewhere under $5.2 million.
So in our exercise here, your input costs would be <$5.2 million plus $300,000 and your output would be $5.5 million. In
fact, it doesn't matter if you bought the hill last week for $5.2 million or if your great grandfather bought it in 1920 for
$1,500. All that matters is the present value of that hill. So in this scenario, your total energy and human capital expenditure
for each ounce of gold dug up from your hill is equal to $55,000, or more than a new BMW (some models excluded). The
Marxist, however, would say that the gold in your hill is the property of the collective (common ownership of the means of
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production). He might still let you dig it out at a cost of $3,000 per ounce, but then he would tax you $50,000 per ounce for
the privileged of digging on communal land and removing (privatizing) communal gold. And of course this government
action would do nothing to either the $55,000 price of an ounce of gold or to the >1:1 BMW:gold value ratio.
Gold in the ground would be the raw material or the "means of production" for producing gold, the global (private)
commodity. The former is communally owned while the latter is privately owned, which transfers value from the latter to
the former and its owner, the commune at large.
So as we can see, the free market does not follow the LTV rules that Marx proposed, and even Marxist communal
enforcement and elimination of the "exploitation, super profit and unjust benefit" of producing new gold will have no effect
on the price or value of private, physical, above-ground gold. It may, however, have a deleterious effect on the price and
value of gold mines. But that's a subject for another day.
2. Part 1 of my look at the question above focused on how and why the Labor Theory of Value will not prevent a high value
for gold. But it did little to explain how the price will get from here to there. That's what part 2 is about. The marginal utility
of physical gold.
What is the utility of a BMW? According to the above question is it "significantly" greater than gold "in the real world." So
what is this significant, real world utility?
Well, you can drive a BMW around. Can't do that with gold! It will even get you to work. Gold won't get you to work and
back home. And a BMW will do these things in comfort, style and safety! In fact, a BMW may even improve the image of
your status in society. I suppose gold could be useful in this regard if you are Mr. T. But then someone might steal it from
you. A BMW is harder to steal than loose gold because it has redundant locking mechanisms and carries a visible
registration number that can be tracked by a vast police force. Gold in your pocket or around your neck doesn't have these
"real world" features.
And what is the utility of gold? Well, it used to be a medium of exchange and a unit of account. But today it is neither of
those things. And yes, it does have a few industrial uses, but not many, and certainly not very many when compared to other
industrial commodities. So what is gold's utility?
Gold's utility is that for thousands of years it has held its value relatively well. And because it is not used for many things
other than mere hoarding, the act of hoarding gold is not an infringement on the natural rights of others to enjoy the utility
value of "real world" things like BMW's and oil and wheat and pork bellies. If one were to corner, say, the copper market or
the chocolate market, there would likely be repercussions as those industries fought back through the power of the collective
that likes to consume chocolate and copper. But with gold there is no such worry.
Can you imagine if central banks hoarded 20% of the world's wheat in giant CB silos while millions of people went hungry?
Or how about if the old money aristocrats accumulated and hoarded 20% of the lumber produced every year, preventing it
from being used to build shelter? Do you think there might be cries of outrage and a wholly justified uprising against the
CB's and the rich?
Thankfully we have a commodity that is mostly used for hoarding, and little else. Like Warren Buffet said, we dig it up and
then bury it again in a vault. And all it does is one little thing: it maintains its value over thousands of years. That's gold's
utility.
So now that we have looked at the utility of BMW's and gold, let's look at the marginal utility of each, that which gives
value to an item. But first, what is "marginal" utility?
In this use, the term marginal refers to the effects of small changes in the consumption of any commodity we possess or are
considering buying. It is a measurement of relative values because in order to increase our consumption of one commodity,
it is thought that we must forgo another. Or perhaps we must work more hours, forgoing an equal amount of leisure time.
For example, if you didn't have a refrigerator you might be willing to forgo something quite significant in order to obtain
your first fridge. But once you have one refrigerator, the second one you buy has less use value to you, because most people
only have room specifically designated for one fridge. And someone who already has an extra fridge in the garage and a
small beer fridge in the laundry room is unlikely to give up anything else for another refrigerator. It has no use to him. With
each subsequent fridge he bought, the utility dropped. This is the law of diminishing marginal utility, or diminishing returns
on expanded consumption.
Think about the bare necessities of life: Food, water, shelter and air to breathe. If you didn't have one of these things, you
would pay any price to obtain your first unit of it. But once you have what you need to survive, the marginal utility of
additional units drops off a cliff. So the bare necessities of life actually have very low marginal utility, or very high
diminishing marginal utility. For this reason, their prices stand right near where Marx's LTV would put them.
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A BMW also has low marginal utility. After you have bought so many BMW's, how many more can you possibly need?
Imagine a man with a "disposable" $1.5 million. He may buy a $50,000 BMW. He may even buy two! If he buys one, the
utility of that BMW could be said to be 30 days of "speed, comfort, style and safety" use per month. If he buys two and uses
them equally, then the utility of his marginal (most recent) purchase could be said to be half that of his first purchase, or 15
days of use per month.
Now imagine that he disposed of his whole $1.5 million into $50,000 BMW's. He would have one for every day of the
month! And if we include his newfound need for a very large garage, it could be said that the marginal utility of additional
BMW purchases, for him, had diminished to well below 1/30th of the first BMW he bought. So while the price of another
BMW would still be $50,000, the value, to him, might be less than a thousand bucks.
This concept of diminishing marginal utility can even be found as far back as the fourth century BC, in Aristotle's "Politics",
in which he wrote, "external goods have a limit, like any other instrument, and all things useful are of such a nature that
where there is too much of them they must either do harm, or at any rate be of no use."
There is more to this story, but before we proceed, let's take a quick look at the marginal utility of gold as a store of value.
Take the man above with $1.5 million in disposable cash. Say he buys himself one $50,000 BMW and one $55,000 gold
eagle coin. He has just obtained the full utility of a fine automobile as well as the value preservation of that same purchasing
power, for up to thousands of years if he should so choose.
Now say he buys one more $55,000 gold eagle coin, and then another, and another, and so on until all his cash is gone. In
the end he will have 26 gold coins. And here's the question: Will that 26th gold coin purchase provide the same utility or
diminished (less) utility than the first? Remember, the only utility of gold coins is that they retain their value for thousands
of years. That's all they do. And hoarding them doesn't interfere with any other economic activity, at least not when they are
not "official money."
The answer is "the same utility," because unlike ANYTHING else, (yes, even silver), gold has INFINITE marginal utility in
this particular role.
___________________________________________________________
Sidebar:
Back when gold was "official money," the hoarding of gold to store value actually did interfere with economic activity as it
put a deflationary squeeze on the global monetary system. Here is a paper that discusses this subject:
Did France cause the Great Depression?
Abstract:
The gold standard was a key factor behind the Great Depression, but why did it produce such an intense worldwide
deflation and associated economic contraction? While the tightening of U.S. monetary policy in 1928 is often blamed for
having initiated the downturn, France increased its share of world gold reserves from 7 percent to 27 percent between 1927
and 1932 and effectively sterilized most of this accumulation. This “gold hoarding” created an artificial shortage of
reserves and put other countries under enormous deflationary pressure. Counterfactual simulations indicate that world
prices would have increased slightly between 1929 and 1933, instead of declining calamitously, if the historical relationship
between world gold reserves and world prices had continued. The results indicate that France was somewhat more to blame
than the United States for the worldwide deflation of 1929-33. The deflation could have been avoided if central banks had
simply maintained their 1928 cover ratios.
___________________________________________________________
The introduction of the concept of "marginal utility" to the study of economics in the 1870's created a revolution in
economics, called The Marginal Revolution.[1] All modern schools of economic thought (except for Marxism and those
related to Marxism) grew out of this Marginal Revolution. As I said earlier, the theory of value is fundamental to the study
of economics, and all human society for that matter, making any shift in this theory a "revolution."
In modern economics, the idea of marginal utility has led to "marginal rates of substitution" and "indifference curves" which
are used in "consumer preference theory" in modern applications. The focus today is on choice and substitution. And this
sets gold apart from not only BMW's, but from everything else in the physical world today.
In 1918, Silvio Gesell, a "free money" (easy money) economist with many radical ideas, wrote:
"And it is clear that money cannot be simultaneously the medium of exchange and the medium of saving - simultaneously
spur and brake."
"I therefore propose a complete separation of the medium of exchange from the medium of saving. All the commodities of
the world are at the disposal of those who wish to save, so why should they make their savings in the form of money?
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Money was not made to be saved!"
Silvio Gesell

While Gesell's "free money, free land, social equality for all, full employment, shorter work weeks for all and economic
growth on demand" ideas appear quite impossible and dangerously utopian to this blogger, he was certainly on to
SOMETHING of value in the above quotes. But while those selected quotes sound an awful lot like Freegold, can you spot
the one problem in them?
That's right, he suggested that "all commodities of the world" could serve relatively equally as stores of value outside the
monetary plane. This suggestion ignores the difference in marginal utility between the one commodity used ONLY as a
store of value and all the rest that rely on their other uses for value.
Substitution, indifference and preference do not apply only to consumer products and food. They also apply to industrial
commodities.
In applications of marginal utility, it is often assumed that commodities are continuously divisible. And as you divide a
commodity (which you might do as the price rises) you reduce its consumption and increase the likelihood of substitution.
For example, a consumer who previously enjoyed 1 lb. steaks may face a substitution dilemma if the price of steak doubles.
He may have to choose between a ½ lb. steak and 2 lbs. of ground beef. Steak is divisible but dividing that steak reduces its
utility.
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This is true for all commodities on Earth in their "real world" uses… except gold!
Say gold doubles in price just like the steak. It is also divisible, just like the steak. Prior to doubling you could have gotten
an ounce of gold for $25,000. After the doubling, you can only get ½ ounce for $25,000. Like the steak, you are only getting
half as much. Or are you?
Unlike the steak, the utility of the ½ ounce of gold has not diminished. If anything, it actually INCREASED! How? Well,
this ½ ounce will protect your present purchasing power of $25,000 for thousands of years just as well as a full ounce, but it
will only require half the storage space and expense! (Keep in mind that the utility of gold is protecting your purchasing
power, not increasing it. The fact that the price and value of gold have an extremely wide disparity right now is a separate
issue.)
As any other commodity used in industry or consumption rises in price, the necessary division reduces its utility and
encourages substitution. So all other commodities have this value-limiting characteristic. But not gold. Gold becomes
MORE useful at higher prices while industrial commodities become less useful and subsequently get swapped out.
Now let's take a closer look at gold's highest and best (most valuable) use and compare to gold's present utility. But first, we
must get one fallacy out of the way. Is gold's value derived from its industrial uses? Of course not. There, I'm glad that's out
of the way. Gold is not just another commodity like all others. Got it?
So what is gold's highest and best (most valuable) use? I'm sure a lot of you said "money!" And by "money," I'm sure you
meant currency, or at least base money as it was during the gold standard. As the mysterious blogger Mencius Moldbug (one
of my favs btw) and his even more mysterious alter-ego John Law points out:
"Money is always fundamentally overvalued. Its purchasing power is independent of its direct physical usefulness to
anyone. This is obvious for paper money, but true even for gold and silver."
And he goes on to show that "precious metals" will at some point be spontaneously remonetized (overvalued), which is why
you should buy gold and silver today.
He is right about official money being overvalued. Even Karl Marx agrees with that statement:
"The function of gold as coin becomes completely independent of the metallic value of that gold. Therefore things that are
relatively without value, such as paper notes, can serve as coins in its place."
(Das Kapital, Vol 1, Part 1, Section 2)
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And Robert Mundell, Nobel laureate economist and "father of the euro" tells us how ancient rulers profited by overvaluing
gold and stamping it into coins:
"The introduction of overvalued coinage provided a strong economic motive for the cultivation of a mystique. From its very
beginning, probably in Lydia in the 7th century B.C., coinage was overvalued; one could say that was its very purpose.
"The earliest function of coinage was therefore profit. Coinage not only helped to market the [gold and silver] found in the
Patroclus but the markup on them generated a substantial profit, helping these kings to achieve their dynasty's ambition of
extending the Lydian Empire throughout Asia Minor. Accepted at face value as if they had a high gold content, the Lydian
staters started out with a high proportion of gold but got progressively smaller, increasing the markup and the revenue for
the fiscal authorities."
Robert Mundell

But then he goes on to tell us what ultimately happens:
"Coins cannot of course remain overvalued in a free market. Gyges and his successors were no libertarians. Overvalued
coinage implies artificial scarcity, a monopoly and government control."
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So the face (fiat) value stamped onto the coins ultimately falls from *above* the value of the metal to *below* the value of
the metal, without fail. It did in the 600's BC Lydia, the 200's AD Rome, and again in the 1960's AD United States. Prior to
1964, the silver metal minted into a quarter was worth less than 25 cents. The quarter was overvalued, "inked" silver metal.
After 1964 they had to eliminate silver from the coins because people were starting to hoard that particular form of money
for its greater melt value, putting a certain "squeeze" on the money supply and inverting the profit or "seigniorage" the
government derives from making coins. Today a 1964 U.S. quarter is valued at $5 while the metal content of a 2010 quarter
is only worth five cents!
So is money (currency) the best and highest (most valuable) use for gold? I think not. Is it the likely "next" use of gold in
our near future? Not a chance! Another, FOA, FOFOA and the computer literate reincarnation of Aristotle all agree. And as
a bonus, we can see clearly that the best, highest and most valuable use for gold is ALSO the most likely use of gold in our
future!
Please read the following post carefully as Aristotle describes a pendulum with "gold money idealists" on one side and "easy
money idealists" on the other. Notice that while he calls Freegold the "perfect bottom," he also points out that it is the most
pragmatic and realistic point in an arc between two opposing idealisms:
Aristotle (8/25/2000; 4:02:42MT - usagold.com msg#: 35502)
The evolution and confessions of an unrepentant Gold advocate
There was a time I gave very little thought to the nature of the money I earned and spent and saved. But as certain thoughts
drew me years ago to investigate Gold, as a result of my reckless nature I listened too attentively to the standard Goldbug
rhetoric of others and was not well-served regarding the influence it had on my pursuit of clearer monetary understanding or
on my discussions with others on this subject. Fortunately I had no investment commitments during that period of tainted
perspective, so only my perception of monetary affairs was temporarily damaged, not my meager savings at the time.
Fortunately, my mother raised me right, and I still possessed the capacity to think for myself despite the heavy influences of
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the Goldbug dogma I had eagerly absorbed with gusto. As I came to realize how many pieces of their puzzle didn't fit, I
came to see that the explanation was owing to the well-intentioned reason that much of the "standard Goldbug rhetoric" was
based on idealism. Well, that's fine and all, and something worthy to strive for, but in the end, we all must live in a
pragmatic world. Happily for the buggiest Goldbugs, this same pragmatism also renders equally null and void the successful
implementations of any notions of an idealistic paper-only world as seen in the wildest dreams of Keynesians, governments,
and many bankers. As things are, Gold has a very important role squarely in the middle of a pragmatic world, yet too few
people give much "theoretical thought" to this middle ground. Arguments are always made from the merits of the lofty
points on opposite ends of a pendulum's arc. Pointless for making meaningful progress, to be sure, but God bless the
idealists, anyway. (For the record, the Goldbug (Goldheart!) idealism--however unworkable it happens to be--is at least
noble in the "eyes" of the individual human spirit, whereas the paper idealism is not.)
After a period of slower talking and deeper thinking, I arrived at a position with a realistic eye on the middle ground giving
me clearer monetary understanding as it works in the real world, and also how it COULD in fact (and should) be made to
work immeasurably better. Simply put, my thoughts had evolved from their starting point, and I became comfortable with
my own concepts of a unique kind of monetary idealism that existed at the nadir--the bottom of the pendulum's arc. Despite
reservations about beginning to share such radical monetary thoughts at this Goldbug-infested forum, in truth, it happens to
be the finest economics discussion forum to be found anywhere on the web, and the credit goes to the good hosts (MK and
TC) along with the high quality of those individuals who "infest" it. And to my delight, there are in fact some here, past and
present, (I won't name them because it is obvious to them who they are) who also have grappled this monetary pendulum at
the "perfect bottom" at the risk of receiving slings and arrows from those feeling ill-tempered on any given day who occupy
the "perfect top" on either side--although given the Golden nature of this forum, our position at the bottom center surely
looks like the opposite paper side due to the complete absence of those folks making their case here. In their presence, I
have been further nurtured and heartened in my convictions that the international monetary system could and seemingly IS
evolving toward this position.
Such has been my evolution toward monetary "enlightenment," and such is my position here--as a pilgrim, not a teacher--at
the very bottom and on the fringe of the admirable and idealistic gentlemen who gather here to share their thoughts and
visions of a better world and a better monetary system. I certainly didn't come here as perhaps some of the traders have-after having gotten themselves into an investment hole, hoping to argue, defend, and justify their way out of it. I don't feel
stressed or defensive in any degree because my investment strategy has not put me on the ropes as others perhaps are. I have
maintained a savings/investment position that is consistent with my understanding of how the world works, and to that end,
I hold physical Gold at this time in such a large percentage of my net worth that most Gold bugs would tarnish green with
envy, or else think ME to be the idealistic one.
Believe it or not, Gold within the system I endeavor to describe during my time here, though my views are
unpopular, will be far more valuable (yes, and priced accordingly) than Gold ever could be in the more popular
Gold-standard system. Such a radical vision? It promises vast wealth (for current Gold owners) AND international
monetary stability (for everyone), whereas the Gold-standard vision won't propel your physical Gold near as high in
value and has already shown itself in the past to fail under natural worldly pressures. Which system (and outcome)
would YOU rather wish upon yourself and also leave to your children?
Keynes didn't call Gold itself a "barbarous relic," but he rightly called the Gold STANDARD a "barbarous relic," which is
also precisely what the system of Gold derivatives and bullion banking of today has become--a relic of a clever
scheme originally to offer life-support to a failing dollar-based international system at a time when the world had no
other option. This patchwork scheme is no longer needed. On the other hand, freemarket physical Gold, as the pure
and essential reserve/savings asset (unlent with no derivatives) is desperately needed in the modern world to
indiscriminately bolster each of us alongside modern currencies which are now a permanent feature in the financial
landscape. Simply put, Freemarket Gold is the only way for a man to safely coexist with his currency.
Gold. Get you some. ---Aristotle
Somewhere above I said that while the present price of something can be known with precision and certainty, value can only
be estimated or guessed at until it is finally revealed. I have explained how paper gold and dollars have "instrumental value"
while physical gold has "intrinsic value." I have described how value flows from the use of, or the marginal utility of any
commodity rather than from its cost.
I have often alluded to the separation of the monetary functions of medium of exchange and store of value unfolding within
our global monetary system today. And I have frequently inferred that gold will not only be most valuable in the monetary
role of store of value par excellence, but that once it is, as Aristotle stated, even our purely symbolic medium of exchange
will reveal a new stability not seen in decades. I have also touched on the importance of choice, preference and substitution
in determining value. And with a little thought about some of the paper alternative stores of value in competition with gold
today, you may just discover for yourself a little A-HA moment. (Those are always fun!)
Now I will estimate and guess at gold's value in different roles. The present price, as you know, is $1,390 per ounce. But
that price is not gold's value. That price does not reflect any particular use or role for gold. What it reflects is today's position
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in the journey along the Gold Trail, because gold's use is in the process of transition right now. Gold's use is changing, and
so is its value, tugging like gravity (or Jim Sinclair's magnetic angels) on its price.
If gold was only an industrial commodity its true value would be relatively close to its LTV price because of the limited
industrial uses for gold, or somewhere around $500 per ounce. (Think of central banks and "giants" as the REAL
commercial users of gold.) If gold were returning to its past role as base money in a fractionally reserved dollar-gold
standard, its value would probably be around Jim Rickard's low estimate of $5,000. If gold were to take a more prominent
role, as say an international currency, it would probably be closer to Rickard's high estimate of $11,000.
And as the international CB reserve asset (NOT currency) standard designed into the Eurosystem quarterly MTM reserve
concept, gold's value is probably around $55,000 per ounce. And lastly, if all fiat money caves in like a house of cards and
oil is forced to bid directly for gold, we're looking at a value closer to $100,000 per ounce. But that scenario would be
relatively short until a new super sovereign currency was resourced. Aristotle wrote, "I discovered that we absolutely
NEEDED fiat currency in order to set Gold free." And this includes an international trade currency like the SDR or the euro.
Of course these values are mere guesses on my part. But I'll tell you that the Eurosystem MTM Freegold concept looks to be
most probable by a longshot. And perhaps somewhat imminent as well.
If you still cannot see how a wealth reserve ASSET can be more valuable than a currency, look no further than the $IMFS.
Look at the total value of currency versus the total value of wealth reserve assets denominated in currency. It is something
like 10 to 1. Not dissimilar to my 55,000:5,000 ratio above! And for more on this train of thought, as you read FOA's post
below, think about how a PHYSICAL wealth reserve asset in FINITE supply will hold REAL value differently than the
currency-denominated paper assets of today.
Now here's the FOA comment that seeded this post. The above is just my long-winded intro. ;) It is a comment about value
(obviously) and a checklist for the unfolding of Freegold. FOA had wanted to post this on the Gold Trail, but it never made
it due to technical difficulties. It only appeared as a link a week later. So some of you may never have read this before. A
few final words by me are at the bottom. Enjoy!
Trail Guide (8/26/2000; 19:16:31MT - usagold.com msg#: 35569)
Couldn't post this on the Gold Trail? Something Wrong?
Hello Cavan Man!
In your post of ---- Cavan Man (08/21/00; 19:49:05MT - usagold.com msg#: 35278)---- you asked for more detail.
Something like a grocery list to check off as events move along (smile). The exact question came as: ----"What are some of
the impediments to moving ahead with your "freegold" scenario?"---Well, Cavan Man, one of the toughest problems investors have with following the Gold Trail stems from their perception of
how our modern dollar money values things in the market place. I, we, all of us have discussed this extensively. Often from
a somewhat different view than mine.
From my interaction with people of various far reaching world backgrounds, one thing is clear: Investors and regular
workers with a Western slant do not grasp what wealth is. Overwhelmingly they see their currency and paper investment
portfolios on an equal footing in value with the same "real things" that raise our living standards. Yet, in real life, they
cannot be equal because these paper assets are only an exercisable future claim on our "real things in life".
Take my debate "Against" Goldhunter as an explanation example. His perception is typical in that the ---"prices bid for
futures contracts are the market value of gold"---- (see msg#: 35427). These future contracts serve no more purpose in
setting pricing function than do all modern paper assets we today hold as wealth.
In this larger sense, after rereading my post to him,,,,, one can see where the entire dollar world itself has become a "futures
pricing arena" that "undervalues" almost every real usable item we function with in daily life. The dollar asset system, as we
know it today is used as a value setting tool even though it,,,, like gold futures,,,, does not entail the removal of real goods
from circulation.
But wait, you say,,, of course it does,,,, we buy and sell for our life's needs every day using dollars! Yes, this is true, Cavan
Man but in that process we as an economic society only use a tiny fraction of this paper asset wealth to do that physical
trading. As an example:
Look at the daily trading of gold futures and gold future "look-alikes" in London as they trade in a huge volume multiple of
the actual physical market. As this lopsided trading is a comparison valuation that understates the value of gold,,,,, so too
does the collective acceptance that dollar assets are held as equal to life's physical needs,,,,,, also understates the real value
of all things in our lives.
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You see, a futures system that functions as our currency or currency contracts, values physical assets without taking these
assets into our lives and by extension taking the assets out of the market. This is the current money world we live in. The
dollar in your pocket is part of a much larger paper wealth system that has evolved into today's money system. A reserve
system that is not tested against real "supply and demand" values. With these money futures we may leverage our perceived
wealth by thinking we actually control "real assets" just by holding contracts or dollar denominated paper assets. In reality
we only own claims on each other's ability to produce,,,,, just as a futures contract holder only holds a claim on another to
produce physical. Expand this function to a level where today's dollar world is and we can grasp what others see in the real
value of gold.
This is the reality of perception that Another speaks of when he said -----"your wealth, it not what your currency say it
is"-----.
Truly, this statement was larger than life to anyone that could understand its implications then and correctly act on it today!
Unfortunately, most readers just went out and brought more paper denominated dollar gold assets. Many have lost a bundle
thinking they were hedging when they were just playing the same dollar game.
This takes us back to your initial question:
Western society and Western influenced investors cannot grasp gold's value because they mentally must denominate it into
currency first. To do this they turn to the "market place" as the undisputed tester of values. But, as shown above, our market
place uses a currency system that is entering the end of its timeline and therefore can no longer measure "things" on a
simple supply and demand value basis.
Some of the things on our "grocery list" are being checked off as we walk this Golden Trail.
==========
This currency systems and the evolving nature of our current society that created this system is in the process of radically
changing its paper wealth structure. The government, as an extension of that society begins to support and maintain the
asset value of almost everything. This is the engine that drives an eventual hyperinflation. Not a typical business
expansion inflation we are used to, rather an all-consuming, ending inflation that does not stop. At this point the
concept of sound money takes a back seat to maintaining majority asset holdings on a permanent plateau. By
extension, the official stance is moved to promote all paper assets as "national money". Stocks, bonds, business
function and even general welfare is elevated to an equal footing with the need for a good sound money in your
pocket. The mood becomes one of "what good is a sound dollar if we are deflating"? Check that one off your list
because we are well on that road.
============
The international value of major currencies become more a function of "who can manipulate them the best" rather than their
soundness. Forget the trade deficits, asset price bubbles, debt overflows or interest rates,,,,, it's who is best at controlling
currency derivative function. Traders buy using "official control" as their determining value fundamentals. Truly, at this
stage the prospects of a price deflation and its opposing currency hardness are a distant joke. The US has now moved to
using measures once reserved for third world systems when it comes to playing the money game. Example: "our national
debt is being paid off"! Or the CPI rising .01%! Check this one off your list, it's happening now.
===============
Those with power outside this game are seen making long term preparations for the day when the US dollar inflates
away. They see where the dollar value is only a function of trade flow manipulations. Not real economic progress. They see
where throwing ones entire economic system wide open to "bubble expansion" policy in a "come and get it while you can"
experience,,,,, can only end one way. So they play the game while there is time and they play to win with gold! As
USAGOLD poster Henri put it today in msg#: 35547:
---- " If one considers wealth to be the accumulation of unencumbered assets of enduring value, then the pursuit of fiat profit
to be converted to real wealth makes sense.----(nice post Henri)
The unanswered question that "no one" could ever understand was "outside the other CBs, who has been buying all this gold
over these years?" Check this one off your list my friend.
================
The Washington Agreement has placed us "on the road" to one of the most exciting changes for our current physical gold
market in its short 25 year history. This part of the world reserve currency system was about to radically evolve with respect
to the world dollar gold values. To date, the ongoing dramatic fall off of LBMA trading from its (also) short public life is
leading to an eventual official evaporation of dollar based paper gold banking.
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Someone in Another's group pointed to that spike in paper trading long before most had ever heard of LBMA,,,, and did so
by saying that a drop below $360 would cause it. That ensuing round of massive paper playing was but a backstop to
maintain the dollar reputation with low paper prices prior to Euro presentation.
I point this out because many new watchers of our gold wars have no knowledge of this important play on the political
currency chess board.
This paper game got out of hand before the Euro was born and the BIS was ready to hold the gold line at $280 if needed.
But, the Euro was born and is now a functioning currency. Today our paper gold game has come full circle and most of the
players that know anything are shaking at the prospect of a pure physical market that will stand next to the Euro.
Forget the gross volumes of derivatives on the books of majors, they don't mean a thing. They can keep writing contracts all
they want but with trading volume falling away, eventually there will be no market to value these assets.
If this process is allowed to mature fully, major pain is coming to paper hard money investors worldwide. They have hitched
their wagon to assets that require an operating paper system to sell into. Outside the private markets for existing and
circulating bullion and coins, the entire industry will shutter to a halt as the mess is worked out. Investors will be kicking
themselves as bullion soars while an extended workout phase brings their asset values to almost zero. Sure, something will
give,,,, maybe? Maybe we are at the paper price lows now?
But most "regular" hard money people that read these Thoughts are in the game for asset preservation during a world
currency crisis and or inflation. Ten ounces of French gold coins and $60,000 in mining stocks and derivatives will make
them sick during such a paper work out. Other proud hard paper asset holders proclaim they have millions in the industry
and are not the least worried. They also said the Euro would never happen, oil will never see $30 without $600 gold and
$280 gold would mean a major US depression! Well,,,, Don't check this one off yet. It's still playing out.
=======================
Then there is oil. I will repost my recent and now "edited" post to oldgold:
Trail Guide (8/25/2000; 8:55:32MT - usagold.com msg#: 35512) Comment
oldgold (8/25/2000; 8:12:54MT - usagold.com msg#: 35510)
Energy and Gold
Hello Oldgold,
I know you have held a forceful opinion for some time that the US can and is still controlling oil producers. Your thinking
was no doubt rightfully influenced by our last ten to twenty years of experience with the political world of oil.
What has been changing for the last number of years was our realization that a new currency would be available to the
world. True, this Euro is nothing to write home about now but we as a Western thinking group tend to underweight its
strategic importance as an "available alternative" to the dollar if needed. This subtle fact has shifted the playing field
considerably when viewing the US ability to control oil flow.
Edited note: this next item is where we should watch for the dollar to be impacted by an increase in oil prices. For oil prices
to be this high after all the political favors we are owed,,,, something must be countering that leverage. The US must be
endorsing the move?
---------- Today, oil flow has moved from playing a fundamental game of pricing "use value" with supply and demand to
pricing its "monetary value" in supporting any major currency block. Concessions are now there for the taking by oil
producers. Dollar prices for oil can rise considerably higher with the US giving behind the scene support for this action. In
addition, the world paper gold markets can and are being dismantled as a further concession to retain dollar settlement of
oil. ------------Strangely, the coming surge in physical prices are now a 180 degree shift from keeping them low in support of oil flow.
Edited note: This next was the purpose for the short history of the LBMA high volume. Its use is now behind us.
In the future, rising physical bullion stores (and dollar prices) will play an important role in playing a failing inflationary
dollar against an ever likely increasing shift towards Euro oil settlement. No matter how this eventually plays, our dollar
paper gold markets will dissolve as free priced bullion supports the EBS / Euro system.
Oldgold, Your posted article goes a long way to seeing the mental shift some Western thinkers are only just now grasping. It
seems even Goldman has printed a paper calling for 50 oil! It will be very interesting to see how their stock price is valued
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as they try to ride the middle ground between a short gold position vs. long oil. In the end their much vaulted paper gold
game should make them a ton of money, but without a market available to realize those gains? The more GATA talks, the
more the paper world sweats. Not from a short squeeze, but from their market being officially evaporated. I know you,
oldgold must also (smile) as I do at that thought!
=========================
Cavan Man, check off rising oil prices.
We are on the road to "Freegold"!
thanks
Trail Guide

A Final Word
Many have asked about an eventual exit from gold after the Freegold (physical gold market) one-time revaluation is
complete. Aside from the obvious answer of using your wealth in ways that will rebuild a broken economy, this is a
complicated question about value storage to which I will now give a grossly simple answer, only because it pertains to the
subject of this post. And it's probably not what you'd expect.
It is an extremely small group of people that followed ANOTHER's advice 13 years ago and sunk their retirement nest egg
entirely into physical gold. And the following is my personal opinion only as it pertains to this extremely small group.
The whole point of an over-sized position in physical gold now, like Aristotle described above, and as explained by
ANOTHER, is to let your wealth ride out this inevitable earthquake in the one asset that will benefit the most. Once the
earthquake has passed, such a large position will not be as necessary.
Giants don't go "all in" to gold. And they won't exit their positions for reasons I have explained in other posts. CB's are
different, they don't collect non-monetary assets. They also won't exit their gold positions. And most average gold investors
will be lucky to retain their present purchasing power. They won't exit their gold positions until they need the money for
expenses.
So the "exit" of this extremely small group I am talking about will be inconsequential to the Freegold price of gold. In fact,
there will still be a rush INTO physical gold while ANOTHER's followers quietly exit a portion of their over-sized position
in favor of other wealth assets that can be a little more enjoyable in everyday life than gold hidden away in a vault.
During normal times there are many valuable, non-essential, non-industrial, non-economic physical assets other than gold
that protect your purchasing power just as well as gold. And they can also be enjoyed more openly in your home and your
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life. These are what Richard Maybury calls "endurables". They include: Real estate, fine art, antique furniture, rare
collectibles, ancient artifacts, fine gemstones, fine jewelry and rare classic cars. None of these items will do well in the brief
gold revaluation as ANOTHER explained. But other than that one, historic, brief burst in time, they do quite well.
Sincerely,
FOFOA
[1] While Carl Menger is considered the father of Austrian economics, he was not the only "father" of marginalism. Per Wikipedia there were
three: Jevons in England, Menger in Austria, and Walras in Switzerland, followed by many more in "the second generation."
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Monday, December 6, 2010
Brodsky on Gold
“…the U.S. government has a technology, called a printing press (or, today, its electronic equivalent), that allows it to
produce as many U.S. dollars as it wishes at essentially no cost. By increasing the number of U.S. dollars in circulation, or
even by credibly threatening to do so, the U.S. government can also reduce the value of a dollar in terms of goods and
services, which is equivalent to raising the prices in dollars of those goods and services. We conclude that, under a papermoney system, a determined government can always generate higher spending and hence positive inflation.”
- Ben Bernanke, November 21, 2002
“Zimbabwe fell into a trap of a relentless casino economy. In that context, central banking had to become more of a
national survival art and much less a doctrine of pushing and advancing dogmatic economic theories.”
- Gideon Gono, Head of Zimbabwe Central bank, 2008
“Issue after issue of currency came; but no relief resulted save a momentary stimulus, which aggravated the disease. The
most ingenious evasions of natural laws in finance which the most subtle theorists could contrive were tried – all in vain.”
- Andrew Dickson White, writing in 1896 about the destruction of the French assignats of 1796.
“What is needed is credit. The credit that I propose to establish will be different in its nature from the kinds of credit now in
general use.”
- John Law, Comptroller General of France, 1720
I read the following piece on Barry Ritholtz' Big Picture blog yesterday. It was a talk given by Paul Brodsky at an
investment conference in New York on October 25, 2010. Other speakers at the conference were David Rosenberg, John
Mauldin and Barry Ritholtz.
Paul Brodsky is the CEO of QB Asset Management. I emailed with him today, and yes, he is familiar with FOFOA. The
quotes above were sent out by Paul on the day of the last Fed meeting. I came across them on a post while Googling to find
his email address. I thought they made a nice intro and were timely given the Ben Bernank's most recent public appearance.
Paul Brodsky’s comments delivered to:
The BCA Fall Investment Conference
The Plaza Grand Ballroom, New York
October 25, 2010
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Frame 1: Thank you, David (Abramson). I’m honored and delighted to be here.
I’m going to take what many in this room may see as a radical point of view — that our almost 40 year-old global monetary
system has already been irreparably harmed, and that it’s well on its way to being replaced.
For those that saw Barry Ritholtz this morning, I assure you I’m not just back from Roswell searching for UFOs. I don’t
think the world will end after the current monetary system does. We won’t wake up one morning to find our property has
been taken away, at least not in nominal terms. But I do think there will be a major transfer of wealth – manifest through
unimaginable inflation — and that investors that begin to view asset values in real, inflation-adjusted terms today will
benefit at the great expense of those that don’t.
My argument is grounded in history and macroeconomic fundamentals that my partner Lee Quaintance and I find very
compelling. For the record, prior to opening a macro fund we spent twenty-odd years apiece as bond traders, running
government and credit trading desks for one of the world’s largest banks and on the buy-side running fixed income
investment funds. We went off the ranch only when we began to follow the money, or to be more precise, when we began to
define and count it.

Frame 2: This graph shows how the US economy levered itself through what we term “unreserved credit”. The green line is
the growth in M3 and the blue line is output growth. As you know M3 was the only monetary aggregate that included
overnight repurchase agreements Wall Street banks use to finance their balance sheets. We can see that from ‘94 through
March 2006, (when the Fed stopped reporting it), M3 grew almost 12% annually.
The point here is that Wall Street consistently tapped into an ever-increasing supply of overnight credit and then helped
distribute term-funded debt throughout the system. From this systemic debt mismatch the entire global economy ultimately
became dependent on the US Fed.
At first this term credit flowed broadly into financial asset markets. When equity markets blew up in 2000, it flowed into
housing. When that credit finally blew in 2007 there was nowhere for it to go except back to the Fed. This is what we’re
seeing today.
So while it may seem that great wealth was created from ’94 to 2006, we would argue the majority of it was not wealth at
all. It wasn’t capital either. It wasn’t even money in the real sense. Ultimately it was overnight, unreserved credit.
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Frame 3: Let’s take a look at how far over our skis we currently are. The top row in this table shows the US Monetary Base,
which is basically all outstanding currency and electronic bank reserves held at the Fed. We can see it almost doubled from
’94 to 2006 and then it really took off in the last few years from Quantitative Easing. Yet despite this enormous growth in
base money, there still isn’t nearly enough money in the system to repay our debts.
You can see total Treasury obligations in the second row. The Fed would have to manufacture about 7 times more dollars
than exist today for the Treasury to be able to meet its obligations. That’s an obvious problem both fundamentally and for
the global perception of dollar hegemony, which of course we see playing out today in FX markets.
The seventy trillion dollar figure in the fourth row is an estimate of total dollar-denominated claims. This includes Treasury
debt and unfunded federal obligations, as well as mortgage, auto, consumer, corporate, state and municipal debt. Think
about this: 70 trillion in dollar denominated claims on top of 2 trillion in currency and bank reserves with which to repay it!
The US economy is levered roughly 35 to 1 today.
Certainly the gap doesn’t need to close completely – there will likely always be credit balances larger than the base money
stock. But given the sheer size and maturity of the US economy, it seems obvious this gap is biased to widen.
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Frame 4: We’ve found that in the current environment it’s best to ignore what policy makers say — or even what they may
intend to do — and better to rely on logic and history.
There are only two ways economies can de-lever. Either the value of credit can deflate naturally, or the stock of base money
can be expanded to an amount that would let debtors meet their obligations. Pick your poison. Credit deflation implies
shrinking output and rising bankruptcies, unemployment, and maybe even social unrest. Monetary inflation, on the other
hand, implies a general cheapening of the currency’s relative purchasing power.
In the end we think there’s only one outcome. Monetary inflation is the only politically practical answer because most voters
are debtors, and most debtors would greatly benefit from having the burden of repaying their debts inflated away.
We expect politicians to be politicians and policymakers to execute policy. We don’t expect familiar post-War monetary
policies, or true austerity measures, or a strategy of waiting over time for everyone to accept their fate.
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Frame 5: The facts are that Western economies are now too big in nominal terms to sustain real production value. As a
result, our public markets are financing very few capital-producing enterprises. More than ever we are funding speculation
rather than production.
In a fiat system there is no formal capacity constraint on money creation, and so in Western economies, where policy is
dominated by Keynesian political economists mandated to actively solve economic problems, there is literally no
mechanism to limit money creation.
In such policy-centric economies we can have debt deflation and monetary base inflation at the same time. This odd
combination challenges modern economic orthodoxy at its core, yet it describes precisely the current economic
environment. Most contemporary economists and investors see “disequilibrium” today because their models have broken
down. We think in reality they are mis-diagnosing inflation’s pathology.
For example, they call price increases “inflation”, which of course is wrong. Money growth itself is inflation, as Von Mises,
Hayek and Friedman showed. Most Western economists also model increasing demand versus supply as necessarily
inflationary, which is wrong too. In a fiat system the supply of goods and services may overwhelm the demand for them,
however price levels may be kept constant or even rise as demand falls — simply because central banks can decide to
digitize more money.
The point here is that money growth ultimately leads to price increases that may then show up in price baskets. Want proof?
Most everyone didn’t see the runaway inflation of the seventies until it was too late. The CPI, interest rates and capacity
utilization were falling in 1972, much as they are today. But just two years later US CPI had risen from about 3% to 12%.
Why did prices suddenly jump? Not because there were bad guys in the Middle East hiking oil prices or because there was
bad weather in the US Midwest. Prices rose in the seventies because Washington started printing money in the sixties. This
drove down confidence in the Dollar.
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Frame 6: Most investors today are not prepared for inflation. The pervasiveness of debt has shortened investment horizons.
The almost universal objective is to seek relative-nominal, not absolute-real returns.
Have you asked yourself why interest rates are near historic lows in the face of open-ended Quantitative Easing? Clearly it’s
because most bond buyers are generally unconcerned with positive real returns. As a result, today’s low nominal rates are
very negative when adjusted for the substantial base money inflation already experienced and the further inflation needed to
de-lever the system. As in the seventies, the majority of capital won’t position assets that promise to maintain purchasing
power over time.
So yes! We think bonds are in a bubble, but only when we view them in real terms. Even though they may send all money
back at par, investors will get back bad money.
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Frame 7: Policy makers across economies are now actively targeting lower interest rates so their exports are more attractive.
It’s a Whack-A-Mole world. Today’s competitive currency devaluations are tantamount to a high-brow food fight among
governments, each having the primary goal of keeping their domestic economies going.
Against this backdrop, Secretary Geithner wants to persuade surplus economies to sacrifice themselves so the US can
maintain control over the global system. Clearly, this is a silly and dangerous state of affairs for global investors. Are we
supposed to protect our future purchasing power by picking the currency managed by the politicians most willing to
disappoint their home constituents?
We don’t think any fiat currency provides safe harbor because all will be inflated. What we’re living through today is a
textbook case of rotating debasement occurring just prior to the fall of a global monetary regime. No paper currency has
survived in the history of man. They’ve all gone away.
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Frame 8: Solving for real returns narrows the list of acceptable investments. We like anything scarce and unlevered and
precious metals and scarce consumable resources fit the bill. In periods of high inflation, wealth holders – wherever they are
— don’t confuse nominal price for real value. It’s pretty straightforward: the supply of unencumbered necessities drops at
low price levels, while the demand for them stays constant or rises. Prices must increase.
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Frame 9: We think the greatest upside and least risk is in precious metals, specifically gold. Why? Because gold is a
currency, not a capital asset, that does not rely on output growth for appreciation. Its appreciation depends on the dilution of
paper money vis-à-vis goods and services with inelastic demand properties.
Gold is not an investment in the normal sense. It is cash in a scarcer currency. It has no more or less intrinsic value than the
Dollars, Euros or Loonies in our wallets but it will maintain its relative scarcity to them. So then – the bubble we’re seeing
today is not in gold but in paper money, which has grown in the US by 130% in the last two years and is about to double
again. Gold’s so called “exchange rate” versus paper money will continually be re-priced higher.
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Frame 10: Have you asked yourself how the gold price has climbed for 10 years when consensus has been there’s been no
price inflation? We think it’s because confidence in paper currencies has been dropping as their supplies have been
increasing. Individual investors, hedge funds and now central banks have begun to dabble. Institutional investors are sure to
follow. Goods and service providers and wage earners across the globe will continue to demand increasingly more paper for
their goods and services.
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Frame 11: So how preposterous is it to expect a new global monetary system backed by inert rocks? Actually, it’s not
preposterous at all.
Paul Volcker, as Undersecretary of the Treasury in 1971, was an influential voice when President Nixon broke the
dollar/gold exchange standard — an idea that just a couple years before had seemed preposterous itself. Unsurprisingly,
prices rose significantly in the following decade, even as output stagnated. Economists hadn’t seen such disequilibrium
before and called it “stagflation”.
Ten years later the same Paul Volcker as Fed Chairman had to raise overnight rates to a “preposterous” level at which paper
money would again generate positive real returns. Yes, he whipped inflation but what he really did was save the dollar. By
raising short rates to 20% he lowered the supply and stopped the ballooning velocity of money.
Can higher interest rates save the day this time? We don’t think so. The difference between 1980 and today is the
pervasiveness of debt. Ben Bernanke can’t raise rates even if he and the markets wanted to because it would trigger wide
spread systemic defaults. We would have a substantial contraction in US economic output that wouldn’t be shared by
surplus economies (not to mention Western banks would be annihilated in the process).
In practical terms, we can’t lower rates below zero and we can’t raise them. What about debt-focused quantitative easing?
That won’t work either. An economy can’t be de-levered by issuing new debt or by transferring existing debt to government
balance sheets.
And consider this: in the last two years the US monetary base grew over 130% and yet output grew a total of only 7.5%.
This compares to 88% growth in overall output over the previous twelve years on a 95% growth rate in base money. The
point here is that the efficacy of monetary inflation on output growth has diminished substantially.
So we think there has to be an unconventional way for policy makers to press the economic reset button — something as
“preposterous” as breaking the gold exchange standard in 1971.
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Frame 12: We think we know what to expect: ultimately the Fed will formally devalue the dollar to gold and then it will
conduct monetary policy on the much higher dollar/gold exchange rate, just as it has conducted credit policy with interest
rates over the last generation.
A few years ago, Lee and I modeled gold using the old Bretton Woods formula and we came up with a “Shadow Gold
Price”. When we divide today’s US Monetary Base by official US gold holdings we arrive at a dollar value of about $8,000
an ounce. A big number to be sure, but math is math. An $8,000 gold price would represent the magnitude of dollar
devaluation necessary to reconcile all past monetary base inflation. It is a price based on fundamentals, modeled using postWar experience.
Is $8,000 a realistic target for gold? Why not? In fact we could see it rising even higher given the ongoing political
imperative for monetary inflation.
We shouldn’t be price anchored. At its speculative peak in 1980, spot gold traded at a premium to the Shadow Gold Price.
Today, it trades at an 80% discount. When gold was trading at $50 back in the seventies, who thought it would peak at $850,
or who thought the NASDAQ would peak at 5000, or, for that matter, that 2-year Treasury notes would trade at 35 basis
points today? As with all other multi-year bull markets, we think gold will go parabolic at some point before its bull run is
over. Maybe it’ll look like this blue line?
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Frame 13: And finally, despite all the chatter the data show that financial asset investors simply don’t own gold yet. Gold
ETFs total about 67 million ounces, which is only about $90 billion. The aggregate market cap of gold and silver miners is
less than Google’s. Only $2.6 billion flowed into all resource mutual funds in the third quarter.
These small figures compare to about $26 trillion in pension money alone – a sector that has dedicated only about 56 basis
points to precious metals. If we include all investment portfolios, we get a gold commitment of just 15 basis points. If you
want to round that it would be 0%!
Physical bullion is held in strong hands. Financial asset investors holding derivatives like Comex futures won’t be able to
take gold’s price down for any length of time because fundamentals are not on their side and because they have no staying
power in their positions. Besides, we know several central banks holding billions and trillions in paper dollar reserves that
would have a bid for all they own – and more.
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Frame 14: So it is with great humility and rationality that I admit to you today: my name is Paul Brodsky and I am a gold
bug…at least until the ratio of debt to base money contracts to the point where we can get positive real returns in financial
assets again.
Thanks for your time and I look forward to our discussion.
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Wednesday, December 8, 2010
Freegold in the Proper Perspective

I can see that we have a few new faces here. We even have some fast talkers! That's fine. Perhaps they have something
useful to say. Perhaps not. In any case, new visitors often mistake the term Freegold for many things it is not. "Aristotle" is
one who I greatly admire, for he took this journey long before me. And the records of his discoveries along the trail have
been preserved for all who wish to follow. In my last post were these words from Ari:
"After a period of slower talking and deeper thinking, I arrived at a position with a realistic eye on the middle ground
giving me clearer monetary understanding as it works in the real world…"
Freegold, in my opinion, is not a competing monetary theory. Nor is it a competing financial system. It is much more than
these subjects of frequent debate. In my world, Freegold is a way to view unfolding events as they happen. It is a view of
the valley below, as seen from a high vantage. It is a cipher for understanding what we see. It is not a description of what
should be. Instead, it is framework, different from almost everything else you are reading, in which you can interpret
unfolding events in a different light.
FOA: I (we) expect none of you to consider anything said here as credible. Everything is given as I understand it. If you
came with a notion that I am someone who sees the future; grab the children and run far away. For these Thoughts, and my
ongoing commentary, are meant to impact exactly as the "gentleman" said they would. People hear them, and whether
believed or not, the words leave a mark. A mental mark on the trail, if you will. And later, after the world turns, our little
"stacks of rocks" will be easier to understand next time you are passing this way. In fact, your ability to find your own way
will forever be enhanced for having seen this path in a different light.
Some of you may have noticed that I added a quote at the top of the blog. It is the first line from Another's first post, found
here, and it goes:
"Everyone knows where we have been. Let's see where we are going!"
I think this one line really encapsulates Freegold and the reason why I started this blog 2.3 years ago. It is also the reason
why Another began posting. Clarity in orientation like this can often be found in very first posts. Notice that he did not say,
"Let's see where we should be going." He also did not say "Let's see what we are going back to."
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FOA used the analogy of a river for the forward flow of time. Many times he used this analogy, and the first and fullest
description of his view on this concept is found in his first post (imagine that!) on The Gold Trail which came 2 ½ years
after Another's first line above:
We must view the world in a broad context, just as much as in a detail perspective. The larger perception can be just like
looking at a river in the valley from the ridge above. From far away it's easy to see what direction national trends are
flowing. The whole body moves as one, always towards the sea. The problem comes when we get too close and interpret
things using only a small river section in front of us. More often than not, the white water we see only hides a deeper
flowing truth.
In like sense, national governments and society in general, are the same as those boulders and eddies in the river. Seen up
close, they sometimes give the impression that the river is flowing up stream or sideways, when it's only one small section
of a larger political will. The same is true in the modern gold markets. The largest part of the river could be flowing in one
direction with an unstoppable purpose, but the various swirls and eddies make it look like it's going in circles.
He continues, with a reference to many "conflicting factions":
Within every social order, people have conflicting factions that try to dominate the whole. But if one can understand and
pinpoint the logic and reasoning of several dominate groups, we can get a grasp for the overall eventual flow. We have seen
throughout history and in our modern life that the human spirit most always reaches for, and leans towards, natural
conclusions to ages old problems. There is something in us that makes mankind flow this way. Time and again we build up
our emotional will. Then in a great flood we literally overwhelm the branches and rocks that distort our progress through
this stream of life.
Today, it seems that the need for this natural flow has been perceived by several of the world's large groups. We see this in
the progress of the gold market to date and it is something we have been discussing publicly for several years now. We have
given many different perceptions of this changing modern gold market. Each appropriate to its own period of time. Indeed,
they were snapshots of political will,,,, each taken in the context of the moment,,,,, all documenting the evolution of gold as
a new force,,, a new player in the world today.
Truly, the stream is being prepared for the great flood that must come, will come!
A year and a half later Another withdrew from posting comments permanently. Exhausted from what FOA called "ears that
bite," Another declared, "tell them right now our position and walk away, it's over!"
I ask you; were these the words of an advocate, someone who was advocating for a specific change? Or were they the words
of an observer, or an inside participant, attempting to share some vital information with outsiders? Were they the words of
someone who was proposing a new system? Were they the words of someone who needed you to understand in order to
effect the desired change? Or were they the words of someone who hoped you would understand, for your own wellbeing
through the change that is coming?
People often demand that Freegold be reduced to a few lines of description. An abstract for the Freegold concept is what
they want. They say that if there is inherent truth in Freegold, that is all it will take and the truth of it will be evident from
just a few words. This is all well and good. And attempts at this have been made. But experience has taught me that any
reduction of this concept and the reflex of the reader is usually to dismiss it. That reduction does no favors for the concept,
or for the reader. And that it is only after long consideration that the truth begins to emerge. Luckily, it is not a concept that
needs you to understand.
It is also not a concept that you need to fully understand in order to share in the benefits. As long as you are buying physical
gold bullion and coins, you are on the right trail. But what I've seen happen is that the more people understand Freegold, the
larger the position they take in physical gold. I have yet to meet anyone who has shown me a deep understanding of this
concept along with a reason to NOT buy physical gold. In fact, this is my advice to people that ask how much gold they
should buy: Buy only as much gold as you understand. In other words, only what you are comfortable with.
Here is more FOA from right after Another's withdrawal:
Looking back, Another was a true master of understanding people's thought processes. He knew that none of us, that's you,
me or any of the rest of us raised inside a background of American financial understanding, would ever accept his position
thrust; with him just spelling it out in the open. Especially when this whole financial / political transition has been taking
place over more than a decade and a half. By the way, he started this some decades ago. So, he decided to ask readers and
listeners to think for themselves; by presenting bits and pieces of the flaws in our "Western Thought" as others saw it and as
it pertained to his world of gold and oil. Not wanting to prove anything, while asking us to prove everything for ourselves;
as these long term events unfolded.
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I understand that there are a large group of basic individuals that fully understand our line of what is happening and are
buying gold. What I never envisioned was how many groups make up the gold trader crowd; all standing apart from the
Physical Gold Advocates. Further, I never thought they would segregate into so many vocal tribes, each trying to advance
their own minor position in the gold world and willing to step all over themselves and anyone else in the process. I find it all
a real show / play to watch as it truly demonstrates the very human dynamic Western governments have use to distort
modern gold thought. I now understand that Another did fully grasp just how distorted this chain of thought was and went
around it all by waiting for events to completely destroy their concepts; instead of debating with a host of gold tribes.
In the end, physical gold will win out and prove to be the greatest wealth holding anyone has ever known. Unable to grasp
that only a transition of political influence by old world players can break this modern American Western hold on gold,
these tribes are vulnerable to the same government influence they long for. Their wealth will be portioned by those same
Western governments as world political reality forces our American leaders to embrace a world "free market" in physical
gold. While abrogating, thru taxes and windfall appropriations, all forms of paper gold ownership.
Today they chant; "we want our leaders to recognize gold again"! OH, it will all right and the impact such a recognition will
have on these various paper gold plays will leave these gold tribes dancing around a midnight fire! (smile) If nothing else,
the entertainment of watching them spew brime on each other will be quite an act to follow. If nothing else it will educate
future investors as to where to look for reason. Indeed, the law of ages never changes as one's conduct in social interaction
still identifies oratory as being worthy or no. People that relish rash interaction always find themselves surrounded by fools.
Eventually broke fools! (smile)
We've had a few "vocal tribes" show up here, haven't we? Let's see, we had the Silverites show up. This group dates back to
the 1800's. They never did like the gold standard crowd. Too hard for them. Silver was the "easy money" back then, and
today, as then, it is seen as the poor man's gold, or a way to (supposedly) defeat the "old money" "power elite". Certainly
this is ground tread by vocal advocates, but not quite downstream from today's flow. It didn't work back then, and…
We've also had the easy money camp show up, on several occasions. They are certainly a vocal group! But then they have a
tough road ahead given that we are living through an easy money collapse, which has never in all of history ended in the
spontaneous emergence of a new easy money regime.
And we've had the gold bugs here, in many varieties. All with very clever ways to finally make gold a currency that can
work, unlike the failed and abandoned tries of years gone by.
It is this blogger's very honest, humble and deeply considered opinion that there is not a single precious metals analyst or
gold writer out there today that can hold a candle to either Another or FOA. Not Sinclair, not Rickards, not Casey, Turk or
Fekete. Not GATA, not Buckler, not Douglas or Ash. Not any of the Silverites and certainly not me. And I'm not talking
about whatever inside information they had, although that clearly exposed a deep and long background in these Thoughts.
Nor am I talking about grammar and spelling. I'm talking about a level of understanding and wisdom (look that word up!)
unmatched in any other gold writer that I have ever read.
Here was a fun little conversation that happened after USAGOLD added the Gilded Opinion page, featuring one "Professor
von Braun" who happened to misspell a word that FOA also misspelled. Hopefully you will get my point and a little
enjoyment from this exchange:
Hipplebeck (10/23/00; 06:13:10MT - usagold.com msg#: 39699)
Trail Guide=Prof. Von Braun?
bought=brought
Humble Pie (10/23/00; 07:31:02MT - usagold.com msg#: 39703)
#39699
Hipplebeck : I'm glad someone else noticed the bought vs brought thing . I wonder!
Mr Gresham (10/23/00; 08:11:22MT - usagold.com msg#: 39709)
Hipple/Humble/FOA
More likely von Braun reading FOA. Our friend IS remarkably consistent with his typing bloops. (I suspect he had a
secretary most of his business days.) He's probably not an editor at The New Yorker.
Parsifal (10/23/00; 12:43:12MT - usagold.com msg#: 39723)
Trail Guide=Prof. Von Braun?
Hipplebeck: bought=brought
Hard to ignore isn't it? Trail Guide so consistently uses "brought" in place of "bought," I expect he does it deliberately.
Why? It is a curiosity.
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Where does Prof. Von Braun post? The name is familiar to me, and I associate it with gold market commentary, but I've
forgotten where I've read Von Braun. Also, could it be that "Von Braun" is another alias? Wasn't "Von Braun" a German
rocket scientist the Americans co-opted after WWII?
nickel62 (10/23/00; 13:12:04MT - usagold.com msg#: 39728)
Von Braun and FOA
I have conversed with Mr. Von Braun and while I was impressed the two times we exchanged emails I do not think he is on
the same level of FOA. These subjects are so difficult to convey however, you can never really tell when someone is giving
you the simple version of the problem because they (correctly) perceive that you can only absorb so much. I would tend to
doubt it though. He posts on the Gold-Eagle forum, and occasionally on Le Metropole Cafe.
PH in LA (10/23/00; 14:45:38MT - usagold.com msg#: 39734)
Trail Guide*Prof. Von Braun
Just went over to Gold Eagle to review the Von Braun pages and came away with the indisputable impression that he is not
FOA. A facile writer with an original and attention-grabbing turn of phrase, the professor does not begin to exhibit the depth
and overall understanding of the issues that FOA does. This would be a very hard deception to pull off. Believe it or not, it
is very difficult not to let slip what one knows while trying to elucidate a point to further the understanding of others. I
doubt very much that FOA could do it. At the same time, he (FOA) would find it very difficult to suppress the natural turns
of phrase and liquid prose style that von Braun exhibits while writing as FOA.
Both writers are very consistent in their writing styles. Misspelling the same word in the same way does not overcome that
fact. FWIW!
Trail Guide (10/23/00; 19:26:57MT - usagold.com msg#: 39745)
(No Subject)
My spelling and punctuation is not right? I don't know what you mean? (smile)
This reminds me of an old reply someone put to me when I asked him to clarify himself on a strong position. "What do you
want, he asked? Good flavor or good taste? Because you can't have both from me at these wages!" (Ha! Ha! What a guy!)
He later took time to explain everything.
You know, hearing every comment today and with posters comparing my speech here:
I used to give talks at small meetings all the time and they never complained about my spelling! (laughing again)
You see, one of you was right, in that I have never tried to publish or write anything. My notes from meetings are what I
work from and they are an outrageous hodgepodge of foreign writing no CIA agent or secretary could ever crack! (still
laughing).
I'm much more of an eye to eye, face to face, quietly making my position known, kind of fella. Take MK or Mr. Turk; these
men can write. Im not kidding when I say that in their presents or in the company of other smart / important people I would
typically blend into the shadows.
First and foremost, my reasons here are to simply keep the path warm until the real play comes into view. If my poor writing
skills don't make things clear enough, it's ok because soon enough events take a hand and clear the path enough to follow.
True, talking to me in person, you would say the same thing others do; "Trail Guide, you don't sound anything like you
write"! (smile)
Well, that reminds me of the guy with an extremely large nose. He went into a plastic surgeons office to get his leg burns
fixed and they asked if they could also fix his nose? He said absolutely NOT! If you did that, I wouldn't be me!
So,,,,, in that light,,, if I gave these posts to someone to edit, or had someone else translate most of Another's thoughts to
english, it wouldn't be me. (smile)
===========
Holtzman wrote a good piece some time ago and I lost its location. In it he made the distinction about how we were arguing
about the difference between paper gold and physical gold, along with all our other debates. I think he said that it was all
useless and some of us risked embarrassing ourselves if paper / real gold spiked together. We should just diversify and
watch the show, he said. (I think that's what he said?)
To a degree I do exactly as he mentions, except that I don't trust paper gold at all when the going gets rough. Our difference
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is the same valley that separates PGAs (Physical Gold Advocates) from many modern hard money followers. It's a
difference of "learning location".
You see, it all has to do with how one orients oneself in the world today. Indeed, understanding the word "orient" provides
some of the answers. Interesting word, orient.
The old romans didn't have compasses and they depended on the position of the sun to gain location and direction each day.
Every morning they would watch to see where it rose. They gave the name "oriens" to this location. In other words, the east.
Later, "oriens" obviously a latin derivative, was slipped into english and it became orient. Not only was orient used to
describe one's positioning in the world, it also referred to all the lands east of Europe. The Asians, etc..
In time, most of the world's thought could be broadly divided into Western and Eastern. How well one understood such
thought and the people forces that created them, depended very much on how well we could orient our own thinking! Are
you still with me? (smile)
For myself, I have placed my feet squarely on the ground that faces East to gain a better understanding. Because from here
not only do the majority of the world's people live, there also resides most of the reserves of oil. Remember, "oriens"
became "orient" and that traditionally was all the lands east of Europe. The Middle Eastern oil fields included!
Now, over time and across the space of human experience, Europe has become much better "orientated" to the "orient" way
of trading and thinking than the West. To this end they will always meld better with them economically than the US can.
Indeed, this is something Mr. H had better "orientate" himself with because I suspect he is British. You see, I say this
because only the Brits use "orientate" and that back-formation of a word has been in use there for about a century. Truly,
plenty of time for him to understand why the Duke of Edinburgh once said,,,,,,, "the English are much more culturally and
emotionally "orientated" towards Europe". Check it out for yourself? Perhaps that fine gentleman also knew the "oriens"
from where oil did flow!
and that my friends is why their English paper gold is going to one day burn.
Now, did I get those letters and dots in the right places? (smile) I don't think so!
Trail Guide
Ha! Well, there you go. That's a bit of the fun found in the old REGULAR archives. I saw that Jeff found the document
Martijn posted on Scribid. Notice that it is called the A/FOA *REGULAR* archives. That means it came from the regular
forum, not from ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) or The Gold Trail.
Martijn put a lot of work into that document, reading all the regular forum archives from 9/22/98 through 12/16/01 (FOA's
last post) and pulling out most of the FOA comments that are not in the main archives. And while discussions like the one
above are not in there, it is easy to jump from Martijn's document back into the regular forum to see what other people had
to say about it.
Freegold is a deep concept, with "infinite resolution," a point I have made recently through the use of Benoit Mandelbrot's
(RIP) fractal geometry. Along this same train of thought, someone emailed me recently saying, "I am reminded for some
reason, of Isaac Asimov's foundation series - Hari Seldon and 'the plan'. Freegold is truly a story of epic proportions."
(smile) I replied, "Yes, Freegold is epic. This description of Asimov's 'psychohistory' – that it can predict the future, but only
on a large scale; it is error-prone on a small scale – describes the way chaos and fractals relate to our understanding of the
Freegold concept."
You see, Freegold is not a competing system or theory. It is a paradigm that, once understood, reveals unending truth
(infinite resolution). But it cannot be reduced to a couple paragraphs. It must be tested over and over again, from as many
perspectives as one can imagine, which is what I try to do on this blog. As one of my great supporters wrote:
…From what prior principle did Newton deduce universal gravitation? Newton's theory is the product of a grand induction,
an integration of prior inductions made by Kepler and Galileo, based on observations of planetary orbits, and of the
behavior of physical bodies on earth.
Freegold, too, is a grand induction. Your method of approaching the issue from a variety of perspectives, all leading to the
same necessary conclusion, after precisely defining your concepts, is essential to a proper inductive process (which, by the
way, the mere enumeration of swans is not).
…given a certain context of knowledge, and given a certain observation (and there need only be one observation, no
enumeration necessary), the induced proposition will be seen as necessary. That is, to deny the proposition will be to deny
the validity of the observation, or to contradict the entire context of your knowledge.
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Because the mind is finite, the immediate context supporting your induced conclusion will be limited. The role of deduction
at this point will be to explore the applicability of your result to a broader context. Think of Newton, having just induced the
inverse square law in the context of local and orbital mechanics, now asking himself, "How might my equation apply to the
shape of the earth?" and then deducing the equatorial bulge and the tides…
There are four key aspects to Freegold. There are also many more, but these four are key. That's not to say they are all
necessary. They are not. But it is to say that in order to understand Freegold you must at least understand the significance of
these conditions:
1. The end of the dollar standard (the end of its timeline as the main global reserve currency)
2. The end of parity between paper gold price discovery and physical gold price discovery
3. The Euro-Freegold concept/project, (at least) 31 years in the making
4. The flow of oil
I have compiled a few FOA posts here that at least touch on these four important aspects. They are by no means the
complete picture, but more of a tease to get you to read the whole thing. Enjoy!
Trail Guide (08/21/00; 21:04:03MT - usagold.com msg#: 35283)
Reply
Hello SLF and Welcome!
I say welcome because I think you are new here. But then again, I haven't read back through all the discussion that
happened while away. As you know many of the posters on this forum present exceptional perspective. The kind that
demands a comment or answer before moving along. Often one must be careful not to read them or risk being trapped here.
(smile) Yours is the first I saw today, no doubt there are many others in the archives for later. So let's stop a while.
Your post # 35259:
--- I have been following your posts for a couple a years. I am trying to get a grasp on your current thoughts. As time goes
on I am trying to see how current events will affect Gold/Dollar. It is my impression that you believe the Euro will be the
currency that dethrones the Dollar as the Dollar hyper inflates. What are your latest thoughts about the weak Euro strong
Dollar? ----SLF, I see this whole progression of events as an international chess game. It's a game that has been going on and
evolving for many years. It's hard to discuss it in an investment format because far too many "hard money" traders
continue to grasp each move on the board as a short term isolated happening. From this view, they play these events for
quick profits. Mostly they lose big, because this particular game is unlike anything in the past and continues to evolve away
from past historical precedent.
On the other hand, there is a whole world of people out there that are making a killing for reasons they profess to fully
comprehend. Yet truly, their wealth making is little more than a mistake of historic human proportions and they will
have it all taken away for reasons fully incomprehensible!
SO,,,, For us to see the whole board we must wade away from shore. Away from all the shallow water traders and into
the deep blue. There we can feel the real current.
Our dollar has had a usage period that corresponds with the society that interacts with it. Yes, just like people, currencies
travel through seasons of life. Even gold currencies, in both metal and paper form have their "time of use". Search the
history books and we find that all "OFFICIAL" moneys have at one time come and gone with the human society that created
them. Fortunately, raw gold has the ability to be melted so it may flow into the next nation's accounts as "their new money".
This ebb and flow of all currencies can be described as their "timeline". We could argue and debate the finer points, but it
seems that all currencies age mostly from their debt build up. In a very simple way of seeing it, once a currency must
be forcefully manipulated to maintain its value, it is entering the winter of its years. At this stage the quality of
manipulation and debt service become the foremost determinant of how markets value said money. Suddenly, the entire
society values their currency wealth on the strength and power of the state's ability to control, not on the actual value
of the money itself. Even today our dollar moves more on Mr. Greenspan's directions than from the horrendous value
dilution it is receiving in the hands of the US treasury.
This is where the dollar has drifted into dangerous waters these last ten or twenty years. If you have read most of Another's
and my posts, it comes apparent that preparation has been underway for some time to engineer a new currency system. A
system that will evolve into the dollars slot once it dies.
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Out here, in deep water, we can feel what the Euro makers are after. No one is looking for another gold standard, or even
something that will match the long life and success of the dollar. We only know that the dollar's timeline is ending and a
new young currency must replace it. No great ideals, nor can we save the world! But a reserve currency void is not
acceptable.
Now look back to shore and watch the world traders kick ankle deep water in each other's faces over the daily movements
of Euros. From here, up to our necks in blue water, you ask "What the hell are they doing?" I'll tell you. They are trying to
make $.50 on a million dollar play! Mostly because they are seeing the chess game one move at a time. (smile) Truly,
their real wealth is in long term jeopardy.
Our dollar has already entered a massive hyperinflation. Its timeline is ending and there will be no deflation to save it. The
currency and all the multitude of derivative instruments that make up our money system have expanded rapidly over the last
20 years. [1] Even at a super hyper rate for the last five years or so. We cannot read it because much of what we "Western"
savers call paper wealth has really become money substitutes thats value is supported by the government. This paper wealth
creation cannot reverse and is beginning to enter the "natural world" of real things. The best sign that the currency has
entered its last, final inflation is seen in the manipulated price gauges. Truly, this is only the beginning. Eventually we will
see roaring price increases in everything, even as our government indicates level prices or perhaps a deflation in our
price structure. This has to happen, because there is no saving a society's currency that has indebted itself beyond any
known example in man's past.
In our time we will all see the Euro become very strong. You will read and hear this. But, Another and I have known for
some time that it will be the dollar falling away that will make the illusion complete. I say this because all currencies are but
an illusion of value.
Eventually, either before or after the dollar's transition, the illusion that makes currencies real will also undergo a change.
That illusion / vision is the current world paper gold market. Often known as the dollar gold market. This marketplace will
fail with the dollar's timeline and so too will its use to value gold. In this time gold will not soar in value, rather all
currencies will seek their true relationship to a "FreeGold" market. The US dollar will someday see $30,000+ for an ounce
of gold. So too will the Euro price gold much higher ($$3,000 to 6,000???).
It is here that our Euro has planned to play the game to the end. (more later)
In your post:
---- When Another talks about "slow oil" what does he mean? Is the current short term oil price increase the beginning of
something larger and more sustaining?--------Yes, SLF! The transition from a world of dollars into something else is truly an evolution. There is no definite point where
political wills draw the line. Once the Euro was born and "online" the dollar evolution began to speed up. Oil, out of a
seemingly impossible position, suddenly began to rise in price. The paper gold markets were adjusted in what was the first
step of their destruction, the Washington Agreement. Now, oil prices are set to evolve high enough to test not only the
dollar's strength, but to force the physical gold market to separate from its paper controlling world. Indeed, our paper gold
markets will very much simulate the same manipulation of price gauges as the CPI. All in an official attempt to say that our
dollar is not dying. In many ways, it will be the paper longs that abandon the gold markets (forcing prices ever lower) even
as the physical price soars. Yes, the shorts may make a killing but the money they make will be worthless!!!!!!
Your post:
--- In reading your last post on the trail, you say "one Gold is coming my friends, one Gold"----I think Another means that oil flow will slow until we have one physical gold price. Perhaps this is the end of Another's
beginning odyssey of many years ago. It could be that the REAL GAME HAS BEGUN!
My friend, the future of physical gold is to become a wealth holding of a lifetime. However, the world will not take lightly
to such a recognition of private wealth gain. I hold physical gold in good proportion but am prepared to see its current paper
fictional value plunge to Another's very low dollar price. A paper price that will be as fictional as $1.00 gasoline during a
dollar hyperinflation. This is the reason I hold a lifetime position in a few gold shares. Their value may plunge to zero
before things change (an event the shallow water boys could not stand with). Even in the face of a soaring physical price,
investors may choose to believe the paper markets over reality. Don't laugh, they believe the CPI today and continue to buy
bonds????
Your post:
--- I know you don't have a crystal ball to see the future, but I am under the impression you are a person that has high level
information about what is going on with Gold/oil/currencies.--------
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AS Another often put it, "I am but a simple person". Events will make this knowledge real, not the words of myself or
Another. Indeed, only "time will prove all things".
I hope to continue this, be back next day? , thanks
Trail Guide
Trail Guide (08/28/00; 20:35:52MT - usagold.com msg#: 35674)
The big trade!
Hello Everyone!
I would like to start this as an offshoot from my post earlier today to Peter Aster (msg#: 35638). It seems we have run into a
roadblock of thought. Perhaps a traffic jam would be a better analogy.
Let's talk:
In its most basic form, this presentation has been that;
----in the worldwide modern paper markets, contract trading has taken over the role of setting gold prices at a tremendously
understated level.---Years ago hard physical trading once did that job and did it at a correct level relative the physical product that was changing
hands.
For us to follow and grasp this concept change correctly, we must start at the very beginning of simple economic principle.
When someone buys a product and takes possession of that product he impacts the value of that item as it relates to the next
person in line waiting to buy. Like this:
---------When Joe buys one of five apple from the table of a vendor, he leaves only four apples left on the table to be bid on by the
next buyer. This ages old act of "hard trading" demonstrates the whole human interaction with supply, demand, need and
emotions. When the next buyer sees that only four apples are left, where there were once five, whether he likes it or not his
mind will consider the above supply and demand possibilities. All the while personal need and emotions mix in his brain.
The result may or may not be a different bid from the first buyer of an apple. But it will be a true value assessment based on
actual, hard, real time circumstances known at that moment.
When Joe brought that apple, he impacted real supply and forced the market,,,,,,, that's everyone trading behind him,,,,,, to
form "hard opinions" about "real demand" and "real supply". In this dynamic, the next trade is not priced by "soft opinions"
based on conjecture of "will Joe really take delivery".
You see,,,,,, in real life,,,,,,, in real trading,,,,, Joe taking delivery now, hard down, undisputed,,,, and this forms a different
"mind set to bid" by the next in line. This mind set is what creates a "real value bid" instead of a "possible value bid". These
"hard bids" based on "hard opinions" overshadow and usually bid higher for product than "soft opinions". In times of "Hard
Trading",,,,"Soft opinion" bids even fail to materialize mostly because "Joe has shown that he does take delivery"!
========
Now,
I had today, asked 10,000 Kansas investors to line up along their border with Colorado. This nice straight border is very
long and allows room for everyone to have some space. I asked half of them (that's 5,000 (smile)) to stand on the Western
side of the border (Colorado for you non Americans) and the other half of them to stand directly opposite on the Eastern
side (Kansas). All of these people did this in a hurry and they remembered to bring the very last $50,000 in cash they had to
their name along with a pen and paper.
This was quite a mess to organize, so I hope everyone will appreciate this effort! (smile)
So,
Today, while the Comex was still open and trading,,,, and the US dealer markets were open,,,,, I instructed all 10,000 of
these people to enter into a REAL LEGAL PRIVATE OFF MARKET CONTRACT with each other for "1,000 ounces of
gold". In effect, I asked that 5,000 of these investors contract to buy from the other 5,000 the equivalent of "ten 100 ounce
gold contracts" that would expire in one hour. That's one hour before the gold markets closed today.
Yes, that's 50,000 contracts for five million ounces of gold that existed during trading today.
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Further, not only did the sellers not have any physical gold, their last $50,000 in margin cash could not possibly buy the
1,000 ounces to deliver. Nor could the 5,000 long traders hope to use the last $50,000 they had to their name to buy that
same 1,000 ounces. But their margin deposits did seem to make the deal real.
So,
While this trade took place and the contracts were in force (they were legal and binding),,,, I called several bullion dealers to
ask if the gold market was being impacted. I also watched the computer screen intently to see if anything would happen.
Surely, with five million extra ounces of gold being traded, it would have changed the price of gold.
"Just think, five thousand rich Americans contracting for five million ounces of gold should have done something!"
Well, it didn't. So all 10,000 Kansas investors canceled their contracts by buying each other's commitments and went home
a little smarter.==========
OK,
The reason this little trade didn't impact the "real value" of physical gold was because they didn't trade any real gold. As big
as the numbers seem, the real physical supply of gold was never touched. All they traded with each other was their "soft
opinion" about the future price of gold. Again, I say soft because they only traded bluffs that were for far more metal than
their real financial assets could cover.
Their trading, like so much paper trading today creates and expands a soft paper market that not only overstates demand, but
more importantly allows sellers to "vastly overstate supply without DRAWING FROM THE APPLE TRAY.
Further, the worldwide paper markets our margin money has helped sustain, continue to trade an outstanding interest that is
far in excess of real available bullion. ------"""" Yet this outstanding interest is the supply gauge that so understates what
physical gold would trade at as it's used to price the much smaller dealer gold demand""" ----.
===========
Oh,,,, I'm sure 5% or 10% of my Kansas traders actually did make and receive delivery while I wasn't looking. They most
likely had some gold and extra cash to make the deal. But with the size of the world gold market it didn't really notice.
By far, the majority of these investors were playing out my observed typical "Western Style". They trade the price of gold
while waiting for someone else to buy enough physical gold to impact supply. All the while helping support a system that
dealers use to price bullion at an understated price. Again, a price that's not created by taking real bullion off the market in a
volume equal to contracts traded.
=======
My reply to one investor heard saying, "why does anyone have to take delivery at all?".
My good man, then you would end up just like my Kansas traders as they wade in our modern mess. Always settling up and
trading nothing, and doing it at a lower price. Because the paper price of bullion will continue to fall from a continued
increase in paper supply. No different than the way our governments lower the value of money by supplying more of it. The
correlation between the two concepts is indeed staggering. [2]
This logic is almost like our early currency thinkers asking, "you know, we really don't need gold as a currency. Let's just
trade dollars!"!===========
Thanks
Trail Guide
FOA (2/26/2000; 11:13:56MT - usagold.com msg#7)
Foundation
A Day Walk
If I had a nickel for every time we thought the dollar was finished, I would have a bunch of nickels! Remember back in the
early 80s or even further back into the 70s. All we heard was how the dollar was finished and going to crash and burn.
Books about hyper inflation and the need for gold / swiss francs were all over the place.
I read all of them to gain perspective and also acted on some of their advice. Made some money on it too. But even then,
something just didn't completely ring true about the whole scenario. Indeed, in hindsight, gold never did return above $800,
the dollar didn't hyper inflate and most of the world kept using the dollar as a reserve.
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Today, we can more fully understand why so much of that early insight failed to deliver.
True, the dollar was seen as a basket case back then. It had just been pulled from its gold bond and prices were going up all
around us. However, because the world had been on a simi dollar / gold standard, all nations that had previously signed onto
using the US buck as their currency reserve now did so with even more resolve. More important, it seemed than using gold
itself was out of the question as every country's Central Bank brought dollars as fast as we printed them. The dollar still
settled most all trade accounts while dollar reserve buying made an obvious show of support for this world system. No
matter how much bad press was offered, they were staying on track and they have continued to do so right up into the 90s!
But all of this flew into the face of what every economist was saying, back then. The common understanding of the era was:
if the US didn't stop over printing its money, we would all experience a major price inflation,,,,,, and no one could stop it!
Again, "major" inflation didn't happen and to ask a further question: if the dollar system was so bad, why didn't the world
just dump the reserve system and refrain from using it further? In other words, let the dollar be "the US dollar" but don't use
it as a backing for your own money system.
Thick Brush Now
Going against the logic of "sound money": throughout all the currency turbulence of the 70s and 80s era (including today),
the US never did reign in the over printing of its currency. It continued almost nonstop money supply expansion for its local
economy and in addition sent a good portion of its cash all over the world. On and on the US trade deficit continued to do its
work of feeding ever more US cash into foreign economic systems. We printed paper currency by borrowing it into
existence,,,,,, used it to purchase real goods overseas ,,,,,, while foreign governments actively soaked up this dollar flood by
expanding their own money supply.
Like this: When you buy an item externally, a dollar is sent overseas to pay for it. Usually, through the world currency
trading arena, that dollar is converted into the local currency of the nation which the goods came from. But more often than
not,,,,,,, as we print that dollar out of thin air, the foreign government takes the dollar into its reserve account and prints one
of their units for deposit in the local economic system. They do this because: if the foreign CB didn't save the dollar as a
currency reserve ,,,,,, and sent it back into the world currency markets to "buy" an existing unit of their money supply,,,,, this
action would drive up their currency value vs the dollar and make the price their goods non-competitive in world markets.
In other words, a US citizen couldn't use a printed (borrowed) dollar to buy an item for $10.00 that outside the "dirty float"
of exchange intervention would cost $15.00.
This is how the "dollar reserve process" inflates the money supply worldwide as we (USA) run a trade deficit for our
benefit. It keeps the dollar exchange rate higher than it would naturally be thus allowing a US citizen to buy goods at a
cheaper price than our expanding money supply and implied currency value would normally dictate. A process in and of
itself that invites still more dollars to flow out and purchase still more external goods. Had foreign CBs not taken so many
dollars, the ever expanding US money supply would have long ago impacted currency exchange rates and forced a major
price inflation internally (in the US). Yes, the major inflation so many saw coming,,, back then,,,,, would have arrived,,,,,
then.
So why did these other CBs do it? The standard explanation was that this created a market for their goods here in the US.
Yes that's true, but it begs the question; did no one in their land want to buy goods manufactured locally,,,,,, and pay for
them with the same printed money supply? Why is it the US could inflate its money supply to buy cheaper goods externally
for no more than the price of printed paper? But, in the same country our paper was sent to, they couldn't print their own
currency to buy their own goods? Why couldn't they raise their real standard of living somewhat using the same process like
the US,,,,,, and doing so without the burden of inflation or importing foreign currencies?
Again, why would our printed, inflated money movements not create price inflation for us (USA) in goods purchased
externally? What if they (foreign goods producing countries) printed an amount of their money equal to the inflow of
dollars,,,, but, without holding paper dollars as reserves to back it,,,,, brought the exact same goods from themselves.
Common prevalent economic theory says price inflation would result? Or would it? Or better said: why them and not us?
Into the deep woods again
Again, and as above,,,,, In the 70s, it was widely held that the dollar reserve system forced other countries to inflate their
local currencies, thereby importing dollar price inflation. But, as time went by,,,,, indeed a decade or two now,,,,,, the same
process continued nonstop, with no change. It seemed that some "other" countries had found a "new way" to somewhat
circumvent the dilemma. Or was this "new way" something sold to them in order to extend the dollar system's timeline?
Many of the lesser third world countries experienced a combination of sporadic hyper inflation and deflation as we forced
the dollar reserve system down the throats of their citizens. Their people's living standard constantly fell as they worked
ever harder to produce more goods in return for more of our printed dollars. But, instead of using the extra inflow of dollars
(positive trade balance) to buy their own currencies in the local system,,,,, thereby keeping their currency strong,,,,, they
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used that dollar flow as collateral to borrow (from IMF and international banks) more dollars from the world dollar float
(mostly called Eurodollars). The lure (or the hard sell) was that they could build up their infrastructure,,, increasing their
production efficiencies (human productivity's),,,, thereby raising the national standard of living. Further, they were sold the
unneeded idea that even if they didn't completely use the dollar surplus to borrow more, they should hold those dollars in
reserve (buy and hold US treasuries) and print more of their own money!
Again, it seemed they had no advocate to push for their own best interest. No one told them that their people already worked
cheaply enough to more than offset the competitive loss of a stronger local currency. No one told them that with a strong
local currency structure,,,,( that using the dollar surplus to buy their own currency would create),,,,,,,, would allow them to
borrow in their own capital markets. A more go slow approach that builds long term benefits. This process would free them
from the entanglements of making international debt payments in another money. Indeed, the costs of those involvement's
later proved overwhelming!
Now the trail becomes more open
For third world countries their international dollar debt exposure eventually locked them into a servitude to the dollar
reserve system. Despite all their natural and human resources, currency involvement had taken a lion share of any
productivity increases and increased lifestyle this modern world offered.
However, it did help the cause for the dollar reserve system. By creating an ever growing international debt in dollars,
eventual dollar demand to service this debt would only increase. Thereby keeping its value artificially high. In addition, any
leftover floating dollars quickly took the form of US treasury debt held in these small countries treasuries. There they were
used to further hyper inflate their own currency supply.
For the more developed gold owning countries of the G-7, they had a different question in mind. Again, if taking in inflated
dollar reserves was the act of importing US dollar inflation into ones local economy,,,,, and in the process creating a market
for your goods overseas,,,, why not just print your own currency without taking in dollars,,,,,, and in doing so give the same
buying power the US citizens have in your market,,,,,, to your own people?
If it's not price inflationary to take in part of a world "inflated dollar supply" and create jobs for your people locally,,,,,, why
would it be any more inflationary to print your own currency outright? Indeed, why does one need a dollar inflow to
legitimize the same money inflation process? That being currency inflation to create jobs?
Why should we (as dollar asset holders) think about this question? Because someone else is and doing something
about it today!
Back to a marked trail
Today,,,,,, and after all of this,,,, the dollar never did crash from price inflation. At least nothing like what was expected
earlier in the last two decades.
The dollar reserve system was never going to fail then because the major world economic powers were willing to use
(waste) all the productive efforts of the world's people to keep it running. Looking back we now understand the thinking
behind this. Without the dollar acting as a reserve, we would have had to go back to a gold system. There was no other
currency structure strong enough or deep enough to carry the load.
But, gold had been proven to be much too easy to circumvent as a national or world currency. It seemed human dynamics
would never allow an economic system that operated on a pay as you go process without gold debt. If history had proven
anything it was that if we have a money,,,, fiat or gold,,,,,, we are going to lend it, borrow it and in the process create debt.
Yes, even using gold!
Even if we have a pure gold system, human nature will find a way to turn it into securities. In doing so we will,,,,, come hell
or high water,,,,,, lend more gold than we have and borrow more than we can pay back. One has but to return to the history
books to see it all in plain print. Over and over again, we start with a solid gold foundation and soon degrade it into trash.
It's not just the American way,,,,, it's the world's way.
Because the modern world had progressed into the efficiencies of using high speed digital fiat currencies, no one at that time
or today, was willing to crash the whole system by returning to gold. I suspect that the world's richest would have lost a lot,
but so to would "us regular" people. Even with our savings in the form of a "digital illusion", at least we had a job to go to
and a dream in our bank account. Removing the dollar and returning to gold would have erased the illusion and temporarily
shut down the jobs.
So, dollar hyper inflation never arrived and gold did not make its run because world CBs bet your productive efforts on
supporting the dollar reserve. In the process, the US standard of living was raised tremendously on the backs of most
of the world's working poor. But this is not about to last!
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A broad view from the ridge
Not long after the US defaulted on its gold loans,,,, dollars held as gold certificates,,,,,, major thinkers began the long
process of forming another world currency. One that would not maintain the fiction of a gold standard with the
somewhat fixed gold prices inherent in such a system. The creation was distorted, to say the least. Just as the River in
my first post was often seen in distortion, so too was this currency issue. It began with the European Currency Unit
(ECU) and has later progressed to its present state of the Euro.
After operating on a fiat system for 20+ years people are starting to realize that the only thing that backs a currency is the
real productive efforts of their people. Yes, over time we always borrow more than our productive efforts can pay back and
proceed to crash the money system.
But what else is new? (smile)
We call this a money's "timeline" and it's as new an idea as life, death and taxes! Time and debt age any money system
until it dies. The world moves on. Only this time gold is going to play a different part in the drama. We will all watch it
unfold.
It seems people saw something else that would make the Euro unique. Paid-up assets also stand behind circulating money.
Indeed, if someone owns a $100,000 dollar piece of land , has a good producing job and borrows $50,000 against his
land,,,,,, the world is likely to circulate that debt note as a fiat land backed currency. But, if his gold (the land) is worth $1
million in a free physical market,,, AND RISES FURTHER IF CURRENCY SUPPLY OUTPACES REAL
PRODUCTION,,,,,,, and his other debts are relatively low ,,,,,, the same note would circulate just as effectively if the
$50,000 was borrowed against his name alone.
In essence, the jump into the Euro is more based on a new currency that is more honest in dealing with our historic human
dynamics. Let's try not lying to ourselves and admitting that gold alone in a currency will not remove our will to borrow and
lend and therefore eventually defraud each other! Would it not be better to at least not shackle the money to gold? Indeed, a
real physical freegold market will constantly be devaluating any fiat currency over a long term. While removing the need for
CBs to maintain fixed exchange structure through a dirty float against gold.
But, the most important aspect is in the escape valve gold would provide to developing countries with positive trade flows.
Those that wish to settle their debts outside the currency arena using gold as a settlement. Or, if they wish, to buy gold in the
open market with their trade reserves.
The secret to all of this is in the "Legal Tender laws". Allowing gold to be used as a Legal Tender,,,, "for the settlement of all
debts public and private",, but changing international law such that no form of debt can force its payment in gold! This
opens a one way street for gold and a two way street in fiat currencies. No one will lend gold because they cannot force its
return in the courts, thereby making gold a physical only international currency. Yet, on the other hand, we all must borrow
in this modern world and currencies will be the only avenue for this. Creating a demand (and added value) for them [fiat
currencies] in addition to general use demand.
The first thought many will have is that everyone will just buy gold to make debt payments, driving out fiat currencies. But
remember, if you have debts they will be [enforced] in currency settlement only. One will weigh the cheapest form for
repayment! Gold in this atmosphere will be completely free to trade, become extremely expensive and stay that way.
We rest now
True there is a lot more to this story. Some posters have been discussing it publicly for some time on the USAGOLD forum.
If you want a wonderful background reading on what "Freegold" would mean,,, get your laptops out tonight and read the
entire link below. There is also considerable agitation voiced against this view.
First read all of:
Aristotle (2/7/2000; 7:15:24MDT - Msg ID:24589) It begins!
-----* Executive Summary --an Outline of Observations *----- [3]
My position: The world is going to change its currency system before long and this will greatly impact the wealth of dollar
asset holders. Not to mention physical gold holders. As a note for further consideration and talks,,,,, we have talked before
about the "Texas Railroad Commission" and how it once declared oil a public utility and later controlled its production. In
the future, international law must declare all large gold reserves to be "public utilities" in the countries they reside. Mines
will be very profitable and good investments after they recover from the destruction of our existing paper gold market. Still,
their total production will be controlled and somewhat taxed. Small private operations will more likely be heavily taxed.
We will pick up the pace later (smile). Eventually getting to oil and the markets today.
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Fires out.
Thanks for reading,,,,,, FOA/ your Trail Guide
Sincerely,
FOFOA
[1] For more on this topic, see Credibility Inflation
[2] For more on the subject of "soft supply and hard demand" see my old post, The Call of the Century, named for Another's open-ended call to
buy physical gold in the $200's.
[3] I second FOA's recommendation. Read the link.

PS. I have received two separate submissions from readers for Freegold theme songs (I would not go so far as to call them
anthems). I think they are both excellent candidates. So over in the right-hand column you will find a poll where you can
vote for which one you think is best!
In this instance, I recommend that you first read the lyrics, pass judgment on the lyrics, and then watch the video. It may
help counteract "artist bias" in the voting. Remember, you are voting for the most Freegold-worthy song, not your favorite
artist or even your preferred music style. Here's the first one:
Do you ever feel like a plastic bag
Drifting through the wind
Wanting to start again
Do you ever feel, feel so paper-thin
Like a house of cards
One blow from caving in
Do you ever feel already buried deep
Six feet under
Screams but no one seems to hear a thing
Do you know that there's still a chance for you
Cause there's a spark in you
You just gotta ignite the light and let it shine
Just own the night
Like the Fourth of July
'Cause baby, you're a firework
Come on let your colors burst
Make 'em go "Aah, aah, aah!"
You're gonna leave them all in awe, awe, awe
Boom, boom, boom
Even brighter than the moon, moon, moon
It's always been inside of you, you, you
And now it's time to let it through
Cause baby you're a firework
Come on show 'em what you're worth
Make 'em go "Aah, aah, aah!"
As you shoot across the sky-y-y
You don't have to feel like a wasted space
You're original, cannot be replaced
If you only knew what the future holds
After a hurricane comes a rainbow
Maybe a reason why all the doors are closed
So you could open one that leads you to the perfect road
Like a lightning bolt, your heart will glow
And when it's time you'll know
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You just gotta ignite the light and let it shine
Just own the night
Like the Fourth of July
Cause baby you're a firework
Come on show 'em what your worth
Make 'em go "Aah, aah, aah!"
As you shoot across the sky-y-y
Baby you're a firework
Come on let your colors burst
Make 'em go "Aah, aah, aah!"
You're gonna leave them all in awe, awe, awe
Boom, boom, boom
Even brighter than the moon, moon, moon
It's always been inside of you, you, you
And now it's time to let it through
(I'm sorry that this video doesn't include the last verse of the song, but it compensates in other ways)
Katy Perry – Firework
#2:
When the time gets right
I'm gonna pick you up
And take you far way from trouble my love
Under big ol' sky
Out in a field of green
There's gotta be something left for us to believe
[Chorus:]
Oh, I await the day
Good fortune comes our way
And we ride down the Kings Highway
No you can't hide out
In a six gun town
We wanna hold our heads up, but we gotta stay down
I don't wanna end up
In room all alone
Don't wanna end up someone that I don't even know
Tom Petty - King's Highway
PPS. Here is a list of recommended reading for anyone who would like to delve deeper into this fascinating concept of
Freegold.
On USAGOLD:
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!)
FOA's The Gold Trail
Hall of Fame Posts
Regular Forum
On this blog (in no particular order):
Equilibrium
Bondage or Freegold?
Synthesis
The Shoeshine Boy
How Can We Possibly Calculate the Future Value of Gold
Relativity: What is Physical Gold REALLY Worth?
Gold: The Ultimate Wealth Consolidator
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The Debtors and the Savers
"It's the Debt, Stupid"
Open Letter to EMU Heads of State
The Dukes of Wetton
All Paper is STILL a short position on gold
Your Own, Personal, Freegold
Call Me Contrarian
The Triumvirate of Wealth
Dead End
The Bermuda Triangle of Currency
Mona Lisa or Ben Franklin?
The 21st Century Bank Run
Greece is the Word
Living in a Powder Keg and Giving Off Sparks
Gold: The Ultimate Hedge Fund
I can feel it coming...
Gold: The Ultimate Wealth Reserve
Metamorphosis
Gold is Wealth
Gold is Money - Part 1
Gold is Money - Part 2
Gold is Money - Part 3
Fair Value Gold?
Say Goodbye to Wall Street
Shake the Disease
The End of a Currency
No Free Lunch
Confiscation Anatomy - A Different View
Confiscation Anatomy – Part 2
The Waterfall Effect
Taking Delivery of Physical
The Underwater Beach Ball Effect
The Judgment of Value
Freegold
On the relevance of oil to Freegold:
GOLD & MONEY: More Than Meets the Eye
The King and his Gold
It's the Flow, Stupid
Also, Ender's comments beginning here: "The concept of Freegold is something that means different things to different
people. It is amazingly simple, yet curiously complicated. We are on the path, yet the world races at a snail’s pace.
"From my point of view, Freegold is not a “solution for” but will be the “result of” the current financial mess that we are in
today. To better understand what lies ahead, one must be willing to have an open mind and think objectively. More
importantly, the seeker must be willing to set aside triggering emotions that prevent thinking as the ‘other’…"
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Friday, December 17, 2010
Focal Point: Gold

In game theory, a focal point (also called Schelling point) is a solution that people will tend to use in the absence of
communication, because it seems natural, special or relevant to them. The concept was introduced by the Nobel Prize
winning American economist Thomas Schelling in his book The Strategy of Conflict (1960). In this book (at p. 57),
Schelling describes "focal point[s] for each person’s expectation of what the other expects him to expect to be expected to
do." This type of focal point later was named after Schelling.
Consider a simple example: two people unable to communicate with each other are each shown a panel of four squares and
asked to select one; if and only if they both select the same one, they will each receive a prize. Three of the squares are blue
and one is red. Assuming they each know nothing about the other player, but that they each do want to win the prize, then
they will, reasonably, both choose the red square. Of course, the red square is not in a sense a better square; they could win
by both choosing any square. And it is the "right" square to select only if a player can be sure that the other player has
selected it; but by hypothesis neither can. It is the most salient, the most notable square, though, and lacking any other one
most people will choose it, and this will in fact (often) work.
Schelling himself illustrated this concept with the following problem: Tomorrow you have to meet a stranger in NYC.
Where and when do you meet them? This is a Coordination game, where any place in time in the city could be an
equilibrium solution. Schelling asked a group of students this question, and found the most common answer was "noon at
(the information booth at) Grand Central Station." There is nothing that makes "Grand Central Station" a location with a
higher payoff (you could just as easily meet someone at a bar, or the public library reading room), but its tradition as a
meeting place raises its salience, and therefore makes it a natural "focal point." [1]
Salience: the state or quality of an item that stands out relative to neighboring items.

There are two simple, but seemingly, apparently impossible-to-comprehend concepts. The first concept is why money not
only can be split into separate units for separate roles, one as the store of value and the other to be used as a medium of
exchange and unit of account, but why it absolutely must and WILL split at this point in the long evolution of the money
concept. This means no fixed gold standard, or any system that attempts to combine these units/roles into one, making easy
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money "less easy" and hard money "less hard." And by "must" I do not mean that we must do this, I mean that it is
happening today whether we recognize it or not.
And the second concept, once the first is understood, is how and why gold and only gold will fill the monetary store of value
role. Not gold and silver. Not precious metals. Just gold. People often ask why I don't mention silver. They assume that
when I say gold I really must mean gold and silver, or precious metals. So let me be clear. When I say gold, I mean gold and
only gold.
Money's most vital function in our modern world is lubricating commerce, or more specifically, keeping the essential supply
lines flowing – supply lines that bring goods and services to where they are needed. Without it we would be reduced to a
barter economy, eternally facing the intractable "double coincidence of wants." This is the problem whereby you must
coincidentally find someone that not only wants what you have to trade, but also, coincidentally, has what you want in
return. And in the modern world of near-infinite division of labor, this would be a disaster. [2]
So we need money, and lots of it. In fact, we need money in unrestricted amounts! (I'll bet you are surprised to see me write
this!) Yes, I said it, we need unrestricted money in order to fulfill this most vital function in our modern society –
lubrication! But here's the catch: we need the right money in order to perform this seemingly impossible task. Let me try to
explain.
Money is debt, by its very nature, whether it is gold, paper, sea shells, tally sticks or lines drawn in the sand. (Another
shocking statement?) Yes, even gold used as money represents debt. More on this in a moment.
For this reason, the money used as a store of value must be something completely separate and different from the medium of
exchange. It must be so, so that the store of value unit can expand in value while the medium of exchange unit expands in
quantity and/or velocity. You may be starting to encounter my thrust. Expand… and expand. Unrestricted by artificial
constraints.
Compare this concept to a gold standard in which you fix the value of gold to the dollar at, say, $5,000 per ounce. The
assumption is that this is where the price of gold will stay for a long time, if you manage the system properly. So what is the
result? You artificially constrain the expansion of the medium of exchange fiat currency while also restricting the value
expansion of the store of value. You are locking the two together. Do you think this works and makes sense?
I said we need unrestricted money in order to ensure the lubrication of the vital supply lines in our modern world. This is it.
This is what really matters. If we have a major monetary and financial breakdown, what do you think will be the worst
consequence? Do you grow all of your own food? Do you make – or know someone who does – all of your own stuff? How
long could you survive without any stores? Do you trust your government to be sufficiently prepared to take care of you
with no supply lines flowing?
Have you ever stretched a rubber band until it breaks? You can feel the resistance grow gradually and observe the smooth
thinning of the band until finally it loses its continuity and the two parts snap back stinging your fingers. A tiny observer of
this exercise, perhaps a flea resting on your thumb (or an economist), one who doesn't really understand rubber bands, might
swear that it could be stretched forever. The smooth change in the stretching rubber gives little warning of the abrupt
(sometimes painful) deformation that is coming.
This is where we are today. The dollar standard is like a stretched rubber band. It has been stretched and stretched, but it
cannot provide the unrestricted money that we need today. They think it can. And that's why they are spewing it out in
quantitative easy money boatloads. But it's not the right money. As I said above, we need the right money in order to
perform this seemingly impossible task.
That resistance you feel is the artificial restraint built into the dollar system. It appears to be infinitely expandable, but it is
not. It is just like the rubber band. Oh sure, you can print all the dollars you can imagine, to infinity and beyond! But it won't
work. It won't do the most vital job, beyond a certain point. And yes, we are beyond that point.
I want you to imagine a tiny micro economy. Just two guys stranded on a tiny island. Let's call the guys Ben and Chen. They
have divided the island in half and each owns his half. They each have a tree which bears fruit and three tools for fishing, a
spear, a net and a fishing pole. For a while they both fished often. Fish were the main trade item between Ben and Chen.
Sometimes Ben would take a vacation from fishing and Chen would provide him with fish to eat. Other times Chen would
take a break.
But after a while Ben got lazy, and Chen got tired of giving Ben free fish to eat. At first they used sea shells as money to
keep track of how many fish Ben owed Chen. Then they switched to leaves from the tree. Finally they just broke a stick off
the tree and drew little lines in the sand. If Chen gave Ben a fish, Ben drew (issued) a line in the sand on Chen's side of the
island. There were only two of them, so it was easy to avoid cheating.
These lines sort of became Chen's bank account. Each one represented the debt of one fish that Ben owed to Chen. But after
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a while they started adding up, and Chen worried that he would never get that many fish back from Lazy Ben. So Chen cut a
deal with Ben. Chen said he would keep accepting lines drawn in the sand for fish, but he wanted to be able to use them to
purchase some of Ben's other stuff (since Ben didn't like to fish).
At first he used them to purchase fruit from Ben's tree. But after a while the pile of fruit just rotted on Chen's beach. Next he
started purchasing Ben's tools. First the spear, then the net and lastly the fishing pole. But at this point Chen realized that
Ben would NEVER be able to repay those fish without his fishing tools. So Chen rented them back to Lazy Ben.
Of course Ben was still lazy, and now he owed rent on top of the fish he already owed. The lines in the sand grew even more
rapidly as lines were added to pay for rent even when Chen hadn't given Ben a fish. Then Ben had a great idea. Why even
go through the charade of selling the fishing pole and then renting it? Ben could just sell Chen some "special lines" which
had a "yield." For ten one-fish lines, Chen could buy a special "bond" that would mature into 11 lines in a year's time. They
tried this for a while, but all that happened were more lines in the sand. So many lines! Nowhere to walk. Chen's "bank
account" was taking up all of his real estate!
Finally Chen had had enough. He called Ben over and said, "Okay, since you refuse to fish for yourself, let alone to pay me
back, I want to use these lines to buy some of your gold coins." Oh, did I mention that Ben had a treasure chest of gold
coins that had washed ashore? Of course these gold coins were the last thing that Chen wanted, because what good are gold
coins on a tiny island with only two inhabitants?
But actually, they turned out to be an excellent record of the debt Lazy Ben owed to Chen the fisherman. You see, at first,
Chen bought half of Ben's gold with the lines he had already accumulated, transferring his "bank account" over to Ben's side
of the island and consolidating his "wealth" into gold. It worked out to 100 lines for one gold coin, or 100 fish per ounce.
But after a while, Ben realized that he was running out of gold. He knew it would only be a short matter of time until he ran
out, so he closed the gold window. And once again, Chen started accumulating lines and special yielding "bond" lines.
Finally, they agreed that the value of the gold coins had to be raised higher than 100 fish per ounce. Ben suggested 500/oz.,
but Chen saw the short-sighted flaw in his thinking. So Chen said that the value of ounces should float against the number of
lines issued by Ben. This way, Ben would never run out of gold, and his lines would always and forever be exchangeable for
gold coins. Finally, a sustainable accounting system!
Now I do realize the glaring flaws in this analogy I cobbled together. So spare me the critique. It is far, FAR from perfect.
But it does help with a few good observations.
First, the lines in the sand and the gold coins are both money on this island. One is the medium of exchange/unit of account
and the other is the store of value. The store of value is quoted at any given time in units of lines, but its value floats, it is
not fixed, so it never runs out. This method of accounting forces Lazy Ben to part with something more substantial than
simply issuing more lines via line-yielding "special bond lines."
In this case it was the accounting of transactions between a consumer and a producer. But it works just as well between any
two actors with unequal levels of production and consumption. Some people just produce more while others can't stop
consuming. I'm sure you know a few of each type.
Also, notice that gold coins and lines in the sand both represent the debt owed from Ben to Chen. And with gold, Chen can
wait forever to be paid back (which, on this island, is quite likely). The gold doesn't spoil, and Chen's possession of it
doesn't interfere with Ben's ability to fish or eat fruit. But notice also that the more lines in the sand that Ben issues, the
more the value of the gold (representing a debt of fish) rises. So the longer Ben runs his trade deficit, the more debt he owes
for each ounce of gold that Chen holds.
This is not so dissimilar to the special bond lines, with a few notable differences. The bond values are not only quoted in
lines, they are also denominated in lines. So the principle amount paid for the bonds drops in value as more lines are issued
to lubricate the vital trade. To counteract this "inflation," interest is paid by drawing more lines without the reciprocal
delivery of fresh fish. But these additional "free" lines also dilute the value of lines, which leads ultimately to infinity (or
zero value) in a loop that feeds back on itself.
The more fish Chen supplies to Ben, the more lines he receives, the more bonds he buys, and the more lines he receives in
service to interest. Eventually Chen will be receiving two lines for each fish, one for the fish and one for the interest. And
then three, and then four. And so on. Wouldn't you rather just have one gold coin that floats in value? I know Chen would.
Another observation is that the medium of exchange on our island devolved into the most insignificant and easy to produce
item. A simple notation in Chen's "account." Is that so different from what we have today? And Ben could issue them with
ease as long as Chen let him. Once Chen had so many lines, he wasn't about to just abandon the system, was he? Wipe the
(beach) slate clean? No, Chen wanted to get something for his lines. Something compact that didn't interfere with Ben's
ability to work off his debt should he ever decide to do so. Something durable. Something physical from Ben's side of the
island. Something… anything other than those damn-stupid lines!
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I hope that this little analogy helps you visualize the separation of monetary roles, because those talking about a new gold
standard are not talking about this. I understand that sometimes you have to speak in terms familiar to your audience in
order to not be tuned out, but I also hope that my readers come to understand how and why a new gold standard with a fixed
price of gold, no matter how high, will simply not work anymore.
The full explanation of why it will not work is quite involved, and I'm not going to do it here. But the short answer is that
the very act of defending a fixed price of gold in your currency ensures the failure of your currency. And it won't take 30 or
40 years this time. It'll happen fast. It wouldn't matter if Ben decided to defend a price of $5,000 per ounce, $50,000 per
ounce or $5 million per ounce. It is the act of defending your currency against gold that kills your currency.
You can defend your currency against other currencies… using gold! Yes! This is the very essence of Freegold. But you
cannot defend it against gold. You will fail. Your currency will fail. Slowly in the past, quickly today. If you set the price too
high you will first hyperinflate your currency buying gold, but you won't get much real gold in exchange for collapsing the
global confidence in your currency, and then you will have to empty your gold vaults selling gold (to defend your price) as
your currency heads to zero. And do you think the world trusts the US to ever empty its vaults? Nope. Fool me once…
If you set the price too low, like, say, $5,000/ounce, you will first expose your own currency folly with such an act and have
little opportunity to buy any of the real stuff as the world quickly understands what has gone wrong and empties your gold
vaults with all those easy dollars floating around. You will sell, sell, sell trying to defend your price, but in the end, the price
will be higher and you'll be out of gold. Either that, or you'll close the gold window (once again), sigh, and finally admit that
Freegold it is.
Yes, the gold price must… WILL go much higher. The world needs MONEY! And by that, I mean recapitalization.
Unfortunately the dollar is not the right money. And printing boatloads of it will no longer recapitalize anything. Today we
are getting a negative real return on every dollar printed. That means, the more you print, the more you DEcapitalize the
very system you are trying to save. Less printing, decapitalized. More printing, decapitalized. Freegold…
RECAPITALIZED. Yes, it's a Catch-22, until you understand Freegold.
There Can Only Be One
A "focal point" is the obvious, salient champion. But for many reasons, some things are not as obvious as we would think
they should be. Mish ended his recent post, Still More Hype Regarding Silver; Just the Math Maam, with the following
disclosure:
As a deflationist who believes Gold is Money (see Misconceptions about Gold for a discussion), I am long both silver and
gold and have been for years.
Now is it just me, or did he say that because gold is money, he is long both silver and gold?
Here's another one from a recent article on Zero Hedge:
Part 3. People lie…..
“…I want to make it equally clear that this nation will maintain the dollar as good as gold, freely interchangeable with gold
at $35 an ounce, the foundation-stone of the free world’s trade and payments system.”
-John F. Kennedy, July 18, 1963
“That we stand ready to use our gold to meet our international obligations–down to the last bar of gold, if that be necessary–
should be crystal clear to all.”
-William McChesney Martin, Jr. (Federal Reserve Chairman) December 9, 1963
Lesson: When someone says you can exchange paper for precious metals – make the swap before they change the rules.
Whoa. Wait. Did he just take two quotes about monetary gold and extend the lesson to all precious metals? Is this right?
Should we all be assuming that "gold" always means "precious metals?"
According to Wikipedia:
A precious metal is a rare, naturally occurring metallic chemical element of high economic value, which is not
radioactive… Historically, precious metals were important as currency, but are now regarded mainly as investment and
industrial commodities…
The best-known precious metals are the coinage metals gold and silver. While both have industrial uses, they are better
known for their uses in art, jewellery and coinage. Other precious metals include the platinum group metals: ruthenium,
rhodium, palladium, osmium, iridium, and platinum, of which platinum is the most widely traded.
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The demand for precious metals is driven not only by their practical use, but also by their role as investments and a store of
value. Historically, precious metals have commanded much higher prices than common industrial metals.
Here's how I read the above description. Precious metals have a high economic value. But because of investment demand,
they also tend to have a price higher than it would be on its industrial merits alone. Gold and silver carry some additional
sentimentality for their past coinage. In other words, precious metals are industrial commodities with an elevated price due
to levitation from investment demand. Fair enough?
Now to understand Freegold, I think there are two issues that need to be addressed. The first is the difference between
money, or a monetary store of value, and an industrial commodity levitated by investment demand. And the second, once
the first is understood, is whether silver belongs in category with gold as money, or with platinum as an elevated
commodity. You see, the very key to understanding Freegold may actually lie in understanding the difference between gold
and silver with regard to their commodity versus monetary wealth reserve functions.
So from here, I will explore the valuation fundamentals of money versus levitated commodities. And then I will explore the
history of silver as money and ask the question: Is silver money today?
First, money. Money is always an overvalued something. Usually a commodity of some sort. But it can be as simple as an
overvalued line in the sand, or a digital entry in a computer database. But the key is, it is always overvalued relative to its
industrial uses! That's what makes it money! If it was undervalued as money, it would go into hiding, just like Gresham's
law says, be melted down, and sold for whatever use valued it higher than its monetary use.
It is fair to also say that commodities levitated by investment demand are overvalued in a similar way. But there are a couple
of important differences. First is that all of our experience with commodity markets during currency turmoil happened while
the two naturally-divergent monetary functions (the spur and the brake) were rolled into one unit, namely the dollar. This
left only the commodity markets as an escape. Second is that monetary overvaluation usually has official support while
commodity overvaluation often has government disdain.
There is this idea out there that if you have a paper investment market for a commodity that is larger than the physical units
backing it (fractionally reserved, so to speak), that the commodity's price must automatically be suppressed by the market.
This is simply not true unless we are talking about money masquerading as a commodity.
A paper market brings in investment demand and leverage (borrowed money), two levitating factors that would simply not
be present if the paper market disappeared. And these two factors, "the speculators," can take a commodity's price well into
overvalued territory. Just look at oil for an example. Even the sellers of the physical stuff say they prefer a lower price than
right now, not to mention during the all-time high in 2008.
You'd think the sellers of a physical commodity would love a higher price driven by speculators. But they don't, because it is
only a real price if all the investment participants have a real use for, and ability to take possession of, your physical
commodity. Otherwise it's just a casino.
Back to the Zero Hedge piece:
At today’s prices, a million dollars in gold weighs less than fifty pounds, but a million dollars in silver weighs more than
2,300 pounds! So ask yourself, how many rich people are storing their own silver? How many hedge funds hold physical
silver in their own storage facility?
Cool! So a million in gold only weighs 50 lbs.? Sounds like low storage fees and easy delivery! 2,300 lbs. for silver? Wow,
that sucks. How many rich people are taking possession of their silver? Not many, I'd guess.
To be honest, I really don't know if silver is overvalued or undervalued today at $30/ounce. But if you are counting on the
industrial fundamentals of silver for your moonshot like the Zero Hedge article is, or on a busted paper market like the
"vigilantes," you may be in for an unpleasant surprise. The same fundamental arguments that are used today were also used
back in 1982. [3] In gold, at least, we know that jewelry demand rises and falls opposite the price of gold. [4] But then
again, gold is money, right? So, is silver still money?
Easy Money
Silver was certainly used as money in the past. So why not again today? Maybe the people will rise up and demand silver
money! Maybe China, or somebody else, will remonetize silver and start a new silver standard, right? After all, China was
the last to use a silver standard.
I don't mean to pick a fight with silver. In fact, I write this post with a heavy heart. But there is so much silver hype right
now that I feel I owe it to my readers to at least try to spell out Another perspective. And China is certainly on the minds of
the silverbugs these days. How often have we heard about China encouraging its citizens to buy gold and silver lately?
(There's that "gold and silver" again.)
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But did you know that China was practically dumping its silver a decade ago? And to this day it is still a large exporter of
silver. Not gold. Just silver. In 2009 China exported 3,500 tonnes of silver. That amount will probably be cut in half for
2010. The drop is due to increases in both industrial and investor demand, but also due to China's recent move to stem the
shipment of all natural resources leaving its shores.
I'm sure many of you know that China was the last country on Earth to end its silver standard back in 1935, in the middle of
the Great Depression. But do you know why? And would China ever want to start a new silver standard? Does it make any
sense now that they've sold most of their silver? And what has changed since 1935 that would make them want to go back?
Something very interesting happened after Jan. 30, 1934 when Roosevelt devalued the dollar against gold. The price of gold
went up 70%. What do you think happened to silver? Did it go up more than gold? Did it shoot the moon? Was it leveraged
to gold? No, it dropped like an unwanted rock.
In response to the falling price of silver, on June 19, 1934 (four and a half months later) the U.S. Congress approved the
Silver Purchase Act of 1934 which authorized President Roosevelt to nationalize silver holdings (to buy silver). This
decision resulted in an increase in the world price of silver, which forced China to abandon the silver standard in November
1935.
The US Silver Purchase Act created an intolerable demand on China's silver coins, and so in the end the silver standard was
officially abandoned in 1935 in favor of the four Chinese national banks "legal note" issues.
Remember what Mundell wrote (See Mundell in The Value of Gold). The use of a commodity as money is the overvaluing
of that commodity for profit by the monetary authority. When the US started buying commodity silver on the open market
(to prop up the price artificially) the Chinese people found it was better to sell their silver coins for melt value than to use
them in commerce for face value (which was lower than melt).
This effect to China's base money (silver) in 1934 was similar to what the US felt in 1933 and 1971 with gold. The main
difference being that the demand for silver in 1934 was artificial (from one single entity, the US govt.) while the demand for
gold has always been real, global and market-driven. This price supporting move (not unlike the Agriculture Adjustment Act
and other destructive price control measures) by the US caused the "Shanghai Financial Crisis" which lasted from June 1934
until November 1935, finally ending in Currency Reform on Nov. 4, 1935.
So, in 1934, the US govt. wanted to devalue (set the price of) the dollar against gold and silver. In order to do so, it had to
influence the market of each. For gold, it had to inflict capital controls internally and sell gold externally at the new higher
price. For silver, it had to BUY silver at the new higher price. Sell gold, buy silver. The same exact thing that happened 45
years earlier with the Sherman Silver Purchase act of 1890.
Pushed by the Silverites, the Sherman Silver Purchase act of 1890 increased the amount of silver the government was
required to purchase every month. It was passed in response to the growing complaints of farmers and mining interests.
Farmers had immense debts that could not be paid off due to deflation caused by overproduction, and they urged the
government to pass the Sherman Silver Purchase Act in order to boost the economy and cause inflation, allowing them to
pay their debts with cheaper dollars. Mining companies, meanwhile, had extracted vast quantities of silver from western
mines; the resulting oversupply drove down the price of their product, often to below the point where it was profitable to
mine it. They hoped to enlist the government to artificially increase demand for, and thus the price of, silver.
Under the Act, the federal government purchased millions of ounces of silver, with issues of paper currency; it became the
second-largest buyer in the world. In addition to the $2 million to $4 million that had been required by the Bland-Allison
Act of 1878, the U.S. government was now required to purchase an additional 4.5 million ounces of silver bullion every
month. The law required the Treasury to buy the silver with a special issue of Treasury Notes that could be redeemed for
either silver or gold.
That plan backfired, as people turned in the new coin notes for gold dollars, thus depleting the government's gold reserves.
After the Panic of 1893 broke, President Grover Cleveland repealed the Act in 1893 to prevent the depletion of the country's
gold reserves. [5]
To "set the price" of anything, you must either buy or sell that thing. Governments cannot just "set" prices. Whenever they
try, the items just disappear or go into hiding. If the price you set is lower than the value, then you will have to sell. If the
price is too high, you will have to buy. More from Mundell:
"[In the 1870s] France pondered the idea of returning to a bimetallic monetary standard, but with American production of
silver going up and Germany dumping silver as the new German Empire shifted to gold, France realized it would have to
buy up all the excess silver in the world on its own."
So... if your standard is going to overvalue something, you must buy it. If you undervalue something, you must sell it. And
what was the US doing with gold throughout the entire Bretton Woods system? That's right, it was SELLING gold through
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the gold window. So it wasn't the gold that the US monetary authority was overvaluing for profit. It was the cotton-pulp
paper in the FRNs! Cotton pulp! That's the overvalued commodity today!
Remember what Another wrote? "Any nation/state can put its economy/currency on a gold standard. They only have two
requirements. Own a stockpile of gold and raise the price very high!"
Why do you think you need a stockpile of gold to start a gold standard? In the case of France in 1870 above, they realized
they would have to buy all the excess silver in the world to keep a silver monetary standard. You don't need a stockpile to do
that! Yet you don't need to worry about buying all the gold to have a gold standard. You need to be prepared to SELL! That's
why you need a stockpile. So what's the difference?
Could it be that silver is only a commodity today (and for the last 150 years at least) and because of this, any monetary use
is not backed by the free market? Any silver standard is an unnatural levitation requiring BUYING of silver by the monetary
authority. While a gold standard gives the free market what it really wants, gold, requiring SELLING of gold by the
monetary authority.
Can you find an example where the opposite occurred? Can you show me where a government ever had to buy gold and sell
silver (at whatever price or ratio) in order to maintain its system?
The US quit bimetallism during the Civil War, prior to the Silverite movement. [6] This ended the government's
"overvaluing" of all silver for use in money. After the Civil War, there was a difference between commodity silver (what the
miners dug up) and monetary silver (overvalued silver in US coins) because in order for the US to sustain bimetallism (or a
silver standard) it would have had to value (buy) ALL the excess silver in the world at the overvalued price of the coins.
This meant it would have to BUY any and all commodity silver that was offered for sale (to prop up the price). You see,
silver needs its price propped up (huh? why?) while gold appears to need its price suppressed (see: The London Gold Pool).
So rather than actually "valuing" silver, the government compromised with the Silverites and agreed to buy a specified quota
of commodity silver. At least it did until it ran out of gold in 1893. Something must have been wrong with that 16:1 ratio in
the 1800s, huh?
70 years later, when the price of commodity silver finally overran the value of the coins in 1964, it was because of cottonpulp printing (inflation) only, not global monetary demand! This is exactly how commodities act. They respond directly to
monetary inflation until the commodity value overruns the face value.
So it seems that the free market wants to exchange its "money" for gold. But "the people" (at least in the late 1800s) wanted
silver to be money. They wanted to SELL their silver to the government while the government SOLD its gold to the market.
This is a one-way flow that tends to end in a vault full of silver with no gold. So why did the US Government intervene in
the silver market and support this folly?
The government caved primarily because of politics (pressure from the Silverites – the farmers and miners out west), and
tradition secondarily (past use of silver as money, the US Constitution, etc.). Politically, "the people" will always want easy
money. And silver was their easy money of the day.
Price deflation in the late 1800s was hurting the farmers. The farmer business cycle is seasonal. Borrow money for
equipment and seeds to plant in the spring. Then grow your product. Then harvest and sell in the fall and pay off your debt
with the proceeds.
The effect of causing an inflationary environment through "easy money" means that it is A) easier to pay off your debt in the
fall than it was in the spring (or the year before), and B) you get more money for your crop than you did last year. The effect
of a deflationary environment is the opposite. Your debt gets harder to pay and you get less money for your crop. It's the
same for all businesses actually. But farmers were a big political group in the 1800s that were all roughly on the same
business cycle.
This bears repeating: "The people" wanted silver back then (late 1800s) because it was the "easy money" of the time. "The
people" NEVER want harder money. Today silver would be harder money, so it will never have the support of "the people"
(other than the silverbugs). 16:1 was quite obviously an artificial monetary ratio, because whenever they maintained it, there
was a run on the gold. The market wanted to push the ratio much wider, and the government, in service to "the people,"
fought that market force.
Today silver would be "harder" money than cotton-pulp. This is why there will NEVER be a big enough political movement
of the people that will bring back a silver standard. We have now discovered easier money than silver!!!
If you want harder money, it's gold. If you want easier money, it's cotton-pulp. So where does silver fit in? Well, it's just
another industrial commodity with a lingering sentimental mystique as the old "easy money."
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And where does gold fit in? Freegold of course! The monetary wealth reserve as demonstrated by the Central Banks of the
world!
So what if gold really is the wealth reserve of choice for the giants that A/FOA said it was? That means silver is nothing but
an industrial commodity today, being somewhat levitated by the lingering hype. What if silver is just a commodity, like
copper or oil?
Monetary value is a self-supporting, self-sustaining levitation. Money is the bubble that doesn't pop. The price of money is
arbitrary. Not so with commodities.
So... is silver really money today? I know gold is. Here's the evidence:

Does anyone have any evidence that silver is still money today?
Yes, I am aware that the stock of silver is disappearing into our landfills. These "properties" of silver have been with the
metal since the early 80s, through decades of single-digit prices. [3] So, is jacking the raw materials from industry and
holding them hostage for ransom at a higher price the real play today? (Hint: this tactic often ends badly for the speculator.)
Or is the real play front running the new global monetary wealth reserve during a transition in our international monetary
system?
Here's one silverbug who is starting to put two and two together! I think he might also be reading FOFOA. ;) (Hi Joe. I think
you are confusing me with FOA in your video. But that's okay, it's a wonderful compliment to me! Tip to others: If you
mention me in a video include a link in the description and I might just find your video.)

Did you hear him at 6:35? "Only one metal in the world that fits the bill for money, and that's gold!" That's right Joe! Good
job from the "Silverfuturist". There can be only one! Did you see my subheading? And please read the description of a
"Focal Point" again. It's the first thing in this post. Can you put two and two together like Joe?
I don't write about silver very much. Just like I don't write about copper or pork bellies. But, in fact, I have addressed many
of the standard arguments for silver over gold in various comments on this blog and others. I'm sure someone will dig them
out again and post links as people pose these arguments once again in the comments. But here's a new one.
One of the argument for silver that we hear often is that it is "the poor man's gold." So I guess gold is "the rich man's gold."
Well, what is the main difference between rich men and poor men? Is it that the rich have an excess of wealth beyond their
daily expenses? In fact, the really rich have "inter-generational wealth," that is, wealth that lies very still through
generations. The poor do not have this.
So what do you think is going to come of all that "poor man's gold" that the silverbugs have hoarded up? Is it going to lie
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very still for generations? Or will it circulate, to meet daily needs? Note that circulation velocity is the market's way of
controlling the value of any currency. Faster circulation = lower value. Lying still for generations = very slow circulation.
So as you contemplate which commodity will be the monetary focal point of the future, I'll leave you, as I often do, with a
little music.
Sincerely,
FOFOA

I've paid my dues
Time after time
I've done my sentence
But committed no crime
And bad mistakes
I've made a few
I've had my share of sand kicked in my face
But I've come through
We are the champions, my friends
And we'll keep on fighting - till the end
We are the champions
We are the champions
No time for losers
Cause we are the champions - of the world
I've taken my bows
And my curtain calls
You brought me fame and fortune and everything that goes with it
I thank you all
But it's been no bed of roses
No pleasure cruise I consider it a challenge before the whole human race
And I aint gonna lose We are the champions - my friends
And we'll keep on fighting - till the end
We are the champions
We are the champions
No time for losers
Cause we are the champions - of the world
[1] Focal Point – Wikipedia
[2] A brilliant piece on the complexity of today's division of labor and supply chains: A Capital Paradox by John Butler
[3] Silver Bulls, Silver Bulls: It's Celebrating Time In Precious Metals Bob Prechter reveals how today's silver boom is
similar to that of 1980
[4] Gold Jewelry Demand
[5] Sherman Silver Purchase Act
[6] Bimetallism
[7] Congratulations to King's Highway!
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Monday, December 20, 2010
Kicking the Hornets' Nest

As someone here wrote in the comments, it sure seems like I kicked the hornet's nest on Friday. That wasn't my intention.
Clearly the post was a message to "my readers," that is, to those with a little more background on the esoteric nature of this
blog and the foundation on which it builds (i.e., the writings of Another and FOA). But it was a pleasant surprise for me to
feel all the warmth and love in the superb comments over at ZH. Some of the silverbugs even posted thoughtful
counterpoints to my post, like this one from the author of the ZH piece I quoted.
Perhaps this little episode will dispel the notion that Freegold can be distilled into an easily digestible pill for mass
consumption. Of course that's not to say it is not accessible. It is accessible to anyone and everyone with the time and
inclination to put in the effort. Just start here:
ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!)
FOA's The Gold Trail
A more complete list can be found at the bottom of Freegold in the Proper Perspective.
The point is not which metal is going to give you a better return on your investment at any given time in the future or the
past. The point is, given a choice between silver and gold, which physical metal should you buy now… today? And this is
where Freegold comes in. Because the more you learn about Freegold, the more you will want to buy physical gold only.
Dismiss this notion if you want. I don't care. I'm here to help those that want help understanding Freegold.
If you are here reading this blog, then you deserve to know my position on silver in the midst of all this silver hype. That's
why I wrote the post.
In our Freegold future, gold will not provide a yield or a return. Instead, it will protect the purchasing power you have
earned through hard effort. The idea of a risk free yield is an illusion propagated by the $IMFS.
A real yield can only come from risk taken in the pursuit of economic expansion. The "risk free yields" of today may well
be nominally risk free in today's system, but that risk of nominal loss has been replaced with currency risk, the risk of value
loss. The risk that your "lines in the sand" might become worth less, or even worthless. And just when nominal yields are
reaching their nadir of zero, currency risk is reaching its apex. It is a systemic conundrum.
The purpose of a nominally "risk free" yield in the $IMFS is to try to keep up with inflation. Inflation is always with us,
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even when it is disguised by the financial system. It is the storage of value in dollar denominated paper assets that disguises
the inflation. This slows dollar velocity and masks the systematic expansion. In other words, the Chinese letting their wealth
reserves "lie very still" in dollar bonds gives the dollar value.
In Freegold, gold will simply float on the currency and represent the expansion or contraction of the economy. Scepticus
was correct that after the Freegold transition, if the economy contracts because of an aging population, or simply from too
many Lazy Bens, then gold's purchasing power at that time will fall. It will track the economy, not the currency. It will float
on the currency, unlike anything today. But it will also perform better than any supposedly risk free paper investments today
as well.
The problem today is that, like Chen on the beach, the Chinese are accumulating a whole lot of worthless "lines in the sand"
that they know can never be spent. These lines hold perceived value as long as you don't spend them, but they lose value as
soon as you do. And in the case of "non-floating" bonds that accumulate even more of the same thing, the "lines in the
sand," the math is simply untenable. And what makes the situation even worse is that these lines are only legal tender in one
place, on Ben's beach. So clearly, the necessary hyper-devaluation of Ben's lines will wipe out the stored value of all your
past efforts.
On the other hand, in a real world with hundreds of Bens and Chens and millions of people (both lazy and not) behind each
money, the floating gold solution works quite well. It can be spent anywhere. It doesn't lose value with the issue of more
lines, because it is not denominated in lines like bonds are, but instead it floats and rises priced in that currency. And all the
competing Bens will find that they can control the exchange value of their currency with gold. Selling gold will raise the
value of your currency, and buying gold will lower it. And because all currencies will be judged relative to their gold price,
even if Ben has no more official gold to sell, gold can still be purchased with his currency from other sources at the floating
price of gold in that currency, which will be a reflection of management of the currency relative to the domestic economy
behind it.
If this works for you, you can think of it as a multilateral floating gold standard. And in this gold standard, the money printer
doesn't even need a hoard of gold if he has a strong economy and a well managed currency. Without those, you'd probably
want some gold.
Okay, I have to post this video, because Davincij has me laughing hysterically. I watched this at least three times. Every
time he laughs, I laugh. I just can't help it. I love this guy! He obviously doesn't get the point of my post, but he sure is fun
to watch...

Here's the thing about silver and Freegold. If you really think about it, Freegold is the pure embodiment of Gresham's law.
The masses are never going to demand silver money, only the modern Silverites are. The masses always want easy money.
And that's because the masses use money mostly to pay expenses and service debt (in case you haven't noticed). And also, if
you haven't noticed, there is a big overlap between the silver movement and the various easy money movements like Bill
Still and The Secret of Oz.
But the easy money camp has a newer and better easy money in fiat currency today. Silver was out of that job a long time
ago. Perhaps that is why it re-trained and found a new job in industry. I doubt that silver will voluntarily go back on
"benefits" to please the silverbugs. It may not feel inclined to "lie very still" under a bridge drinking moonshine.
In Gresham's law there is good money and bad money. There are two moneys, not three. Good and bad, not good, so-so, and
bad. The bad money drives the good money out of circulation. In other words, the bad money circulates (and becomes the
medium of exchange) and the good money lies very still (becoming the store of value). Look at this latest Eurosystem
quarterly report again:
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You see, the international monetary and financial system (the IMFS) is in transition today. It is transitioning from the old
$IMFS into the new IMFS. And through this transition gold is going to replace dollar assets as the monetary reserve asset,
and in so doing, will recapitalize the failing system of today. This is the esoteric part, where you need to put in a little effort
to understand why I say this with such confidence. Without that effort you will most likely dismiss my words when I say
that gold's value will soar during this transition and deliver a one-time gain to physical gold holders in a sort of "punctuated
equilibrium."
This means that one day gold is cruising along with its known relationship/ratio to things like silver, oil and bread, and then
the next day (or over a brief, one-time period) it gaps up ~40x and then reestablishes a new equilibrium with the
aforementioned commodities. And the gain of this transition is only afforded to the physical quantities of gold in the world,
which is why the chain of paper promises (of gold) floating throughout the financial system is so dangerous.
Yes, silver will run with inflation just like all physical assets. But it will not have the additional boost of being the new
system's official reserve asset. This probably doesn't seem so significant to the silverbugs, but then again, most of you who
have taken the time to understand Freegold now call yourselves ex-silverbugs.
The majority of the silverbug articles I read today seem to boil down to the "scarcity = value" argument. This is a weak
argument because stock stability is much more important in a monetary metal than scarcity. And stock instability is
definitely NOT a plus for a monetary store of value. It is pretty good, however, for the volatility where JPM makes
outrageous profits churning, front running and sheering the traders. But it's not what makes for a monetary paradigm shift.
Someone wrote, "Is silver money? I have a bag of 1964 coins that says it is." Good point. But as I said in the post, silver's
commodity value overran its monetary face value that year and it has run (just like a commodity) with inflation ever since.
Does that make it money? Not in the sense that I am talking about, which is the role of global reserve asset par excellence
riding out a systemic phase transition.
Someone else said that I had money all wrong because I wrote that gold is debt. Perhaps I should have said that gold is "a
credit" for future goods and services instead of using the loaded word "debt." (But, actually, I did that on purpose.)
All of these are fine arguments. But they are also all completely missing the point of the post.
Yes I still have some physical silver. But I am a seller today and have been for a year now. And I was only a buyer before I
discovered the wonderful archives linked above. And for the record, I am not playing the GSR. And I won't sell ALL of my
silver. I plan to keep a little bit of it. And if I didn't have any silver, I would probably buy an amount equal in weight to my
gold position, as Desperado said in his comment. That means, if I had 100 ounces of gold, I'd also buy 100 ounces of silver.
But that's just me (and Desperado).
Randy Strauss, who has been the sitemaster and an active forum participant at USAGOLD.com since the very beginning, is
probably the finest Freegold observer there is (other than a couple of great guys that stopped posting back in 2001). He
doesn't write much anymore, but what little he does write is worth following every day. It can be found here following the
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notation RS View.
He has been on the trail for about 10 years longer than I have. And when the systemic phase transition didn't happen as
expected (and thank goodness it didn’t, otherwise I wouldn't be here nor would I have any gold), he started looking for signs
in the international monetary realm as to any kind of a sweeping plan. And he found the signs he was looking for! Much has
been evolving in the IMFS over the last decade. The signs are everywhere! (I think Costata has been working up a list.)
Anyway, starting around 2005, many international policy stirrings gave Randy every indication that 2010 was to be the
targeted year for assertively rolling forth the Freegold paradigm. But the ongoing financial crisis that began with the
subprime fiasco has caused instability of such magnitude that the central bankers have been forced to delay briefly and "play
it safe" – one does not dare rock the boat (if there remains any choice in the matter) when the financial waters have become
so turbulent and choppy.
As for a new timeframe, Randy is seeing good indications of a mid-2013 benchmark. Of course he is also cognizant, as are
the central bankers, that any number of potential and unplanned events could force the transition at literally any moment.
Luckily, for the most part, things are already in place. Which begs the question, is your gold already in place? And with this
background, here is Randy's week ending post from last Friday.
[News & Views -- main page]
The beginning of the End of Dollar Hegemony
by Randall Forsyth
Friday December 17, 2010 (Barron’s) — When the monetary history of the year coming to an end is written decades from
now, the headlines of European debt crisis and Federal Reserve’s adoption of QE2 may turn out to be mere footnotes to the
bigger story: 2010 could be a watershed marking the beginning of the end of the dollar-based, Western-centric
monetary system.
… This year, the idea of reform was advanced by World Bank President Robert Zoellick, who proposed in a widely read and
commented-upon Financial Times op-ed piece “a cooperative monetary system that reflects emerging economic conditions.”
That would include the dollar, the euro, the yen, the pound and the renminbi — plus gold “as an international reference
point of market expectations about inflation, deflation and future currency values.”
Zoellick’s November commentary followed the outbreak of the so-called “currency wars,” as Brazil’s finance minister
dubbed the tensions in the foreign-exchange markets resulting from Fed’s liquidity expansion through the purchase of $600
billion of Treasury securities, dubbed QE2, for the second phase of quantitative easing. The downward pressure on the
dollar from the surfeit of greenbacks was viewed by finance officials abroad from Asia to Europe as well as Latin America
as tantamount to a competitive devaluation to boost the U.S. economy while beggaring its neighbors.
… Dissatisfied with the options of the dollar or the euro, the ascendant economic powers are essentially cutting out these
middlemen. Just Wednesday, Micex, Russia’s largest securities exchange, began trading in the ruble vs. the Chinese
renminbi. It was largely symbolic given the volume traded was equal to about $700,000. More importantly, Russia and
China have agreed to settle their bilateral trade of about $50 billion in their respective currencies.
That means Chinese importers don’t need to obtain dollars to buy oil from Russia. Nor does Russia need greenbacks to buy
Chinese goods.
[RS Note: Think about this for a good long while...]
… Because the rest of the world uses the dollar for transactions and a store of value, the U.S. has been able to take
advantage of that. Indeed, the greenback is America’s most successful export.
So, Americans get the goods, allowing us to consume more than we produce, simply because the rest of the world wants our
paper. …… American ingenuity produced triple-A mortgage-backed out of subprime loans, which dollar holders around the
globe eagerly scooped up.
These foreign dollar holders are funneling their funds into Treasury securities, effectively funding the U.S. budget deficit.
But they’re not doing it as willingly as before.
… None of this suggests that the dollar is about to be toppled from its perch as the premier global currency in 2011. Strains
in the original Bretton Woods system were evident long before President Nixon abrogated the promise to redeem dollars for
gold at $35 an ounce for foreign monetary authorities on Aug. 15, 1971. Even then, the floating exchange-rate system didn’t
come into being fully until 1973.
… How long this process goes on depends on the availability of alternatives to the dollar.
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… The demand for dollars from the rest of the world has been of inestimable benefit to the U.S. economy. It quite simply
allows Americans to consume more than they produce and save less than they invest; in other words, to live beyond our
means. The dollar’s dominance will not be toppled in 2011 but will wane over the coming decade and beyond. And America
will have to start picking up the tab for what had been a free lunch.
[source]
RS View: For the wealth-preservation minded individual, the important question centers upon this comment made in the
article: “How long this process goes on depends on the availability of alternatives to the dollar.”
Frankly, the answer is surprisingly simple, and the preparatory timeline is surprisingly short.
As evidenced in the commentary about the new trade arrangements between Russia and China, it should be obvious and
intuitive that bilateral trade between any two given countries could be similarly invoiced in their respective currencies. The
timeline is effectively zero given that these currencies already exist and are in local use. At issue, mostly, is the simple
matter of breaking with mere tradition — the habit of invoicing/contracting in this third party currency, the dollar. Given the
suitable functionality of most national currencies for the invoicing/payment of their bilateral trade, there is no need for the
world to spend time and effort conjuring up a new supra-national currency unit to replace the dollar as a universal invoicing
agent.
With invoicing/payment alternatives ready and waiting, the only other aspect of usage in the dollar’s international role is that
as a reserve currency — that is, as a store of value.
Store of value is a significant element because at the end of any given trade cycle (monthly or annually for example) a
nation actively trading with its international peers as described above will inevitably end up with a net position in various
foreign currencies. It becomes a matter of national importance to consolidate those paper positions into a more reliable form
that is not dependent upon the fiscal policies and monetary management skills of your international trading partners. It is the
form of asset chosen for this consolidation of the net position that embodies the “store of value” function from one trade
cycle to the next and beyond.
But as this article points out [see the article link to read more than the few excerpts above], “Since 1973, the dollar has
been unanchored and has been anything but a stable store of value.” Gold, on the other hand, serves this role uniquely well
because it resists the degrees of artificial inflation and depreciation commonly afflicting national currencies driven by
naturally self-centric national management.
The central banks of the world, throughout their long history, have more or less developed the requisite infrastructure and
ample experience in the fine art and science of gold storage and allocation transfer. Therefore, not only is an alternative to
the dollar available for the store of value role, it is readily available with no significant timeline to accommodate the
practice. To be sure, many central banks have already in place the mark-to-market accounting structure to accommodate
(and benefit from) the significant upward revaluation of gold reserves as would be expected to occur through the dollar-togold transition.
Various policy signs over the past several years had indeed pointed toward 2010 to be the watershed point in the
international monetary transition, but the depth of the current commercial banking crisis likely argued strongly for a delay
under the thought that calmer waters would facilitate a better transition. As such, the existing infrastructure and policy is
largely in place at the present time, so a timeline for this store of value transition can be every bit as short as that for
invoicing — essentially, no time needed for flipping the switch.
But in light of the current crisis and some of the policy efforts underway to restore calm to the commercial markets, it looks
to me that the new timeline for significant transitions is mid-2013 consistent with the current policy talks driving the
permanent European Stability Mechanism to that timeframe, but with that said, it could be set into motion at any given
moment between now and then, and between your breakfast one day and breakfast the next. Hence, it is best that you work
to actively establish your desired gold position without undue delay, and then with peace of mind you can turn your full
attention to the business of living your life as it was meant to be. Spending significantly further time obsessing over
currencies and investments is a fool’s errand.
R.
The bottom line is that silver could do anything short term. The essence of the message here is that silver is not gold's trusty
sidekick or heir apparent. The silver price could go up or down, but silver is not part of the Freegold transition. Only time
will prove this one way or another. In the interim, here's some more music.
Sincerely,
FOFOA
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Tuesday, December 28, 2010
Windmills, Paper Tigers, Straw Men and Fallacious Fallacies

The essence of a straw man argument is the superficial misrepresentation of statements taken out of context. And here,
frankly, there is a lot of context. This is one of the reasons I do not actively promote, submit or publish my posts anywhere
but here.
There are a few spotlight sites that link or repost articles of their choosing, and I have granted permission to anyone who has
asked. I also have not objected to those who don't ask, like Zero Hedge. But I do not put them out there myself because I
believe my writing is something that you, the reader, should come here to read because you want to. It is not the type of
writing that should be placed in front of your face.
I'm not out there tilting at windmills. When was the last time you saw me write "End the Fed," or "support this bill," or
"support this movement," et cetera. Never? That's right, never. And that is because I am simply reporting on the choices the
free market has already made – developments that may not be so obvious to the interested parties in our various "hard
money tribes."
My argument is that the choice of gold over silver is a free market choice that has already been made (silverbugs
notwithstanding). Mr. Market always wins in the end and the CBs are aware of this, and they have already prepared for it to
be so. The direction (up) and the medium (gold) are already baked into the monetary cake. The only unknowns that remain
are magnitude and timing. And the problems with today's monetary system and the global financial crisis can all be
plausibly explained through the context presented in this blog.
I had to laugh at all the people who described my Focal Point post as too long, long-winded or verbose. Obviously they
haven't read much FOFOA, and therefore have little context in which to understand my meaning. Yet at the same time, they
felt it was a threat, a paper tiger that needed to be slain, a straw man that needed to be put down.
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But can you see the difference in what I put out there? I don't sell my words. I have no advertising so I am not beholden to
anyone else who has something to sell. I do not try to place my words in front of people who did not make the conscious
choice to read it. I do not advocate any action that will affect or coerce someone else (like busting a commodity market).
The only action I advocate is personal action, like purchasing power preservation. I also advocate the personal action of
expanding your understanding beyond the standard dogma you find everywhere else, which I suppose makes me quite
unique.
Now let's quickly run through Mish's "FOFOA Fallacies." I'll try to keep the incomprehensible babbling less verbose and
conflated in this one, so as not to waste too much of your valuable time.
FOFOA Fallacy #1: "So we need money, and lots of it. In fact, we need money in unrestricted amounts!"
Mish says, "No we don’t." Then he quotes Murray Rothbard and sums it up with, "The key point above is that an increase in
money supply confers no overall economic benefit. Over time, money simply buys less and less."
"Tolbiny" offers the following excellent rebuttal:
Imagine an economy with a single dollar bill as all the currency. Could this dollar act as money and "lubricate" the
economy? The answer is clearly no. Only one person could hold that dollar at any one time- there is a basic minimum
amount of money that is needed for something to even function as money. Take the quote that Mish uses from Rothbard and
compare it to FOFOAs quote.
Rothbard Quote:
Like all commodities, it has an existing stock, it faces demands by people to buy and hold it. Like all commodities, its
“price” in terms of other goods is determined by the interaction of its total supply, or stock, and the total demand by people
to buy and hold it. People “buy” money by selling their goods and services for it, just as they “sell” money when they buy
goods and services.
FOFOA Quote:
"So we need money, and lots of it. In fact, we need money in unrestricted amounts!"
There is no contradiction between the two. Mish is interpreting FOFOA as saying that we need money in UNLIMITED
amounts, but FOFOA clearly says we need it in UNRESTRICTED amounts. The difference here is clear- for FOFOA the
money supply needs to be able to react to the demand on money freely. The changing of a money supply (be it in volume or
velocity) is important for the efficiency of an economy. This does not mean that expanding or contracting causes more
economic growth, but that it allows for economic growth.
In my post I addressed "two simple, but seemingly, apparently impossible-to-comprehend concepts." The first was the
splitting of the concept of "money" into separate units for separate roles. And in the medium of exchange role, I did use the
term "unrestricted." But I also clarified it in this way: "Unrestricted by artificial constraints." A fixed, unilateral gold
standard is an artificial constraint. A floating multilateral "gold standard" is a natural, free market constraint that allows for
currency flexibility while, at the same time, exposing the exchange value (in gold) of a currency to the judgment of the
marketplace.
FOFOA Fallacy #2: "Gold used as money represents debt."
Mish: "The statement is preposterous unless one allows the lending out of more gold than exists. That practice is clearly
fraudulent."
Here, Mish misunderstood my meaning, which I clarified in my follow-up piece posted three days before Mish posted my
"fallacies":
"Someone else said that I had money all wrong because I wrote that gold is debt. Perhaps I should have said that gold is "a
credit" for future goods and services instead of using the loaded word "debt." (But, actually, I did that on purpose.)"
Again, "Tolbiny" sums it up well:
Mish again has no idea of FOFOAs point. Any money has to be "debt based" as FOFOA is using the concept. When I accept
money as payment for a good I am only doing so with the expectation that I will be able to trade that money for something
else in the future. This functions in the same way as debt does. I give you X and after time T has passed I expect to get Y in
return. Savings is a deferment of consumption, but when you give your deferred goods to someone else and they are
consumed by the 2nd party more goods have to be produced in order for you to enjoy your savings in the future. That is the
debt part of money.
Had Mish understood my point, he would have noticed that he already posted a rebuttal under "FOFOA Fallacy #1," the
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Rothbard quote:
Murray Rothbard: "[Money] is not a useless token only good for exchanging. It is not a “claim on society”. It is not a
guarantee of a fixed price level. It is simply a commodity."
I should probably parse this Rothbard quote in defense of my statement because even though Mish didn't use it in that
context, it still fits. But first, here's a thought from Friedrich A. Hayek posted on the Mises Institute website:
"The gold standard is a mechanism which was intended and for a long time did successfully force governments to control
the quantity of the money in an appropriate manner so as to keep its value equal with that of gold. But there are many
historical instances which prove that it is certainly possible, if it is in the self-interest of the issuer, to control the quantity
even of a token money in such a manner as to keep its value constant.
[…]
"I think it is entirely possible for private enterprise to issue a token money which the public will learn to expect to preserve
its value, provided both the issuer and the public understand that the demand for this money will depend on the issuer being
forced to keep its value constant; because if he did not do so, the people would at once cease to use his money and shift to
some other kind.
[…]
"I have no doubt, and I believe that most economists agree with me on that particular point, that it is technically possible so
to control the value of any token money which is used in competition with other token monies as to fulfill the promise to
keep its value stable."
An interesting thought from Hayek: A medium of exchange whose value comes from its ability to serve as a medium of
exchange, independent of any backing or direct convertibility. Essentially a "useless token only good for exchanging." This
is one half of Freegold, or "Reference Point Gold," by the way.
Now let's take a closer look at Mish's Rothbard quote and see if there is really any contradiction between it and "FOFOA
Fallacy #2: Gold used as money represents debt."
FOFOA clarifying: "…gold is "a credit" for future goods and services…"
Rothbard: "[Money] is not a useless token only good for exchanging. It is not a “claim on society”. It is not a guarantee of
a fixed price level. It is simply a commodity."
I am in full agreement with Murray given the chance to expand on his statement a little. Money should not be a useless
token only good for exchanging if that same money is to carry the dual roles of currency and savings. Yet today it is. Money
is not a fixed value claim on society. Of course not. It is a floating, "marked to market" claim. As is gold in the store of value
and wealth reserve role.
Purchasing gold confers no economic or necessary benefit to you in the present, other than storing your deferred
consumption for the future. It is a way to pass your earned claim (debt to you) into the future, even through generations.
Calling this a fallacy is simply fallacious.
And while the word "commodity," when used along with "money," is often assumed to mean "a physical product of
agriculture or mining," the more appropriate meaning here is "something of use, advantage, or profit." In the medium of
exchange role, this can be anything, even, as Hayek says, "a token money."
FOFOA Fallacy #3: "Gold and only gold will fill the monetary store of value role. Not gold and silver. Not precious metals.
Just gold."
Mish: "Like FOFOA I believe gold is money. However, unlike FOFOA I think money is whatever the free market says it is.
The problem is, we do not have a free market we only have government decree mandating the use of dollars, Pounds, Yen,
Renmimbi, Euros, and Francs as money."
Mish's handicap here is that he is not familiar with the body of my work that describes how the monetary roles historically
came together and are now separating. The store of value role is always a free market choice while the medium of exchange
is presently (and usually) issued under monopoly control. The monopoly's goal is to gain your confidence in the store of
value role as well, but this is failing today after decades of excess.
Referring back to my Gold is Money series from 2009, here is the modern concept of money:
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Now let's compare this to that Eurosystem report:

Notice that everything is reported in euro, even gold, and even dollar-denominated claims ("foreign currency") are reported
in their euro-denominated value. So euro is the monetary unit of account on this form. The right side of the balance sheet
represents the base of the medium of exchange within the Eurosystem. It includes euro notes as well as other liabilities of
the central bank. And the left side represents both the de facto monetary store of value (claims denominated in foreign
reserve currencies) as well as the alternative preferred store of value (gold).
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The interesting thing about gold on this side of the balance sheet is that, not only is it not at risk from the (mis)management
of foreign economies and currencies, but as those other stores of value fail, the gold portion is rising in value to keep the
balance sheet full. This is the magic of a marked to market floating monetary store of value.
All the activist toy soldiers that want silver to become the monetary store of value "because the powers that be don't have
any" are completely missing the big picture. TPTB don't have any because Mr. Market, that is those Giants with serious
amounts of wealth to store, already selected gold in this role. The prominent presence of gold on the Eurosystem balance
sheet is not TPTB forcing a store of value on the market. It is the exact opposite! As I have said many times, the store of
value role cannot be dictated, decreed or legislated.
The prominent presence of gold on the balance sheets of the modern Central Banks is the CBs front running the market!
Freegold (or "Reference Point Gold") is an unfolding market force creation. Mish says, "unlike FOFOA I think money is
whatever the free market says it is." That's not "unlike" me. It is simply misunderstanding me. Gold IS the market choice.
And the real market for this "store of value" is the Giants with "value to store." Luckily we shrimps can tag along for the
ride. But we can no more override this market choice than we can crash the Treasury market by dumping our stockpile.
Alright, that's enough Mish. Now let's take a look at Trace Mayer, J.D. who followed Mish out of the gate slaying paper
tigers and sodomizing a straw man or two of his own.
First of all, I'm not quite sure if Trace actually read my post, or if he is merely judging it based on hearsay evidence. For one
thing, Trace seems to have latched onto Mish's misinterpretation of the word "unrestricted," apparently taking it to mean
"unlimited" and thereby projecting me as a Chartalist. I had to laugh at that one, and I hope you did too. I guess Trace
missed my comments to Greg, our resident MMT acolyte.
Anyway, Trace goes on and on reaming the 'FOFOA Chartalism' straw man:
"First, it should be noted that Greenspan implicitly admits the faulty argument behind Chartalism."
"This is the same reason Chartalism is philosophically flawed."
"A proper valuation set by whom, the State? Chartalist!"
"There is a reason Chapter One of my book The Great Credit Contraction is titled Word Games. In that chapter, I present the
two competing theories of money, market versus Chartalism…"
Okay, now that Trace's poor scarecrow won't be walking right for a week, here's a little newsflash about FOFOA. Trace
claims to present the two competing theories of money, market versus Chartalism. Well I, Another and FOA present .....
Option 3 - fiat currency that is dynamically priced though a floating (physical only) gold exchange rate in a free market.
More evidence that Trace either didn't read my post or was misrepresenting what he read (a bit of a faux pas for a lawyer)
was this statement:
"But these individual preferences expressed through human and being revealed through the silver price does not constitute
evidence of silver being overvalued as FOFOA asserts."
I can't seem to find my assertion that silver is overvalued. At least not in my post. Perhaps it is this:
To be honest, I really don't know if silver is overvalued or undervalued today at $30/ounce.
The context there was a discussion of the impact of paper markets on the value of industrial commodities. I argued that
these commodities can be overvalued or undervalued. Or maybe it was this:
You see, silver needs its price propped up (huh? why?) while gold appears to need its price suppressed (see: The London
Gold Pool).
The context there was a discussion of the history of bimetallism. Not quite as assertive as Trace made it sound, is it?
In fact, my position is that silver will rise just fine against a falling dollar. In fact, it may gain a little additional levitation
over other commodities due to the lingering monetary sentimentality put forth by Trace and others. But it will also be
limited by the economy. Where it will not follow gold is through the change in both market and function that will deliver a
real, non-inflation-adjusted massive one-time return. The Freegold reset as the gold market turns physical and the gold
function becomes the monetary store of value par excellence. A free market Giant event being front run by the Central
Banks and a few small physical gold advocates.
Trace would probably have no idea what I'm talking about, since it doesn't seem like he has read much FOFOA. Well, if he,
or any of you are interested, you should probably start here and here.
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On the Regression Theorem, Trace quoted this exchange:
Congressman Ron Paul: So it is hard to manage something you cannot define.
Dr. Greenspan: It is not possible to manage something you cannot define.
The implication is that the dollar's value cannot be managed if it cannot be defined (as a quantity of gold and/or silver
presumably). Obviously you cannot define anything in a vacuum. You cannot define an ounce of gold as an ounce of gold,
or a dollar as a dollar. Self-reference does not make for a good definition. But to define one thing as a fixed quantity of
another creates a different problem, described by Gresham's law. However, to define one thing as its floating market value in
something else, why, that's just a revolutionary concept! Isn't it?
Actually, it is an emergent, market-driven concept that has been unfolding since around the time Nixon closed the gold
window, give or take a decade. And it is so extraordinary in its sweeping ramifications that it requires a whole new paradigm
to understand. From Bob Murphy's article linked by Trace:
""People today expect money to have a certain purchasing power tomorrow, because of their memory of its purchasing
power yesterday... Thus the expected future purchasing power of money explains its current purchasing power."
Obviously this view assumes a dual role for money, store of value and medium of exchange (unit of account is implicit). But
what is actually playing out today is something quite different. Trace frames the issue of money in terms of two models,
"market versus Chartalism." "Aristotle" describes Trace's perspective as a pendulum with "gold money idealists" on one
side and "easy money idealists" on the other. And he calls Freegold the "perfect bottom." But he also points out that it is the
most pragmatic and realistic point in an arc between two opposing idealisms, Trace's "market versus Chartalism." Read
the entire description in my post, The Value of Gold.
In order to dive into this extraordinary new paradigm, we should probably shed some baggage. Here are a few bullet points
to consider:
1. Freegold is a Floating Physical Gold Exchange Rate system for dynamically valuing fiat currencies. It is a floating
reference value, not a fixed exchange rate "gold standard." In the new IMFS, currency pairs will be a function of the relative
price of physical gold trading within their legal tender zones, rather than the race to the bottom with no benchmark as it is
today.
2. "Money" is a dead, meaningless concept. If you want to use it, then define it. Circulating Currency has a concrete
meaning. There are other terms that will suffice for other components of the "money" supply eg. Bank Credit E-currency
(for the digital deposit created credits), reserve assets for the store of value, etc.
3. The term Precious Metals needs to go. There is gold and there are industrial metals. Sure there are high value industrial
metals and there are low value metals but they are all commodities and we are way beyond commodity money. If the use of
a metal in jewelry makes it "precious" then advocates for this term need to make their case.
4. The gold standard, bimetallism etc. are all topics for the history books. If you want them back then you need to explain
how you plan to rehabilitate these terms for mainstream consumption and resurrect the dead systems that they describe.
Finally, if you would like to view this paradigm properly, you must have a clear understanding of the natural human factions
at play. These factions are "the easy money camp" and "the hard money camp." Or as I like to call them, The Debtors and
the Savers. This may not seem like much, but it is a nuance that most all of my critics have wrong.
Please read the linked post. Government, commercial banks and central banks are the ménage à trois at the center of any
IMFS, but they are not all in the same camp. In the correct paradigm, the government, the politicians and Wall Street
(commercial bankers) are all in the Debtor's camp, while the Central Banks are in the Saver's camp along with the Giants.
But Freegold is not as simple as a one-camp solution. As I've said many times, Central Bankers are a different breed. They
are not like commercial bankers or politicians. Hate them if you feel you must, but collectively they do think big picture and
long term. And Freegold is an accommodation of BOTH camps! That's because it is the recognition and official CB front
running of Mr. Market's eventual win.
This is just one small example of how the "Debtors v. Savers" factional paradigm differs from the "Bankers v. the rest of us"
that drives all of these hard money guys into tilting at windmills. Or from the "haves v. the have-nots" paradigm that has
infected the water supply in the easy money camp. It is a small difference, but a world apart.
Today we have arrived at the end of a long period in which the debtors have reaped immense amounts of real world goods
from the savers. They have done so by issuing paper debt in exchange for real goods. Most of my critics confuse who the
debtors and the savers actually are. They think "the American people" have been screwed over by the bankers for so long
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and now is the time to take it all back. What they don't realize is that "the American people" and "the bankers" (the
commercial bankers) are in the same camp. So is the government. They are all "Debtors."
And as this pendulum swings, they should be (we all should be) very happy for the acceptance of Freegold by the Giants,
the CBs, and the Savers. But my critics can't even see this paradigm, because they are stuck in a bad one. And their bad
paradigm leads them to tilting at windmills like "buy silver, crash JPM," "end the fed," "the Kucinich easy money bill,"
"buy silver because TPTB only have gold," "the end of fiat is coming," "the euro is no different than the dollar," etc., etc...
What is actually coming down the tracks with the inertia of a massive locomotive pulling the Freegold party train is what
Robert Zoellick has been hinting at publicly, completely misunderstood by gold bugs and Chartalists alike. It is gold used
internationally in a new monetary role, not seen in prior history. It is the next step in the evolution of the concept of money.
Gold is to become the floating, free market reference point for fiat currencies of all stripes. And to do this, it will shed the
albatross that is its parity relationship with paper promises of gold from private institutions that are backed by more paper
promises of gold from other private institutions in a perpetual loop of paper promises. This paper promise loop/"market" is
not a stable benchmark, and it will have to go.
So now you have a choice. You can hop on the party train and buy some physical gold before the journey is complete. Or
you can join the ranks of toy soldiers standing strong against the unstoppable force of time. The choice is yours.
Sincerely,
FOFOA
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